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pebface
This study mss originally submitted for the Degree of Master of 
Philosophy at the University of Surrey In 1969; In view of the 
importance of the subject - rather, than-the quality of its treatment ~- 
it mas decided to make copies of the study available for wider - 
circulation to the seeosssodatiom industry itself* to other related : 
industries* and to the many other bodice mho have interest in or ' 
responsibilities for acecursodatlon m my from horns.
fhe study tins financed by the Kohler Research Fellowship* and X as 
indebted to Mr. Fred Kohler for M s  generosity in establishing the 
Fellowship for* without it* this study mould not have been possible* -
X m  also grateful to Professor Medlik for his patience and advice in 
supervising the study* and for his stamina in reading it. I would have 
liked* at this stage* to have thanked representatives of the industry 
cad of the bodies associated with it for their co-operation* but do 
so mould fee misleading. By and large, the reaction of those for whom 
this study was feeing written was a mixture of: indifference and 
incredulity, followed fey a refusal to assist. It is these attitudes, 
more than anything else, which the industry m m t  overcome if it Is to 
have a successful future*
My thanks are also due to the staff of the University Library for their 
persistence In tracking down the few elusive book© -which have been 
written on this subject* and for their tolerance in letting m  keep 
them for so long. My thanks are due, finally, to Mr©. Pcrcfeska for 
typing the study; had it been typed fey an ordinary typist, 1980 would 
have cone m d  gone before the tent would have been ready*
George Young ■
Kofeier Research Fellow 
University of Surrey 
Ilovenber 1969
ACCOl'BlDMTXON SERVICES IN BRITAIN 1970-1980
(As analysis of the economic and social trends which m y  influence the 
demand for accommodation ewcy from home in the' UK and a projection of 
such demand over the'nest decade)
' SYNOPSIS
The study is divided into two parts; Part I comprises the analysis of 
the determinants of demand for accommodation m&y from home* and Part II 
comprises the forecast of such demand in the UK in 1980.
Part I begins with an introduction and methodology * and explains why such 
a study nay be useful to the accomodation industry and what techniques 
will be employed in its execution. This Is followed by Chapter II* which 
defines the market covered by the study and* for the first time* 
quantifies the number of nights spent away from home in the UK by type of 
accommodation used, origin of visitor and purpose of visit.
Chapter XIX contains, an historical analysis of th© determitsaste of demagp 
for accosecdaticn asmy from home* serving as a background to the present- 
day development with which this study is chiefly concerned and shewing 
that the motivations of previous generations. who travelled sway from home 
are of relevance today.
This Is followed by an analysis of domestic demand for accommodation away 
from home* divided into three chapters according t© purpose of visit; 
non-business demand (Chapter IV), business demand (Chapter V) end demand 
associated with attendance at conferences (Chapter VI).
This is followed by three chapters analysing overseas demand for 
accommodation in the UK according to the came three purposes of visit 
(Chapters UXX-IK).
In each of these six chapters* the analysis identifies those variables* : 
or determinants* which place an individual in the market for accommodation 
away from heme* and which best explain his behaviour within that market.
Fart II comprises the forecast; after an introductory chapter setting 
out the assumptions on which the projections ere based* each of the six'; 
©eefcors of the market are examined independently* and* on the basic of 
the relationships established in the demand analysis* demand for 
cccorsaodation away from horn in 1980 is derived. A final chapter 
collates the separate forecasts and examines,-the implications of the 
implied demand for the industry* and for those bodies with responsibilities 
for it.
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Introduction
This Kohler Keseareh Fellowship h m  been devoted t© sayanalyele
of the economic mid social treads which may influence the demand 
for mcessaodaticn away from, homo# mil to the projection of demand 
for such accommodation in the Halted Kingdom over the nest decade* .
Why should the. accommodation. industry wish to fee told what the 
determinants of demand for its services are* am! why should it have 
to know the implications which the nest decade holds in ©tore?
Without knowing whet the determinants of demand for its services are* 
the accommodation industry cannot correctly anticipate and fulfil the 
requirements which will fee expected of it between now m d  1980# If 
the industry i& to have a future* it is necessary for it to try to 
envisage that future* At a time when most other suppliers of goods 
.md services have related demand tot their products to general or 
specific socio-economic indicators. and have geared their production 
accordingly* the accommodation industry in the UK is almost unique in 
:lacking this - basic.knowledge* Those industries which have correctly
identified the nature of the relationship between demand for their 
product and the environment in which they operate have reduced'the risk of 
under-capacity and the ensuing lorn of potential sales* and of over­
capacity and the reduced rate of return os capital that this necessarily 
implies* Thpy have feces able to adept their product to changing 
■customer requirement©* am! to make sura that it is available at the 
right piece* at the right time and at the right price* Their profit­
ability is higher than would otherwise have been the cose* and so in 
their cent&llmfcicn to the country90 ©cones## growth*
The accommodation industry is this country has never identified the 
determinants of demand for ite product* nor has it ever-'projected demand
for its product forward and related it® investment programme accordingly#
Xfor-.ha0.it shown much interest in'the experience of other countries* 
where such m  exercise is commonplace*. Hor has it shown much 
willingness to co-operate with the Robler Research Fellowship* It
is .'not therefore surprising that* - as an industry* it- is. neither ■ 
profitable nor popular*
.That it is not popular is recorded by the many independent observers 
who have written on it* and perhaps the most tactful comment is still 
that of the Catering Wages Commission writing .nearly quarter of a 
century ago** * Whatever the reasons may be* it is true to say that 
the hotel industry in this country has not been highly regarded as an 
industry by the general public**•* Unless there is a radical change of 
attitude - and we appreciate that this mil inevitably take time « all 
other measures for the fullest development of this section of the 
catering industry*.with-its unique potentialities as a magnet for 
foreign currency and as a field of employment which is still capable 
of very wide extension* will fee of little avail® *
That it is not profitable is shorn fey the recent Cooper Brothers Report* 
1Whilst individual companies and hotels have undoubtedly been successful 
and obtained profitable results from their investments* in particular 
from those in London* we have found that the majority of projects 
outside London reveal rates of return from the. capital invested (if 
inflation is ignored) which?
, I have only a marginal* if any* contribution over what appears to 
fee the current market rate for the finance required!
2 ' 7 appear to be low in-comparison with available statistics for 
the average rates of return by manufacturing industries®*^.
This lack'of popularity and profitability* closely related to the” 
absence of adequate market studies and forecasts* has deeper
'•■Catering Wages Commission.
Tourist- Services* Areport tfevthe Mniatfy of' Labour'and Rational 
Service* H*M*S*0* 1946* ■ - •' r
s*Hofcel;ami Catering' E*D*G* ’'Invastmenfei;in''Hotels7ahd.:Caterihg*';;:; 
Investment' Study by Cooper' Bros & Co* H.H«S»0* 1968* pp 14-15*
implications for the accommodation industry than for most other 
industries* An hotel has to remain profitable for a longer period
than* for example* the production line of a motor-vehicle manufacturer 
or of a producer of.consumer durables* Incorrect analysis of the 
market is therefore more likely to be disastrous, and the need for 
better market knowledge more urgent* in the field of accomodation* 
Furthermore* the lead time between the decision to build ah ho tel and 
its actual opening is longer than the gestation period in other 
industries* cThe lead time to design* finance and build a modern-*1 
day hotel is four to five years1**
The absence of market studies and forecasts is worrying from a social 
as well as an economic point of view* Demand for accommodation 
facilities will increasingly be connected with demand for recreational 
facilities and the provision of the latter cannot* unfortunately* be 
left to normal forces of supply and demand* Firstly* the current 
level of demand and its growth might be regarded as too low for the 
social and physical well-being of the population* and secondly* what 
is profitable may not be what is recreational.
Recently* there have been signs that the industry is beginning to 
realise that it needs better data* though the pressure for it comes more 
from the airlines and the international hotel cos^aniee than the 
traditional British accomodation industry. The position is well 
summarised in 5More Hotels? fThe E.D.C. is aware that the 
consideration of the adequacy of accomodation in both quantity and 
quality in the UK is handicapped by lack of information on supply and 
demand..... This lack of information is obviously a handicap to 
Government Departments such as the Board of Trade and the Department of 
Economic Affairs| the Hotel and Catering E.D.C. with a long-term 
planning interest in the industry! and to the British Travel Association
‘^Carlson* Edward E. President* Western International Hotels Inc. 
Address to International Hotel© Association in San Francisco.* 
October 1968. Reported in Caterer and Eotel-keeper* 24/10/68. p 13* 
ftftHotel and Catering E.D.C. fMore Hotels?®* H.M.S.O. 1967* p.!.
with'-their interest in .promoting tourisms But the limited 
information is also a handicap to'.the-'hotelier and makes his 
planning to meet future. demand a.hazardous' exercise®* '.. Even the :>l 
Board of. Trade have commented on -the paucity of information*, though 
.in;ra‘rather cavalier ways ®There is room for--further study .of the 
characteristics-.of'.demand, (for.hotel accommodation)®** . :
In recognition of this: .need* the University of Surrey devoted the 
current Kohler Research Fellowship to the analysis of the economic- 
and social trends which may influence the demand for accommodation 
away from home in the UiC during the 1970®e. This decision was welcomed 
fey the Hotel and Catering E*D.C* 9the initiative of the University in 
devoting the next Kobier Research Fellowship ho research in this field 
is -.very-'welcome®**..' . ■
This gtudy was *. however* written primarily, for the' -accommodation 
industry itself*-' rather than .for'.the many public and semi-public bodies 
which concern themselves with its health* and it, is sincerely hoped 
that the industry will have a clearer idea of, where its potential lies 
as a result of it* But in developing that potential* the industry 
will need the co-operation and assistance of planning authorities and 
the Government* both of whom tend, to misunderstand the accommodation 
industry. It is also hoped therefore that this study will promote 
a better understanding of the industry®s problems and potential in 
official quarters. r '... , ,
Because they do not understand how the future,can be forecast* many 
people remain suspicious of the value of studies such as this. The 
accommodation industry probably has more than its quota of such 
people who instinctively refuse to become involved in any study which 
attempts to envisage the future. *The scrupulous student of fact
*Board of Trade*. Hotel Development Incentives» CMHP. 3633fl E.M.S.O. 196B* 
p 4* para. 9.
OsfsHotel and Catering E.P.C. More Hotels? K.M.S.O. 1967* p 3.
brands assertions about the future as intellectual fadventurism15 
they are# he claims# the business of charlatans into whose company 
the sober-minded scholar should not venture*** The sober-minded 
scholar5s position can be justified by pointing out the high 
mortality rate of many seemingly well-founded forecasts# often while 
they were still in their infancy*
One of the earliest and best known forecasts, of this kind: was 
featured by General Motors in its fFuturama5 Exhibit at the World 
Fair in Hew York in 1939* General Motors forecast that the number of 
passenger car© in the USA in 1960 would be a breath-taking 38 million* 
This figure was exceeded by 1950# in spite of America* © involvement in 
the Second World War* The actual figure for 1960 was 61*7 million# and 
the growth rate predicted by General Motors was nearly 100% inaccurate*
A more' recent example# perhaps more closely connected with accommodation 
away from home# shows that inaccurate forecasting was not just a pre-war 
disease* In 1951# the Civil Aeronautics Administration in the USA 
issued a forecast of domestic air travel volume in the USA for 1960 of 
18 billion passanger miles. (the 1950 figure was 8 billion)* Halfway 
through the period# the 1960 forecast figure had already been exceeded* 
The actual 1960 figure was just over 30 billion# 66% higher than 
forecast* The CAA figure was considered optimistic at the timeg 
another forecast predicted 20 billion for 1970# a figure which was 
reached in five years instead of twenty* Nor. should one assume that
inaccurate forecasting is of no concern to the man in the street* The 
sensational delays it some American airports in the summer of 1968 - 
which directly inconvenienced a large number of Americans and visitors 
to America# and indirectly inconvenienced many more - were a result of 
bad forecasting# as the following table showss
&Jouvenal# Bertrand de. The Art of Conjecture* Ueidenfeld and 
Nicolaon 1967* p 7.
ftftOutdoor Recreation Resources'Review Commission* Projections to the 
Years 1976 and 2000* (ORREC Study Report 23.) library of Congress 
Catalog* Card Humbert 62-60045* Washington 0.0* 1962* p 75*
TABLE .1* ’ ■ ■ -
Forecast made 'by Federal' Aviation Administration 'of 
USA in Hovember 1962 for Fiscal Year .191
■ f t ii* r i iliii|i»i»r»iini* i> y « * ^ i iii»«^wr*i»ii iiM W r««rf|rW W « ^ * «*feW>w t i* '* rT *r*n m i» * i>i»i|»r-;i r«»itiwri» i»«»ii
Forecast
»rw ii»»in»iiwl»iKfini«< ii
; .;' .Passengers/•  ^ .89*5 m
/■ Flying hours by private -planes . -17*1 m
■-. . '■ F M  Control -Tower Operations . . 35*5 m 
■ (take-offs and landings) .
Hearer, heme#'forecasting-is ..still:under the shadow of the country’s . 
first■offieial five-year plan# .which was'abandoned less- than two 
years after it was published! a plan which turned out to be notional 
rather - than .national* .. It,.is, an interesting indication of the - ■
• Importanceattached to/the hotel-and catering industry by .-the - 
Government that only three of the five hundred pages of the plan 
were devoted to it# although it employed 731#000 people and its 
annual output was £1*725m**
The conclusion one should draw from these unfortunate predictions is 
not that the whole exercise of economic forecastingshould fee abandoned 
but that it should fee improved* With* this object in mind# many 
institutions have been set up to deal seriously and consistently with 
the problems of forecasting the future and specifically to improve 
the quality of such forecasts* la France# there is the ?Prospective© 
group founded fey Gaston Berger# and the ’Futuribleo* project directed 
fey Bertrand de Jouvenal# with the aid of the Ford Foundation* In the 
United States# *Resources for the Future* has been established# again 
with the aid of the Ford Foundation# and it has already produced come 
valuable work# principally 1 Resources in America’s Future* by Hans 
Laadberg and others* Also in the United States - where forecasting 
has become a major faculty within both sociology and economics - the 
Rand Corporation has sponsored the Delphi Prediction Studies fey Olaf
&The National Plan* ' ' * CMHB: 2764#'-. - H*M#S#0*;'-',Sept# :'1965W. 
pt II# pp 232-5*
Actual««-*»*
153 m
' 23.12 m 
53*3 m
Helmar and P*J. Gordon! the American Academy of Arte and Sciences 
has created the Commission on the Year 2000# and the Hudson Institute# 
directed by Herman Kahn# has plunged full-scale into studies of 
the future*
In this country# the Social'Science.'Research Council has set .up 
the Gommittee on the Hext Thirty Yearsg and of course many universities 
are conducting research into future demands for individual commodities^* 
There is also a wealth of literature on the future in the UK, such as 
’Britain 1 9 8 4 * ’The British Economy in .1975!!#**' and ’London 2000’.****•
■ 'This.'-increased - allocation .-of resources to predicting the future is not 
solely motivated hy a desire to re|lace had forecasts with hotter ones*
’It arises from the simple fact that every society today is consciously 
. committed to economic growth# to raising . the standard of living of its 
people# and therefore to the planning# direction and control of social 
change* *#**what is distinctive about the middle of the twentieth century 
is the deliberate intervention of human instruments# principally 
Government# to control change for specified ends* With the growth of 
modem communication and transportation# we are; more quickly aware of 
the United consequences of change# and the need to anticipate these 
-' and to plan, for them from the community ..to.- the. national --level'1 ******
IJhat'are the implications of jthis;-increased interest in forecasting 
for the accommodation industry! There is no theoretical reason why 
an’ econometric ■ model, of demand for accomodation' away ■ from home - should . 
not be constructed* For the past thirty years# the science of 
econometrics has been harnessed to the problem of constructing numerical 
relationships between the demand for & commodity and the factors which 
influence ouch demand* Such a relationship has been called a demand
>nitn,nrniirrinn,iiiri1i» <»n iwrj^ m gi im# mp ji«
*For full details of work sponsored by the Social Science Research Council# 
see their annual publication of ’Research Supported by the S*S*R.C*® 
•fc&Brech# Ronald* Britain 1984* A forecast prepared for Unilever*
Barton# Longman & Todd*# 1963*
&ft*Beckermaim# W. & Associates* The British Economy in 19750
Cambridge at the University Press 1965*
ftft*«Hall» Peter* London 2000* Faber and Faber Ltd*# 1963*
**^*Kahn# Herman and Wiener# Anthony J* The Year 2000* Collier 
Macmillan Ltd*# London 1967* pp 25 - 26*
function. By correlating conoumptien of a commodity with various 
socio-economic indicators which have a prims facie connection with 
it# for example# purchase© of motor vehicles with increases in 
disposable income# one can discover whether the phenomena are 
connected# and# if so# what the strength of that connection is*
Having identified the existence and strength of :aayncorrelatioa# 
the forecaster can then postulate what is likely to happen to the 
socio-economic indicators over the period in which he is interested# 
and# using the equation or econometric model which he has constructed 
on the basis of past data# project demand for that commodity* While 
this may sound simple# there are many practical difficulties which 
may prevent the application of these principles* The Electricity 
Council have derived a very satisfactory equation# proving that 
consumption of domestic electricity is a function of consumer expen­
diture at eonstaat prices# the price of electricity relative to other 
fuels and temperature*.But until they knot? how to forecast the 
temperature# they will never get the optimum value from their equation.
The success of this exercise depends then on two factor©! the exist­
ence of adequate historical data with which to construct a reliable 
and robust equation! and the ability of the forecaster to project 
correctly the socio-economic environment over the period in question*
The absence of historical data is the principal factor obstructing the 
application of econometric technique© to forecasting demand for 
accommodation! the leitmotiv of those who have written on the industry 
since the 1930’© has been the paucity of data on which to base an 
objective analysis* Nearly twenty-five years after they were expressed# 
the wishes of the Catering Wages Commission remain largely unfulfilled*** 
fXn our general consideration ©f this question of the development of 
holiday facilities to meet the new demand which is now making itself 
felt# we have many time© asked ourselves what it is that the holiday
*0reon# R»W. Econometrics in Electricity Forecasting* Society for 
Long-range Planning. Forecasting Technique© Study Group# 1967.
** Catering Wages Commission* Oi.CIT* Para 72*
public# and in particular# the new holiday public# want in the way 
■of- 'facilities* ***** .The most, immediate'need, in; our view is for a 
comprehensive and well-fchought survey of the accommodation aspect 
of the .problem, with particular regard :-to the type of accommodation . 
that .people want# , but also to. the amount of money they are .prepared 
or in a position to pay for it1* Their hopes were re-Euhoed in 1967 
by Dr. Pattison in his doctoral thesis. ’Research is of vital 
importance to examine the trends and developments necessary in an 
industry which, if one includes recreation, will pose one of the greatest 
planning problems of the future in the developed countries of the world. 
Two factors are at work here! difficulty of obtaining basic statistics 
pertaining to the industry, and the nature of the industry itself’#*
The actual data-which are available are examined in the Chapter on the 
Market; suffice it to-say at this stage that until this -country 
publishes annual data on hotel occupancy along the lines used in the 
national accounts of the Netherlands, Italy and Spain - to mention but 
three countries — and breaks it down into occupany by residents of 
the country and by overseas visitors, by type of establishment and by 
region, it will not be possible to construct an adequate econometric 
model of demand for accomodation in the UK, If the responsibility 
for producing this© $ data is not shouldered by the Government Departments 
concerned - primarily the Board of Trade - then the industry should 
co-operate to produce it itself* In this context it is worth referring 
to the publication-’The Commercial bodging ■Market’!** the principal 
hotel operators in the United States, acting through their Trade 
Association, collaborated to provide a detailed picture of the market 
in which they were operating by pooling data on their customers*
’broadly stated, the objective was to find out as much an possible about
*Dr. Pattison* Tourism in the Firth of Clyde. (Ph.D. Thesis). 
University of Glasgow, 1967*
**Blomstrora, Robert L* The Commercial' Lodging Market« -Phase 11*- '
Market Research Project* American Hotel#. Restaurant'and Institutional 
Management, Graduate ’School of Business Administration, Michigan State
University, East Lansing* Library of Congress Catalog Card Number
67-65501# p S.
commercial lodging oust ©mars .g o that managers or .earners of 
commercial lodging establishments might more effectively define 
e&isting ..markets or develop new rorl atsf* ' While the Board of trade ' 
pays lip service to the importance of better data - fBettor decisions 
will be made by Government and businesses if they are made with 
knowledge of the relevant facts*' .The publication of statistics 
about an industry, by documenting the performance of the industry, 
md.hy giving a. yards tick by which individual managements can compare 
their own performance can assist the search for efficiency’ * *» - It 
does not have any immediate plans to provide the data needed by the 
industry, so it would seem advisable for the industry to male© alternative 
arrangements* ......
The absence of the nenassary data is an important limitation on a study 
of this nature- and has implications -for the methodology which can be 
used; another limitation, which might have been avoided, is that some 
of the supplementary data are not available to those conducting research 
into the industry* Hhile one can accept that commercial firms might 
not wish to release data or surveys for which they had paid privately - 
though they willingly do so in America - it is less easy to accent 
the refusal of the Government Departments and statutory bodies to release 
data or surveys collected at public espouse* The Highlands and Islands 
Development Board spent £217,360 on two studies connected with tourism 
in 1967, but refuse to make them available for post-graduate research*
The Home, Office, the Board of Trade and even the national Economic 
Development Office have withheld data which could have helped this 
project and which could not conceivably prejudice the national interest 
were they published*
To minimise the effect of lack of data, three steps were taken*
Firstly, demand for accommodation away from home in the UK was quantified 
for 1967* This provides a base from which to. project. Without this, 
both the demand analysis and the forecast would have taken place in a 
vacuum as there are no official - data on .nights - spent away - from home in. 
the UK. Secondly, demand for accomodation has been divided into 
sub-sections, some of which le.net themselves to econometric analysis*
Middleton, B.F*, Chief Statistician, Board of Trade* Civil Aviation 
Statistics* Statistical Hews* ll*M*S*0*, November 1968, Ho*3*
This division means'that the analysis of those sections for which 
there-are- adequate- data, are- not. cb r^osaised- by those for which there 
ere none* ; Finally, full use has been made.of the experience of the 
accomodation industry in other - countries^ where .sophisticated analysis 
has been undertaken"-and forecasts'have1 been" made*
There are dangers as well as advantages in this approach! the first 
is' that one" might" he tempted to "draw conclusions about the behaviour " 
of UK residents when they'"reach, for example, the same income level' 
as that currently enjoyed by USA residents, based on the assumption that 
the level of income is the only determinant of social behaviour* The 
second danger is basically the same, but less easy to avoid, namely, 
the assumption that when a larger proportion of the UK population moves 
into the upper income and education groups, they will assume the interests 
and adopt the behaviour patterns that characterise present members of 
these groups*
In the UK far too little is known about the determinants of demand for 
accommodation away from home to discover how dangerous and misleading 
these assumptions may be* The problem is basically that observed 
differences in activity levels may stem in part from personality, 
motivational and physiological factors at present associated with income 
and education, for examplej- rather than reflecting the influence of 
income and education per se. The importance of this problem for fore­
casts may be illustrated by referring to another field, voting in USA 
national elections* The likelihood that a ©an will exercise his right 
to vote increases with his income and education level* As far as can 
be ascertained, the same was true in the 1220*s and 1930*s* One might 
then have expected, with rising real incomes and higher terminal levels 
of education, that the proportion of people voting would have risen 
sharply between the 1920*s and 1960*c* In fact, participation in 
elections falls far short of what such a simple projection would have 
implied*
There is also a third danger of relying too heavily on US data, simply 
because they have some when the UK has none, since such data may be 
tenuous* It is worth remembering that the Ives tern. Council for. Travel
Research.Inc. was see up in'-the.USA #to do something .-about' the lack ; 
of factual, comprehensive and reliable information about the travel 
industry
The methodology used in this study therefore takes account of the 
limitations of the data available, and it is basically extremely simple*
Firstly, there is a chapter on the Market* This defines the demand for 
accommodation with which the study is concerned, and estimates the
■ t
total number of bed-nighta spent away from home in 1967 '$n the UK*
fhe rest of the first part is devoted to the demand analysis *» finding 
out why those nights were spent away from home, by whom, when and 
where. This begins with a chapter of historical analysis of the 
determinants of demand, which tracks demand for accommodation from the 
beginning of time down to the present day*#* From this historical 
introduction emerge? several clues to the determinants ©£ demand* and 
it also provides background knowledge of the industry which is so 
essential to the understanding of its problems and potential*
From the chapters on the market and the historical analysis, it emerges 
that demand for accommodation away from homo can be divided firstly into 
two * according to the residence of the customer, UK or overseas - and 
secondly into three, according to his purpose of visit* non-business, 
business and'attendance at a conference. v
The reasons for .this first distinction are clear*' Demand for / 
accommodation by UK residents is affected by different factors from 
demand by overseas visitors. Devaluation is a case in point* as this 
makes accommodation in the UK a more attractive proposition for the 
overseas visitor, without making it any cheaper for the UK resident.
Demand for accommodation in the UK can therefore increase substantially 
without any increase in economic prosperity in the UK - fortunately for
^Proceedings of the 9th Annual Conference of the Western Council for 
Travel '.Research* held "at Reno, Hevsda* 23 - 25f8f67* pi*
**For.those whose interest in this study is cossaercial rather than 
adademe, the historical analysis is briefly summarised on Pages *2-3,
the industry*' Conversely* any increase in economic prosperity in 
tile UK may mean that more UK residents travel abroad* without affecting 
the propensity of overseas visitors to come here*
■ From the' supply point” of view, it is also crucial to distinguish 
between these two types of demand* Accommodation at the seaside 
resorts is popular with the UK. resident* but much less so with the 
overseas visitor# Expectations of■quality' may also'be dif£ercant* ‘ as '
' may ability to pay* sise of party* age of 'visitor and length of stay#
'The second distinction is equally important* ‘ *Understanding of the •.
; travel market begins with the division between trips for business and 
non-business purposes’#* The reasons for this distinction - and for 
' the separation of conference demand r are- basically similar: to those ' 
for the first one* ■ The determinants of demand are different, .and the 
: facilities-required are different* ' In particular*' available expend 
diture differs according to who is paying for it; the destination 
varies according to purpose of visit - the destination of the business­
man is not determined by personal considerations ?• the seasonal 
distribution of demand is different; as is the length of stay, site of 
party etc*
This distinction is now adopted by consultants in the field of hourismi 
’It is also necessary* ideally* to segregate ^business travel** (not 
paid for by the individual) from *holiday and other travel* (paid for 
by the individual)* The former is relatively inelastic and only 
marginally influenced by cost considerations; the * holiday* com­
ponent of the latter is responsive to costs and is the market in which 
greatest expansions and changes in travel habits are taking place*•**
The allocation of a separate section to conference demand needs a 
word of explanation* The determinants of demand - as will be seen - 
are quite different from those for normal business use* , There may 
be no trade connection with the country where the conference is being
Lansing* John B-
ft
, * and Blood, Dwight M* The Cliangiug Travel Market*
Survey Research Centre, Institute for Social Research, The University of 
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan* p 157* *
** Transport and Tourism Technicians Ltd* European Market Potential
*■ ■»■* ,# ■ # ,n r.* - ;# , inr i *  * 1*  m  wum n
for.- Travel,, to. East .Asia* March 1968*
held;', flic location may not be chosen by the firm.or person attending 
the conference; the facilities required arc totally’ different, and 
the market is growing considerably faster than for normal business 
traffic# Conference demand for hotel accommodation is already ana­
lysed separately in the United States, and in come European countries* 
It is not yet common practice in the United Kingdom to look at it 
separately, though it is interesting to note that when a leading hotel 
company in the UK conducted a pilot study for a guest registration 
system, the three categories used were business/official, holiday/ 
pleasure and conference*
The rest of the demand analysis is therefore divided into six chapters.
Demand for accomodation away from home by UK residents for non­
business reasons - basically domestic holiday demand*
Demand for accommodation away from home by UK residents for 
business reasons*
Demand for accommodation away from home by UK residents for 
attendance at conferences.
Demand for accommodation away from horse by overseas visitors 
visiting the UIC for non-business reasons*
Demand for accommodation array from home by overseas visitors 
visiting the UK for business reasons*
Demand for accommodation away from home by overseas visitors 
visiting the UK for attendance at conferences*
Within each of the six ^sections, the methodology adopted is a 
reflection of the data available* Where they are poor or non­
existent, a more subjective approach is adopted. where they are 
good, more sophisticated techniques are adopted, usually involving 
multiple regression'analysis*
Tiiis variability of approach is unfortunately necessary’ - and will 
continue.to he so until the industry’s statistics arc placed oh 
a sounder footing; any methodology aust therefore he flexible*
For each of the six types of visitor, or category of demand, the 
determinants are identified, and the key to success for the commercial 
accommodation industry lies firstly in the recognition that demand . 
for their services comes from a wide range of submarkets and secondly 
in the correct identification of these submarkets so that the correct 
facilities are made available and the correct marketing techniques 
employed* In this ShwlVj:^  the market is divided into six broad 
groups, but there are many subdivisions within these groups** The 
six selected are as many as one can meaningfully cover with the data 
available dn the UK- market* ■
Identification of the determinants of demand for accommodation away , 
from home is not an end in itself, but the means to an cad* If one 
has identified them correctly and is then able to postulate correctly 
what will happen to them over the next decade, one is then able to 
forecast demand for accommodation away from home in the UK. in 1980, 
which is the most important part of the study*
. Uhile it-might be argued that this methodology has simply altered the \ 
variables which one is obliged to forecast, and is - therefore no ■ 
nearer a soluteon, such an■objection is over-simplified* If it were 
discovered, for example, that sales of prcunS were closely correlated 
with births, the' forecaster of pram sales could then use the ’■
Registrar General’s Forecast of Births to forecast demand...for his 
product* The experience' and resources' of the Registrar General are 
considerable, and they could be harnessed by the forecaster in question 
without him duplicating research* Without establishing the principal
*An tirneyrtaui airline has broken non-business travel into sirs 
1) vacation travel 2) travel to visit friends and relations 3) travel
by students 4) travel by honeymoon couples 5) travel by tour groups 
6) travel by groups with special sporting interests* One could quite 
easily subdivide seme of these groups further, given the data*
determinant of demand for his product, it is most unlikely that he 
would have been able to project demand correctly if he had only looked 
at sales data and simply extrapolated*
It is for this reason that it is important to establish what the 
determinants are before one begins to forecast* Having established the 
relevant determinants, one can then harness all the research that has 
been done into the likely trend in these determinants* If one were to 
conclude that demand for accommodation sway from home were a function of 
availability of leisure time, disposable income and cost ©f transport, 
and one could establish the nature of these relationships, one could 
derive an equation which would yield the level of demand for any given 
values of the three variables concerned, utilising the research which has 
already been carried out into the likely trend of leiiure time etc*
In selecting the determinants of demand, the methodology concentrates on 
those ones which are capable of being forecast, and ignores those which 
are unpredictable, such as the weather and strikes*
The forecast follows the came pattern as the demand analysis, being sub­
divided into six sections* The methodology used in forecasting is 
described in the introductory chapter to that section, which also out­
lines the many difficulties involved in such an exercise and stating the 
basic assumptions which are made* Each of the six sections is then dealt 
with in turn, and finally, the implications for the different sections of 
the industry are assessed* As in the demand analysis, the methodology 
nsed in each section varies according to the precision with which the 
original determinants were identified, and according to the predictability 
of those determinants* The increase, - or, as in some sections, the 
decrease - in demand is then interpreted from the point of view of the 
accommodation industry; not merely in terms of the number of beds that 
will be required, but where and when they may be needed, and what quality 
and price they should be* The year for which demand is forecast is
19S0 - far enough ahead for the industry to have an opportunity to meet 
the volume and quality of demand that is forecast, but near enough for 
the predictions to be accurate within an acceptable margin of error*
The forecast is derived by projecting trends and adjusting them in view 
of likely developments* Most of the trends are straight-line though,
in some instances $ variable growth rates are ejected and this is made 
explicit. For those -who wish to hum? the volume of demand in the.' 
intervening years, it is relatively simple to derive this .fromftha - text* 
and for those who think the assumptions concerning the underlying trends 
of the demand determinants are either too optimistic or too pessimistic* 
it is relatively easy to adjust the forecast accordingly*
There is a natural tendency to ignore any forecast which sounds impossible 
by present-day values* and soma forecasts are indeed more closely allied 
to science fiction than economic analysis* ’Much that passes for long­
term projection contains a heavy mixture of naivete* wishful thinking or 
axe-grinding* Often projections are shaped to promote specific ideas 
or to influence public or private decisions* Typically* a static set of 
relationships has often been extended into the future or the forecasts are 
unduly influenced by individual beliefs or expectationsf«&
The tightrope between irresponsibility and conservatism is difficult to 
negotiates what* for example, is to be made of the forecast by the 
Secretary of Transportation in the US’ Administration that America needs 
900 more airports in the next 10 years - or a new one every four days?
'The forecast inuthis stoci^.calculates the logical implications for the 
industry* based on the demand analysis carried out in the first section* 
This is as far as a study of this nature can go* One cannot state 
categorically that in 1980* there should be x hotels*-.y camping-sitcs 
and 2 holiday camps* as this involves making value judgements which only 
the industry and .the Government can make* ; The extent to which scarce 
resources should be diverted to the tourist industry is a political 
question as much as an economic oncf and the rate of return of capital 
which is acceptable is a matter to be decided by the individual entre­
preneur* To this extent* any forecast must be hedged with qualifications, 
the most important one being that the projected number of visits will not 
take place if the accommodation is not available*
To this extent? the forecast is a conditional one* The number of overseas 
visitors who arrive in 1980 may he less than the forecast in thin Stu-dLij ,
* GKSRC Study Report 23. OF* CXT* f 78*
fills will happen if the facilities .to accomodate them all are not 
available^ but what ic being forecast is the number who will wish to 
edme';*- this is'■ the object of a -demand forecast, ' If'some of the demand 
is frustrated* then there will clearly be fewer arrivals, but one of the 
purposes of this study is to establish what the full potential of the 
industry is, and for this reason supply constraints are ignored*
The methodology used throughout has been flexible; where data are not 
available,- estimates; are made "on'the basic ©f-‘reasonable assumptions* It 
is to be-hoped that before 1980/;arrives, theweak links in the industry's 
statistics will habe 'been-strengthened, .aid'.that a wore sophisticated.
- flfcthodology for forecasting will be derived*■ -If -it-.accomplishes- nothing 
-else, this study will at least have identified those weak links#
chapter wz
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Accommodation away from horn covers a wide variety of types 'of 
establishment*.ranging from the luxury hotel to-the boarding house* and 
including .canning sites* ships and holiday camps.
To put the six® of the market 'in perspective* it is - illuminating, to refer 
to the 1961 Census, of Population in England -and Bales. Table 20* page. 90 
shows that 96*61% of the total enumerated population in -England -and Bales 
(including visitors to TJK) spent the census night in April in a private 
household* The 3.391* or 1*351*720 people* who were not in a private 
household;were in b variety of establishments* m  ic demonstrated in 
i rv^  ckxrt .
One initial problem to be overcome is therefore to define the market for 
which one is examining the'determinants of demand; what establishments 
providing accommodation away from home iu one interested in* and how does 
one classify them into meaning,ful component sections*
Certain types of establishment in-tkiikewtvhich. provide accommodation 
away from home arc excluded from this study 5 -broadly* these are as tab-** 
linhtnents whose clientele are there under some measure of constraint. 
Prisons* borstals* remand centres and similar places of detention are 
excluded* partly because'their construction and administration arc not 
the concern of the commercial accommodation industry* for whoa this study 
is primarily written* partly because the determinants of demand arc more 
the concern of other -professions than the'economist* For the same reasons* 
hospitals8 nursing homes and old people1& homes'are'excluded*........
Hot is this study concerned with defence establishments* boarding schools'4 
and other residential educational institutions* although the .role of-some • 
universities in providing, accommodation Cor conferences is examined*.
Of the categories elict?u in tike ckcvrij the accommodation away from home
Bve |-o tC^v
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that is covered by this study is ’hotels etc*’ (with the exceptions 
mentioned later)9 part of the'accommodation included tinder ’civilian, 
ships* .boats*.barges* etc.* (people on cruises or staying on their 
■mm-boats) and port.of.tlte.acconsaodatioa under ’other population* 
campers, vagrants, etc*” (camping sites and caravan cites)*
Sams other types of accommodation m m  from home not Included in 
the choiri mad careful treatment; ©any people go abroad- for their 
-holidays and.many stay.with friends and relatives* Although they are 
not catered for by the commercial accommodation industry in the BK* their 
determinants of demand plainly are.of interest: as'they have chosen c 
close substitute, and therefore, in the forme ion of a composite picture 
pf .demand for acco&aod&tien may from home* they should be-.included*
Hhea the market is quantified therefore* the number of bednight© spent 
abroad or with friends by the residents is included, but,in the main study* 
tmm emphasis' is. placed on demand • for commercial accomodation in the tJK.
Having identified the establishments which are within the terms of reference 
of this study, one is left with the problem' of meaningfully defining the . 
establishments within the market* ■
There - is an argument for dealing with the whole accmm&atlem. market as 
an entity in Itself* simply looking at total nights spent away from home 
or total expenditure in accommodation, establishments * 'tfhile-eufeh an 
approach would have the advantage of simplicity, it is however not 
appropriate for the following reasonss
■ 1 Important. trends - within 'the market would be overlooked, mid a
- helpful forecast indicating the potential of the .various -market 
sectors - which have radically different characteristics would 
not then'be possible. It has been suggested that the total 
available capacity may not have changed much over recant years-,, 
but this is because the reduction of capacity in bonrdingrlioucco 
and other private accommodation has been .matched by the con­
struction of new hotels, camping sites, efcej these movements ,
■ within the. industry are of crucial importance to the proper under­
standing of demand for it© services.
2 Available data relate to sectors*'or combination of sectors*
within the market* rather than to the whole of the market* .This 
data could not be used if the market was dealt with in aggregate*
Accepting these reasons* however* it is important not to gotto the other 
extreme and draw up water-tight definitions of the relevant sectors* if 
such definitions do not coincide either with reality or with the data 
available* It may be a notable academic achievement to define an hotel 
in such a way that there is no doubt as to whether a particular 
establishment is an hotel or not$ but if this definition of the word 
does not conform to popular usage then the exercise is sterile*
It is interesting to note that in the White Paper on Hotel Development 
Incentives* nowhere is there a rigid definition of the establishments 
which are eligible. The nearest approach to a definition is fHotels 
and other establishment© primarily concerned in offering accommodation 
and meals overnight* or for longer periods* to travellers and visitors 
without their having necessarily booked in advance*..*1* This is 
cos^arable to the Standard Industrial Classification definition of 
minimum list heading 884**fHotels and other residential establishment©• 
Hotels*, motel©* holiday camps, guest houses* boarding houses* hostels 
and similar establishments providing furnished accomodation with' food. 
and service for regard* but excluding licensed or residential clubs1* 
definition is not water-tight.
This problem of defining hotels and other establishments in the market 
has obstructed most researchers into the UK commercial accomodation 
industry, and will continue to do so until a system of registration and 
classification is evolved* ’The first problem on the supply side is the 
question of classification* or of drawing lines between the different 
forms of accommodation considered* (licensed hotels, for example, may 
be fairly easy to distinguish from all other accommodation, but it is 
doubtful how far it is useful to lump together a wide variety of 
establishments, catering for several sub-markets* in one category)•
* Hotel Development Incentive©* OF* CIT* Para 13* p 5*
** Standard Industrial Classification revised 1968 edition* H.K.SSO. 1968.
Soma guest houses serve a very similar purpose to the smaller hotel©$ 
other© are difficult to distinguish' from private bed and breakfast®•&
The problem of definition is also wall-described in the 1960
* Architectural Review®. "Uhat hotels have we? ■ This is difficult to
assess .as there i© no accepted definition of-an hotel* It is impossible 
to laxm  whether to drm  a - line (and if so* where) between ClarMges- and 
’Seaviev* which lets off a room during the season®*
Before -one■defines the categories into which establishments arc to’be 
divided* one must first look at the form in which the most important data 
are presented* ■ The Census of Population has already been mentioned* ■ 
and it i© a potential source of useful information* However* under the 
misleadingly simple .title #H©tel§*ete»** the Census includes hotels* 
boarding houses* apartment houses* inns* holiday camps and other similar 
establishments providing board and accommodation* Hydropathic hotels* 
nature cure camps and similar establishments are included* as arc house**'' 
holds containing five or more boarders* Establishments which* though 
described g o  hotels* have no sleeping accommodation* are excluded*
i 1
Equally disappointing is the.division of ’Hotels* etc® into separate 
categories according'.to number© of rooms in tables 22* 26 ©t.al*l;--.Ia--tho 
Gmmsp tlm rooms which (a m - counted are not . just letting rooms* but- all ■ 
rooms used for-living* eating or sleeping by either staff or guests*. 
Hence the Census cannot be used either to quantify the number of rooms ■ 
available for letting* or tlxe number of establishments* be they licensed 
or unlicensed hotels* boarding houses 'or holiday camps m  they are not 
shown separately by category and are combined with household© containing’ 
more than five boarders who are not* by definition*’away from home®* and 
are therefore excluded from this study*
One of the most important official sources of data os the industry* and 
potentially more helpful than the Census* 1© the Inquiry into the • 
Catering Trades in 1964* which was published in the Board .of Trade ..... 
Journal-.on Hay 13 1966* One of the purposes of the Inquiry was to .
* University of Glasgow (Department-of Economic and Social Research) •
Recreation and Tourism in Loch Lomond Area* A Report to the County 
Council of Dunbarton* June 1918. .
provide-.am analysis of turnover in catering establishments* The
©ctablielements which- c o m m  this study. were divided into two main groups s
1 . Hotels ©nd Holiday camps. ,
2’ Public house©.',
Hotel© mid holiday campe were oub-divided into three groups s
Multiple licensed hotel© (owned by organisations with 10 or ■ ■ ■ 
more establishment©)« : ■
■Other licensee! hotels*.
Holiday camps*
Hubllc houses-were also divided.into three groups? .
a) Those managed for brewery 'companies e _ including hotels 
managed for brewery.companies*
b) Those managed by tenants 9 but owned by breweries *
®) ’Free* houses. . _
As ifc stand©» this approach is not suitable for this study* The Inquiry 
excluded unlicensed'hotels* boarding houses and guest house©9 which* as 
will' be sees later* account for--about 25% of allvvisitor-nights* The 
division of licensed hotels - into. those owned by hotel groups® ■ -those ..owned 
by breweries-and independents is net copied by .other inquiries ©act has . 
no advantage.a© far as this study.is■concerned* However« in forming a 
composite -and quantified picture*.the Inquiry can.be weed if one,of the 
■ categories adopted in this'study were licensed hotel© as a whole* as it 
quantifies total expenditure on accommodation in .these establishments*
The deficiencies of the Catering Inquiry were partially rectified by a 
report by the Social Survey on ’Expenditure on Accommodation away from 
Home in 1964’.* This contained information on consumers* expenditure
*Kteasley* H.F.F. ■ Bsroeadlturo on Accommodation whiii" ©way from Home •* 1964f* 
The Social Survey SS 721/2. .
a)
b>
c)
in 1964 on accommodation m  the United -Kingdom occupied while on holiday 
or temporarily away from home for say other reason* and was based on a 
combined postal and interview survey.
In tide report* accomodation was broken d u m  into the following categoriess 
X Licensed hotels . • '
2 Unlicensed hotels.
3 Boardinghouses and guest houses
4 Hostels
5 Heated rooms* bungalows*''etc* ■
vfnile this is more comprehensive* there are still important emission!®
Xt excludes visits by respondents to their ova weekend cottages* caravans* 
etc**, and it excludes visits to friends and relatives who did not make a 
charge* -IE also excludes visits abroad* Tm Social, Survey* however* did 
describe the six categories mentioned above* and the imprecision with 
which this was' done underlines the problem of market segmentation in the 
accommodation industry* ’ / • ■
Licensed Hotels/: • v . ■.
Iliis category:included .establishments with a licence of. any;kind selling 
alcoholic drink - (the definition' between licensed and unlicensed was 
'sisde by the respondeat4 and'was'believed to be accurate)* '
Boarding houses* Ckiesfc houses
Ttiis category included all- establishments where the-visitor stayed as 
a boarder*
Holiday Canps
In addition to holiday camps as usually defined* tide included holiday 
centres and house parties*
•HOSfcclS • - -   ,..... ■......
Ehie included hostels, of-all.kinds* .clubs* ..conference.centres-.and-..holiday..' 
homes owned by religious or social'organisations*. -
Eented Rooms* : ' '
lid© included all cates where the charge was ■ for rent inly g it 
included private campling sites* hire of motor cruise©* chalets rented 
in holiday camps where the visitors did their atm catering (accommodation ; 
rented permanently was* of course excluded) •
This survey therefore included many* hut mot all*, sections of the market 
for accommodation away from h me in the SIC* It provided date on 
expenditure and numbers of visits* hut not on the length of stay*
One final principal source of" data on UK residents9 demand for accommodation
is the British national Travel Survey, carried out each year by Social •..
Surveys (Gallup Poll) Ltd* for the British travel Association* The
tahles.'divide accommodation patronised by domestic holidaymakers into
the following categories* three of which are identical to those used by
the Government Social Survey# table II
Accommodation categories used in study
1 Licensed hotel© and motels
2 Unlicensed hotels* boarding houses, guest houses etc*,
(providing some"food)«
3 Friendstvor relatives9 houses
4 Holiday camps
5 ■ Camping"
6 Caravans
7 : Youth hostels, schools, student hostels .
8 Cruise, boats, yachts, cabin cruisers, barges, etc*
9 . Rented houses, flats, bungalows, 'villas, etc*
10 Private family as paying guest©
11 Other■accommodation
These categories are probably the most exhaustive one© used in m y  
survey of accommodation in the United Kingdom, and this, combined with 
the wealth of data on the patrons of the different categories of
accommodation,: is. a. very strong-argument'for adopting these' ■ 
classifications in this study*
Some studies, principally of Scotland and the.'South-West, use different 
classifications .which are worth comment. For example A Study of Tourist
& Holiday Facilities in South-West England*’* included in one categorp 
all hotels* motels* inns* guest house© and hoarding houses* hut 
divided the category into four price ranges according fcotlic minimum 
room rate for bed and breakfast for one night in the high season. The 
other categories were much the same as above* apart from the divides* 
of caravan sites into static caravan sites and touring caravan sites.
Pafctisoa* in his work m  tourism in the firth of Clyde referred'to earlier* 
used eleven categories as followst
1' ‘ . Hotels
2 ’ ; Bearding House©* and guest houses
S • Bed and breakfast ' asfcabXishments ' .
-4 ■ 4partae»te {rooms or rooms within a house)
5 ■' Farmhouse accommodation
6 Self-contained holiday camps
7 Convalescent homes
8 Youth Iiostelc
9 Caravan© , '
10 Camping sites .
11 ' Chalets and holiday huts and holiday houses
While this list is sore comprehensive* it has 'certain drawbacks. S ©me 
establishments are cm the borderline between 1 and 2* and the decision 
to put these in-either category will necessarily be an arbitrary one. 
fConvalescent homes* are'.excluded from this study and oos&.of the other 
categories* while appropriate for a study of tourism.in the firth of 
Clydejare less appropriate for a national survey.
Tog 1964 Survey of Scottish Tour ism^included a section ’Dorcnobile* 
©lept-in-car** but since only .8% of the sample’ used this type of 
accommodation* one can;-1 legitimately ignore it.
& Miles Relcey Ltd* A Study of Tourist and Holiday Facilities in South-
*  T« itf.-<i-iirmtTi-itri tfrritififfl** i r - ^ r i^ ir - r -a - r f f r ! fc . f rn ? rM a h T n ii« m if t  -n-ifh m ifr-n rm r m - v m
West, ' "British Travel Association* 196Sv„
ft* Hunt* Andrey* A Survey, of, jfepttish Tj^ risffrV’ ’ Government Social
Survey* 1964.
There are undoubtedly.advantages in dividing commercial accommodation into 
price ranges on the lines of the Miles Keleey study. Many people have a 
mental picture of the price they want to pay and* fey and large* variations 
in price do reflect variations in quality* The problems of using price as 
a method of classifying. commercial accommodation establishments are twofold* 
Firstly* if one is looking at the pattern of hotel usage over time* it 
would be difficult to tell whether any shift from the lower priced categories 
to the higher priced categories was simply due to prices being railed* or 
whether it reflected a genuine trend tewards higher quality accommodation. 
Allied to this is the well-known fact that prices of accommodation of iden­
tical quality vary according to location* and this also distorts the picture.
The second problem is simply shortage of data. no national data
on usage of hotels according t© price* so whatever the theoretical attraction 
of using this method* it is impossible to use it to quantify or describe 
the market*
For the reasons outlined above* the eleven BTA categories are used in this 
study* Although the categories are primarily chosen to quantify demand 
by UK residents on holiday* data on the accomodation used by overseas 
visitors and UK businessmen can be fitted into them* although ouch data 
are notoriously ©canty.
Data ok hotel usage by overseas visitor© are based on supplementary questions 
to the International Passenger Survey. A sample of such visitors are asked 
as they leave the UK ’How many nights altogether did you spend in hotels?v* 
The definition of hotel is left entirely to the respondent but* together 
with answer© to a question about total length of stay* one can derive the 
percentage of night© spent elsewhere. One must then divide the nights 
spent in hotels into 1 licensed*and ’unlicensed* to fit them into the classi­
fication which has been adopted. The 1964 Catering Enquiry says ’It seems 
unlikely that the amount of expenditure by foreign visitors in unlicensed 
hotels will be very large’ * but it has ho basic whatsoever for this assertion* 
The division of overseas visitor nights into the component categories is 
a complicated process* as mil be explained in the .next section when the 
market is quantified.
From these various source© of data* it is clear that there is little 
advantage in drawing up tight definitions of the categories toibe used* as
respondents to the surveys often grade the establishments in which they 
stayed themselves. By comparing the British national Travel Survey with 
the.'survey on •Expenditure on accomodation away from home1*** ib is clear 
that what some people call an unlicensed hotel* others call a hoarding 
house. It is essential therefore that there be some degree of flexibility 
in the quantification of the total market and in the matching of the cate­
gories chosen with popular usage.
Quantifications Unit of Measurement
mrnrn m m m  m m m  mmrnmmtm  •
Having defined broadly the types of establishment with which one is con­
cerned* one must assess their relative importance by reference to some 
common denominator. \
Most quantified estimates of consumption of goods and services arc expressed 
in terns of money expended. Likewise* most forecasts of consumption in the 
U.K. arc expressed in terms of £ million.
There are good reasons for this practical many estimates of consumption 
are derived from the Family Expenditure Survey. This survey does not show 
how many units were purchased but* as the total implies* how much is ex­
pended on the component categories of the household budget. Without the 
unit cost* it is not possible to derive from the F.E.S. the quantity of any 
item consumed. Similarly* other estimates of consumers’ expenditure are 
based on retail sales* as published in the Census of Distribution* and* 
again* the unit of measurement is expenditure in money terms.
Where articles are taxed or licensed it is* however* possible to state the 
number of units purchased* This is the case with motor vehicles or tele­
vision sets. Other large items of consumers’ expenditure* ouch so houses* 
are counted separately by Government Departments.
From the point of view of the industry producing the goods and cervices 
concerned* it seems preferable to express consumption in both ways where
ft Kessley# W.F.F. Op Git*
possible* Use of units sold alone may conceal important annual variations 
in quality and price* Use of expenditure alone is less helpful where in­
flationary forces are operating* as one cannot tell whether more units are 
being purchased or whether the price has simply increased* and demand has 
remained static*■
Looking at the demand for accomodation away from home* the use of expen­
diture as a unit of measurement both for quantifying the present market and 
for forecasting that in 1980 poses several theoretical problems* For 
many important sections of demand for accomodation away from home* there 
is no direct expenditure involved* Visits to friends and relatives* camp­
ing and caravanning need not involve direct expenditure on accomodation* 
and therefore the use of ■ expenditure as the unit of measurement of demand . 
would overlook several integral parts of the total market.
There are also practical problems in using expenditure# Where data on 
expenditure are available* they nearly always include expenditure other 
than on accomodation alone* Surveys of hotel expenditure by consumers 
usually include expenditure on meals* drinks* morning papers etc# and it is 
almost impossible to derive the accommodation element accurately* From the 
supply side* the same criticism of data is valid. Data on the turnover of 
the catering industry* as supplied monthly by the Board of Trade* include 
sales of all goods and services* not just sales of accommodation# It is 
therefore an unreliable index of total demand* for the 1964 Board of Trade 
enquiry showed that only 43% of the turnover of hotels and holiday camps 
was attributable to accommodation#
There are further problems involved if expenditure is the unit of measure­
ment of the forecast of future demand in 1980. For the reasons given above* 
there can be no reliable base on which to rest such a forecast* as present 
demand cannot be quantified in terms of expenditure. Any forecast in money 
terms is therefore handicapped from the beginning# Tentative assumptions 
would also have to be made about the trend of prices for accommodation 
and their relationship to other prices* and in the absence of any price 
index on which to form an acceptable hypothesis* this too would be a hazar­
dous exercise. Finally* a forecast based on expenditure would be meaning­
less to the industry* which is interested in knowing how many beds will be 
required* For practical reasons* the unit of measurement? for quantification
and forecasting in this study will therefore he the unit of consumption 
or bed-night*
Vhile m better unit of measurement*' it should hot be thought that the 
use of bed-nights is without it© disadvantages* The exercise of 
quantification that follows has* unfortunately* to be accompanied by 
rather complicated statistical surgery to derive a composite picture of 
the market.
Sise of Market
In most European countries* it is a relatively simple exercise to find 
out how many visitor nights are spent in their commercial accomodation 
establishments*. For example* from the national accounts of the Mother­
lands* one can see exactly how many bed-nights are spent in hotels in 
the country as a whole* and in each of the four largest tows'. Bed- 
nights are also sub-divided into those accounted for by overseas visitors* 
and those accounted for by the Dutch. The oversea© visitor figures are 
further sub-divided &nto over 20 categories for each major tourist 
supplying country* so it is possible to sec exactly where visitors from 
each country go and how many stay in hotels each year. Similar data are 
also available for camping sites* From Austrian statistics* one can 
derive the same amount of information* with the added refinement of $u 
monthly breakdowns of the annual total. Spain* Italy and the Scandinavian 
countries also provide the basic data to quantify the volume of demand for 
accommodation away from home. The publication providing the most explicit 
data on the industry however is the annual report of the f Schwciterischc 
Gcscllschaft fur Hotclkrcdit*»
Examples of how the market is quantified in overseas countries are given 
in Appendix I* in the hope that the authorities will eventually put the 
UK’s statistics on a similar basis*
Mjile most of the tourist statistics published by other countries are* 
on the whole* reliable* there are some important exceptions. In a Press 
statement dated 16/8/68* Mr. Khodorkow* Vice-president of Intourist* 
stated that 29*000 Russians visited the UK in 1967* The relevant Home 
Office statistics* based on a head count , of all- incoming overseas
visiter© shoved that only 6*022 Russians c.eas that year* However# it 
is usually possibles to cross-check statements like this rnd establish 
whether or not a source is reliable.
Ho statistical lususy is afforded the student of cccotssaodttioc away 
from home in the UK* The total cumber of beds In commercial ecc<modation 
eetebiistamts in the OK !®-<m unknown quantity* th& ' S t u d y  
referred to earlier tried to quantify the cumber of unit© of mcum®** 
dctioa in that area* mtimtiug 642*697 unite* \-Rb»t no national «©ti~ 
sates war© made* While .there- arc several guides to hotels end other 
. forks'of accommodation# they are mot a reliable source of iefesmatioe.eft 
the stock of beds* This ie ehomfcy Dr* PeKtiaeafa' thesis ctr * T0nri©%£m 
the f  irth of Clyde11* Initially*- he consulted ail the apfroftiate reference 
hoOke ** fWhere, to Stay in Scotlstidf# the M  guide* publications by Eoeal 
Tourist Associations cad Local Authorities# valuation rolls and advertisements 
lie them cross-checked these sources with a ground survey# which showed . 
the original - sources to ho #v©ry inaccurate*. implying the same methodology 
on a national scale io equally inaccurate. Thor© are three fairly 
eossprehentive hotel guides listing mostly licensed# hut some unlicensed# 
premises in the UE$ those of the Automobile Association* the British 
Travel Association* and the British Hotels* and Restaur ants’ Association*
■ Analysis of them reveale the following table.
TABLE XII **
Estimates of hotel beds in uk 
■according to guide feocfes*'1368
Or&Biisation EstAblishasnts tops per Boom/Bad
; '
Bed©
ns^fctesis&sji
AA 4*080 34 4 id 209*000
BTA 3*920 40 4l6 235*000
' BUBA 4*020 47 4s8 283*000
AUifthree ) 7*000 40 4fi& 420*000
Unduplicatcd )
This methodology produces an estimate of’ 7*000 hotels in 194% but the 
Board of .Trade enquiry *** record© 8.823 licensed hotels in 1964* so .the
ft X m  indebted to.A*d* Surkert for' this' Table
m . Board of,Trade, Journal 13/5/66* the figure of 8*823 includes a small
nfmbcr of unlicensed hotels with core than SO beds*
figure of 7&QJ0 for 1958 io clearly cm underestimate* Applying the bed ,- 
per establiohmnt ratio'revealed-hy the''guide books to the'Board of Trade 
.'figure of 8*823* one^derives ;529»00G licensed .hotel. beds in 1964* ' Between 
,1964 aid '• 1967- mi;estimated' I3»25p$ n m : beds; in,licensed hotels, have bees; ;. 
built* Allowing1 for ease wastage** of which no-records are kept either by 
"the 'British travel' Association or .the" Board of Trade* there’' were -probably; ■
*|?35g000--heds in about 9*000 licensed hotels • in- 1967$ the base/year" for..- : 
this study's projections#
.This -estimate; is to be' contrasted with the only ’offidUlr estimate of 
hotel beds ia the UK* Xn khe'latest ..anrnial.OECD publication- •Tourism**** 
bhere is an estimate of -the .'’number of beds available .ia professional. •
. - tourist: accommodation*** on ttecemher 3lsfc0 1967V- The source of‘the, 
estimate for the UK is modestly.not 'divulged# perhaps because at 184§S00/ '
~it; iS-a-hopeless underestimate*;: Whatever degree ■ of ©uccess one .'achieves- . 
in ..quantifying the number of beds in-licensed hotels* this methodology - '
-cannot, produce the. quantification of fcotal-bednights spent away from hone 
in the" UK* 'One cannot quantify the number of beds in: the' other aceommoda** " 
"tion categories* '-toor can one then . apply an .occupancy ratio .-to■; derive mite. ■: - 
.-consumed-as. such .data-do not exist* -
She sserfcet must* .however# be ■ quantified aodcdiow* If a meaningful forecast" •' 
io to bo made* based' m  changes In-various -.sections of the. market* one- . ■ 
.clearly, meeds, a-, base from which, to project* Hie very absence of such ..a. .
-base is in itself the best'reason for calculating it* the exercise' of 
-quantifying the - market'. is. necessarily a complicated" one as it involves 
- using ■ different,' survey© -.end- sources. of- data* based on- - different years* :md - 
using different., definitions* These have to be collated 'and rendered . 
comparable* There will inevitably be some degree of inaccuracy* and 
perhaps this* together with the delicate statistical transplantations ' 
which have to be carried out* will' convince those concerned of the 
■necessity of putting the'statistics for the industry on a sounder footing*
* BTA figures from newspapers etc* .
'm OB©)-'Tourism Co&eittee* Tourism .in OECD -Member {gauntries* OECD Paris* - 
'•1968«; Table MX* p 72.
.-.*&&... OECD do not.define what they mean by ’beds' in professional, tourist
accomodation1 s but the relevant chapter os tourist accommodation ntikes 
it clear that they-ere referring to beds in-hotels* -
the. alternative to approaching' the problem from the ©apply side -» ■ 
starting from capacity offered® applying an occupancy ratio to derive 
bed-nights sold ** is to approach it from the demand side* This 
involves totalling up the number of nights spent away from home by the 
different types of customer in the UK and apportioning them in the correct 
way amongst the different tapes of establishment*
Domestic Demand#
The number of nights spent away from home by UK residents in the UK on 
holidays lasting four nights or more is the easiest section to quantify* 
The 1967 British national Travel Survey can be used to break down the 
total number of such nights into the categories chosen for this study*
Nhile the British national Travel Survey is a reliable source of data 
for this exercise it has two important shortcomings! it refers only to 
great Britain - as opppsed to the UK* Holidays spent in the UK by the 
Northern Irish® and holidays speftt by the British in Northern Ireland 
are excluded (the latter are counted as holidays spent abroad*)* Re­
adjustment will therefore have to be made to allow for this* Secondly® 
it ©secludes holidays lasting less than 4 nights® and indeed any other 
non-business stay away from heme* Another adjustment has to be made to 
account for this*
From the 1967 British National Travel Survey® it can be calculated that 
approximately 3G0m nights were ©pent sway from home in Great Britain by 
the British in 1967 on main and additional holidays lasting four nights 
or more* The division amongst the accommodation categories was as 
follows s
* The British National Travel Survey 1967* OF. CIT. Note on The
Survey. Page 1# Para 36*
T A B L E IV
Distribution of British Holidays by Category of.—   .— irnfnnfitii«iittri i  -n.ig w.mt m «
• v • ■ ; :!Ac6ocBBcdatidn* ■ • •
Nights /a
1 Licensed Hotels 4 motels 45*295*000 15.1
2 - Unlicensed•hotels*■boarding•houses - etc*• 64*103*000 • 21*4
3' Friends*, or -relatives* . houses 78*044*000 , 26,0 ..
4 Holiday camps 15*203*000 . 5*1- :
s- /•Camping 10*983*000 ; 3.7
6 -Caravan© 40*284*000 13.4
7 -Youth hostels* schools* etc*.. . .1*461*000 . *5
8 :■Cruise* boats* yachts* barges etc* ' 3*215*000 1.1
9 .: Rented houses* flats* bungalows etc. 29*293*000 9.8
10 Private.family as paying.guests 6*888*000 .2,3, •
11 Other accommodation ■ 4*901*000 ■US
Total 299*670*000 100 % *
To this one must add first the number of nights spent in Northern 
Ireland by GB residents on main and additional holidays* According 
to The British national Travel Survey* total nights spent in Northern 
and Southern Ireland in 1967 were 8* 828m and data based on the
<§tft
International Passenger Survey show that most of these nights will have- 
been spent' in the'Irish Republic - the most-popular holiday destination- 
abroad for DEC residents* 3 million-nights seems a realistic estimate 
for the "residual spent'in Northern Ireland* One must then derive a 
figure for total nights spent by the northern Irish in the UK. The 
population of Northern Ireland has remained a fairly consistent percent­
age of total UK population over the past 10 years* and the most realistic
* The detailed tables in the British National Travel Survey show this 
column to add up to more than 100% because .some: holidaymakers stay in 
more- than one category' of accommodation* Table IV has been adjusted to 
take account of this.
foreign Travel:and Tourism . in. 1967.. Board of Trade Journal* 4/10/68* 
Tables 10 and 13.
uny to derive a figure of. nights spent mmy from home on holidays lasting 
four nights or ©ore by the northern Irish* is to gross up a figure for 
England* Hales and Scotland by the appropriate percentage sllotring for 
the letter standard of living there# Tliia adds another 8* 4m nights' evay 
from home*
these additional nights have been distributed over the 11 categories on 
an. approximate pro-rata basis* making allowance© -for the smaller numbers . 
of holiday eastp© in' Storthevn Ireland* ' Shis' process'.is' a possible source 
of inaccuracy* and- underlines the necessity of ■ the British national 
travel Survey being put on:a comparable basis with other statistics 
covering the aecomo&atioa -industry*,
. -TABLE V 
feasible.Bistribution of He
a>. iWjfcaBniwMBMBmpi 6t■■
-the: British in Horthem Ireland and .bv .the
T  i r - *  f - ■“--»■- t - ~ — --•*1-“-— - ■T-tr:r —^ 1 -T- f  r  ~  n r-T im m r i r  wn f - - i r -
llprfchera, Irish, in, Britainjin^ilg67^ by -
Category of •Accommpdation . .
Category, „ - Rights
1 ' Biceased Hotels £< motels 1*721*000
2 Unlieeased hotels *:boarding' houses etc* • 2*440*000
3 -•Friend©* or relatives* houses 2*964*000
4 ..Holiday case’s... . 381*000
-5 ..Cmping 422*000
6 ..Caravans , , . -.1*528*000
7 Youth hostels* schools* etc* • ■. _ 58*000
0 • Cruise* boats* yachts* barges etc* 123*000
9 . Rented houses* flats* bungalows etc* 1*117*080
10 . Private family as paying guests £62*000
XI . Other accommodation 182*000
Total , ■ 11*400*000'
The next adjustment concerns other noa^ btisitioss-visits may', from home 
lasting four nights o»:.i<i&-*-:-'33iis -'section of the .soarfcet'io frequently 
left out* but* as-will-be- seem*- it m  by no'means a negligible pro* 
portion ©f total holiday nights* Tm methodology for deriving this 
figure’is ommitmt complicated and is referred to in Appendix' XI*
Mi£ng;;t0 this -figure ef additional -nights :spent' £?r commercial • •
accomodation m -estimated :l(ka mights* -for nomHbueimess visits* lasting ■ 
less-than four nights spmt with‘-friends and- relatives*-'the final - ' 
picture of naa"”bu&£n&ss domestic dmamm is as followss -
■- : /■ ■; ■-;■?! • - ' - -’ ■
-'- ■ ■ -Bipttibntmm-of Domestic jfoz^busiaess-nights 
’ hoae -£n;:fche UK,£ml967 By
:' category of :Accos®todat£oa*
"'Rights'---''
%' :X£een@@d hotels m d  -motels ' 50*640*000
2 Unlicensed hotels* boarding houses© etc. 69*043*000
3 Friends® or relatives1 houses ' 91*008*000
4 Holiday camps■ " 15*784*000
5 Camping 11*405*000
6 Caravans 41*812*000
7 Youth hostels* schools* student hostels 3*019*000
8' Cruise© boats© yachts© cabin cruisers© etc* 3*340*000
r Rented houses* flats© bungalows© villas© etc* 30*910*000
10 - Private family m  paying guests -- 7*150*000
ii Other - accommodation ' ■ : 5*083*000
./Total ' 329*X94*o6o <
Approximately 89a nights wore also spent abroad by UK-residents cm  
holiday and for other men-bucineGG reasons* so'total demand in 1967 
was nearly 420 million nights away from home* of vhich foar-fifths 
were spent in the UK« ■ ■
Turning finally to nights spent may from home in the United Kingdom 
by'- UK-residents'-on 'business m d  attending conferences* thie.-.ie ■ 
without .doubt the most difficult section to Quantify*
If ia assumed that only accomodation categories !t 2 and 3 are con**
'earned? and that the number of nights spent on business.and attending ' 
conferences in holiday camps© tents and youth hostels is minimal# . The 
hulk of business visits, are assumed to take place, either in licensed. . 
hotels (category 1) or unlicensed hotels 4tc«. (category 2) or with.' . 
friends and relatives.(category 3)*. . .....
The best way of quantifying business visits is to establish the ratio . 
of business nights to non-business nights in these establishments© 
since non-business nights have, already been derived with relative ■ 
accuracy*' '■ Shis Is possible for categories 1 and 2*
Using the-Social Survey figures for 1967* the relationship of expenditure,oaf 
nights, 'of' */business visits as. compared with noa-tmsiiicss visit® was as 
'follows*
- ' Category 1 54% . ,
Category 2 27%
■ Applying these percentages to the estimates of non-business nights 
produced'in Table VI* one derives 27*350*000 nights spent'‘on business
and attending conferences in' licensed hotels * and‘-18*600*000 in'unlicensed 
hotels# ■- This •assumes that the ratio of expenditure to night© £© ' the .
Bmm for business -md ntmrbmimm' visits# - Since‘"the Social' Survey ■figures 
include in the expenditure figures the cost of meals and other services 
when-provided by-the eet^liohment© and it is '-known that'business visitors'
■ spend more per • night ‘ than non-business ■ vis itors » the . convene ion -of 
OEpenditure to bed*,mglite''tsui®t‘tsd^ ©: this'into account# • Fortunately* 
a pilot study for a-guest -registration -system carried out by national; 
Opinion Foil Market Research Ltd* in 1968 revealed the extent by whibh ■ 
the average total bill for a business visit exceeded that for a non- 
business visit in licensed hotels# Applying this ratio© one derives 
24 million bed-nights spent in licensed hotels and 16 million spent in
-.unlicensed hotels by UK'businessmen in 1967#
The' figure of: 24 million • is vary • close to the.estimate of -25 million© ‘ 
arrived at'by k different* -though no simplert methodology by .Industrial - .
Market Research Ltd** The two estimates of 24m and 16m are probably 
a© accurate' as possible within the limitations of available data#
Two final refinements have to.be made* ■■ Firstly# flights spent: in . 
hotel© due to attendance at conferences are included in the above 
figures# and must be shorn separately# Secondly# estimates "of nights 
©pent with friends and relatives fey delegates and businessmen must be 
compiled*
-The first estimate can be derived from the pilot study for a guest' 
registration system'referred to earlier# which analysed hotel arrivals 
according to purpose of visit 'and length of stay* Approximately 20% 
of the 24m and 16m night© would appear to have been spout by delegates 
.attending conferences*
The number of night© spout by businessmen and conference delegates with- 
friend© and relatives is a matter of pure ©peculation# and- on estimate 
of 4m and In bednights respectively is made*
The final quantification of business and conference bednights spent 
away from hose in', the UK by UK residents in 1967 is m  follows t
TABLE VIX
Distribution of Domestic Business and
Conference Hight© -Spent, .away from Horn® ■
lit the ..UK in 1967* by... Categoity. of
Accap&p&atlon
Business Conference
Category. Bight© Mights
1 Licensed hotels & motels 19#2OQ#O00 4*800*000
2 Unlicensed hotels# boarding houses etc* 12#S00#OQ0 3 #200#000
3 Friends* or relatives* houses 4#O00#GO0 l#0Q0y000
Totals 36#O00#O00 9#OO0#O0O
* Industrial Market Research Ltd# The Business Use of Hotel Services
n  ir».a>fir mn*rwi4b* f t i»  ra* i » m afriflfrgfirjHi
and Amanitiee in the UK* Presented to H*E*U«0# 1969 ■
la addition, 8,500,000 night© wore spent abroad by UK delegates and 
businessmen** Total demand was therefore 53* 5m bednights, of which 851 
were spent in the UK* .
Overseas Demand
The total number of nights ©pent in the UK by overseas visitors in 1067 
is relatively easy to calculate* 4,289,080 visits'were made, lasting' 
an average of 17*1 days*** Assuming that the average member of mights ■ 
tnus on© less than the average number of day®, 89 million nights tier©- . 
spent in the UK. in 1967 by overseas visitors# Approximately 5*9m of 
these night© were accounted for by business visitors, the balance of 
63# 1m being accounted for by non"»busines® visitors*
Adding this figure of 69 million to the figure, of 375 million night©
©pent may from home in the UK by UK residents, total demand for' acGono** 
d m i m  m&f itm'hmm in 1967 x?m 444 million nights, 16% of which mas 
overseas demand*
The division of the 69 million overseas visitor nights into the meomz?* 
dation categories is less easy, and is dependent on tiro series of 
supplementary tables to the International Passenger Survey which are not 
generally available* From one series, which covered,'the tv© years 1965 
and 1966, it was clear that approximately 24% of overseas'-visitor nights 
are ©pent in establishments which ih© overseas visitor define© a© an 
hotel* Applying this percentage to the figure ©f 69 million, one derive© 
a total of about 16*560,080 mights ©peat by overseas visitor® in hotels*.
The ©ecemd series of supplementary tables shoved, that 26*61 of might® 
spent in hotels by overseas visitors were accounted for by businessman* 
Since business visitors only accounted for 8*5% of might® spent in the 
UIC by all overseas visitors, they clearly have a much higher propensity • 
to ©toy in hotels*
*.rn **,i» iW '*,i» n » ra »  <n.«tnr>4»»*--«i»»r «•■<,«-<g .a n t,,.*,* ra r , * , * - •*■«>,i> «  -m-.m *■«.»»«<,m nr.w ,*, ».'».*./■»«
e Foreign Travel and Tourism in 1967 Board of Trade Journal, 4/10/68.
Table© 11 8.14
■** Foreign Travel and Tourism.in 1067 ■ OF*GIT# Tables 1 & 7
In 1967* therefore* approximately 4*400^000 nights vote spent in hotels 
by overseas business visitors - including conference delegates* and 
12*160*000 by non-business visitors* Such nights are probably spent in 
licensed hotels and motels.
One must then account for the balance.of 52*440*000 nights not spent
in licensed hotel® and motel®* She 1964 Catering Inquiry (Board of
trade Journal 13/5/1966)$ implies that few nights are spent - outside
-licensed hotelssfIt seems unlikely that the amount of expenditure by
foreign visitors in unlicensed hotel® and boarding houses.will be very
large* * -One suspects that this .gsetsapfcion was made on grounds of con-
’ venience 'rather than logic* for not only was the Board of Trade unable
to substantiate this statement with m y  factual;, data* but the survey
of holiday facilities in the South-West of England carried out in, 1967
and referred to"earlier was to show exactly the opposite*** **««fch@
majority of overseas visitor nights were spent in the cheaper categories
of hotel ***9 This io born, out by the following tables
TABLE III
Distribution of overseas visitor nights in 
South West England-by category of accommodation, 1967
' ' : "SKlfe.of oversea®
Typpp_ of Establishment Covered by Survey vis a. tor taghts .
Hotels, boarding house®* guest houses* inns* motels %
Charging over 50/- per night for single room* bed & Breakfast 12
IS 38/- to 50/“ tt - tt ft If n n  ^16
n 25/“ to 37/11 it . St II - 1? 15 tt 54
tt under 25/“ St ft It It tt , t? - 19
In the light of these data it would plainly be incorrect to say that 
no nights are spent in unlicensed hotels* boarding houses etc* hy over­
seas visitors* Establishments charging less then 25/- are* on balance* 
more likely to be guest houses than licensed hotels*
$ Board of Trade Journal 13/5/66 OF.CXf. 
ft* Miles Kelcey' Ltd* ■ 0P.CXT* P*62 ' ' ■
*** The base is not total overman visitor nights spent in the area* 
but total nights ©pent in the establishments concerned*'
The survey reveals that overseas visitors do not spend a significant 
number of nights in holiday camps or other commercial establishments , 
so most of the balance of 1*5 million business visitor nights and the 
51 million nosrbusin&ss visitor nights have to be apportioned between 
Category 2 accommodation (unlicensed hotels etc.) and Category 3 accomo-* 
dation (friends* and relatives* homes)* This is done by referring to 
the Kilos Kaleey data to derive the ■ relative patronage. of Category 2 
accomodation to Category 1 accommodation by overseas visitors* and ■ 
apportioning the balance to Category 3*
finally* figures are .deducted from business;mights to allow for 
attendance at international conferences in the bit* This yields the 
following table quantifying overseas demands
TABLE II
IftriWrl-ffBuiHfUt-ifri » l  i
Distribution of Overseas Visitor nights Spent in the UK 
in. ,1967,,. M. ffurppso. o£ Visit and Category, of. Accompclatipji
Mights '
Kon-business
1 Licensed hotels etc* 12*160*000
2 Unlicensed-hotele etc* - - 14*200*000
3 Friends^bouses etc* ’ ■ 35*840*000
4 Holiday camps 50*000
5 Camping 150*000
6' Caravans • 100*000
7 Tenth hostels* schools etc* 200*000
6 Cruise* beats* yachts -etc*. ' 100*000 ’
9 Rented houses* flats etc* 100*000
10 Private faraily as p*g. 100*000
11 Other accommodation . 100*000
Business
4*200*0^0
750*000
600*000
Con-
Ml . .
200*000
50*000
100*000
■ - J&E&iL
16*560*000 
15*000*000 
36*540*000 
50*000 
. 150*000 
100*000 
200*000 
100*000 
100*000. 
100*000 
' 100,000
Total 63*100,000 5,550*000 350,000 69*000,000
SMSMSterffcntt rmumtf
Tli© total market can n m  be shown by compiling the component- seetieas 
together, " This' in shown in table I,
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k useful cross-cheek can bo obtained by calculating the occupancy rate 
implied by SI*2 million nights ■spent in 535*000 beds in. licensed hotel©* 
Tim implied rate is about 502* -which corresponds almost exactly with the 
hotel occupancy enquiry for 1967$ published by,the Research Department of 
the British Travel Association in Hay* 1968*
This table puts the. alee'-of the market in perspective* sad - shows .feci? -.it 
• is.divided among’.the component categories* ; The 'domestic nm^hMMinms'■ 
market is the most hsgaztmt source c£ d m m d #  ■ mmhnf;im$ for .approsi-• '. 
saately three-quarters o£ total bedalghts* and the' future.development-of - 
such .demand is . the most important question' to be answered in this; study* 
T m  ansmers arc .by no .means m & m m m g  for tits traditional British .hotel - 
industry*
■ m & m .  i n
bxstoexcax mmzQis of m ^ m d m m s  of m m m ornmmm  nmm -m-m-m a»i«i ffi-Bmminjum-nf-iMut *»n»f .'l u i in if t i.'W ^fn un irw uigK iikO im n'atiiiTiiiO in i .  » itin »  i-n, n
toe reason why the subject of demand-for accamnodatiGa away from'homo 
in the United Kingdom was chosen for this'Kobler Research Fellowship was - 
because it .was a. subject about which too little was known and about which 
m m  less had bean written* _ An historical - analysis ©f this subject eaa~ 
not .therefore summarise* review and' up' date axis ting literature* as "-is 
possible in-, some fields of academic research* ' There ©re no books*" - 
historical or current* analysing the' determinants ©f. demand'' for-accommo­
dation -avay from home in the United Kingdom*' .
Tli© .sources-that are drawn ©a'in the historical analysis each'deal with 
individual aspects of the supply of accommodation away from home* " - For 
example* the growth of the British seaside resorts is a phenomenon well 
documented by social historians and economic geographers alike & there are 
no less than ten books on the Savoy Hotel; and there are two book© which 
deal exclusively with the history of English inn signs* By extracting 
data from a vide range of ©ources dealing with peripheral aspects* soma of 
the historical determinants of demand for accommodation away' from home c m  
be .derived,nod analysed*' /■■
An historical analysis is useful* both m  s' background to- present-day 
developments, with which this study is chiefly concerned* and also as it 
shows that the motivations of previous generations who travailed 'mmy from 
horns* and- the conditions in which such activity was possible* arc- of 
relevance today* Indeed* the hypothesis that individual© are essentially 
imitative in this field of social activity leans heavily on historical 
evidence for support*. .. ':...
Demand for accommodation away' from home is* for the most part* derived 
demand| people do not stay in hotel©, just' for the sale© of staying in 
hotel©* no more than they go in an aeroplane just for the.sake of flying* 
The individual’s stay in an hotel or rival establishment ie. tbeby-product
of his primary demand* be it for a holiday*' a business visit or a 
conference*' The historical analysis* therefore* looks at demand for
mtmmo&atmw in the context of the primary demands which' generated it* 
end in this respect the historical analysis will differ from the sources 
referred to, above m  it has a much broader remit than the accommodation 
industry itself* covering a wide variety of social and consaerciel 
activities which* at first sight* are far removed from the subject of 
accommodation*
A* Early History up to Elisabeth X*
0 M  Testament-
■ft X l H i f t  ><• «Ur « i« l  I f t  i . f t  f t- fT  • i»
In c « o a  with many other unlikely subjects* references to demand for - 
acccmmiodation away from home can be found in the. Bible* For example* . . .
Chapters 26 and 27 of the book of Esekiel describe in detail the extent 
©£ trade and commerce in ancient lyre and refer to the travels abroad • 
made by the merchants* The first recorded journey may from home for 
pleasure* as opposed to business* mas probably that of the Queen of Sheba* 
mho paid a special visit to King Solomon in Jerusalem out of curiosity**
For those mho held lea© exalted positions in commerce or society* there 
was relatively little, travel away from home* Will© the generous pro~ 
vision of holidays* mainly religious ones* afforded the ordinary man- the 
time to travel* the absence of good communications* the'lack.of adequate 
security* and absskortag© of any disposable income* acted as - important 
deterrents.
Greece
It is recorded that the Greeks had visitors from all' over Europe and the 
Middle East at the first Olympic Games in 776 S*C* In the 4th Century 
-B*C»* JSenopkon, advised that public money should be spent cm-building - 
tourist hotels -in Athens r a policy which is just beginning to be 
accepted In the United Kingdom* sons-25 centuries -later*'
Homans
H rifo ift qnw iyn iH iw
However* demand for accommodation away from home on the scale with which 
we are now familiar can be traced back to Roman times and the reasons 
for this are worthy of consideration* m  many of then still apply today*
X© administer a unit the sire of the Roman Empire called for an efficient 
network of roads connecting the capital* Rome* to its many outpost©! a 
network which was duly constructed* . According to Fried lander in . :
*R©mast life'and Hamers under the Early Empire** travelling.throughout:
wviu. n. .»■>» ri'.r. cf.M-.m.
& 1 King©*- CfeSpter 10*
the greater part of the empire was' easy* safe and secure to a degree 
since unknown until the beginning of the' nineteenth century*
Friedlander quotes Heinrich Stephan* one of the greatest authorities ' 
os modem modes of eoBaunicafcioa* m b  saying* 5 Moot of the realms of 
. the ancient Bomaa Empire had better communications and conditions than 
ever afterwards* ©r sow1*
Xt was possible to leave Hadrian*6 Hall and travel the 4*500 miles to- 
Ethiopia on first-class roads* It was also possible to cover this 
distance at speed-by means of relays of horses$ Caesar travelled from - 
the fihooa to Rome in eight days* while - the fastest journey is cosaonly 
attributed to Tiberius who travelled the 200 miles from Tiehinum to 
Drusus in tw©nty*»f©ur hours*
The Bonaas realised that this efficient communication seteork was only . 
capable, of maximum utilisation if those travelling on it could also be 
accomodated* .. This same realisation wa©- to show itself later in the. 
provision of hofceiE at the termini by the British railway companies in 
the last century* and in the links with hotel companies by the twentieth 
century airlines* Because the hotels -that ware built by the Romans no 
longer exist, unlike.the roads, if ie sometimes forgotten that the' 
development; of the .two were'contemporaneous and complementary* These 
hotels, or posting houses, stood on all main roads, usually-in a town 
or village* In between, at distances of six miles were * mutations*, 
which, were basically ©tables where horses could be changed*
little is knmm about the quality or design of the posting house, but 
London! has described the remains of on©-which was excavated in the 
Great St* Bernard** Xt ie in the context of these pre-requisite ■ 
facilities - good roads and adequate posting- houses - that demand for
* 5 The Roman hospice*** comprised a temple to the god of the mountain, ©
hospice for travellers, stable© and watering troughs, and storehouses for
fuii and provisions* . The hospice was built of., ©ten© with an elaborate 
system of hypocauots and flues for the distribution of heat through the 
guest rooms5*
accommodation in Roman timm eliouM be seen*
Suck demand was primarily of m  official nature* Envoys, government 
officials* legates, measenger©, ambassador© and generals would have 
- been the patrons of these posting-house®* . Indeed, many of the posting- 
houses could'only .-be-used by people bearing c 5 Diploma tractatorlusi%. 
issued to officials ‘ travelling an government business* However, nearer . 
Home, tmny private citieens benefited from the good roads by- travelling 
on them during the-summer months* At that time of year, there was a 
general exodus from the. cities to the coasts,;while the richer Romans 
wit abroad for their holiday©.^ - their name© haw even been found 
scratched on the pyramids* . There £© evidence that the banks of the 
river between Canobus and Alexandria teemed with luxury hotels which 
were frequented by Romans cad foreigners alike* Those who lived in the 
provinces and’could not--afford a trip abroad visited Rosa and the nearby 
coasts* Eriedlaaier tells m  that 5All the ofesre from Toscana to .. 
Terracina and from Terracina to.Maple© and gotmd the gulf up to Salem© . 
was lined with marble palaces, baths, gymnasia, temples, s wealth of 
Roman splendour5* Demand for the traditional water-based summer holiday 
can therefore be traced back to the Roman Empire#
The high volume of trade within the''Roman Empire also generated con­
siderable traffic, on the roads and, with it, demand for accommodation* 
Where inns were not available, the better-off merchant© cooped# Little 
physical discomfort was involved,’ firstly, because the climate was 
temperate, and secondly, because a large retinue of servants would attend 
to their master©5, requirements*
Tims, right from the beginning of its’ ’history,' the commercial acecsmio- 
dation market has had to compete with ©ubstitute facilities provided by 
the individual himself# While ©uch substitute© were originally used by 
the business traveller, nowaday© they^arc of course more often used by 
the holiday-maker#
Indeed, the Roman merchant who stayed at the inn was probably less 
fortunate than his colleague who camped, m  the itms lining the high- . 
ways were often uncomfortable and crowded*' '’
Determinants of Demand
The determinants of demand for accorasodaticm away from home can fee 
distilled from this picture of the Roman Empire. The administration 
and defence of the large empire generated much official traffic ©a 
the roads* which was accommodated in posting houses built fey the 
government.: The absence of rival communication systems* such as postal
facilities and newspapers* of. course increased the need, for such traffic.' 
Hearer Home* particularly on the coatfcs* resorts provided accommodation 
for the inf t o  of visitors in the warn summer months; and. itmo in the 
towns and villages catered for the merchant© and other travellers.
1-Iifch: the decline of the Roman Empire in the fifth century A*D. * the 
conditions in which such demand had flourished. disappeared*' The volume 
of trade contracted^ ' the surfaces of the roads deteriorated* -and-the' 
roads themselves became infested with bandits* Apart from © few 
adventurous spirits* travel and* with it* demand for accommodation ©way 
from home* almost entirely ceased*, According to Rorval** * There is 
definite proof that from the decline of Rome until the middle of the last 
century there was not touch'foreign travel®*
ft Horval* A.J* fTfa® Tourist Industry! sir .Isaac Pitman £ Sons. 1936. p.23.' ^  lfl!firMUi>iBft¥aFa lifrii O i^ j <>T; ^raawaaaMnflr-. igftidfc \  ^
B* Elisabeth 1 to End of STCXXC
M  Jr.*.-.a  3,..» ,y ./..w.a
TUe student of the historical doteminants-of demand for accommodation 
.away from hone need pay little at tent lea to the millenium following the 
decline of tfia Eoman Empire* , Apart from the pilgrims and crusaders9 
--'Whose determinants of demand were rather special* available coerces 
indicate that travel and .demand for accommodation mmy from home ■ ■ 
diminished considerably in volume* , . The m m t important developments 
in demsd began in England in the M I  century* :
Mien Elisabeth cma to the 'throne in 1558* there was only a email 
volume of traffic ©a the highways o£ England» some, of which required 
overnight accomodation* ■ Lawyers end their clerks were following the 
Judges 'on their circuits^ students were travelling to and from the 
'.'universities* and young men wore on their way to London to make their 
name and fortune*
Monasteries and Other Accomodation Used*
Ifo nr JM fc^Q ri.< fc»S ^*a*< iuS ^»a ianrtS . ^  h it  -m it t  *»
Before the dissolution of the monasteries in 1539* many travellers would 
have taken advantage of the free monastic hospitality* readily available 
in -most pares of tfm country. . Indeed* there were several monastic 
orders whose main function was the provision of accommodation; for pil«* 
grims and travellers* Other orders established separate dormitories ■ 
and refectories for travellers*-sod appointed certain monks■to look 
after the guests* In-1S39*-608.'religious houses* including 48 of the 
Knights Hospitaller^ were suppressed by Act of Parliament» and traveller© 
were diverted to other sources'of accommodation*'
The volume of internal trade increased in the year® of Tudor peace* and 
thio generated additional traffic* especially by wool merchants seeking 
sew markets for their wares* Their motives were slightly different from 
those of the modem traveller*.. as is shown in * Englishman* e Ho liday * 8 *
* There were virtually none who were travelling* like the modern tourist* 
because they loved travel for its m m  sake* cry like the visitor to the 
modern holiday resort* who took to strange places for rest and recreation^ 
That people should come to-.do-these things involved'two iisgortsut: ism©** 
vaticasj a change of'mental attitude* 'and the" cooing ^into mdstm.ee of
* Pimlott,JAR, The Englishman* s Holiday, Faber and laber 1947, p.23.
places which were attractive to mid made provision for the accomodation 
sad entertainment of the' pleasuriHseeUer* . The first was unlikely to 
occur in advance of the Tatter and the latter might seem to presuppose 
the former**'.
It was this .ciiiefcoa-aad^ eggrsituation which held tip for so long the 
provision of commercial accommodation away from home in the United 
- Kingdom* Until: ouch demand was known to e&i©te it was not worth while . 
investing to.meet it* But until the facilities to cater for it were 
there* such demmd was unlikely to manifest itself. ■ ■
Tfost of the travellers who had to spend nights away, from home at this 
:t£m would have stayed-with friends and relatives* The rules of 
■hospitality were less tightly drawn in the -first .Elizabethan era*■ requiring 
'neither notice in'advance nor close tics of -friendship for a guest to he 
.'made welcome* :.'Indeed**-■ the ehte&t of free• hospitality'.was• •ah important '
:reason for the relatively late development of commercial accommodation. 
Those who found themselves at the end of a day's journey in a location 
‘whore'there were neither friends* relatives nor nonius* could stay at an 
‘ inn ©r ale-house*. ' ’ • ■
: It is worth noting that in 1618 a Tioyal Proclamation laid down definite
■ closing times* after which food and drink night not he served to anyone
• ekeept'e-'bona'fide traveller* On the the main lines-of ccmamnicetion
• fromTendon to the. provinces;there were already* la. Elizabethan times*.
: a few well-knom inns and taverns for such travellers* It is suggested 
; by E. I*. Brother ton that these had grown up to fill the place of
■ hostelrics for travellers which'had been previously occupied;by the 
monasteries**^  Ehca Harrison published the second edition of his 
'Description of England' It" started* 'Those tows that we call thorew- 
faircs have great and sumptuous itmes builded for the receiving of such 
travellers and strangers as passed to and fro*.
Accommodation off the beaten track* a fair description of roads at the ■ 
time* was probably harder to find* " The village itm-keeper had little 
spare room for passing trad©* and undoubtedly made much more money
* Leonard* Reginald efc al* Englishmen at East- and Flay* ■ (Seme Phases
? L i-SSSr.i71A_._ Wadham College 1931.
devoting his energy to Belling beer*
' Emergence of Hon-business Demand ■ 1 ■> ‘
While'the majority of demand for accommodation m my item hose in the 
Elizabethan era would have originated from the merchants and professions* 
beginnings of demand for accommodation. away. from home for pleasure* now 
so familiar* can he traced hack to the conviction which the medical pro- 
fession held at the end of the' sixteenth century that mineral water ; ;
contained ingredient© which were beneficial to the human constitution* Xtlt- 
va© this discovery that was eventually to lead to demand for commercial . 
accomodation on a scale for which it was worth while catering* and thus 
resolve the chitken-and-egg1 situation described previously*'
In 1562* Br* Willi m  ''Turner published a 'Book of the' natures and Properties 
as well a© "the Bathed in England as of other Bathes in Germany and Italy 
very necessary for all soik'parsons that can not he healed without the 
helps of natural bathes'* In his booh* Dr* Turner suggests 'that there 
are manye in the north and northwest partes of England* and some in the 
Easfce partes* whyche beynge diseased wyfch sore diseases wouldc gladlye come 
to the "bath of Baetli| * ■ Dr* Turner's influence on his colleagues in the
medical profession m &  on the leaders of social fashion who were his 
patients led to m great demand for the waters of Bath* and encouraged the 
discovery of similar springs elsewhere in England* but notably at Tunbridge 
Hells and Epsom* Thun* for the first time* demand for accommodation by'' 
non-business travellers was beginning to be channelled into a form which = 
the potential suppliers of. accommodation could firstly 'recognise and than ■ 
satisfy* Once assured of a profitable market for accomodation* they 
were able to start supplying it* ' The transition was--a very gradual one* 
but its start can definitely be traced to the fashion of the upper classes 
for going to resorts at the end of the XVI century for reasons primarily 
concerned with their health*
Dr* Turner's book also provides ftnraunition for those who maintain-that 
the resorts of England today lag behind their continental rivals in.the 
provision of tourist facilities*"
'He that -had been in It&lye imd" Gemaaye ' ahd'.had' m m  km$, costly and 
well-favouradly the bathes are/ trinned and oppbynted there ■ in divers and
eundrye places* would© he aoliss&ed- that ©aye afcrauagcr whychc had sen© 
the bathes in foren' lmdc& should looke upon cum bathes* For lie 
would© thisxke that the straunger would© accuse m  Englishmen of three ■ 
-thing.eft; of gtoesues and brutish ignorance because t?e cannot trim our 
bathes no betterj of tmkiodnea because va do m  lightly regard no hjr&h 
md. excellent© gif fees of allcoighfey God; ’ of bestlye filthiness because 
we .make no partition between ye sen and ye weomaa while© they are In 
bathing* but suffer ttaaa contrary both unto the law of God m d  m m  to. 
go together lyls© unreasonable beast©© to the destruction of both body 
and soull of very isanye1* ; -■
In spite of the shortcomings of the baths* .their popularity increased 
'during the latter part of. Elisabeth's reign* and with.it.demand for 
accommodation for those taking the waters*; ., Oa arrival at Bath* - the 
visitor was fair game for the agents of the lodging house I m m e m  ~
. 'For such they have in every comer of the streets and also before you 
come to the gates' «*■£» the words of a contemporary* These gentry 
would 'press upon you* issportuning you to take your lodging afe such and 
such a bath; extolling the baths* near which they dwell* above the - 
rest; respecting altogether their a m  gain not your good and welfare'* 
Today's hotelkeepers have forfeuaedrcXy abandoned their predecessor's 
aggressive marketing techniques*'
• P rob lens, of. Bcmpnnlitf ■ .
The:problem of the, seasonal nature of desssad for accommodation* so 
topical today* also received attention* and in a book published in 1631 
'A discourse of natural Bathes'* Dr* Jordon suggested Methods of extend­
ing the season* He wished 'that our Queen©9e bath cod'Crosse Baths* 
being small■ baths* were covered'* adding that 'it would be no hens© 
to this City if: it bo a taoanoe of procuring .more resort hither in the 
wintertime* or more early in the spring* or more late at the Falle'* 
Characteristically* Bath was behind most continental resorts in this 
question of covering the baths*
DetercsiasntG- of Moa-business .Demandt w o io  < r,»  ». M-ja,.gr.TK-Jartfa-.».Jf.,tr>-.»»,fa gMCt * i« t.fru ff. »»»«&■■)»
Determinants .of demand for .those _visit®■. to the spas were. primarily
related to-health consideration©* though, for may the motive was 
partly .religious*.; -Indeed* in -m age when sickness was thought to- 
: be a symptom of sin#- mi the waters were- believed to be endowed with 
-• spiritual qualities* visits to bath© and the other ©pa© resembled a
■ pilgrimage rather than a holiday*** .However* the devout were fighting- 
a losing battle* .’As. surely a© ,the - holy day'was destined .to become a 
holiday* the health resort* whether it started as 4 holy well or not* ■ 
was destined to become a-pleasure resort* the home of revelry rather 
than religion*.
Again*the transition was gradual* and a source of amasesenfe to many* ; 
Goldsmith wrote , rIe a parson who does not thus calmly tracetthiwgs to 
'their source* nothing will appear more strange than how the .healthy 
could ever consent to. follow the sick- to those places of spleen* and 
live with those whose diseases are ever apt to create a gloom in the 
spectator*. However* the ©pas offered the only escape from London 
and* as they began to supply amusement* entertainment and accommodation* 
people of wealth and fashion gravitated, towards them*, even though they 
were in good health* J«A*R* fimlott state© that even before the Civil 
Her* ’pleasure^seckers were mingling with the sick’ ****
Hoy. ■
Tim immediate effect of the Civil War was undoubtedly to disrupt the 
ordered life-at the spasg indeed* throughout the history of demand for 
accommodation* political and military upheavals have always led to an
■ * Holidays as we now know them did not of course exist* though students 
of the movement for annuel holidays can trace them back to 1598* when a 
convention, of nobility and estates in Scotland passed an Act appointing 
Mondays in every week m  a.day ©nswklch all servant© ware ©rompt from’ 
service to their master©* These holiday© m r e  to be employed by the 
servants in using and handling their amour- and in other lawful game© 
aai pastime©*
• ** Leonard* Reginald ©t al* Of* CXT*
*** Pimlott, JAR, OP.CIT., p.27.
immediate reduction in such demand. However9 in the long run* the
.. - . . - '-'s' * 1 5
Civil War mas probably to the industry's advantage.as the Royalists'., 
benefited from. their enforced sojourn at the continental spas and,, 
returned with new ideas which they introduced to the English ones*
The list of recognised spas increased rapidly in the half century that 
followed the Restoration* 'Indeed* even.at the beginning of the 
eighteenth century* new spas were still being discovered*
Competition between - Spas
Ancillary trades were quick to notice some of.the commercial implications 
of demand arising'from the discovery of new springs. The success of the 
batter-known spas demonstrated to landowners* shopkeepers* innkeepers 
and doctors elsewhere that the establishment of 'a spa within their 
catchment area could have beneficial multiplier 'effects. The tension 
that existed as a result between ’new’ and ’old’ spas is recorded in a 
broadsheet entitled ’An Exclamation from Tunbridge and Epsom against the 
Hew found Wells at Islington* issued in 1684** Healthy competition 
between Britain’s resorts and warnings of excess supply can be traced 
back to this period.
Quality of Accommodation
..The accomodation at the watering .places still left much, to be desired* 
as is clear from' Celia Fiennes* contemporary "account of a stay at. Buxton
* ’ Interlopers are abroad0 and we must cry. nut as the Quack Doctors doe -
Beware of Counterfeits for they swarms could not folks be content to 
invent new fashions and new oaths* new religions and new models of govern­
ment* but the divi! must put them upon finding out new wells* and new 
physical waters* when there were old ones enough of all conscience to 
have scoured their gutfcs and purged their purees and make, work for the 
doctors**.. Audacious and unconscienable Islington. Has it not enough 
that thou has time out of mind been the metropolitan mart of cakes*.-: 
custards9 and stew’d pruans? Hie chief place of entertainment for suburb 
bawds and loitering apprentices? Famous for bottled ale... Could not all 
these advantages satiofie thee without invading our privileges* trumping 
up your spouts, and old dormant holes to intercept our customers?.*..*
in the closing years of the seventeenth century** #Ihc house that’s 
call’d Buxton Hall which belongs to ye Bake of Devonshire* its where 
the warms bath is and veil* its the largest house in the place fcho* 
not very goodf they are all entertaining houses and Its by way of an 
ordinary - so much a piece for yr dinners and suppers and so much for 
our servants besides?**# you pay not for yr rooms and truely the ©that 
is co unreasonable a price and ye lodging© so bad* two beds in a room* 
some three beds and four in m e  xoom$ it you have not company enough 
of your o m  to fill a rooms* they will be ready to put others in the 
same chamber* and aometymes they are so crowded that three must lye in 
a.bed* Few people stay above two or three nights* it’s so inconvenient*9
jfofcr^ uefcion of the gfcage-coach
The seventeenth century had brought with it the stage-coach and demand 
for overnight accomodation on the routes* In the same way a© the 
guaranteed .market at the spas , was to produce aeccjmmodcfcioa* in due 
course* so did the introduction of the stagecoach lead to accommodation 
' being supplied at appropriate point© along the roads* It is not certain 
whether the coach that left Chester for London on April 9th* 1657 was 
the first one* hut .the method of travel which it introduced was to remain 
in fore© for two .centuries* Wien it was ultimately replaced by the rail­
ways*’the inns - and indeed the villages - on the routes faced ruin* in 
the eme imj m  the new turnpikes In post-war America ruined the hotels 
on the old highways*'
Response'of■Industry to Demand
Although the seventeenth century brought with it a guaranteed.demand for 
accommodation at uoae places* the industry was .©low to met this demand* ' 
and insensitive to public opinion when it didg there arc records of 
travellers preferring to stay in the parish poorhouc© rather than the 
local inn* An example of poor accommodation is found in a contemporary 
account of the ’Hose and Crown* at llether Stowey* visited by John Taylor*
5****Mine host was very sufficiently drunke* the house most'delicately 
deckt with exquisite artificial! ©lottery* the roc® besprinkled and'
* Fiennes, Celia, Through England on a Side Saddle in the Time of William
and Mary. Ed: The Hon. Mrs. Griffiths, 1888.
etrowedwith the excrements of |>£gs and childreng the wall© and 
©ielings ware adorned ©ad hanged with rate spider© tapestry, or 
cobweb tmm®*** ■ At last m v m  of the clock was ©track* and I west 
into the home to see if supper were readyg but X found ©sail comfort 
there* for the fire m m  out* ©o' beef to bo boy led* mine host fast 
asleep* the meld attending the hogs, m d  my hungry self© half© starved 
with expectation1*;
By the end of tlm seventeenth century, taking the waters‘had become the 
fashion, but it was a fashion which could.only be indulged in mid 
afforded fey © ©mall, proportion of the population* Its importance was 
not only the regular demand for accommodation ©way iro n horns which ib  
generated, m d which the industry was to recognise wore fully in the 
eighteenth century, but it urn & lm  to dictate the recreational pattern 
which the middle and lower class©© were to imitate when they, too, had 
the time, and money for leisure*
It fees been suggested that life in the eighteenth century watering place© 
was store like life on a cruise or in a winter ©ports hotel, where the 
company its ©mall and Gel£"*coutaiitad, rather than like a modem seaside 
■ resort, where the individual.is submerged in the multitude*' Richard 
Hash, Master of Ceremonies at Bath, was able to welcome ea©h-visitor 
to Bath personally, smd the ©usher of visitor® in © season was variously 
estimated a© 12,000 individuals, 8,009 families end 8,000 individuals*! .
A social life so exclusive ©a this could not survive the intrusion of 
outsiders in m y  numbers* Although the capacity of the watering places 
could have been extended, this would have meant the loss of the exclu­
siveness which Hash valued so highly* With the invasion by the middle 
classes, which started in the eighteenth century, the watering places 
gradually changed into holiday resort©* The switch from inland ©pa© to 
seaside resorts m m  all that was needed for the pattern of demand for 
accommodation away from hose, for pleasure at any rate, to resemble the 
form that 1© so familiar nowaday©*
<* Fimloet, J.AJU 0?. CIS. p 45.
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Growth of Soa-side .• lesorts
For those mho. believe' that swimming .is .pare- of the English tradition#
- it comes ©e a surprise to find tbnt:-£n .1571# if any- Bachelor of Arte
- i® .Cambridge wa® found guilty of bathing is any river# pool# or other 
water within the emrntry of Cambridge# the Vice-Chancellor decreed 1 
that he was to be put in the stock®-in the hall of his college for a 
day# and# before his release# was to -pay a fine of tea shillings« - 
If any under-graduate committed this crime# fAeriter ct' severe verb- 
erihtis castigetur et ptmiatnr pallem et pub lice in comuni eulaf he was 
to be publicly .flogged in his college hall*
Froai the prejudice which enabled this decree -to cmmmid public support# 
it is a far coy to- the sea bathing which became so popular in George n®8 
reign# Although Anthony Hem pieces the beginning of sea-bathing in 
1626 at Scarborough*# it was not until after the Restoration that bathing 
became common# When it was found that many wells contained no trace of 
minerals# it was deduced that.the advantages of bathing maid equally 
and mom economically he derived from the seas . also the military value 
of swimming became more important# and it was becoming fashionable on 
the continent# By the latter part of the seventeenth century# the 
position of the traditional watering places was being challenged by ©sail 
fishing villages# decayed harbours# deserted seaside heath© which 
attracted the .'follower® of-the new sport of sea-bathing#' , Thane were 
gradually transformed into, resorts#'.and the first references to this 
transition can he traced hack to-the 1730fo« At that time#'two parlours 
and' two bedrooms with other rooms could -he rented-at Brighton for five 
shillings si week# end the following -.account# written at the time# gives 
some idea of how the holiday-maker passed M s  day. . 5We are now sunning 
• ourselves on the beach at Brighthelraston.»« ny morning business is 
bathing in the sea# and then buying fish; the evening is riding out for 
airs viewing the remains of old Saxon camps# and counting the ships 
in the road# and the boats that are t r a w l i n g * The transition of 
Worthing# a small agricultural eosssunity' with some'fishing industry#
* Hem# Anthony* The Seaside Holiday# Grass© Press* 1967* pp' 2 -* ,;3i' Offiitanrv' tit vavrOmt a,a» m>m rabrft iVMjpfv irP “ » & * *
'** Evans# *3* An Excursion to Brighton.
into a spa is well recounted by B# Broekfieldi^ Those who bathed , in the 
sea did so naked; conclusive evidence of this can be found in an engraving 
in the British Kuseum by. John. Setterington. of' Scarborough Bay in 1733#
Although sea water could not ■ 'aspire to the ■medicinal qualities of w  o! 
the inland watering places* this was partially corrected in 1752-fey the 
publication of -Br* Eichard." Bussell's famous ^ Dissertation :on the Use of 
B m  llatez in 'the Disease©' of the Clands* particularly the Scurfy* Jaundice* 
King*© Evil*. leprosy.. and' the glcmdular; consirsption1*
Dr* Paissell'a patients were' obliged not only to bathe ita the sea but to 
"■'drikkit* ■■"■The doctor prescribed- that 'they.- should drink half-a-pint. of-'" ' 
,:cea%ater -'every morning: at five o'clock and* to avoid the attendant feeling 
of thirst* to aia# ■ for an hour ;or two afterwards* The prospect' of this 
'fomtdabXe prescript ion' was probhbly sufficient to cure simor maladies*
Those who found ©ea-smtar oapalhtable- ^ GOuld ' buy 'Gcrnsaa 'spa' tfater -'in taidou 
.'■at; 14/- per doten bottles;> or* if their purses.were .tiofc-deep/enough#; they 
could buy a doscn bottles of Bristol spa waters for 6/-***
;The popularIty of the seaside was; a natural consequence of that of the 
'/spas* .-though many thought it-was- a ,passing f ashion# Xt was perhaps - this - ■
■ uncertainty that prevented the establishment of good eccossae&atioa at-such 
places m  Brigbtcm* for in 1763'a:vi&itor there ■ had this to' estyt *A© to 
the ‘ lodgings in-;this'place* the best are ciost -.e»:ecrabia#;'.and what you tfouM \ . 
■find;sow* X believe* not habitable^# / ■■■•■’.’.!y-■■;■■'•'
In Spite of :this# the balance of ’power was- swinging. relentlessly ..away from 
the inland resorts; by 1766* Blackpool w m  beginning to emerge as a 
popular resort* for reasons wall described by J# Pivalcfct*sV;je ®The truth 
was that the advantages of the inland watering places over their 
*adversaries® ware superficial* and the deficiencies of the seaside 
'resorts'could be easily remedied#' Adequate'for the needs-of a privileged ■ 
minority* and reflecting in the highly ■ organised ami confined social life
• t s B r o o l c f ■ Worthing# Study-'of a modem-coastal t m m a Town Plamiing 
Eeview# July' 1952#' vol* m i l .  lio.2#- < - ■ ^ - ' * ' ■ -
..** Silbert*EW#. B*Bi££#M#A** * T m  -Ctaotrth■ of;Inland and Seaside Health.Basorte - 
in England®# Beysl Scottish, Clecjsrapklcal ■-Society# Jan# 1939*- vei#55» 8o»X» >
« *  JWUR., Ot.exr* p S5« .;■■
the tastes of this narrow section#-the-spas-depended for-their prosperity 
on the monopoly of a limited number of mineral springe# and they were 
.Inadequate to meet.-the rising. demand which resulted from the expansion-.of., 
trade-and''industry*- The capacity of the seaside resorts# pa the other' hand#' 
-was *tmbmmded* • -Hhile - social life -at-the--©pas .was .necessarily.focussed .On 
the. pm^rrom end bathe# .'and'there■ was.-no satisfactory alternative;-to. .
. living in'fiihlie* -the sea coast %mu large enough' to absorb all- comers#.- and .; 
social homogeneity mattered less*** M b® 'important is weighting the bataie©'
■ was the. reaction in'the seeond half, of the. eighteenth century against the 
ordered conception of life of which the spas end * Hash were an .expression*
It eeeras. paradonical that the nhacb»to^a£m:zF mawmm&p which mis a . 
feature'-of eighteenth century Europe# '..was.accompanied by self-csmsciousness 
'about hailing* m  wltaasead by the introduction'-of bathing^achiim*; The 
' invention of a/%iake% /Benjamin' .Beale*.. these .cumbersome vehicles enabled 
the bather to undress and imerse himself in-the mater in privacy* - The 
principle was not foolproof# as many machines fed no roof*- The cliffs. - 
which, overlooked some beaches# particularly, near Brighton* ware consequently 
.populated by individuals with .telescopes*
Hie most important features of the XVIII century* as far as demand for 
acfeamodation- for-pleasure or-health reasons-was concerned#;i were-the • 
decresiing importaBce -of the medical qualities'of -the waters* -and a 
'corresponding increase in the emphasis m  pleasure and entertainment- at 
the resorts* Eclated - to.'this m &  the switch .away from the inland' resorts 
to the seaside ones*- The isiocd is well' captured - by -Cowper'a poem; ... .
'Retirement*# published,,In 1782. r .
wYotir prudent grandmammas# ye modem belles 
Content with Bristol* Bath and Tunbridge Hello 
When health required it would, consent to roam 
Else more attached to pleasures found at home 
But now alike*.gay'widow# virgin# wife 
Ingenious to - diversify-dull life 
. : -In coaches*, cfesses*-caravans end-hcys
: Ely to the coast for daily#- nightly jofs ' " -
■ ’And' all* impatient of dry land' agree..,- •
With one consent to-rush into the gas”.
. Deaaaid for accommodation for business reasonsm  opposed fco hcalth or •'
pleasure* war handicapped fcy the p m i  cosaamicatioas in the eighteenth ■
: 'century# --She professions.. generated' a -certain amount. of traffic? /solicitors .: 
visiting their clients* ■ architects and landscape gardeners supervising the 
execution of their designs and judges; going round fefaa.' circuits, members ©f 
F<erliffiaent cosMititig to Westminster and.even' delegates attendingftnafegeai^g.' 
neoded ■ oiremiglit. iicoomodetion* . ■.:■■'■■■.■ /...•■ v: \ov. .
fbe first' recorded international Congress m u  in fact ImM in Erne in 16819 
■ m d  attended.by - members of the - medical profession*— ’; By. and large' near 
. hnsiness . di^isffld- for accomodation. Vas smalt* '/Each hatchment ares.- provided 
most of /th&-goodsVaad .services needed by that locality* m  f m  had to be 
.imported from elsewhere* Business .• use of corsmercial aeeossaodntion' -was • far 
ontseighed by ®m~bminme use* ' ■
Inland Communications ;to. mot m-. n»r 01- j|a ,m*m, «r. *■
Hie state of the roads was 'poor* ' Ogg in fEconomic Development of Modern 
Europe* claims that in spite of some improvement brought about after 1750 
along .the main arteries-of coraraication* and In particular:--along the 
principal .a tagQcoaeh routes which - connected London with the Midlsads* . 
nothing had been done in .England'up. to the beginning of the nineteenth ■
;century to improve the general road-systems# 2he public conscience was - 
ultimately to be pricked by & Parliamentary Rep'ort in ISOS drawing ■ 
attention to this parlous state of affairs* Hie transport revolution and ■ 
other developments in the nineteenth century which ultimately ended this 
and created a fresh volume of business traffic'will be dealt with in the 
nest section*: . . .
Growth of Travel Abroad
*» w -1»» l>n* mwi m i * »llfa *> * . atof» ^ « « ii i * i !»■«*  !•
Before the advent of the Industrial devolution, there had'already bean 
some growth' in' the demand for accomodation abroad by BE: residents * Such 
demand*" in m  far as it reduces; desand for similar 'accommodation in the tIK* 
has obvious'implications for the accommodation industry* and it is relevant 
to itraeo its -growth and identify its -’determinants#;.. '
.* International Congresse®. .1681^ 189.9» b*X*&* Publication, Ho# 164*
Brussels 1960*. p 11#
Contemporaneous with the growth of the spa and of the seaside resorts Mas 
the 'growth* on a much ©mailer■scale, of travel abroad by Englishmen# ■ In 
the same, way m  the' determinants of demand for resort© in the UF. were not, 
at that time, primarily recreational, nor was this the main motive either
- for travel to-the continent* Justus Lipsius <1547*4606) wrote n0i old and 
nowadays*'great men-have always travelled* But the use of any sensible 
voyage was Increased knowledge •©£ maimers: and oust'mn of ./
foreign lands* and a broadening ©I the mind**#. ■
The purity of these-motives is: confirmed by the-writing©" of Fynes -Morrison,
- who travelled extensively on the continent im. the closing year© of: the . 
■sixteenth' century* ■ 'Be gave as hie motive* ’’his innate- desire to gain • 
experience of travel to foreign parts*':m wall as for the ornament of M s  - . 
profession-*-which was :81vil Law*. "Two centuries later*' we find fro® .the • 
writing© of Volney* ’Travel© through Syria-and Egypt* in the 17S0fst that 
'the doterednanto were largely unchanged*'; ”X had acquired.a:taste* -and 
even a pas©ion for knowledge* and the accession to my fortune appeared to 
he fresh means of gratifying'-my inclination,: and opening a new nay to 
improvement# I had read* and.heard repeated* that of all method© of 
adorning the mind* and forming the Judgment travelling £e the most e£f£ea*» 
clous”* ■ ............. . ..,,
To those who believe that the statistical .'problems- associated'-with the .
' analysis' of tourism and - tourist • expenditure in. the' U!C are unwelcome =
'- phencoesmaccor^anying the increasing eomplenityof modern life and-the 
growth of international-travel* it -will come as some small consolation -to 
. leant that - in the 1620,e-.-'fhc5mss Hun* In; ^ nglaad’s - treasure ;by Foreign - 
Trade’ registered the following complaints / ”Xhere 'are yet some other petty 
thing© which eem to have reference to this ballauce of which the aaid 
officers of Hie Majesty’s ‘Customs a m  take no notice, to bring them into 
the accountf ’an mainly* the expeacos of' travellers”# Over throe .centurion 
later* there-is considerable doubt about the accuracy of estimate© .of these 
petty things# •
Arthur Young*- 'who visited France in each-of: the .years 1787*4789, had m  .
Me- object to ®*ag certain tlm state of - cultlvatiofigwealth, resource© m d  
natural prosperity* of the Kiagdo® of France, which. survey he undertook
for the benefit of 'hi© “own‘eomifcryw#* M m '  Smith wrote in 1776 that tf£n 
England £fc becomes every day m m  and more' the custom to ©end young people 
to travel in foreign countries immediately upon leaving school, and without 
sending them to.any university#' Our young people," it £© generally ©aid, 
return hose mtxsk improved by their travel©*1#
■ If the prime motive behind - such travel «* unhampered by the formalities of ■ 
passport'control ~ was the pursuit of knowledge, thi® does not taean that 
the pursuit of pleasure was overlooked once the destination was attained#- 
Royaler in his book ’Travels®, written in the early KfFIIX century ©aid 
^Though most young-travellers of all countries are apt to give & loose to ■ 
their propensities to. pleasure©.even in Italy; yet the English m y  be said 
.to. run greater.-lengths'than the others t for having a great• deal 'of money "to 
lavish away, it not only give© them more spirit to engage - in adventures, 
but likewise furnishes them with means of removing impediments, or buying 
off any ill consequences*5#
Adam Smith suggested that very often the end product of the grand tour was 
a source of disappointment to the sponsor# lsXn the course of M o  travel© 
lie generally acquires some knowledge of one or two foreign languages| a 
'knowledge, ’however, which is seldom sufficient to enable him either to - 
apeak or write them with propriety* la other respects, he commonly returns 
home more' conceited, .more unprincipled, more dissipated, and ©ore incapable 
of m y  serious application either to study or .to business, than he could 
well have become in so short a time had he lived at'haste# . By travelling 
so very young, by spending in the most frivolous dissipation the most 
precious years of his life, at a distance from the inspection and control 
of his parents and relations, every useful habit which the earlier parte 
of M s  education eight have had some tendency to form in him, instead of 
being riveted and confirmed, £o almost necessarily either weakened or 
effaced”*
The annual register for 1773 classified the reasons for foreign travel under 
three headings% ’Polite education, the love of variety, and the pursuit of 
health®#
In Germany© the study of tourism'wa®'already, an academic subject# Between 
1772 and 1795, at Gottingen University, August Wilhelm Schloner, lectured' 
to students on the quality and cost of accommodation in Russia and Spain,
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'the cost • of ..travelling to America fey boat, m &  on'the advantages m d  
disadvantages of .group travel# j:.trn&vir teman mail von %iner 
gelehrtGuRritik das Eeleens" eprechcii©. wean m  dor Gottlngem Univeroitat 
cvleclran :&m Jahtcn 1772 fe.ia .1795©. M r  Bis.tqriker cad Politologer© via witr 
haute sagen %mrdcm, August WUhels Schloser in Gottingen :Vorlcs«agen tifecr . 
den danaligen Tourisms'in Europe -hielt and debei.uhar-die Vox-rnd 
E&chteile-'desk-Reiocms in Gesollschaft von Frcundcn, Easton . tmd/Kindcra,; 
wfeer Qu&litat u M  ffeernachtungckosteti von Gasthsusera in Eua&land Oder 
$ p m i m 9 uni afecr die Tariffs einer Asserikafhhrt miteinen segler m i m  
Student an feelehffttt”***. Hourly 200 .year© later the WE still has no degree 
cottrsa iti .tourism#.
The. advantagesf or disadvantages© of foreign ''travel- .■ were only for the few* 
Almost m  ■ important as the-. dotcrsaiuaats - of' demand were the deterrents*
To'travel abroad©1 right up'to the middle of the last century, was both 
dangerous' m i  local tolls and taros* and unreliable exchange.
rates.for foreign currency* meant that.the traveller had to take with bin ' 
adequate resources to cope with all eventualities• This, in turn© made/- 
him easy-prey for highwayman and robbers* Travel was also slow© necessi­
tating many overnight stops which added to the total cost of the journey* 
Under these conditions, prerequisites for foreign travel were wealth and 
courage, assets Which are not always found together*
^Translation: ”••* and we can also speak about a learned critic of travel, 
since, at Gottingen University between the years 1772 and 1795, the 
political historian August Wilhelm Schlozer gave lectures about 
contemporary tourism in Europe and taught aboutthe advantages and 
disadvantages of travelling in the company of friends, women and children, 
about, the quality and cost of accommodation in Russia or Spain and about 
the fares of a journey to America by ship11,
fricdrich Wagner, belter,dor Eolsaredaktiou der*Frankfurter Allgosaainc 
EeituagV ’jper ■ fmp&empthmht* s Bee* 1968*
Effects of Industrial -Revolution
Wiin i.m iO i «tii <it»«n .w. » it|h
Although the Industrial.Revolution had been, under way for.a few decades 
:before the .XXK -century* ite main effect® on demand for accommodation were 
delayed until almost half way through that century*
.Its -effects on'the country, m  a whole* and the particular implications for 
this study, can be summarised.as followsI Firstly* it shifted the centre 
of gravity of the workplace away from the agricultural countryside to the ■ 
industrial conurbation* ' This was to load to a teaand for periodic escape 
bach-to freer, quieter and more-salubrious surroundings* this implication 
is followed;-up in the demand analysis* as those who live in'Industrial 
conurbations have greater demand for accommodation' away from hose' than 
■ those who;-live .in rural surroundings*
Secondly, as wall oh-changing the locality of the workplace, it' changed 
the. character of work doh%- ' The seasonal, variety of ,'agricultural life . 
was. replaced'by the; daily' monotony of factory-routine, and'this.'again ■ 
.added tb demand.for botliclmnga ami relief* f-•; ; '
; ESirdly* the shift of - promotion. from. labour" intensive sgri culture; to ■ 
capital intensive: industry -taught cmplbyem 'the" lessons ;of :eco»o^ee''6f , 
scale m d  the marginal utility of labour* “Uith wages' related to'aubsis- .' 
tense levels, it paid the owner, to operate bite machines/whose-cobfc'wap f 
.'not-alleviated b y ihvesmmt®; grants.^  m  intensively as - possible* 'fhe' ’
long working week that resulted further added to demaM for change -and' 
relief, 'and ultimately .for-'holidays and accommodation away from home.
Fourthly,'.the increased commitment of Che government to social-legislation 
and- the growing power of the trade unions' ultimately led to the protection 
of the individual''from;©zploitatioaVby-employers,-'and- in particular to the 
-granting of :-snzmsi holidays*-' Although'.-this process began in the early '%£& 
'ceatufy- it-’wao :t© take over one hundred years to 'he completed* ■'
Finally p ■ the Indus trial.Revolution generated wealth which did not accrue to 
the aristocratic landowners* but to the middle clans industrialists, This 
significantly changed the pattern and; volusua-o£ expenditure* particularly 
at the .seaside* '-where most of the commercial - accommodation industry was to 
. be'’located*-; ■
Pereas .'those who "had. stayed', at the. eighteenth century seaside resorts had. 
boon 'drawn from the wealthiest and m m  t cultured classes of the cmmmityt 
the. visitors to the nineteenth' century resorts were often wealthy*- but few 
cmilct claim to be .cultured* According to -Matthew- Arnold, Margate was a 
brick• and.-mortar ,;-:isaage of .Bagli&h- Protestantism* representing it in all, , 
its';prose* all its uncomeliness - -let mo add* ail its. salubrity*** Hie ' 
-remark-'.was not .only true of Margate;. it-applied t© .all - the newer resorts* 
and it not unfairly summed up the. spirit of the middle class-family holiday* 
Fir&ott 'describes the; transition -less .tactfully*t. "Disintegration of the 
social life* the presence.of children*"the lowering in-the level of manners 
and education of the visitors* and the increase in numbers meant that sec- 
side life was ..no longer London social life on another stage and that the 
social art& no longer, flourished*.**”. Tke commercial accommodation industry , 
was ter'be .-faced with demand for accommodation by a new type of client* a 
.-challenge that'it .was slow, to respond to*
.The -particular facet of the industrial revolution which had most effect - m  ' 
■the demand for -acccwpdation - away, from home was the invention of steam 
locomotion and the' introduction' of the railways* ■ Hot - only.' did-. these 
developments .give immense ''stimulus ■ to material prosperity ‘ and help create 
■ the large and effluent middle class which become'a feature oi Victorian 
England* but they- made travel quicker*-'easier, cheaper* and more comfortable 
than ever before®
A by-product of the industrial revolution was the steamboat* , In 1316* the. 
first crossing of the channel by steamboat took place and the.first return 
service began in 1820* By 1840, 100*000 people were crossing the channel 
cadi year* In 1882 this figure had -increased to'500*000'and'by 1902 it .bad 
doubled to one million*
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But it vws the development of. the railway which v m  to have a major impact 
on. demand for scconaodation* Ones the tsafamiliarity of railway travel had 
been overcame® .there v & m very fe» practical; restrictions to movement.
••between..any two major tot&a* ■ the,,«nfamiXiarity ©f such travel io well 
■described -by- Dr*-.Granville in. 184X*. ,flt has been alleged that the being . 
wafted'-through the; air at the .rate of .'twenty or, thirty miles. an-hour must ; ' 
effect-delicate' lunge. and asthmatic' ’people's "that to such as are- of «•'.-. • 
‘'sanguineous. constitution," and labour under fullness of-blood In the head® • 
the aovo&eht of; rail.'trains will produce' apoplexy%' that the., sudden■ plunging - 
into the" darhhess of a- tuxmol and the - emerging out of it m  suddenly cannot- 
..fail'to sake' work for the - oculists and 'finally- it Imd never been doubted 
hut that:: the air of such tunnels is., o£ a vitiated : Mud and must/give rise
.to the.-worst, effects; while tb&t ;at ': ib© bottom .of deep cuttings-or
excavations .being necessarily/damp # :will occasion catarrh and multiply - - 
agues,?*ft .■; / /■•' -
Ihe same'misgivings had been expressed earlier about the stagecoaches9 and. 
will doubtlessly;be expreseed, later.about.supersonic air travel. / history.
shows that-such fears can be diecounted•;
Yha following''tablee illustrate the rates of growth of the railways in-the 
'.nineteenth century? .- ■
' 'S S S £ S : - ' v -
' Growth of EallvayB in-lt£K .Century •
nrtiii iQCnuttiHilXft <h Mi  # i W  *n ** '
Total Kllcer.o Opened - 
Groat Britain Year 1835 1S45 1835 1865 1873 18S5
6 B. Ireland Hilee 471 3277 3.3411 21382 2GS03 30843
Total UasKenaer Hilea (ililliona)
Great Britain Year 1842,/ 1847./ 1851. ' I860- 1880
& Ih Ireland ' • Miles '. -23- / . ; 51- /. 78 / 160 604. :'
& GilbertgWg the Gxmtb; of Inland aad Seaside Health Resorts
in England,' loyal .Scottish; Geo^gapMcal Societya: January 1939®. VqX*559 Ho* 1* - .
la.thooktiy’days'of the railways*/they tmto, predominantly used for short 
day tripe* sad until *;tb©' growth of annual holidays* a development which will
. - . . .. ■. . . . - -. . ■ . *. <.:• -v  . . c - ' .  . ■ ■ . . c r. . v
he #dealt. latert;"it; is/prohahly■ ■ true ’to '.say' that 'the- \railways 'did not
-generate m  increase in.-demand.- for - accommodation away, from home •commensurate 
with the increased mileage' .'travelled' on them*- - .Indeed*' fey- reducing journey
times, it 'em - he ’argued that the' initial "effect was .'to teitice ddsahd" for " 
:fjtseh accommodation oh"-the old stagecoach-routes# • Hot only could 'bnaimessmem■ 
visit some .provincial "towns f t  cm, London without; having to spend" the" -might -at 
their -destination*' feist those who travelled, .furfcher. ".afield did-'mot' have to 
break. their, journey any longer hy-ttaying'-.overaight rat ims '.on the way* . ■.
'^ CTBas;,Cooj&'" -.' •■
that'the initial impact of the railways was; to boost day excursion -traffic 
was'/demonstrated'by the fact that the normal fifteen teinute-aervico he.tween 
-■hondoa-ahd -Greenwich had' 'to.be trebled 'at -Whitsun .and 'Raster*^ - "Probably 
invented by Sir Rowland Hill* excursion trains were more fully developed by 
Thomas Cool;* His first publicly .advertised excursion was from .Leicester to "
■ -a ■ -temper ance • demons tratittn -in' Loughborough on July. Sth, 1841# " The. return 
■fore was ■ one -shiliing- and - 570 people participated#' • From 'these' relatively 
modest beginnings, • Thomas Cook -went- on to build an organisation-which has
■ been a household word ;ia. travel ever since* In 1855* on the -occasion of 
the Furls Bshibitioa*' Cook -started hie first continental-/-operations* -■ This 
began "the most - important chapter: in him /career# -by -having -contacts and • ;
•travel -bureaux' in: every continent* by-liaving-errangeiacitts with hotels and" 
Railways all'"over the'.world*'.Cook could offer the customer at his counter -
' an' -Itinerary -which .'would otherwise - have:- taken that cusfcosier • weeks :• ;fcb ■ ©rganiae* 
as'Well as- costing hi® more*. ■ But - is'tlie -ninetcemth '.century- the mere exist­
ence of cheap and easy travel was mot in itself enough* There was no 
tradition-of travel amongst the new Victorian middle class*-and there were 
formidable practical obstacles to surmount*" suck as the language problem* 
prejudices at homo ..and abroad* exchange .rates and* eventually* passports*
The rich traditionally overcame;these difficulties by employing couriers* 
guides and vctturinos* -while the'hotels, at'Which they stayed were.famiiiar. 
with their language and" their, needs'* -"'and anxious -for their-;c<raforte* " The 
yoimg 'clerks' and 'the solicitors* wives could -mot -afford,, these-services* . 
yet desperately needed the same type-.of assistance* •
& Select Qomittee on Railways* Second Report* 1839* -
'Xheass Cook reeo&aiacsd fctosp problems and■ sot out to ■ ovoreao© them# 
deliberately set out to be-a tmiveteaX courier# doing for Chase tfao could • 
not provide themselves with muxl®rQ® .services wtofc fcto courier"did for
those who could afford to kite Mu***- Xto oscaroioa. from Leicester to 
Peris in 1855# .vbera the miuhmm ellrlarcest of four dap? in Paris # 
including accossaodatiou' and-retuse" ticket £rom: toato% "t*a$: thirfcy-sisc 
©Mll£»g% itos-'toscribed by the 'Bsackeefcer. .Cuerdiaa■  as *aa' event in .the
history-of'railway travellings*^' In fact* it aarked.tto togiimlitg of the 
inclusive'-tour abroad* '. . . . ’ .■
'-CoofcV originality lay in hi© i^ttod©# hiu-'&lm&t infinite capacity for ;'•
■ taking' pains#,- his acute ■ eeuoe -of the need#.of;Ms clients# Ms. power of 
invautioa'cad the hold, in&giaetioawhich made Mss. the grccteetij-pf all travel-;; 
: agents*,', ftose. eharectoriPtiee -arc exeia|JlifiM -by ouch .features .of hi® tours.-' 
m  'the sow universal coupon systca#'of'which lie. was- the /inventor# the • 
special' guide hocks which to ptolittod tor hi® patrous#; and.-the ■personal 
attention. in which to took a• particular pride*/ -'•% 1864$ acre-.thsa a - 
tdilioa- passengers had passed • through -.Ms hands* - It is worth-noting that ' 
in 1880# Xkosi&s Cook Gtgrnilmd ■ a package tour to the passion play, at ■ 
Oberosmrgau*' ' •.'
Smaimd for' the - facilities and juusaasBodatiasL ■ which Cook-tod. to offer cans 
froffi all tralfeo- of life**** :'Alttipv# his custotors were predominantly frcna . 
/the: middle classes#. there were • already -clans of the travel habitfiltering-
tom the social.©calc*
* vh&0tt9,im§ oPttCiT :p in,
&& SItmcTicstor Guardian# 0/8/XG55*
tea Yates# EtemeiL All '• fclic - Teat. • Hound# 1864* w£radenmen. and their wives* 
•merchants# clerks-away for a weehfe holiday# roughing it with a hnepoock - 
and getting over ea Irmmrn number of miles before the return; thwart 
mechanics# who never seen able entirely to free themselves from traces of... 
their lifelong labours but 'who-are by no mem- the worst.- informed#:and urn 
generally the taoot interested about the places- they visit11*
Growth of Arjaual Holidays - ,
If the rcilxraya and Thomas Gook provided th® means for- ordinary people to 
travel end stay away from heme* annual holidays ware to provide the . - 
opportunity® Ttia determinants' and'■ development' of- the annual "holiday in 
the ;aiaet©eafcfe century'- arc thereforeworth a brief ':&tudy# as t&eyvge&afc ' out •'
important ? features, -to ha followed up -in'.the demand -analysis* '
If cannot be aaid->&tm$ at fth®' begiimitig of 'the nineteenth century* an ' 
annual holiday.-in 'the.modem cease was a pressing social-.necessity, for, the . 
ordinary wage earner*.Two country was atilt '."predonisiantly rural* the rhythm 
of-life was alow* and -’sufficient:-respites from work ware normally afforded :' 
"by - periods when trade iras slack,;.and by ■the’;traditional holidays-.at; the 
-'great religious feasts and during'the local fairs*
These considerations*•however,-did not.'apply to'industrial life and reports
on factory conditions in the -early part of the. century threw cone - light on
holidays in the urbanised parts of. the country* Some'1holidays*; wexgr
'insisted 0-4 by the employers® mostly because of the seasonal .mature of . ■: 
other 'holidays were taken by the employees at times of their own choosing
their trade*. &»4 these-were.resolutely opposed by the .etn?loy.eessy^ ?hich .tiere 
of course'-resolutely;opposed' by-the employers* A M  ^ there was- the. small ■ 
residual, -authorised' holidays * which were recognised by; both- sides*-
There i© come avidcoce that authorised holidays', were- actually reduced in 
number In the. first part of the-nineteenth century* The Back o£; England 
.closed on 47 holidays in 1761* 44 in 1-808* 40 hi 1825* 18 in 1830s,. and only 
4' in 1834' - Good' Friday *' Chris trass'Bay*' Mey lat*-.«*»&' tfovaaber lot*' The 
Select Committee on the Factories Bill in 1832 was fcole of a silk mill in 
Hull where there were already 'few holidays and they were being cut shorter 
and shorter*
The unsympathetic attitude of many manufacturer© is shown by the evidence 
given to the Child Employment Commission in 1843 by a Staffordshire china 
manufacturer• s?Au a manufacturer I have not the'least doubt that'X should 
prosper greatly if I could depend upon the working powers of mm# They 
often come-about the promises*'but will not buckle to* If X glva them a 
' day ’ or two at Easter* they take a weal-if if at Christmas* they, take a .
indeed they arc not to fie depended on11*.
However, ..there were :®om 'liberal employers who were influenced by the ' 
t dll king, behind' lord $ha£tcsbuxyTo reforms} Henry Ashworth, who mmed two 
cotton mils in Bolton, told the Select-Committee-on' the .Factories Bill in 
1840 that - he was "partial' fccf holidays}'7- in our concern* we give permission 
t® out work. fiedple to take'a week or'-more .if .t&eyv.ckoese'- every year for an 
■-•ekcttroidii* •■•or- to-..go- to -see' their friends: or 'to consider themselves. at 
■ liberty ,:t® ■ spend- the - time -m. they V like} • and. they may either go .in. groups . 
or-they-may.go singly and .we undertake-to-find others "to-fill their placet 
and to see that the work 'is -done-properly}.: in 'fact.:-we: allot# them- '^miceies'; 
to leave ..work* but "we ■' do not allow' the wot^: t®
t W m  seem ccomonsenso'-nowaday©§ ...there ;1© rlittle dquht that 
in .the. '1840* a* mills like Monty ■As'hwdrtli,s:.-vere.;several - decades ..ahead ;pt. 
tlie vast majority-'of their-rival ostafelishssenta*' ' - - - ‘
En|ightehe«J ’employers like Ashworth* 'and' enlightened areas In the .'north, 
wlidre .'there7were - annual Makes ,Meeks -'or ■ local- fairs, marked, -the beginnings .-■ - 
of .-.annual. holidays * ■ -However* annual. holidays with -.pay, apart' from .those 
for a few• salary' earners• '.and: soiae .domestic, servants, 'vdre -not to coiqo - in 
until the end of the- nineteenth century,' and it - vac to be -over one hundred 
years from whan .Ashworth gave his evidence before s'paid annual .holiday 
became: the- right -of every Englishman* . i
The second half, of the nineteenth..century, was marked by, four important' .: 
developments in the field of 'annual holidays};, the weekly. fial£«-hoiiday ■ 
became more widespread In industry, though not in the service, trades or 
agriculture} the Bank Holiday ..Act of 1871. not only gave statutory „ sanction 
to s'oiae' of-'the''traditional holiday©,-, hub added to them.}', the practice of •;•' 
granting aa annual holiday 1» Indus trial-. workers became more widespread, 
and there were the beginnings of' holidays with pay for the ordinary wage*** 
earner* ' •
Referring to the Bank Holiday Act,'the Times said, "There has, been, an 
increasing tendency of late years- among all classes for. Holidays•- Among 
those that are vell^toddo, -the -annual 'trip -to the seaside has-'become a 
necessity, of which their - fathers,. or -at least theirgrnndfathcrs, never 
dreamt* A merchant • or a . tradesman in .those days teas quite contented with 
hie .Sundays and, like . John. Gilpin, would patiently -work without intemissioa
®£or twice ten- tedious.': years*.and • even then would only :b© .decoyed into & 
dayfs disasters -by the Impart© >ities of .his wife",. This.' extract provides 
a good example of the hypothesis that .one generation*©' luxury in the -,. 
following '.generation's,.ruacessity}. ■ this has important - implications In fore*** 
casting future demand,foriaccomodation away;£rom home, particularly for -' 
the growth '-of. holidays abroad in the ;1970fs«: ? : v. 7 , ,. ■,
By the X89G*s, the SoyaX .Commission on labour’ showed; that: taost people had •
,n weekly half holiday*.-:and. at -tbs-'.end of, the century, ah wage levels .rose-: 
and;the quality of. social ■legislation,-'improved, the lengthy transition-.frojs ; 
vmekly; half holidays, and .Bank Holidays -to' longer annual- holidays'Began# .;.- 
By the First World War, 'workers.- at Eoxmtree’s -factories'-wore enjoying two 
weeks -paid holiday*:; ,-.' - ;. . , ( ; '.; ■_
.In his-.hook -life' and hmbour of--the. People in-&ondo&% -Charles -Booth'' says 
that where the-work people,did not themselves;take.regular holidays "the ■ 
.granting of -a week*® holiday,'by the employer 'is not unusual1*# -Many 
employers' closed down in the. summer* ■and' while,, the pumaer; holiday ..for - ' : 
working class, people was by no means established -'many could not-afford ' 
it cwea,.'££ ’ they had the time- - the, habit was.- certainly;• growingi;. -There, xtm; 
a - subtle'' social: distinction; of. .the-- typo, only found-in British/society.-- -'. 
between that section of the working class that spent a week-or a'fortnight' 
at-a seaside resort* .and; the 'other section. that had-to be-content with.® 
day*© outing to; Blackpool, or .Southend*, ; ?. -..
-Development- o£,-Accomnodation. ,
In the sane way as the middle, class had; joined the' aristocracy at the- 
eighteenth century seaside resorts,, so, did the working classes' begin to ••■■ 
join the middle classes there in the nineteenth century (the aristocracy- 
had"by then graduated to holidays'abroad, where they were, again, ultimately 
to be pursued first by the middle,class and then by the working class)#
Accommodation - available at' the seaside resorts - in the :XJK century was -poor* ' 
the industry again being elm? to respond to .the change© in-demand ..outlined 
above*. Although: the habit .-of, stay £ng: in hotel©-and ..boarding houses -was' ■ 
growing, most visitors -rfesyed. in ...furnished "aparteenfcs*. Her did; such •" 
hotels as did ‘exist have' a very. :-gbod public image}.-in .1855*’ MatkanieX- :
Hswthorao wrote of Brighton* **wliafe 1© more, you felt as it everybody from 
the landlord dorswards was united in a-joint and individual purpose to 
- fleece the traveller*** if the tip was too email* a look of profound 
surprise, a gate at the.offeredcoin (which he nevertheless pockets) as if 
he either did not see it* or did not know it* or could mot believe his eye8* 
eight* cam® met the face-of the' servants"* "The tendency to impose u pm 
travellers' at • almost all these establiehmeato"® said Granville, l?i© evinced • 
' from • the very * first . onset"*--- -
f&ea the industry responded to the increased "demand '.brought about by the 
industrial revolution* .as*;-..for -exaopla* by the ectabUekncnt of railway • .•
hotels, travellers then complained that they were being dealt with o»-e; 
wholesale basis instead of being treated as individuals* m d  sighed 
nostalgically--for :. the good, old days .of coaching inns*
The. First Hotels '
Whore the first hotel in the United Kingdom was will be a matter of 
speculation* ' Although the word came into the English. language in the 
second half of the eighteenth century, and referred to large houses where 
apartments .' were let out • by the day, wee!:, or: month,. hotels m , we. know them 
n m  are -«. nineteenth century phenomenon*
The Hampshire Advertiser-', of Anne. 16th, 1838 wmtimad &.f splendid 'hotel®-- -.'■. 
at M m m m m t h  wliieli was almost completed# Thin was undoubtedly the Bath: 
KGtel, described as a very elegant,- spacious "and. convenient '&tructar& under 
felie careful ss&fcagGs&nt of - the occupier* - Him -Toaster* Boston* -.although' 
acfcmmtledged as the capital city of the world* lagged behind America and ■; 
the rest of Europe* particularly Switzerland, in standards of hotels until 
the Savoy was opened in August .1889 by I)sOyly Carte, with U»S# Gilbert and 
A* Sullivan as principal oharaholdera*
The Savoy claimed.to be tho best hotel in the world and boasted seventy 
bathrooms* The only comparable London hotele the Victoric* which had 
opened two years earlier* had four* Bf%ly Carte, who .had • p l m m m d ' tbs' ' 
u m  of electric light in the Savoy Theatre,- naturally installed-it in hi© - .-■ 
hotel* According to the prospectus, "eh® only artificial light uoa& over 
the entire building will he electric light, and the supply will be conthmem
■durifig' all-Hours ;©£ -the day and'-night* tiet'only-in-fitting Toom* But in 
■feadrecms* ,;£ha -button ,or .#f£t«dri» the• bedroom -feeing ■£?© placed thet\£hc 
light can be turned on or off tdthout; getting out of'bed* ■ The electric 
entreat mil be obtained frota & large-installation in the base of the 
' 'hotel* so that tli© supply will'not dppend on m y  outside source”* .Shis . 
iMepeadeace 'isstill a feature; of the -Savoy 5s. electricity supply| a 
feature ior which its occupants 'have- frequent- occasion ‘to he- grateful*" '•’
fee' invention of .the hydraulic lift had radically,altered hotel design*
For ■ the first time it Was ‘ea* ©cosiomie'proposition to huiM'higher 'thaa , 
about - three ’ floors* Fr©vimislyfe - rooms- at the top of the building had 
. he@a-difficult "to let because of the ■effort involved in..reaching" them* ■ ■' 
.'The-lifts’'neatly reverted'-' the -cugtoaer©f ;prioritleo* ;'V *.; '. : ■ .
Although the hotel industry- itself tm© .eta? ho cesgo&d to the increased 
d^emand ' for .its'''.services* the resorts in-which they were located grew' both., 
in. sice and tuaabers ■ throughout the nineteenth century* the traditional 
monopoly-of; the -South coast, ©f holiday resorts uae gradually eroded fey the 
increasing, affluence*; as - a 'result 'of 'the' industrial revolution* - in other 
parts ©f the' country apart from-London# which, generated- increased' demand' 
for- these'types of--facilities*' ”Ihero is a ’correlation between a holiday 
area and' a nearby industrial complex”**- In these holiday ureas* tnmieipal 
; .activity ccBapeaaoted for the inactivity, of the hotel industry* Emoting 
piers were - enlarged and 'new ones built at enormous expense* ■" Earades* ppxte&
■ and municipal gardens were ■• laid - out ■ and £mpmm4§, road works • worn ■ under* 
taken* 'sea'defences'/reinforced* ' Baths* ’ bandstands# nqumia and other - "
amenities'-were provided* One eauM-argue with soas* justification that 
public ■ authorities a century: ago planned -for leisure -much better than they 
do now# though one could question whether they had" their priorities in the 
correct order in'supplying such facilities for visitors when a large section 
of their resident "\ population were living in appalling housing conditions 
and barely earning a living wage*
la 1851* all-the important resorts except Scarborough were- on the South 
coast* 'Even in 1871# a 'Census Eoport implied that any deviation from this 
pattern was • unthinkable* - ^ London 'throwsv its weight intoMargate#: Eaasg&te#
: Hastings and Brighton*' md  - other - toms; on the' South ■ coast which have the'
■*©r* Eatfeis©% OP*CZT*
attraction of:the m &  in ell its varieties;of raocd; farthor west',1s Torquay 
end -Torbay’; with 'the' charas of an Italian lake* To the 'twist lie Xlfraeodbe ' 
and the Welsh towns of the sea and mountains § in: the north-east 'Scarborough® 
the fair "metres® of the coast11* ;
%  the turn of the century*' the .picture' was. quite 'different* The ;l*5ncsti£te 
coast*' Worth" Wale® m d  the Tale of M m  were' the - playground'of'industrial ’ ■
and to & lesser esteat of the West Biding,and 2-Sidlands* I n 1901* 
the Census shows that three of- the :-seven:mjor 'resort®''-were'' in 'the Worth* "■:
and 'Scarborough® which had ©Ore-' than- twice- the 'population of'Southport in 
1851*"V80" the-smallest ofthe three*"' ;' - / /.' -
• Although' the yolixm of people 'visiting' these' resorts increased' during the " 
last half of the nineteenth 'century® there is little evidence ■ that the 
pattern of social behaviour there changed much*'lending support to-the 
hypothesis -that the British people -are basically -imitative In'their 
recreational pursuits*-'and in'-'their demand for accomodation# ■ tsAsalways 
before* the hewcosafers were- assimilated:'with- little 'difficulty* ’the-' 
difference' they made-at' first was in point of detail rattier-'than' ...
essentials'and more remarltable than any change® which'occurred was the/
. continuity with tradition”** • ■ • •’ :
There was still implicit faith by- corns in the therapeutic qualities of. 
the sea 'mi this, is reflected/ in 'the names of soma'of the seaside hotels* 
such'as the hydropath*’.' However* by 'the"end ©f the '.century* the more 
sophisticated and mrhGt^orientated seaside resorts had'started to use - 
'sunshine statistics for- advertising' purposes#' 'Indoor 'bathing astablishnanta 
survived; bathing tents and cabins' gradually replaced the bathing machine* 
but it was not until 1901 that -one liberal resort - Eenhlll** allowed mined 
battking#
tJhiie dersand for accommodation for holidays and pleasure in this period 
increased substantially in volume* if was channelled into the less, formal ‘ - 
types of establisfaaent* mainly -at the"seaside resorts#
*-pialot6,JAR*(V.P.)'.- OP.CIT., p.180.
'•Business Demand
OMhtt-jgnau#
Demand -for -aeec&gsotl&tiou for busiuess purposes io lose well documented.
' It la •clear® '.‘however*’ that: - the--Industrial Devolution brought' about' 
manufacturing techniques' which"faadsvifc essential for' the'businessmen fa ■ 
seek & ©arlcet:beyond M e  immediate. Catc&ment' area'to achieve ■ the mSKimum ; 
economies 'of ''scale*; .The establishment'of- distribution networks and the 
©mergence of wholesaler a m  the manufacturing'and
■ distribution'process iaereaeed the traffic on;the road© sad rail*.
Again,. such -demand :appears - to haw been .channelled'into the .leer ''formal.: 
types' of -.cstc&liehment:* '. Most .of ’the 'towns and-villages - visited by the '
- business'''traveller could’ not' haw supported anhoteX as we nm know -them* 
and be would hm® stayed in teams' or at the' local inn* ' Purpose-built - 
-hotels"were-mainly reserved for the-large industrial tom©-and the U'.^ 
important' seaside resorts;.' indeed: there were more railway'hotel© in these 
locations a hundred years ago' thou''there are now* '
Travel'Abroad''
.it> et.»» *!■«*■ ••'* ,mm
.Throughout the -XXX century and' up .to. the outbreak of World• War I® travel 
abroad': proceeded '.apace# - Tim period of peace which followed" - the' Napoleonic 
war© and-the development of railway© on the continent reduced the physical 
itarards of foreign travel* - la this .content® it is .of relevance to ©cation 
the proposals: to construct .a Channel -Tunnel .and forge & physical link' -' 
between England'and the .continent*The original. idea of a Channel Timas 1 
io popularly attributed to t-Japoleem, who . conceived it *p a method of 
■invading England* ■ '-Resuscitated periodically' throughout the XXX century® 
it received serious attention from the Select Committee on the Channel 
Tunnel in 1883* ' Details of the proposed tunnel were given to the Committee 
when it met on May 24t1i 1803* .with the Marquis of hsmedm-me in the Chair*
Sir Edvard U* W&tkin, B£*s Chairman of £onth-E astera Hallway Company®
and Hon* Chairman of the Submarine Continental'Hallways ttThe popular idea ■ 
of -e. tunnel ic-s hole' -which is very, .dark; m &  -das#. and which-i© ; very mcti 
like the bottomless pit; the tunnel which is the subject of ■' our- efforts 
would he n place- under the- sea as light as day® "lighted by the' electric 
light® lined m- as - to look pleasant, and agreeable® perfectly ventilated
.and; capable of /carrying of .traffic under the circumstances - Chat
attend such a trame!*** : On" the possible coat of the tunnel, Sir Edward
©aid fti liava' tiypelf taken-a routid Hgtira-and 1 ©ay that £3'million ought 
to -do' the tuimel. itself*9* -. ■ - ‘ :
She trains would ; have' travelled at an average speed of 45 t$hf and their ' 
capacity would have .been 14 million passenger© per year* and'30 million,,-' - 
terns of-.gooda* '.
■M.. exchange" betwaen' the Marquis -and Sir 'Edward revealed • that, m m h . •
elementary - demand 'analysis .hadbeen carried out#- ; ,  '
tfarquis of LanGdcnraet ■. wAr d.' you- under -the'iispras0Ion that you•could offer
• very.great attractioa .to -the public*• • 'and might % ask whether those 
attractions -would he- in. the "maimer of -eheapneda .of travelling?” .'
Sir Edward e BI thiolt eo, for this .'reason*' that '-wherever you /find a large - 
■traffic, you also find a tendency to reduce prices**•*'it.pays.better to ■ 
carry full trains at a. low price'than it does to carry -half-empty trains * 
at a higher-prices therefore I should say that the very early effects'of 
the construction of .the tunnel-would he to make it perhaps-as cheap --to 
travel.between Ecjndosi and Pari© firat^ claea- as it is between- London; and ;. 
Manchester®1*^
She possible .'effect on traffic from America was. also iscntioned by -Sir- ; 
Edwards •’’There is .no-doubt that if-there-.'is to he-no tunnel, traffic will- 
more and more go direct - to the continent "and less and less through England- 
to the continent®1* 'This possible diversion is now,occupying the minds of 
those pressing for a third London airport*
Beyeiopmmt of Hotels. Abroad . ,
The fate of the tunnel Is .still to'be-resolved; if the physical harriers, 
of reaching the continent were not reduced, the - facilities offered hj 
Themes Cook removed some economic and administrative enes as has bean 
shorn.' By 1040, Dr* Arnold-could write, nl%\ fact Switzerland is to 
England, what Cumberland and Hestiaoreland are to-:Lancashire-md -Yorkshire* 
s-vgeaeiral'suasoer'.touring place*/ // /./-::*
tntra l* Ir iO n n tr-iirTrtriit trn-ir iHw its f r -nrr t i - t if t - ^  -*
* In 1883, -the first-class train fare fro® London to Manchester was 24/~*
Indeed,. it vein on the continent that hotels as we non know: them, first ' 
started. The first hotel-■■built'on modern lines was Bar Badieche Hof, built 
©£ Baden in Germany at the. beginning of the n in©tecnth century.* & ■
The facilitiesavailable-at"this: establietamt.marked the end, of the old 
eighteenth century,, i m %  -and the- beginning of tha' nineteenth ; .century'hotels, 
mot 'only-00 far-an physical structure m s  .ecmeerne%-hut also £m...£ha .' ■, 
.anticipation end ;f>rov£©£ea.-o£ -«mstosjer 'needs*--.
€hcrmctaristicaily^, the.,imBVtcnm: claimed' that the'first hotel: was not the-.;; 
Badisdie Hof, whose m m t  date of building Is ;mt know,'hut the Tramanfc, 
which opened, in. Boston,. Massadtuaetts os' October-46th %BZ% : It m s  three 
stories-Jt£|$i,bsd one- hundred end seventy moss, twelve public rooms and a ■ 
dining room tiljich could - seat ; ..tifcatever the • doubts, ah’nifc which '
was dfiret,. thn;trmmnz and the, hotels’: which; followed it - in'America set the 
pace# ■ -The Trcmmt provided a; free cake..-of = msp dn the visitor’s bedroom, 
a wide selection of daily newspapers,, ■ including European ones, in the 
reading room, and introduced the concept of room service by installing- an 
electromagnetic annunciator in the guest rooms which sounded a huesor m  
the. general.office#-. Bealtioes.werc also more flexible .than, at similar .■•:■ 
establishments in Europe# , ,
e Nerval,AJ, OF*CX?« flG©mpared with the old inns, it was a most luxurious 
structure with colonnaded entrance hallo, -other large and small halls, music 
and entertainment hall with a balcony'and movable" stage,.'a large well- 
decorated dining hall, a library and reading room, a greet number of well48' 
ventilated bedrooms and a large weXX^designed bath on ancient Homan lines, 
with , a number of separate cubicles# Attached to the hotel were stables-, m d  
a beautifully laid out garden with terraces, esmar houses, hot and cold 
springs and many other attractions**#--
PefcerMtmnfcS' of Bemand for. Travel- Abroad ■• :'jr
The -tourist- movement gathered' momentuan throughout the nineteonth century* 
end %  tbecufcbree!; of the World- War- in 1914 it had surpassed - anything of 
its "hind-haown in -the ‘history of: the human races it had developed, from a 
purely- local-into a world phenomenon* from which' countries such as; Austria*-.' 
Prance*;Italy*'.ifc^tsefiahd'■ and; others; were’ at'.theviimO deriving-a:very; 
substantial■-income -annually* v" •’<
'The--factors "behind; this .growth 'were: various© and 'basically' are: still' the - .-•
ease iiotivsfeing f orcea. for foreign' travel*. - - .^ Curiosity-' shout strange' 
peoples: and; ©traage: lanes^ ''snd a. taste for novelty .and change*-;" It vas 
.education :that mattered- meat*/ an -educated -interest in the customs and 
'manners of :othar-nations m d  it'-'was "among- the most earnest;of - the middle - 
' and' -working- classes' that coatinentai'travel :firsfc--found : a ;foothoMtf*^,'
T m -importance of education :as a demand "determlhaat;' in fsai&laed in the 
demand analysis**
There were also signs of -the’-great-American invasion which %ms to become 
a feature of twentieth century tourism* Xfc was estimated bj shipping"' - 
companies that before the 193.4*4918 war* 150*000 Americans crossed -the 
-Atlantic"- annually'to. Europe -and-Worth' Africa where' their-- expenditure, was
reported to be gratifyiogiy: eictravagant^^
■ In epite of whet Pimlott says* ■ travel abroad at'the time was''principally 
-confined to .the .leisured-'.and wealthy*. - to man- whose -income -like- their--.
' titles-were, usually, .unearned*.- There was certainly m  mass asoduo- to the 
playground© -of Europe that is & feature -of mid'.:twentieth' century tourism*
‘Conferences -
■According to Professor Aikjeer* if was' in the middle of the XXX century 
that International -conferences' - became. regular events* Haile'delegates' 
attending the conferences would, have stayed at - hotels * the --'conferencee. 
themselves wore-held in'.halls and large auditoria* By 1900* the year of . . ■ - , - ,
* PinloCt»JA2l» 0P*€XT*'p ;I9i ' V
Cruntgel*- Economic --ProteftlbniiBm* - ftp 116*117 
Aikjaer* Prof** and Eriksen, Jorn L, Vocation and Economic Consequences
of Internation Congress, Einar Harcks Forlag, Copenhagen, 1967, p.9.
the Universal Exhibition in Parle* ever 100 international conferences were 
being held each year*1?’ . ■
'Pattern ojE
.'As 'Britain was plunged. into' thedarkness of the Great War* the • pat tern'"of '. 
tlmmd for- accommodation asmy from "home was begiiming-to -xesamlile the 
'pattern '..with Which we - are' familiar tcr-dsy* People with tias ;arid mm&f ■
mmt' abroad* .People-with -less ,'tim and less money went to :fche’ seaside# 
People with no; time and no money stayed'at hose# ■• As. the" popnlstion of ;the 
country,:graduated to higher income groups*'so;.-they adopted the pattern'of ' 
holiday^feakiag■of;Chairnew' «‘oclal.\grade'#'' ‘ ‘ ‘ ' ■ ‘ v " '' - ’v \
jmiaa of International . • ■ _  ,,
•- 0P*CIT# ;p 11*
She Xnter*4?ar Yccrc
Xt can be men that* by .the outbreak of the First World War* most of fcodey^ o 
dotetminmxts of denaad for accommodation away from home, were perceptible* 
albeit in only a small 'percentage of the 3& ' -population* ■ Even the errsdran~ 
meat of suck-'demand .-closely resembled today*® -.in many ways, . .The major:- 
seaside reaorta• were %mllmcetahllehed$ f&aous'traval agencies* such as. ; 
Shornas .Cook and' Henry bum*were- operating; .the modem network of railways 
w m  eomplet©; the cT6$6*ehannQl ferries ’offered a daily service; -.the -motor ;. 
ear was '• ceasing. to;bo an expensive joke..enjoyed by the privileged' fewf&fetia 
Ski Club, and the Camping Club of Croat ■Britain.’ were; flourishing*
0m the prospects for .demand: for.accommodation away from fccsne for pleasure . 
.ia.tbe intnrrwar - years it m s  said, by MiaXott* , e£f the • general "standard of 
■life continued' to’ rise*. all the ■.■ingredient©: %mte present for "a.-vast 
expansion, in tb© number of -holidaymakers* -' ^ e: .essential requirements were 
that there should" bo an itkaroano in-the-number, of persons with a surplus' 
over their subsistence, which they could spend on mmenifciesy and that they 
should want to spend. part ’ of such surplus .on h o l i d a y '
0m the first premie©.* the.. study of'. level® of; incomes. between the wars is 
rendered difficult. by .-the wide fluctuations in 'the: value -of the pound 
throughout the period* ..Stone has estimated that* if'the price index for 
■food in .193$ was: 100*.-the index for'1920 mas 185*' ■ For total expenditure* . 
again' taldmg.IPSS at iOO* the. 1920 index, was ISO# X®. other words* the'-, 
value of t W  pound-rose during 'the-period* and incomes must be adjusted- 
accordingly -to- calculate .purchasing power*-
To try fco overcome this problem* the folloidug table has been based on 
expenditure at constant pr£ees»*&*.
* Xn 1910* there vara - about 100*000 'cam on-the' read 
^  PimlottgJM* 0P*CXT. p 217 '  ^‘ ' . ;.
Derived £tms Stoaa* Mehsrd m d  A* Thn r^surasaat'.of. Cousuiaars* 
^^mditwm'md . Behaviour^in .the |K».132CH&'938* ;.• Cambridge• University Frees# 
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The bottom line shows that, over the period, expenditure per capita in 
constant prices rose by about 25 per cent®''
The first of Hmlofct*® conditions w m  therefore fulfilled, 'though probably - 
by a narrower margin than tie thought®
Ec«r was this extra.expenditure allocated? ' fable 'XII;show."that the prim- .■ 
beneficiary was private."traasport, expenditure on which grew:faster than' - 
any other, item* 'Estimated purchases of u m  motor cars' in 1920 were 25,900* '.
/this figm m  m m  fairly' ecmsistcntly to Ilf,300. in 1929*. • However, by 1931, 
purchases hact,slushed to 101,S0Or but the "upward trend was".resumed - shortly . >' 
•.after mtiX.'it readied m  Interrwar maximum. of 220,200 in 1937* By 1930, 
over two mllios car© were;on the read#■ ■
this increase in purchases was. helped by a fall in price.' -From £684 in .
1920, the average price of motor cars fell- by a third to £438 in X9£4 and 
again by a. third .to £294 in 1929* 'This downward trend continued until'1933, ■ ' 
Mien the price -was £215* In subse<|uent years there were variations ahmt 
this level, but no.marked fall in price*
Wmt effect did Shi© increased mobility have on demand: for' accommodation •:' 
between the wairiS 'Objective analysis on this .subject is not possible . 
because of the paucity of data*.
0giivief; writing at the time** had this to say about the statistics, 
f?Eotel statistics, whether of charges, arrivals, or nights spent,■ are 
almost n0sreadstexi£t,« Stone confirms thle&ts ^fhetc a m  -no comprehensive' 
statistics for the hotel and catering industry in.this country during the; . 
period under review, and it would only be possible to obtain an estimate 
within a wide margin of error”*
Same consumer expenditure on hotels- is included in the item 9Entertainment 
and Recreation9, whose share of consumer expenditure remained almost-static 
over the period*
& 0gilv£©*FW, flic' ?6uri*t tkwmrn&m.- E*S# icing and Son Etd# 1033* Frefsce* 
«  Sfcone9 Richard, OP.CII.
fable EH. however, is misleading in this raspe.ctg..expenditure in'hotels, 
restaarcstG, boarding end lodging houses, ■ has - been spread - over, the 
,. different...coispohent., .items, .snob, $•. #pod,'_ fuel m d  .lighting, rent©
■ fnraiBbings, ■ etc* Only; the residual of ouch expenditure, i*©* earning© 
of hotel employees and gross profit© of hotel proprietors, is included in 
■•Entertainment and Beereatioa**• '■ ■
•Over the period. Stone estimates© but is sot able to substantiate• 
exclusively, that expenditure onbetels, - in real" terms, increased by 
about one third (this includes expenditure in hotels by' visitor©,
and excludes expenditure is'hotels overseas by HE residents)* ' Practically, 
the whole of this increase took place after 1930* ' Stone concludes©'tfthat 
these-variations.reflect change© in social habit©.'rather than the direct 
impact of economic. factor©”* . Stone*©■ estimates of espenditnre on-hotele© ; 
restaurants, boarding end lodging houses are reproduced .in Table Zttl*
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On the second of praises — that people should- wish -to spend past
of fcbeir increased teal ifteos® ©n holidays - it is ..equally difficult: to 
.-mho m .©bjestiva analysis In.the essence of dstu# particularly data ©a the;
. .Has© .of .the .ppBpwae .British .Hation&T Tr&velSurveys* '. ■ •. ;
To til© extent that 'such demand for holidays could Lave been stismlafced by 
aggressive ciarltotmg and advertising by/.-tie .industry# there 'is little 
evidence that the. comercial aceoss^atiooviodiistty! ©imaged in ©udh • -
activity itself® . Zt was# however# often' undertaken ■ by fcfcetsinieipal 
/corporations''«»d-local authorities at the"■ seaside.resorts* /This was mot 
entirely a satisfactory arrangement'froa the point' -of view • of' the. accomo* :- 
■' datiou• industry! firstly bmam®. m&fc 'easspaii ms tier© m  likely to attract 
day trippers as resident. holiday*mkers> 'dad secondly' because there wan. mo 
'guarantee that the .'intensity of the-'Advertising affort was'related'to the . 
accommodation available at:the individual .resorts*'.'- ,
2m the 1930*& some resorts were attracting so may visitors that they :
. relaxed their, campaign# and .became ppafchcfcic and complacent* ;■They have 
been losing custom ever since* '
Growth of'.Ubliday. Camps- -. ■'■■■'• ' -.'
Hotable exceptions to the' criticism of lack of customer-orientation# • which 
cam justifiably: be levelled agalast the . cosaercialaccommodation industry.#. - 
■were the holiday camps* ’Indeed it was because the traditional elements of 
the accommodation industry lacked this awareness and failed to respond'to 
demand that the holiday camps flourished and# a fortiori# it. was because- 
the traditional' accommodation industry in the BIC was more out of touch with 
the public than its European counterparts that holiday camps never became 
popular abroad* ’ ■ ■ ■ ■ ' , ■
Their 'development is - quite rightly’- associated with the name of fir
William Bufclin although primitive holiday camps existed in the TTK century*.
Also# after the. war# several. charitable bodies.-* the Co-operative - Holidays . - 
Association# the Holiday. -'Fellowship and the Workers .Travel-'Association - ': 
started; to provide holidsy-homos#.- guest houses and holiday easnp© for the - - 
poorer sections of the. community* . '.They were# however# unable to -siak© tsuch 
headway* ' Their charitable instincts' required that' the - facilities - they 
provided *» at heavily subsidised prices - should be used by those most in
need* But a means "test would' have been both complicated and objectionable - 
'Sport from m y  social -arguments -,About-' thz .desirability • of .congregating the 
poorer sections of- the' ■community. together ‘for their holidays* ; These 
difficulties# combined with the'usual shortage of funds for expensive 
Capital projects of this mature# .explain why these veatures''made only .
' limited' progress* . ■
Xu the X92d*s commercial - holiday.' cases'-©tarfad to appear# - and by 1033 
-there .ware - .sufficient camps to ‘justify - the’ status symbol of a Trade 
Association •*'fch© - East7-Anglian Association; of Holiday 'Camps* ' Xm ’1935# : > -
■this merged with : the mewly-croatM’llafciomal Fsdomtim of "- Varmamt- Holiday■ , - 
-Casgfe#-whose" concern was!t!i© ^ upholding- of; the 'status' ©£ the" industry and 
tbs safeguarding of the-interest©'of -the -holiday^ ©®!*-'proprietors and the .: 
holiday-taking public”* ■' In the- asm year# t&# ifei? Survey - of - London Life- 
and Labour states that ^holiday camps rum oa cesauOrcial limes had recently 
appeared and' seemed to "He-popular with young people; who did'mot want the 
trouble, of 'camping on their own account* • ;:
’ These early camps were’ spartan coopered with the; holiday camps with which 
one is mew familiar# and;their transformation Is; chiefly, due to Bit William 
Butlia# who brought holiday-easfrs to the general: public*® 'notice in-1936 
m k m  lie open&d M s  first camp at -Skegness*: Constructed at © cost of £100*000* 
It eoald Hold-2*000 people# and .was ..opened by the famous 'flying star# M y  
Johnson# 'The. difference:-between the', first- Bufclia ’.casap and its predecessors 
was marked*- Firstly# It .-was much larger# eecosdly it was snore lumirious# 
aiming less at the younger market which had beem; attracted to'the earlier 
spartan holiday casaps* m i  more at the MddXe^aged m d  married couples* 
Finally# the comprehensive nature of .the facilities provided ■** arrangements 
for looking, after children# free mriesaing lessons# and an active and 
enjoyable communal life «* put it in ©.category of its own*
The idea of a holiday camp of this else was probably borrowed by EutXin 
from Canada where there were already large camps.by the side of the lakes*
The variability of the English weather 'required that, m y ' similar' establish** -• 
neat, is this country: should ham plenty of '-covered entertainment# md 
Butlia1® experience m  an" amsssaent park'"proprietor' ensured. that adequate 
facilities of this nature were provided*
f t m  the supply point of view#' holiday caaps were an attractive commercial 
proposition* By offering a customer all the facilities lie required cm'hie 
holiday ** principally food* entertainment and accommodation «* the holiday ' v 
camp could obvioucly charge more than the hoarding house or'hotel*.which 
only supplied a proportion of these facilities#' But by building holiday ■ 
camps of sufficient m m  to.secure economies of scalee by spreading over*' , 
heads and by closing in winter* the•holiday camp proprietor could'in fact- 
undercut those rival ■ esf^blistamfc© in.eussa&r which only "offered food 
.accosasod&tionr. Since the patron.of these rival establishment©'would then ■ 
have to -coyote - with .other- holiday ©akera -for 'a-: limited • .supply :of aosmmal - 
- recreation' • facilities - m c h ' m  the beach*- and pay for' others* each as •*;• 
nightclub© and cinemas^-the prospect of t guaranteed free supply at a-holiday 
' -cssxp at -no :esfcira cost- *» or indeed for 1 es©>* ensured that' holiday ■ ©asq>© ware : 
a success -from' the demand point of view* >
' Eutlis9© pre-war. slogan, gives, some indication of -the segment:-:of -the' market ;M-. 
which he was aiming# ‘‘Holidays with Pay* - Holidays with Flay# A week*a 
holiday for a week V  vage“* In 1937* holidays with pay were available to 
4m insured workers# .Bess' than Ija of these were manual workers* so the 
.majority of the newly enfranchised class of holiday makers with pay were . 
white collar workers* m d  these were Butlin9© customers# ■
'. Ibis -I© confirmed by; several source©# A pre-war report of the Industrial 
t elf are Society on working-class -holiday ©tates* ‘‘Holiday -camps* - private 
cr ping and visiting relatives appeared'to account for very . few (worker©9 
holiday©)* %h& cmmtci&l holiday - camp' ©earns to be hardly used efc all by 
the average worker**# Elisabeth Brunner ©aid :flXhe comiercial'holiday camps; 
reported that their visitors were not draws item the factory floor* but 
consisted mainly of the smaller salaried .people* the black-coated worker 
m d  hi© family**#*
The charges of Butlin9© holiday camp© before the war* although they-may seem 
low now at only £3 to £3# 10*0# par week*-were beyond the mean© of the average 
manual worker# Ur# Greene* General: Secretary of' the Hoxkers Educational 
Association ©aid. at a conference Worker© Holiday© Is 1938* “It does -sees .
* Brusacrfl (EuffieM College)# goiidaytaaking and the Holiday Trade©t
Gsfoxd University Freos* 1945* p 11* . '
to iso that on© of the disadvantages* 'of present arrsagemnts is that we 
'cannot provide the working most-and his wife with a holiday cheap enough 
to attract th£M* under decent eoaditiesi©* and we fill our 'goestHboases 
with aiddle-elass-. people* • ■ X£ - the >Workers Travel • Association •had - to give 
o' summary.-of gemane manual workers who .went to .their, holiday centres*
X do not think it would amount: to .10% J1
the sane generalisation, would apply, to. .the eoBsmareial • holiday .caapo* .which 
were certainly no cheaper* . History has shewn that as far as holiday ©aking 
is concerned* the working class are content £o - follow, fashion - rfcfcher than 
create it* m d  it is therefore; historically., consistent, to .especfc that the : 
original patrons of the kolideycamps would nemo from a different social 
strata* ;
Other .orgmisaticaur-followed Bufelin* and opened camps m n  on similar lines 
before the war*. Thomas .Cook, opened one. at. Prestatyn in 1939,* and ,t®o e@s§»@ 
were planned by Travco Xtd«ftft although only one was completed* Aim in 
1939* Lambeth .Borough Council* one of the more enlightened local authorities* 
approved plans for a municipal holiday camp for 400 persons at Herne Bay*
By 1939* it was estimated that fchera were well over 100 camps - and possibly 
as aaay m  200 - ■ scattered round the coast* with a total capacity of 30*000 
per week* These figures include some camps which were not members of the 
national Federation* and whose facilities were not comparable to the ones 
provided by the Larger'and note-sophisticated establishments*
The history of the growth of holiday camps is important as it enables one 
to make some qualitative judgments? that* for example* the British accossao** 
dation industry between the wars was slower to react to the change in type 
and volume of demand* and In particular to the growth in transport* than 
the drsirican accommodation industry. In 19.24* Hr* James' Vail built 
accommodation specifically for motorists on the north aid© of the San Luis 
Bicpo on Eonto 101 in America* He called it .Motel Inn** and fined an 
electric sign 0XEL* The first letter flashed E and M alternately* ;~
ft Travco Ltd* had been fomed Jointly by the Co-operative Hholesal© Society 
and the Workers Travel Association* '
m  According to the-American--Hotel and-Hotel Association*, a motel 1* 
distinguished frosi a hotel by its direct appeal exclusively for motorists*
She lies of using individual cabins instead of an hotel was really developed 
subsequently in.the 1933*s along US Highway 66. Such-developments did not 
occur- in :ttio IEC until -tauoh later end; the, private transport revolution does 
- not appear to; haw directly stimulated the accommodation industry ....
significantly during this period* . •
The Catering Wages Comission supported this qualitative judgment about the 
•inertia of the industry g ttA great deal -has;-been.’ said about -the Inadequac lm. '
. of - British' hotels* -although* as. in  - tlm ease of- British cooking* we would: not 
endorse all of this*, lleirertlmless* there is -m opinion# shared by many 
.people associated .with 'travel agencies in; this, country and -the‘USA that*- .
■ apart from• $.£ m smll-l^omhotels, tMelv are.justifiably- of -Intevnatieaal 
repute*/and with certain other notable exceptions* a great many of the 
hotels' in this country do not compare 'favourably with ‘those in other' 
countries and do not provide. what'tporists' expect* ■ This refers both to 
amenities* whipfe are said to be inferior to those “of Jtemxltm: hotels* and 
to = service, which is. said to. be much below the standards used on the • 
continent11*
One can, deduce from Table’Kill that the hotel industry was adversely ' • 
affected by tlm slump* ,-*%e close dependence.o£ the hotel and catering 
industry, on general economic prosperity resulted in serious difficulties* " 
curtailment of holiday and tourist traffic* and unemployment in the industry 
in the early, 1930*sff*&'
After the-depression* the industry recovered fairly well and* surprisingly 
enough* several of the better knots* hotels were built in the middle of the 
slump* ' The Park Lane* Mayfair, Grosvexior Bouse, Dorchester and Strand 
Palace, were all built between 1927 and 1932* The industry was particularly 
helped by lavish spending by overseas visitors* In 1925, the Maharajah of 
Patila took the whole of the fifth floor of the Savoy comprising thirty" 
seven suitesj a silver bath was installed and a special kitchen built for 
the chef and his retinue of fifty-to prepare curries and native delicacies 
It would appear 'that the bulk of demand was from 'travellers 'for ‘pleasure, ' ‘ 
although business patronage must have..'been, increasing*
jOntf^ lPfr' flttO i 'WHr*>fci .mn<fc. JjtM Hhrit1
Kodliiy S, Hotel and Catering Industry , Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, 1961, p.30.
White, Arthur» Places, of .the. People* - Rapp and' ffeitiito* 1963, p 164*..:- *
The Industry -did -not 'respond to tMs "increase -In businc©© traffic, • sad oace;
' again, England lagged behind the United States‘in catering-for this typ® ■©£'
" demand* In 1903* .'"Statler, .had/huilfc-.' the first-hotel-designed specifically •'
' for the 'commercial traveller* ;■-nA-room and a hath''far- a dollar and nSutlf**,.. 
in -Buffalo, 'lew fork* - Every bedroom had-a'bathroom, a facility which,is- - 
.©till tlm oxc&ption mthm tl\m the rule in British hotel© today*&
. Ho data - are available "on the ; business" wee of hotels la' the Bi£ In. ; the 
inter-: ar years, but' the continuation 'of. the- tread towards 'the *■ concentration 
of the processes o£-‘jaaa.ufacturitig end'distribution--in larger■ units must have 
generated .more .traffic than, the former; pattern of - smaller units .serving-' '
: theirimmediate catchment;a r e a s •.
- In -'th© abBanco' of reliable statistical data'on the demand; for accommodation 
away' from .home,' -in particular of any cross-sectional analysis of such demand 
one must rely oat'more subjective data on-the environmental changes which 
were ultimately to lead Co. the release of pent-up -demand for accommodation 
away, from home at the end of the Second World"War* The most important; 
change was the growth of holiday© with pay* ■"
■ The first attempt to get an annual holiday bill through the 'Houses - of 
Parliament tins made- In 1925, but no' progress was made with it* At-that ;• 
time only.-one and as half million mmual-workers enjoyed holidsyevifch pay •"•'•
.under collective' agteesaafcs*,. ■ That -there' was ’ little'' official, recognition 
. of the I^ortance of recreation .in the life of the ordinary British cifcisem ' 
in-the-inter-war-years is indicated-by'CI@ 1636, the'Report'of the Hepart- 
mental -Committee on Beer, Forests* The cosisaittee had been-sshed among other
■ things “how far the productive -use of these' lands .is'.compatible -with their 
continued use for m y  and,, if so, for what ©porting or recreation purpose©?0 
They reported as follows: “The owners (of deer forests) had no practical 
means of excluding strangers, even if they wished to do go, awing to the 
time and expense of taking out an interdict against every separate person*
6 It was in this hotel that the. tradition of the morning newspaper began® . 
Stabler -was also the first to wire.-every leer, for radio* He studiously 
' avoided - building either luxury hotels'or resort"hotels, m& his-policy .• 
-served Ms-well*’/ l&en be died, . the ''annual receipts from M i  hotels- were . 
over 25 million' dollars*’'
The value of certain forests adjacent to-''tourist centres is considerably 
depreciated by the frequency of disturbances during the stalking season* :
In' Hevsmbsr 1929* another private member*s 'Asmusl Holiday bill had been' 
introduced* and this-one secured'a-second reading*- It west'no further 
because nno time could be- 'given, unfortunately *. for its passage in view 
of the heavy programme before the House* and owing to' the fact that the 
whole natter would;need full enquiry' and consultation with the Union and - 
interests concerned” The entity never took place. *
The ease indifferent-attitude lies''behind -the reply of-Hi© Majesty's 
Government to-the International • Labour Organisation questionnaire on paid 
holidays in 1935* *rTha govemoaat are. of the opinion that holidays with 
pay'.should be provided wherever circumstances permit..' They feel* however* . 
that apart from other-difficulties attendant upon - an attempt to deal with 
.'this matter by- international regulations* 'the consideration-which has so 
far been given to the problem has not taken into account the great problem 
presented'by the large proportion of work people'who* during the year* work 
for different employers or who are not continuously employed» It does not 
appear* therefore# that it would be possible to adopt international 
'regulations la the-form ;of a draft convention1’.
The - statement ended - with the' following pious, complicated but meaningless • 
sentence* ‘The Governments however* would be prepared to support the \- 
adoptfea of-a recommendation which would have-the object of encouraging :/ 
all' practicable-steps -to be taken to extend the provision' of holidays with' 
pay'and'of stimulating-further-consideration'..of thceubject1*. '
vfnen* in 1936* the International Labour Conference finally voted on the 
proposal which would guarantee workers under sixteen twelve consecutive 
days of paid holiday each year* and older workers six* delegates from the 
-British Government abstained*- To this date* the British Government has not 
ratified the 1936 convention* - Ussy who had supposed that the British led ; 
the world in the field of social -legislation were disillusioned by the ' 
negative attitude adopted* especially as those - regimes whowe.ro thought*
* X.aif0on»Jt Farliasentary Secretary to the Ministry o£ labour, Hansard* 
Vol. 231, Ho, 36V.Col 2490.
with reason, to: fee 'restricting the freedoa of;. the individual with unwarranted 
enthusiasm* such as Germany and Russia* had already enacted legislation 
. guaranteeing their - people's - rights 'in-'this- respect®
.At ;th£s time* the number wh©: actually took .holiday© mmy from, hem® .in the 
UK'was-of course considerably greater then those who were entitled to 
holiday© with. pay. The Hew Survey of London Life and; Labour'■ 'estimated that '.' 
-. in '1934*. about half the-people in-London: did so. ' In the’Her th* where' the 
Wakes'Heek system operated*" the proportion was probably higher*• Pialott 
estimates that in 1937* fifteen million people'left home' for a holiday of. a 
week or more. - "Most of the .Increase had taken-place since 1919* but it 
owed little to holiday© .with pay”**
. This point la ■ .underlined if the figure of- fifteen million 1 © compared with 
'the Ministry of .Labour1© estimate-of only '-'one''and" & half 'million' to'eae m d  •
- three-quarter million worker© entitled to holiday© with pay under collective 
agreement©' at the time* an additional two and a half million who'were ' 
entitled to paid holidays otherwise than under collective agreements* and 
a further million in the upper income groups* In 1936* paid holidays were 
not required by statute* save in exceptional eases; for example where shop© 
.in'holiday resorts stayed open after normal hours, the shop-assistant© were 
; entitled: to compensatory holiday© with pay" after, the-'season'had ended*
In '1936* the acceptance' in principle of paid holiday© was conceded by the 
government* but they, procrastinated in the traditional way by setting up. a 
departmental committee under Lord Amulroe - to "investigate, the extent .to - 
. *?hich holiday©' with pay- are ' given to employed work- people :md the possibility 
of extending the provision of such holidays by- statutory enactment or other­
wise j and to make recommendations”. -
The AmuIree Connietec,reporting in April 1938* concluded as follows:.**
(para 143) "Me have formed the opinion that the time i© opportune for more 
active steps to encourage the taking of holidays by employed work people in 
this' country and we have come to this conclusion bearing in mind the 
following two important considerations* First* z'na general advantages 
accruing from holiday© to which va have referred above*'. on the one hand
^ fimlott*JAE*' C^.GIT* :p.215.'
** Report of Committee (Chairman: The Rt. Hon. Lord Amulree, GBE, KC., LL.D), 
6th April 1938, HMSO, CMD, 5724.
£vm the family m d  main1 aspect:*' snd m  the other from the aspect of.' 
industrial efficiency. To.this .we .would aid a reference to the. current 
widespread' desire to-improve the" nation*©' physique*' which would undoubtedly 
fee furthered fey an extension.of holiday taking* ' Secondly*.- the e.mpml&m 
tilth the' position oversea0 * • with regard to the latter wo need hardly ' 
'©tree® - that a comparison"with the position abroad is of the utmost' ""'1';. 
importance' la this country in view :©£ its eoispctifcive position.'in world 
trade-and it©'" re lienee m  'oversees''market s. to maintain 'its population*
We have' not*''however*' fmsad anything in'this bq £ e t  m  it ’is
practical to make itv to dissuade us from reeomendlag a© extension, where 
■ practicable,' of holiday provision' • in’ ..this - country* •« We strongly m c m m m d  
. that an' antiuai ■ holiday with pay’ should fee established, without undue 'delay* 
. m  fart* of the t & t m ' of ■ contract of employment of all esplcycb©' a© defined 
-in-per©'153 (fcitose covered fey crngpulsoxy state insurance echenes).' this 
holiday should -ccmsiet'of at leant m  .wmy days .as".'are"in the Working week 
fend these'day© should ae far'm  it practicable' fee taken coaeecutiveiy”.
lb&'government'accepted'these recamcndations; and’in 1938 introduced the 
Holiday© with ' Fay Act* Xt gave the recommended powers to .wgo’ -regulating 
authorities said enabled the Ministry of Labour to help'bring ©bout 
voluntary schema© under collective egrconente*
By June 1939*' over 11 -million -people -earning,lc@® than £250 per' mum'..- 
'ware entitled' to holiday© with pay'as opposed' fcd'Amire©*® estimates- of 
7|m © year earlier*- : However* 'the' actual umbers of people taking holidays 
may from hose did'not increase''com^usurateiy* indicating'that holidays 
' with pay were' a necessary' rather than a sufficient’ condition for msy 
people for demand for 'aeeossaodafcion away from hone* "As Sir Walter Citrine 
told the Departmental Committee* the general introduction of holiday© with 
pay would not lead ”uo & sudden rush to the seaside or anything like that. 
It would'fee the development of a habit”* The cost'of a holiday also 
militated-against'participation'fey the lower paid worker; it was estimated 
that the minimum cost before the Second World War for a week*s' holiday 'at- 
the seaside for a man* his wife and two children was about ten" pounds* 
inclusive'of home rent*
Till© was of course too much for L.ie thirteen million workers earning four - 
pounds a week or less* The Szltl 1 Institute of Public Opinion Survey in 
1939 found that while nine out of ten people earning four pounds a week 
or more went away for a holiday* only one in three of those earning less ' 
did so. The major effects of the Holidays with Pay Act were not therefore 
felt until after the Second World War.
Increase. In Dmmnd by Overseas Visitors
another major factor influencing demand for accommodation between the wars 
was - the increase In the number of overseas visitors corning to the UK, 
although this was overlooked at the time by the accommodation industry*
"The potential importance to this country of a flourishing tourist industry 
has long been recognised in certain quarters, although, unfortunately, the 
extent to which the general ■public, or indeed the catering industry as a 
whole, have been informed on the subject has been all too limited55.*
Host of these visitors came by sea, but civil aviation came into its csm
as a means of transport in the inter-; ar years* The First World War had
acted as a catalyst in the development of the aeroplane, and improvements 
in both spaed and safety were applied to the planes built for commercial 
flying after the-war. The first-fare-paying scheduled trip between London - 
and Paris took place ©n August 25th 1919* It was not a success, and within
19 months all scheduled services were abandoned, including' those which had .
just commenced between London and Brussels, Amsterdam and Cologne. The 
average number of fare-yaying passengers per trip was If • Irregular 
service, fear, and the absence of lavatories Were apparently the major 
deterrents; nor was the price competitive*' London to Paris by air was six 
times as expensive as by rail* By the late twenties, larger and safer 
plane© had made flying more attractive and by 1939, there were regular, 
flights between London and all major European capital©.
The reasons behind the increase in arrivals of overseas visitors in the 
inter-war years were commented on st the time. . "Many factors have con­
tributed, directly and indirectly, since the signing, of the Peace Treaty 
in 1918, to the mas© movement which is so characteristic of the tourist
* Catering Wages Commission,
* Development of Catering, Holiday and Tourist Service© > OP.CIT.
movement of the post-war period, in particular between adjoining countries. 
These factors can, in general, be claseified into four groups - psychological, 
sociological, economic, and political and national"•&
The cessation of the war was, in Horval’c view, the most important 
psychological factor, but it is difficult to attribute the.increase to 
this rather than to the increase in prosperity*
The importance of the tourist industry was beginning to be recognised by 
enlightened overseas governments and by a few economists. In 1936,
A* Ifotvalj who was a Professor of Commerce and Industrial Economics at the 
University of Pretoria, wrote* ”Xt (tourism) is of very great' national ' 
importance and constitutes' one of the major credit items in the inter- " . . 
national balance' of payment© of the UK* . That the tourist industry has not 
been developed to the seme extent' in the UE as it has been developed in 
several of the continental countries must, in the main, he attributed to 
the Laisscr fairc policy which dominates the economic life of Great Britain 
and to the extreme British conservatism, While most of the governments of 
the countries of the continents on both sides of the Atlantic are actively 
engaged in the development and promotion of their tourist traffic from " 
other countries, the attitude of the responsible authorities of Great 
■Britain appears to be on© of extreme indifference15#
Another economist in the thirties,1 Robertson in %Xhe Control of Industry*» 
thought otherwise# !?lt is even possible that the part ultimately reserved 
for the British Isle© in the scheme of the international division of labour 
will be that of a playground and park and museum, to exercise the youth and 
sooth© the declining years of the strenuous industrial leaders on either 
Side of tli© Pacific Ocean”#
A few politician© took up the arguments of the economists who were pleading 
for more incentives for tourism* Both Lord Snowden and Hevillc Chamberlain 
mentioned them in their speeches in the early thirties#**1*
* Horval,/:J, OP*CIT* p.48.
** Snowden,P, Times 22/9/31; Chamberlain,II, Times 14/4/32
Cue of the most perceptive commentator© at the time was Ogilvie, who 
complained about the lack of statistics oa UK. tourism, a complaint which 
is echoed by his successors in this field# "Bo far as I an aware, the 
economic aspect of short-term tourist movements have not previously been 
the subject of a book, although they have begun in recent years to receive 
a great deal of scattered notice from economists and statisticians, 
especially abroad”* -
"fhe tourist movement*#* has assumed such dimensions in the .-.last decade 
that the great moving markets of tourists are now an important factor in 
:m m y balances; of payments in international trade9 and the livelihood of 
whole towns'-and districts in many countries* The nation of shopkeepers 
Lb alreMy in large measure a nation of innkeepers»' but it knows little 
of it, mainly because of the many defects of,our official passenger 
statistics”#"-■
Cgilvie identifies two trends, which have remained a feature of the 
British tourist industry in most of the postwar era; firstly, the 
“increased vulgarisation of traffic”, and secondly,following from this, 
the “diminished length of average stay and diminished average expenditure 
in m y  one place or country”* ■
Warn Ggilvie tried to analyse' further the determinants of demand for ‘ 
tourism'-to the UK, he found-the statistical data totally inadequate# - 
“While the ideal is to'embrace national no less'than international movement,- 
the material' for a study of national movement is everywhere defective, 
at present, and in most countries almost non-existent**# If the principal 
tourist countries of the world agreed to collect their statistic© in roughly 
the Game form, they would have the rare satisfaction of solving the 
statistical problems themselves and for Others at one and the same time"#
Paucity of Data
As with the provision of holidays with pay, so with the'provision of 
adequate tourist data - on which demand analysis must be based - the 
British government lagged conspicuously behind the rest of the civilised 
world. In 1927, the International Statistical Institute addressed as' "
* Ogilvie,FW, p.14a
enquiry to thirty-two countries about their tourist data. Mien it net in 
Warsaw in 1923 to consider the twentyour replies'it had received, it 
concluded that the tourist "statistics of the following m  ew. I; ercauntrico 
approximated more or .less' to what was desirable - Australia, Austria., ; . . 
Canada, Csechoslcrvaida* Germany* Hungary*' Italy* dap an* Hort*ayy Russia* . 
Sweden*' Switserland and United State©. '- & number of other countries'had ■ ■; 
expressed. a hope that they might he able' before long to proceed along the 
line© suggested#' Wo such hope had .been expressed fey the United' Kingdom.
It© representatives had feeen remarkably cool towards the whole proposal* 
and no reply had. in fact been sent to' the Institute*© enquiry- in 1929#' .
Hr. "Flux* who was' conducting 'this-project, .delivered his 'verdict# HJ?our 
ee qui regards'la Grande Bretagne * de'-:t©lles ; stafistiques vont an dela des 
developpemeats pr^afeXes11*^  ■' ■ - ■ - - ■ ...
The 'Board of "Trade*' the department 'responsible for 'tourism,' came under ■ 
heavy fire for its carefree attitude to its statistical reopnsibiXities.
11 Hie British Board of Trade apparently regards this part of its tack as 
©o very delicate indeed that, year after year* it has shirked it altogether51
Other countries were already developing sophisticated techniques for 
.analysing'their intake of tourists and their determinants of demand; in . . 
the 1930*s the Swiss government knew what type© of-hotels’ tourists from ' 
different countries patronised. la 1927* both Canada and the United 
States carried out sample surveys of tourists travelling overseas# **Whafc 
the departments of commaree in the United State© and Canada have .done* and 
done success fully for five years * could the British Board of Trade not ■ , 
even try do 'do?”.#**
- Bulletin de 1*Institute International Statistique. Tome KXXV, Beuxieme 
livraison* p.32. Tome XXIIX Premicro livraieoxi, p*96# Translation# ,}4s 
far as Great Britain is concernedfsuch statistics are beyond probable 
developments#”
** Ogilvie,PW* OP.CXT. p.30.
.*** Qgilvie,FW, OP.CXT.' P v36.
The unfortunate Board of Trade attracted a Gfcrcata of criticism from 
eossaeatators on every apscct of its work on tourism* "Although it tree 
natural that the Board of Trade in the past should concentrate upon 
migration, and migration only to and from countries outside Europe, it 
is a pity that it should continue to do so under modem condition* It 
is a pity, not merely that it should hack a wrong horse, hut that it 
should remain focussed on" the wrong part of the field"*- In this instance, , 
the wheel has turned full circle# Bat a on the Commonwealth countries are '" 
n m  much less reliable than that on visitors from Europe*
-Qgilvie did not confine' himself to ■destructive criticism* "Chaotic as 
the present position is, the changes necessary to put the tourist 
statistics in the EE upon a satisfactory footing are relatively simple"* 
lie first suggestion is, mM  regards foreign passengers, that the Board 
of Trade and the Home Office should adopt a uniform system of ©numeration"* ** 
To this date, no-one, not even the Board of Trade, h m  been able to reconcile 
satisfactorily and conclusively the separate estimates of overseas visitors 
to the UK made by the two departments.
In one aspect, inter-oar commentators had an advantage over post-war 
ceiasentators* The seasonality of tourism in the inter-war years was 
easier to analyse than, it is now. The Home Office published monthly 
figure© of tourist arrivals, a practice which it has seen fit - to 
discontinue* However, she monthly figures of arrivals did not distinguish 
UK visitors returning hose from overseas visitors arriving* Uhile the 
advantages of distinguishing between the two types of traveller are now 
generally recognised, in their statistics of cross-channel traffic,
British Rail still combine the two in one published figure*
In the Quarterly Returns, the Home Office did make this distinction and 
it is interesting to compare the seasonality then with the seasonality 
now* Table XIV makes this comparison*
* Ogilvie,FH, OP.CXT. P*66*
** Ogilvie,FW, OP.CIT., p,68.
SftBLE-XXV
Percentage pf annual pyerpeaa, visitors mriying in each quarter 1927~I967
Quarter Ending l$Z7 1928
«*,-*» lilkOrt
1929•til.*. ■ 1930 1931 1963 " 1965 1367
ifareli 13. $ 14.^ " 14.1; ■- 15.0 ” 15.4 10.6 '’ 10.3 12.
June 27.5 28.4 '28.3- •29.4. .28«0 '29.2 - • 29.3 ■ 26.0
September ■ 40. S - •4&S'. 41. X •’ 40.6 40.2 -'45.3- - 44.6- 43.3
December , 17.7 . 16.0 ". 16.5 IS.O' ■ ■''16.4 ■■■'-•15*3 15.2 -16.7
Tptal 100 100 200 100 100 100 *|.00 100
lbore: £g very -little vacation 'fc'''£he ceassmai fafctern'/of -visitors : arriving 
over tHe;|>ast 't!iirtrsr years* This; consistency throws Vsorio doubt cm the tUsor 
ii!iood'-of auecessPof future efforts ' to spread annual''arrivals- -more - evenly .
Vsver-tlse '' ■ ' ' ■ : '
Theoutfereak of. the Second World War is 1939':isfcerruptM' tlie;gr0i'?tli''.of: .' 
internatioaaland 'domestic feirista' allk®*- Xlhcn --it -endedfcba :peat'**up : :; 
demand for accomodation at/ay from bome burst-upon an-ill-prepared'• "■ 
accommodation industry.
Since the demand: analysis in the main section of this study is based on 
dataonthe industry5^  poat'-wer. performance* it would involve unnecessary ■
duplieailbit if this final historical -section covered the same ground.
Shis section-is therefore more of a' link between the situation‘ as it was- 
in 1939 and now, rather titan a detailed analysis of all important develops ’ 
resits since 1945, which are dealt with in the appropriate chapters later' otu
TaradoxicaXly, the Second World War could have marked the beginning■©£ a new 
period of - sustained growth for the UK' commercial accomodation industry.- .• 
Firstly, m' the was dr*/ to a close, there, was the prospect of a wave of 
boliday-naa&iag to cos^easate for' the sin years of deprivation! a wave that 
would be even larger than usual m  the provision of holidays with pay came 
to be understood and used by a higher percentage of the labour force* 
Secondly, much of the industry’s stock of older hotels had been bombed or 
requisitioned, presenting it with an opportunity to replace outdated 
buildings with- buildings geared more closely to the needs of a mass** - 
recreational market. Thirdly, the war had taught the aircraft manufacturers 
how to mass-produce safer, faster and larger aeroplanes, There was the 
prospect of a'transport .'revolution which would be as Important for the 
accomodation.industry as the invention of steam locomotion, as a cheaper 
€md quicker method of transport was made available to prospective visitor© 
to the UK. Finally, during the closing years of the war, the Government 
exhibited a concern for the health of the industry which has never been 
surpassed before or since.
It is therefore a matter of some regret that the history of tho£ accommodation 
industry since the last war is largely one of missed opportunities. That 
-there would be a -sharp increase in the level of holiday~making the
war was never In dispute. “There are two main reasons for anticipating 
tills increased demand. The first is that there will be a general desire 
m  the part of the population for relaxation and a-change of surroundings - 
after more than five year© of unrelieved strain, and the second its the large / 
growth in the number of person© entitled to holidays with pay11*** This
nji.i #U .jy -0- Jfb ** "** ■ ~J~:'-=|-"*‘-' i \Mu + ■ t^ M^U ,*«■-**' — ■ -"■ —  ' <**S&c'0h *ri ft iM-iWfrv'JfurWI
” j Gatering-Wages Commission, Rehabilitation of the Catering Industry, 
Ministry of Labour and National Service, HMSO, 1945,
thinking was taken a stage further in the Scott r e p o r t “The movement 
which was leading more and more people to spend their week-ends and 
holidays in the countryside and on the coast as well as to use the ©ore 
accessible country as a dormitory is likely to continue, more particularly 
if holidays with pay are extended to further sections of the coswaity and 
if there is a spread of the five-day working week. This would lead to a . 
need for more accommodation in existing holiday resorts; the creation of 
further holiday resorts; she building of holiday camps; the provision of 
additional youth hostels; the catering for the needs of the week-ender - 
all of which would m e m  a very considerable building programme... we 
envisage that tilth the extension of holiday with pay, the rise of 
agricultural wages and the establishment of national parks, and also for 
other reasons,' an increasing demand for. accommodation in the country, 
including the coasts, and means of transport thereto. It is presumed that v ' 
appropriate camps will be provided in national parks. We consider that 
auto-camps on the best American model might well cater 0or the motorist, 
motor-cyclist and cyclist of moderate means - especially for married couples 
who are not provided for by youth hostels. We would call attention to the 
provision of the Camps Act 1939 for the facilitation of the construction, 
maintenance and management of camps of a permanent nature’1#
After the war, the right to annual holidays was included in the Universal 
Declaration of human Rights^ , and the situation at the beginning of the 
post-war period in the WL was summarised in the Ministry of labour Gssette - 
for December 1946. In that year, the Ministry was aware of over X9W 0  
collective agreements made between employers, or employers’ organisations, 
and trade unions, providing for holidays with pay for wage earners. About 
900 were general or district agreements, and over 200 were agreements 
covering individual firms*
ft A reprot to the Deport of the Committee on Land Utilisation in Rural 
Areas, CMB 6373, TMSO, August 1942, pp 136 *s* 180#
ftft ■-■Article 24 adopted'on 10/12/1948.
These agreements operated in practically all the industries in which the 
conditions of employment ware determined by collective bargaining# In 
addition, orders which had statutory force directed that holidays with pay 
-should be granted to worker® for whom statutory minimum wages had been 
fixed by Wages Councils in'various industries, by the Agricultural Wages -/ 
Board, the Road Haulage Central Wages Board, and the Wages Board established A 
for industrial and staff canteen undertakings under the Catering Wages 
Act 1943*
It was estimated that between eleven and twelve million wage earners were 
covered by these agreements - well over half the' occupied population* 
any bther people, -such-as clerks'and' salary earners', were granted holidays 
with pay'under'other arrangements# ■
la most "of these agreements", provisions, were'made for twelve-days'with'pay, .. 
but in a considerable' number the period was six', days or-a week,-had "in 
nearly as many, mainly in public utilities and distribution, it was 
eighteen days or three weeks#
At the end of 1943, 1832 hotels in the UK. had been requisitioned, 
representing between 15% and 2t>%- of the stock at'that -time* ' Many of -the 
establishments which were still functioning were in urgent need" of repairs -"
• end ©amtenancej and unsuitable for-'holiday-'accomodation# - Against this 
background,- At was with some degree of assurance that the Catering "Wages 
Commission-predicted-' that tSrlhis reduction in the available holiday: 
accomodation Will create'difficulties in the immediate post-war period*- ' 
The came point was made 'in the Bower report , - “There is going - to he an ■ 
acute shortage of every kind of holiday accommodation after the var#,5**f
There was also the prospect of a large increase in the numbers of visitors 
to the United Kingdom from overseas, especially from the Commonwealth*
The extension of holidays with pay to large sections of the working 
population was not solely a feature of British society; and the somewhat 
romanticised wartime appeal of this country was bound to appeal to many 
Europeans, especially-as their c m  tourist resorts were''unlikely to bo 
available for tourism for a year'- or "two* :
* Catering tTagcs Commission, Sehabilltafcigm of•'the;Catering.Industry> OP.CIT.
l^latimial, Forks, in England, and. Wales, BMSO, CMD 6628, May 1945.
Fpssibility; of.. Government MpiBpme&
As a result of these factors, basically increase in demand and reduction 
in supply, die Government applied itself to seeking possible solutions to 
avert the almost inevitable crisis.' The Catering Wages Commission was 
asked to “enquire into the effect of war conditions on the hotel and' : 
catering .eerviceS 'available to the public ,and :to. review the mcasures • ■ 
necessary to meet the requirements of the public, including visitors 
fr<sa overseas, In the ism^ sdiate post-war period”.*
’■Soar of the reconmr&iidations of the ComissiQrAwere sensible rather- than 
revolutionary, r1Tc recommend .that the .removal of mines and defence works 
which restrict reasonable access-to beaches'.- and-promenades should proceed 
with'all expedition*.*” But elsewhere in their:report*** they diagnosed . .
■the-probleas.-ef- the\industry'with-surgicsl:;skill- and-put fewerd - 
recommendations which,.-some- 25 years, later,-are at .last .being put into 
.effect... . , ; : ..
MAoot of the'other European countries had official or semi-official-. 
organisations, sometlkues gcatrolled by the Government, eomstii&as by the 
industry* but all of them energetically at work in promoting the welfare 
of the catering industry and in attracting visitors from other lands”.
' t5In; this: country,: the -position is very- different. . The catering industry -As 
organised ■'•on. a 'sectional basis by associations, which-are either local, in: ■ ■ 
character or* although national, representative of only a particular.class 
' of undertaking and only .A proportion:of trades in that -class* - - There;:is no 
machinery to co-ordinate the various organisations and it has already become 
clear tu'ws ..that -there has in. fact been little co-operation in the past 
between them.- ' Moreover, .until the .passing of -the Catering'Wages Act, it 
had not been the policy of the Government to take positive measures for the 
promotion'of the catering'and tourist industries, and although in recent 
. years the Department of Overseas Trade took some, interest in the caterer, 
it is beyond doubt that official recognition, in so'-far as there;was-any, - 
was far behind -that of other countries.” '.-■
■** *  -*&" ft rn»>«il  '<»<--•»» ^  r - i i - im i^ n - ' lt i  M. , »i | —f  ^ m  mt/.'H ';'i» fj'j i i  rfrii- at  ..ft-"-1—- 't- f t  ‘
ft Terms of reference of Catering Wages Commission on “Rehabilitation .of - •
Catering Industry”,- 1945*
ftft .Catering WagesCosmission, “Rehabilitation of Catering Industry”, 1945,
OF* CXT*, pissa* 3^0, 132, 135*
“We. consider, therefore, that it would m  -in the national interest if a . 
new statutory body was established having substantial fund© which it could . 
expend for developing the catering and travel service© and encouraging the ' 
foreign tourist traffic11*
“We-feel doubtful whether the general functions we have in mind can 
satisfactorily be discharged by a voluntary or unofficial body, even if 
Government representatives'm m  • to be associated'with it* It is "clear 
"that‘the financial'functions;fte-envisage could only be discharged by an 
official body,l»;
The " functions t?hich',tiiey had la mind included the following s '
1 “It could' assist and promote research on behalf of 'the catering'industry,
■ -collect -and maintain statistical' information about-the "tourist "traffic
" ' including existing and potential demand and the facilities available 
to meet them, and direct the attention of the catering and other 
industries concerned to current trends and possible Tines of development*
2 It could promote the organisation of staggered holidays*
3 It" could operate an official" scheme for "the ' classification, "md 
grading of catering establishments, and then assist In promoting-' '
-' higher standards, & matter to which greatImportance is attached 
■ by important sections of the 'catering industry as well as the tourist
industry”.7' - •
Hie Boner' Report, ea national Parks in England and bales,’also'made far- " 
ranging reeossaaadatioas, based' ©a the' democratic "principle that “access 
and facilities" for holiday-making m d  ©pen-air recreation should be amply 
provided arid should be available for the public at large, not just for soma 
privileged section or sections of the community”. It recommended that 
“the publication (by the Rational'Barks Authority) of a comprehensive 
accommodation directory for each national park should be made to ensure 
full use of all available beds, especially in farmhouses and other tnoaor 
establishments* As the supply of accommodation improves, it will be 
important to ensure, as far as possible,--'that .all catering in national ' 
park areas complies with appropriate, itaadards,'both as regards the type 
and quality of service provided and" its cost to the visitor”* Worn®r seat 
further in the name of democracy and suggested the compulsory purchase of
grouoe-noors, a politically sensitive topicj “This would fee a B l m  and 
perhaps costly process - how slow mud how costly it is impossible to say 
in view of uncertainty about, inter alia, the demand in a heavily taxed 
postwar economy for the expensive sport of first-class grouse driving”.
It was not, however, enough that the Government? acting on the 
recommendations of the various commissions s should fee prepared to help the 
accommodation industry. The industry itself had to fee prepared to accept 
such help, and it was the absence of this willingness, more than-anything 
else, which prevented the start of a new chapter in the industry’s history 
after the war. •
This rebuff is related in one of the last reports of the Catering Wages 
Commission. They reported that a scheme of financial assistance; for hotels 
and boarding-houses was firmly opposed fey the Hotels - and Restaurants 
Association, whose view was that “the formation of a financial corporation 
for the hotel and catering trades is not required”. The Commission sadly 
concluded that “whatever may be the reason for this apparent lack of 
response on the part of a large section of the residential side of the 
industry, the fact remains that, with the notable exception of the 
Residential Hotels Association,, there was little support for our proposals 
from the industry, and not much real evidence that use would fee made of 
the facilities we-offer”.*
'With many other claims on scarce resources, one cannot blame the Government 
for concentrating them on sections of the economy where their assistance 
was better appreciated, This reluctance of the industry to accept help has 
important implications for the forecasting section of this study, where 
it is made clear that the exploitation of the industry’s full potential 
can only fee achieved fey co-operating vrith the Government and other public 
bodies.
Failure to accept help in the post- ar years would not have mattered had 
the industry been prepared to increase its -capacity to the pre~war level, 
and to re-structure it to meet post-war requirements out of its own 
resources. But it did net* and capacity actually fell in the- post-war 
years.
Very few quantified estimates were made of the extent , of the shortage that 
existed at the time and those that were were very inaccurate, The post-war 
Holiday Group of the national Council of Social Service forecast that the 
pre-war demand of 15m people taking a "holiday away from home would double 
to 30m.~ a figure which was not achieved until the 1960’s. In its report 
on TIhc Staggering of Holidays ** the Catering Wages Commission modestly 
abstained from any. quantitative forecast”,., the demand for holidays will . 
become greater because of -changing social habits and the 'increase'in the 
number of people entitled to-holidays with pay... It is very difficult'if' 
not impossible -to estimate the extent'of‘this increased demand”,- The 
reason for this modesty was lack of statistical data on which to make a 
-quantitative analysis, -
Several qualitative forecasts were made of future demand* of which the most 
accurate were probably those of Elisabeth Brunner** “The general growth 
of holidays shows two distinct trends. Firstly# there is the tendency 
towards more short-breaks - long week-ends„ end more tine off at Christmas# 
Faster and Whitsun - and secondly# there is the increase in the number of 
people taking annual holidays of a tieek or more”,
“The--highways seem destined, to- become sore and more important*'and. this 
will lead- to a different - type of demand”, “Wbat is going to happen in the 
future? -In immediate, post-war years* there is likely'to be & rush for ' 
totally inadequate facilities. The type of demand nay change as men have 
seen nm  opportunities. Holiday pay * combined with savings may enable 
many to take their holidays more as they want and give them greater" scope.' 
Mr. James. Whittaker for instance reports that the real desire of many of 
the Bolton people who go to Blackpool is for “peace and quiet” and a 
restful country holiday and, if this is true*- there will be a good 
opportunity to make a change-over”.
Others thought that future demand would be concentrated on holiday camps.
On holiday camps# J. Pialott said “Is this the key to holiday-making of 
the future? There is much to suggest that it is. There are similar 
developments-abroad; It corresponds with other trends in popular enter­
tainment* it fits in with the social and political ideas of the ago.*.
* Brunner* Elisabeth# 0P*CX$*« pp. 3* 7* 20,
the individualistic holiday nay prove to have been the aberration* and the 
communal holiday the norm”.
Ihile it is certainly the case that the holiday camps were the only section 
of the industry to increase their investment substantially in the first : 
decade after the war and to attempt to meet the new type of demand* their 
importance was overestimated. The British national Travel Surveys show 
that they have never accounted for more than 7% of main holidays in the 
BE and there is encry likelihood that they are now well past their peak  ^
in the fora in which we know them.
Shortage 'of/Capacity
As far as the rest of the industry was concerned* It cannot be said that 
there was any serious attempt to increase capacity or to attract the new 
wave of holidaymakers. *Tlow many brand n m  hotel bedrooms have been built 
in the UK resort towns since the war?*•.hardly any at all* At least* the 
best estimate I can get is less than 22 of the accommodation, bedrooms 
available”** While the licensed hotels at the more expensive end of the 
market held their own, unlicensed hotels* guest and boarding houses 
attracted a decreasing percentage of main holiday-makers* as the following 
table showss
TABBE m
Accommodation used by Hein British Holidaymakers in Britain liS 1-1967
Accommodation Category 1931 1955
* J L
1962
'
1963 1964
I
1965
%
1966
, rt.'
1967
.%
licensed hotel to 14 13 13 15 13 14 15
Unlicensed hotel, 
iUC&t/boarding house,, 
etc.
31 27 31 23 29 28 26 24
Motel * 4* 1 2 1 1 «.
Rented house * f lat, 
villa, etc* 8 7 8 10 8 8 9 10
Caravan &$s 8 13 12 13 13 15 15
Camping 4 2 ‘4 4 4 4 :s ' 4
Holiday camp 3 4 '5 6 6 6 6 7
Friendf s/relation1a home 36 31 v- : 26 25 22 25 25 24
Total {incl* other)* 107 105 105 104 104 105 104 105
+ not separately assessed
* some holidaymakers used more than one kind of accomodation
**> included^  in ^ pfcher^  r , „ . .  ,, ___ ,_:. r,    h f _ r _ _     , ^ . o. :. t ir........,,
* liclcard*JM* Group'llanaglng^ ’Director*^%rust houses Croup Ltd^t^^f^^copsodation 
Problem* paper presented to BS&, 1’Extension of Holiday Season” coherence* 
ISbyaT'Teetival Hall* 17/4/69.
Throughout the period, the hoteliers protested that there was sufficient 
. capacity, and that the many new hotel® being built were a serious threat 
to the industry’s health*
Whether or not there are ’enough* hotels is never a question which can be 
answered categorically, as it depends on the occupancy levels the industry 
needs to remain profitable, and this mil vary from year to year and from 
place to place and with the fiscal environment. Even if, at a given • 
occupancy level, no profit is made, this could be due to inefficiency or 
inadequate marketing 'rattier than excess capacity. What one is entitled 
to m y  in that there have never been any very strong reasons for accepting 
the hotelier’s opinion of what constitutes ’enough’ hotels, rather than 
that of anyone else who is concerned with the industry, cither from an 
academic or governmental point, of view#
In I960 ~ before the recent boom in hotel building ~ the Architectural 
Review commented on this as follows: “Equally cleareut is the view of many 
hoteliers that there are already sufficient hotels. This point of view is 
held particularly by London hoteliers, but* on the evidence available, 
there appears to be rot the least justification for it"** At the time of 
printing that review, only five new hotels had been built since the war, 
but the number of visitors visiting Britain had increased from about 
508,000 in 1948 to about 1.7m in 1960, and the numbers of UK residents 
taking holidays in the UK had risen from 25m in 1951 to 31.5m in 1960#
■In 1959, Joss ley n Hennassy commented on the situation in the following 
terns: "The heart of the problem is the inadequacy in the UK and in Europe 
of accomodation of the right kind. Kith a few exceptions, there has been 
little expansion since the war in accommodation for tourists. In the UIC 
for example, it is estimated that despite the steady increase in travel, 
hotel capacity has shrunk by 10%. Uhile it may, for the moment, still be 
true that there is sufficient accomodation as a whole, most is of the 
wrong kind and much is in the seaside resorts which do not usually interest 
foreign tourists*"**
* Architectural Review I960, p«244 
** Keunossy*J, Lloyds Bank Review, June 1959.
In the oame year, the OECD Tourist Committee described the European 
accomodation problem as ’critical*, and the BTI1A said that London urgently 
needed 3,000 extra modern bedrooms, and the provinces needed 2,000.
Conferences
The domestic and international conference .markets developed apace’ in the 
postwar years, and the hotel industry in many European cities came to 
depend.on conference demand for a large percentage of their revenue, in 
1954, London attracted 46 international conferences; in 1959,84, and in 
1967, 97. Other countries realised the potential of the international ' 
conference market and invested in the appropriate facilities. The UK 
Unfortunately did not. Bata on domestic conferences are sadly deficient,
'but'there is little doubt that attendance at them increased substantially 
over the period.
The chief lesson to be learnt from the postwar years is that the mere 
forecasting of increased demand or the identification of growth areas has 
not, to date, been a sufficient condition for the increase of a 
commensurate supply by the traditional UK accommodation industry* "It was 
in London where, during the mid 50’s, the main development of new hotels, 
particularly in terras, of additional new bedrooms, took place. Despite this, 
it is the view of trade organisations and the EBC for the Hotel and Catering 
Industry that the efforts during those 15.years (1950-1985) probably did 
not make good the wastage’1.*
Facther the lesson has yet been learnt is another matter.; the domestic 
industry is still insisting that there is a grave danger of over-capacity, 
and they are unfortunately encouraged in their attitude by statements such 
as the following by the International Hotel Association: "The International
Hotel Association refute the view, widely expressed all over the world, 
that the advent of jumbo jets carrying up to 500 passengers, will lead to 
a shortage of hotels... They also have strong feelings on airlines which 
build and operate hotels and they speak of ’disorder* in outside invest­
ments in the industry which could provoke serious problems ’if certain
-fir 1* jjniW.. <r* iifi-iVMfi rf. !tft» fti'-yif I-I 1r -ny, nfr ftl ttrgri’lfr y.i/rtfi. -Wr-T -V> ig» »ni<ftnrgl>- -»i «*>. ft. na.irtr.~to ta »  W irWiviHytt- t^-tW »i° ff
* Carfootj Group Captain BG, Allied Bret erics Ltd., Growing Share in the 
Hotel Trade g Financial Times, 22/4/68.
economic and social factors continue to be ignored1”.* It is impossible 
to maintain that there is no shortage of beds in London in the light of
the following information which emerged from a research study undertaken
for the National Economic Development Office in 1967.
Summer Heck Bed Occupancy of London's Licensed Hotels 1967**
Bay . Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday • Friday Saturday Sunday
»» *i. •*■ .<* -»<'jt  '«»i. ^  -.M, '  rr rir ja iTftufi m  r
Bed occupancy 92% 95% 95% H/ 91% 89% 86%
Most bodies connected .with tourism are;ln agreement that there is a shortage 
of accommodation in some places at some times of the year. The only one 
quoted here is the International Union of Official Tourist Organisations„*** 
"Certain general and inter-related problems do* however, tend to exist all" 
over the world. In the first .place, there - is a. shortage of., accomodation 
capacity which is directly related to the scarcity and high cost of invest­
ment funds".
11 A shortage of accommodation capacity would seem to exist in some "gateway” 
cities of Europe such as London, Paris, Amsterdam and Eurich, there there 
is a need for tsediuni~price hotel accomodation offering high standard of 
comfort”.
The response.-of the industry rfc elf to. these statements of shortage has 
been disappointing, and -explains why the industry is now described as 
"outdated ..in both its equipment and in its attitudes' to the tourist trade.. 
The. attitudes .of those engaged In the industry must be radically altered* 
There is an apathetic, parochial and conservative outlook strangling the 
future of the trade which results in a half-hearted approach to development 
In what is now a highly competitive and commercialised industry”.****
iatercr and Hotelkeeper, 25/7/68, p.11.
** "The Business use of Hotel Services and Amenities in the HK”, Table 4-18, 
Industrial Market Research Ltd., June 1969.
•*** XOBTO Technical Bulletin, ST/A1/1/.68,."Accommodation Industries”. 
m m  Pattieon^r. BF.CIT. .
To say that the industry failed to respond adequately to the increased 
volume and changing pattern of post-war demand for accommodation is not 
to say that no changes have taken place at all. The section on demand 
examines in detail the determinants of post-v.ar demand, and looks at the 
way the industry has responded. The main structural changes are outlined 
here, lor the sake of completeness.
Firstly, ownership of the industry' has been, and still ley changing. The 
independent hotelier is'being replaced, either-by the multiple hotel chains, 
the * compositesf investing in travel'and leisure, or'the airlines. This 
rationalisation is a "phenomenon which has' been" observed in many other ’■ 
sections of the economy,‘particularly' in distribution,'-and it has probably 
been occurring more slowly in'the accommodation industry.' ■
Secondly, the changing pattern of demand,'largely as a result of increased 
car-ownership, lac led to the decline of some establishments, particularly 
guest-houses and bed and breakfast establishments, ond to the growth of 
others catering for the mobile tourist - camping and caravan sites in 
particular.
Thirdly, the establishments now being planned and'built tend to be much 
larger than existing onesprobably' as a consequence of the' growth in 
charter traffic and conferences,' but.also because larger units tend to 
be more'profitable than smaller ones.
The situation as it exists today has been quantified as accurately as is 
possible within the limitations of the available date (see page 48 ), 
Domestic non-business demand is the largest single component of demand,
And the location and structure of the industry reflects this. There are 
indications that this will not continue to be the case much longer, end 
shifts in the composition of demand must be accompanied by complementary 
changes in the structure of the industry. The conclusions of this 
historical analysis show &kat lessons can be learnt from the past if this 
change is to be achieved.
Conclusions
tlhat conclusions can one draw from this historical analysis which will lead 
to a better understanding of present-day demand and to an increased 
awareness of the problems which lie ahead? First, and most important, 
it is clear that demand for accomodation away from home is inextricably 
linked with changes in methods and volume of travel. Each transport 
revolution, from the building of the Roman roads to the introduction of . 
the commercial jet aeroplane, has not only altered how people travel, but/ ■' 
how many people travel and where they travel -to*. - -
In this respect, the future of the industry would appear to depend on 
factors outside its immediate control# Revolutions in transport, like 
any other sort of revolution, are hard to predict. As in the case of the 
industrial revolution, it may ruin one form of accommodation, such as the 
inns dependent on stagecoach traffic, and offer new opportunities to others, 
nuch as the hotels at the railway terminals.
There emerges from the historical analysis a fundamental relationship 
between mobility and demand for accommodation, which the demand analysis 
and the forecast undertaken in this study must take into consideration."
The relationship, for example, of increased levels of car-ownersi dp and 
increased capacity on passenger aircraft to demand for accommodation away 
from home must be analysed accurately so that future developments in these 
methods of transport can be correctly interpreted for the accommodation 
industry in this country.
The historical analysis not only reveals a relationship between mobility 
and demand for accommodation, but also between mobility and supply of 
accommodation. The Roman government which constructed the roads in the 
Empire also constructed the posting houses along them. The railway 
companies in nineteenth century Britain built hotels at the terminals of 
their railway lines. In the 1960*s* the international air lines emerged as 
major suppliers of hotel accommodation throughout the world, although the 
investments by come of them can be traced back to the late 19^0*s.
A second conclusion follows from the first; changes in methods of travel 
have led to reductions in the cost of travel, and have therefore made 
travel, end demand for accommodation, available to a wider range of the 
population. Coupled with rising income levels over the pant two hundred 
years a 'this- has' led to substantial increases in volume of demand for 
accommodation.' While one-may not'expect any revolution .in methods of travel 
over the: next decade which will lead to---.substantial reductions in travel 
costs, increases in income can legitimately be expected .and the effect of 
these Is in many ways similar* History'shows that income is a. very,--:- 
important demand determinant; in the XVT cad XVII centuries, demand for " 
accommodation away from home in the United' Kingdom was the prerogative of 
the wealthy. In the ensuing two centuries, firstly the middle class .and 
ultimately'the working class'achieved sufficient disposable Income for 
-sens'of - them to afford staying' away from home. The some consideration .
'applies to demand for accommodation overseas; originally the.privilege of ; 
the '-few, :It: is now the prerogative of the many* largely because of increases 
in income but also, as has been mentioned, because of reductions in costs 
of travel. The demand analysis must therefore analyse the exact relation- 
whip between income and demand for accommodation away from home so future 
growth in income levels can be correctly interpreted for the accommodation 
industry*
■The ;third: conclusion to 'emerge 'from the historical analysis'is. the. crucial - 
importance1 of holidays to demand 'for accommodation away from home#
Increased-' nobility* reduced cost of travel and rising incomes on their own 
could not explain the growth in volume of demand for accommodation away from 
home over the past one hundred years* The demand analysis, should establish 
the nature and strength of the relationship between paid holidays and ; 
demand'' for accommodation away' from hooc, and the forecast should plot the 
likely extension of holiday entitlements over the next decade.
The fourth conclusion concerns the importance of overseas demand; the later 
sections of the historical analysis mention the growth of world tourism, 
and the -increasing'importance of overseas demand for the commercial,. 
'-accommodation ■ industry in the UK, The demand analysis must' identify the 
underlying reasons for this growth and establish the relative position 
and future potential of the UK as on international tourist destination*
Other conclusions also emerge* less related to the identification of the 
determinants of demand, hut-of great importance to this study.
The historical analysis shows that as far as demand for accommodation away 
from home is concerned, people are imitative* As they move into a higher 
income bracket* ■ or- social class, they•goad to adopt the behaviour patterns 
of people already in the group, This tendency-has certain advantages for " 
the .forecaster* as It enables him to predict. the. future with more' 
certainty than if behaviour fluctuated wildly,=m  -for example, i n tastes > 
for-clothes.-'
This .'is - not to nay that ■ the pattern of demand tot-accommodation away • from- 
home' can. never change "as this is • plainly not the case. - As • withall' A 
imitative; behaviour, -there must he something. to 'imitate, ■ and the tastes; ■
of those who set' the - pace ■ have Indeed - changed . -as the his torical •analysis ■ 
shows. All that is claimed is that history shows that there is a marked 
tendency towards social repetition in this field of activity, and there 
are good reasons for believing this will continufce.
The historical analysis also reveals, unfortunately, that as far as the UK : 
is concerned, the accommodation industry has been slow to react to changes 
in the volume and pattern of demand for its services and certainly has-not 
tried-to anticipate such-changes. Indeed* it has often tried- to resist 
them.
This taay.be partly - attributable to a natural reluctance to invest-'in-an A 
asset until it is certain that that asset will produce revenue throughout' 
its useful life. It is, however/also historically true that the industry 
has conducted a minimum amount of research into demand for its services, 
and it has not been helped significantly in this exercise by the government. 
Hie result of this, vatever the reasons, is that* should there in fact be 
sufficient hotels in the right places and in the right pricc-rangc, this 
is due entirely to good fortune. A later section will argue that lack of 
data and research have resulted in a .shortage in some, places-and. failure ■ 
to meet demand in certain price ranges. Further* it will be -argued -that 
there has been a failure on a national level to relate Investment in new 
methods of transport, be they motor-cars or jimbo-jets, to investment in 
accomodation, demand for which will necessarily follow.
A forecast of future demand* such as Is made later in this study, must 
therefore he made in the knowledge that the industry whose future is being 
forecast has not been, historically* particularly consumer-oriented and 
is therefore not likely to respond to predictions of future consumer 
behaviour* This of course affects the validity of the forecast* since 
failure to supply the requisite accommodation will mean that potential*
.or forecast demand, may. not become fulfilled demand*
Lack of forward planning by toe industry, and by the Government in the 
field of leisure, bus already had grave consequences; today’s weekend . 
•traffic jams, the congestion at- the seaside resorts,- the polluted rivers,
. the haphazard and often'unsightly growth of chalets and caravans on the 
coast* the shortage of parking facilities, playgrounds and swimming pools 
can be traced back to the 1930*s when steps should and could have been 
taken to ensure that supply of facilities would meet demand* ilot ealy was 
this exercise not carried out then, but it has not been carried out since. 
At a time when the United States have calculated amongst other requirements 
that by 1900 they will need 930 miles of new horseback-riding trails 
\?ithin one hour*e drive of Los Angeles*, the United Kingdom is unaware 
of the volume and nature of demand for any leisure facilities now, let 
alone for I960*
The implications of this national oversight for the'accommodation' industry 
-are .two-fold* Firstly, it has been difficult to-plan ahead, partly 
because of the Lack of data on the industry, partly because of• lack of' - ■
knowledge of the interaction of increased leisure and use of the motor*- . 
car on demand for its services. . Secondly, the Government has given the ■ 
industry no assistance either directly by way of fiscal relief or ; 
indirectly by forecasts.' -With the benefit of -hindsight it is easy•to see 
what went wrong. It is less easy to see why no steps have been taken since 
to avoid the same mistakes. The theory that all an Englishman needs for 
recreation is one-eighth of an acre allotment by a railway line dies hard.
The historical analysis, in conclusion',' has ' served - two imp'ortaht rfunctiens* 
Firstly* it has indicated the important determinants of demand which should 
be examined in' the demand'analysis," and projected in the forecastr-iti .-order 
to derive- future -desi'and* •" Secondly* it - has -shown the- mistakes .which have : ' 
been made and the opportunities which have been loot in the past as a
£ State of California (the Resources Agency),.,Outdoor Recreation Outlook
■ i.Wti t <B»i <Hi tiff* .#>.My-#’ -<<ti WV ra8t).iOft.\)Mii ■** mm <Wij
to 1980. Monograph Humber 1, Los Angeles Metropolitan Complex.
result of the industry and the Government being unwilling to perform these 
two crucial exerciser, *• demand analysis and forecast-
CHAPTER IV
BEIERMIimm’S OF DEMAND FOR ACCOMMODATION AWAY FROM HOME 
BY UK RESIDENTS FOR HOH-BUSIHESS REASONS
Xntrpdnctipn
The heading fFor noa-Uisifie&s reasonsf is a clumsy one, for which m
apology ie offered* The hulk, of detsaad in this suction is of course 
demand for accommodation while m  holiday#' hut for the sake of completeness 
all tiocrbusiness demand is included# i.e. visit© for educational, medical 
and other reasons* This category of demand is the largest single one, 
accounting for approximately 330 million of the 440 million nights spent 
m m y  from home in the UK in 1907 - or three-quarters of total demand.
In their survey ’Tourism and Recreation**, Arthur D. Little propose, and 
subsequently reject, a disarningly simple formula which could be applied 
to deriving the determinants of demand for accommodation for non-; nsiness 
purposes and for forecasting such demand* Starting from the assumption, 
that income, leisure time and mobility were the-principal .such determinants 
they postulated that they each acted independently, that they each had the 
seme influence, and that the elasticity of each was one. Thus, where 1 ** 
available leisure time, y *# family income, and m « intercity travel 
mobility, then i s y  % m  « df tiiere d;:ij?as demand for accommodation may 
from home.
If leisure time rose by 10%, family income by 25%, and mobility by 50%, 
then demand- would increase by 106%. The very simplicity of the formula 
is its downfall* As will be shown, there is a degree of interaction 
between most of the determinants of demand for accommodation, and there 
are, unfortunately, many more than three* It is not possible to isolate 
the effect of all of them independently, and this approach, while 
intellectually satisfactory, is not practical,
* Arthur I). Little Inc., Tourism aad Recreation# Cet.l$M?7# pp. 70-71
la this chapter, ©even determinants of demand arc selectedt and there are 
seven subsequent sections, m c h section dealing with the analysis of one 
of the seven main determinants.
The effect of each determinant is analysed in two ways: first# the effect 
which it has in bringing- the individual into the market for accommodation
away from- home; and secondly, the effect it has in detoralning, hi© 
pattern of behaviour n n m  he is in that market, this • tvo~£oM effect is 
important# and this distinction i® not often made* If is not-enough for 
the accomodation industry to knew how .may people will want' accc 'ate.'datimi 
m m  from home in 19S0; it must k n m  whtt sort of accommodation will be 
needed ms well* **It is not difficult to * erosive that the business - 
^traveller who stays at a lodging -establishment only one night and then 
moves on will try - to achieve his objective in a way. that is different 
from the pleasure traveller who remains in tlm %ma lodging establishment 
for several nights“*•
In selecting the seven principal determinants, attention was paid to the 
historical analysis, -ohich suggested several important -influences* and 
also to the requirements of the last section of this study., vhieb is 
devoted to forecasting future demand for accomodation* Is view of this 
latter•requirement» it was essential to try to relate demand* where 
possible* to socio-economic variables Which ware not only quantifiable*;
Tut also.susceptible to reasonably accurate forecasts#
Tor this reason, several potential determinants have been ignored in the 
demand analysis on purpose* Factors such as the weather# strikes, 
political disturbances and fuel rationing obviously affect the individualfs 
propensity to take a holiday* cad the type of holiday which he takes, imt 
it would be futile to base a forecast using these factors as determinants, 
as they are impossible to project ten years ahead. Likewise* there are 
physiological and sociological factors having a similar effect which arc 
not susceptible -of accurate measurement* nor of accurate forecasting*
Tor example# Dr* Truest Dlchter has defined the motivation to travel in 
the following terms:- . ’'Anyone concerned with the motivation of -travel -has 
.to realise, first that he is reaching deep into one of. the major conflicts
of the human mind; & desire for sameness, the return to the womb, if you 
wish, conflicting with the motivation to reach out and discover the world* 
In a sublimated fashion, a trip is, therefore, a form of birth or rebirth”
Hhat Dr* Dlchter says may be perfectly true, as may his contention that 
“travelling in a pleasant form of temporary insanity”; but not only is 
his hypothesis incapable of proof, but it would be useless as the basis 
for a forecast as his variables—  propensity to return to the womb, 
propensity to discover the world and propensity to be temporarily insane—  
cannot be quantified or projected forward.
In view of the difficulty of measuring these physiological and sociological
r—
factors, it is somewhat surprising that a few authorities concerned with 
the practical planning of future accommodation requirements should have 
followed Dlchter*s approach. The Nestflanders Development Council defined 
the determinants of tourist demand as follows:
1 The need to shot? one’s importance to other people
2 The need to convince oneself of one’s own achievements
3 The need to escape from daily trouble and lade of freedom
4 The need to shew one’s love of other members of the family
5 The need to maintain social contacts
6 The need to keep oneself active and healthy for the future.
Respect for the sociological approach to tourism would also be enhanced 
if fewer of the cements were so contradictory* “The modern tourist is 
characterised by his retreat into a shell; he is driven by permanent 
restlessness; he escapes into pleasure and he does not knew how to begin 
anything by himself".^
Closely allied to these physiological and sociological factors which may 
determine demand but which cannot be quantified is the problem of the 
’image* which an individual has of his ideal tourist destination. The 
problem is not just that it is difficult to rationalise this type of 
consumer choice, but that the same destination has a different image in 
different people’s minds.
* Address to the Department of Tourism of the Government of India, Kashmir,
’Uhnt Motivates People to Travel’, Octbber 16, 1967.
** Knebel,HJ, Soaiologlsche Strukturwandlungen 1m modernenrTourismus,Stuttgart 1960
This point is made troll by P. Ricch."Ober jedes Land trad, teilweiser in 
abgescbvachter Form, uber fast jede einzelne Region besteht ira Ausland 
viclleicht eine vorgeffante Keinung, cine gens bestimmtc Vorctellung und 
eventuell sogar ein vollig falsches Bild. Dieses Image fur einc Gogcnd 
oder ein Land abxuklaren, gebort wohl zu den dringendsten und echvierigsten 
Aufgaben der touristicchen Promotion".*
The importance of these non-quantitative factors is not denied, especially 
to those concerned with the marketing of tourism, but it is claimed that 
a quantified socio-economic approach of the type undertaken in this study 
is more valuable, realistic and accurate. It is freely conceded that it 
will have certain deficiencies in so far as some people will have the 
requisite socio-economic characteristics to qualify them as tourists or 
holiday-makers; yet they may simply be happier to stay at home. Lansing 
and Blood** found from their survey that 17% of people who did not travel 
gave as their reason "respondent or other member of the family doesn’t 
like to travel". A further survey in June and July 1966 carried out by 
Travel Research International In. supports their findings.*** To the 
informal question, "How we’d like to know how you feel about vacation 
travel in general, rather than about any one trip; please pick the 
sentence on this card that best describes you", 23% chose "1 don’t mind 
getting sway from home every nor: and then, but I feel perfectly happy 
spending a vacation at home". A further 3% chose "I really don’t like 
to go sway on vacation, but X go along for the sake of others in the 
family". 1% chose "I don’t like to travel on vacation and X manage not to".
* Risch,P, Neue Entwicklungen In den touristischen Markforschung und Werbung, 
Zeitscnrift fur Fremdenverkehr, Ho.2, 1965, pp. 48-49.
Translation: "Every country, and to a smaller extent every region, conjures 
up in the mind of the foreigner a preconceived opinion, a very false picture. 
To clarify the image of a region or a country is the most urgent and 
difficult task of tourist promotion*"
** Lansing, John B and Blood, Dwight H, OF.CIT., p.II.
ft** Travel Research International Inc., Vacation Travel Attitude Survey,
An original research project jointly sponsored by Air Travel Magazine, 
American Airlines, Eastern Airlines, National Geographic and Transworld 
Airlines, June 1967.,
Uhile the attitude of the 23% may he the consequence of the individual 
.rationalising his inability to take a vacation, when it is in fact' due 
to other causes, such as shortage of money, the 4% do appear to have a 
definite hostility to vacation travel.
Intangible attitudes like these may not receive sufficient weight in an 
analysis of this type. But given 'the necessity to forecast and the 
possibility of identifying, the many determinants which can be quantified, 
this deficiency is freely acknowledged.
In addition to such intangibles, there are many circumstances which may 
affect the individual*-© holiday .behaviour when a limited .time period is 
analysed. For example, temporary illness# special demand© by hi© job, 
abnormal financial circumstances, or moving into a new house may remove ■ 
the individual from the holiday market for a specif led period of time.
These determinants will also be ignored, since their frequency distribution 
over the whole population, should change little over time*
For all the above reason©, the search for determinants of demand for 
accommodation away from home for non- uciness reasons confined to 
brocwl socio-economic variables which,
1 best explained the different behaviour patterns of individual©
2 were easily quantified
3 were susceptible of reasonably reliable forecasts
4 emerged as important in the historical analysis.
vortuuately,. these requirements coincided to a certain extent with.the 
data which were available# though considerable reliance was placed on 
data based on US experience, little apology is made for this as the USA 
has already achieved most of the socio-economic targets which the United 
Kingdom can reasonably aspire to by 1930, namely a high and increasing 
level of personal disposable income, a rapid expansion in the number of 
private cars, an increase in the average length of holidays with pay and 
a sustained growth in population. Indeed, reliance on American data is 
the only way to compensate for the lack of UK. data. "Nationally mid
regionally * there is little comprehensive analytic data about the holiday 
sector - its output, changes in the pattern of demand and supply, its 
impact on other sectors of the economy".
The two principal sources of data used in this section arc the Annual 
Reports of the British National Travel Survey, raid the studios of the ■ 
Outdoor Recreation ■ ■ Resources Review Commission in America.
Toe British national Travel Survey is a regular series.of studies of 
British holiday-makers carried out by the British Travel Association 
since 1951* The surveys are based on interviews with nationally 
representative samples of adults aged 16 and ovef and are carried out 
by Social Surveys (Gallup Foll)Z£d* They are planned .by the ETA Research 
Department in co-operation- with members of the Association and Gallup Foil.
The Outdoor Recreation-Resources Review Conniesion was created in the USA 
by the Act of June 28 1958 (Public Law 85-470, 72 ntat.238). The task 
assigned to the Commission was to seel: out answers to the following - 
questions:
1 What are the recreation wants and needs of the American people now 
and what trill they be in the years 1976 and 20002
2 what are the recreation resources of the Nation available.'to fill . ’ 
those needsf
3 What.policies and progresses should be recommended to ensure ‘that the 
needs of the present and future are adequately and efficiently ssetf
Wo are in urgent need of a similar commission to answer these three 
questions for the UR* Cur need is in fact more pressing owing to the 
much higher population density m d  the pressure of frustrated demand 
that already exists, lot alone that which will exist at the turn of 
the century*
■ Some of the GEERC reports contain data on recreation which involves 
■ staging away from, home, and look at the factors which affect demand 
for such accommodation*
&Swth. West Economic Planning Council, Region with & Future, BM50# 
November 1967, p&208.
These two main source© are supplemented by several others in the 
separate sections * end £mm them it is possible to piece together the 
/socio-economic profile of the holiday-maker -md the ncm-aoliday-iaskor, 
and to relate the eocio-econoaie profile of the holiday-maker to the 
type of holiday he is likely to take*
.in composing this profile, and having regard to the historical analysis 
m d  to the requirements of the forecasts s m m  determinant© were 
discovered which were the most significant ia this respect* Tide is 
not to say that there are not other©! indeed# some have already been 
mentioned* however* it wan found that by' including more than the seven, 
very little was added to the explanation of different behaviour patterns# 
and the data on which such additional explanations were based becase 
increasingly unreliable.
The seven determinants selected, in alphabetical order were: age,
income, length of paid holiday, lifc-cycle stage, occupation# ownership 
of a motor vehicle, and terminal level of education.
As will be seen, some of these determinants arc more important than ■ 
others. The three identified in the historical analysis - incomes 
length .of paid holiday and ownership of a motor vehicle (mobility) - 
ate the most crucial ones, m d  -accordingly receive most attention in 
the demand analysis and forecast# others, such as occupation and 
terminal level of education confirm the effects of some of the other 
determinants rather than create totally new effects themselves.
The relative importance of the determinants has also altered over time; 
between the wars, increase in income and paid holidays were infinitely 
more important in. influencing holiday behaviour than increased car- 
ownership* whereas am? this is less true, especially if one is examining 
the behaviour of those already in the market. Almost as instant at 
the d m e t m m m m  of demand are the deterrents to demand* at »cr than 
devote a separate section to deterrents, they are examined in the 
appropriate sections o£ determinants, i*e* the effect of income is 
looked at both from the point of view of h m  a shortage of it keeps 
people out of the market as well as how enough of it puts them in*
The influence end effect of these variables will of course be examined 
in detail in each section, in this introductory section therefore their- 
©Flection will be briefly explained.and justified.
Both British and American surveys have shown that the age of the 
individual is a key determinant of his holiday behaviour. In its 
review of the 1966 British National Travel Survey, the Research 
' Deportment of the British Travel. Association make, this comments 
"Clearly* Kmr'holiday-srfiers contain.*, the.oldest section of the 
eess2i*aityn#ft In.feet that year, 31% of non-holiday-makers wettover 
65, although under 12%.of the ©ample.was in this age bracket. The 
age .of the individual also determines' to & certain extent the. type of 
holiday he takes. Cor exasgfte*■21% of those who took a camping holiday 
in 1966 ware between 16 . and 20 but this age group comprised only 7% of 
the sample. '■
lSA experience confirms that ago is an important determinant;
"Activity shows come decline with age, despite a tendency for older 
people to have more leisure time",** The Vacation Travel Attitude 
Survey reported that of those who had. not taken a ■holiday in the last 
two yearir#*12p attributed this to bad health, or old age.
Another important reason for including age is that it is' easier to 
forecast the age structure of the.UK population than, for example,
'die income structure in 1980. . A forecast which is haded on a 
relationship with age will therefore be more robust than one which 
ignored such a relationship.
Income is one of the classical determinants of social and economic 
behaviour, and this is especially true of demand for accomodation.
The historical analysis establishes this; and on page loi it was shown 
that in 1939, 901 of those earning- over £4 a week could afford a 
holiday, but only just over one third of those earning under £4 could 
afford one. In 1955, expense was given as the reason why 29% of the 
population did not take a holiday away from home.***
* British - National Travel Survey# 1966, OP.GIT.* p. 11.
z w w m  Study Report, Bo, 20, 0F.CIT., p.23
British Travel Association^-Rolxdcys in 1955 (Results of bUIA Survey) 1956*
This represented aa Increase of-2% over the comparable figure -for 1951* 
■More recently, ;ia the report of the 1966 British National .Travel' Survey, 
the BTA Research Department made 'this comments "Clearly, non-holxday- 
makers contain the poorest,*, section of the community". The 
following year the same point was made: **holiday-makers in Britain are 
likely to have a rather higher., « .level of income • than the population 
as -a whole”.ft*
The selection of -income -as’ a maajor determinant is also justified by 
'reference to the OlEiC study report which'concludes that
“income-and- tbs - availability of a paid vacation are by far the most 
•important determinants of outdoor recreation away from home".
Xhn"Vacation Travel Attitude Survey reinforces this-conclusion:■ 
of those "who had not taken, a holiday in the last two years, 22% gave 
as the reason that’they couldn’t afford to just now’, and 9% said 
they had ’ ..ther uses for the money’.
In view of the possibility of substantial rises in income by 1980#, 
the"impli£ations of this on demand for accommodation should be 
carefully assessed. ■■
Length of paid holiday needs -little justification for its inclusion 
m  :&a-important determinant. Reference has already been'made to its 
importance in'-the historical analysis and elsewhere in the OBREC report 
-Ho#20 -it -is stated that* - "Uhefcher-or not- the head of - the family in 
entitled to a paid vacation is a major factor affecting the 
-probability that-the head and his wife m i l  take a vacation trip”.****
In view of its importance it is unfortunate that the more recent BKTS
give no information about thin. The 1955 survey showed that "16% of
those with paid holidays take holidays away from home, the remaining
ft British national Travel Survey, 1966,.OF.CIT., p.11
•ftftBritish National Travel Survey,.1967, TP.CIT., p.6
•ftftft OERBD Study Report Ho*20, OF#SIT*, p.50 
ftftftft .©BERC Study.Report l?o*20, QF.CIT*, p.39
44% do not go mmy. Sisco the laajotity of • those who did sot go m m j  
on holiday named expense m  the stain reason for having to stay at homo, 
the impact of holidays with.pay is .particularly-, interesting* . Of • those 
who had no paid holidays, 671 stayed at tanae”**
It will he shown that the UK lags 'behind most -European 'countries In 
the provision of holidays with pay—- as it lias since the .1930* s. the 
Implications of this gap being narrowed therefore deserve careful 
lamination ftress the point of view of the accensaodation industry*
the Xi£e~sycle stage attained by an individual ~ which Is distinct 
from' his ,ags ^ imposes important parameters on. his holiday behaviour* 
la particular the presence cad age of children lias a marked influence 
on the type of holiday taken, the- choice of accommodation,'-end the 
distance travailed* whether -m individual is singlo or marMlld also 
affects his type of holiday. Since the household, rather than the 
individual, is so often the decision-making unit ac far as. holidays 
arc concerned, mid holidays are traditionally a family, affair, the 
national life-cycle pattern is an important influence on demand for. 
holiday accommodation*
She occupation of the head of the household is an Important determinant 
although its effect may to a certain extent be the seme as that of the 
income of the head of the household, and the length of'Ms. paid holiday 
Significant changes- in the pattern of occupation have been forecast, 
in .particular an increase in the percentage in the professional and 
technical categories, and a. reduction .in the clerical and manual 
categories*^ The less formal hours worked by the various types of 
occupation will h a w  Implications on the holiday pattern, ,md these 
implications may not be reflected by changes in income or length of 
paid vacation. In addition to suhstanti&teng trends based on other 
factors, the effect of occupation, which is relatively well~docummfc@d» 
is a determinant worthy of examination in its aim right* ■ •
* British Travel Association.,- holidays i» 1*55, OP.MI*, p. 12
** Leicester, Colin, Jtipre.,. s Survey of Career Prospects in the Year 
2000, Cambridge University, seceaber■1968*
ownership of a car is one of the most important determinants of 
behaviour of the individual;# m c &  he is in the holiday market, and 
the implications of mobility for the accomodation industry wore 
analysed in the historical analysis and have been examined by several 
commentators. - **This last stage in the development of mass recreation 
has been the product of several influences, such as paid holidays, 
reduction in hours worked, and continuing rise in real incomes | bub 
the single factor which more than any other has fostered this trend 
(towards active recreation) ~ and in particular* the growing incursion 
of the' townsman into- the countryside ~ has been the growth of the 
number of private cars In Crest Britain?- The same point Is made in-■ 
more detail by Anthony Hem, ”by the end ©£ 1966 it was safely assumed 
that 24 million people would have spent at least a day at an English 
seaside resort* Certainly, around 15 million of these would,have done 
their liolidaymakiag by car* The enormous mobility represented by such 
figures is changing the pattern of holidayvmaking even as 1 write”. **
The effect on the accommodation market has been touched on by C. Draper, 
uShc cause of most of the current difficulties is the motor car*
A hundred years ago, the railways ’opened up’ die coast to large 
sections of the population to whom It had previously■been Inaccessible# 
but'the resultant changes were more or less confined to the immediate 
vicinity of the railway station”.*** The second transport revolution 
has made everywhere accessible by road a potential overnight stopping 
point for the motorist*
trperienc© In the USA Implies that-the UK has some way to go before 
s&turatioii point of car~otfner&li£p Is reached. 80% of American families 
use the car tm their holiday# *m opposed to 671 in the UK. 1m 1967*.
* Burton,PA A Wibberlcy,!^# O u t d o o r HI.f-fePPJlHSSSl^it 
«ye College, 1967, p.I*
** Hern# Anthony, 0P.C1T., p.196.
*** Itoketljag. and tshs Bri.fcj.efc ^ m e l ^  Bw&fetre, 3EA School of Marketing*
The appropriate section of this study - shows the marked effects that 
car ownership has on the holiday pattern of the individual# and the 
implication© of the growth in car ownership were explained as long ego 
as 1938# nThe automobile has caused the hotel manager further grief 
in the last thirty years by completely changing the character of demand 
for shelter and food, ho longer is the traveller United to the hotels 
Within ’coaching*. Msfcance of the railways’*.*
Finally, die effect of the individual*g teraisat level of -education 
Is examined. Tie historical. - analysis revealed links between education 
levels and dcsaac** for accommodation and in she Vacation Travel Attitude 
. Surveyit was shown that there a correlation between;' whether or not 
m  individual hM attended collage and tils desire for vacation travel# 
Indifferentv .travellers are characterised' mainly bp lack" of formal 
education (261 failed to- finish high school as' coaparod with 171 mx. »
*active1 and *would be*)# The collage-graduate is more likely to want' 
to travel abroad# and the income and paid vacation effect- has been 
removed in this survey by telling the respondents to assume that he 
had both adequate tine and financial resources# ' Travel to Europe was 
significantly higher among graduates# as it also was to' the Far East** -;.
T m  British national Travel Survey also reveals that the ‘individual's '•' 
level-of education' influences his entry into the holiday market*#*
■ though' it was .not able to isolate other effects in'-the same way* The 
improvement in the average level of education in this country is 
therefore likely to have implications for the accommodation, industry# - 
■albeit negative ones, by stimulating interest in other countries and 
cultures# and increasing the ability of the - individual to learn foreign 
languages and to reduce prejudices and fear of travel.
These are the main determinants, though come are more important than 
others. The determinants chosen are confirmed as being the most . 
important ones by a report on ’Recreation and Tourism in the Loch 
Lomond Area”#**- This report identified education, occupation# incests
Carlaon# Albert F> Recreation Industry in Hew Hampshire, Lconomic
Geography, Vol. 14* 1938* n*:i5,
British Rational Travel Survey, 1967* CF.CIT* Table 25* p.27 
University of Glasgow* A Report on Recreation and Tourism in the 
Loch Losond Area”. June 1968, pp.9-14.
personal transport, .and hours of work and holidays as the relevant factors 
Influencing desand for recreation and tourism, ".'he determinants selected 
in this study arc also comparable-vith the list of ten determinants selected 
by Arthur J). little Inc. in their study* ’Tourism and Recreation,• and 
reproduced in Table XVI.
s s & s s
Factors
: and Participation In Outdoor ^creation
Factor Influence on Participation
Income ' . Positively related
Education’of head ; Positively related
Occupation of head ' P^ositively related to status of head
Paid vacation ’ 4 Positively related
Urbanisation negatively 'related
Region West and North Central More active
Age of head Negatively related
Life cycle Negatively related to child
. . impedance and age
Race Non-whites less active
Sex Hales sore active
Four of Arthur B. VLlttle* s factors have been excluded i sex has’been 
excluded because forecasts- show- that the ration of men to women in 19BO 
is not going to vary significantly from- today#s ratio.**. Females as a 
percentage of total mid-year population in 1968 ware 51.12%. The forecast 
for 1980 is.50.59%,- m d  this fractionally smaller share will have no - 
significant effect on the forecast of demand for accommodation. Race has 
also been excluded, partly because there arc no UK data on .any difference 
in holiday behaviour to reinforce American data, and partly because non- 
whites account for a much smaller percentage of the population in the UK. 
Fhc other two factors left out of the demand analysis arc locational ones, 
.here there, are reasons for thinking that US experience might not be 
applicable to the UK* and.where comparable data in the UK are absent.
* Arthur B. Little Inc., OF.LIT.t Table 5-2, p.64
fcfc’New Contribution to Economic Statistics1# Fourth series, Table 3* p*39,
The relationship between the increase in suburbanization in the UK and 
demand for ecccmodation is not well documented * but there are signs that 
the increased population expected in the UK will be concentrated in the 
suburban areas, and studies suggest that the inhabitants of such areas are 
core frequent users of accommodation away from home than either city 
dwellers or rural inhabitants. The family expenditure surveys for 1959 
and 1964, for example* both chow that those who live in large urban areas 
spend core than those living in Central London or in rural districts on 
accommodation away from home. However* because locational factors such as 
these are not examined in the British National Travel Survey* there is no 
separate section in this study on their effects. Reference is simply made 
at this stage to their likely Influence combined with a request for them 
to be included in future travel surveys*
Problem of auto-correlation
The problem of auto-correlation is one that surrounds any analysis of an 
activity that has more than one motivation. It is likely that soma 
determinantc of demand for accommodation will be inter-related. If this 
Is the case, how can one claim that one determinant is responsible for one 
particular aspect of social behaviour?
Fortunately* soma of the ORRRC reports have overcome this difficulty by 
the technique of multivariate analysis* This technique holds constant 
^11 the determinants being examined except one* and examines the implica­
tions of changes in this residual determinant on demand. Applied to 
isolating the effect of income on-demand for holiday accommodation* for 
example, it would examine the behaviour of individuals with the same 
terminal level of ctducation* the tsams type of occupation* the, same length 
of paid holidays, etc., but with different incomes in order to derive the 
true income effect.
Nhilc US data can be analysed in this way, the UK data cannot, so the 
conclusions based on multivariate analysis need to be treated with a 
measure of caution.
The determinants are now looked at in turn, and each of the seven 
sections contains a summary of that section*e conclusions. Finally, 
w.the conclusions of all seven sections are sunned up and analysed.
THE EFFECT OF ACE GH EEMED FOR ACOT2SQMTXOU AUAY FROM K)HE
One reason why it is important to assess the effect of age on demand for 
accomodation away fro a homo in because the age structure of the population 
is easier to forecast than the income structure, or indeed the pattern of 
car ownership, paid holidays end many other determinants. Furthermore, 
the age structure of the UK population will be changing over the decade in 
question and this may have significant repercussions on the accommodation 
market. Any forecast must therefore take account of the effect of ago, 
both to’be reliable as a forecast and to be of assistance to the industry..
Data os age of holiday-makers are available and'the analysis is not’ 
handicapped by lack of basic material. It is also possible to compare 
demand for accomodation by the different age groups in USA with. demand.' 
by the dams age groups in the UK to broaden the base.
The principal difficulty in assessing the effect of age has already been 
mentioned; it is that of isolating the effect of age from that of income.
A cross-sectional analysis of the propensity to seek accomodation away 
from home by a number of people in different age bauds might indicate that 
the older they were, the more likely they were to generate such demand.
The conclusion that there was a direct causal relationship between age 
and propensity to sack accommodation would not necessarily follow if, for 
example, m  people grew older they also grew richer. In this case, one 
might find that the variations in propensity were better explained by 
variations in income chan by variations in age. This Is a problem which 
makes the' analysis of holiday behaviour of the over 65fs especially 
difficult, when one has to deduce whether any drop in participation is 
the effect of lower incomes or old age.
Another similar difficulty concerns•the isolation of the age effect from 
the closely related lifc-eycle effect. A cross-sectional analysis might 
■reveal a sharp rise in propensity to stay away from hone between the age 
of 40 and 45. Ihis might be due to children growing up and leaving hose, 
and thereby releasing their parents from direct parental supervision; the' 
parents might .than choose to use this spare tine for travel. This would 
not be.an income effect, nor an age effect - it would not apply to bachelors, 
spinsters* :Or chiMless-couples - but a life-cyele effect.
The ideal method of -dealing-with these difficulties i© the use of -muiti-: 
vsriafce analysis, and 'it £0'unfortunate: that the British National Travel 
Surveys are-not presented in such'a way as to make this possible.
Information- it-indeed available on the age of'holiday-makers and 'non- 
holiday-makers, and'on-their- incomes and stages of life cycle, but' one - 
cannot derive from these tables the incomes of people in.the different'" 
age groups, or the stage in the life cycle reached by the people in the 
different income groups, ne cannot therefore examine how people with tlie 
same income., bjit of different ages, vary in their holiday behaviour*, anti 
no multivariate analysis is therefore possible. It would be of enormous 
assistance to those carrying out research if the data on holidays were’ 
presented in this way, but meanwhile, to make good this deficiency, 
reference will be-made later to the American Outdoor Recreation Resources 
ReStiew Commission*s studies, where such an analysis is possible*•
The Effect of Age on Entry into'the Holiday Market
The figures below are derived from the 1967 British National Travel Survey,*'
* British National Travel Survey, 1967, wP.CIT.* Table 34, p.6
table m i
Relationship Between Age m d  Propensity to Take a Holiday
Lasting Four Rights or More Avar from Home
3gc Percentage of age group Percentage of age. group
taking a holiday -not taking a holiday
16-20 62 38
21-2& 56 44
23-2f 56 44
30-34 60 40 -
35-44 61 ' 39
45-49 55 45
50-34 60 40 .
55-24 58 42
65* 42M' jQfcu4hi .irtiJn”- 58
All age groups 55*3 : 44*5
Apart from the oldest age groups9 ell the other ones lie within 6|£ of 
the mean# The over 651;; are 135% below this ncan, and participate to a 
significant!y lower extent in holidays away from home* Also significant 
is the drop in participation from 62% to 561 between the age groups 16-20 
and 21-24*
While the British national Trawl Survey is the only national survey with 
data on the effect of age as a determinant of demand for accommodation away 
from home, it can be usefully supplemented by some regional studies to 
reinforce the conclusions it i m p l i e s *
one such source is the ^Survey of Scottish Tourism1 Based on a large- 
scale postal survey of individuals cm the electoral register, it does not 
contain direct information on the 16-. 0 age group* The definition of a 
holiday is the same as in the Biitish Rational Travel Survey and, apart 
from the difference in dates„ a comparison of the two is both possible 
and legitimate.
* Hunt,Audrey, ,;F*CIT.
The following table, derived from the Scottish Survey, confirms the 
falling off in propensity to take holidays in the highest age group, and 
the relative evenness in holiday participation in the other age groups,
M LI f S
drppensity_ of Hon”Scottish Hesiclcnts^  to Take_ Holidays '
..jtoray tram ^3^%®
jV c
1964 Holidays 21-29, 30-44 _45y A) 604-• 1j* j ‘fr
Hone ' 29.9 ■ 30.3 31*0 . 51.1
At least one 70.1 69.7 69,0 48*9
Total 100 100 100 100
Propensity of^  Scottieh^Tmt?M&nts^ fcp^ take llplldafs,
Away from Home, by Age
'.Of)I
19 64_ Hp lidays ■ 21y29^
* Vj£
30yb4 45-59 60*
Hone 42./ 35., 32.6 78.3
At least one 57.3 65., 67.4 21.7
Total 100 100 100 100
The variation* in the Biddle age groups between £he .Scots and residents 
elsewhere is not great. but in the outer age groups it is more marked, 
and is probably an income effect. A ' 'Survey of Buying Power** showed 
that disposable expenditure in Scotland was lower than for the rest of 
the United Kingdom* another reason suggested for the difference is that 
the attractions of Scottish resorts are inadequate to lure from home 
young and old people, who are unable to afford the expense of a holiday 
further afield, ddc is confirmed by other tables in the Scottish 
Survey showing that, while 9.1% of holiday-makers elsewhere in the United 
Kingdom were in the 16-20 age group, only 5*1% of holiday-makers in 
Scotland were of this age.
* Comart Research Ltd., A, Sugray, of Buying. !£K£H> August 1967
The ’National Recreation Survey1* gives the incidence of holiday taking
inin live different age groups* The following-table is derived from it:
TABJ^jgs
'ropensity of Americans to take h holiday, by age 
Percentage taking a Holiday
& £
12-17
18-24
23-14
45-64
654-
Male Female
All
71
54
58
33.
40-
56
79
69
60
71
38/
83
The Rational.Recreation Survey does not define a holiday (or vacation)*
Tut the average length of holidays on which the above table was based 
was 10 days away from hone and.short trips were excluded* so the table 
is broadly comparable to Table XVII*- It is interesting .to note that the 
British National Travel Survey, figure of 55% of their sample taking holidays 
is not far from the average of about 60% for Americans„ Table XIX also 
shows the higher than average participation rate of the.youngest age- 
group* confirming the implications of-Table XVII.
It is possible to compare the incidence of holiday-making in three age- 
groups. .in the two countries where, the'age bands of the two samples .are 
the same; Table. XX shows, how similar it is:
M E .
oaparisen of brijtish_ppd^ /^ ricsxi^  Propensities^ to^  take^  Holidays 
By age
^a. ♦
Bins ORRI’C
25-44
45-64
65*
60 59
62
39
58
42
* 0REEC Study Report Ho. 19* CP*CXI** Table 5*38 -64
The ORRRC report suggests that the reason for the low participation rate 
by the over 65*s in America Is that ".'.any older persons have low retire­
ment incomes*1 * Hie forecast will look in detail at the likely trends in 
retirement incomes in the UK to cover this point. This may explain part 
of the differential* but the average expenditure by the over 65Ts on 
vacations in America was only 46 dollars * and it seems most unlikely that 
this sun was beyond the reach of over 60% of Americans over 63. Evidence 
from another ORBKC report lends support to the hypothesis that old age in 
itself is a barrier to taking a holiday away from: home. t?Xhe relationship 
between age and participation in outdoor activities is therefore of' 
particular interest* The relationship is a sharp and striking one*
Using a scale score of five as the dividing point,* and looking at the 
figures for those people who have scores of five and higher, we see that 
these figures vary directly from 771 of the youngest age group (18-24) 
who have these high scores, to the 221 of the oldest age group (65 and more)* 
The multivariate analysis shows that of all the factors analysed here, age 
has by far the strongest relation to outdoor recreation. These results 
may be seen as a reflection between age and physical capacity. Since many 
of the eleven activities that make up the activity scale are not overtly 
strenuous and are within the capacity of the people, the decline in 
activity tends to be more gradual until the age of 55-64 is -reached, when 
there is a moststrikiag drop in the number that engage In these activities 
to even & noderate extent* But even, in this age range,, some of the 
activities are still within the limits of physical powers* so that It is 
not until the age of 63 that an appreciable portion of the population' 
engage in no activity at all**.**
These conclusions are dram from a survey of the extent to which people 
of different egos gwm icipate in outdoor activities. This is of course 
not the same as participation in holidays away from borne„ and one could 
argue that non-participation in swimming could be a feature of the over 
65*0, without implying that the same age group did not take holidays.
* According to the extent <of participation in outdoor recreation activities* 
people were allocated -a score ranging from 0 to 2*v ;MR0 Study Report 
Ko*20, tP.CXT.* p.b.
** ORBRC Study Report Ho.20* OP.CIT., p.15.
But if one examines the extent to which participation in the non-active 
outdoor recreations varies between age groups, it is clear that old people 
participate even in these to a lesser extent, i or example, driving for 
pleasure, picnicking and fishing are activities which make the minimum 
demand on the individual’s physical capacity and his purse, certainly no 
more than holidays. The relevant tables showing that participation in 
these activities decreases with age are reproduced in Appendix ITT.
Hie multivariate analysis carried out by the OERRG showed that differences 
in income,- education, length of paid holiday, place, of residence, ate., 
could not satisfactorily explain these different--participation rates#
The age of the participant was the single most-satisfactory determinant*
Just an it Is clear that advancing age is a major deterrent to recreational 
activities, even those of a non~*sttenuous type costing very little, so one 
can conclude that similar considerations would preclude participation in 
holidays away from home.
Other American surveys confirm the reduced participation in holiday-talcing 
by the relatively elderly and throw light on possible environmental factors. 
The Vacation Travel Attitude Survey* shows that while 35% of their sample
were over 50, this age group accounted for 40% of all 1indifferent
travellers*. In ,5'.he Changing Travel Market"** the barriers which impede- 
travel and vacation taking are identified* ’’Poor health and physical 
limitations associated with age keep many people at. home* is one of the 
conclusions. A survey was conducted by the authors on this subject, asking 
for reasons why people did not travel. 9% gave ill-health and old age as
the reason. Once cost had been eliminated as a deterrent, (this was the
most frequent reason given) ill health and old age increased to 16% of all 
reasons, the most commonly given reason after shortage of time. Lancing 
and Blood are non-committal on the reasons for older people travelling less. 
“There are subtle questions, however, as to whether the decline lias to do 
with reduced physical powers, decrease in Income associated with retirements 
or psychological withdrawal*1.*** Later on, they substantiate their position.
- Travel Research International, Inc., oP.CXT. p.2 
** Lansing, John B, and Blood ,3>vight M, QP.CIT. p#10. 
*** IBID, p.12.
r'Old age is a powerful deterrent to travel. That the proportion of adults 
who take no trip in a year increases with age is clearly shown in the 
following tabulation":*
Age '
18-24 
25-34 
35-44 
45-54 
55-64 
654- 
All
Even the minimal amount of physical exertion is too much for many old 
people. Tut old age of course can mean more than physical incapacity. 
People of different ages have different interests and ways of life, and 
these will also affect the holiday-taking habits, Today*:, older generation 
is not conditioned or accustomed to annual loiidays in the way that the 
younger generation is. Young ppople are now acquiring holiday experiences' 
which their parents could not have enjoyed, and this may mean that their 
behaviour in old age will be different. It is therefore important at this 
stage to make the distinction between non-participation by the elderly in 
holidays for physical reasons, and non-participation by the same age-group 
for environmental reasons* This distinction is important for the forecasts 
•os it would be a mistake to extrapolate participation rates on the 
assumption that physical reasons were the only deterrents for the elderly*
TABLE^  aXI
^^ticp£.aticnJin^^Xripa^ay^ frora Home by American Adults, by age
Percentage of Adults Percentage of Adults
who took no trip who took no trip
in 1965 in 1962
34 34
'34 31
34 26
40 32
44 36
39 .. 51 .
35 . 34
If the effect of old age Is to reduce demand for accommodation awnv from 
borne, the evidence points to the opposite conclusion concerning those in 
the younger ager*. roups.
The British National Travel Survey showed that the highest propensity to 
take a holiday away from home was exhibited by those in the 16-20 age-group* 
In so far m  some of those in this age-group are continuing their formal 
education, this will provide them with the opportunity to take a holiday 
in their vacations* To the extent that many of the others have entered 
employment hut are not yet married nor encumbered with children or house- 
purchase, they will be freer to go away on.holiday. This increased 
participation is therefore partly an ege-effect ~ younger people being more 
likely still to be at school - end partly a life-cycie effect. But there 
is also a further' age-effect which will-be examined in the second half of 
this section on age* because of their age, they are able to tolerate 
standards of contort less acceptable to the mddle-aged, and to reduce the 
cost of entering the holiday market* This point was noted in 1Holiday 
Mailing and the Holiday Trades** "The young do break free* They sample the 
new opportunities - foreign travel or camping - or go off on their own, 
walking or bycycling' far from the crowds*,* The point is that young people 
can rough it where the married man cannot, bo he is easy to accommodate 
cheaply mud has ■ & tmch wider variety of choice as to how and where he will 
spend hie holiday41.
la between these two extremes, age in itself has little effect on entry 
into the market for accommodation away from homo.
The evidence would therefore indicate that the effect of age in' determining 
whether or not m  individual enters the holiday market is as follows i old 
age is a barrier to.participation. This is not entirely due to the 
operation of factors other than age, partly because of the almost identical 
incidence of non-holiday talcing in the over 65* s in the USA, although real 
incomes there are considerably higher, and partly because the OEERC 
multivariate analysis shows that low rates of participation in non- 
strenuous leisure, time activities by the over 65 ’ e cannot be attributed 
to other socio-economic factors. Tills is confirmed by another multivariate
* Brunner, I 1k~u  &fch, OP*TIT*.,. p*I2
analysis * which examined the socio-economic factors vhick best explain 
the different participation rates in vacations, “Age of the family head 
seems to be unrelated to vacation travel# except that the older age 
groups travel.somewhat-less frequently than the larger group aged 25-o4*V: "
Youth# on the otter hand* acts as an incentive to entry to the market# 
because.of increased opportunities for those still farthering their 
education# minimal family crrrAtmaats and less expensive accommodation ~ 
requirements*'' The ehattgirc at e structure of the population could there­
fore have wide replications for tte holiday market*
®S. Effect J i
Bata from the British national Travel- Survey have been-analysed to see how 
the main holidays spent in Orm t  Britain by people .of different ages vary. 
Of particular interest to this study are the data showing how types of 
accommodation chosen vary according to the age of the respondents* Three 
years* data have been used to increase the cample cisc.«*
JABLE_mi
Type of Accommodation Used for Main OB Holiday
Awayu from Hosas^  By....Ago of. Epsppndent19G5yl9S/;:
I Spending Soma Time in 
Licensed Hotel© and Motels
Age of Respondent 1965 1966 1967 Ayersje
16-10 8 6 11 8
21-24 18 ■ 9 16 14
25-29 12 11 10 11
30-34 8 9 10 9
35-44 12 12 13 12
45-49 17 17 21 18
50-54 > ) 20 )
55-64 18^ 2Qy 20
20^
.65* 16 18 17 17
.-s, ^ .y, ^ ft, ^
 ^0B1RC Study Report Ho* 20# 0P-.C1T., p. 40
**Briti&h Rational Travel Survey# 1965* 1966* 1967^‘ IP,GIT. Table 17, p. 11, 
Table 24* p. IS, Table 29* p*$* (These references apply to supplementary 
tables commissioned by the Kohler Research Fellowship)
% Spending Some Time In 
 ^Unlicensed^ c*
-J&of JRjpjapendent. 1965 1966_ 1967 Average
16-20 r>2 16 17 18
21-24 24 26 19 ;-''23.
■25-29. 28 20 15 21
30-34 . 22 18 17 19
35-44 .. ' ' 28 25 ■ 24 ■ ■ ■ 28 •
45-49. 24 34 33 29
50-54 ■
53-64
34)
)
31)
>
27
28
3i).'
)
654- 33 26 28 29
. % Spending Some Tine in
Y£$l*. i :P!PiP3fL
Age of Respondeat 1965yUSbv* 1966 1967 Ay&z&ge
16-20 IS 19 21 19
21-24 25 21 33 26
25-29 28 22 23 24 .
30-34 27 25 20 26
35-44 21 20 16 19
45-43 22 22 21. 22
50-54
55-44
654-
>
26)
)
37
>
23)
)
41
27
24
39
>
25)
)
39
% Spending Some Tima in 
Holiday Camps
Age a£ Respondent 1365
»» *r
1966 1967 Average
16-20 11 11 10 11
21-24 6 9 7
25- 9 4 8 12 8
30-34 7 7 6 7.
35-44 6 7 8 7
65-49
#*" *% ?* A
5 4 6
4
■5
50-54
55-64
65*
5 5 
6
~)
) -
3
6
4 i
% Spending Stmm Tim 
___  filing. . ,, . I
Age of Respondent 1965 , 1% 6_ 1967 Average
16-20 , 12 ’-■ \ - 14 13 13
21-24 6 S 4 5
.25-29. ■ 1 . ' 4 5 4
30-34, 6 4 7 6 ■
35-44 S 7 5 7
45-49 ■ 1 ■4 2 • • • 3 .
■4. .50-54
55“ 44
>j)
" *')" ■'
2?' ' • 
. )
0
i
2?)
65* ' ' 0 ' ' 0 1 o’
i v .
% Spending Soma Tims in 
Caravans
Age of Respondent 1963_ • ■ 1M 6 ' 1967 Average
16-20 15 19 ISs- 10
21-24 12 15 12 13
25-29 23 17 16 19 ■ •
30-34 16 20 21 ■’ ..19...
35-46 17 20 19 IS
45-49 21 13 10 -18 , ;
50-54' 
55-04
■ 9> " 
4>
I3> 16
9
ui
)
65* *£»■: ■ sr1 4 ■ &:
2 Spending Some Time in 
,r %puthr Ilosteis i w.:.. ■
1965 1966 1967 Average
16-20 3 4 3 3
21-24 1 1 2 1
25-29 1 1 0 1
30-34 1 1 0 1
35-44 0 0 0 0 , .
45-49 0 0 0 0 ■
' . 50-54 '.' 
- 55-64
■ 0>
v  ■
q)
) .
0
0 °)
65* 0 0 0 0
7 Spending So&e Tina on 
I-onte or Cruises (in GB)
Age of Ecopondcnt 1965 1966 1967 Average
16-20 1 2 2 Z
21-24 0 3 1 1
25-29 1 1 2 1
30-34 0 • 0 ■. 0
35-44 ■ 1 0 1 1
'■'45-49 2 1 0 1
50-54
55-64 1>) 0!)
1 •!
1
!>
h
634- 1 .. • I 0 1
% Spending Some Time in 
Rented Accomodation
Age of Respondent: 1965
♦-• ijmi fru-^
1966 1967 Average
16-20 8 12 6 9
21-24 6 7 10 8
25-29 7 12 9 9
30-34 14 11 16 14
35-44 12 11 15 ■4 13
45-49 6 11 . 10 ■9
50-54
■ 5S-IM4
A>
*)
7)
7)
8
5 s>
65+ 3 3 ■ 5 4
% Spending Some Time 00 
i Faying Guests'
Age of Respondent 1965 . 1966#» -niwJlKi*■*• JL967 Average
16v20 3 2 3 3
21-24 5 0 1 2
25-29 1 2 3 2
■ 30-34 3 2 2 2
33-44 2 .3 2 2
45-49 3 . 2 ■ 3 3
50-54
%> 3>
■ I
2?55-64 n •*> 3 >
65+ 3 2 4. 3
Xlte analysis by ago of those spending some time in ’other accommodation* 
is not included, as it is of little relevance.
The most narked effect which age has on those in the holiday market is 
where a camping holiday is concerned. Camping holidays are most popular 
with the 18-20 year age bracketj apart from a brief resurgence in the 30-44 
age bracket - when the individual’s children are likely to dictate hie . 
choice of accommodation - there is a consistent decline in the popularity 
of camping holidays as the individual grows older. Ihe low participation 
in the older age groups cannot be-explained by the income effect as camping 
holidays are a relatively cheap form of holiday. Average expenditure per 
person on a camping holiday in 1387 was £14, compared with average expenditure 
by all holidaymakers of £19.* A survey of Americans showed that whereas 
402 of respondents mentioned shortage of time as the reason for not camping 
more often, only 101 mentioned shortage of money. The survey-concluded that 
one of the reasons for the popularity of camping was ,rthe economic reason, 
since, to some, a camping vacation enables the family to travel and see the 
country which would otherwise have been prohibited by cost9'.**"1
This pattern confirms what has already been suggested, that the measure of 
physical discomfort which is a accessary concomittant of a camping holiday 
is not acceptable to the older age groups. The higher rate of participation 
by tli© 30-44’n is likely to be a life cycle effect, not an age effect, and 
will be examined in the relevant section.
The popularity of camping with the 16-20 year olds can be' shown in another 
way. While this age group accounted for 71 of main British holiday-makers 
in 1987, it accounted for 241 of those taking camping holidays, ihe effect 
of age as a determinant of demand for camping holidays has been analysed by 
the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission. 11 The youngest age groups 
camp more frequently than others, and the rate declines to a very low rate 
for the 65 year and older group s::<*:v’The following table demonstrates this 
clearly;****
* The British national Travel Survey 19$7, OP.CIT#* Table 11, p.67
■** -0ERRC Study Report Ho#19, 0F.CIT*, p.33
*** OE1E0 Study Report.19, OP.CXT., p.31
**** 0REEC Study Report 19, OP.CIT., Table 1.03.06, p.144
m b d e  m t i
CAWTUGi rcrcent of males 12 years and over participating, 
days of activity per person and days of activity 
per participant daring June/August 1960 by age and sen (USA)
Age Percentage participating Days per Person Days per Participant 
12-17 24 1.31 5.4
18.24 10 0.74 K ' '
25-44 .9 0.41 4,4
45-64 ■ 6 0.49 8,3
85* ■ ■ ■ - 3 0.11 K
% Omitted because of insufficient sample sine
The reasons given by the respondents to the 08KB.C Survey for their choice 
■of camping. as a recreational activity confirm the suggestion that it is 
the element of physical discomfort which deters the older age group, for 
one thousand respondents who camped said that they preferred to rough it 
during a vacation rather than enjoy comfort.-
JA?I£J9?IV
Choice between roughing it on holiday,
. *  -IS?* comfort^  andk *(USA)
Ifcrcantage who gave as preference 
bike to rough ■
bike to rough it it ammtimB Prefer^  comfort
’ .. . <7/»
Otter
I
1*« »
* * *ev
total
%
18^ 24 29 13 48 5 5 100
25-34 35 7 47 6 5 100
35-44 36 7 48 4 5 100
45-54 30 4 53 7 6 100
55-64 21 5 60 5 9 100
65* 17 2 58 5 18 100
It is clear that after the age of 45, there is a sharp decline in the 
proportion of■people-who express a preference for 1roughing it1. One is 
therefore justified in concluding, from this evidence, that there is a 
strong consolation between a carping holiday and the age of some, if not 
all, of the holidayrnakers•
OEIEC Study Report Ho.19, OlVCII*, p.33
"This does not, however, explain the growth in popularity of camping holidays 
at the expense of other types of holidays and it is appropriate at this 
stage to examine other contributing factors, .
Membership of the Camping' Club .'"of Great 'Britain is. a convenient index of 
camping popularity, : , , -Mr ■ C
TABLE .XXV . . / : ^
' Membership of the Camping Clulr of ..Great-Britain ■ / •
Tear, v Heirborship.. ■
1910 820
--1920 X»400 M/--\::
: 1930 . 3,000 . . , ;, .': ,
• 1935 ■ .V°° - . : . . , .'
1950 " , . M. \  .13^00 \ .... '
. .-■ 1960 '■ ■, s i s m o i  . .  -
1967 103,000 .
It would be pleasant to attribute the increased frequency of camping 
holidays to the growing awareness of parents of their children* r> 
requirements, and to a democfafcis&tion -of the holiday-rdeeision -process-,
M'more’likely explanation is that.the growth of car-ownorship -has-made - 
camping holidays more convenient and attractive, 'and; that their. ..cost"-, v. 
competitiveness has drawn holiday^akera . -away • from • -the. moreformal, .type® 
of accommodation, :'
Reference should also be made to technological* improvement in camping 
equipment and accessories, The replacement of ridge tents by framed tents, 
of primus' stoves by butane^gas stoves; the introduction of air-bedsy gas 
lights and compact furniture have reduced soma of the obstacles to camping 
holidays; furthermore, once .the family, has invested in such equipment. 
there is added incentive to use it for their next year*'.; holiday and 
spread the purchase cost over as many holidays no possible.
VJhile these have been the determinants of demand for camping holidays in 
addition to the growing percentage of young people in the population, 
almost as important in the development of camping has boon the supply 
constraint! the shortage (by -European standards) of adequate camping sites 
in the HR. lias undoubtedly deterred many people from taking this type of.
'boliily* and it is quite impossible to measure the extent of this hidden 
demand* Suffice it to say that in Jonerica* where the supply constraints 
are practically non-existent, 24% of those between the age of 12-17 earap' 
in the three summer months for an average of five days* and this incidence 
is far higher than that in the UK* tthilc age is therefore an important 
demand determinant for camping holidayss there are clearly other factors 
at work as well*
Table XXIX allows that the popularity of caravanning holidays decreases 
once the age of SO is reached, and holiday camps also become less popular 
as the holiday maker grows older.
Holiday camp© are primarily geared to attracting families with young 
children* so part of their popularity may he due to a lifc-eycl© effect* 
-Caravanning shares some of the disadvantages of comping as far m  old 
people are concerned, though modern developments in caravan design are 
improving this* One other tentative conclusion that could he drawn to 
explain the unpopularity of these forms of accomodation with older* people 
is that, since both caravanning and holiday camps are relatively new forms 
of holidays, it is unlikely that the older section of the community will 
have experienced them in their childhood* If Childhood holiday experience 
influences one*© subsequent holiday behaviour, this may also explain why 
these newer forms of holiday accommodation are less popular with older 
people* One might not therefore aspect the next generation of old people 
to have a similar resistance, as- their childhood holiday patterns are more 
likely to include this type of accomodation. This tentative conclusion 
is supported by the 0K3RC** nT m  survey suggests that widespread experience 
with outdoor recreation now will moan that in the future older people will 
have higher participation rates than those of today”.
On the other hand, the incidence of holidays spent in licensed hotels and 
friends1 and relative©* houses increases with age. One would expect these 
more traditional types of holiday accommodation to be popular with the 
older section of the community for the reasons outlined hbove. This 
conclusion is further supported by a survey of Tourism in Loch Lomond*6*
* CEtBliC Study Report Ho,20, BP.CIT.* p*49
ms University of Glasgow, DP,TXT.s p.96
"Older group© preferred hotel© and bed and breakfast establishments55* All 
these types of accomodation suit the less mobile holiday-maker, and it is 
shown later that the older holiday-makers are cess likely to use a car as 
their means of transport to their holiday destination#
The relatively high patronage of both licensed and unlicensed hotels by the 
older age groups confounds the hypothesis that old age and poverty go band 
■in hand m  far as those who are in the' holiday market are concerned# In 
1967, 171 of the over 65 f§ spent part of their holiday in a. licensed hotel, 
and 29% spent part of. their holidays iti an unlicensed hotel* These more 
formal types of accommodation at© much less popular with the younger ■ 
holiday maker? and this hhould be the cause of no little concern for the 
hotel proprietors*
That these forms of accomodation axe relatively expensive is shown by the 
1967 British national Travel Survey** Average expenditure per person on 
holiday in Great Britain was £19# however, lor those staying in licensed 
hotels it was £31 and for those in unlicensed hotels £24# n o  could 
conclude, however, that it was this relatively high cost of holiday accomac- 
dafcion of the right type for old people which was keeping so many of them 
out of the market altogether* Data on youth hostels, boats end paying, guests 
were also shown in Table XXII as these are the remaining accommodation 
categories identified by this st&dy* Those arc not reliable data in view 
of the small -sample, and they are included for completeness rather than 
illumination#
Many other more obscure forms of holiday are not separately enumerated by 
the British National Travel Survey and participation in -some of them is 
affected by the age of the holiday maker* for example, US data show that 
participation in cycling holidays has a very narked age effect.' 6 "In 
America, bicycling is almost altogether an activity of youth.*. Of all
the cycling-days engaged in by -our sample, only 18% were by persons older
than 17 years”. The following table makes this clear.***
* British Rational Travel Survey, OP.uIT,, Table 11, p.67*
**' OHSRG Study Report Ho*19, OP.OIT*, p.It
*** Table 4*03*04, IBID., p.329-
SSSSJSSL
'Participation in Bicycling Holiday© by age (USA) 
gc Percentage participating Bays per person Bays per participant 
41
4
3
13.96
0.41
0.27
18 ■20
25*“44
45-64
65*
All 8
- ~> -M -
2,27 28
* Chitted because of insufficient .ses$le & i m  
*#. Bess, than 0.5£
*** tass'than 0«005'days per participant
Until recently 5 a study of the effect of age on the demand for accomodation 
for winter sports holidays would not have interested providers of commercial 
accommodation in the United Kingdom. This is no longer the case with the 
development of the Avicmorc centre in Scotland and the impact of age as a 
determinant for such types of holidays trill be briefly examined* in the 
light of USA data since such holidays are not separately enumerated in the 
British national Travel Survey. ■ ”Snow ski~ing in winter is an activity of 
only 2% of the population twelve year© of age and owerfs,& Age would appear 
to be an important determinant as the most frequent reason given for not 
participating was lack of ability* and within this range* physical- condition 
was the most important inhibiting factor. The importance of ©ki-ing holidpyn 
for -the accomodation industry is this; those who take a eki~£ng holiday in 
the UiC will alisaet certainly stay in an hotel. Because of the temperature* 
they arc most unlikely to eampi they arc not likely to stay in a holiday 
camp, as those arc closed in winter* They arc not likely to stay with 
friend© or relative© as the better ski-log localities arc sparsely populated* 
By a process of elimination, they will probably stay in an hotel or chalet*
A survey carried out in America showed that 60Z of skier© stayed in an hotel* 
There arc obviously other factors at work influencing eki-ing holidays, but 
it is appropriate to mention that the patrons of hotels at ski-ing resorts 
will be below the average age of ordinary holiday hotel residents.
m m R G  Study Report Ho. 19* t*»CXX,, p. 19,
ft* Fin©.*!* Economic Significance of Ski-ing in Wisconsin* ‘university of 
Wisconsin School of Commerce, August I960, Vol*X3 Ho *7*
Location of Main Holiday by Age
The British national Travel Survey also showed'how the locality of the • 
holiday destination of the main holiday spent in Great Britain varied with 
the age of the holiday-maker; this has obvious implications for the industry* 
Such destinations are broken into two broad mutually exclusive groups; 
seaside and non-saaoide*
X6“£0 
; -'21-24
- ZB-m 
30-34 
35-44 
45-49 
50-54 
55-64 
65*
Hhereas one raiglit have espscted a traditional seaside holiday to appeal 
to the older holiday-rankers ha is in fact less likely to he .found at the ' 
seaside. This is probably due to the high incidence of.staying with friends 
by older holiday-makers* such friends not necessarily living on the coast*
It may also h& due to the decline in popularity of swimming ®s age increases* 
tlo data are available in the- Mi on this* and one has to rely again on HSA 
experience** "Swimming is highly associated with age* The rate declines 
■steeply from a high of 17*6 occasions during the summer for males 12-17 
years of age inclusive* to 0*6 occasions for the summer among males 65 and 
overn« This comment of course applies to all swimming occasions, not just 
those on holiday. There tvrealso supplementary data on swimming as a holiday 
or vacation activity, end the popularity of -swindling within the various age 
groups***
* 03KRG Study Report Ho.19, OP.CIT*, p.21
** IBID, Table]1, p.105*
TABLE-mil-
Location of Main UK Holiday 1967, by age
*  * - .-•g-iii m imi ■■■ — i ■- -r t in *■! i
. Percentage of Holiday-makers spending 
holiday at seaside
f. ffk:-*** rife.**,** NH^ Wi
73
73 
73
81
S3
73
73
62
TABUS XXVIII
Ter cent of Persons Preferring Svirsxaing on Vacation 
 ^  ^ tp^  Q thev^&c&vitieg*^ 19G0^JfUSAj) ^
Age . Male Female
12-13 44 58
14-17 ! " 41
18-24 . 37 '
25-44 ' 25 '
45-84 10 ' '13' '
65* '. ' ; ' 3 _
All 20 ; ’ 23
This might explain part of the reason why seaside holidays are less' popular 
vith old people* ■
Lengthy of Holiday,
Of as much interest to the cosnarcial accommodation market as the effect 
of ago on choice of accomodation is the effect oi length of holiday* the 
British National Travel Survey docs not unfortunately provide data on this. 
But by looking at the variations in length of holiday according to type of 
accommodation* and location of holiday, one night conclude that the over 
65’a spend longer ©ir holiday than the under 65*o. This is implied from 
data shoving that those staying vith friends, cad those not going to the 
seaside* spend wore time on holiday than the other groups.* Until the 
British National Travel Survey is-modified to yield this information one 
is reduced to intelligent guesses* - One.vould assume that those vith no'; 
permanent: eipioymeat* broadly the youngest-'ami oldest age groups, vho vere 
in the holiday starket, vould spend longer on holiday than those vith 
permanent employment* USA data confirm this hypothesis.**
* British National Travel Survey 1967, OP•£!?•, Table 2, p.42
** <mm- study Eeport KoJLP*- OB.CIT-, Table 5.45* p.371. .
Average |>cr Person Vacation Bays Spent' away from Home'
IX ii2FL.
.Bays'
Age_ Hale Female
12-17 12.3- " 11.1
18*24 7*0 9.3
■25-44 ' : ■ - -'■' B.3 : 8.7
45*64 :" 10.2 ■ 12.3
65* ‘' 15.5 18.7
All lo.o- •■ . -11.1
. Xhe.absve\table;;oniy refers to--those whe/actually took-a vacations.-'If - the 
vacation dayevero spread ‘over the whole age group ,■-• the ..pattern, would of 
course hedifferent. . '
■Additional Holidays ' '
The practice of supplementing holidays vith weekend and other short trips 
is' an important source :of demand for accommodation away -from,home* -Such 
trips are excluded from the British. National Travel Survey, which only 
applies to holidays where four consecutive nights are spent, away -'from -horn* 
The importance of weekend trips .can be gauged from the fact that •- in America, 
the average m m  spent 78.8 dollars on expenditure away from" home,; of which 
49*1 dollars were spent on vacations, 12.3 dollars were■ spent on weekend 
-trips and 17.4 dollars m  other outings involving- stays may from home.*
By concentrating on main holidays, the British national Travel Survey is 
probably leaving out as much as one. third -of the • con-busxtmss Ui£ demand 
for accommodation away from home and almost certainly the section with the 
greatest growth potential*
iarticipation in such supplementary trips declines, with age* according to 
OHRRC data.-*
* OBERC Study Report Ho*19, OF. i/IT.* Table 5.41, p.367.
** o m m  Study. Report lie.20, 0F.4IX., Table 38, p.42
TABLE XXX'
Participation in Weekend Tripe away from Hone
m. m~m * »• +■ by A&ericans* 2;y AgeA* <t»«, «+<•>■«.
'Those who took:OR,.A A-AV*A.A.;.<»rwJ|l^#I.A .. A~-t-
AfE Weekend trip yacatiotg Jri.pwjojily
%
Keither
A
Kot
ascertained
ff
TotaJ._
18-24 n* V 25 35 6 100
25-34 26 30 41 3 100
35-44 ■ 23 32 43 . 2 100
45-54 19 36 42 3 100
55-44 14 .34 48 4 100
65* 8 29 56 7 100
treckend trips in the younger age groups arc probably a substitute 
for holidays. A more detailed look at the number of days spent'.m. weekend 
trips confirms the pattern.&
TABLEJXXI
Days spent away from home per person 12 years and over 
during the year June i960 - Hay 1961 in USA 
cm supplementary trips
Am Male Feisaljj
12-17 3.6 ,2.6
18-24 - 3.4 2.4
25-44 2.5 2.7
45-64 2.6 1.4
65*- 0.6 0.5
Average 2.T 1.6
One concludes from these American data that there is & substantial demand 
in. the UK for supplementary trips away from home, lasting three nights or 
less. Host of this is probably generated by the younger age-^roups* and 
the British national Travel Survey could usefully be extended to devcr 
these trips and provide much-deeded UK data.
* IBID.* Table 5.43.
Gynersh,lp_ of^IlolleiHope
There arc no UK data on ownership of holiday homes by age , but American 
data suggest that the younger age-groups cannot afford them**
TABLE XXXII
• annual Expenditure on Osmed Wcation Home or Cabin 
in USAs bj Age
oge Averafo ***
under 25 llil
25-34 ■ ■ 1*73 ;
35-44 • • 4.03 -
45-54 • • 7.02 -
’55*64 * 7.06
65* 6.34
Method of Transport
: ethod of transport used on the main British holiday varies significantly 
with age.***
TABLE m i l l
Method of Transport used by Hsia Holidaymakers
in UK 196?s by Age. Percentage using:
*£g° Car ■ Traina*,,. #u.<. Bus/coach
16*20 67 ■18 18
21-24 68 23 15
25-29 76 ■10 7
30-34 86 9 8
35-44 74 15 12
45-49. 76 15 16
50-54 67 18 17
55-54 • 56 • 19 25
65* 52 23 36
* Linden, Fabian, prepared by
the national Industrial Conference Board, sponsored by ’Life1based on a survey 
conducted by the US Department of Labour 1965, &»56#
Expenditure in this context applies to the overheads and running costs 
of the home.
*** British national Travel Survey 1967, CF.OIT.* Table 29, ».142*
(The horizontal lines will not necessarily add up to 100* Other forms of 
transport are not included, and several hoiidayvraakcra use more than one 
form).
Table XXXXII shows that use of the -car has a curvilinear relationship with 
age, being lower than average with the young and old, and above average 
with the middle-aged. This is probably an income effect. Conversely,. -
travel by. bus and coach is more popular - with older people*
The ‘ implications of this for the - accomodation industry are that older 
people arc more likely to spend'their holiday in one place o^ s they arc 
leas likely to have independent transport* - Younger people can overcome 
the^ ificoma effect of not having a car by hitch-hiking* cycling or walking* 
■and will not be so confined* One would therefore expect the length of stay 
In m y  one place of accommodation to increase with the age of the visitor,
In America, here 80% of holidays arc based on use of the family car, 
there is a similar decrease in car usage as age increases.'
TABLE XXCTf
Driving for pleasure, Percent of persons aged 12 years and over 
participating, days of activity per person and days of
The high participation of the 18-24 year olds is probably due to the fact 
that this activity is time intensive, and this age group has more free time 
than the others under 65* The GRIIEC Study Report gallantly puts forward 
the existence of courtship in this age group as another .explanation.*^
(males
only)
12? 17
18-24
25-44
45-64
65* ,
activity per participant, -June-august 1980 in USA. ly age* 
Percentage ■ paxc1cipating S£^J&£. perron
Average
48 
59 
59 
. 45 
34 
51
7.91 
12.25 
6.05 
5 * 42 
3.59 
6.57
16.4
20.8
10.2
12.1
10.6
13.0
* GRRRG Study Report Ho.19* Table 1,03,07, p.14$ 
** IBID* >.51 .
, .aking the assumption that childhood holiday patterns affect one’s 
subsequent holiday behaviour, the relatively lower use of cars by today’s 
over 65 k need not mean that the nest generation over 65*s will behave in 
the same may*
Rspendifcure •
.’W^-WwO. 99 ■t*«•m- -M6.-
Another factor of interest".to the accommodatioB. industry is whether 
ospendittire oa eceoismodatien. away from home shows any significant variation 
with age*
Making the vary broad assumption that holidays spent in licensed hotels, 
unlicensed, hotels, rented eccoimaodation and holiday camps involve direct 
expenditure on accommodationand that holidays' spent elsewhere do- not* 
one can derive the following table from the 1967 British Motional Travel 
Survey:
TAJBLE_ XXXV
l ercentagc of hain holiday-makers 
incurring direct expenditure on accommodation 
on their main holiday in Great Britain
SsL MPjf, in , 1967  ^   „ „
41
50 
47 
49
■ 57 ; '
, .
55 
. 62 
52 
54
These figures are comparable with those derived from CHRRC figures**
Age 
16*20 
21-24 
25-29 ■
30-34 
35-44 
45-49 
50-59 
55-64 
65+.
Average
* ORRRC Study Report Ho. 19, 02*CIT.f Table 1*10, p.* 170.
TABLE m i
Icreentage of June/August Vacations in USA 
 ^ on jpyw
Age Ikile Female
12-17 47 41
18v24 36 46
25-44 : 64 57
45^64 66 62
65* 47 33 '
Average > 7 52
These variations according to ago arc almost certainly d m  to income 
affects and the tables are produced mainly for interest and to show that 
the UK expenditure pattern' is similar to the USA- pattern. • •
Summary -and Conclusions
* •  W-'W, i » f c . >
The way that data on holidsymakitig in the UK arc presented makes it very 
difficult to isolate the age effect from* tor example* the income effect* 
or the life”*cycle effect. Reliance mas therefore placed in the analysis 
on USA data to supplement those of the UK# sad this will be necessary 
until UK data are improved to ftake multivariate analysis possible.
The examination of the effect of age on demand for accomodation away from 
home was divided into two.
Firstly* it was shown, that, the younger age-groups were more likely to 
enter the holiday market and the older agc-groupa were less likely to do so. 
hi In there were fluctuations in the extent to which the middle age~groups 
participated in holidays* these were not due to the influence of age as 
such.
The older and younger ago-groups1 (.afferent behaviour could partly be 
attributed to their age - and in particular to the associated factors of 
health and energy—  but other factors were plainly at work as well* The 
relative poverty of the over 65* s* their less intensive participation in 
holidays at childhood and possible psychological withdrawal were contributory 
factors* -Contributory factors for the under 24*s* on the other hand, were
the long holidays of those still studying and the relative freedom from 
- family responsibilities* '
One should therefore exercise caution in projecting future participation 
rates from current data. The' trend towards earlier marriage and the 
trend towards an increased percentage of school-leavers continuing their 
education may pull in'opposite directions. As far as the over 65* s are 
concerned*- it will he difficult to say how their behaviour in the 70fs 
m i l  differ from' their predecessors who were less . accustomed to annual 
holidays*.cars and holiday camps.
Secondly* the effect of age im& examined on those who were in the holiday 
market* 'The most noticeable effect was on camping "holidays, these being 
most popular with the under 24*0* and with those with young children*
Their popularity was undoubtedly added to by the relative cheapness of 
such holidays. It was suggested that camping holiday© would be more 
frequent were supply constraints removed, in which case some custom might 
be diverted from the holiday camps and cheaper accommodation establishments.
Older holiday-makers were taoro likely to spend holidays in' hotels or with 
friends and relatives* and were less mobile.' There was- therefore a clear 
division between the younger generation, who participated, in the newer, 
and more active forms of hoXidaymkings and the older generation.* who 
tended to take traditional holidays* The cost of hotel accommodation may 
■deter some frosa entering the holiday nakkety a© they might
not be willing to stay in the cheaper, end newer form of accommodation*
Older people probably participated less in additional holidays and weekend 
trips, although they had the tine to do so; lack of nobility nay he the 
explanation for this. Aut when they did participate in a trip away from 
home, it tended to be longer than average.
Younger holidaymakers in the UK did not patronise hotels as often as other 
holiday-makers, and if one accepts the hypothesis that holiday experience 
in oneTw earlier years conditions oneTs subsequent holiday behaviour, this 
lack of patronage lias worrying implications for the hotel industry in the 
future.
Another source of loss of custom to the hotel industry was the existence 
of second homes. There are no VK data on this* hut American data indicate 
that these arc the prerogative of the older holidaymaker.
As far as expenditure on commercial accomodation is concerned, oth young 
and old holiday-makers exhibited a lower than average expenditure, which 
was probably an income effect.
THE EFFECT OF XKCOME OH DEMKB FOR ACCOMODATION AHAY FROK BOHE
income io one of the classical determinants of economic end nodal behaviour* 
and the study of the effect of increases in income on demand for goods and 
services has become a science of its own* Where the data permit* it is 
possible to construct econometric models which accurately predict the 
demand for a given commodity at given income levels* In America* such 
models time been constructed to predict demand for recreation, m d  it is 
to be hoped that similar techniques.will soon ha :developed in tlm UK*
Most research projects analysing the relationship' between income and 
demand for goods and services in the UK lean heavily for support on the 
Family Expenditure Survey# snd it is therefore appropriate that this 
section. should begin with reference to the data produced by ■ the FES on 
expenditure on accommodation sway.from heme, even if it is of little 
positive assistance. Indeed, by highlighting its inadequacies, there ie 
a possibility that it might ultimately be improved.
The Family Expenditure Survey# which began in Juno 1957# is a continuing 
annual enquiry into the expenditure of private households in the United 
Kingdom* Details of the survey, its sampling techniques and objects are
given in Appendix ,£ *
One of the expenditure categories in the general section headed 'Expenditure 
on Services® is fSubscriptions and Donations; Hotel .and Holiday Expenses; 
Miscellaneous and other Expenses5 *
It would be useless to correlate expenditure on this category with total 
weekly income to see to what extent income determined demand for accommodation# 
since the category contains expenditure on all the following items-: 
subscriptions to trade unions and professional organisations; subscriptions 
not allocated elsewhere (e*g* social clubs, women* s institutes); cash 
gifts and tips (not loans) not allocated elsewhere;, charitable donations 
end subscriptions; hotel, boarding house# holiday camp charges; holiday 
expenses not otherwise allocated; travellers cheques and other currency 
purchased on holidays abroad; bank charges; stamp duties on cheques; other 
stamp duties and similar payments to central authorities (e.g. passports#
driving test fees, birth certificates, §og licences, wisccllancour. 
licences (not dog* radio, driving ate*), o«;-> marriage licences, bousing 
costs of second duelling (e.g. town flat or country cottage); ■ 
miscellaneous expenditure on services (e.g. newspaper advert!cements, 
public (not ewiming) baths, cloakroom charges, legal chargee; library 
subscriptions.^.
It can be aeon from this that this category is. a residual one, where 
expenditure which cannot be allocated .elsewhere is conveniently deposited «r 
a statistical dustbin, •
v-Mle there arc, doubtless, strong arguments for having auch a category, 
if only to chow that - total expenditure can be reconciled with the a urn of 
expenditures'on individual items, this la now the third largest category 
of family expenditure* (fable X of the 1967 ?E5* shows that only payments 
for housing ~ .>.?£ and for maintenance and running costs of motor 
vehicles - 5.3% -* are larger, ihe 4.1% accounted for by the category in 
question represents an expenditure of nearly EX^'OQm).
Since items which are gonerically. the same, and which account for a much ■ 
smaller percentage of household expenditure, arc shown separately, e.g* 
expenditure on butter, margarine ©ad lard are each in categories on their 
own although they account for Xess than 1.2% of total expenditure, there 
must - be a strong case for breaking down this residual category, containing 
items which are not genetically the' same-and which individually account 
for a higher percentage of total expenditure.
When the FES started in 1957, this category accounted for only-2.71 of all 
expenditure, so the disadvantages were less important. r>xnce expenditure 
on this category is growing so much faster than on the other categories, 
and since it includes much expenditure which could be broadly described as 
recreational, it would be to the advantage of government and research 
bodies,., concerned with future allocation of resources, if some of the 
larger components could be shown separately to make econometric analysis 
and forecasting possible. To reinforce this point, the detailed recreational 
expenditure categories used in Metlean statistics are shown in Appendix
* Ministry of labour, Fapi^^E^enditure^ Survey* Report for 1967* 2MS0, 1958
Oil this point, it is interesting that the Report of the Enquiry into 
Household Expenditure in 1953/4, a forerunner of the regular FES, did 
break down expenditure'on - services into more categories* . The, sample was 
'larger, 20,000, and expenditure, on. hotels was a category on its own#
fortunately, the Department of Esaploymont and Productivity made available 
to the'Research Unit of the University of Surrey unpublished, details .of 
household expenditure on the items ’hotels* boarding, houses*.- holiday camps . 
etc* charges1-. From those supplementary "sheets» and from the 1953/4 
Enquiry, it is possible to derive seise tentative"hypotheses about the 
relationship between income and expenditure on aeoommodation. may. from horns 
before ,tfcie exercise is carried out, some of ’ the limitations.of this kind ■ 
•of survey must unfortunately be outlined* ’
Firstly, those people who spend more tine away from home are, by', definition 
less likely to be at home when the interviewer from the Government Social 
Survey colls* .Although at least four visits are made per household when 
no-one is at home, those households which are interviewed for the first 
time in the last week of the six or seven weeks in which the interviewer 
is covering their area have a less than average chance of being included* 
The FES nay therefore underestimate expenditure•on hotels, boarding houses, 
etc.
Secondly, in c o m m  with all estimates based ©a ■ samples * the FES results 
are subject-to chance variations* These will be small in relation, to the 
average expenditure ©£ large groups of households on items purchased 
frequently, where expenditure does not vary greatly as between, households* 
Conversely, it will be largest in relation to small’groups of households, 
and items- purchased infrequently for which expenditure varies considerably 
between households. A numerical measure of the possible margin of error 
due to the United sisc of the sample io denoted by the quantity known as 
the standard error.* Expenditure on hotels etc. falls unequivocally into 
the second category. The standard errors of soma of the expenditure 
figures on hotels etc. supplied by the Department of Employment and 
Productivity were as high as 100% am! this throws doubt on some of the 
conclusions which one might draw.
* For details of the definition of standard errors as used by FES, see 
Family E^enditure Survey ■, Report, for 1967, BMS0s 1968, Appendix 5, p* 126*
Thirdly, about 30% of the households approached failed to co-operate fully, 
and to the extent that their incomes and expenditure patterns on accommodation 
wore slightly different from those who co-operated, the results of the 
survey will he affected. It has'been-found that the proportion of house- 
;olds without children is slightly larger among households which failed to 
co-operate than amongst those which did co-operate; it can he shown that 
the existence c£ children tends to deter expenditure on hotels, so this 
could be another potential source of error*v
Fourthly* and this is a- limitation only from the point of view of tfcie 
study*the category ’expenditure on hotels* includes other items purchased 
inside hotels * in addition Co the purchase; of ■ accomodation* For - some 
respondentsit Includes.meals purchased; in hotels, -Tor others it does not*
Finally, it must- be remembered that an increasing proportion of demand for - 
accommodation away from, home,doss not'involve expenditure on-’hotels,
1 carding houses, holiday camps, etc.5. The purchase of a tent or a caravan 
or k package holiday abroad is a substitute for the payment of a hotel bill 
in the UK and as significant an expression of demand for accommodation away 
from liome* x'ct such expenditure appears elsewhere in the FES, and: its 
exclusion from the section under analysis'means that any findings.- apply.. 
only to -a section of demand* sad not- to composite demand for accomodation 
sway from home. - - - ■
With these very real limitations iivmncL hat conclusion© can be drawn 
from the FES about the relationship between income m d  expenditure on 
hotels, boarding.houses* etc.?
Table 8 of the 1953/54 report reveals the following relationships:
Relationship between Household Income end Expenditure 
i*. • - PH *L°£P * J L P P H  PPL .J-^ 53/54 ^
j^ eckl)^  Incoroe^  o£^  Households
Expenditure items £50* £3O£S0 £20-£30 £16-*£20 £X0~H4
Hotel expenses*
(ex* holiday hotel)** 2s 4.3d Is .10*43 Os 4.4d Os 3.Id Os 2.Id~r
Grand total,'
all weekly ©senses- 975s 4.Shi 5S9e 11.od 415s 9*7& 308s 10. Id 2378 5*®d 
Hotel expenses
Total Senses 0.243% 0.333% 0.088% 0.084% 0.074%.
Service £8-a0 £6~£S £3v£8 ' £3
Hotel expenses .
(ex. -holiday hotel) Os 0.9d Os 0.9d Os.0.14 Os O.Od 
Grand total.
all expenoes 195a 7.7d 159s 10.7d 110s 9.Id 67s 9.5d
Hotel expenses
Total expenses 0.o38% 0*047% .0.008% 0.000%
* The households annual expenditure on hotels in expressed as a weekly average 
** The 1953/54 Survey contained a separate category for holiday expenses
The limitations of this particular table, in so far m  it excludes 
expenditure while on holiday, are such that it is of little real significance. 
It does, however, show that by and large as incomes increase, the proportion 
of income epent on hotel accommodation increases more than ccmensurately, 
indicating an income elasticity greater than one. however, this is not the 
case vith the highest income group, perhaps because expenditure on hotels 
abroad is excluded from the table, end such households have & higher 
propensity to travel abroad.
Using supplementary sheets derived from the post-1957 FES, correlation • 
coefficients were calculated between weekly income and weekly expenditure 
on hotels, -hose later surveys included expenditure on hotels while on 
holidays which accounts for the significantly higher expenditure* The 
first table used.was based on 1964 data:
m E m m
. Kelationsliip between Income and Expenditure on Motels
by Xnee m  of Head of Household* 1964
1
jncooe jh^ctet
2
• Average weekly
*. JSE?SL~*
■; 3
■ Average weekly - 
.. ex.on hotels
i ■■ ■ Annual ex.
©j^  hotels^
Under £5 197.47s 1. ISs •£3 . 1b 4d
£5~£10 - 252.91s/. - 1.06s £2 15c Id
£1Q~:: 12 365.90s ' 1.09s £2 16s 86
£12-1115 ' 401.08s 0 • oOs £2 Is 7d
E15-E20 477.8a 1.87s - £4 17b 3d
£20~£25 577.84es 2.10s £5 9a 2d
£25-::. 30 681.29s 2.76c** £7 3a Bd
£30-1140 813.87c *■? * £ If .A.
£40* 1,613.35s / * 32s £19'lie Od
The percentage of variation explained by the regression ©£ column 2 
against column 3 was 96.61. From this one would be justified in concluding 
that there was a fairly strong relationship between the two variables. 
weekly income and weekly expenditure on hotels.
To reinforce this conclusion* the same exercise was repeated using 1966 
EES dates
TABLE XC T
Relationship between Income and Expenditure on Hotels 
feL Ifecppo oft Head of ifousohold > 1966
sppe Bracket
Average weekly • 
* *** .
Average weekly 
ex. on hotels
Annual ex.
;*Tgier £6 100.48s H.A.w H.A.*
E6-F.I0 ’158.91s 0*018 to 0b 6d
£10~£15 249.24s -1.97a £5 2s 6d
£15*~£20 352.07s 2.59s £6 M s  Bd
£20~£25. . 449.94® 1.78s £4 12s 7d
£25~£30 549.27a 2.72® £7 Is 6d
£30-1:40 687.01s 5.31s £13 IOj Vj
£40-£50' . 893.40s 7.58s £19 13s Id
£504* 1,385.40s 12.11s £31 90 9d
® I-Ua. » not available
The percentage of variation explained by this regression was 96#IE.
Similar exercises on data for the other years produced similar results#.
To derive some idea of the amount of expenditure involved,.the average 
weekly expenditure of all households on hotels etc# in 1968 ,wa© multiplied: 
by the number of households, and then,by 52 to get an annual figure for 
this.category of expenditure. The figure derived was £175-3.
Looking at the figures for the individual years - -vblch ©re not generally 
available,*- md. bearing in mind that expenditure on hotels abroad is 
excluded, there appears to be a fairly sharp, change in expenditure 
patterns when the level of £30 income per week is reached. In 1959, 
expenditure on hotels etc. for those earning £20~£3Q per week was 1.35s per 
week:. Tor those earning -£30~£5O per track it was -6.27s per week* In 1965, 
expenditure on hotels by households with a total weekly income of between 
£25 end £30 ties X*74s> but for the next highest income bracked - £30-£40 - 
it was 5.45s. . _
however# us an example of the variability of the data from one year to 
the next, in 1961 those households earning £25~£30 spent 4#8s per week on 
hotels, but the next highest income bracket, £30-140# upent only 2*02s*
While individual observations like this do not detract- from, the general 
theory that-this -category :of.expenditure rises predictably with, income,. , .
. it-makes; it very'-difficult indeed to :derive precise demand elasticities.'./ 
for, the'various income; groups* rfor- the benefit, of researchers, who wish . 
to analyse the data available, the-latest tables for1567 are:shmm..in. .. 
Appendix V T ; * ., • - . . .
0ns would be very rash to try to conclude too much from data emerging 
from.the FES*- In-addition to. the -caveats mentioned; before the analysis 
was carried out, several more arise from the analysis itself* The wide 
fluctuations in’apparent expenditure by- the same-income groups -in .... , 
successive years do not increase one’s confidence in the reliability of. 
the. data nor-do the wide fluctuations in apparent expenditure in the same 
year by neighbouring income groups.
Complications also rise from the use of the household m . the expenditure. 
unit rather than the individual, since large households may have different 
expenditure patterns to small ones in the case weekly income group. The 
concentration of large households in either the upper or lower income 
bracket will distort apparent income elasticities.
;;11 one- can . safely conclude is that household weekly expenditure * on hotel* 
is related to household weekly incomes* By. .md large, the greater-the income, 
the greater the expenditure, both absolutely, and in percentage'tcnas*.
To go further than this and attempt to allot income elasticities to each 
group or to the groups as -a whole would be to .credit the data with- a 
reliability they do not deserve, and it is to be hoped that the national 
statistics providing data on this field of social and economic activity 
will be.revised along the-lines of American statistics so that these 
drawbacks arc removed, and sophisticated econometric analysis becomes 
possible.
There are, however* other potential • sources of inCoriaafcion os the 
relationship being examined, and these are divided, m  before, into two 
sections, the first looking at the effect of income os entry into the 
holiday markets the second looking at its effect on those in the earket.
Thc Effect of 2stccxsc.cn Entry into the Market
The British national travel Survey is m -possible source of data on this 
subject, m  the tables &hm the income of holidaymakers and non holiday** . 
makers. Unfortunately they are not wholly reliable. This ie regrettable 
fc.view , of the importance of incoae as a determinant, as proved by American- 
surveys.
The British Ht&ional Travel Survey date arc unreliable because in 1967«
311 of their sample either .did not know their total family income , before 
tax, or were unwilling to divulge it. to the extent that the incomes of 
the non-respondents varied from those of the respondents, the results of 
the survey will be biased and the relevant tables oust be treated tilth
caution.
n & m  kl
clstionahlp crtween Income m d  Son IiGlid&y*na&ing&
Aueetse 
.ader £430 
E430-1649 
£650-£749 
£7S0-£849 
£850-£949 
£950-£llf9 
£i20O-£2449 
£X45G~£1699 
£170|‘-£1949 
£1950**£2499 
£2500*
Percentage not taking a holiday mmy from home
la s t in g  tit oKf*?? m* wfipfl . 10A7
67
70
56
52
50
45
33
27
30
22
15
*1967 British National. Travel Survey * aP.GXT*, Table 31, p. 33.
.This table shows what one might have expected; that as incones increasef 
so does the incidence of holiday taking. It is worth noting that the most 
significant income level appears to be £1200, when this is' reached, the 
incidence of holiday taking jumps by 12%* the largest percentage increase 
between any two income levels* and roughly comparable with one of the 
conclusions- tentatively drawn from the FES, ibis would indicate the operation 
of a plateau effect. Th© mintmim of a possible plateau effect in thin 
field of activity is dealt with by Br* Custav 2ed©k*.. and Dr*. Josef F&mster* ;
lsEret tiecb Befrioiigeng prinaren Bcdurfnisee tritt das ttrl8uW~u&d 
Eeisehederfnis in'den Vordcrgread, deim eber progressiv und m  vir d sues- 
Eefcansbedurfnia*,, krfahrit&g und Fresdetiverkehratatistik zeigcn einon cebr 
m g m  Zmmzmnnlmng. ■ swieeben suuefcmendea HsseenelrtoCTm uad fremdenverkebrs 
Hacostma," Xmkerhsib geMsser Eielcoiasaeniigrensen, iet. die Einkommonsclast£cltafc 
sehr fcoch,.** That income elasticities for travel tend to be higher, than 
one Is 'shown' by-data" derived -'from'the OECB Report os Tourism’ for 1967* .• In 
the 10 years from 1957-1966* tourist expenditure by member countries 
increased 2,2 tines faster than consumer disposable income****
In addition to the operation of a plateau''effect* the table indicates that 
the possession of a high income-is no guarantee that a holiday away from 
borne will be taken* Indicating-that other factors'are at work,
lliese findings can be broadly supplemented by the Survey of Scottish Tourism. 
tinm the survey established that holiday makers in-Scotland arc not 
representative of all holiday- makers * th© broader sample of ’holidaymakers 
elsewhere?» also used in the survey» Is used to establish the broad 
propensity to. -take a holiday by incom*®*** Thin table is slightly more 
reliable as the non-Tesponsa rate was lower» at 7#2£*
* Eedekj; hr* .Custav and Franster, Dr. Josef*
M m k Z e  des Osfcerreichischen Fromdcnvorkotirs 9 Schriftenreihe der Bundeskamer 
der Gevcrhlichcn llirtnchaffc# Jeb# 1967# p*7* •
Translation: f,Cnly after the satisfaction of primary needs does the need 
for holiday travel come fit© felie picture* and it becomes one of life’s 
necessities* :. Experience -end. tourist. statistics show a very close relationship • 
between increasing per capita income and growth in tourism* within certain 
Income groups* the income elasticity is very high.”
ftftftOECD Tourism Committee, Tourism is QECD Member Countries 1967.0EGD* Far is* 1967* 
.Audrey* OP, OCT,, SEoble 60,
, TAjfcR 30,1
Relationship between Income Groups and Holiday-making, 1964
Personal Income of head of household Percentage of all
ta k ln |^  h e tt j-EPJ?! iSFJr. PPiv
%  to £3 10s. ) 7.0
)£3 10s £5 10;
£5 10s - £7 10s ) 
)
10*3
£7 10s - £10 
£10 - £15 ■ 25,9
£15 -120 . ' 25*0
Over £20 ■ • 24.6
Hot stated 7*2
‘ 100. OS
To make the table significant9 one needs to femur %Amt percentage' of. the 
total population each ineetae group accounted for., and this is shown in 
the next table, based on data from the relevant family Expenditure Survey*
TABLE a,ll 
distribution of Household Incomes, 1964 
household Income* Percentage of UK' Households
Under £5 11
£5 - :£10 14* £
£10 - £15 22*5
£15 - £20 26.©
£20* 26 • 5
100*51
With this additional table, it is obvious that holiday-making in the UK 
increases significantly with income. The lower income groups account for 
11% of the population, but only 7% of holiday-makers. Conversely, the 
highest income group accounts for 26*51 of the population and 24*2% of 
holiday-iaakers, and their propensity to take a holiday is correspondingly 
higher.
* family Expenditure Survey Report for ISC#, Hinietry of Labour, ISHSO 1965
It should be made clear that , whilst Hu increase in income racy lead to 
increased expenditure on accommodation away from home, the accommodation, 
industry has to compete with other claims on the consumer1s purse. 
"Fundamental to an appreciation of the factors affecting demand for holiday 
services is the realisation that the travel industry is competing for a 
share of personal incomes, Expenditure on holidays is- often considered m~ 
m  alternative to expenditure on other leisure activities and to the 
purchase of consumer durables * cars and the wide range of products md.: 
services' offered to the public# and between which a choice is ultimately; 
made”.*
Further data on the extent to which. expenditure on acccmodation away from 
home must compete"with expenditure on other items - often more professionally 
marketed - can'be derived from the 1967 - British.UationalTravcl Survey* 
which’' included questions to hol£day~m&ker$ and non holiday-makers os their 
expenditure on items costing £30 or more. ■)% of non holiday-makers spent 
£50 or more on furniture in 1967# and 11% spent more than £50 on home 
decoration, which is frequently carried out in the holidays. Expenditure 
on house and car purchase, However, was less frequent with non holiday­
makers; perhaps because expenditure on both these.items can be.phased over 
a longer period, it lias less effect on holiday expenditure*
One must therefore draw * distinction in discussing the income Hffeefc on 
holidays between households, which arc genuinely poor, and who have no- dis­
posable income left after buying essentials, and households who have 
disposable - income after buying essentials, but «, to spend it on goods
and services other than on holidays.
vihe historical analysis# and the data already examined, indicate that 
holidays will -ultimately become a necessity for the majority of people, 
but,, for many they oust still compete with other goods and services.
This point -is taken up again later on*
* The Economist Intelligence Unit Ltd* The British :.^^yel IMustry* ■ 
h -Surveys prepared for and published by ..the Association of British Travel 
Agents, 50 Charlotte Street,•w.X.,-Hay 1968, p*2.
1967 British National .Travel Survey*• OF.CIT*Table 9, p. 10. ■
Research on the effect of income on entry into the holiday market in the 
USA has been carried out by the ORRE0. Bata arc available showing -hot? 
the propensity to take holidays away from hone iti the USA varies vith 
income•&
' 1AHEB, H.XXI
Relationship between Income and Holidays in'USA 
Percentage who took 
' Income ' - Vacation Xrip Vacation at Home Mo Vacation'
Rate $3900 - 23 5 ' ’■ "68 '
$'3000 - .;M $ 3 9  ■ 37 13 ; • ■ SO . '
$ 5000 7495 ‘ ' 51 17 32
$ 7S00 - 7 9999 62 15 23
$ 10,000*; '■;■.■ 73' . 8 - - 19 ■
The incidence of non-holiday taking in the lower income groups ic as 
pronounced in the USA as in the UK. ’..he 682 of the pporcst section in 
America (if earning less than £1250 p.a* implies poverty) is -comparable . 
with the 67% in the lowest income group in the UK who do not take a holiday 
away from home. Although incomes in the USA- are higher, the costs of a 
holiday are also higher* averaging £63 against £53 in the UK* The large 
drop from 501 to 32% in the incidence of non-holiday racking one an income 
of $ 55OCX) is achieved:is another indication that there is a plateau 
effect in operation in this kind of demand.
As far as the effect of income in entry -into the holiday market is concerned, 
one can safely conclude that, in any given year, the higher the income of 
an individual, the tsore likely he is to take & holiday.tway from home*
There are, however * some important caveats.
Since I960- the level of holiday taking in the UK has remained constant 
at around 60% of the population. If the above conclusion wore true, one 
would have expected the participation rate to increase pari passu with 
increases in real incomes; one would - also expect the participation rate In 
America to be higher, where real incomes are higher.
0 k R R 0  S t u d y  R e p o r t  ho. a0, O p # A i X * , a c b l c  4?* # |>*A1.
■There are several possible explanations for this apparent contradiction* 
Firstly, if it were the case that the cost of taking a holiday had risen 
faster than the retail price index, then any apparent increases in real 
income would not necessarily be reflected in increased demand for holidaya,- 
as the individual night be no better, or even tzarse off, as far as his - 
holiday expenditure is concerned*
There Is unfortunately little evidence to support, this conclusion* though 
in the absence of a price Index for accommodation - tMch exists in other 
countries - one cannot ha definite about this* The tendency to stay at - 
las© £oraal types of accommodation has' reduced the accommodation cost of 
•©©trie holidays* and, while soma hotel prices ©ay have risen faster than the 
retail price-Index, there in no evidence that-holiday camp charges, camping 
site charges or rents at seaside lodging© have also'done so*. -One must 
therefore look elsewhere for an explanation*
It is possible that other sociological changes have been counteracting 
the effect of increased income. For example, if the age distribution of 
the population had shifted away from the holiday- mitensive agc-groups 
towards the less intensive ones, then, although real Incomes may have 
increased* the two forces may have cancelled each other out. Fhile there 
lias been a slight increase In the percentage of the population over 65 
.since I960, ches increase has not been sufficient to counteract the 
increase In real incomes*
A further problem arises from the possibility of supply constraints on 
demand* The measurements that have been examined arc measurements of ■ 
expressed, m  opposed to implied, demand. A higher level of participation 
might have been achieved had supply of suitable accomodation been available 
to those who could afford it. The implied demand elasticities would in 
this esse be inaccurate.
bile supply constraints do exist, they are more likely to affect the timing 
of the holiday or its location, rather than the price x>aid for accommodation. 
There people are unable to book the accommodation they require, they are 
more likely to book elsewhere or at a different time,, rather than completely 
abstain from a holiday. Supply constraint© cannot therefor© explain the 
static incidence of boiidaytakiag in the UIC.
Another problem concerns the effect of income where the direct cost of 
holiday accomodation is nil* or negligible. Members of those households 
which habitually stay with friends and relations, or in their own second 
homes or caravans, ur in tents which they have already purchased, nay not 
change their holiday behaviour if their incomes rise, or even if they ■' 
decline. The- tentative conclusions about participation only really apply 
to those holidays which involve expenditure well above the household's 
normal er^enditure* '
A much more likely explanation of the static incidence of domestic holiday- 
rnking- Is that holiday taking* or non holiday taking* is an ingrained 
habit, which does not change immediately in response to changes in Income*
A family not accustomed to taking holidays away from home m y  find alter­
native’ uses for aay. increases in income. .This would not contradict the 
other general conclusion that those' in the higher' income groups were more 
likely to take a holiday If, as is probably the case, the committed non­
holiday takers were concentrated more in the lower Income groups.
Another complementary explanation can be derived by looking at all holidays 
taken by UIC residents* not just those taken in the UK. overseas holidays 
have grown faster than, aad at. the expense of* domestic holiday©, m d  It 
may be no coincidence that more money is spent promoting overseas holidays 
than domestic holidays* Then this is taken in conjunction with-the earlier 
paragraphs explaining that holidays have to compete with other claims on 
the consumers disposable income, this may be a partial explanation of the 
static incidence of domestic holiday-making in the past few years.
If these are the correct explanations, then the income effect on entry 
into the market will essentially be a. long-term effect as adequate 
income is a necessary rather than n sufficient condition for such entry 
and will also be dependent to some extent on the marketing of holidays*
Some households which never take a holiday, regardless of their Income*
-111 continue not to take a holiday. Rtber households, which'are precluded 
from taking a holiday because of lack of income* may move Into the market 
as their incomes increase and as they are persuaded to spend their incoma 
tm this way, This in turn will affect the habits and expectations of 
their children, and the ultimate income effect will be a positive one*
One cannot therefore assume that increases In national income will 
immediately be reflected in increased participation in holidays.
With these explanations end reservations in nind* one can conclude that 
income and holiday taking are positively related and * over a long tern* 
risen in income will he accompanied by rises in holiday taking*
Evidence on saturation levels is very difficult to find, but for the 
highest income groups, in the UK -and ;USA It Vjppears that participation 
never rises m m r  80% and 85%, and there is little likelihood of this figure 
being reached by the UK population as a whole in the period under review*
M b average real incomes in 1980 .will not be as high as the highest income 
group (£2300 and over) in 1967*
Additional though tentative support for the view that this is the saturation 
level comas fro® *Asmy from it All*** 0a the basis of the following table* 
produced by the Institute of Practitioners in Advertising, it could be 
concluded that saturation m i l  be reached at 801.
kplat-ipnuhip  ^between^ Socioyeconopic^ CXasc^ and_ Holiday taking 
Spcipycconomic class JL
A 78 4
8 76 - 18
c1 64:;_..; is ;
C2,'- 52 31
»' 44 24
E -24 4
Effect of Income on Those in the Market
hot only does income have an impact on whether 'or not & holiday is. taken* 
it also dictates the type of holiday. Use of a car on holiday as a means 
of holiday transport increases with income as the following tabic showss#rf
* Away from it All, (Some notes on the market for pleasure travel)* London 
Press Exchange Papers, Mo. 6* June 1960.
** Derived from 1967 British national Travel Survey, OP.CXT.? Tabic 36* p * 156*
Relationship betiv-een Income and transport used on Holiday
Income j^j£Hg_car JL aping^train A  J9.slpjb bns/coach
.ndcr £450 48 18 39
£450-5.649 54 23 '.y'29
£650~£749 68 28 31
£750-1849 54 23 29
£850-£949 58 23 : ' 18
£950-£ll99 73 i s ; " 15
£1200-£1449 80 12 13
£I450-£1699 - 78 ■ ; 14 - 13
£170O-£1949 84 17 14
£1950-£2499 ICO S 4
£25004* 84 8 6 (
Use of train and bos decreases with income* and reference to previous' • 
British national Travel Surveys shows that use of these methods of transport 
has decreased since 1951. It would seem that 80% is about saturation level 
for use of the car as a means of transport on holiday and this wi&l be 
substantiated by American data in the section on mobility* the effect of 
income on choice of accommodation is crucial to this study and is shown bn 
the tables below for three ^ gars**
TABLE XLVI
* > W .*». -*1*. . m--,*■
Type of accommodation used for main GB holiday away from home 
by total family income before tax and other deductions- 1965-1967
spending some time in 
licensed hotels and motels
Income per annum 1965 1966 1967 Average
Under £450 10 12 11 11
£450-£649 11 11 13 12
£650-1749 9 9 15 11
£750-£849 7 12 9 9
£850-£949 10 14 11 12
£950“£1199- 14 13 12 13
£12O0-£1449 15 12 15 14
£1450“ £1699 16 17 21 18
£1700-21949 9. 20 16 15
£1950~E2499 17 22 20 20
£25004* 23 30 23 25
Don* t know* not given 17 16 13 ...11
* British National Travel Survey 1965-7» Table -22* p.l6s Table 29, p.20
Table 36* p.14. (These references apply to supplementary tables commissioned 
b the Kobler Research Fellowship).
% spending some time in 
unlicensed^hotels» cte.
Income per annum 1965_ 1966 1967 Average
Under £450 28 30 21 26
£450~£649 33 31 29 31
£650-1749 28 26 24 26
£750~£849 24 21 34 26
£850-1949 32 . 26 24 27
£95G~£1X99 26 24 26 '
£1200~£1449 n% 24 . 21 25
£X450*-£1893 28 • 30 28 29
£17O0-£1949 - 27 26 24 26
£195(M£2499 54 32 24 30
£2500* 19 26 24 23
Doa’fc know, not given 28 28 23 26
% spending cone tine in
friends^ 1 _or relatives V houses
Income per annum 1965 1966 1967 Avexjype
Under £450 39 45 38 41
E45CH&49 35 44 36
£650-1749 33 20 24 26
£750-£049 22 33 19 25
£850-1949 25 27 24 25
£95Q~E1X99 25 20 20 99tS*£m
£1200-£1449 20 22 21 21
£1450-£X699. 25 25 16 22
£1700-1X949 25 20 30 25
£1950-12499 13 18 24 10
£2500+ 17 16 24 19
% spending some 
holiday cat
time in 
■)pr>
Si5l£!iKfL- X965_ . 1966 1967 Ayeraj^ e^
under £450 2 5 5 4
£450-1.649 9 3 5 6
£650-£749 5 7 0 ' 4 ,
£750-1849 7 5 7 ■ 6 .
E850-E949 5 6 ' 8 6 ■
£9S0-£IX99. 6 7 7 7
£1200-£H49 8 7 10 rv©
£1450 1699 4 5 ' 6 5
£1700 £1049 S 6 6 ■6
E1950-E2499 3 6 5 5
£2500* 4 4 . 3 4
Don*!; know, not given 7 5 7 8
2 spending some 
camping
time
Income per^  annum 1965 1966 B87 Average
Under £450 2 2 X 2
£450-£649 4 2 3 3
£650-£749 2 1 3 2
£750-£849 3 3 3 3
£850-1949 - 6 5 4 5
£950~£1199 6 4 4 3
£1200-91449 4 6 S 5
£145Q-£1699 7 7 5 6
£1700-11949 3 6 5 5
£1950-£249S 4 A« 7 7
£2500*5* i 7 a 4
Boxit know, not given 4 5 3 4
;; spending some tine in 
caravans^
Jaicoma jpcr^  anpun 1965 1966 1967 Average
Under £450 6 7 4 6
£450-1649 8 'j9 12 10
£650£!749 22 19 25 22
£750-£849 17 15 18 17
£850-1949 8 19 19 15
£950*£1199 17 16 18 17
£1200-11449 17 15 IS 17
£1450-£1699 12 13 13 13
11700-S1949 14 22 7 14
£195O~£2490 17 11 22 17
£250-0* 4 15 11 10
Don't know* not given 12 17 14 14
% spending some time in
^  youtli^ hostels____
Income por^  ennun 1965 1966 1967 Average
Under £450 0 1 1 1
£45Ch£649 0 0 0 8
£650~£749 0 0 . 0 0
£750-i.049 1 1 0 • 1
£850-2949 0 0 0 0
£950-£1199 0 1 0 o
£1200-£1449 . 1 1 0 1
£1450-£1699 . 2 0 1 1
£17O0--£X949 0 0 1 0
£1950-12499 0 0 1 0
£2500* 1 0 1
Don't know, not given 0 1 1 1
Impending some time mi 
boats < -mJeruiseB (in 6B)
Income per annumm. *K-^r*4»u-,-«»**■**)»»..** *' 1965 1966 196J Average
'aider £450 1 1 0 I
£450"'£049 1 1 0 X
E650-E749 0 O 0 ; : '0 '
£750^£849 o a . I • • 'O'
£850~£949 0 ■ o . 1 ■ ;• • •■0. '
£950~;:I199 . 1 ' ' . 0 1 •: X..
£1200-0.449 1 3 2 ■ 2
£1450”* £3,699 ■ i 1 0 1
£1700-£1949 ■■•"■' 0 ' 0 2 .■' :■.■ ' • X' ■•
£195(H-2499 1 1 . 3 2.'
£2500* 0 3 . 3 ' 2 ■
Bsnft laimr, not given 1 ■-. 1 I ' 1
71 spending some time in 
 ^renbefl_ accomodation ^
Income per annum 1965 1966 1967 Average
Under £450 4 3 7 5
£450~£649 9 3 6 6
£650-£749 3 9 - ■ 7 6
£730~£849 - ■ ' XD v . 6 s 8
£850-1949 ■• 10£' ' '6 10 C» • ■*#
£950-1X199 9 11 16 j£» £ *
£1200-11449 8 11 10 ■ ■ 10
£1450-£169.9 10 7 12 10
£1700-11949 :‘ 7 16 16 13
£l950-£§499 13 13 16 14
£2500+ 14 3 7 8
Don't lenom, not given 8 10 10 9
spending some, time as 
paying jgupstp^
Income per annum 1965 1966 1967 Average
Under £450 2 3 4 3
£45Q~£649 1 2 3 2
£650-1.749 4 1 1 2
£75G~£849 4 3 3 3
£850“£949 1 4 2 ■ 2
£930~£1199 2 2 1 2
£1200*'£1449 1 2 2 - 2
£X45G-£1699 ' ' 5 3 X 3
£1700-111949 3 2 2 2
£1950-£2499 3 . 1 2 2
£2500* 4 . 3 . .2 3
Don’t know# not given 3 ■ 2 3 3
Although the dangers of sampling errors have been reduced by deriving a 
three-year average, it is clear that too much reliance should not be placed 
on the tables giving data on the less frequently used accommodation categories 
In order to cover all the individual categories defined in the introduction 
(apart from the residual * other accommodation*)» 10 tables are produced, but 
the subsequent analysis is confined to the more important ones* It should 
also be pointed out that the * income* used in the tables is the total family 
income before feme* and 151 of the. sample comprised households with more than 
three wage-eatsers* Such large households are shown in the seme income 
groups as households with one wage-eamer, vho is earning the same income 
as all three or four or five vage-tamers in the larger households - put 
together* Cue is not therefore analysing the income effect in the optimum 
way, as the different income groups contain different siren of household, 
end differences in behaviour may not be due solely to differences in income. 
Ideally# one would like to see the income groups subdivided by household 
composition - as is the practice with the Family Expenditure Survey - which 
would remove this distortion.
Another possible improvement* which would improve the Quality of the analysis* 
would be to show the amount spent on the holiday by the income of the house­
hold. At the moment* one can derive the accommodation used by the different 
income groups; and one can derive the holiday expenditures by type of 
accommodation; and one can then formulate general theories postulating fchat 
households with larger incomes tend to stay in licensed hotels* which implies 
an above-average holiday expenditure. iMs . is by no means watertight * and
it would clearly be preferable to have a table which related income' to
expenditure directly* and enabled the classical approach of measurement of 
income elasticities.-to he'adopted*
It is within these limitations that any 'conclusions must be drawn.
Patronage of licensed hotels and motels increases with income* reflecting 
the greater cost of this form of accomodation as compared to the other
ones. This cost is shown below.
Average expenditure on hol&day, including fares and petrol 
per GB main holiclay-vnkcr in the UK* 1967*^  . r
Accomodation
Licensed Unlicensed Friends & Holiday Rented
hotel hotel Relatives camp Camping Caravan Accommodation
Expenditure
per ^ raon 35 24 15 21 14 13 16
.In the lower income groups - chose earning 245D per annum or less up:;to ■ 
those earning £850-£949 per m m m  - increases in income appear to have 
little effect on the propensity to stay in licensed hotels. However* in 
the next income groups - those earning £950-£1699 - there does appear to be 
a marked income effect* as licenced hotel patronage increases steadily.
Moving from this group to the next one - £1700 to £1949 - appears to have 
relatively little effect on the patronage of licensed hotels* but when an 
income of over £1950 per annum is achieved, the data for each of the three 
years show a further increase in licensed hotel patronage, and the same
* British national Travel Survey 1967, OF.GIT.* ialle 11, p.67.
increase is seen when an income of over £2500 per annum is achieved.
■This relationship may be a source of encouragement to owners of licensed 
hotels and motels; while increases in household income at the lower end of 
the market have little effect on hotel patronage* once a plateau of £950 
per annum is reached* hotel patronage its positively related to income?
apart from a minor setback In the £1700 to £1949 income group. Since many 
households -may reach this plateau in the next decade* and not a £ m  may 
move into the over £1950 income bracket* where the propensity- to -stay in 
licensed hotels increases sharply* the future would seem assured for this 
section of the industry. The problem of course ip that the propensity to 
take a holiday abroad may also. exhibit the same relationship with income * 
and there ©ay be increased 1 leakagef out of the domestic market. All one 
can conclude from the data, is that*, cxluding such leakage? increases in 
household income would increase licensed hotel patronage.
The increased patronage of licensed hotels as incomes increase from £450 
to £1450 is largely at the *expense* of patronage of friends and .relatives. 
This switch is undoubtedly attributable to the income effect. Staying with 
friends and relatives imposes certain parameters on the individual’s holiday 
choice? so far as the location and timing of the holiday is concerned? 
increased. -£n income enable him to remove soma of these parameters* as he can 
now stay in anhotel when and where he chooses. One cannot unfortunately 
attribute this trend entirely to the income effect* as 24% of those earning 
over £2500 •who could.well afford to stay in a licensed hotel* chose
to stay with friends - and relatives, m  examination of Americas* data mokes 
it clear that visits to friends and relatives are not made solely because 
one cannot afford to stay in commercial accommodation, but because a 
holiday enables one to re-establish contact with people not normally seen 
in the year. CRREC data show that 512 of a cample of American holiday- 
makers chose their holiday destination so that they could visit friends 
or relatives.*
ft OEBEC Study Report Ho. 20* QF.LXTV* Table 47, p.47.
Patronage of unlicensed hotels and similar accommodation remains fairly 
constant throughout the various income ranges, if anything being slightly 
more popular in the middle income groups. The evidence does not enable 
one to conclude that there is either a positive or negative relationship 
between income and patronage of unlicensed hotels* though many of the 
considerations mentioned in connection with licensed hotels will apply to 
them also* There ie certainly no evidence that the existence of a licence 
in itself makes a hotel more acceptable to the upper income groups, though 
the £750-2849 income group do mem to patronise unlicensed hotels at the 
.expense of licensed hotels.
Staying with friends is'clearly more popular with those on lower incomes 
for obvious reasons. This type of accommodation involves a minimal, if ■ 
any, charge for accommodation and can therefore reduce the total cost of 
■ the holiday. It is worth noting that even in the top income brackets, 
staying with friends is as popufar as staying in licensed or- unlicensed 
hotelss and the implications of this have already been noted.
There are clearly other factors apart from income in operation here, and 
while income increases in the two Ipweat income groups may reduce the 
incidence of staying with friends, income increases for the rest of 
holidaymakers should not either increase or reduce propensity to stay 
vith friends and relatives.
Patronage of holiday camps does not vary significantly with income, and} 
with the relatively small sample, it is difficult to come to any first 
conclusion on this. Variation in patronage-of holiday camps can be better 
explained by reference to the life-cycle and age effect than the income 
effect,although, historically, holiday camps were originally provided for 
the lower-income groups.
Although the incidence of camping increases with income, variation in 
participation is also better explained by changes in the life-cycle and 
age of the holiday-maker£ «incc a camping holiday is one of the cheapest 
types of holiday, it would clearly be illogical to ascribe increased 
participation to increased income. Indeed, this apparent correlation
empbasizes the difficulty of -ascribing m y  particular effect tm any oae 
.determinant,' especially when the best positive correlation is obtained • 
with'a variable, which one would have ejected to yield a negative 
correlation#
This wet contradiction a.** also a feature of American holidsylaackltig*•'
l?Xhe typical easper family m e  & relatively high income, -this- would; seem 
to be in direct conflict with the- a&suxsption that camping £s. the fpoor 
aanfs-tacstion activity1 M** '
Caravanning does not appear to-be participated in dm.a large scale until ' 
income levels of £650 are reached*- Ehis is likely to be a plateau effect' "h i ... . . . •
where the purchase of a caravan ie involved* . Shat caravanning is not a 
form,of .holiday accomodation used by lower income' households is also 
confirmed by the Social '.Survey of Holidaymakers in Devon* -^ touring 
caravannersT•incomes are in a higher level, with the highest % (43%1 in 
the £204- income group".** tEhera is also an age effect, as- those with lower 
incomes may also he older and it has been shown that caravanning is not 
popular with the older holiday nakor. It is interesting to note that 
caravanning is the most popular form of accomodation for those households 
earning £650-£749 p«a*.-Onco a caravan is purchased, there-is plainly an 
incentive to use-it in consecutive years whatever happens to family income, 
and in these cases any normal conclusions about the likely.effect of 
increased incomes would not apply* Such a household would probably'respond 
to an increase in income by buying a-store expensive caravan, rather than 
by '©'witching over to an alternative means of .accomodation. Increases in 
household incomes in the two lower income groups■could well increase the • 
incidence of caravan holidays. ’Shis has important implications for planning, 
especially in popular holiday destinations,.
iV Fine»IV, and Werner,£E, campingin^State^Parks^and Forests 1c ttieepm in, 
Wisconsin Vacation Recreation Papers, University of Wisconsin, Edison, 
Wisconsin,.Vol. 1 * ,vo.3* 1960, p.S.
Devon County Planning Department. S o c i a l _ P i L
in Devon, tHamcm County Council, May 1961, p. S 13.
the data on youth hostels arc neither illuminating nor reliable. Those 
on the incidence of boating holidays are illuminating, but not reliable, 
the figure of 1% for the lower income groups probably applies to holidays 
spent on hired boats on inland waterways and the Horfolk Broads. The 
higher figures for the upper income groups probably apply to holidays spent 
in the more expensive type of craft ~ motor-launches* cabin-cruisers, etc* - 
which have been purchased. olidays of the latter type may be expected to" . 
increase with income.
Patronage of rented accomodation on holiday exhibits a positive relationship 
with income, until, the two highest income groups are reached, when 'there 
is a sharp drop in patronage* The reason for this is probably that the 
better-off families have purchased a holiday homes rather then continued 
to-rent one. (Purchase of holiday homes is examined shortly). The data 
would indicate that renting holiday hosisa might become more popular over' 
the next decade in view- of the significantly higher propensities of the 
micldlc*~income households to patronise this type of accommodation as 
compared with those of the lower income groups.
Bata on paying guest© are not significant,:’ and indicate -no ■spatLai 
relationship with income.
Cue income' effect which is likely to manifest itself over the next decade 
is'the effect of higher ’ incomes ©a the purchase of additional homm? 
holiday chalet© etc* Such holiday® ’are sot shown separately in 'the British . 
Hatioaai Travel Surveys though there £s probably a case for the' inclusion 
of -such a category in view of the implications of any mch trend on the 
accomodation industry. There arc fortunately such data available on the 
relationship between income and expenditure on such homes in the USA.
T A B ^ m r a c
^ A  ^ 1 Income*
Annual average 
Income^ crtditure^ (55)
Up to 03,000 .65
03,COO - /4,C9S 3.01
■ ■ 05,000 - 07,499 4.52
•07,500 - 09*399-. ■ ; 5.86 .
..010,000- 014*999 ■ 10*63 .
015,0004*. 25.54 .
Expenditure in this table applies to tit© .overheads. m d  running costs of 
the hoses*
5*91 of the housing steel; in M  England is 1 seasonal homes1. In Vermont, 
the figure is 12.1% and in the Isle of Nantucket a staggering 50%.**
There are well over 2m fcwo-hoisa owners in America now.
Euch expenditure Is very income elastic, but it, would be dangerous to 
imply that this expenditure pattern is likely to be repented in the. UK, 
Planning restrictions are at their most severe in,exactly those areas 
where demand for holiday homes is at its highest, and increased demand 
is more likely to force up the price of existing cottages than to result 
in the construction of new ones, Those mio do make such purchases ■ are 
therefore more likely to make them, abroad, in countries where the climate 
is better. There are therefore good reasons for disagreeing with the 
following conclusion in *T<wrrow,s Leisurbia* ,*** ^Seaside bungalows, 
or caravans as a fixed holiday-home see®, quite certain to become boom 
industries as the new revolution of leisurbia spreads to the working 
classes*”
* Expenditure Patterns of American Families, uP.CIT,, p.56.
Arthur B. kittle Inc., Touristyirnd^Recreation, October 1966, chapter 10*
*** Garland Compton Ltd., opcrrow^T&J-swfoia* Kerch 1967.
Purther data on the. determinants of desand for second homes can he obtained 
from 1 Private Cottages in Wisconsin** and ’The Tourist and Recreation 
Industry in Vermont’***
The Effect of Income 01^  Additional^ Holidays
The. effect o£.'income on additional holidays is marked and is shown by the 
following table
t m m  IRIX
' o»».' »f- - 4fcs;
Relationship he tween income and taking an additional holiday 
. away from hew * lasting 4. nights or more*. 1967
crccntage of CR Holidaymakers ■
' Income to* ing^ an^ additipnah^ holiday ir
■ -Under £450' 14
£450“£649 14
£650-£749 4
£750-1849 8
£850-1949 • B
£950-£llS9 9
'£1200-£1449 14
£I4$0“'£1699 - '15
£1700-11949 25
£1950-£2499 25
■. £25004* 2S
411 '14
One can conclude from this table that families with total pro-tar: incomes 
of over £1709 are twice as likely to take additional holidays as the rest* 
Rut again, these appears to ba a fairly sharp increase once a specific 
level of Income - £1700 - has been reached,
* Pine,1V* and Horner* EE» £ 2 ? J S ^ S S L . i U n i v e r s i t y  of
Wisconsin* School of Commerces bureau of Business Research and Service*
Madisons Wisconsin, 1960*
Thompsons John K et ,al*» fhe^  touvist^&nd^ Recreation^ tndnnt^^in^yetmont^ 
Vermont Development Department* Montpeliers Vermont* 1963* Chapter 11*
derived frotn British Rational Travel Survey 1967* oF»CXT*, Table 36, :
Then looking'at this tabic* it must he remembered that only additional 
holidays involving & stay away from home of four nights or more arc 
included. If weekend trips ware included - md these arc a significant 
source of demand the increase would doubtless he far sharper. The ■ 
British Rational Travel Survey does not reveal in what accommodation these 
additional holidays were taken hy the various income groups, but a higher 
percentage of additional holidays are spent in licensed hotels ~~ 23% as 
against i5% for main holidays ~ end with friends m3, relatives 341 m  
against 241*
while Income tiill he an important determinant of demand for additional 
holidays* availability of paid holidays is m m  mom. Iisportant, especially 
since one-third of all additional holidays are spent In the homos of 
friends and relatives.
Location of Holiday
1* '*»> m* m  '■»& im<«*> • * .•
The statistics on where the holiday is taken* at the seaside or elsewhere* 
are inconclusive and show little 'tendency- to change with Income#
Conclusions
Conclusions about -the Effect of income on demand for accommodation fall 
into'two broad categoriesi it© effect on entry Into the holiday smrketf 
m d  i m  effect on those within the domestic holiday market,
A crcss-r ectional analysis revealed that the likelihood of entry Into. 
the holiday market increased' with household income, Bono income levels 
seem to be more important than others, md the relatively large increase 
in holiday participation once a household income of £1200 per annum was 
reached was noted*
Xt was concluded that., lor the lowest income groups* shortage of any 
disposable income prevented many from entering the market# Lor the 
slightly better-off families, who had some disposable income, holidays 
had to compete with other forms of consumer expenditure for a share of 
fchet income, m d  the relatively poor marketing of domestic holidays and,
; Ior eoiae ''f ami lies-, absence of a •1holiday habit* .mitigated against their
talcing holidays mmy from hone in the Bit* within the upper income groups, ' 
holiday-making was* for many* & necessity*- though it mu clear that there' 
should always he a percentage of rich households -who did not take a holiday: 
mmy from house in a given year. hhiie the. cross-sectional data showed that /,.■■" 
propensity to .taka a holiday away, from heme increased with; household ■ 
income, domestic holiday-making has remained, fairly static• .throughout. the ( 
period'MSO-U67 in spite of increases. in incomes, labile- part -of -the reason 
was incrcaised holiday-leaking overseas by UK residents* it was suggested ■. 
that'the income effect on entry into the- holiday.market might be a long­
term effect,'as 'the immediate response.of many households to increases in- 
income might not be to take a holiday away.from home., although such an . . 7 
increase placed them, in m, income group with a higher propensity to take a - " 
holiday**'-
tlxc effect of income on the domestic holiday market was then examined by 
analysing the holiday behaviour patterns of domestic holidaymakers, .-Token / 
down into eleven income -groups. Three years data were examined, to minimise 
sampling errors, and tables were derived showing the relative popularity of 
ten types of holiday accommodation with the eleven income groups. •
The analysis shewed that patronage of licensed hotels and- motels increased 
with, income# once an annual household income of £050 had been reached, 
khiist the likelihood of substantial increases in real income over the - 
next decade indicate® increased patronage of this category of necensaodatien* 
it should be remembered.that increased income say also increase the 
propensity>to take holidays abroad. This positive relationship with income 
may therefore only mean that this category of accommodation increases it® ■ 
share of a declining market.
There did not appear to be any strong relationship between household 
income end patronage of unlicensed accommodation and similar establishments. 
Analysis of those who spent their holiday® with friends and relatives 
revealed that the very high incidence of suck holiday® in the two lowest 
income groups examined was an income effect, *md as their real incomes 
rose, sore would stay in cossasrcial accommodation. However, such holidays
teCS*
«*! etoSe based «b t f a w « i «  data I* dealt vitfa etattoujsMy by H.
Food Services in  Brittain 1 9 7 0 -1 9 8 0 .University o f S u rre y  1970.
arc popular with higher-income groups in the UK and in the USA, end apart 
from the effect already mentioned, increases in real incomes mould not 
appear to reduce the incidence of spending holidays with friends mid 
relatives*
Ihere mas no strong relationship between incomes and patronage of holiday 
camps*
Camping holidays increased wittr household: income* contrary to what might :, 
have bean expected, as it is a relatively cheap ferns of holiday. A causal 
relationship mas not deduced., m£. it was maintained that more satisfactory 
determinant© of;demand/for camping holidays could be found, probably through 
an; esasasatim of the holidsy-ealcer’s' age and Ilf e-cycle stage*
Caravanning holidays were positively related to income of households once 
an annual income of £650 was reached* Tho steep increase in caravanning 
holidays above this income level suggests that this type of h&lid&y may 
increase in popularity over the next decade, especially since there is an 
incentive to use a caravan each year once it has. been purchased, regardless 
of subsequent changes in income*
Patronage of rented accommodation also increased sharply vifcfc income* but 
without exhibiting the plateau effect of caravanning holidays. However, 
patronage declined when the .top income brackets were readied indicating 
not m  much that this type of aecosanodation was not used, hut that it was 
purchased rather than rented w b m  incomes were sufficient to allow this* 
Analysis of expenditure mi second homes in USA showed that they were the 
prerogative of the upper income groups, but the same relationship should 
not be imputed to the UK because of supply constraints.
Bats on other forms of accommodation were unfortunately not reliable enough -• 
to analyse in detail.
The inclusion of holiday expenditure data, broken down by income groups, 
is urgently needed so that the effect of income can be more accurately 
assessed. It may be chat many households do not respond, even in the 
long run* to increased incomes, by moving from one type of accommodation
to another, hut by ijpending more on their ■ exist m g  accomodation# I'hey 
say well respond by going to a more expensive holiday camp, or buying 
a more expensive caravan, and the existing data do not allow objective 
analysis' of variations in expenditure'by income.
The. effect of income is in a sense a negative effect in so far as it 
removes restrictions from the holidaymaker*s range-of choice* rather than 
positively motivates him to take a m m  sort of.holiday* Shore are there­
fore dangers in-assuming .that the holiday .pattern of a .given family changes 
as it gets richer, though this does not prevent one"from saying that* in 
the course of time* the newer generation© of holiday-makers may adopt the 
holiday behaviour of those, at present in the upper income groups. Hence • 
the intern' effect on demand for. accommodation for those within the market 
may be slow - as it always has been - though it can be argued that* in 
the 1970lSj attitudes to social behaviour*"and social behaviour itself* 
might change faster than before. These implications are follmmd up in 
the forecast.
THE EFFECT OF HOLIDAYS UXTU PAY
-lie history of the movement for holidays with pay in the United Kinggois 
and' its .impact on demand for holiday accommodation have been summarised 
in the historical analysis.
fit •//}e end oj Hv* i-ro^r;. between-;eleven m &  twelve million. wage earners were 
covered -bf /.agreements - well over half the occupied population* ■
Many':other people* such as clerks and salary earners * were granted holidays 
with pay under, other arrangements*
In most of these agreements* provisions - ware-made for twelve days with'pay* 
hut in a considerable number the period was six days or a week* and;in . 
nearly a© many* mainly.In public utilities and distribution, it was- 
eighteen days or three weeks* -
After the war* the right to annual holidays was included in the Universal 
Declaration of Human Eights,* and the situation at the beginning of the 
post-war period in the UK was summarised in the Ministry of Labour Cassette 
for December 1946. In that year* the Ministry was m are of over 1*100 
collective agreements made between employers* or.employers* organisations* 
and trade unions* providing for holidays with pay for wage earners. About 
900 were general or district agreements» and over 200 were agreements 
covering individual firms*
These agreements operated in practically all the industries in which the 
conditions of employment were determined by collective bargaining. In ; 
addition* orders which had statutory force directed that holidays with 
pay should be granted to workers for whom statutory minimum wages had 
been fixed by Wages Councils in various industries, by the Agricultural 
Wages Board* the Eead Haulage Central Mages Board, r.nd the Mages Board 
established for industrial and staff canteen undertakings under the 
Catering Mages Act 1943.
Ike situation in 1946 was summarised on page 1°9S and since then there 
has been a trend towards lengthening holidays x?ith pay* and extending 
them to further categories of workers. The latest official data were 
published in September 1967.**
* Article 24 adopted on 10/12/1948
^  Ministry of Labour* Holidays with Fay in Great Britain? Ministry of.Labour 
Gasette* Vol. L3CKV, Ko.l, September 1967* pp. 174-175.
"It 1b estimated that about COX of tmnual workers in Great Britain have & 
basic holiday of two weeks, .bout 34% have a basic holiday of between two 
and three weeks, and 6% have a basic holiday of three weeks. /-.bout 27% 
of all workers are in industries and services in which there is provision 
for additional holidays, dependent on the length of service of the 
individual worker with the sane employer*!*
A survey carried out in 1966 broadly confirms these Ministry of Labour 
findings#** 31 of the sample had less than two weeks holiday* 33% had 
two to three weeks* 331 had three to four weeks, and 29Iliad four weeks 
or more* /it first sight, these figures might appear to contradict those 
of the Ministry of Labour; • it tsmsfc* however*' bm remembered that their-data 
only applies to manual workers, whereas the University .of Glasgow*a sample 
%im *all holidaymakers9 • The obsession of the Department. of Employment 
and Productivity with data on the holidays-of manual workers, and.their 
lack of interest in the holidays of non-; anual workers, are inconvenient 
from the point of view of those doing research into this sbbject; it is 
also increasingly irrelevant as the shift of employment from the 
manufacturing sector to the service sector continues*
one final m f e I  source of data os holiday entitlements le to be found in 
the-Pilot'national Recreational Survey, carried out for the British Travel 
Association by the University of Koele and published by the BTA in 1967* 
Xhe following table is based on this survey, and it is particularly useful 
as it relates UK holiday entitlement to socio-economic characteristics* ’
* An up-to-date nummary of developments in paid holidays, as provided under 
the terms of collective agreements or statutory orders, is given in 
Append!:-: 3 of each annual edition of the' volume ’Time rates of wages and 
hours of work*, llt-ISO.
J ccyestion end Jpajisia in* thc^  Loeb Urapnd Area, University of Glasgow,
P.GIT** -3*57*
TABIE L
Paid holiday 
entitlement 
in weeks
Hone*
Hot available
total
Length of paid holidays in UK 
related to socio~cconomic characteristics
*,** *«- w- ,•><> 0» i*~m
KtumttlL’ Education
All
~Y'
17-24 35-44
% - . . %
654*
Up to 
£650 £850-1199
1
£19504*
%
Univ­
ersity
%
Second-
/if.
2 t . 3 2 1 2 I B %
42 S8 . ,  . 4S f 22 52' 30 - 14 48
19 23 21 ■ 3 6 = 27 ■ 20 16 ' 16
8 7 ,9 1 0 7 22 31 1
.24 ■ 8 , 12 80 67 10 - 12 30 30
/ 5 . ; 3 7 ’ 5. 4 2 . 15 9 - 3
100 100 100 100 100 ' 100 100 100 100
Vhe comments on this table and other data are worth quoting at length*
"In the content of leisure* it is chiefly in the length of the annual holiday 
that the rewards for success are to be sought* for its duration rises much ■ 
more steeply with income and with occupational and educational status.than
does the amount of leisure available during the normal week".
”!1ta length of the annual holiday varies very markedly* It is almost 
constant across the age ranges (apart from the over 65 *s for obvious 
reasons)* The lowest income group reports some 2/3rds of contacts with 
a paid'holiday (chiefly an age effect) and very few with more than two 
weeks* The fortnight's holiday remains dominant*through the £65G~£05Q 
income range* Lut in the £850-£ll99 level, only half the contacts have 
two weeks paid holiday and a third report three or more weeks, hot until 
family income rises to £1200-11949 does the proportion of contacts reporting 
a very long holiday (of over three weeks) become significant (13% of sample), 
but in the over £1950 class, 22% have over three weeks, 20% have three 
weeks and only 30% have to be satisfied with a fortnight* ihoso data 
almost certainly understate the length of the 'high-income* holiday* for 
15% report-holidays of varying length, often fixed by the individual”*
* For complicated reasons, the number of the sample with no apparent 
■entitlinent is overstated*
"The variation by occupation and educational status follows a similar 
pattern. 2/3rds of * manual workers* get two weeks and only a quarter get 
more. In the middle group bf clerical and distributive occupations, half 
get a fortnight and just over a third get three weeks or more. But only 
14% of 'executives* reported a two-wcek holiday and a quarter get three 
weeks and virtually another quarter get five weeks or more”.
nT m  same extreme contrasts emerge- from a comparison of the 'non-grammar* 
■with the 'graduate* educational group. Half the former- hhvc only a two- 
week holiday, hut 47% of the latter have three weeks or more and 25% 
reported more than a month’s holiday. Moreover, 40% of ’graduates* could 
put no fixed length to their holiday, m d  most of these must he £res.to 
decide for themselves”.
"Two very general conclusions emerge from this, irstly, our egalitarian 
society has by no means standardised the length of the annual break from 
work. Secondly, the long holiday of the prosperous and the well-educated 
are probably as important a factor as their income levels in moulding 
their recreational habits".
’Many of the most distinctive of the upper-income recreations are 
relatively tima~consuming - hill-walking, climbing and camping, iaad 
many involve a considerable expenditure which can scarcely be justified 
unless one can spend several weeks in a year enjoying the results?* for 
example, the. purchase of a country cottage, or & boat with-living quarters^.
While this pilot survey gives valuable data on holiday entitlement, it 
does not show to what extent the entitlement is taken up* and whether it 
is taken all at once or in several smaller holidays; it is clear from 
British national Travel Surveys that the entitlement to an annual paid 
holiday does not mean that a holiday away from home will be taken.
The 1967 British national Travel Survey shows that only 53% of all manual 
workers took a holiday away from home, although 100% were theoretically 
entitled to a holiday with pay, so, as the historical analysis indicated 
holidays with pay, are not in themselves a sufficient condition for holidays 
away from home.
•. The Department of.Employment and Productivity report that, in an increasing 
number of industries, the annual holiday period for which payment in made 
is now more than two weeks.. In some cases3 .the original period hen been 
made dependent on the worker©1 length of service with the cane employers 
and there is a tendcmcy to reduce the service qualifications in subsequent 
negotiations, In other industries, there, is. a. progressive increase so. that 
at a future date the basic period.becomes three, weeks instead of .two, ,
.The service; condition© for entitlement have remained, basically, the. *«&* ' ■ 
since;the .war,, m d  many, agreements still .indicate the period during -which 
the holiday© arc’ to be token., though it is usually left to'the employer to 
. decide-■whether there, should: he a general stoppage, for .the. holiday .period 
fey, closing dotm the verbs, .or. .whether*. by staggering the holidays of. . 
individual workers, production should fee carried, on continuously .throughout 
the year*. In many cases where workers are entitled .to. more than ..two. weeks, 
the additional period has .to be taken in the- winter, months, or outside the 
normal holiday period, or at a time convenient to the employer. This 
stipulation adds to the trend to take more shorter holidays rather then a 
longer main holiday., where holiday entitlcssnt is increased, and this is 
analysed later on,
-In spite of the progress in extension of paid holidays since the war*-'. the 
United kingdom lags behind many European countries in the provision of paid 
holidays* - Four .European countries already have statutory three-week ■ 
holidays for Mali workers, m d  all the other European countries are steadily 
moving la this direction# .
As far an public holidays are concerned, the United Kingdom is equally 
tight-fisted*. .There are currently ©Is.public .holidays in the United 
Kingdom each year and no countyy in the world he's fever. Most have 
considerably more, Italy has 18, West Germany has 15, Trance has 16. 
farther afield Andorra has 24, Brasil and Monaco have 23, the United 
States of America have 7 national holidays, but these are of course 
supplemented by state holidays. Other countries seem less scrupulous 
about the pretexts for public holidays; Japan has * cspcct for the Aged 
Bay1 (September 15); Malawi has Mother*© Bay (October 13) and Lesotho has 
fNational Tree Planting Bay1(August 4),
Effect'of Paid Holidays on. Entry into the Market
It is most unfortunate that the current British national Travel Surveys 
give no data at all on whether or not holiday-makers and non holiday-makers 
.are entitled to holidays t-?ith pay , and , if sc2 of what their entitlement 
comprises. Given th£cedata» one would then be able to analyse' the impact, 
of such provision and quantify its influence as a determinant of demand*-'
The'1955 British national Travel Survey die include such data,-' “Holidays 
with pay* 68% of the population had holidays with pay, in 1955 <6% for one 
week, -51% for two weeks, 71 for three weeks and 4% for more). 56% of those 
with paid holidays took holidays may from home, the remaining 44% did not 
go away. Since the majority -of those who did not go away on holiday named 
expense as the main reason for having to stay at home, the fact of holidays 
with pay is particularly interesting* Of those who had no paid holiday, . 
671 stayed at lione%.’t
From this extract, it is clear that while holidays with pay did not 
necessarily mean that holidays m m y from home would be taken, those who 
were entitled to them were Sore likely to take such holidays.
Its I960, the Social Survey * Motives in the Timing of Holidays * showed that 
16vl% of their sample took.no holiday at all, either away from home or at 
home* There was * and is*- a hard core of people, either for whom paid 
holidays are of no interest, or who are mot entitled'to them* The self- 
employed and unemployed would fall into the latter category. -
In the absence of reliable recent data on the effect of paid holidays on 
bringing the individual into the holiday market in the United Kingdom* 
one must rely on USA. research to shed light on this problem.
“Uhether or not the head of the family is entitled to a paid vacation is 
a major factor effecting the probability that the head or his wife will 
take a vacation trip"Ecspondenfcs to the survey on which this statement 
was based were asked whether the head of the family was entitled to a 
vacation with pay, Obviously some people who were entitled to a vacation
* GRRRC Study Eeport Ho, 20, OF.CIT., p.39
with pay did not talco a vacation trip, while others who were not so 
entitled took time off, without pay, in order to hove a vacation. 
However, the survey showed that there the head vac entitled to a paid 
vacation, 52% of heads of families and wives took a vacation trip away 
from hone. In families where the head was not eligible, only 35% took 
a vacation trip. Ibis second group included,- in addition to wage and 
salary earners who did not get holiday© with pay, the self-employed and 
families where the head of the family was not in the labour.force. Had 
they been excluded, the differential would have been still higher. T m  
following table shows how paid holiday entitlement in the USA. varied 
within the different occupation and income groupsA: It is data of this 
kind that are so badly needed in the OK.- . ■ '
Derived from 0RIEC Study Report Ho.20, P.01T*, labl<s 36 and 37, pp.40-41
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From this fairly comprehensive table, one can derive the information that is 
required, namely the relationship between paid holiday entitlement and 
demand for accommodation away from home. Tlis is done in the two following 
graphs.
209
GRAPH I
% entitled to a paid holiday of a week or more
GRAPH II
taking a holiday away from home
The vertical axis on Graph X measures the percentage of each group which 
wan entitled to a paid holiday of a week or more. The horisontal csie 
measures the percentage of each group who actually took a holiday away 
from homo. If there were a positive relationship between paid holiday 
entitlement and the incidence of holiday*-caking away from home one would 
expect the observations to fall -either side of a line starting from the 
intercept and climbing;towards the top right-hand corner of the graph.
Graph % shews that this is broadly the ease; the higher the percentage 
of a group entitled to a paid holiday* the higher -the percentage who take 
&. holiday away from home* .
Q m  further point of interest arises from Graph Xj if 'one fitted a 
straight line through the observations* it would not in fact intercept the 
ares* but would cross the horisontal axis at around the 20% mark*’ Prom 
this one could conclude that* even with no paid holiday entitlements about 
20% of a group would still take a holiday away from home*
Graph II shows the deterrent effect of non-entitlement. Ac the percentage 
of a group not entitled to a paid holiday increases, so does the percentage 
who take-a holiday away from home fall.
CHREC data also show that the loapcr the holiday entitlement, the sore 
likely it is that a holiday away from hose will' be taken, libers the head 
of a family-was,, all owed any fom of paid holiday,. 52% of heads of families 
and wives took a trip away from home, cy contrast * of those entitled to 
paid holidays of four weeks or more, 64% took a trip.®
It its interesting to note the fairly high percentage, 36%* who*, although 
they were entitled, to four weeks paid holiday, ;:till did not take a trip 
■away from home* Thus, while increased length of paid holiday increases 
the likelihood of a trip being taken, there arc obviously other factors 
at work deterring even that section with the most generous entitlement 
from taking a holiday away from home.
* 9BEC Study Report Ho.20, OP,CXI., p.40.
It is not very satisfactory to have to draw conclusions about the effect 
of paid holidays in the UR principally on the basis of USA experience#
It is to be hoped that future British National Travel Surveys will include 
data on this subject so that its precise effects can be quantified.
There is a further problem in determining the effect of paid holidays on
demand for accommodation away from homo* .hinted at iv. the .University of 
Keele Survey; namely* that there is considerable auto-correlation with the 
income effect* and in mny ways one is inclined to the ©ape type of 
conclusion about the effect of paid holidays on putting the individual 
into the holiday market m were Arrived in the conclusions on the section 
of the income effect* namely that paid holidays may simply remove barriers 
to holiday~&2akiog» rather than positively motivating people to take them*
' lit feet, of Paid Holidays.; on Those Within .the Earhet
Perhaps the most important effect of increases in paid holidays is in 
the length end number of holidays taken away from home. /aaerican data 
show ‘“’that wage and salary workers with paid vacations seldom take trips 
that exceed the duration of their paid vacation51**'4 The same would appear 
to be true in the UK. In 1967, according to Ministry of labour figures* 
average length of paid holidays for manual workers was 9*43 days* Average 
number of nights spent away from home was 10*2.*-- If one adds one to this 
to derive the average number of days spent away from home (as opposed to 
the average number of nights) this increases the figure to XI. 2#
However* this figure includes Saturday© and Sundays* which do not come 
out of -the holiday-ranker1 n entitlement # If one therefore deducts two 
days from the average number of days spent away from home to derive an 
estimate of the number of holiday entitlement days spent away from home, 
it .is 9.2* which 'is very close to the previously mentioned figure of 9.43*
* 0SRRC Study Report No.20, OP.CXI.* p.43
British National Travel Survey 1967, Table 2»>»42*
It would therefore appear that the length of-paid holiday entitlement puts 
m  effective coiling on the average length of the pain UK. holiday,-.as' it 
does in the USA. The median length of vacation trip in America 
and while the length of paid holiday puts a ceiling on the number of'days. 
spent away from hose by the individual on holiday, m  the,ceiling ic rained*,, 
there is a tendency for two or sore holidays to be taken instead of .one* ■ %.
this tendency has important implications for the'UK accosaaodation industry- / 
and will therefore be analysed. ’• •
American data 'os lengths of -holidays are as followsr**.
Bays spent away from home on holidayin USA 
. Jhiyatipn of absence ;away, from homg
7 days or less 474
8-14 days 33
15-21 days 10
22-28 day© 4
5-6 weeks 3
7*~8 weeks ■ -■ 1
9-E0 weeks . 1
II weeks or over 1
Total 100'
The comparable figures for the UK as derived from the 1955'and 1967. 
Britioh National Travel Surveys are as follows? /
«0REEC Study Report Ko# 20, IBID.
** ORREC Study Report Uo.20, IBID. The table refers to the first holiday 
trip taken in 1958 by Americana* not to the total number of days spent away 
from hose in that year.
TABLE m i  
iSB&H1* PJL holiday 1955^  a n 196^ 7
Duration, of Absence away from home 3355 pjpjcentapc 1967, percenta|je
7 nights or loss
8-14 nights 
15-21 nights 
22-28 nights 
5-6 - week©
7*3 weeks
9-10 weeks
11 weeks and over 
Hot available 
Total .
Average length (nights)
47
45
>
)
)
) >
)
>
) 1 
)
)
)
7
1
) 13
)
)
)
)
)
100 102*
10.5
Although only 20% of holidays sway from home in the USA lasted giorc than 
15 days, 28% of heads of households were entitled to holidays of three 
weeks or more. This clearly shows the tendency for holiday entitlement 
to be broken down into smaller components as that entitlement increased.
The British national Travel Survey data show that the length of the main 
holiday did not increase over 12 years * although paid holiday entitlements 
increased over-the period. The percentage of holidays lasting 7 nights .or 
less actually increased,- m d  the percentage of holidays lasting over 15 
nights decreased.
To derive a better idea of the precise number, of nights involved, and to 
confirm the general pattern indicated by the British Rational Travel Survey* 
one can refer to supplementary data on the length of holidays of UiC 
residents*** The relevant data are reproduced in the table below.
- This figure is derived from British Rational Travel Survey 1967, Table Z t 
p.42. It exceeds 100 because of rounding up*
** Government Social S u r v e y * H p l i d aye* 1IMS0 1961
'Table'-; ;• 73*
Duration of I5f holidays in 1960 
unbcr of nights spent m>ay £ro& home
» .*> «*. **K #1' «K.. .!#.,> «fc.Jw.
3
4
5
6 
7
11
12
15
16
17
18 
19
2Q
51
Don* t knoi?/uticlecided 
Total
Percentage
1.76
1.28
1,99
2 * -?6 
3*28 
33.58-
-m£ *21
2*46 
2*59 
1*69 
2* 62 
3* 16 
20.67 
4.19 
1.57 
0*88 
0*35 
0*58 
0.87 
0*32 
6*1 
0*10 
0*1.3 
0.08 
0.19 
0.23 
7.16
100
‘Hie grouping at 7 and 14 days is particularly noticeable. In hie thesis / 
Br* Fattison also found that the majority of h&liday-n.takers in the Firth 
of Clyde either stayed seven or fourteen days. The conclusion which he 
drew from this was that the area was too dependent on conventional types 
of holiday and was not sharing in the growth sectors of the tourist trade. 
The hunching shown in the table will probably'’"decrease over time as' 
conventional types of holiday decrease m d  as'the■ceiling of holiday 
entitlements is raised and several shorter holidays replace one main one.
The Vacation Travel Attitude Survey-T sheds more light on this trend and 
a table on holiday~T~alcets5 preferences is reproduced.
■ m m  IV-
USA holidaymakerl1 preferences for long or short holidays. 1966
Type of holiday- Actual ■ Preferred
%All at once ■ 56 52
Half at once,
half long weekends 38 44
All long weekends 5 4
Other _ 1 0<fcni
Total 100 100
“Certainly the split or even fragmented vacation, means less time and lower 
expenditure for single trips. On the other hand, - the prevalence of three 
or perhaps four-day weekends can result in -additional trips and the 
spending of extra travel dollars* especially if travel marketers within 
range of metropolitan areas can develop and promote suitable -fmini~vacation* 
packages”.
UK data on the tendency to split the holiday entitlement into more shorter 
holidays m  the entitlement increases arc inadequate. The University of 
Glasgow Survey&cones to this tentative conclusion in Appendix X.
generally speaking, the longer the total holiday from work in the year, 
the less the tendency to use it all up during the current trip* Xt may be 
expected therefore that as annual holidays with pay increase in length, . 
the tendency towards secondary holidays will also increase’5*
# Boivarslty. of Glasgow, OP#€XT«
The Social Survey referred to earlier also throws cone light on the habits 
of HR residents in this respect.*
TABLE LVX
Holidaymakers interviewed by Government Social Survey 
who took* or intended to take, a second holiday in 1960
length of Second holiday Percentage .
lima than four nights may 13*3
Four or lose* including weekend' 17*9
Four or-less, including md-veek 3*2
Day tripe 28*7
Total second holidays 83.1
Total holiday-makers taking second holiday 43.4**
Total holidaymakers .not taking -second holiday 56.6
Total 100
This shows that second holidays tend to be shorter than mini ones s and 
tend to be based on the weekend rather than nid~vcel:. If the effect of 
longer paid holidays ie to increase the incidence of additional holidays* 
then an examination of the current features of additional holidays is • 
important as it enables one to access the implications of a higher incidence 
of additional holidays over the next decade.
The following data are based on the 1967 British national Travel Survey***. 
%proximatcly half additional holidays spent in Great Britain a m  taken 
before the m a m  holiday* and- ha3EL arc taken after it* Increased additional 
holidays would therefore- bring clout a better seasonal distribution of 
demand for domestic accommodation# Satstestber and May being the most popu&kr 
months for such holidays* Additional holidays are shorter than main ones 
as Table LVII shows.
* Government Social Survey, 0P*€XT*t p.*85
** Since am® holidaymakers took-more than one 'second holiday the percentage 
of total holidaymakers taking a second holiday is lower than the number of 
total second holidays taken*
*** British national Travel Survey 1967# OP.CXT** Tables 1, 2* 3, 6* 11# 12#
18* 21* 22*-pp. 40* 42* 44* S4f 67* 71* SO* S8* 100* and Tables 5, 20* 30* 
pp. 118* 142# 144* ■
m i m  tvn ■.
Huraber of nights spent away from .hone 
on mainholidays and additional holidays in Groat Britain, 1967,
Kunber of nights Hals holidays Additional holidays
X
Four 3 13
Five 3 12
Sir 7 IX
Seven 34 43
8-10 13 • • ‘ 11 ’.
llr!4v. .33 ■. ■ ; a
15?2l- ;;, '■■ : 7 ; ■ ■ ; ■:■ l ’ ;
1 ’ tV- ■-■■.:■ 1
m m  28: ■ :. . ■■■ ■ -...'■ '. -0 '
Average • ■ • ■ -_io, a- ^ ■.■••■■ 7,2 ■
Additional holidays are more likely to be taken inland than main holidays9 
which is partly a reflection on their timing; average Expenditure per 
person is lower on additional holidays but enpenditure, per person gert day 
is in fact higher,
children are less .likely to he taken cm. additional holidays; 72% off 
additional holidays comprising two or fewer people, m  opposed to S41 
for m i  ft holidays,
Transport tines! oa additional holiday shows little variation on that used’ 
os mis holidays, although the ear was marginally more popular, ■
AecoOTiodutiou .used reveal© Bam significant variations, and this is
thorn in the following table.*
<*'■ derived' fro® British national Travel Survey 1967, OP.CXX.* table 20* p.tS*
| M J g I
Accommodation used by holiday-r.akore 
on naitt and additional holidays in G8, 1967
Accommodation used Main holidays Additional holidays 
%
licensed hotels and motels 15 23
Unlicensed hotels* etc.? 24 15
Friends1 or relatives homes 24 34
Holiday camp 7 .3
Camping 4 4
Caravans IS 10
Youth hostels, etc. ■ 0 1
Cruise* boats*'barges etc.* ' * 2
Rented villas* flat*?, etc* 10 6
Private family as paying guests 2 3
Other accomodation 2 - 2
Total* 105 102
This table is of crucial importance to the accommodation industry if its 
future lies in the growth of add!tonal holidays as opposed to main holidays 
for it shows how the distribution of the acccwodation used sight change.
the principal casualty appears to be the unlicensed hotel and the other 
accommodation included in this category ~ boarding houses and guest houses. 
Holiday camps also lose their share of the markets partly because-they are 
closed'when many additional holidays are taken* Caravanning and rented 
accommodation are also significantly less popular. (Mother table reveals 
that the drop in caravanning is due to a decrease in use of hired caravans * 
not ones which have been bought). Che principal beneficiary within the 
accommodation industry is the licensed hotel* and this appears to be well- 
placed to benefit from the growth of additional holidays. Friends and 
relatives are also a significantly more popular destination for additional 
holidays than for main holidays.
* The totals will add up to more than 100 because some holiday-makers stay 
more than one category of accommodation.
Tm fact that licenced hotels are a more popular type of accommodation for 
additional holidays than unlicensed hotels and similar accommodation nay 
be due to the latter establishments being more likely to be closed during 
the months in which many additional holidays are taken than the former.
It, may also be due to supply constraints operating in the peak summer 
months* when most main holidays are taken, which force many holidaymakers 
who would like to spend their main holiday in a licenced hotel being forced 
to take it elsewhere, perhaps in an unlicensed hotel#
Additional holidays are not planned as far in advance as main holidays, 
and are more likely to be taken by people who spent their main holiday 
abroad. The average age and social status of additional holiday-makers
are higher than that of main holidaymakers, as is their terminal level of
education and income.
O m  could argue that the lengthening of the holiday entitlement would 
enable the holiday—.aker to visit more remote places, which a shorter 
holiday entitlement would not justify. b the extent that the high propor­
tion of one1:; holiday time that travel to remote places takes may constitute 
a deterrent to such travel, it seems likely that the construction of new 
airports and of faster aeroplanes will facilitate such travel more than- 
any extension in length of paid holidays. Furthermore* it is often cost '• 
rather than time that prevents more remote places being visited m d  again 
lengthening of the paid holiday in itself would not overcome his barrier. ,
The lengthening of the holiday entitlement would undoubtedly stimulate 
demand for second homes - ttofc covered by the British national Travel Survey - 
t-xnee the cost could be spread over several visits, thereby reducing the 
average cost of each holiday. It lias been forecast that between 1667 and
1975, purchases of second homos in America will increase two end a half
times faster than the expected increase in domestic travel.*’
* Btreot Fxctt&rd H* Teres lies tern ltd** Mt Integrated development
strategy for expanding the travel industry: address to the 9th Western 
Council tor Travel Research, august 1967.
jJj^aid Holidays
In addition to the development of legitimate second holidays , there are 
signs that ’unauthorised* holiday taking ic growing, though the situation
is not yet as serious m  it was in the nineteenth century* It is convenient 
to look at this in thin section* In 1988, when Christmas Bay fell on a 
Wednesday, the Timm Business Hews imported- that '"Millions of Britain’s j/jjfc'r 
industrial worker© will have this Friday as mu extra day*© holiday this 
Chris mas* Enquiries yesterday revealed that £ m  of the country’© main 
industrial .group© will he operating between Christmas Eve and next Monday* 
Although some concerns have always taken a third day at Chris teas, this 
year*© Arrangement brought about for one or two reasons in new for most 
workers’"*
The reason© given were the agreement by engineering employers to the 
extra day in a recently signed pay pact, and the lack of industrial logic 
in manufacturing establishments opening for one day*
whiles increased Christinas leave, authorised or unauthorised, vilX probably 
continue to be taken, it is doubtful that this will help the UK commercial 
accommodation market as this time of year is traditionally spent at home* 
it may, however, increase the incidence of oversea© holidays* In Sweden 
in 1968?’ by taking four day© annual, holiday on the appropriate ‘ day©* it was 
possible to have a holiday from Bsccmlmr 20 to January 7$ m d  trawl agents 
reported a marked increase in booking© for overseas holidays as a result**
Conclusions
There are wide variation© in the entitlement to holidays with pay of the 
UK population in spite of a gradual raising of the minimum entitlement 
since the war. American and UK-data shoved that the effect of granting 
holidays with pay to a section of the population was to increase the 
percentage of that section who actually took a holiday away from hornet 
and that lengthening the entitlement had a similar effect. However, some 
of those with the longest entitlement still stayed at home, indicating 
that other factors were also at work*
* Hi© f teach have a word for it, Financial times 27/12/68*
lengthening the holiday entitlement of those within the holiday market 
had the effect of increasing the number of holidays rather than the length 
of the nain holiday. In view of this, and of the implications of this 
trend for the accomodation industry in the future, characteristics of 
additional holiday's spent in Great Britain were examined, and contrasted 
with those of nain holidays.
Additional holidays were found to be on average 3 days- shorter, and had 
a significantly better seasonal distribution* Bally expenditure was higher? 
which; was a reflection of the type of iiolidaynaaker who indulged in second 
holidays! he tended to be older* richer and better educated* children 
.1 ere not taken on additional' holidays an often as on imin holidays*
licensed hotels, and friends * and relatives’ homes ware patronised more 
by additional' holiday-makers than by mein holidaymaker©! and an extension 
of paid holidays'entitlement-would appear to benefit these two categories 
most, as well as encouraging the purchase of capital items of holiday 
equipment, such as second homes, motor-boats„ gliders etc.
it would, how ever, be naive to assume that all additional holidays, 
generated by any future increases in entitlement* will be spent in the ■
■ HE. Many m i l  he spent abroad* especially on skl-iag holidays, and any 
growth in * holiday bonuses1 may increase this ’leakage1#
In spite of the shortage of data, the trends seem clear,. and the forecast 
examinee the likely extension of paid holidays in the next decade and its 
implications for the industry.-
bhe use of 'life-cycle* as a socio-economic characteristic is not yet widely 
adopted in the UK, though credit mast be given to the Family Expenditure 
Survey, vhich tabulates expenditure by the various permutations of household 
composition and which will be analysed later on.
The life*-cycle effect is of special importance in relation to demand for 
accomodation, as services are being purchased which usually have to be 
acceptable to the whole household, rather than to any. particular individual 
within the household# It is for this reason that the-life-cycle effect 
often; diverts or counteracts the impetus which some of the other determinants 
create*
.•* very well-off household might bo-expected to holiday abroad, but the 
pretence of small children might make them take their holiday in the UK 
instead; or the presence of slightly older children might result in a 
camping holiday being selected instead of a stay in an hotel. The increasing 
democratisation of the holiday-making process, mhoroby the wife and children 
have an equal opportunity of influencing the decision concerning the faiaily1® 
holiday, makes it increasingly dangerous to rely too heavily on the • socle- . 
economic characteristics of the head of the household in the prediction of 
holiday behaviour; though this process is obviously to be welcomed for 
other reasons,
life-eycle stage is a variable which combines age, marital status, presence 
and age of children* One of the most common divisions of lifc-cyelo stage 
is as follows:
Single, adult under 45
Harried, under 45, r.o children
Harried, ..ith children 4| years old or loss
Married, ith children over 4| years and under IS
Harried, over 45, no children
Single adult over 45
Other
"Jliis is used by the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Comission, 4nd 
it is more comprehensive than the FES categories on page 237.
The lifc-cycle effect has been hinted at by several commentators, though 
no detailed analysis has yet been nada of it. r,lt is mostly the married 
and family m m  who is coneervative in his holiday habits, largely through 
force of circumstance and the necessity to consider his wife and children1*** 
In its survey on 51 our ism in the Loch Lomond Area1 the University of 
Glasgow^ concluded that married tourists prefer the' sore traditional 
types of -accomodation,. and Dr* Aattlaon, in his survey of" *l'outxs® in 
the Firth of Clyde* ,*** notes that older people, whose children "not* holiday 
elsewhere, tend to return to their traditional holiday haunts.
For more detailed data* one has to rely on the United States.
{t..e find that li£c~cycle stage has some relation to participation (in 
outdoor recreation) but a much weaker one than age... The much lower 
activity in the groups over 45 compared with the younger groups are 
largely reflections on the age differences we have already observed, 
ihem age and other factors related to life-eyel© stage are held constant, 
it apparars that young single people, young married people without children., 
old couples whose youngest child is over 4| years old tend to he more 
actively engaged in outdoor recreation than other groups.' In'addition, 
li£e~eycle stage Is important' la relation to cortain types of activities- 
such m  camping and taking a trip to a.National Park”*****
As in other sections, the effect of this determinant will be analysed in. 
two ways. ; firstly, its effect on entry Into the holiday market, and 
secondly its effect on those in the market.
* Brunner, Elisabeth, LP.CIT., p . 12
** University of Glasgow, vF.CIT., i>*95
*** fatfcisoa, br.s iP.CIT.
****ORRRG Study.Report Ho.20, OP.CXT*, p.25.
Effect, off Lifc-oycle Stage on BntryT into^  fche^  Harkct
She British national Travel Survey data on the life-cyclc effect on entry 
into the holiday market are rather limited* but the following table* 
indicates that the presence of infants acts as a harrier#
TABLE LIX
l*iffe-cycle off act on taking a holiday away from home® 1967 (GB). - 
Liffe~c,cle tscejttj —- Percentage not taking a holiday
Households with infante'0-4 47
Households with children 5**10 44
Households with children 11-15 44
All ^ households uith children 43
The lower participation in holidays - by households, frith infants is 
predictable* as infant® require special facilities which arc not readily 
available away from home# It is confirmed by the multivariate analysis, of 
socio-economic factors associated with holiday travel undertaken by the 
02HRG. Hhea the head off the family was entitled to a holiday* there was 
a 52% probability that the family would take a holiday away from home#
This 52% varied as follows according to the -stage off the liffe-cycle#**
TABLE LR
Ilffe-eyclc Sffffeet on taking a holiday away, from horns;ffiSA) 
liffe-eycXe stage Percentage taking a holiday
Single adult under 45 61
Harried* under 45* no children 54
Married* with children 4| years or less - 50
Married, with children over 4§ and under 18 52
Married* over 45® no children 54
Single adult over 45 55
The lower participation by those with children aged under 4| could be a 
concealed income effects to test this* the OHHRC carried out a multivariate 
analysis* which held all other factors* including income* constant# They 
concluded that the chance off those who were married and had children aged 
41 years or less talcing a holiday might wall he even lower than the table
*.**.***• aetJftWdK’...
^British national Travel Survey 1967* CP.CIT.* fable 32® p.34 
ft* OEULC Study Report Ho*20*'OP.CXT** p*52*
indicated* if their income was under $3*000 per annum* then there vac 
only a 23% chance that a holiday away from home would be taken by a family 
with Children under 4|.
ilia absence of small children increases the likelihood that a holiday will 
be,taken for another reason; the wife is more likely to be earning and this 
will reduce come of the financial obstacles to iioliday-tcldn*« Cher- -tables 
in the OSEEC indicate that the presence of children over 4| increases the 
likelihood that a holiday will he taken* and the Vacation Travel Attitude 
".Survey* also analysed the effect of the presence of children in a family 
. ©a vacation travel*
W55R of the vacation travellers interviewed were of the opinion that a 
vacation trip was more fun far the parents when they ©hared it with. the 
children. 32% were less enthusiastic* but paid tribute to the idea that 
children ought to be part of the holiday concept. 11% interpreted a holiday 
as a welcome relief from the burden of looking after the children. 72% of 
parents with children under 17 actually took the children on holiday with 
them-** The survey also revealed that children participate to a large 
extent in the process of ©election of a holiday.**
TABLE Lit,
Family participation in holiday decisions (USA)
Bmi&imtrmkmB Traveller© with children aged
Under 10
.-Ms -
10-12 12-17
<4
Husband ^ dkVife 69: 47 ■44
Husband* wife and children 11 28 38 .
One ddults outside influence etc* 20 25 18
Total 100 100 100
The effect of being single - or* more accurately* of comprising a one-person 
household* appears to reduce the change of a holiday being taken9 though 
this may be a straightforward age effect. 627" of one-person household© took 
no holiday away from home in 1967 a© opposed to 45% of those in two-person 
households* 40% of those in three-person households* and 38% of those in
mr *f( m  ** H* I^'toi.^ niiyiunfc til IT rti -fill W> nr tnnirr ,# n«t .Hitn ’■*, rl-ffi’-ir-*i-ir-IT ffr - f* ■*-■**- -*r- *t- * ■»* «».■*&« a*..-*,.
* Travel Research Interactional Inc.* OF.CXT.
&* Travel Research International Inc.* Q?«CX?«* figure 6.
£mir~p©rsou householdsThose households vhlch are even larger, tm*ever, 
ure lose likely to participate, and this is partly due to the presence of 
snail children, Those vho ucre married or single vero equally likely t© 
take a holiday may from hose, hut the widowed er divorced had an above 
average non-participation rate ~ 61%.**
Until the British national Travel Survey is modified to thou the 
■propensity to take holidays by age and. by marital status - instead of 
shoeing the two separately as at present * further analysis is not 
possible, There ie, houever, m  reason *diy the j»r©i>ens£t£e© in the HE 
should not be comparable to those in the USA as shovn in Table Li.
Lifecycle Effect on those in the Market
Tallies derived from the British national Travil Survey shot? the effect 
of the presence of young children on methods of transport, type of 
accomodation, and location of main GB holiday destination and they are 
reproduced bolov. ***
Effect of presence of children ©a methods of transport 
to main GB holiday destination
Method of Transport
Households with children 
Infants 0~4 
Children 5~10 
Children 11-15 
Total***4**
Total 
'■c nit
j£ j
at-
52.5
42.5 
■139.9
Percentage going by 
Car Train Bus/coach Other/none
48.5 ; 30,S -\ 27.2 39,3
55.6 46.6 50*0 45.#
40.1 46, ft ■ 574 57.4
144.5 133.0 135.1 142,5
All households with children
m  children
Total
40
60
100
,  tax.:*, ■ 4(t-,4
45
55
30
70
100
74
100
39
61
100
* British national Travel Surveys 0P.CIT., Table 32, p.34
** British national Travel Survey 1.967, OP.i-XT., fable 24, p.26
ft** Barivcd from British national Travel Survey, 0F,€lf,? Table 37, p. 158.
fftftft These columns will add up to more than ICO as some households have
children in more than one category.
The lower half of the table Indicates that car travel is the most popular 
foes of transport for households with children; the upper half ©hows that 
this in even more so for households with children under ton# Ppblic 
transport becomes more popular as children grow older* but the relatively 
high total for the column ’car1 shows that the larger families are ssore 
likely to travel by car.
the fettering table sttmsra thm effect of young children on the type of 
accommodation ©elected at the holiday destination* three year© data have 
been analysed to minimise the impact of. castling errors*
tabus imxxx
§yp® of accommodation m m  for main C?B holiday 
m&y from home by composition of household*
Z ©pending some time in 
licensed hotel© and motels
196H967*1W-'4*y
Sice and co^ositiori of^  hpupehold 1965 1966 1967 Average^
•ioucohold© with
Infants 0-2 7 8
•i
7
Children 3-4 G 8 7
Children 5-10 8 7 8 8
Children 11-15 9 9 8 9
All households with children 8 9 8 8.
Households with no children 17 19 21 19
Households with adults 16*20 11 11 13 12
* British national Travel Survey 1965* Table 24* p.20
1966* Table 37* p.16
1967* Table 31, p.23
{These references apply to supplementary tables commissioned by the
Kohler Research Fellowship).
I spending eone titsc in 
n^liccnced^ itotclc^  etc.
Sise, find composition of liousciiold 1965 1966 1967 Average -
Household with
Infants 0~2 17 m  ■ 13? 13
Children 3~4 20 . 14 ■ ) 16
'Children 5-10 ■ 19 17 17 10
Children Xl~lS " >;■ . . 20 19 24 21
411 'households with children 19 19 If 19
Eouseftol&e with no children 33 31 28 31
Household© with adults 16-20 26 21 22 23
% ©pending & o m  tiis® in 
friendsf cut relatives1 taooses
Sice and composition of household 1965 if 66 1967
4*. 4fcv»
Average
Household with
Infant© 8*‘2 
Children 3-4
27
27
25
20
o5>
)
26
24
Children 5-10 22 20 20 21
Children 11-15 21 21 U I f ’
411 households with children 26 22 21 22
Households &£tb no children 26 27 20 26
Households with adults 16-20 19 20 17 19
I ©pending soxae tine in 
holiday camps
Cise^ anci cpsyosifcion of^  household 1965 ■ 1966
WK^H«4bU;«k>v>< 1967_ Average^
Household with
Infants 0-2 7 11 «>o* 9
Children 3-4 0 9 ) a
Children 5-10 6 0 9 8
Children 11-15 8 7 10 0
411 households with children 8 8 9 s
Households with no children S 4 5 5
Households with adults 16-20 8 8 10 9
Z spending some time 
camping
Size and composition of household 1965
2
1966 1967 Average
*  ,0*4* ,• Mm,-,
Household with 
Infants 0*2 4 3
4)
4
Children 3-4 4 8 5
Children 5-10 7 ' 8 6 7
Children 11-15 10 9 6 ■; 8
411 households with children' 7 7 5 6
Households with no children - 3 3 3 3
Households. with' adults 16-20 , : -11 7 .9
1 spading some time in 
caravans
Size and -composition; of:. household, - 1965, . . 1966 .. ASSL Average
Household with 
Infants 0-2 24 25
2,t)
24
Children 3-4 24 24 24
Children 5-10 23 25 25 24
Children 11-15 22 22 23 22
All households trith children . 21 23 23 2#
Households with no children S 11 10 10
Households with adults 16-20 15 19 21 18 .
I spending some time £u 
youth hostels
Size and composition of household 1965 1966 1967 Average
l Ousehold trith 
Infants 0-2 0 1
i
0
Children 3-4 1 1 1
Children 5-10 1 0 1 1
Children 11-15 1 1 2 1
Ail households with children 1 1 1 1
Households with no children 1 0 0 o
Households with adults 16-20 2 1 2 2
% upending sorac ticc on 
boats or cruises (in CI>)
I^jlPhSi? 1965 1966
Household with
1967 Average
infants 0-2 0 1
1^
I
Children 3-4 ■ 1 1 ) I
Children’5-10 0 - 1 1 I
Children 11-15 1 0 0 0
Ail households with children 1 1 1 I
households with no children I 1 1 I
Household® with, adult® 16-20 0 1
% spending some tine in 
rented ncconnodntion
I I
Sim end coiapo®ition of household 1965 1966 1967_ .Average
Household with
Infant® 0-2 12 17 16* 15
Children 3-4 13 17 15
Children 5x10 15 14 16 ' 15
Children 11-15 9 11 IS 12
All households with children 12 14 16 14
Households with no children 6 S 7 6
Households with adults I6v20 8 12 W ’ 10
% upending core txne as 
paying guests
Siso and copposition of household . 1965
Household with
1966 JSffi
Infants 0-2 4 1 2? 2
Children 3-4 1 3 ) 2
Children 5-10 2 2 2 2
Children 11-15 1 1 1 1
All households with children 2 2 2 2
Households with no children 3 3 3 3
Households with adults 16-20 ■ 2 2 2. 2
The'table on patronage of licensed hotel© and -motels ©how© unequivocally 
that this type of accommodation is not highly favoured by fciose with children 
192 of households with no children spent their holidays in this category.of 
accommodation as opposed to 82 of those households -.with children. That many' 
hotel© do not have the appropriate facilities for children cannot be denied;* 
and the implications of. this resistance to hotel usage by families with ■ 
children* and especially by families with infante* presents a real challenge 
to the industry* .
The - same .'.pattern is revealed by the table on patronage of unlicensed hotels* 
though the resistance declines as the ages -of the’children increase.
Staying #ith friends and relatives Is most popular with those households 
with the youngest children* .and -the' incidence-of such holidays decreases, a© 
the ages of the children increase. As might he expected* holiday camp© are 
much more popular with households with children than with those with no 
children* and their popularity appear© to be c\^ enly spread over children 
of all ages.
Camping is not a popular:form of holiday for households with -children under 
four. 'It is most popular i» household© containing adults between'the ages 
of 16' and 20* 'and twice as popular with household© with children compared 
to households with none.
Caravanning is also twice as popular with' households with children cohered 
to households with no Children, flexibility of mealtime* -and in the 
choice of meals themselves, combined with the reduced likhlihood of 
offending other holiday-makers must explain why both camping and caravanning 
arc go popular with household© with children.
The data on youth hostels* and ©n boat© and cruises. are not reliable enough 
to draw any conclusions; the relative popularity of rented accommodation 
with households with children cannot be disputed* &nd a contributory reason 
for this may be that it is cheaper for larger households since the rental 
i© for the whole unit of accommodation* rather than for each bed* as'in an 
hotel*
'# ”882 of holidaymakers staying in licensed- hotel© reported no special . 
menus for -children”* fhe^  British Eating out on Holiday* a report frost the 
national Catering Inquiry* sponsored by Smethurst© Hood© ltd.* Table 21* v-22
Uata osi paying guests are not particularly illuminating. 
Marital Status also influences choice of accomodation.-'
TABI22 i:OT
rype of accomodation used for tsaii* CB holiday 
m m  from home by marital status s 1965-1967 *
I spending seme time in 
licensed hotels and motels
^XiXBX^ fijtattis 1965 1966. 1967 .
■41k. H#".'®i!i.,
Average
Married . 14 IS 15 , IB
Single 12 14 IS 15
Miaowed* divorced 20 17 17 18
Z spending mwm time in 
unlicensed hotels * etc*
Marital status 1965 1966 1967 Average
Harried 28 27 26 .27
Single 28 25 19 24 .
Miaowed* divorced 24 23 19 22
% spending some time In 
friends* me relatives* houses
llarital- status 1965 1966 ■ ' 1967 Average
Harried 23 23 - 22 23
Single v 24 23 ■ ■ 24 ' 24
Midowed* divorced 46 40 43 43
% spending some time in 
holiday camps
Marital status
<»■■■**&***■«!** .«K*» ■ * 1965 1366 1967i(h. -»• Average
Married 6 S 6 6 ■
Single 7 7 8 7
Midowed* divorced 7 7 5 7
^British national Travel Survey 1965* Table 17* p. 11
1966, Table 24* p*X5 
1967* Table 29* p. 8 
(These references apply to supplementary tables conmssioued by the 
Kohler Research fellowship)*
spending coho tiim 
5laF?i*PJL. *
1965 1966 1987 Average^
;. .arried 4 4 3 4
Single 8 9 9 9
Midowed* divorced 1 I 1 X
I spending soae time in
caravans
«M-«kb, Sp0»jfe»- #?■ **»«**«
Marital states 1965 3S66 ' 1987
’•»*-**«■ 4*.-* *•»- ' ■' /werage
-^sarried 16 17 17 17
Single 9 . "13 10 11
ffidoved? divorced 6 6 8 7
% spending some time in 
youti^  hottclc^ ^
19G5 1.966 1967 Average
: larried 0. 0 ■ 0 0
Single 2 2 '■ 3 2
ilitoml* divorced 0 0 I 0
% upending some time, in 
boats or cruises (in CB)
Marital status 1965«■»&«*< X986 . J||7 toarajje
Carried , ■ I 1 X X
Single I 2 2 - 2
Midowed* divorced 0 2 0 I
2 spending some time in
ifftital status 1965 1966 1967 Average
Married to 10 12 11
Single 7 s 6 7
Widoweds divorced 2 2 6 3
.:<? spending some titao as 
*.* paying §ppz£Suir. ' ,
1868 ' 1966 - 1967 Ayerage^
Carried 3 ‘ ■ 2 2 2
Single 3 3 3 3
Hidowed, divorced 2 2 4 3
ilhila the widowed anti divorced. & m  less likely to take a holiday away Iron 
home -(see-pege 227),wlism they do* they ere mere likely to' stay its a licensed 
hotel than other groups* the greatest ■ disparity in holiday behaviour, ; 
however#..is in their high propensity to stay with friends or "relatives^ '' 
perhaps' partly- an income effect ,• hut -the quest -for companionship taust 
undhshtedly he m  important determinant. .he single are twice-:es likely to 
take a casing holiday as the marriedr  .partly ait age. of feet '-• hut less 
likely to take a caravanning holiday* lento# ■mommMtion-i® also' more 
popular with tho married holidajnaaker*
The British national Travel Survey can also be used to gauge the impact of 
children and their ages on bhoice of location. When looking at. the table 
it should be remembered that 73% of all holidays in Britain have the seaside 
as their location.
Ipmtipn of taaln gB rjolidcy^  b^  ^household cp^osition^
&cnx$c&oid To-roeitioa Percentage spending holiday at seaside
ixmsehoMG with infant© 0-4 77
Children 3-10 84
Children 11-15 82
All household© with children 78*6
■lie children 69.4
Household© with children are more likely to spend their holiday by the sea* 
and this location would appear to be marginally more popular with house** 
hold© containing children between the ages of 5-10* above that age there 
is m greater chance that the holiday will be spent elsewhere, vMinlf heeatssse
of the - high incidence of camping and caravan holidays in these households*
* British national Travel Survey* 1967* OP.CXT*, Table 37, p»X58*
2>oae of the tentative conclusions put forward in this section can be 
confirmed by tho ’Survey of the holiday industry in Devon in I960’
The following table shows the occupancy of the various types of accomoda­
tion categorised in that survey broken down by the percentage of occupancy 
accounted for hy adults and children respectively*
t m m  uwx
latin of adults to eltildraa in five categoric© of accomodation
% of occupancy aceoimted for by adults and children in
Hotels. Chalets
Static Holiday 
caravans
Tourist
Caravans Tents
81.5 64*4 fiSvl 38*2 , m
is.s 35*6 34*9 41.8 38
100 100 100 100 100
4*4 1.6 1.9 1*4 1*6
3 3*5 3.S 3*9 3.7
UOi
Mult©
Children 
Total
Sa&io of adults to children 
Average sice of group
This shows quite unequivocally that hotels do not appeal to households with 
children as reuch as the other.form of. accomnodet£onli©ted.X
Expenditure
To $ m  h m  expenditure on cemmarcial accommodation night vary by household 
composition* eupplesa&tary tables ism the Family Expenditure Surveys were 
made available to the University of Surrey by the Department of Esfloysssat 
and Froducfcivity* These tables show expenditure on hotels* boarding houses * 
z.n& holiday camps according to'the eecio-eecmomic structure of-the household* 
Some of the tables show hm? expenditure varies according to the different 
stage of the lifc-eyclc reached by the households, and hi? the individuals 
comprising those households. The stages used arc not directly comparable 
with the stages outlined at the beginning of this chapter, she prinicpal 
difference being the exclusion of age. This means that it is not possible 
to know from the Family Expenditure data whether the individual comprising 
a ’©ae-person household* is an elderly widow or vidovcr, or a young bachelor 
or spinster* For this reason, the main value of. the tables lies in gauging
County Flaming Department * Devon County Council, OF.CI?*, Table S XIX,p*S3
Che effect of the presence of children in a household on expenditure on 
hotels. Toe principal classifications used in the Family Expenditure 
Surveys arc as follows;
aie adult households*
One tsm» m o  woman households*
One stan* sac women and one child households
One''man,;m m  womanm d  twoychildren households
; Q m  nan* one w m m  mid three children households
On© man$ m e  immmi m d  four or move children
/ fhtee adult©
Three 'adults with one.or more children 
M l  other hoodehoidc with children 
: M l  other household© without children
Data derived frota tables ate shown in Appendix Vil •
Those tables need to he treated with caution* for reasons outlined on 
pages 169-170.
Tito final two columns of the 1963 table (fable II* AppendixXll) show the
deterrent effect of children on hotel expenditure, and the preceding
columns illustrate how expenditure on hotels fells* both absolutely and as
a percentage of income* m  the number of children in a household increases.
Apart from fable III in the tables also ©how that two-adult
households spend a higher percentage of their income on hotels than single 
adult households.
The relatively low expenditure by all households in the upper income 
brackets is explained by the omission from the tables of expenditure on 
hotel© abroad.
* In mmo surveys# these headings are replaced by one person and two 
persons households.
The British Eating out on Holiday** chctle cone light on the propensity to 
return to the eorae holiday destination. t5..e already know that nearly half 
the holiday-, akers in the survey hbd been to the sane resort before* end 
67% returned to the sane accommodation. Adults with children* and 
especially adults with children under 12* appeared to be more conservative 
than other liolidayvsabers* probably because .most of the® eventually find 
an hotel in which the children are made welcome***
Conclusions
the only firm conclusion one can drew is that it is'very difficult to 
assess the impact of the li£e**eyel® as a determinant of demand in view of 
inadequate.data, but ,that it . is probably more important■ than Commonly 
realised* If one'believes that there say be a trend towards sore active 
holidays * or more participative holidays* then the-effect may become m m .  
more important* Destinations which are able to offer entertainment end 
recreation for all members of the family or to cater for specialised 
interests which may emerge» will have increased opportunities*. In' 
marketing holidays* it will become increasingly necessary to identify the - 
iifc-eyele stages' through which the average individual passes* and. promote 
facilities in the light of his physical-and psychological requirements*
The presence of infants reduced the likelihood of a holiday away from home ' 
being taken* and the nidoaed or divorced were also loss likely to take -such 
a holiday* -Uitkin the market,. households with children were more likely 
to travel'hy.ear* but* at the destination*were less likely than households 
with.no children to stay in hotels* licensed or unlicensed*
households 'with infants were more likely to stay with friends or ■ relatives 
than households with older children, and the widowed or divorced also 
exhibited a high propensity - to stay in this category of accommodation *
Holiday cusps appealed to households with children more than to households'". 
with none*- and* within the. former category* they appealed to appeal equally 
to children of all ages.
* She British luting out on Holiday* &P*CXT*» Chapter %V$ p*12*
Camping %mn twice as popular with households with children as with house™
Colds with none* though lest so with households containing infants*
Caravans and rented accommodation also appealed more to households with 
children*
M  analysis of espeudifcure allowed that the presence of children tended to 
deter mpendittnre on. consercial accommodation* which coafirssed the conclusions 
outlined above, and two-person 'households were sore U M y  to spend money , 
on eessaerclal atcesssodatioa than one-person households* • '
'It.is to he hoped that the quality of data will he improved so that a 
sore, thorough analysis of thin determinant will he possible#
THE EFFECT OF OCCUFATIOK OH BEHAHB FOR ACCOmODATICH AWsY FROM HOME
Of the seven determinants selected* occupation is probably not one of the 
most important. There are, however* -good reasons for examining its effect 
independently* ' , . . . .
Firstly* in spite of growing job-mobility, mi individual8© occupation will 
still change less - often than hit income* there are therefore advantages, ' 
as far m  forecasting is concerned,' if'one can Identify a relationship 
between demand for accommodation and occupation •*» which is relatively 
stnble: «* rather than between demand for accommodation ©ml Income - which 
is relatively volatile* ■ ' . . . . -
Secondly, examination of the occupation effect may also substantiate and 
supplement conclusions implied fey the examination of the other determinants* 
particularly the paid holiday effect* but also the income effect*
Thirdly* while an individual will probably remain within a. particular 
occupation category* the pattern of overall employment is clearly changing* 
f,l£ its* however* reasonable to expect a continuing movement away from the 
unskilled and manual groups toward the skilled and clerical-categories* as 
mechanisation and automation become more and more widespread* ' Wmim&ivnal 
groups will continue to. £haw a steady increase**#&
This trend may have implications for the accommodation industry* in 
particular as far as the timing of annual holidays is concerned.
Uhilc it is therefore & useful exercise to establish this type of 
relationship* in practice there are some difficulties.
The principal difficulty* in examining the data* is that of isolating the 
effect of different occupations from the effect of different income level©* 
since the more attractive occupations tend to fee better paid, likewise* 
it is difficult to isolate the effect of education* since those with the 
best occupations tend to have a higher terminal level of education*
* University of Glasgow* QP.CXT** p. 11
Within these constraints* the analysis follows the usual pattern* first 
looking at the effect of occupation on entry into the holiday mkket*
The Effect of Occupation on Entry into the Holiday Makket
• Table LXVX3! shows hot? the propensity to take a holiday away from home 
; varies... according to' the occupation of the chief wage eamer%a/. categorised
. .by^the ■ \ . ; V .  .
tabbe. .mix
. Propensity to take, a holidayaway from.home* by occupation*’
* , . ,  Percentage taking a holiday
C^ c«pation_.p£^  ckl^ywagc, aaragr ...■ ,..., , .^ away^ frota home. .; ..
K a n u a l. _ . . . . . .
* 'OTP* ' :
■Factory
Transport
Building
52
50
44
45Other manual 
Grade
Skilled ‘. . :
Sei?i.**skilled
Unskilled
r \
All manual .... . ,
Ndn*naaniial
Professional ........
director* proprietor*, manager 
Shop* personnel* service 
Office/student 
■ All naarznaxttsal
54
44
35
47
60
75
78
71
70
,a- a..-ft ^ M.».,<«. — ^  .Ik. am,m -  »  f  m  fciinr..-thfir I .*■.
* Bcrivaci froms British National Travel Survey 1967* ©P*GXT* Table 29* p*3X*
Only 30% of non-manual workers did not take a holiday, mmy from koms in 
1967 whereas the incidence of non-holiday-tsking was significantly higher 
for manual workers* at 53%* Uichin the broad category of manual workers* 
the type of job'had less effect than the grade of worker* the 'spread* from 
highest to lowest being 19% in the latter case* and only 8% in the former* 
This is probably a concealed income effect* as the. skilled worker will be 
better paid and have greater security of employment than hie unskilled 
colleague* The implications of any reduction in the 'number of unskilled ■ 
■Jobs available are therefor© clear*-
Within, tlia non-sianual sector there is m similar, spread of. 18%* Hie fact'- 
that 22% of.those in the highest occupational'category did not take a 
holiday away from hose shows that there are-barriers .to holiday-taking 
wideti neither higher incomes nor sore secure jobs can overcome* This 
hypothesis is confirmed by data .examined by .the OftEKC* where a similar- 
saturation point was shown to osdLat* r
The employsent situation* method of’payment and’trade union membership 
throws further light on the influence of occupation on placing the 
individual in the holiday market*.
W L z u m i z
Propensity. to take a holiday away from hone, ' 
by employment -charact&ricticsft ' '
; v ' v . P e r c e n t a g e  ta!.dng'a holiday 
i^ljfeant _,. „,..., away., fgora hoas
Employed.. _
_ ■ FulX«£ime ...;■.. ..61
■■ . . Part-time . .. . .68
.• Self^mployecl  ^ • / - 65
. Students 56' '
. networking/retired ; . 46 •
; ,;l%fchoA P-f. Itayp^t
-Monthly . ; . SO
■ Hackly . . . - .* : ? ' ■..: 54.
Other method 51
. .• All in employment . 63
Trade union membership
Union card 54
ho card 56
The most interesting variation is according to method of payment* This 
eaaaot he .attributed to differences in incctmyi 'available data indicate 
that the average namings of ztm weekly paid wore higher in 1967 than' those 
of the monthly paid* though the difference %mu less than 2/-* per
The higher propensity of the monthly' paid' is'more’ likely to be due to the 
eristn&ee of holidays with pay for salary earners , and it is regrettable 
that the 1967 British national Travel Survey, did not evaluate 'the impact 
of the.paid holiday on the propensity to take & holiday away from home*
Union membership has a negligible effect on the propensity to take a 
holiday away from home but those who were unemployed or retired vcre ouch 
loss likely to take one.
r h f a a f t i f f i t i i i r  a y i i f r u * < * i r n < W m lv . i i < ^ » t > i i ^ i ^ iM r t * i . < h i m ^ i l if l ^ i ^ i f r l i i f f y  i b i w « » ■ - f f i - a . i S f c r r t i r .  w  * ■ » • » m  w  i Q r » « n a >  >m i f a i r f a . w  i p * * i  !!* ,<* > ■ »  ■ iw i» m <irw r . . i< fc - . l < n a ia r .r .t i » > rr»» - m b
* Berlm d  from British National Travel Survey 1967, OP.CIT., Table 30, p.32.
Mmploy&mt and Productivity Onsetto, Vol. LEHVIX, Ho. 6, June 1969,
Table 123, p*60G* "
Some interesting conclusions emerge from these two tables# since •occupation* 
is.able to explain differences in behaviour which income cannot. Shop 
assistants and'clerical staff are no better paid than the average worker 
• in manufacturing industry.* let they are much more likely to take a holiday# 
This may be because the provision of holidays with pay is more t^na-roes in 
no&rmsamaX employment*
The low level of holiday-taking of the unskilled is probubiy a combination ' : ■ 
of effects — income* paid holiday- and education* but if their
■participation in holidays w #  to rise from 35%. to the average of 55%# "it 
would enlarge the holiday market considerably*- This.-pattern in the UK, is ■ ” 
roughly the gam as -in other European countries# m  is shown by Table LKX2U&& 
The criteria are slightly, different* in that■they measure travel abroad 
rather than domestic travel# but the conclusions ehouM apply equally to 
both types of travel#
& Employment and Productivity Gasetfce# Vol. ESKVZX# Hp»3* March 1969# p#2S2* 
&& Beadorfi" Digest# Products and People# & Digest of the Marketing Survey 
of the European G-omon Market and Britain# 1963# Table 35#
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Tactic tables show that the UZC is nowhere near saturation point as far as 
participation in holidays is concerned* as the ncn-holiday-taaking section ' 
of the population is concentrated in employment categories which mil . ■■• 
diminish in importance as'the employment pattern changes and ‘as 'employment' 
categories' with a higher propensity to take holidays away from home account 
for a higher percentage of the labour force* -
Effect of Occupation on Demand within the Market
anmiri » i'ib jmr i i r i j^?fniiit~lcTjT ilQ '^"filiii*ti»n>»ir*T **' llTr l l*lr frJ,lir* ifm iirmn Hi fli~ifi m  b-»*— iiinara i<>~ .a*>»ii?ir nr rnr m  tWum
the analysis: of those who took holidays mmy from-.ho m  in.(S8<, shows.
, interesting -variations in holiday patterns* ‘according 'to the occupation-
of the chief wage earner^ - ,!
t m m  DIE
Ifefehoi of .-transport to SB holiday destination
'■.,. ISBghod of transport ,r/s
Type of employment. 
Manual 
Type
Car Tram • Btis/coach Otlbr/none
- Factory 61 17 25 6
: Transport 58 26 15 .7
, ' Building 67 17 15 6
■ ; ’ Other-manual ........ 68 17 .25 4
- - -Grade •
•:■' : ■ Skilled . 65 .17 - .19 . 5.
-; Semi-skilled 62 18 27 6
' Unskilled 52 22 31 4
All manual 
Noflrsumual
62 18 23’ $
Professions! 82 9 6 : 6 ■'
ircctor* proprietor*,, manager 
1}
96 7 5 7
■ Shop* personnel* service 67 18 17 7
Office/atudcnt 67 17 16 10
All noEraonual 75 14 12 s
* Derived from British national Travel Survey 1967e 0P|CXT.# Table 34*, p*152*
; .The horizontal columns m y  odd-up to sore than 1002 if more then one 
method of transphrt was: used* "■
Manual worker© are less likely to use’s ear oa holiday as their means o£ 
transport^ but there is little difference between the ©killed'manual 
worker© and the lot?er**pai«l noa^ -taamml vorkersf in this respect. Use of 
train m  hmfmach declines as the status of occupation of the koXidayttsaker 
increases 6 and tlm tm&% of car usage by the higher; occupation© indicates 
that’ this type of holiday transport ttill become more' popular in time#
. Crucial to’-this. study is the analysis of the variation in : accommodation 
used for the main OB holiday* according to the type of employment of the 
holidaymaker*' ■ three years* data have been aaalysed to minimise sampling 
error®# and are; reproduced in the table beta?#*
w m  m i
Type of accommodation used for main GB holiday may from home' 
by occupation of chief woge-earuer* 198S**1%7
% ©pending some time in 
licenced. hotels and notels
Occupation of chief rner 1985 1986 ■ ■ 1967. Avcri
Hatmals^  Typo
- Factory 7 11 14 ii
■ Transport . ... 1 -• 1 1... . ■ f - '10 - ■ •■ ■ ' '9 ' -. 7 . . 9
.Building. - 11 15 - :V *2
Fat© .:. : 8 11*4* " *
*& >
 
• 
‘
: 6
Other‘manual 11 12 : ; 12 : ’ 12
Grade ’
■ ’ Skilled- ■ - 10 ii : 13 11
Semiskilled oo ii 12 10
Unskilled Ofa 10 12 10
M l  manual 9 12 12 11
Dosroamta1
Professional ' tit 26 22 23
Director* proprietor# manager . 25 31 29 28
Shop* personal# service 16 12 17 15
Office# and other non^nmnal 17 14 19 17
411 notimanual - 19 18 21 19
^ V .jfltor 1*1*.hafcnWtfiI^ ir  =<»1 vfIniafei'nljiiidfcf■ -^gtrtrtaiw*iM7T^fli■ f^etr. nrfTt<i■ flib' g t f h ,MdiWi.<r* i < w* '<i*»:iuar#rL"rftfwi J g - > » j n v f t f r l t f l H f t f '
” British Travel Survey 1965# Table 21# p*15 , ■ -
{ T m m  restcmnmn apply
1966# Table 28# p*19 to fiupplencntacy tables
1967# Table 36# p*12 ccimimionc by the Jfobier
M&mmch Fellowship) *
'% spending cone tine in 
unlicensed hotels* etc#
Occupation of chief uage-earner 1965
Manuals Types
1966
Uonssaanual ;
; Professional.......   . ...",22
Director* proprietor* Gumag&r 24
Shop* personal* service 25
' Office*' and other' non.-Eias3.ual ' 26' 
All xum-mannaT . - ^ 5
23
26
■24
2*
27
1967 Average
Factory 33 27 26 29
Transport 32 26 27 28
Building ■ 3S 21 24 28
W m m 28 11,A. I,A, .28
Otlier mesial
. . . . . . .  _
25 22 23
Grade
/ ; milled ,31 27 25 28
; Soai-okillod 30 24 ■ 28 . 17
■ ; Unskilled ’ 32 26 , m 26
All; manual ; ’ ; 30 ' 26 25 27
30
21
24
2S-
25
as
24
■24
27
26
2 ©pending ©oma titae ■ in 
friends* or relatives* houses
Occupation of. chief. yaggr-eagncg .
Manuals Type
Factory
Transport
Building
Fara
Other manual
Grade
Skilled
Semi-skilled
Unskilled
All Manual 
loirmaual
..Frofesaion&X.
Bireetor* proprietor* saanager 
Shop* personals service 
Office* and other coorfasmsal
All non-manual
1065*SWISH*6W 1966 ■ 1967 Average'
17 . 18 19' 18
21 •29 ' 24 m
•25 29 24' m
36 H«A« lf«A* 36
31 28 25 28
22 24 22 23
27 24 22 24
32 27 19 26
24 24 22 23
30 . 25 30 as
. 21 25 • 21
30 28 24 27
as - 23 25 24
26 25 25 25
% spending tsotm _ time -in 
holiday. cmipp_
Occupation of chief \?ar»c~Qam&r m s 1946 ’ 1967
Manuals Type
.Factory 7 6 6 ■
Transport - •4 7 8 . 6
Building 7 - 7 - 9 ;S
Fats'. 9 H.A. ' 11*4*.,:... . 9
-Other'm m m l  - 6 P S ; 7 . .. ;
-'-Grade’’
v Shilled 7 ■ -5 ' : 6 : 6
Semiskilled ': . a ' ■7 ■f ‘ 9 U
-■ OMSdiied . .4 “9 8 : 7
All .sacrnal'' - £ .o ;■ . 7^' ; 8
l&Kra@mml
Professional • 3 ' 3 ’ s ’ 4
Director^ proprietors, manager > 4 6 3 4
Shopp personal* - service ■ ■ 7 ■6 <> ’ .-7
Office.,, end other sotraosmol 7 3 : 7. : .6
All nonnaanual 8 3 ’ . ■' a :' : 6
% upending souq time
aeeugatlon. .'of, j&icf y&gc^ e&riigt 1965 ' 1966 : 1967 Average
Heausis Type
factory 4 ;s" : ’3' 4
• Transport 4 3 \ ; 4 :;4
Building 2 7 ' 3 , •. 4
Farm 6 11*4* K.A, , 6
Other manual 5 4 4 ■i’;4
Grade
" : Skilled' 5 4 3 4
Senr-c killed *>*■ . S ' 3 3
Unskilled 6 5 : 5 S..
M l  manual 4 4 4 4
ffoa-siamial
Professional - . . .e; 8 5 6
Oiracofcr* proprietor,, manager ■ - - 3 3 2 3
Shop* personal^ service ■TA 3 3 "  3
Office* aa# other ssonmsamtal ■ 4 ' 6 4 _ 3
M l  nonmmm&l 4 5 4 4
Ocjcopptipn of
Xi&mctS Type
% spending scan tine in 
caravans.
1965 1900 1967
;■ Factory IS 21 ■ 19 20
Transport.. IS IS 19 17
■ Building If 18 17 18
Form 13 K*A® .. IJeA. ■ 13
Other m m m l 14 ’ 14 If 16
Crsie ■;
‘ Skilled 17 20 18 18
Se&lr&kilXed 17 14 20 17
Unskilled 13 ■ ■■' 17 20 17
All tmm&l irk t r : ■: if : i8
Professional 7 : ' 0 ' ’ 7 7
Director® proprietor® manager 10 ' f 17 12
Shop® personal® service 11 14 12 12
Offieo* ami other noiraonual 11 is’ ■ 10 ; 12
All nosv-nanual 10 13 11 11
% ©pending seme time in 
. youth hostels,.^ :.: :t_...
*
.Qeeiipstinn. of chief 19.66.. 1967 Avers
Hanuals Type
Factory. i 0 I I
' Transport ; o 1 ‘ ■ 0. Q
Building 0 0 -; 0 0
Fata o B e A. II* A*. 0
Other taami&l ■ 0 0 0 0
Or ado
Skilled 0 0 0 0
Semi-skilled 0 0 1 0
Unskilled 0 0 0 0
All manual 0 B ■ 8 0
Uonnsamtal
Professional 2 ' 1 1
Director® proprietor® manager % 0 0 0
Shop® personal® service i I 0 X
Office* and-other notvnaaau&l . i 1 1 %
M l  nctraantial i I 1 1
% spending some time on 
•boats -or-cr&i5e3..:,(m G
Occupation of chief trage-sarnor
Hanuals Type
Ozrade
1%on 1966 1967 ■'Average
Factory 0 0 1 0
Transport 1 1 0 1
Building I 0 0 0
Fans 0 . .mA» ... H*A* 0
Other manual ■O • 6 0 0
Skilled 0 0 r0 0
Seni^skilled I o ■ I ■ X
: Unskilled I -0 0 ; 0
Ail annual • ^ 0 ■ 0 ' 0 0
ikm-saanual" . -
Professional 0 2 1 1
Director; proprietor* manager 2 0 0 ?a
Shop* personal* service 0 1 0 0
Of£ices and other nonrsumual I 1 I : i
All non-manual ' 1 .1 I . 1
% spending some time in 
- rcntcn accomodation •
•
': S% ■
■;Oc€^atipnvp£/:chicf-i^e^^i^r — 1968 1966 1967 Aversjfrfilon Tfj'i*VTfr-
Hamials Type
Factory a 11 12 10
Transport ' 9 1 §
Building 7 77 ' : 'V,- 7
Fnm 9 Ij *A» 'Am Ail 6
Other manual 6 8 10 a
Oracle
Skilled 9 10 11 10
Semiskilled ■ 5 10 ? 8
. Hosfkilled ■ 6 8 12 9
- All manual ■ ■ 7. 9 10 ,. 9
MGtr’m m m X . .
Vmim&im&l It 11 12 ' 12
Director*'proprietor§ manager 13 7 18 • 13
Shop* personal^ service ' 9 ‘ 8 12 ' 10
Office* m d  other non-manual 8 B 17 11
All nonrm&nual 10 ^ a 16 11
% spending B&m tim m  
paying ,guests,.,..
Occupation of chief vagGreataer 1966. .1967 Avara
Annual 8 Type
Factory 3 1 3 2
Transport I 3' 1 2 ■
Building I I ; ‘ 2 1
fare %■ tuu. H*A* Z
• . Other mauai &•S 4 2 -3
Orade^
■ Skilled'. 3 2 2 2
Semiskilled ■ 2. ’ 2' I 2
Unskilled 4 4 ■ 1 ' 3
All annual. s 3 Z 3
•Nonrnaatxnnl - .■-..■■■...
■ Professional- .......... .. ■ .3 4 6 ;: 4
Director© proprietor© manager 4 2 1 2
Shop, personal, service 1 2 4 2
Office© and other norraanual 3. 1 2. ' 2
All noxrc&mual 3 2 2 ' ' 2
fit© table m  licensed hotels ond-morale -. reveals & sharp variation i»- the 
• preferences of isaiittal workers ami workers*- Within.the xmn**
tsmu&l group* there i© 'ait equally sharp variation feefcra©**..'tbe preference©
©£ those in ’oeeopafciims of higher status «• professional® directors etc. ** 
sail cite reec* This Its© isportanfc saarfeeting implications for this category 
of sccosmodsfcioae ,
As interesting as the variations in patronage of licenced hotels In the 
lack of variation in patronage of unlicensed hotels. This imp lies that 
the variations in patronage of licensed hotels do not ate© fror. innate 
preferences for© or prejudices against© this type of accorraodation ©s it 
is similar in type to unlicensed accoaisodatioa. It say probably be more 
closely related to the varying standards and expectations associated mth 
the different occupational groups© and also to their relative incomes.
Professional peop&e exhibit a higher than average propensity to spend 
holidays with their friends and relatives; this nay be because such houses 
can offer then the comforts and facilities of an hotel, and of a licensed 
hotel at that, and because such comforts and facilities are free* The 
commercial accommodation industry may therefore lose custom from the top 
end of the market if the number and quality of large private houses in the' 
country increase over the.nest decade*
Caravanning decreases in popularity mb the employment status■increases; 
it is most popular with factory workers and least popular with professional 
people* Camping, on the other hand, is most popular with professional 
people*
Apart from rented accommodation, the other accomodation categories would 
appear to have a. fairly broad appeal to ail occupation groups* Beared ■ 
accommodation, however, is more popular with those in non-manual employment*
A marked differentiation in holiday behaviour occurs when participation in 
additional holidays is examined**
* Derived from British national Travel Survey 1967, OP.GIT., Tabic 34,p*152
' TABLE
Participation in additional holiday# «way from homo 
by occupation. of chief wage-earner
Percentage taking additional holidays 
Occupation of chief wagc-earner ■ away from home'
Manual* Type
factory 0
' transport ‘ • 8
Beilding 7
Other m m m l  11
-'Grade
' ■ Skilled ' 10
*- - Semi-skilled 9
Unskilled 5
All manual " ' 9
M m s m m w l  ' ~-i
Professional 27
Director, proprietor, manager 29
Shop, personal, service 14
Office/student ' 21
All non-manual 22
Kon-iaatmal vage-earoers participate in additional holidays more than twice 
as often as manual vage-esmer o • Within the iica-naxiunl sector, those 
employed in the occupations of higher status participate twice as often as • 
those in distribution and clerical work*. It is most unlikely that this . 
wide variation cam he explained by Income differences* Earnings of shop 
workers are not significantly higher than those of ©killed ©anna! workers* 
indeed they are sometimes lower. It would appear that the provision of 
longer paid holidays is a significant factor, though the absence of reliable 
data os this is regrettable.
Employment situation, method of payment and trade union membership also 
influence the accommodation chosen as the following table shows; as before, 
three years* data are analysed.*
■* British national Travel Survey 1905, Table 20, p.14
I960, Table 27, p.18 
1967, Table 35, p*13 
(These references apply to supplementary tables comissioned by the Kohler 
Eeseareh Fellowship) *
tabu: xjdcxxi
Type of accommodation used for main GB holiday away from home 
>by 'employment situation, method of payment, 
and trade , union raerabcr ship « 1965-1967
- -% spending some time in • ■ 
licensed hotels and motels
EiBploycient situation, method of : 
paymnt -and trade union ciembertdiip
a  a m  r i  a .a  a i i.ruftfcit.Wi -.trritrnanfft fc.—
Employed
1965 1966 1967. -Average
Full-time 14- , 14. 17 15
: Part-time ■ i . ,,...10... 11 11 11
Self-employed - -- ,31 .. 28 ..23 ■' 27
Students • ; . . 6 . 16 0 .-.7
- Hot -vorkieg/rctired - 13..,.. . 15 , 13 14
Mefclioa; -pi^po^mnt ■ -.■■'• ; ; .
■ ; Bmzhig - . - . . 2 1 . .; ■ 2l-- . 20
ITcefcly .ax ; . H  '; - i5;r . 13
.Other method . 24 ; is \ 20
All in employment 14 74- 17 15
Union card 11 12 . 12 ;. . 12
Ho card ■ 15 . .16 ,. 18 . 1C
% trending ao2se; tin in 
unlicensed hotels* etc*
Employment situation, method of
payment.., and., .trade... union merger ship - 1965 - -1966 .1967: - ■■ Aven
Employed
Full-time. 29 27 '.; . 26 27
Fart-time 32 ■ 29 : . - 24 28
Self-employed 19 m  * : 23 23
Students 13 24 13 17
Hot wrUing/rotired 26 24 22 24
Method of payment
Monthly 28 26 26 26
Meekly 30 28 ■ ' 27 28'
Other method 28 29 21 : 26
All - in' esf Xoyfaaat 29 28 26 20
Ilaioa card .' '..... 30 28 26 28
Ho card 26- 25 . , . 23
% spending some fciutc in
friendsf or relatives* house:
Employment situation* method of ' 
payment and trade union membership
Employed
1965 1966 1967 Average
f l W r t l i r .  i g i n l i T  n f f r n  m r t v f f i r
Fallr’fcino 21 11 20 21
l?artwti£?e 21 25 24 23
Salf^ empleyesI ’ 17 24 . . 13 . ... .. 18
Student® 26 24 as 25
Hot imtldng/retired 29 25 . m"- 29
itethed c£ ..paggBaant -
lisnthly 25 25' '24 '* 25
Wdekly 21 20 ' 19 20
Other method 25 22 20 25
All 1m employment ......,; ,, .22..: .-. , 21 . .21 , ,. ,21
Union card 21 ., 21 20 * 21
Ho card • •.' .......27 - ■ * 27 27 27
% .spending cone time in 
holiday camps
mnmtm m„mmi ■  * f. « .«* rfn ■ ■
Employment situation*. method of 
payment,. end .trade union memberab
Employed
Full^ttee
Parfc«*£ime
Se Unemployed
Students
Hot vorking/retired
liethod of payment 
Monthly
Weekly'
 .Other ..method' , . . . .................
All- in employment
Union eard. » .....
Ko 'card '-■■---■■■■•
1965
7
6
1
6
7
A
7
7
S
1966
6
7
2
4 '
5
1967
7
8
4 
6
5
4 
10
. .5 
7
5 
■ 6
Average
jltevfeMSMft 'n»rii .a.ls* >»•
7
7 
2 
3
5
5
8
5 
7
7
6
% spending some tine 
:camping
Employment situation, method of 
payment and trade union membership•
Employed .........
1965 1966 1967 Average'
Full inc. 6 6 5 6
fart-’tmc I •5 2 3
Self-employed 3 4 o«• 3
Students 13 24 17 IS
Hot tiorking/retired 3 2 2 2
Bfcfchod of-payout 
Monthly 5 6 5 5
Meekly ■ 5 .6 ' 4 . 5
Other method 4 6 ' "* 3 4
All in e^loysaeat *• x 5 . 6 ' _ s / S
Union card' 4 5 .4 • ' 4
lio card .. . . . . ... 4 . . 4 4 4
Z spending come tine in 
caravans
mdk■ mt ■afeiBapwauf^ i’a
Employment situation, method of
•seat /and. trade .union membership. 1965 Aversgo
Full-time 14 17 . IS 15
Part-time 10- 16 15 14
Sc l-IHsmpioyed ’ 9 B 8 O'V
Students 13 24 IS­ 17
Mot tmrking/retired 13 13 IS 14
Hethpd of payment kk
Monthly 7 13 13 11
Meekly 16 20 16 17
.... Other method 10 10 15 «g **
All in employment 14 17 15 15
Union card ; ...... ...... 17 ■ ■ ■ 21 17 IB
•Iffo card............ ..... -... 11 ■ 13 -13 ■ ■ 12
% ©pending some. time in 
youth hoBtels
<W »  n<rt cwfc.W<I  »iwr < r ifaymmm*1
Employment eitnetion, - method,of
..: I.©ponding'some-time on 
■ bo&tn. '.or. cruises ',(£»
Employment situation, method of
hod of payment 
Monthly 
Weekly,,
Other -method 
Mil fit. employment 
Union card.
!?o ■ card
1
■I
0-
I
I
«*.****, JU .
Employed :;
"mim'i,'im ~
Full-time': I X 1 ': 1
Fart-time ' 1 1 • 0 ■ ■ v-r
. ’; Ss If-employed ■ : 0 0 : ' G- ;. ' " : 0-.
’; Students , 4 ■ 8 S'' - 6
V'.: Mot corking/rotired 0 0 "o - 0 '
Ifethod. of paymtnt ,,;;
loathly v: 2 "‘.0 7 . I' • 1
.V, ffe&lyT. . - v".; ::: I . ■ 1 ■ '-i ; - 1
Other "method * - X X - I
Mil in employment :>: 1: 1 7 -■■it I
tfeipn card ', ; o ■ 0 ; -0,1 0
No card I 1 o 1
■. i . :..
payment and . trade union memharaisin wm 19,66 ,1967 Avon
>. Employed
Full-time- I 1 1 - ■ ' 1
. tart-time - ■ ■ 0*{ 1 •' . ;0 ■ ' ;.' 0
Self-employed 0 2 . O' I
.; ' Student© 0 0 6 , '2
Hof corking/retired I I 0 '-■• I
% spending some time in
rented accommodation
Employment situation, method of 
payment and trade union membership 1365 1966 1967 Aver«-wbtHtr
Employed
Full-time• • 7 9 10 ' 9
Part-time ■ 13 ■■ 11 10 11
SeXx-c iploye& ^ . ■ 6 j- 14 . . 10 ' ' 10
; ■ ' Students 13 . ■ 16 4 11
■ ; ; Hot wrkijag/refcired • /. 9 8 11 " .9
Method of payment-
\ -.Monthly ■■77 ■ 'It - / 7 10 ■ • 9
;■ W e e k l y Y 8 .8 10 ; ■ ■ 79
Other method .. 7 : 9 •s , - 10-- • 9
Ail- in mpJLoywmt •;. - 6 ^  7■ - :-xo: ■ 9
Union card '■ V ■ 8
. . s :  '- - 1 1  . 9
Wo card 9 9 10 9
% spending corae .time, as 
C gu&si
Employment situation, method of 
p&yrnmt and, trade;union aesabegsl
Employed
F u ll~ £ ig 3 £  '
Part-time .
S elf-ctap loy ed
Students
Kot tmrldmg/l^ fcired 
Method of parent
Monthly.
Keenly
Other method 
All in employment 
Union card 
Mo cord
1965 1966
2
1
0
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
3
1967
2 
I 
: 2 ; 
0 \ 
3
4
.2
3
2
1
3
Average
The self-employed emerge as the group most likely to spend their holiday 
in on hotel, and the decreasing-percentage of the labour force accounted 
for by. this 'group is'not a particularly favourable omen for the industry* 
Students are the least likely group to stay in a licensed hotel, and the 
tables confirm.that they tend to avoid commercial accommodation establish­
ments* Those paid monthly are more likely to patronise an hotel than- those 
paid weekly« and this reinforces the distinction dtmm earlier between the 
preference' of-manual and non-manual workers* Unlicensed hotels and. similar 
accossaedafcicm hm& a very broad appeal toliolidayr&akers* with the exception 
of' students* . Staying with friends end relatives is soot-popular with1 the 
retired and-least popular with the se tf-employcd* .perhaps- because of their 
preference for independence* Apart from the'self-employed and student©, 
holiday camps have a fairly broad appeal.
Camping is extremely popular with students* m A  is hardly participated in 
at all. by those %mt working or the; retired* This is primarily an age 
- effect, though the figure of•18% for students is-higher than that-of 13% 
for the 16-20 age group (see Table XXII)*
Caravanning is one of the few forms of holiday, with a significant varieties 
according to trade union morabcrehipg it 1© not particularly popular with 
the belf-espleyed, ■those not working or the retired* The other forms of 
accomodation shew little variation according to the characteristics being 
examined* There are, hsssaver* significant variations in the propensity to 
take additional holiday®*
Vzopennizf to taka mi additional holiday 
of four nights or morn avray from fsomc in -1967* 
by employment situation^ method of payraent 
... „ r t r i r; and .trade, union
Ejsploymcnt situation* rotfeod of Percentage taking-an.
pr^ parnc and, trade, union ffcg&erahip _ additions! holiday
Employed
, . 13
. ;13
$&]L§^mpl0fCt& 6
'Students , 20. ■
: ■ lot warkisg/i^tired 16
■ •—  of-P.ayiaent. . ; . .
tenthly 26
Ifeekly , $
Other tscShod IS
All in eaployraent . 13 "
Union -card 10
Vo card 1?
The significantly low percentage of self-employed who take additional 
holidays is intcrostiagj especially when confronted wicti the Isighcr^ tlissr-
cvorege participation la main holidays# This would -appear to- he a genuine 
occupation offset* it being difficult for them to find for
their Jobs* or. the necessary tfsa© off to taka two holidays each year#- -
Those paid monthly art throe tim$ a m  likely to take addi&mal holidays 
m  'those paid weekly# sad this reaffirms the distinction la this respect 
between the manual and nosvnamisl workers* mentioned -earlier# There Is 
clearly-a great potential for the industry if those who arc paid wekkXy 
wore to participate in additional holidays to the same cutent as those 
paid monthly* This would in fact nearly double the nusaber of additional 
holidays#-
-^ ^ '■ *^ liw;^ 'M-fr j*i,--ii,^-r';lr-«rrr r-m-rnr-tit-.tt ~ t  n—‘"••n—r 'T i i r r f t  — ~r~ — i—- t - ^  ~r-f  -1--—- “—• -*“----- -^.-p r t - ~ i  ■--r  - ‘ -m —  - — ■“- —• ■U-J‘—  — — ’*"'** ■**- **
* Bcrived from British national Travel Survey 1967* 0P#CIT#* Table 35* p#154#
Supplementary data on the effect of occupation on demand for acecmmedatitm 
m&y from home can be derived from the Government Social Survey* ’Motives 
in the Timing of Holidays’**
From this* it can be seen that an individual®a occupation to ©one extent 
dictate© the type of holiday he tabes and the time of year at tikich he 
takes it*
T S M M : 12SX&
Commencing date, of holiday by occupation
Month holiday 
.^started s, -
and
Intermediate
Shilled Occupations Farely
skilled Unskilled TotalClerical ,fte^.lerieal
% S Z S %  ■ «?• '
isnm 21*1 20.5 21.6 14.7 18.3 20.3
July 20.5 29*8 29.6 35.8 50.0 30.3
August 37.9 27.8 35.5 26.6 23.2 32.9
September 7.9 13.9 6.7 0.2 2.4 7.8
AlXlother " '■ 10.0 6.0 5*2 10.1 3.7 6*6
Ho/inioraaticm 2.6 2*0 1.4 6.6 2.4 2.1
tot&i 100 100 100 100 100 ’ 10®
ftie ’bunching* of the holidays of the unskilled in July* taken in conjunction 
wit It their prefarema-s for holiday accomodation* b m  serious Implieatdens 
for the memmmL&tim industry*
Frofessional and ’intermediate® people take their holidays in August sore 
than any other employment sector* partly because of the timing of the 
holidays of tha independent schools which many of their children attend*
to derive some idea of the important determinants which influence the 
various occupational groups in their holiday behaviour* the following 
table* also derived from the Social Survey* is reproduced?
* Government Social Survey* OF.CXT** Table 40B
.Hotlves; ,,i«-.tjUaitif* holidays. by occupation
IShat influenced you;;
and your party most 
la deciding the 
dates of your.holiday
Professional
and
Xntcmediata
Occupation 
Skilled occupations. Partly skill© and 
unskilled.•Total Clerical Hon-clcricat
Z ‘ ’ % e* Z
loager/ligbter day© 4*8 5JB', 6*0 4.0 p 4.7
Better weather 8*7 9.0. 11*3. a.i.... 7,r;.
Sight ■ timing for a. break 5*4 . 5*3 6*0 : 5*0... 5^S;Jg§
Avoid crowd© at retort 5.1 5,3.'..'.. 3.6 SiifyX
te$B crowded travelling 2*0 ... .4.2 . . .... -. . 2.7 ■ 1.2 ' U6..
Cheaper $g-this' time *' 1*0 *5 nil 1.4 ' ■ ' 1.0
patior booking 2*i 5*3 ; • . 4,6 1,8 . 2,1
T© meet dates of special 
tour/attraction at resort 2.1 3*7 3.3 1.2 , 2.1
To include Bank Holiday 
in holiday 1.0 0*5 1*3 . ■ i . 4 .; 0.5
Convenience for job ■ 
(employees or ©elf- ■ 
employed®e m m  decision) 14*5 28,8 12.0 11.7 ■ 11.0
Decision made-for 
employee (work closed 
or employer decided . 
dates on a roster) 37*0 ? 18.4 31,8 43*4 46.6
To avoid taking children 
away, from school during 
tonartiss©' ■ 9.9 ■ 14*7 6,8' : 11,1 ,7
Taking or studying 
for an examination 1.3 2.1 0.7 1.2 1.0
Don® t know 1.5 1.1 1.3 1.2 2.6
Other answers 16*9 16.8 18.5 15.9 18.3
Total "replies® 113.7 U9.5 ; 111.3 111.2 113.6
flies© totals add up to nor© than 10QZ an several respondent© gage sore 
thm m &  mmmtm
The data on the importance of ’easier booking’ are interesting*. It lias 
been &bmn earlier that professional m d  ’intermediate* classes are taore 
■likely to stay in licensed hotels than the semi-skilled and unskilled®
The fact that the forcer ■ category give • ’easier - booking* as a reason'for 
choosing, a particular date oyer'twice- as often m  the semi-skilled and 
unskilled indicates that there is a relative shortage of space,at licenses! 
hotels -compared vitfi the accomodation used by the oesai**eMllcd and' 
unskilled®..
fmimBim&l end fintcrmedlat©* people,, are ■ influenced, m m h  m o m  by '■ ■
. *convenience for . Job1 in deciding.M i m :to.- take a holiday® this figure is . 
partly a reflection of tho presence of the-■seif**et3ploycd in this category*, 
but is m o m  likely to be a function of their indispensability and the 
necessity to plan their holidays in ceajtmetioa with those of their . 
colleagues® This category also appears to be more concerned with tba.' 
continuity of their children’s education* m d  night therefore respond 
more to changes in' examination dates® Those two features of the decision- 
making process of the professional people stand in contrast to.those of 
the semi-skilled and unskilled* Only, *7% were influenced by considerations 
of their children*** education - 14®71 for yrofessionet and intermediate «• 
and 46.6% had. the decision on the tiding of their holiday made, for them 
by someone elm  - .18*41 - for professional and. intermediate*
Conclusions
•Jftgffrittfllfrr lli'iMftiniitir OB nn^- ifciimnT jttiin i»
The data -©a holiday behaviour by occupation revelled vide divergences, 
both in the propensity to cater the holiday market, and in the choice of 
accomodation once in the market * While- it would be incorrect to 
attribute all these variations to the different occupations of the 
individuals concerned - some were income effects - it vac clear that 
occupation was a significant determinant, and that changes in the national 
employment structure over the next decade could have important implications 
for the accomodation industry*
the unskilled worker' had a very low propensity to take a holiday away from 
home} and caanual worker© m  & whole "lied m much lower propensity to take 
holidays than n<m-nanual worker©-* the participation rates being 47£knd 
7QZ respectively*
A ohift-in the m&plofmmb' ntmctum^' may' itcm manual work and towards 
non-manual work, could he m major determinant of market growth in .the 
future*
Within the market, significant variations' in accomodation used on holiday 
in Great - Britain were revealed® .Professional people, directors and: manager© 
exhibited a -higher propensity to stay "in licensed-hotels,'and with friends' ■- 
and raMtivos, than"other groups* Caravans, however, were more popular- 
with "manual workers*. 'Unlicensed hotels - ©Ehibitai a broad - appeal to all /. 
occupation'groups, "hut camping holidays were particularly fopulsr with 
professional people m d  of course'.with ntuinnts* Those not 'working; and 
the retired tended to stay with friends or relatives, and the self-employed 
were shown to patronise licensed hotels more than other groups®
Significant variations were also'shown in the propensity - to take-additional 
holidays, the participation rates varying from 29% .for directors, managers 
etc*, to 51 for the unskilled* ' The potential of increased participation . 
in additional holidays was- noted*
Other holiday characteristics were also analysed by occupation groups, 
particularly their timing and t m  t m t m m  behind' the - timing* lb© 
implications of these important conclusions are followed up in the 
forecast*
THE EFFECT OF OEHERSHIP OF. k IlOTOHrFESICEE. OH BEMMD FOE ACCOMOMTIOH 
AIEVy FROM 110HE
The historical introduction revealed a prim facie connection between 
increased usability and increased desand for accomodation mmy from home* •- .. 
For example# the construction by tbs 'Bosses of a network of high quality 
roads within tfeai* Empire was accompanied by a growth in the volume of 
travel and trade* and by the construction of suitable overnight accomoda­
tion '-for travellers on these 'roads* ' The subsequent disintegration of the 
teas Empire and its roads resulted in a 'contraction, -in the volume of 
travel and trade* and in the disappearance of the hotels and inns which 
depeaded oa auch''traffic'for'their livelihood•
The consequence for the accommodation industry of the introduction of the 
railways has also hmn examined* and# ©ore recently# the introduction of 
the motor-car and the aeroplane have had revolutionary implications for 
the industry*
For these reasons# any forecast must fake into account the connection, 
between increased mobility and demand for accomodation mmy from home*
Such increased mobility may take several different forms| increased car 
ownership is the most important t but the construction of a channel - tunnel * 
the development of mm. air. routes and new airports are others to bear in 
mind* The forecast must bo-firmly hmud on. smusfcorieai analysis* showing 
what the nature m d  strength of the relationship between the two phenomena 
have bean to date*
Car Ownership -
The importance of the motor-car'as & determinant of demand is well- 
illustrated by the following quotations* "There are a number' of independent 
variables affecting the level of weekend recreation activity# the relative 
strengths of which are unknown* But the single most important factor is 
the number of private cars in use in the country* The chief characteristic 
of weekend recreation is that the time available for it is relatively 
limited* Tim car provide# a degree of flexibility in the use of this time
® Hurto&fTXi* and Hibborley^GP* Outdoor Recreation in the British 
Countryside* Bcpartsaaat of Economies# % ©  College# March i$67» p*41*
which --cannot be given by any other. form of transport* this relationship 
between participation in weekend recreation and the levels of private? car 
ownership was clearly illustrated by the Whitsun Survey in 1963?*
It is not the function of this section to analyse the growth'of car owner­
ship* but to' nmmlnn the implications of car ownership for the accomodation 
industry* - Orapli XII plots the growth in car cundrehip - since 1951 against 
tkeaunber -of domestic holidayefor which the car was the principal'mans' 
of transport to the holiday destination#® While‘the imaginary line joining 
the observations is clearly not straight# its direction is unmlstdkeahle* 
indicating' s'-close relationship between^car ownership and the propensity 
to use the car as the means -of transport' to the holiday destination*' The ' 
future level-of car ownership is therefore of boss interest to the holiday 
trades#-' h
The analysis jifeherefore examines the holiday behaviour patterns of those 
who use the car on holiday and contrasts then with, those of holiday-makers 
using other forms of transport to derive the implications ©f an extension ■ 
in car ownership# ■
The main source of data for this analysis is the British national Travel - 
Survey# ' - -
In 1969© 671 of main holiday-makers travelled to their main holiday 
destination by car# This percentage bos increased from 27% in 1951* ■
Vehicle armors are more likely to take a holiday- 'away from home than non- 
vehicle owners#** While 52* of the British national Travel Survey cample 
'in 1967 had private transport# the .percentage of holidaymakers who had 
private transport was higher at 612* Conversely# while 48% of the British 
national Travel Survey sample had so private transport# this category 
accounted for 63% of non-holiday-makers* This is probably ■ an ine'osse effect
*  Sources? Digest of Tourist Statistics# -British Travel .Association.*- Hatch. 1969 
fable. 1*. p#60* Table 3* p*62| J m m & l  Abstract of 'Statistics Ho*93#. 1956. sat . 
Ho*105 1963*. Tabic 227# ?»192, Table 233# p#20Z*
196? British national Travel Survey# 0P#GXT»# fable 34# p#36* -
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and it t?ould be urong to conclude that the mere 03iiGfcon.cc of a car war. 
a contributory factor to the likelihood of taking a holiday* indeed* it 
has been tentatively suggested that in some cases the purchase of a car® 
especially the first one® is a fcubctitutc for a holiday* "For mzample* 
cars usually have a higher priority in the scale of desires than a holiday*
If the family buya:a car* they are not so likely to take a holiday * they 
just cannot afford bofclt"*^
Itesaver* the relationship is unlikely to be as simple as this* Once a 
family has purchased & car* the marginal cost of transport to- a holiday 
destination t#ill be considerably lees than if public transport % m m  used - 
especially if It is a large family* "It is already economic from most 
holiday*^iakers# point of vim to cose by ear mxd the price changes needed . 
to alter this are vary large"*#*
If a family plans to stay in the cheaper categories of eccossaodation* 
particularly camping sites® then oaf purchase is unlikely to act as a 
major deterrent to holiday-taking* Indeed® there nay even he sorae 
psychological motivation to take a car-based holiday to justify car 
purchase* especially if the vehicle is not otherwise used very intensively*
Effect of Car Ownership on Demand Within the Market
Use of a car as the maims' of transport to die holiday destination dees net 
mem to effect the length of the main domestic holiday* T m  average number 
of nights ©pent ms? from hose on the main Boses tic holiday by people 
travelling by car uso 10*4 in 1967* vhich was not significantly different 
from the national average of 10*2**** Hor 4ms the use of a car have any 
implications on the month in which the main holiday is taken* The 
distribution is almost identical to the national distribution of holidays*^*# 
Similarly* there is little variation in wack* day or time of day of 
commencement of the holiday by method of transport used.
& Draper *GG» Marketing end the British travel Business* published by BE.&
School .of Marketing*
^University of Eseter* Holiday Transport in Devon and Cornwall* July 1967* p*26*
British national travel Survey® 1967* 0F*€XT** Table 2* p*42* 
mmi British national Travel Survey 196?*' CP.CXT** Table 3* p.44.
Si© Pilot national Recreation, Survey* puts forward son© interesting, 
hypotheses based on the data collected*. ,TGur santeriel strongly suggests 
that some pastimes (like camping and .calling) are much more likely to be 
followed if the family has a-car,, whatever its income level”*
”Xha relatively-never,. poorer car-owning families make rather different 
use of their- vehicles from.other, usually more prosperous families tsho 
tare-had cars longer* . Buying a car at the 1 overhead of the income scale, 
seems to depress holiday-taking”*
”622 of -contacts- in car-owning fmailies always went on holiday in the car* 
16% sometime® took the car m m  11%.never did so-(the balance had had no 
holiday-since.'buying; the car)*”
”Iti general, few people drive enormous distances on holiday* Of the total 
sample with cars, 38% had driven a total of up to 500 miles, 32% 500-1,000 
miles, 12% 1,000-1,500 and.6% over 1,500; a fairly high proportion could 
give, no answer”*
They also concluded that young people drove further than older people; ' , 
people with children drove less distance than, those without; and manual 
workers drove shorter distance than executives (probably because they had 
shorter holidays)•
There is, however, a marked variation in kind of place, visited, number 
of places visited, and nights spent elsewhere on the outward or'return 
journey, which leads to the important -conclusion concerning the flexibility 
of car-based holidays* . .
tt« ja 1aa-.a at. * ..*  <«».».. ■». mu, ,* »»»,
* University of ICeele, 0P*CIT*, pp. 77-50*
m m m m i x
Type of place visited on main GB holiday 
:........ by method o£ transport*- , . |f •
Type, of place, y jolted . Car
%
Other . —
Seaside-(large) '" ' - " 47 SB’
Scadide (small) 29 16
lake, riverside' ".’ 1 - - 3
ttoimfcalsur. ': 1 ' ? " - . 5 .• ,■ ' ■ ■ "a ':
Inland ’ ' ’ ■ ' " "‘ "' “ ' :* i r " ' 17 ■'
Capital'cities 4 : 7
On board'ship* harbour - i - - ■ I
Other '■ J; : 3
•■ ■ ' -  - T o t a l * *  ■ ? ■ ■ . ■ :  t U  " 1 0 7  ' 1
This-shows dearly that thm ikilidsy-siafcet travelling by ear uses his ' • 
increased mobility to-'gain'.access 'fee destinations' not served by'rail or 
bus- services, the two newt'most popular‘methods of1 transport*' iisisuiiing 
that the smaller seaside resort‘is less vclW»erved by public'transport 
than 'the■■large’seaside resort, the differential' in visiting patterns is 
undoubtedly doc to the nobility of the'motorist. •' likewise* - the less 
accessible mountains‘and lakes arc • more; popular mtlr car-based holiday-^ 
taskers than with. others. • Tim 'attraction of 'water 'is also evident, as 
even iotae/Island- resorts; patronised by. the motorist are-water-based,-for 
esa&ple the Bake ■ District and the liorfoik Broads.
Capital cities with ■ their implied traffic congestion''and parking " ■ 
difficulties arc less popular holiday -'destinations -for- the "motorist*. *
. . . -I I,.-- ~ v ’ V  .; . ■ v ..^ . • T ; ' - the- totals ;
of the'two'columns■ indicate that the motorist is also-able to visit-a ■ ■ 
wider variety cf places, and this is brought out more clearly in the 
nont table.
* Derived .from British Rational Travel Survey 1967* GP.OXT., Table 6, p. 54. 
$*' Tills will exceed 100 if more than one typo of place is visited.
TABLE LXXVIII
Kuabcr of 'places visited on main GB holiday© 
by method of transport^.
Method of Transport: 
Gar . ■ Other
Vtnrflwil
&.. % 
One place only 83 90
Two 'places only , 5 ' 4
Touring/three or m o m . 9 3
Can't recall 1 I
Totm _ loo ioo
Table' L3OTIII shows in more- detail" w h m ' is indicstoi %  f^Xe &SXVXX* ' - 
(If'the motorist had visited'rthree' small seaside resort©© it would appear 
as only'one type of destination in the first table©, so mobility is' 
considerably understated)* The car-based holiday-maker is aleesi twice ■ 
as likely to tour# "
A further table'in the British’national Travel Survey shows that BB% of 
holiday-makers not using cars spend no nights on' the way' to' their holiday
destination© but the figure for car-based holiday-makers is significantly
lower at '7935* ' ;
These table© confirm that the motorist is less confined in his choice of 
holiday "than those who rely 'on other forms of transport*-
The regional dostinations of the holiday-maker using a' car are significantly 
different from the destinations of-other holiday-makers and the implication® 
of .this for' the "planning of accommodation facilities are highly' significant*
* British tfatieaal Travel .Survey ltd?.* .<8M3ITVr Table 6S p*54.
. . TABLB •L1CCI1I*" ‘
DBA.regions'-of great Britain in which .one night or more 
Tl. yd*, <mr *n 'ty- methed of transport
‘ Hethod of transport
DBA Regions**i^cwipg>fr» ... Car
/*
lorth '' ' ' 8 '.' 7
TorksMrc mid Humberside'. -. - '3;: 4 .
last Hidlsnds ' ■■• S' ■ ; 4 '
last Anglia • : 7;-- : S'.
South -East 23-- - 30: ;
South tfest. ; 26 - ■ : 13 -
Wales ; . r '.- -. 7 IS , ; - .6 '
Most.Midlands . 7 - . 3- - .. p . 2 .
■Horth-tfebt ; ■•/.; ■■/.,.7 .■■,11
Scotland ' . - 7 12 13
Total*** 109 ■ ' 95
The relative popularity!.* of the South West; and Wales, for the motorist is 
confirmodj. 41g; of carsfcased holiday-makers visit these two regions§ m  
opposed to 19% of holiday-Hnker# using other forms of transport* This 
presents a very reel problem; to planners • in - these a.teas, especially if- 
mention is aXm made of day-visits-to the same holiday which do not involve 
overnight stays and are not therefore stem in Table &OCIX, but which must 
be catered for* ■ If the difflenities of masnriag •oversight.'traffic appear 
insur&ountable, they phle into insignificance compared tilth 'the difficulties 
of measuring day traffic* It is a tribute to. the Ingenuity of out ■ 
statisticians that the following mesturcs have been used to try uni 
quantify day visitor-traffic to resorts by comparing peakrseaooa data with 
normal winter. dataj sale of 3d stamps at post offices;**** water consumption
* Derived from British national Travel Survey 1967, Or.CIT., Table 9, p*60*
^  A definition of the DEA regions is given in Appendix
The *car9 column adds up to more than 100 because more than one
region was-often visited. ’The •other* column adds up to lean than 100 
as visits;to the Channel Isles sad-Isle of Han arc excluded in this study* 
Tills was used by Br*. Pafctlsmi in the survey -of - tourism In the Firth 
of Clyde, undertefeen.when the postage, rate far postcards was 3i* •
Bale of bread*& and public convenience receipts; f,Xt is' rossoliable to" 
assume Chat a tiirec-veck moving average o£ weekly public convenience 
receipts in loigmuouth io a good representation oil the seasonal change 
of population in & resort^ .ftft^  ' '
Parties travelling by' car bad a higher'than average expenditure on holidays* 
but since the average aise of party in also slightly higher, expenditure ; 
per person is in fact less#
Expenditure on main GB holidays in 1967 
by method of trmsport^W- <.
Method of transport
'Awerngn ,-axi>enditure-pcr party
Average party also
Average expenditure per person
Car
m-
£;*‘o
3eO
£19
■Other'tiwMxteAjfe*-
/■■JE50-;..
, 2,2
£23
A more precise measurement of the variation in sine cf party is revealed 
by the following table also based-on the 1967 British * i renal Travel- 
Survey* ■ :
Composition of party on main GB holiday .1967 
by .method transport:
Hethud of
>er, „ In. Party Car . ’ Other
• *V  ' ■. ‘T " *
.■■ I 12 ' 27.5
2 34 43.6
3 17 ' 12*4
4 23 , 11.2
5 G ■ ■ ■ 2
6 or more 5 2.6
itmiAMgiaupttyswi
-*a Used by Norfolk County Council*..................... .
S0Okwsy#BlSf Measurement of Holiday Population in. a Rcsoft, Journal 
ffffFPLf Institufce* June 1959* Vol. ZEV* -Eo*7' ■
ftftft-ficrivod from British National', travel .Survey 1967, OF.CIT.* ’ Table' 11# p * 67 
'ftftftft iterived from British national Travel Survey 1967*. fable 12* p*7i.
this "lies important implications for the provider of accommodation for ike 
ear-based holiday-maker, as Ills average booking will be for a larger 
number of beds than if be concentrated on other traffic*
The use of a motor-car appears to influence the type of accomodation
selected*.  The' following table shows that the motorist tends to sfctj? in a
wider variety of accomodation' then those using other foras. of transport# ■
table m n i &
Accommodation used by main GB holiday-maker 
 by..cathod; pi transport Ijffi?..
flathod of transport
-Accc^ smlation used ■Car Other
Licensed hotel m d  motel ■ IS 20
bnl'cencetl -hotel*. etc* 22 * *?*? ■ift*- f
Fra-ends* or relatives*, houses 23 28
Holiday camps 6 ' 8
Camping 5 I
Caravans '19' ■6
Youth hostels "0 :" I . .
Cruise, boat and barge I 1
Routed villa, flat 12 ?
Paying guests 3 2
Other 2 2
Total . .,. - - IQS ■ ■ ■ 103
Car-based holiday-makers do not patronise ■ licensed and unlicensed hotels 
an often as other holiday-Pinkoras only 372 of them spend some time in 
these more formal types of accomodation*, vhoroac the figures for holiday- 
makers using other methods of transport is significantly higher at A72#
As one might aspect, camping and caravanning are much more popular uith 
the motorist than with other holiday-makers,, emphasising his mobility and 
flexibility*
t^ - f r - r ^ n  iiw-T^-igr-friffr-ff ‘ffi-*—f- f i  n b -t ir fr iT  ^ a
* British national Travel Survey 196?* OF«CZT*9 Table 20, p*95
Ttile £0 further confirmed by the late dates of planning of s holiday for 
the car-based holidaymaker* 34% of car-based holiday-makers £» 1967' 
first discussed their holiday plana after April that year* whereas the' 
percentage for other holiday-makers was 27** The implications of non­
booking by the former category are less serious m  they c m  always drive 
on th another town* or part of a tasm and try again* and this in less easy 
for those who rely on public transport*. For the accommodation industry* 
this ■may mean that* in future* the outside appearance of the establishment 
will be mm- important factor influencing its degree of patronage*
She impact of the car on the accommodatloa industry receives consideration 
in %egies with & Future****
t?fhe majority of holiday visitors to the South West still take traditional 
holidays - In hotel© and boarding houses m d  farmhouses* But a rising 
proportion of visitors arrive by car and use their cars to travel around, 
often staying at a number of places in the course of their holiday* This 
practice has encouraged the growth of camping and caravan sites,- and of 
country bed-andHbreakfoat places, often situated &my from rail-heads* 
itearly one-third of visitors m m  make use of the newer forms of accommoda­
tion represented by camping, caravans, rented villas and flats* W m  
investment in holiday accommodation tend© to be in parts of the coast may 
from the early established centres, which were mainly based os rail 
communication©* Ilia type© of accommodation which increased most in. the 
last few year©, e*g* teats, chalets and caravans, are those most associated 
t-iith the car and have offered Increasing competition to the more traditional 
accommodation, especially to the large number of boarding houses1’*
The survey of Scottish Tourism can be used to supplement ©one of the 
findings of the British Rational Travel Survey.
711 of holiday-maker© In Scotland travelled by private car in 1964*
This I© higher than the 67% of main British holiday-makers using a car 
in 1967, and this may reflect the relative scarcity and infrequency of 
public transport In Scotland, and the relative inaccessibility of some of 
their tourist attractions* The survey maintains that nthere was an 
Increase over 1963/64 In the proportion of mobile and ©emi-mobilc holidays*
• * ) * i |i*|M W f * i i * l * * * * l * » W ^ < i * l* * li* l»* » * » * * i M IM B *** M M » i*tW » *it * N l li* * * ^
JUBgiti&h national Travel Survey 1967, 0P*GIT»» fable 2* §*100
South Rest Economic tissuing Connell, j^jUra.with, a  Future, ISISO, 1967*
This is .true of both holidaymakers in Scotland and holidaymakers elsewhere 
but the increase is less in the case of the latter*
What is of greater interest is the fact that* once they have reached their 
holiday ares* 331 of holidaymakers in Scotland spent a more or loss mobile 
holiday*, compared with 14*31 of holidaymakers elsewhere* If we esclwde 
the comparatively immobile group. ©f . holidaymakers in Scotland %gm are 
Scottish residents* the percentage of mobile.liolidaymalterc among the 
remainder is 44*51* i*c* nearly half the holiday visiters from outside 
Scotland uvmnt a mobile holiday!&
It scams that the most mobile holtdsy-makcr© were those who came from ■ 
Greater London and the South East of. England* where there is a higher 
incidence, of car ownhr&hip* .fhe. conclissioa one would tentatively'draw 
is that-those who have wade a longer journey to their destination went 
to see as much of the area m  possible*
There arc other.surveys which have been conducted to measure the effect 
of mobility on demand for accommodation* The survey of the holiday 
industry , in Devon in 1960 is one such survey**# This contains the 
following interesting suggestions "The increased use of the. car gives 
greater nobility*. a© that touring 1® m. alternative to spending time on 
the beach £*e* weather is 1css of a controlling factor”* Even in I960* 
the implications of the-growth of the mobile holiday were being thought 
out in Devon* f,lt was noted that more visitor© were splitting their 
holiday between two or more resorts* and a© a consequence were-not 
booking iron Saturday to Saturday*
This is a new development obviously resulting from the increasing mobility 
of holidaymakers using cars* tihilet this creates no problem at off-peak 
periods* it is less convenient to holiday establishments at the peak of 
the season”*
* !:unt*laidrey# 0P.C1T** p*32* pars*4* £ p.36
Dews County Council* 0F*Clf** p*8*
Tim survey revealed that in I960* 801 of all holiday visitors to Devon* 
excluding those who stayed in private houses, travelled by cat or motor® 
cycle* The percentage varied from 72% for those staying in .chalets to - 
77% for hotel guests, 78% for those staying in static caravans*., and 971 
for tented campers and 1001 for tourist caravanners** The. British national 
Travel Survey for that year Indicated that 631 of holiday travellers to U m  
South West m  a whole tfent by car* which.indicates that Devon may ha above 
average in its attraction of fihe-'cor^ oemer* 1 The 1967 British national 
Travel; Survey ■ indicated that 742 of holidsyraakcrs vent fco.'Davon in private . •
fcransfort* hut tliis is hot c^^arable'with the Sevon figure of ‘802. for 1967";. 
as it excludes mofcor^ cyclc© .and’ holidsyrraatcers tinder 16*
The Devon Survey cmiitms the conclusion that hotels are less popular with
- motorists than with other forms of holidaymakers*. Whereas SOI of holiday* 
makers case. hy. car .to Devon in i960, only 771 of those staying in hotels 
cams'by car, but 97% of those staying in tents had used Mils method of 
transport*
Further evidence of the effect of increased car usage on the liability.of 
the hoi idey'-maker comes from the survey' ^ holiday Transport in Devon and 
Cornwall1**** increasing proportion of holidaymakers* particularly 
those-in'cars* do not have *af destination, but tour within the area****
T m  main picture" i %  - thus* of liolidaymakers moving to the coast and 
cmcmbtatm$''em certain sections of it* the chief circulation during 
their holidays being to othhr parts of the coast* except where had 
weather drives them* filth the seagull©* inland51*
•*Thc proportion of visitors coming'by each fora of transport varies 
according to the accommodation they use* Furthermore, the rising proper* 
tion cooing by car has meant that investment in holiday accommodation in 
the &est country in recent years has been geared to Che needs of the 
motorist, tending to be in parts of Che coast mmy from the earlier 
established ■ centres which were mainly based on the existence of rail 
connections*. laterally, the proportion using different £ona&-o£ o.ceotssso"*' 
daticm varies through the year and it is noteworthy that those forms' of 
aceosEsodaticii which have increased most in recent years* such as caravans 
and chalets* eosMne a.high attraction for motorists-with a-rather: short- - 
season*11
& Devon County Council* 0F*C1T*# p*45*
^  University of Dxeter* DFfCIT, p*2*
*ltn considering policy# .we have therefore trade a cet of assumptions which 
seem to uc .probable on a rather subjective basis. These arc* that the 
proportion coming by car trill remain about 80%.#. Section 7 suggests that 
it is already.economic from most holiday-makers point of view to come by
car* and that the price changes needed to alter this are-very large11*'
I fore data on why the car is -so popular as a aeons of''holiday transport -.
can be found from the‘.Vacation Travel Attitude Survey*® 'which revealed . 
as equally. high use of the --.private motor-car on holiday in America* -
People . who took one or tioro vacation trips in the past two years were.,
ashed to, identify -the principal ©cans'.of vacation transportation for -each 
trip* with anywhere- from -one to four trips being accounted for by each .
traveller* W m  III of vacation travellers*; .the only principal means.of .
transport was the car* while for tl-th© only-principal means of transport 
was.the .aeroplane* 15% took-at-least one trip- principally by car* and at 
least one trip principally by plane* 5% used. neither plane nor cor*
ITkile use of aircraft increased steadily with income* ranging iron 141 
among those earning under #7#500 to 40%-among those with incomes of 015*000. 
and over# pite percentage travelling by car remained quite stable. throughout 
the income ranges between .62% and 86%* . Hie-reason® given for chposing the 
car ■ were;-as. .follows s
. f t m m  m m - -
• Seasons given,by Americans ■ for choosing the car or. plane 
a® their means of holiday transport^*
Reason for ehopsli^ i car/ Pereeitfciige
More isonvnsiont ; 31
less expensive ■' 25
Greater flexibility . 21
Better for scenery ' 14
Transportation at destination'needed 11
Total®®® ' '102
'■<■ Reason given for choosing plane Percentage-
Faster- 66
More convenient 16
■ - - - - “Hora comfortable 14
.•t*es© expensive • , 12
Total®®® ■ 108
* fraval Beseaseh International Inc** 0P*CXT*# Figure® '7# 8# 9*
-Travel Icsearch International Inc# '0P*€XT** Figures-10 .sal 11* . .:.. ._.....
fhi© will, add to' more than' 100’ since more -fcbaa one' reason was frequently given*.
Owing to the smaller else of the OK# it is unlikely that private aircraft 
will emerge as a major threat to the private car as . a means of transport 
to the holiday destination* On the other hand# the reasons given by 
Americans for choosing -a •"ear sees equally applicable to the UK# .and one 
would expect ;car usage to increase steadily to 80% of total' holiday-makers*
If 'the advantages of aircraft'travel are denied to the car owner# he ie ' 
at any’rate reducing the eiiaa talcen'to m m k  hie destination by m i m  
motor ail ■ Service* llm number - of cars -transported under * thin - m t m g c m m t  -
is as " f ; -■ 1 .
: ~ "• -'■ - m g m
Growth of BE motorail services®
Tear' - '.Cars ..carried:by moterail -
■" 1965 " ' V  :*' ■? '-30g00D:
'• 1966 ' ' 45*000
1967 60*000
1968 ‘ 35*000 ■ ' ’ . .
The fall in 1968 was'due to a-work-to-raie'which disrupted traffic# and 
the upward trend is likely to W  :rccumd and to grow throughout', the
mmit 'decade*^ ■• AsmuM edacity:in- already '100*000.'
•The' 0RERG -throws' more' tight' • m  thegeneral implicutimB of increased 
mobility*- ■.' Driving for jp&e&stire is' America*© most popular racreatioa# . 
annuel .participafcioh days, per person' aged' twelve -and' over averaging 
20*72**® (It does not follow that each day involved demand for 
accomodation mm? from home'm  many trips were day excursions)*' 
Participation increases with income: and with education. Restrictive' 
factors.on increased participation were time# for the higher income' 
groups# and-.'money for the lower income groups.
The'average person in the USA travels more than 1*200 miles on txis holiday 
away from home in 'the USA* or roughly' 120 mile© per day* thin ."1® 'certainly 
much higher than "the UK holiday-maker but. the comparison' is of course .
* ■ T h o r n o r o f R a i l  *». BE;, c m  hope for larger profits# Siipplement:on. car
ferries*^  .Financial, Times * 1/3/69* -
-®& ORERO Study Se$arfc-%>.*19» 0P.GXT**-p*6* :...........  ;.
msieading due to the disproportionate sice of fclia two countries* It class 
- indicate that# where the means - money and time - arc available# the 
holiday-maker wishes to travel .beyond his immediate catchment area* The 
relationship between income and distance travelled on holiday is demonstraced, 
in Table" LXXKV*®
v v .
- .Distance travelled per person 12 years and over' '-'..'
■ on vacation*, dune 2960~Ifayjl961r  ^by fatally. inco:m (U$%)
--■ - .-.■ ■ - Bound trip mile© ■' .■ ■
. v Family ,^ fecpps _ , , per, person ....,.
lass.then $1*500 . ..244
. .$1,500 ** $2,998; . . ■ . . ■- ■. . ■ m
\ , - $3,000 ~ .$4,499 _ . 543... .
- , ■ $4,500. ~ $5,999 . . ; .. ..
/$6,top - #7*999 •. . /; 931
$3#Q0D - $9*999- - ' , 1 » W
$10*000- '$14,999. 1 1,306
$15,000+ ' _ . . 2*237
The date would appear to' indicate that over the next, decade# increased 
propensity in the UK will lead to increased mobility on holiday* . ,v
' Caravans
Another iispsrta&t source of ©ability Is the touring carwan#...and a growth 
is,, caravan holidays could adversely affect the traditional commercial 
accommodation market over the next decade* They are therefore worth-a 
brief analysis* ftThe British still like-to walk and garden and holiday 
• at the seaside* fmt the spread of automobile ownership'has given rise to 
a fora of recreation called caravanning”#*®
. In discussing caravans# it is important to distinguish between three 
sasia types* ..
*'0BERC s ^ y  Report Ho* 19# 03?*CXT.# Table 5.42, p.368.
GRKRC..Study Report ho*10# A .look...abffiafo..tbs, effect of. foreign trayel 
on. .domestic outdoor.'recreation in six countries■ «. Washington B.C. 1962* 
Chapter ©a UK*
firstlyt touring caravans, which are towed behind a car and built for 
holidays and travel* Their length varies from Oft to 22ft, and the 
elceping accomodation ranges from two to seven beds*
Secondly* residential caravans* which are sometimes called mobile hemes* 
a misleading euphemism since they are usually firmly connected to mains
services and built on a rigid chassis* Their length varies from 24ft to 
SOft* These are designed for■ell^tke^yoar round occupation*
Thirdly, static holiday caravans, which are in effect fmobile bosses*- 
designed for holidays rattier .than permanent accommodation*. They arc . not 
therefore lavishly equipped and are probably' smaller than residential 
caravans*
It is the first and third categories that are dealt with in this sivdip
The treatment of static holiday caravans in the section on mobility is 
not entirely appropriate, but the statistics do not always distinguish 
between the two and it is therefore convenient to ssaaine them together.
It iap however* to be hoped that the British national Travel • Survey will 
follow the example of the Survey of Scottish Tourism* and distinguish 
between the two in future years*
As a fora of accomodation away from home, caravanning is a comparatively 
new -phenomenon* ‘’Eorsedraun caravans- for private ownership had been built 
since the 1870*6* but the forerunners of the -modern touring caravan took . 
to the road from 1920, and Britain was almost certainly the first country 
to introduce them”.** According to the County Planning Department of 
Devon, it was in the 1930*c that caravanning as a form of holiday became 
popular***
Although most of the early caravans were mobile ones, there was evidently 
some demand for static caravansby 1939 the four major railways companies 
had converted no fewer than 434 corridor railway coaches into caravans m d  
placed them on sidings by the sea or its the country* .
* Gardner,GH» Chairman* National Caravan Council, Elding High in a Tougher .
Market, The,Times, 3/4/S9
#* Devon County Council, OP.CXT*, p.4*
It xras in the postnmr ora that caravanning really grew in popularity.
Several commentators at thm time anticipated this growth, but did not 
attempt to quantify-it* nGtmpinti and -caravanning have immense possibilities”.*
‘ 'Caravanning lias made g re a t s tr id e s  in meant years*’.®**
Many-of the postwar caravans were.of coarse residential ones, which are 
of no-concern to this study, but the .postrwar shortage of hotels also led 
to some caravans being purchased for holiday tiee only.
Soma ides of the explosive growth rate of -caravanning in-the postwar 
period is given, by the following table* compiled from surveys which are 
taken annually m  behalf of the Devon County Council by District Councils.
ljjiij§_;idOg|p 
Crowtb. of caravans in Devon. 19&9~19liO
W ja .O n O i-a .Btti rmiTHinWrOmBK*  n n . ,n t I « a « i r ,  ,> '
' 1949 1952 1956 1958 1959 . I960
Kunber of Caravans 1,037 4,074 8,821 10,319 11,724 12,^91
Since. 1953 the - annual surveys have differentiated between the types of ■ 
caravans ** proving that regional tourist bodies eoma times- understand the 
market better than s.national body «■ and the following table shows the 
comparative .growth of the three typesf -
m m M - h m m t
Growth of caravans in Devon 195EK1960, bro? cn down by typo .
Type of caravan 1958, .1959 1950
but
Static holiday 7-4H 9,003 9,919
Touring 1,295 1,512 1,517
Itesidenfcial 1,128 1,204 1,555
Total 10,319 11,724 12,991
^  r t - T ir v - i <r • tv rn  r—  ■h> r -~ “ ‘ - r ' ,Y - v - r - n  r  r  - rn i-  ^ ^ ■ ^ • i^ i r m i t r n T - i i M ^ - n - ’ro- t r r ^
* ?ioloUt»J» 0P.CII., p.231
** Bruimar,E, OP.CXT., p.S.
Membership of the Caravan Club*, another useful indcs* has grown considerably 
over fcha last decade#
TABLE LXKXmX
o *nMne n * i i«wi » r r>rv»i»«»>
Membership•of -the■Caravan.Club,1957-1968
Tear Full Members Family Members
Oitfm lOaMittKfciiiidi.ijfci m  mum -*w- rn ^ r iifti IT * T-tt ~t  -t^f* -T’-r
195? 16*500 9*500
1968 ... 70*000 37*000
It Is the opinion ..of ©any of those concerned with demand for. accousitodation 
by owners ■ of * touring caravans that - the. facilities. In. the. UK. lag behind 
those'Offered os the continent. asi§ arc ■ inadequate: to. cope, with rising 
demand# These supply constraints -tsgy-nQ&K. that expressed demand It 
significantly less than implied deossd* ’-Sites {abroad) arc plentiful* •• 
end offer facilities practically unknown in Britain - power points to every 
pitch* shimming pools* supermarkets* laundry rooms* restaurante* immaculate 
toilet© and hot cliouerc* and rules of decorun and quiet at night that are 
rigidly applied”#* Tide view was being put forward some years ago*. In 
particular by K I? Rose#**
,The attraction of a holiday in a :muvin$ caravan is that the British 
holiday^sfcar can take M e  mm- way of. life with hi©* Me can cook and 
■cat what he wants* ■ when hc- imnts* in greater- comfort- than on a camping 
holiday* Mis children can sleep whan they want* and lie is free from most 
of the disciplines imposed by other forms of accommodation#
It ie not possible to draw many conclusions about the socio-economic 
characteristics of the touring caravanner as most of the British national 
Travel Survey data on those who stayed in caravans applied Co static 
caravanners# {B7% of their caravan sample visited one place only* AS 
visited two places and only 7Z toured)*
Travelling Abroad without Fears* The Times* 3/4/69* p*9*
Ses%li!J* Recreation* Planning and Design of Holiday Areas* Cooping 
Sites and Caravan Sites* -Journal of Institute of .Landscape 
9/5/63* Ho. 63*-
•Fortunately the survey of Scottish Tourism by Audrey Hunt* does malm . 
fchia diotiuctioii end one can derive none information about the type of 
bolidayntalcer vl\o spends hie holiday in a touring caravan#
. 2«5£ .of .holiday^aahera ..in .Scotland .stayed .in -mobile -caravans* -os opposed 
to 0*31 of holiday-maker©. eloetdierc*- Mobile caravan© more more popular .vs#
with adults mtli; children thm with adults on their own* Touring caravans' 
were,slightly more popular on main.holidays ghan os additional holidays* 
the higher figure for Scotland is captained by the fact that 37*73 of 
holidaynaakers is Scotland -preferred a touring holiday•eoapared with the 
31*33 mho preferred this type of holiday elsewhere#
the implication that caravanning is more popular M t h  families with small 
chiliras* and therefore 4 less popular with; retired' people*. is reinforced 
by evidence S t m housing end Blood#** ;f5lhe aged are usually the last to 
adopt innovations Which are expensive and make physical demand© on people”*
Touring caravan© mould fall into thin categoryA and this mould account for 
a lover rate of participation by retired people*
The geographical distribution of both types of caravan .sites in heavily 
concentrated on the coast* Tide concentration on the seaside is causing, 
concern to local authorities* particularly to those in Male©.*** ;
Tim llorth Most Flaxming Authorities said they felt they had to resist the. 
spread of title hind of development before it completely dominated its 
’coasts*
Demand for touring caravan holidays may well he frustrated %  the 
insufficient accommodation* both quantitatively and qualitatively*
This ie confirmed by the University of Glasgow*® survey of tourism in 
the Loch Lomond area****** flXt is uncertain how long the recent rate of 
increase in the caravanning population mill continue at its present level* 
mid when the point ©£ •market saturation1 mill be reached* It is perhaps
*Beat& Audrey* OP.CIT#, Table 23*, . - - - - ■ -
** Lancing*John B and Bloodjlteight-1!#: QF*CX?r» p*7X*
■ *** The coast© of Harth ¥alm%_ The national Barks Commission* 1SSS0* 
mm-k University of Glasgow* OF*0tT** p*45* *
%iim to asBissa a continuous growth in demand for both static m d  touring 
pitchos* and to determine the‘steps necessary to cope with this* Apart 
from the difficulties involved in increasing the supply of caravan pitches 
in general* local authorities have to decide whether to encourage ’static1' 
or ®touring® wans to visit the arcan* Judging by the statistics in 
Or* Pattison’s thesis on tourism** in the Firth of Clyde* they prefer static . 
caravans* She.capacity in the area he surveyed was for 3548 static cmtmsm 
m d  for 518 touring caravans* total capacity of all sites I© apprositaately 
268*493* of which 190*185 arc in England* .23*296 are in Scotland* 43*603 
are.i« Wales m d  5*829 are In^ U*--Ireland*.
2n assessing 1 the dctcnainants of'demand for aceorasodation in caravans*
it is-doubtful whether there is basically any difference in the ■ demand
for .static caravans as opposed 'to demand for chalets* bungalows and other
rented accomodation* flic differences 'are mainly ones of supply* the
construction costs of static caravans feeing loner timn thom of wore
permanent accomodation* and their erection and facilities being governed
by the 1980 Caravan Sites Act* This hypothesis is supported by the
conversion of coma caravan sites into ’chalet camps1* principally to
extend the season* a© chalets arc easier to keep warn* a trend which many. ^
will welcome on aesthetic grounds as well*
Demand for touring caravans* however* is basically different* Iks'
= holiday-siatae must have a car* and he £e more likely to m m  hie caravan'
'than rent it* He will exploit M s  mobility by touring* m d  is more likely 
to take additional holidays or long weekend© in it® There is alad..the ■ 
possibility’that more holiday-maker© are■ seeking" the relative seclusion' 
of the countryside*
TJheroas the increased demand for the supply of static caravans in 
’recreational parks1 is a reflection of the inability of the traditional 
accomodation industry .to meet the postwar demand for post-war holidays* 
demand for touring caravans holidays is a demand which the industry could 
not hope to meet* 'owing to the ’very nature of such 'demand*
* Hr* Pattison* 0?*CIT.
Air Travel
There are very few data on the incidence of internal .air .travel on , 
holidays* •The British'national Travel Survey does not include a section 
on air travel in the 'tables/shoeing transportation‘used* nor in sir travel 
included k  :ios£ of the other surveys.. ©£ .holidays# For example, the 
survey of the5holiday industry;in Seven in X % 0& .revealed that "only 1% 
of ©11 holiday 'visitors 'to Savon travelled by tsmm other than rail*-coach* . 
car or i30tar,Hcyclevf* . . . '....*
One eight expect that hdli4ay-EiaIcer*H in Scotland would he the saosfc . 
Intensive users of air. travel -mmg HE bolidaysakers* as Scotland is 
not mty taora remote frost the traffic generating areas in.the South East* 
but is* also; hotter provided with airports, than* for enaople* Devon or 
Cornwall® However* the Survey of Scottish Xmxinttfi** shows that. only 0«<ft 
of holiday-makers in Scotland travelled to Scotland by air* ho data arc 
available on the profile of those who travelled by air* except that women 
were store intensive users of air transport than men.
Conclusions.
Increased'mobility* ’through increased car-o&mersbip, is changing the 
traditional holiday pattern in this country more than anything else* 
for there is a close relationship between increased, cer-ounership and ' ■ 
increased use M  the ear as the means of transport on holiday*; It heralds 
the beginning' of the end of the traditional Saturday to Saturday one 
resort holiday* The car-based holiday has important features which 
distinguish it. from holidays based mi other forms of transport® Holiday 
makers using a car visit more* and different* holiday, destinations* 
particularly in the South-Heot*. Their party sice tends to be larger and 
average expenditure per person lower* They.arc not intensive users of 
hotel accommodation* being more likely to stay in rented accomodation* 
camping or-caravan sites than other holiday-makers.
fir rt^iittiii#T~iTriff^ if i  titririrr-ftiiift Y^i in  h  ‘i t  -ft- Vrrff- fy - 1- i r  ' “ i t  t-'" ^ *» ,«»»■ - ^
A ■Bmm County Council* 0P.CXT.
^  Itet^rey* GF&XX*9 Table 22*.p*l23*
i6a.i». 0fcw#b
The popularity of the car as a nosnc of holiday transport is related to 
its convenience* cheapness and flexibility* according to American surveys*
If hal£daytofcaking in UK developed along similar lines to the USA* then 
the percentage of holiday-maker© who travel to their holiday destination 
by car is likely to increase to $QZ»
As with'the previous transport revoltitions* the acommdatim has reacted* 
m 4  if? still reacting* ©lowly £a response to this changed which £©■
.consequently being driven into alternative channel©*
For tlw amm m m m m  a© the interactimal airlines are building hotel© at- :' 
strategic points ell over the world to .safeguard their investment in a i r ­
craft* so the oil companies in the HE are beginning to make good the 
deficiencies in accommodation. for the motorist to safeguard their Invest- 
meat in petrol* Shellnes Sf arc building a faulti-mllimi pound tourist 
village at Gretna Green as the first step in Chis direction* and are also 
planning a chain of motels in South England* Esso Motor Hotel© have of 
course been established in the accommodation industry in. this country for ..
& few year©* and it is likely that other oil companies mil diversify in 
the same way*
Soma sections are responding! the growth-of the voluntary gpeop movement 
in the hotel industry In not solely motivated by the desire-of aom 
independentsto Join forces -to buy supplies on better terns and to cerate ■ 
with the multiples* The groups tend to select members within -one day*© 
drive of another mtshm so that the motorist ecu be offered a comprehensive 
itinerary throng!* a central reservation nyatom at hotels mfch common tariffs*
The link between travel and accommodation ie bast illustrated by the growth 
in use of the touring caravan® which the HE has yet to come to terms with 
as i m  as planning is concerned* The growth potential £e enormous, if 
only better and more facilities were provided and correctly marketed*
Car-based holiday© would also increase in response to improvements in 
the motorway network and the road pysten as a whole*
Another factor which may fe© retarding the gresth of touring holiday© is 
the loci: of a comprehensive g»£d© to hotels, graded according to facilities 
provided* ’She arguments for and against grading arc not taken up here, 
but lack of information clearly limits the motorist*6 field of choice# 
Shortage of suitable accomodation m m t . also. restrict demand sine© many 
car-based holidays are spontaiiaotss ones, involving little cleaning or 
booking ahead*
T m  effects of increased mobility, for these reasons, are only beginning 
to be' felt end • the change in- demand wilt, taha m m  time to work through*
The penalty for failing- to respond adequately may fee that the HE motorist 
will go abroad more often# especially since continental countries 
understand - and -enter for hie need© such better* ■
THE EFFECT OF TERMINAL LEVEL OF-. EDUCATION OH DEMAKD FOR AGCOIMDAIIQH
The historical eaalyois gave some indication of the importance of education 
■as a dete&ainsmt of demand for accommodation may iron hone* In the 
eighteenth and nineteenth century* travel for pleasure® especially foreign 
travel# was the prerequisite of the rich m d  well-educated* The object of 
ouch travels was usually the pursuit of knowledge and the broadening of 
©»e*s horieonD* Those who had learnt foreign languages and those who lied 
read of the histories and cultures ©£ .other countries were naturally more 
likely to' visit them. In the eighteenth and nineteenth century# and . 
perhaps still in the twentieth century# It was thought by same that no 
education was complete without the ’grand tour1*
More recently# the main effect of education lias imm ©lightly different*
The pursuit of knowledge has bean less important as a dcteraiimnfc# but 
education has played an important part in reducing fear© and prejudices# 
and making the individual able to acclimatise himself to new surroundings* 
Education has also prompted interest in various hobbies and. activities 
which necessitate travel*
Education also ha# several important side-effectsj it increase© the 
earning power of the individual# and cite likelihood of his being employed 
in & Job entitling him to a longer paid holiday* To this ©stent# some of 
the educational effects on desand for accommodation will reinforce the 
"income effect and paid holiday effect*
This correlation between education and occupation is well sttsoaed $ip in 
the following extracts from the District Bad; Review** wThc recognition 
has spread that educational qualifications before entry into working life 
predetermine ultimate achievement in one’© job* The Comparative European 
Study sponsored a few years ago by the European Productivity Agency 
revealed unmistakably that there was a clear correlation between pre-entry 
■education and ultimate managerial position* If one’s education ©topped 
at compulsory education# it seemed to be very difficult to rise above the 
level of foreman* Secondary education rarely led to more than middle
* Chester* Fr©f*TB# ,baiyersifcie#_ and the Cocaaini.'ty# District Bank Review#
December 1068# Ho*168*
management positions* whereas top managomeitf: was .largely reserved for 
university graduates* . The .only exception to this broad rule were in the ,
spheres of sales and accounting”«
The effect of this is brought cut by the Vacation Travel Attitude Survey** 
**& comparison of people who did not take a vacation in the past two year® 
with those Who did* ©hews that the non-travellers are leas affluent and .
well-educated* €9% had no college training coshered' with ,S3| astoag 
travallers”*
This survey also' ©hows interesting, variations in type of holiday between;, 
college graduates and non-graduates* - The college graduate shaved a high- 
level, of interest hi trips to Europe which included sightseeing in England 
aal trance* concentrating-on cathedrals* famous castles and other, places ■ 
of .historic interest* He showed a low leva! of interest in ©podding his 
holiday at an American resort hotel even i£ it had what ho considered to 
be perfect recreational facilities* The implications of this for the UK 
seaside resorts* if the acme observation applied here* are gtoosyv ■
Some data* but not nearly enough* arc available on the effect of education 
levels on participation in holidays in the UK and on the pattern of 
holidays taken by those with higher levels of education* In view -of the 
increasing proportion of children pursuing their education beyond the 
secondary stage* the effect of high terminal levels of education'-on demand 
for aeoomraodation away from home are worth further analysis* Such effect 
is analysed*'-as usual* in two ways*
Effect, on entry.. Into the Market
The effect of the level of cclocation in determining whether or not a 
holiday away from home ie taken# isshown by the following tables
r r ^ i, r)ftrr » |-^ L > -‘ ^ - - - r^ r  ^  h-'Tnri -r -rfrr.-iTi wruT.i'i
* Travel Eeseareh Zntamational lac** OP*CXT*
"•TABLE LffllP
Relationship between. level of education 
and propensity, -to take & hpliday ayay_ froia_ henna.
Level of Education Percentage taking a holiday
Elementary (left school under 15)
Secondary (Com&ercial/technlcal school (left at 15) 
Other school (left after 15)
42-
61
73
70University y
The-variation:in propensity to take &'holiday' ie sharp|\fcha level for' '' 
university graduates is approximately the same as .that for families in the 
£l#7©0*El*94§ income bracket® The level for those m'th m  elementary 
ddncstlem is- broadly equivalent.to those in the £75(M:849 income bracket, 
even.thmigh.it in nost unlikely' that -these salary levels exactly reflect' 
the educational levels of those vithin them.'
Effect of Demand within the Herket.
within the holiday markets education appear© ,to affect behaviour patterns 
significantly* *
Method of transport to the holiday destination varies according to - 
educational level* as.the following table shorn? ■
MBLE MT.
Method of transport to main GB holiday destination 
by. level of education* *f«
Kethod of transport
Percentage travellinj
Elementary
Secondary© tech* cos* 
Other school 
University .
Level of Education Car
SB 
73 
7 B
90
Train
20
14
14
11
Bus/coach
%&
13
11
6
® Derived £tea British.■ national Travel Survey 1967* 0P*CIT** Table 25© p*27* 
.4* Derived imm 'British National Travel Survey 1967* QP*CXT**/Table 30* p. 144*
Again* this fallout mcU the same pattern as the income effect© though 
the intensive usage of the ear by graduates is even higher than by those 
in the higher incone brackets*
Choice of accommodation'also varies significantly as the following tables 
shou. ■" Three year© data have been analysed to minimise sampling errors
TABLE, KCI.
Type of accommodation used for taain GB holiday 
;roia homo, by level of education
Z spending eon© time In 
licensed hotels and motel©
Level of education 1965 .1966 .1967 Average
hlesieiitary 11 13 14 13
Secondary* commercial* technical 12 13 16 14
Other school 18 20 19 19
University 34 9 16 20
% spending some tine in 
unlicensed hotels* etc*.
Level of education 1965, 1966 - 1967 Average
Elementary 31 28 - 26 28
Secondary* eoirsetcial* . technical 25 26 23 24
Other school 28 23 22 24
University 13 18 24 . 18
E spending some time in ■•
friends* or. relatives* houses
Level of.education 1965 ’ 1567 Average
Elementary 25 25 24 25
Secondary* commercial* technical 25 22 24 24
Other school 22 26 24 24
University 36 33 32 34
&'British H&tional Travel Survey 1965* Table 19* p. 13
1966* Table 26* p*X7 
1967* Table 30* p. 9
(These references apply to supplementary tables commissioned by the E&bler
Research Fellowship)*
% spending some time in 
ho]
Level of education
ly camps 
1965 1966 1967 Average
Elementcry............... . 6 . . 6 . . . .... 7 . . . 6
Secondary* commercial* technical 6 7 7 7
Other school 6 S 6 6
University 2. 1 2 2
% spending son© time
Level of education.. - ,1965 1966 19.67 Average
Elementary .3 3 2 -.3
Secondary* commercial* technical 6 •< 7 5 6
Other school , 5 5 4 S
University 2 6 11 6
spending some tim e  .in  
caravans
Level of education m s  ■ 1966. ■ .1967/ Average,
Elementary 14 17 IS IS
Secondary* commercial*, technical 15 15 18 16
Other school 10 12 12 11
University 6 S S 5
spending some time in 
youth hostels
.le&el of education 1965 1966 1967 Average
Elementary 0 0 0 Q
Secondary* commercial* technical 1 . 1 0 1
Other school. ... 1 1 1 1
University. / 0 1 2 1
% spending some time on 
beats, pg,,jCgmlseg (in GB)
|ieyel.pf education 1965 1966 1967 Average
Elementary 1 0 . 1 1
Secondary* comasreial© technical 1 1 1 I
Other school 1 - ■' 2 ' 2 2
University 0 0 2 1
. ■% spending -some time in 
- rented., eacossmodation ..
'*> . . . . .  nym»i<fcnii.g» wmiugiH vtn-****
Level- of education 1965 .1966 1967 Average
Elementary 7 a 10 ■ 9
Secondary* commercial* technical .. 9 10 9 9 '
Other school 10 10 12 11
University ... 13 . 9 14 . U
% spending seas, than as ♦ *
Level. $£: education .. w m r wm. ■ " 1967 Average..
Elementary v • ' 3 z 2 ■' 2 ■ ■
Secondary*. cosfaoreiaX* - technical- -. - . .. . , 2 . ■ .■•- ■ 2- 3 2
Other school .3 Z 2 2
University - 4 4. '•4 -4
Propensity- to stay in a licensed hotel or motel increases with the 
educational'. level' of the holidoy-nakcr*' but even' graduates’ ere-not: as 
likely to stay in this category of accommodation as the upper:income groups. 
Ihis nay ho. partly an "age effect in view of .-the increased output of 
graduates''in the post-war years.
Propensity to stay in unlicensed hotels and similar '&ccumodatio&» 
however* decreases m  the level of education increases. Staying with 
friends or relatives is a popular hiliday for graduates § this tendency 
confirms the findings on page 2S3 3 when professional people were found 
to dtay with friends or relatives more often than other .occupational • 
groups.-did. • Holiday camps are not popular with those with ^ university 
education.
Camping holidays exhibit a marked education effect* being twice no popular 
with the higher three educational categories as with those who loft school 
at the 'elementary, level. Caravan holidays* which were found to be popular 
with manual workers* are negatively related to educational levels. She 
■other categories yield little that ie interesting* apart from a higher 
propensity to stay in rented accommodation by those with . university 
education. .
Bata frcm the ORRRC throw more i«iLgT\t o*x t&*o difference dducats-on. sinkes 
to choice of recreation.:^  ' Tfr.cn confronted with' a choice of various : 
activities which could be participated in over' the weekend,, 46% of 'those 
who had only spent four years or less at school stated no preference. 
However, of those who had been at college for four years or more, only 
1.8% stated no preference, indicating that education tends to increase 
participation in all recreational activities. It is also interesting to y 
note frost ORRIIC dat&& that the higher the level of education, the lower 
the interest la fishing* hut the. higher the Interest in sightseeing, 
swimming, and playing gases, those with higher levels of education were 
also less interested in attending sports events and walking for pleasure . 
or.driving for p l e a s u r e . - .   ....
Thin indicates that as education levels increase, so participation In 
spectator sport© may decrease mid participation in activities such as . 
sightseeing and more active Individual sports life© aumming will increase. 
This trend offers opportunities to the -ccecsasodation industry.
Indirectly, increased levels of edueatior <"ay Itmn the Important effect 
of causing individuals to challenge accepted methods and traditions of 
holidaye-naking. Demand for accommodation away from home on holidays is 
©till very repetitive for those lower down the educational scale, and 
increased levels of education ©ay bring with It a greater mobility within 
the market and m greater interest in obtaining value for money, This 
will bring opportunities to sections of the aecossaodation industry which 
can gear their marketing accordingly.'
Allied to this, there will be an Increase in the frequency of educational 
visits to p^laces of historic interest, in touts organised by schools, but 
taking place in school holidays, and this rather specialised type of 
demand will bring more opportunities to the Industry.
* owmc. Study Report Ho«19, OP.CXT, Table 1.26, p. 109.
Conclusions
j t t H N m i f t * m» »rWo.*
It is difficult to quantify the enact impact of education on demand for 
accommodation away from hone in.the.same way. ac it is difficult to measure 
the increased investment in education by the government cn the eountx*y*s 
Gross national Product.■ The education effect - overlaps and reinforces
m m  of the .occupation and Income effects, but "it is still, possible-to 
draw some conclusions about the Independent effect of increased terminal 
levels of education*'. This is. i&gro&naft* because it was .suggested earlier 
that the effect of increased Income or: increased length of paid holiday 
entitlement was not so much to mpelan Individual te'tcke a new kind'of 
■holiday,-as -to:relieve restrictions 'from■••&!« taking the type of holiday he 
has' always wanted to takc| and education play# an Important role in ’- 
formulating; this, conceptof 'mi ideal holiday* ' 'American'data showed that 
the' higher the terminal level of education, the lower the interest in a 
conventional holiday in © seaside resort and the higher the interest in 
visiting places of historic interest, especially abroad, and in active 
holidays* One might therefore expect more young people to take their 
holidays overseas in the next decade* ;
UK data revealed a wide disparity in holiday participation between those 
who left, school at the earliest possible age and those who stayed on* 
this is a related incoma effect, an increase in educational standard# will 
- lead to increase# earning power, and thereby increase the participation 
rate* However, this of feet will take nem time to operate m  of course it 
will note affect those who have already left school*
Accomodation used mi the main domestic holiday varied hy% tersslsml
level of education* Of particular interest was the decline in caravanning 
holidays and holidays spent in holiday camps as the level of education 
increased, and the increase in camping holidays and holidays spent with 
friends and relatives, and in rented accomodation* Here ©objectively, 
one' would expect that, over the next decade, higher level# of general 
education would lead to a more critical appraisal of the different types 
of holiday^ a-wore rational decision-making process, and a greater ■ 
‘datcmioatica "to get value for nosey*
She previous seven sections have outlined the principal detenoinante of 
dewand uhich influence an Individual*a decision whether or not to take
a holiday away from home* and, if he docs* what type of holiday to cake*
From these sections* the commercial accomodation industry should have a 
better idea, of the profile of its customer and* as important* a better ■
idea of'the profile of its aonrcustancr*
three factors* however* remain to ho e&aained before the.analysis of 
tMs catogory of demand is completa. ,
Firstly*' the-.industry must team the esteat of the seasons 1 spread of 
4sT&aiid*: and the factors which influence- this ■ spread*
Secondly* - it wmt team the .mgioaal. spread of demand within this country*
thirdly* it must know to what extent the seven determinants already 
examined motivate -people Co take holidays abroad, <as this has obvious 
implications for the future.
SEASOHAL SPREAD OF .DEUMip
wIt van pointed out that* even at present* a good deal of difficulty 
arose-.during the. summer- from the shortness- of the general holiday neadoa . 
and the congestion-which resultedfrom mny people taking their holidays 
at the sss& t&m* fhe effect-of -this tma to dislocate transport service© •
and to exaggerate prices-in the holiday,resorts# It m m  submitted that 
the present holiday period m m  one .-determined by cashout sore, than by It©'.
-inherent attractiveness* as there..ware .obviously other'periods in the 
oumet .apart frosi the first week in August when- the veahher conditions 
were' suitable for hoHtfey-’staking***' '• • : •
the’ Motoricei’ etmiyeis' revealed' that* for- -several centuries*' the’ supplier- • 
of cossaercial'eccsaaadetioii'has bees' confronted'with'problems arising i m m
the uneven'seasonal spread of-dmmd for’ -tile'' services* - -
After - the war* the Catering Hagen Commission spoke prophetically of the 
problems that would ensue if the situation was not tackled promptlye* 
ni‘?e have said in earlier reports that- we regarded the staggering of 
holidays as a -question of urgency and importance* and there can he little 
doubt that'this view is widely held”#
% e  fehpe that what we have said will afford sufficient basis -for an 
immediate m d  vigorous .attach m  the problem of staggering holidays#
Ha believe that-, there is need for'immediate action if grave social 
consequences -are to be avoided* and the full benefits of holidays with 
pay are to be secured®- But above all* the present &itm& whan ee.mtiy 
customs , arc in- the taelfcingrpot and people have learned to- accept a holiday 
at seae time other than July and August because of war-time conditions*
©earn to offer m. opportunity for progress which may never occur again#”
ftia -itamadiate and vigorous attack which the Catering tt&ges Commies ion 
anticipated saver took place* and the problem Is as acute not? as it was 
twenty-five years ago#
9
.•* Catering ilages Commission* The S_taggerinjl.of. Hp?lldayss Report to ministry
of labour sad national Service# 1IMS0*' 11M5#
Hone of the determinants of demand so far examined satisfactorily explain 
the seasonality of domestic demand for accomodation for non~busineE© 
purposes* and* in view of its importance to the industry# this section is 
devoted to answering three main questions:
1 What is the extent of the seasonality of demand for accomodation 
away iron home for tioiMmoiucse purposes?
2 What are its causes?
3 Hast are the 'jus/plications £or ■ the industryZ :
fortunately* the problems of seasonality have received soma •'attention 
from bodies such m  the" Board of .frade* the Department of Erq>loyment cacl 
Productivity* the British Travel Association ana the Industrial Half are 
Society* -.-This section is therefore one of the £ m  which is not handicapped 
fey. oh©rtcge of data* though it ajbmsld fee added that the combined effort© ■ 
of all the bodies - involved have not in fact alleviated the problem-of 
.seasonality itself#
1 What is the extent of the seasonality of demand for accommodation mmj: ' 
from home for conrbusinesa purposes?
The following table is derived from the British .national Travel Surveys 
for 1051*. 1055* 1962 and 1967# It refers to main as opposed to additional 
holidays tsl cu in Qmrnt Britain* '
TABLE ZCXI
Seasonal distribution of main 05/holidays 1951-1967
Ktmtb In which, main ■ .' % at.arcing holidays. in cactt month
■1951 1955 • 1962 ;• 196%
January/March. E.A. l«*A* H.A* • 1
April ■ HaA* ‘ it*.A *. It* A. ■VI
May 7 \ ' 4*0 ' '4*0''. 4*0 6*0
June 16*5 ."14*0 18*0 15.0
July ■ - . - .■ -/32.0 . - 29*0--. 31.0 34*0
August" . k.' .31*5-. - - v-- ;36*o ; ■; . 32*0 : 30*0
’-September' ■- 10*5. ' . . 13.0 ' ■'■ 11.0 ' 12.1
October ■ .-'•,- 2*0 • c '■ ■ -.2*0 :,b .a . ; ' \ 1 '
-tldyeaibor-' ' ; H.A. / h*A* . It* A* • ;l ■
-Decesber •. ■ 11* A* 0
Total** 96*5;"V  ; . 98.0 96*0 ', 100
The percentage of mala Crest Britain holidays which' .started in, July and 
August has remained remarkably constant over the .period'cdt<between 63.1 and- 
65%« Likewise the percentage started'in the four peak months*, dune to-." 
September inclusive, has remained constant at between 90*51- and 92%* 
this broad•conclusion that there has been little change since the war in 
supported by several authorities* '■ "Sample nurveya conducted since 1949 
indicate that the main outlines at -.the holiday season.** have remained 
remarkably constant £ m n  year .to year”.*** M0ae of the principal -problems 
.facing: tlm 'domestic holiday ■ trade lias been the .continued concentration of 
"the British holiday season in the soatlis of duly end August**. -The monthly 
pattern of holidays taking has changed little., since .1951; : In 1967* til of 
faain holidays in Great Britain began in Hay,md: June*, 64% in July and- 
August* and 15% in other months* an identical -distribution to' that observed : 
in 1951*.^
* The totals for/the first three columns do hot •-'add up to 100 as the totals 
of these 'Starting their holidays in the individual months outside 
Hay to. October wore not. fcnmm* -• . .
** g p.c x t** p.ai
British Travel Association* British national travel Survey 1967*
Summary* published January 1968* p*31*
Two social surveys* using a different sample from the BTA* have been 
conducted in 1049 and 1960 by'the Government Social Survey* and the 
fcalle produced below shows the sena consistency*
TABLE XCIII
itmir m. m t
Month in which British holiday-makers 
started their main holiday* 194SK&96.0
1 .starting, in cseh tmn%
Month . 1949 wm
June 14 m
July 32 33 -
August 31 32
September 14 a
fetal fl . 19
Hi thin this monthly peak* there is an equally serious concentration in' ■ the 
last trahk in July* and the first t?eck in August* la 1966* the British 
national Travel Survey included a question, on the %mek of the month in 
which the main holiday was started* This showed that 231 of all 1966 
holidays began in the fortnight in question* The. figure for 196? xms the 
case “ 14% of holidays began in the week July 24-31*. and 91 in the week 
August 1-7*
Within this fortnight* approximately 601 of the holidays began on a 
Saturday* but the implications for this are more the concern of the 
transport industry than the accomodation industry*
This is the broad esfcent of the seasonality of demand and it can be seen 
that it 1ms retrained obstinately constant in the face of persistent 
attempts to spread the peak*
following the report os the staggering of holidays** a national Committee 
to deal with the problem was set up by the Ministry of labour and national 
Service in 1947* In 1949* the Ministry passed the initiative for publicity 
and action on the question of the .■ extension of the. holiday season to tbs ■ 
newly formed British Travel and Holidays Association* whose holiday 
development committee assumed special responsibilities for this task*
* Catering Wages Cossiission* 0P*CXT*
#
Sincev 1950*J the' M %  (dr' the ‘ StMTas ‘ it ‘ then'ism)' h m  • taken' action' to' 
spread the peak; for example* in- 1954* the BTA organised a conference of 
all branches of educational activities to sec if -holiday and examination 
dates could be varied* but in-the words of the ’BTH& itself* "there was* ■ 
however* no positive result arising iron this conference"* Hor was there 
any positive result fros their' many. other- activities- in this field* for 
the concentration remained-the same in'percentage terns .throughout the 
1950*13* though it of course increased in absolute tents as the- holiday 
toarket expanded*
In: I960* .the ETA held .a • ^ Conference • on the- Extension ©f the- Holiday 
Smmou* at the national film. Theatre when 5$.--organisations connected 
with the holiday trade were represented* ■ •.
Seven resolutions were carried* designed to spread the peak* -but again* 
it is a matter of record that the peal: has remained* to date* as 
concentrated as ever*
A similar conference was held in April 1969 at-the Eeysl festival Hall 
and it -is unlikely that anything significant will-have emerged from this 
one cither*
The m & m m  for the concentration* and the failure of all efforts to
broaden 4t« are n m  mwmimi*
2 llfeat causes seasonality?
In retrospect* it is.easy to say that before m f  attempt w m  made to 
persuade the individual to change the pattern of his holiday-taking* 
a survey ought to have been carried out to find out what motivated him 
to take his holiday at a particular time of year* Once the determinants 
had been correctly identified* remedial action could'have been taken ©a 
the appropriate lines* •
Q m  ©f the reasons why so little progress was made in the 1950* g may have
beam the absence of such knowledge# which necessarily meant that the BTK
m d  ether bodies were working in the dark*
It was not until July 1960 that the survey" •Hotivee' in" the Timing of" ' 
Holidays1 was oomniscicxice by the Government Social Survey^ and this, 
belatedly, threw light on the real determinants and at the same tine 
showed how-oicdirected'efforts before that date had been.
For exoople, the effect of price differentials had been grossly, over** 
estimated* lfXli© power- of the pocket is traditional, we all know how- ; 
powerful it is® and there is no doubt ’that' the. offering of advantageous 
prices- for every- kind of eeeoumodation would®-to the extent that it is - . 
practicable® be a very powerful influence "in - persuading the population as 
a whole,out of their current habits”**
The Oovernnent Social Survey refused this hypothesis;* Tmix .cample of 
holiday-makers- was asked *i8m& Influenced you end-your party most £».. 
deciding the'dates of your holiday?” One'possible answer out of 13 was 
'cheaper at this tine1* It was given by 1*6% of the cample, .and it was 
the second least important reason for choosing a particular month*
Of those who took their holidays before Nay. 28th, only 3*7% gave 'cheaper 
at this time* as the most important reason.** Hhcn secondary reasons , as 
well 'as main-reasons, were included in the answers , * cheapness1 ms. a 
reason was still unimportant. It was mentioned by 3*8% of .holidaymakers, 
who gave' an -average of-1*8 reasons each.***
& third question, finally put the. issue beyond reasonable doubt. The ■ 
cample was asked ”if you were completely free to choose, is What months 
of the year would you prefer to take your holiday?” - They were then asked 
tvhy. The results are shown boXow*
t i  ilinfii'UfirTiTin m iiifi«-fliit-'iTi'ir ^ ' ~ i - r ^ T ' i r - ' i ri*i n rir- ~  *---- " —  — -—  --- ■ ‘v . i. ni r n ii h i-f nimm-'Trin n i i i iii i r ' T - t f n r  n m -  in r i* » iir fi T n- ‘-jr"ffiitlrr-r-'t-~,- :- i— it' ~ - n ' f  -r— '
* faylor,El, FG& £f lost X, Chairman of the Holiday Development Committee 
of the BX&* addressing "'Conference- on Extension of Holiday Season*® 1860 ,.
Beporfc, p*S*
**Hc!5emicll,40# GP«CZX«» fable 210 
*** Ue&ennelMfift ^81D., Table 22 
*•** l!c!kmscli,&C, IBID., fable 23.
TABLE HCXV 
Haiti reasons for cboice o£ holiday*date
ITU ■ ) ! mm* <*  k irfhi H f c h  ft nilfh « N  ft» ftn fii i w l i
Reason Total
*n>,irn*> «  l i i *i» >ftn *>»§»■'w i i *
%
-Length of clay 26.1
Heather -   .54*4 .
Timtig mi .break'  _ 20.6
Avoid crowds* quieter .- 23*8
Like crowds . 4*1
Less crowded travelling .'. . 8.0
Easier Booking t*f
Cheeper . 3*1
Other reasons . . 10.4
■ Hot a m m m m d  .. 2*8
Total replies .158*6
Total replying > 100.02
Cheapness ima therefore the second, least important reason* and it follows 
logically from this that attempts to lure the public assy from taking their 
holidays in July and August through differential prices were doomed to 
failure.
The point has tm? been taken fey some tourist authoritiess "Esparienee 
does mot suggest that *«* reductions ere b o successful in shifting trade 
from-the .peak to. off-peak period****
Another misconception concerned, the importance mi the August lank Holiday. 
In a paper prepared in I960 for the * Conference mm the Extension of the 
Holiday Season* $ the BTA wrote "there is mo question that the proposed 
move of the August Bank Holiday to the last Monday In, August would result 
in soma levelling of the peak* hut more important otill would ha the 
psychological effect of removing the focal point of the holiday-maker» 
which would induce a more flexible outlook on holiday dates and have a 
particular effect upon the holiday-makers who choose to go away at the 
present peak without any overriding reason for doing so".**
& 0*Driscoll* Br* Tim* Director-General* Lord Failfcc (Irish Tourist Board)* 
n!m International view of action taken to solve the prohlenof3s paper delivered 
to Conference on extension of the holiday season* Royal Festival Hall* 17/4/89*
** Rage 4* Report m  Conference on Extension, -of Holiday Season*
The Social Survey, on the other hand, proved that tlio importance of the 
Bank Holiday was less than had beer, thought. "Only a snail tainority, not 
more than 122, of those away over August Bank Holiday, were found to bo 
at all influenced by Che concidoration that, by this tining, they gained 
one entra day's holiday. This Iran so even though the manner of questioai.-c
uas favourable to this theory, hess than one in fourteen of those
questioned thought it raould influence their holiday plans if the data of 
. fell© fy&uk,- isUdi^ wore‘to i)@ "obsnged^e''
ra 1967, the August Bank Holiday was aovesi to the end of August, occurring 
m  August 28th instead of August 1st. roe STA report for that year';' 
records that "the pressure... during thie period (July 22nd/7iugust 7 th)
•wa# eseT e ln 1967 t3mn in i96S: 243 o£ toU<U* journeys by train « * e 
taken between #uly 22nd and August 7th (202 sa 1966), and 232 (192) of
those by bus or coach, the proportion of casping holidays which began at 
this time rose fron 392 in 1966'to 412 in 1967;” m e  levelling effect of 
the change of the Mn k  Holiday was a csyth;
furthoEtaore, none Euthoritics on education argue chat the of
the Bank Holiday at the end of August prevents schools returning from the 
s m  holidays in that aouth, and thereby precludes the holidays cementing
earlier than at present, m  is sonetices suggested to encourage holidad,
talcing in June# ; .
&u»£l*er mi&mnmptcim concerned-the mportmcQ of school holidays, in 
1060* the Chatman of the Holiday Development Committee of the Iim ■ 
addressed the Conference on the Esteasioa of the Hoiidiiy Season .as' follows*
f?0ur icsuxsriee ~ m d  tm vs*y wide' inquiries at intervals for
years *» indicate that this (school h&liday and dates of craninationo) is 
perhaps.the oost.powerful single influence which governs the dates on 
lmliday«-tahing«^ The Government Social ■ Survey was to £ind that educational 
cOBsiderationa were less than Imli as important m  employment 'factors.' •
.'*^1®. ^^©ciation of what caused -seasonality was the major' reason
for. the-Msairected efforts of the m o 9**} Wxm did the Soeiel' S«rvey: ' ’ 
reveal; to be. the true detensitt&uto? -
ft 'British national Travel Survey 1967* 'summary* '0?*CZ?*» p.32*-
The object of the survey was to assess the relative importance of the 
various factors which influenced holiday-takers in their choice of dates 
and vas based,,on interview: with.a random ©staple of the population 
including 1624 adults who took* or intended to take* n holiday in I960'.;; 
of four nights or move away from,home*
The broad conclusions of the survey-can be - roughly' sumarised.by. saying 
that hoi£day**sakere in the .peak months* July and- August*- fell into three 
group© of approximately the ©ass sis©.- ' One third freely chose the peal: 
manthsf ..another third ware ’constrained' to these month©*-.largely ...for ' 
iastittstioml .reasmis -(school and employment) end would -' clef initely prefer - 
June and September* ware they free to choose* The final, third ware" also 
constrained 'to these months* but :either actually favoured them or at least 
wcre.not strongly dissatisfied with the dates available to them*
The majority of ho1Iday-mker s outside the peak'months had come measure 
of freedom in their choice of date*
'Employment*.turned out to be by far the most important ©ingle factor 
limiting the. choice of holiday dates* For 33% of holiday-makers* an 
d^loyor’© .decision (operating either a closure or rota system) was the , "•
main factor influencing ..their decision* For a further 13%, although they ' 
had some freedom of choice* it was 1considerations of convenience at work* 
which determined the dates of their holiday*
la July* 571 of main holiday m&vte were governed by an employer*a decision* 
and wore the result of the closure rather than the rota system* ■ 'Schooling* 
was the next most important ©ingle restrictive- factor*' 30% of the' holiday- 
takers were the parent© of school children, but less than half of them, or 
14% of all holiday-takers, named their children5© schooling or examinations 
ae the sain influence on their choice of dates* The 14 £P however, was 
heavily concentrated in August, in which month it accounted for nearly as 
many holiday starts as 'employer’s decisions** (29% as against 30%).
Theoe results clearly ©foow that a large nu&ber of those who take holidays 
in the peak months do go for reasons other than their own free will* There 
are® however* added complications* since there remain many holiday-makers 
who freely prefer July and August* In fact* one third of holidays in 
July and August were taken by people who were free to take a holiday in 
'June* had they ao.wished*
Another study published at the same time-produced-broadly similar results*&
Of this sample* 401 said they would find it equally. convenient- to take 
-holidays before July or after August* T m  other 601 divided as follows!
291 were constrained by school holidays 
62% were constrained by business reason®
91 were cons trained by other factor©*
The survey concluded that people wanted'to build up for winter* and that 
"there is without doubt a great deal of tradition and more force of habit 
in the present seasonal pattern"*
In his doctoral thesis on tourism in the Firth of Clyde* Dr* Partisan 
concluded that, "choice of time for holiday £e dictated by type of employment* 
traditional holiday dates for area of residence and influence, of school 
holidays"*
Having briefly looked at the factors' which compel certain people, to take 
their holidays .at certain times* one must than discuss what they would 
have done had they not been m  constrained* or k m  those who were not 
constrained in the first place choorsc their holiday dates* This will he 
useful for forecasting*
flic Social Survey undertook to discover the attributes* desirable and 
■undesirable* which people attached to months in the holiday season* and 
which determined their preferences within those months. This analysis ■ 
was based ©a the answers to the following questions*
I If you were perfectly free to choose* in what month of the year would 
you prefer.to take your main holiday?
-«
* Xrfmdoa Frets Exchange Papers Ho. 6* i m m  from It All. Some notes os the 
market for pleasure travel* June 1160*
2 Wat £r» the main reason for your choice?
3 Xf June not named in 1* •wJay do you prefer said month to -June* f "
4 If September not named in 1© fimy do you prefer said month to/.
September*?
Weather vbb not only the most frequently mentioned factor in total* hut 
alto in respect of each individual month* fsl!o matter what the month* the 
weather is the most frequently given reason for preferring £t*V;
To try to quantify che importance of .the weather© tables are shown in 
Appendix TR which broadly chow seasonal variations* Xf one is to believe 
that the four peafc months are chosen because of the weather© then by good 
weather the British public mast m m  a relatively high air temperature*
They cannot m m  'ehseuee of train*© m 9 m  average* only four months in the 
year are wetter than July and August! yet nearly half of those who gave 
these months as their ideal holiday months did so because of the weather*
Her can they no an hours of sunshine© as May has norc than July© August or 
September; (even April has more sunshine than September) • But May v m  
much less popular m  a holiday month than m y  of the other ones mentioned*
The only respect in which the' four peak' months perform better is- in their 
daily mean air temperature at sea level* So one concludes that what the 
British public mean by 8good* weather is war© weather*
-Given this© there appear© to be little chance of broadening the holiday 
season to May mid Gcfeghar© t tm  nest. earnest souths after the Hour in 
question© m  they are© on average© 201 cooler than the four main stmar 
months*
It is interesting to note that If everyone was free to choose in which 
month they could take their holiday© 421 would choose June (incidentally 
the warmest nonth© confirming the assumption made in the previous paragraph)© 
and the peaking problem which would result would be approximately 301 worse 
than currently existing in August* The following table shows thiss
i iii>i-|j\lrtrii«i i f<ltfTltiiiliiiiiiirwffi- m n ' T iiftltifiTtlTmft tin rn-iin unr nmr- itr lirtiirlir irf I TUn (■'-*! I n  lift " T V  t i rh i jTi rtir <fi H r  ft linMfi W\W H  fflt • lir1 *i i X  iimifti f1 f l  r-f t n tfv  nf i T  ft-fli'r^WT ■*[-*"* *"•
* ?:c5CcwicIl»AC, OP.CIS., p.S.l
m e xcy
Honth in which holiday yaa. taken compared yith^ oontlij prefegged^
June July August September "Other 11*4. Total.
O i dHW im r r . -IIMIW — . -  .,«>.» ■.» .  ■.!». <«. wOii ffli f t  |»  M H W in liia iil 1 >«■*».«£ tf»
£ preferring ©oath 42*6 10.5 17.5 13.5 4.3 2.6 i m
% eterting in ©oath 21*6 28.5 31.9 7.6 7*7 7.7 100 ;
One ecu summarise the conclusions so far m  follows; if completely free to - 
choose their holiday month# 05.8% ofholiday-makerswould choose one of the; ■ 
four peak monthse an almost identical percentage to the present situation#
vhea .constraints of course Influence a-proportion of tzoliday-cgkere*. ' The
■ *
reason for this choice would he primarily because of the weather# but also 
because of;;the' longer hours of daylight in the G m m t  rumths. However# the' 
present dual'peak in July and August would be replaced by an even worse 
peek in June*
The main constraint to free choice at the moment is femployer's decisions'. 
Closures at the piece of work make a negligible- contribution to the incidence 
of holiday-taking in September or before fume# and only a small contribution 
in Juno (102 of places of work which close# close in June). 571 of closures 
take place in July# and 29% in August.
Interesting variations in closure policy arc revealed in m paper by the 
■ Industrial llelfare Society.**
Because the 11*18 realised that industry closure arrangements must contribute 
substantially to the holiday peak# they conducted a survey in 1959 of 334 
member companies to shed light on esmereiat practice in this respect. The 
bias of their sample was towards manufacturing companies# so the figures 
that follow should not be assumed to be nationally representative of all . 
employment*
45% of their sample of companies closed at a fined period for all employees; 
19% closed for works employees# and staggered holidays for office employees; 
341 staggered holidays for all employees; 2t closed for one week end 
staggered the other week's entitlement.
* 'Msl^mall#&G# OP.CXT.# Table 24A, p.96
** Industrial•Welfare Society# The Case, for. Staggered Holidays 
September 1963.
Kakiog the assumption that factory office employees account for 10% of 
■the labour force* the BIS concluded that 63% of employees took a holiday ' 
from work the timing of which was influenced by closure* and only 37% a 
holiday by 9staggoring*♦. (Because of the bias of.the cample* these 
percentages* which refer, to employees rather than .to those who took a 
holiday away froa heme* are' not comparable with those in the Social Survey)*.
The taala factors which influenced a companyfs policy on closure m  
staggering were firstly*, the; nature of its product or service* secondly . 
its internal administrative needs and thirdly* the requirements of its 
employees* ;Bue to the increasing numbers ©£ married women at work*
■employees* roquireseate are becoming more important; m  a factor determining 
company policy on holidays. The following table* based, on the BIS survey* 
shows .how -policy varies by sit© of .company* *
m E l G H  
Holiday policy by aise of company
Sice of 'company
Bolicy Under 500 3002*000' -Over, 3,000
_ i ; %
Closure ■ ■ 42*5 . . 42.5 .38.9
Stagger- - , 35.8' 36*6 27.4
Works closure office stagger . 21.7 20.9 13.7
total • ■ ' ICO 100 lOO
•It would appear that the larger the company* the more likely it is to close* 
,M& since the larger companies account, for a disproportionately large 
amount of employment* the trend towards larger units may h m &  a geared 
effect on holiday-taking* aggravating the peaking problem.
'She XWS 'Survey suggested that the larger companies favoured closure 
because of production problems. - the difficulty of keeping a long production 
lino going with a reduced staff - but also because of interlocking arrange- 
sents with suppliers* and plant maintenance problems.
When companies do not close, hut stagger their employees* holidays, it
appears title is because of the-dictates of their business, more than the
requirements of their employees* The majority of the companies who'
staggered employees* holiday with more than 500 employees uere involved in
continuous processes (e.g.cencnt), foodstuffs <©•©• beer), distribution
(c*&. gas), or services <e*g. printing)* This pattern is confirmed by
the Social Survey.* 411 of employees working in the manufacturing Industry
had their holidays determined by closure, but only 2% of those working in . 'T&tJ
the distributive trades and service industries had their holiday dates so
determined*
Additional data ©a holiday policy can be derived from the Ministry of 
Labour Gazette $ February 1961, ,Kol£days in Industry1 * In duly 1960, the 
Ministry of Labour carried out & sample survey of estahlishsients in the 
manisfacturing industries, with 100 or more employees#' in order-to -ascertain _ 
the holiday practices of industry* The pre-occupation of this Ministry 
with manufacturing industries and its lack of interest in services hos 
already been adversely commented on (page2.01 )» Their survey in therefore 
unreliable as it is not representative of all deployment.
The establishments concerned, which represented e one in five sample of 
all firms within tlie field, were invited to complete a questionnaire 
giving information on:
1 works employees .
2 clerical, technical, and administrative staff,
quantifying the extent to which they closed down for' their summer holidays 
or allowed their employees to spread their holidays over the summer, and 
the weeks, if any, in which they were closed for holidays in 1960* Firms 
whose closures occurred during July and August were asked if they would be 
willing to vary the date in future, and, in the event of their being unable 
to do eo, to indicate why not*
2,463 of the 2,777 firms mailed submitted replies which could be used.
* £2eKozmell#A£9 OP.CXt., -Table 33
"The completed questionnaires shoved that in I960, although there were 
considerable differences inttlie various industries, 74% of the firms were. ■N
operating a *closure system* for their works employees as against only'
26% who spread out their holidays by some type of rota system; for office' 
staff, the proportions were approximately reversed”* (It must he remembered 
that_these:figures apply-rto firms and that the figures in the Social Survey : 
applied .-to employees* For- this reason, - they are not directly 'comparable)*
■mM  the food© dr ink and tobacco group, which deals largely with perishable 
commodities, 79% of *’undertakings had staggered holidays for tU&ir works . 
employees*' The same was true of the chemical and allied industries group, 
where many firms mm- engaged in continuous process operation© (63%)*H
^Closure was ©ore common in the older industrial areas of the country* ■
Only 3% of closure weeks were in June, and 1% in September. ' SOI closed 
in the week© from mid-July fco Mid-August*' 39% closed in the last week 
in July and the first week in Aggust”. 34% of employers who arranged their 
holiday© ill July and August indicated that they would have great difficulty 
in closing at some other time* Most of'the firms gave more than one reason, 
30% giving 'local custom' which nay cover a'variety of circumstances*
'School holidays* were mentioned by 26%, although 60% of those who 
mentioned it indicated that they would consider -altering their works* 
holiday© if school holiday© were 'taken in June or September, or began two 
or' three weeks earlier than at present* From the comment© 'made, by a number 
of employers# the cmploymesit of substantia! proportions of married women 
restricted their freedom of choice in fixing holidays to those periods when 
the husbands were on holiday* 161 of the firms' mentioned requirements of 
their business as- the reason for closing, and 71 mentioned fitting in with 
the August Bank Holiday*
There are, however, reasons for believing that the seasonality of domestic 
holiday-making will improve* The trend of employment away from manufacturing 
industries towards cervices and the increasing use of automation for 
repetitive work cm production linos, will in -themselves tend to reduce the 
pressure cm the peak, since service industries tend to ©tagger their holidays, 
and industries operating production lines tend to close. Against this,
. however* the increasing unit site of a maufacturiag conpany m &  increased; 
employment of married women would appear to be s force pulling the other 
•way* These implications will be looked at in' greater detail in the section 
on forecasting. At the moment it io fair to say that the principal cause 
of peaked holidays is the industrial requirements - o f  companion employing 
a large percentage of the population* ■ tlm second; main oontraint is 
. .’education1 *• ;• Although• examination dates have keen moved forward, the BTA 
surveys- to date .shot? that this has not had much effect in reducing - the peak 
.frohiea*-- ■'
3 What are .'fife©' i t ^ l i e a t i c n s  of this -seasonality-. for th e  accommodation.
■' industry?' * • - - - -
Qlvm. the argisaeats put fonward, i n  th e  - p re v io u s ' s e c t i o n one w ould e x p e c t  
■the h o lid a y s  o f  th o se  who wear© n o t  employed to  have a  b e t t e r  seasonal.
■*spread* than those of the employed and that the holidays of th o s e  vith no > 
c h ild r e n  would also have a hotter spread; if these categories tend to favour - 
one s o r t  o f  accommodation in preference to others*-, chon this type of 
accommodation should'have correspondingly better occupancy rates*
Taking this a stage further* -it has been': shown., that -the - over-65*b who 
take m holiday away from home tend -to patronise licensed hotels more than 
other age groups* Since the over' 65*8 will probably not he employed and 
are less likely m  take their children on holiday* one would expect 
licensed hotel© to have a hotter mammal distribution filing}, for example, 
cmping holiday© which are very popular with young children whose parents 
are. ©ore likely -to he in employment*. ■
The following table lends c o n v in c in g  support to this hypothesis:*
— ..I. . — - ^ f  -r - r i*r-«T i r  iTt- t r ^ —»»—r  -■ - ~ - r  -*r'**-"'••*• 1^—
f Derived from British national Travel Survey 196?* '0P#-6X?«, Table 3, p*44*
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86%. of camping holidays cook place in July cad August* as opposed to 551 
pi holidays spent in licensed hotels* Staying with friends end relatives*, 
another popular holiday destination for old people* had a correspondingly 
hotter seasonal spread*
Nonetheless* the eo&cwtr&fcioa of on© half of domestic holiday traffic- 
into only tm© of the twelve month© has serious implications for, the hotel 
industry* Either the industry lias to invest fco meet this peak ‘demand* 
and reduce its annual occupancy rates and return on capital* or it has to 
tisk losing customers to other forms of ac commod&tion, principally the 
infernal ones* which require less capital investment e.g. camping.
lit the: moment* the industry as awhole seems to have chosen the first 
alternative ** probably unconsciously - investing to meet peak demand. 
thin in brought out by two surveys; firstly* the Survey on Scottish tourism.* 
Respondents were asked whether they had always been able to obtain the type 
of accommodation they had desired. 91.4% of holiday-makers in Scotland had 
always been able to* and 96.1% of holiday-makers elsewhere had .'been able to. 
Since well over half the respondents had wanted to stay in .commercial ■ 
accommodation (licensed hotels* unlicensed hotels*..boarding and guest houses* 
bed and breakfast establishments)9 these figures show that such'aceosasodeticm 
was able to absorb the peak demand without turning very many people may*
Of the 3*9! of holiday vmakets who spent their holidays outside 'Scotland 
'(principally-in England) and who were unable to obtain the desired type 
©£ accommodation , 801 wanted to stay in commercial accomodation, but one 
half of these had not booked in advance. Ibis survey indicated that the 
licensed hotels were booked up first* and that'the unlicensed-hotels .and 
guest houses absorbed excess demand*
The second source of information which indicates that very few people arc 
unable; to -stay in the accommodation they require is the Social Survey on 
*Motives in the Timing of Holidays*•** Respondent® were asked ,si£ you 
were completely free to choose, in what month of the year would you prefer 
to take your holiday?n Respondents were also asked why they chose a 
particular month. One suggested answer was ‘easier booking*, but it was
'•T rlT T ^ ri^ -'^ it f r f liitkiff^ n iiiTiyi;gill t fr f i i itn itii Imhiriti i fi •li nfrTi if  f i r ; ■«*]> - -  •■»-.•■*. — .*>.««..■>- —  
* Hunt, Audrey* QP.CIT.* Tables 24 # 8.
** HcKenncll#AG» OR* GIT., Tables 25 and 25.
the answer that received the least number of replies «* only 2*9% gave it 
ao a reason* Even more conclusive was another question in the same survey 
which \:m only ashed of holiday-makers who would have preferred another 
date to the one they actually took* They were ashed wwhat is it you 
dislike ahout the dates you hove had to choose?” One possible answer was 
.^ difficult booking*1, but it tics the least important reason* being given by 
'only.3*1% of respondents who were dissatisfied with their existing holiday 
arrangements*' Even in August* the percentage was only 1*7%* •' One deduces 
that 96*91 of. holiday-makers had no difficulty in making booking: > 
arrsagemeats* indicating that the industry as a whole'is geared to meet 
peak demand* Ferhaps the availability of accomodation in the peak period - 
is 9 in itself* one of the reasons why the public are reluctant to change ■ ■ 
their holiday'habits* •
The section so'far h m  been confined'to the'dialysis of the. seasonal- 
spread of main holidays* Additional holidays follow a completely different 
pattern* as the following table shows:*
TABLE XCVIiX 
IkmLhly. distribution of additional holidays .•
Month ' ■ ‘ Jl-
Beeember 1966 i
January/March 1967 12
April 4
May IS
June 12
July 10
August 19
September 23
October 2
November 1
The seasonal spread of the additional holidays la'much more even9 and is 
especially strong in the *shoulder1 months of Hay and September* Should 
any lengthening in paid holidays occur* and such extra day© be taken as 
additional holiday©* rather- than longer main holidays* it is in" these.....
ft British national Travel Survey 1967,' OP*CXT#f Table 3* p»44«
.months that one would expect some pressure to build up. However, additional 
holidays, which only account for about one seventh of all holidays, do not 
significantly help the accommodation industry in the winter months, and 
it would seen likely ."that such additional holidays that are taken in these 
months will probably he taken abroad* ~
Mihe growth in additional holidays is one which will broaden the -seasonal 
spread of holiday#, ' but it mil do nothing to relieve the- absolute ■ pressure 
in the cummer months* However, since the. individual with two holidays is 
unlikely to take, them both at the same tits© of year, -the lengthening ©f 
■ paid holidays for those who take their main holidays in 'July and '-August 
.will reduce the relative pressure in these months*
Conclusions.
There are arguments in favour of the abandonment of all official and 
unofficial pressure on the public to alter its holiday-taking habits.
Firstly, the reason for non-interference, as given by the Catering Wages 
Commission in 1945, still standss “Holidays are so much a matter of 
private individual life and contain so much of tradition and custom that 
any attempt at interference and regulation from outside would inevitably 
be reseated and would defeat its own objects”.
Secondly, thirty year© of official and unofficial pressure have failed 
to alter the pattern of demand, m d  there is no reason to think that it 
■should, in itself* he any more successful in the next thirty-years•-
Thirdly, the problem may solve itself as the changing pattern of 
employment results in a decrease in the number of people whose holiday 
decision is taken for them; as paid holiday entitlements increase in 
length; m  additional .holidays grow faster than main holidays; as more 
holiday© arc taken in the less traditional forms of accommodation in 
this country; and as more holidays are taken abroad.
An equally effective solution to the problem io to encourage people to 
take more holidayc, rather than to move the date of their main holiday 
away from July and August* It has been shown that there is sufficient 
accomodation overall at the moment - though it may not be exactly the 
accomodation required - so the increase in' profitability due to a shift 
from July to June, for example, would only he -marginal* It .would be much 
higher if the overall level of holiday-taking were increased*
In America, there- has been a natural trend towards a better seasonal 
spread of holiday-taking m m  the past 10 years due to the changing 
structure of the ©cscmoay,. ©ad the trend is assumed to continue: :*tt was 
assumed • that the trend towards more vacationing in non-suamer months 
would continue over the. projection- period”** . . . . : .
The industry should not, however* expect the timing of holidays to change 
drastically; it is unlikely to become touch more concentrated and is much 
more likely to improve gradually over the next decade* Tide improvement 
may be an absolute one, as well as a percentage one* The number of main 
holidays has remained fairly constant over the last ten years, -so the one 
implies the other*
Paradoxically, the seasonality of demand by overseas visitors is a much 
©ore pressing problem which the authorities have tended to ignore* Bblle 
demand, In terms of volume,•is of course less, the problem i© more serious, 
firstly because demand for accommodation by overseas visitors' Is'growing 
faster than domestic demand, and secondly, because -overseas visitors are 
©ore' concentrated' Into small areas -of the country, and into a narrower 
range of accommodation^ -
The forecast examines the trends dealt with in this section, and assesses 
their implication© for the industry over the next decade.
ft GBBHC Study Report So.23, 0P.C1T., p.40.
tEGIOm DISTRIBUTION OF DEMMB
•trrrWiiii%Tiiri>ifT--miir>-riTrTr -f*T-j~i *imi»iiinnr~T i t  fir ti* T n iim i iirt fitiO inimrt mr
The regional distribution of domestic noarbusinees demand it of vital 
concern to the commercial accommodation industry* and such distribution' 
hod already been referred to (see pages 270-272).
t&ile the concept of a holidaymaker spending the whole of his holiday In 
one place is becking increasingly outdated, there arc Indications that lie' 
does tend to spend his holiday within om  region, or holiday eatetaant 
area, and the British Nations! Travel Survey for 196? can be analysed to 
& m  that type of liolldaynaakcr chooses which region* ■. The British National . 
Travel Survey* dons not adequately reflect this increased nobility,
its format being geared to the more static holidays of the 50*0* Tills 
deficiency, which makes regional analysis difficult, should be rectified* ..
$0-regions analysed in this study are defined In Appendix Xlfit»
It suet bo born in mind, in examining the tables, that the total of regions 
visited may exceed 100%, since come holidaymakers visited more than one 
region. The broad regional distribution of main and additional holidays 
in 1966 and 1967 was as follows**
s m s  mm.
■ legions visited by OB Holiday-makers 
on main and additional holiday® 1966/1067
Main holidays ; Additional holidays
Region ■ JS$IL... .1967
'*~T* " .
. -1966. . . -
~TT..;.'
' -322,•w.imnpi.
'Horthern 6 ■8 6 11
Yorkshire and Humberside . 5 3 5 3
East Midlands 4 5 5 4
Bast Anglia 7 6 5 6
South Best 23 22 18 20
South tfastem 23 22 18 20
Wolm . . 13 12 10 10
East Midlands 3 2 4 4
Uorth W mt 8 9 9 4-
Scotland 12 12 8 11
*
* * * * * *  to**00** Xtaml “ y ' i M i  Smmy., ® . c m ,  ,.38.
Well over half the destinations of taain holidays were concentrated in the 
Southern half of the island* with the tiro regions* the South East® and the 
South West accounting for about 45% of the total*
The average number of nights ©pent away on holiday varied from 9*0 for 
holidays spent, in East Anglia to 12*0 for holidays spent in Scotland* 
Other.' tables show that the -pore resets areas all attracted holidaymakers 
vim spent an above average lengths of time away fteem .hose «° Cornwall and. 
Seilly 11*5* rest of Scotland ll*i*s Prima facie* one would cscpeet a 
lengthening In the holiday entitlement to'benefit the more remote areas*
Additional, holidays have a better regional distribution than main ones* 
so this is a, further reason for expecting less regional concentration 
in the.future#,.
Tim British national Travel Survey .^ leo /provides data on the kind of place 
vieifcedg nest .of these data apply to the kind of place within the region* 
as shown in the stent table* hut because of holiday-makers visiting mom 
than -one region* some of the observations need to be treated, with caution*
* Derived from British national Travel Survey 19£7» 0P#CXT«# Table 6* p*55*
t m m  c
Region of main. holiday destination 
by kind of place visited* 1967
% of holidaymakers 
visiting each kind ,
of place ' • • • ' Region '
Tork
8 E.#
Ilids
B*
Jkag S*E* jy?» iide 1?*R*
$cot"
laud
Seaside ** large* '41 ': m ' so : SI . 56 46 ’ 21' 78 26
m0' small 20 ■ 25 ' 14 31 21V ' 32 3S\'r 7 0 31
lake* riverside' 23 1 12 7 ' v:3 . ...a i , 10- 6 25
texbtain© 10 7 ' 5 I ' 1 : t 12 S -.. 3 ■ - 27
Inland ■ 24 34 ' 45 ■ It v' ’ is’ ■' 17 14 70 14 , 34:
Capital'cities** ■ B 10 ■ ■5 1 12 2 2 • ': ? ■ £ ... IS ’
lla hoard chip ' 
or in harbour 0 ■ 0 0 4 ■ t ■0 0 c ■o’,’ ■ 1
Other place . • 5 3 ■3 0 2 . 1 2 4 ©«b> 3
Total 133 ■ 127 125 104 108: ' 112 118 123 114 165
Tug attraction of the South West as a holiday destination is clearly related 
to the seaside* &&% of those .who visited this fere© ©faying at the seaside*
By contrast* it is equally clear tlmfc the attraction of Scotland £© isuch 
lea® dependent on the sea* Indeed* the very wide range of attractions in . 
Scotland in it© s©srca of epi*eai***"fc Edinburgh, is e much greater .attraction 
for holid^r^akers' in '.Scotland .than Zmdon is for holiiay^aaker®' in the,
South- Sant*
The tssdbillty of visitors to Scotland is m t t  brought out by the ftotolf 
of 165 for'that region*.
this is asspXifiod by the neat cable#*
* Defined'a© large resort© and port© with five or jaore hotels*
** bondon* Edinburgh or Cardiff*
^loiters from abroad m d  ■ from England will coma to the Scottish 
Zmil&Mu for their lilstorieal .and literary .associaCions*. . They will .come 
to the Highlani© for one thing mainly ** the charm of groat _ natural bomity 
tmtamiebed by Indus trial£GatiG»,,♦ national Perks ** A Scottish Survey* ■ 
m m  m $ U  3®SS0* ISW& #yeadiK V*
'&©*& B&rlved from. British ifationel travel - Survey ; 1967* ■0F.GIT** Table - S* f*S5*/ •
' d^fei lity,- 9$ . - by j-region ■
Humber of
place.0 visited Iteglon of main holiday, destination
: tork
E* . . W* . Scot-
IN# Huts hlds Aug S*&* - S*i$* VIcXgc ffrds land.
WtoiCadftaaNMir ^f,Ttirr<1TlfJTrkiY‘ ;f!ir tff*V‘(P»8fc'iT‘‘
« ■ v.%':• y%- . I" * •;! ■ * ’. ’% '' M' ' ‘ ' & , . **
One place : 7 4 ;' ' 80 : :■ 74“ M 85 .■ '■ 80 ■;s$ ■ m ' SS
Sjwp- places " .■ ' ; i ; a ; * : 3 :''' 7 4 f ; 7 14 7 9
Touring (3 or 
more1 places) m IS 15 12 7 12 11 :29 6 S3
,Can'ft 'recall :.' , 2 .. 0 . ..-:;9 . '1; ''I-" / 1. • ■ ''I :;■ :-z- . v -0 . ■ SV2
lha; sample i«tip stayed in the licit Midlands, was a small one* and the 
apparently high mobility may xmtt fee a ©ashling error*.
The implications of. this table for the accommodation .industry are clcsnrj ; 
establiohncnts in Scotland in particular are more likely to attract a 
transient visitor than, a long-staying one* and should plan their 
facilities accordingly* Establishments in the. Hertfc ileet on the, other 
hand’are saore dependent on the immobile visitor*
Equally' Important for the' accoiasodatioii industry is to. know hoi? the 
accommodation ©elected, fey the. holidaymaker varies according to’ the region 
in mich 'h© spends his holiday*
This is &ho%m 'in the following table8& ' ’
* derived from British national travel;'Survey11967* 0P*C17»* Table S*» p*60* •
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Several interacting features emerge from elds of relevance to the 
accomodation industry and to planning authorities alike* Firstly, 
the tremendous popularity of the caravan in E# Anglia and l/nlcs, where 
use of this type of accomodation in double the national average.
Secondly* • the* relative infrequent of camping holidays amongst those' who 
earn to; the South Bast* • Shitrtssay'fca a supply constraint, reflecting the 
lack- ©f adequate sites,and Jrtoss the .above average propensity of visitors' 
to this region to stay with friends or relatives, it would appear that 
potential -campers war© staying with friends instead® ,
Thirdly, ♦ the intense' usage of hotels,;particularly' unlicensed hotels,,'..: a- ■ 
in the-. Berth-kles-t* Qmw .601 of -holiday-makers stayed in hotels 'm opposed 
■ to the national average of about 401* There oecssa to be iso. sisplu .
of this phenomenon* but it May he due to the relative cheapness 
of such accommodation in that area thereby attracting people-who! would 
otherwise have stayed in rented accesssodetion or'in caravans*
Finally* ;staying with friends’ seem, to bertaere popular in come -areas .then: 
ino there* -.The South Bast figure has already keen‘tsonfcionecl - in connection ' 
■with costing, ;bti£ it is alac due to the 'concentration of a-high-f ©f .the
UK ;p©fulation who live in the South Bast* Scotland and Yorkshire, and 
Ihjrabersid© also hove a M g h  2he£'visitor©, who'etay with friend®*', . The- 
aitmishingly higti I Cor -those atisylttg with -friends' in the II®- Midlands 
is sacra likely to be a ■sapling error, than # reflection op.-the warrath.-of 
the hospitality of residents in that area. . ■
Beta on the ages of holiday^ salvcrc by region show that Scotland 1© leas ' 
attractive- to the under 44* & thrnx other regions 5 that Cornwall is very 
popular with the 16*24 nge groups and that Devon and E* Anglia less popular 
with the over 5Sfc* Apart from these few features, the age composifcion of 
holidaymakers. does not vary much by region*
Data cm socic^econcmc class by region show that whereas 152 of all 
bolidc^aaker®: classified themselves m  A or B0 321 of liolidey-stabcr® in
■Cttmberlaed s M : Ifestmarlcmd placed tliesaselvo® in these categories. At tim 
other ©stress,: 122 of -those holidaying in the Morth West modestly classified 
t&et&olves a s a g a i n s t  an average of’22 for all region®*' ’ Tii« rafcicfeo
the relatively. high number of Korth Heat residents end residents of Slasgcw 
/who holiday in the Forth West* whereas most of. those'' holidaying in 
■Cumberland■and Westmorland live.in.the South*
Other data in the British National Travel Survey broadly ;con£ira the 
pattern m  cot out above* Xt shows that the era when the majority of,. 
holidaymakers ©pent-their holiday© near where they lived is f>aselng$ 
where the tradition .©till mm&im# the .holidays are ©pent in traditional 
type©, of neco&asoda&icm, and with little ability* ■ , *
J, 1 * •" ' • ' .
Cohcluai^© - . . . . -  - .^ v- ,-.. .
Tba imxmming lacMlity of the domestic holidoy-taeker mrim that regional 
analysis of ■deswad is beaming m m  m . the haliday*Qaker! visit©
m m :' than :mm region,' and, in * m m  cases, m  he: afcaya in more -thm one 
category,of mcmm&atlm*-; -Probably the only satisfactory method;of' : 
deriving reliable date would be for each region to collect; date frora the 
establishments and for such data to be centrally collated® ■' While, 
administrative areas collect these hind of data, e.g* Devon and.KorfoXk, 
the. categories used are not comparable, and too many areas do oat> supply 
any data at the laomant*. .Alternatively, the British national ■Travel Survey1*s 
'.format ^ drmm up Bona, time ago, should he amended so that ■batter'regional
■ data M m  available from the demand aide* ’
While both .main and additional -holidays exhibit considerable regional 
■concentration, tdra'better distribution of additional holidays entitles me 
to -conclude that an extension of paid holidays will reduce the;present, ■
. degree :©£ concentration. This reduction ©ay he; further shsietM'by. ;•.-•
■ continuing growth of holiday mobility itself* Within the important 
holiday, regions, the concentration in at it© worst in the.large seaside
-.resorts, a typo of holiday destination visited by half the holiday**nakin& 
population* Scotland enjoys a good regional distribution because of. its 
variety of attractions.
Accomodation selected varies according to the region visited® caravanning 
holidays being especially popular &n East Anglia and Wales, and camping 
holidays in the South East being surprisingly infrequent...
■ In planning its marketing ■ policy, ,eao!i • region should therefore ascertain 
what type of holidayrrsaket visits it,where its appeal lien t and what sort 
of accommodation is required* • This. can only ..be discovered if more regional 
tourist authorities are created with sufficient budgets to carsy out this 
exercise. While most people would agree-, that regional tourism is rep lacing 
resort• £mtri®!% vary little has been done-about it within the industry, ' 
possibly;because the *tourist* region, does net centem ©a any administrative 
region or regions* Xt is to bo hoped that the naif tourist -authority will ■. 
apply itself -to- --the'subject of regional teuris%.in particular to. its 
determinants and ©arketMtg, and to the .provision of better data*- ;
m m m  m  me residents for i M m m v m m  overseas for no^Biisiimss purposes
It is important for the domestic accomodation industry to team iiovr many 
UK residents go abroad for their -holidays eachyear end why# Each holiday** 
maker who goo© abroad is a customer lost to the .UK industry* and. in 
assessing future demand# this * leakage1 must ha fuautified#
Ttia relative growth of .holidays' spent in ..Britain .md holidays spout; abroad 
is .abowa itt the following tablet*
si
_ - ■ Eotisatad e^eaditum-and tnmb&m of holidays*
/ ■ 1-M. Britain m d  abroad# 1951-19&T
- Wmhm- of Humber of
Tear--
« w *i n iU ftftr
holidays: ■ 
Britain: :.
■Expenditure
(mlllgms)j%a
holidays'
.,' abroad..
Expenditure 
. .(millions) Em
■ Total 
jCmillions)
Expenditure
1951 : 25 320 . 1*5 m 26.5 380
1955 25 365 3 z o o . ■ 27 465
I960 31.5 400 3*5 . 150. 35 550
1961 30 440; 4 ■ 130 .. 34 ■ V: 620
1962 32 , 650. 4 200 36 , 650
1963 : 3 1  ; 430 5 - 225, 36 655
1964 - : 31 430 5 245 '36 :' C>75
196S : 30 460 5 ' 265 . 35 725 ;
1966' : . 31 : 550 , 5*5 320**, ' 36*5 . ■ , ' .070**
1967 : 30 : : 560 :, S ' ' ■ 300 35.5 : . ’ BSD
let recent- years* both categories have remained fa ir ly  static*, although;:' .; 
expenditure os holidays abroad doubled between I960 and 1967 compared • 
with a riso of only 40%' in expenditure on domestic holidays# Since 1951* 
holidays abroad have clearly grown at a faster rate than domestic holidays#
In 1967* 5*127*000 visit© mere made by UK residents abroad for holiday©* 
and 1*102*000 for other non-business reasons# making a total of 6*229*000 
v i s i t T h e  average length of stay of holiday visits was 13*5 days# 
m d  of *Other* visits 23*6* Deducting one from each to derive the average
Ir-tish Travel. Association# Digest of Tourist Statistics* 0P.CZT** p«60.
Hem series :
*** Beard of Trade Joutsmlj, Foreign .Travel and Testes is. 1967* 4/10/68#
aus&er of nights spent t&sy from home# nearly 89m night© were *lost* to 
the domestic market because of demand for accommodation overseas* this 
ic approximately 20% of all nights spent away from home by IRC residents 
for non-business reasons (see fable IE)*
However# from the point of view of this study# it is not so such the 
existing number of people who go abroad that is o§ interest# but the 
future number* Given that most people have a finite number of paid 
.holidays* and a finite amount of money to ©peal m  then* my Increase 
in dmmoA for overseas holidays will he largely at the expense of the ■ 
domestic sccossgodation industry*
One reason for the growth in popularity of the’ overseas holiday has been 
the development of the Inclusive touri of the 3*557*088 British holiday- 
makers who mat to tlestero Europe In 1967# over half - .1*845*080 - were 
on Inclusive tours* If one looks at the 1,916*080 who travelled by air,
1*357*000 or 71% were on inclusive tours* The figure of 1*357*000 for 
1967 should be compared with a figure of only 591*000- In 1962*
Apart from the Irish Republic# the most popular overseas destination for 
the British visitor is Spain# which overtook'Franco - previously the most 
popular destination «» in X9SG*
The International Passenger Survey# on which the above figures are based*, 
contains m  data ea the motivations or socle-ecmamc profiles of those 
who spend their holidays overseas* Fur-these date* one has to turn to 
the British national Travel Survey which has © section on this part of the 
holiday market*
Those who travelled abroad in 1967 had a much higher per capita holiday 
expenditure than those who spent their holiday in the UK (£57 against £19), - 
eat! they also spent longer away from home (14*3 against 10*2 nights) 5 it 
would therefore he logical to conclude that they ware drawn from a higher 
income group m d  from those who had longer holiday entitlements* 33% of 
those who went abroad spent' 15 nights or more m&y from home# whereas the 
equivalent figure for domestic holiday-makers was 9% * At the other extreme*
471 of doiscstlo holiday© lasted seven- Bight© or less* ifaatam the 
equivalent figure for overseas holiday© was 11% *
’Looking in norc detail at comparative income level©* 27% of domestic 
holiday-maker© had a total family income before tas.of under £950 p*s#* ;- 
Imfc the." equivalent figure for overseas visitor© sras only 141* Ibis 
iaeoata differential is In fact more marked then these statistics indicate 
as there xs&m* 1*7i&gc earner© per domestic lml£day~mking unit as opposed 
to 1*4 for overseas IiolMaynsskcr©* ■ the following table shoes the historic 
relationship between imceci© and expenditure oa foreign travel per heads -
mBLE..CIV^
national ineasss:and expenditure on' 
foreign travel by IHC residents per head
11^  ran *>in'rl r w-'^ --- -^»nT nTf-hii iltnr* rm*- -“Cj-*M*-j g -»«~-*i:rilir i*TTi Wi.fri.iii ir  f n  t i    ./- . ^,.. j«. .w irTl ^  „-g,„.. „
Index msriher 1557 :*» 100 ■,. ■ •
Tear "
-. Income per-.
■ ^ h e a d ^ ) ^  /
Expenditure on,
forc£gis,: travel 
, per !ieed(£) ‘
Income 
per .head
Expenditure on 
foreign travel 
: per head
m $ i  - 347 2*a ' 100 Im
19SS 360 3*0 104 10?
1959 376 3.3 ■' 108 i m
1960 ' ‘ 396 3.6 ■ ' 115 .12 3, ;
1961 ' 422 3*8 122 136
1962 436 ■3.9 126 139
1963 . '"460 4*5 133 M i ­
1964 493 4*0 . U 2  ‘ ‘ n i
1965 520 5*3 150 189
1966 ' 533 5*5 155 136
Hie too indices tftov that expenditure on foreign travel rises significantly 
faster than income* increased proggftSrity in the UK in the 1970*s should 
■therefore lead to a disproportionately greater increase in expenditure on 
foreign travel*
* €ollay&Gi%$ hloyds_ Bant: toficw* July 1967* .
Reinforcing th e  income differential* the British National Travel Survey 
slioys that in 1967* 73% of dome©tic holidaymakers bad no telephone as 
opposed to 57% of overseas holidaymakers$ and 40% of domestic holiday** 
makers had no car* as opposed to 301’of ■overseas holidaymakers* The 
unemployed' and. the:retired' are'much'.less likely' to ■ travel overseas*
Tli® effect of education is fairly marked* as the following table shoesr
The .relationship between.-education e n d lo c a t io n ,of holiday 1967
Itoastle . Overseas
le v e l  o f  e d u c a tio n  - . H o i ' H e lid a y o a k & rs
Elementary 45 31
Secondary* technical* cessaerciel 33 34 ’
Other school . 19 27
University 3 8
Total ICO 100
l id s  £0 re in fo rc e d  by d a ta * *  on so c io -eco n o m ic .groups* 62% o f  -o verseas  
h o lid a y m a k e rs  p la c e d  them selves i s  so c io -eco n o m ic  groups- A, B and C m  
opposed to  37% o f  d o m estic  h o lid a y m a k e rs  •
There'are also substantial, variations In the age distributions of the two
types of holidaymaker m  tlm following table sh-ows*^ .--
 ' taiie' cvz'.
Relationship between, age and lec&fcioa o£ holiday.#., 1967.
Boraestic Overseas
■ Age Holidaymakers Holidaymakers
*t*i »li<l'i» 3  *Ml»n *  H 1 *  1«inTi*•»» i*til«imi»ri«.iHr» Wi»i<nn..lH' ,»>iffi 'O' iiHi*ri*i »i»
16-20 7 : 13
21-24 5 ;■ 8
25-29 a ' 8
■ 30-34 11 a
'35-44 \ 20 , '■ 17
' ’ ’ 44-49 8 S
50-54 - 10 10
35-64 18 . 21
65# ' • 13 4
..Total ;:, 100 . . 100 :
* Derived from British national Travel Survey 1967* 0P.CXT** Table 25* p*27
Derived from British national Travel Survey 1967® 0E*CIf «® Table 24® f *26*
Only 20% of domestic holidaymakers arc wader 29® whereas 29% of overseas 
holidaymakers are in this agcrgroup* On the other hand® the over 65® t 
ere disinclined to travel'overseas® although they have much wore free tins*
Children clearly act as disincentive to -overseas travel; 72% of 'Overseas 
holiday-makers comprised households with no- children® as opposed to 60% 
of domestic holidaymakers*
431 of those who wont overseas'considered Britain for their*holidays$ hut- . 
a third of 'these rejected Britain because -©!; factors concerning'the weather 
or the &mu A  further thirl did not choose -Britain iieeause they wanted- a 
coxaplete change® or to m e  new people and new places*
This provides tho-’key to the determinants- of demand for- overseas' travel® 
aai it is for this reason that the domestic Industry can "never’compete on 
equal terms for the custom -of holidaymaker© 'motivated' by these factors* ’ 
Unless one makes the illogical' assumption that it is 'ctply, those 'who go * 
abroad who arc influenced by these • determinants -"instead of- the more 
logical assumption that many more are influenced by them hut arc currently 
unable to afford such a holiday - thoa more people will .go abroad Os levels 
of real incots© increase* •
Other factors will also accentuate.this trend; intense marketing and'--, 
advertising ’ skills m e  deployM to-tempt the holiday-maker '’oversea©- - 
by the airlines* the tour-operators®: the; cross-chahnel ferries'® and tbs 
national tourist offices of foreign countries* ‘ By comparison® the amount 
of effort expended in keeping him-la• the;UK is very aisalT indeed® 'and®, 
almost by definition® such, advertising is less exciting* , ..,
Uhile the implications of these factors may be grim for the domestic 
accomodation industry® its growth potential clearly lies in the increase - 
in the number o£ additional holidays® when the time cad’ money available 
may not warrant an overseas trip®, and in the development of * special 
terest* holidays not available overseas*
Conclusions
••ynnrnatfi'inn \Q\ttt iwr nn
Both in terras of expenditure and of numbers of holidays9 demand for 
accomodation overseas has risen faster than demand for accomodation in 
the UiU She reasons would appear-to he that overseas holidays appeal to 
the UK resident because of the earner weather and the attractions of a 
radical change frcm’ his usual environment! m  incomes have risen* m  m m  
isolfday^akerc have krnm able to afford thie change and this is reflected 
rn* and partly caused by* the growth in inclusive tours* particularly by 
air# In' addition to ‘ being; wealthier* those who spend' their holidays .abroad 
toad to he-younger- ^ d  loss cneuishercd with children thus' the domestic 
holiday-maker* * •
iMle the number of holidays abroad M ®  remained fairly static since 19$3» 
this is a function of the low'level of economic growth/ and*■- since 1967# of 
the'£50 foreign, cmsreney allowance* and it would he irresponsible to 
forecast on the basic of the observed growth in foreign travel without 
taking this into account*
Use implications of an economic growth rate- of about 3lZ p# a* on foreign . 
travel ere' exasdaod in the forecasting section*
Conclusions
The proceeding tan sections have established in what way the aosrhollday* 
maker ic different from the holidaymaker* and bow the pattern of holiday 
behaviour'differs between Individuals*
Such 4it i m m & m  were capable of being explained by reference to -the 
Individual or combined effect of seven soeiomcimezsie factors* la one 
entitled to conclude from this that there is*...in addition* a causal 
relatioBsliip between. the seven factors aod demand for accommodation may- 
from hose? / Are they sufficient condition© for demand* or merely necessary 
ones?
O m  can avoid philosophical iiscussicmo about the. nature of .causality* 
or about the definition of a detariainimtr'as-.long m  it is understood 
that an individual with a siscablc income* a generous holiday entitlement* 
a good education etc** may still not go away from home for his holiday*
In addition to the variables looked at in this section* there miBt also 
exist a residual and necessary doterssioaat* which cannot he analysed or 
quantified* namely the wish to spend one*e holiday m a y  from home* If 
this Is not there* then the influence of all the other determinants will 
be negated* -
tarlmps the best way of expressing the effect of the seven variables m  
demand would fee in the nature of ©.table shewing tiei? they affected the 
probability - that a holiday would fee taken away from horn*
The independent effect of income might them fee expressed as follows* using 
the income groups adopted fey the British national Travel Survey*
table cvxi
Quantification of income effect 
Probability of a holiday as?ay from hone being tokens 55%* But* if family 
income is knenm* the variation of probability is as follows:
Income 
£450 or less 
£450 - £649 
■- £650 *-£749 
^  ■ ' £750 **-£84r '
4 - ■ :£850 ~ m t  ‘
■ £950 - £1*193 
ft*2CKH&M49
■ ' £X*6S0~£M9P
Zl»7G0*ilt$M 
£l*95M2J»499 
£2950(H>
There is no theoretical reason why tables'shoeM-not he constcueeed to 
show the independent effect "of all the other 'variables' which determine 
holiday participation* but each effect mist be m  independent: one*
’otherwise the combined probabilities could exceed '100S*
The'lack of OK data on the indopestaifc effect of' each determinant is the- 
major practical obstacle in the way of the construction ©£ ouch a table ** 
m  econometric taodelg but the 0I1EC have been able' to derive these data by 
using multivariate analysis* and* by laoiifieafeioii® to the British' Satioaal 
Travel Survey programme* similar data could be derived for* the UK* That 
it would be invaluable to forecasters* regional planners and tourist ■ 
authorities goes without saying* for similar models could be derived to 
predict types of accomodation used* methods of transport* region or 
regions visited etc* Logically* one should also include, all categories 
of demand for accomodation so that a composite picture could be built up 
and the future planning for the industry put on a more secure foundation*
Effect
**-25
- 10 
*, 7 '
♦ 12 
* 18
* IS
* 23
* 30
It would be repetitive to summarise fclie conclusions of the individual 
sections at this stages it is* however* clear that,the domestic holiday 
market is going through a period of readjustment* During the l9S0fis the 
mor.entum was provided by an annual increase in the. numbers of holiday*" 
makers* who entered.the market at the cheaper end* staying at holiday camps* 
bed and breakfast ©stahliehment© and. in caravans*...
In'the I960 V  the atmual'-'numherof. domestic..holidcy^is^ters. remained fairly 
stable* hut; holidaymakers started-' to become - m o m  '-sdvo&toroua in their 
holiday"behaviour*less bound by customs-:and.traditions^' many 
d b m&omd the establislwata at the choker m d  of* the market* A  greater 
awareness of the different alternatives* as increasing concern to get ' 
value for money* and exposure to the relatively m o m  advanced marketing 
techsiques of inclusive tour operators and airlines all combined to bring 
about this change in demand'*.
Supply constraints may also have contributed to the change in demand*
Faced with congested holiday conditions at home* many may have looked 
elsewhere* simply for an improvement*
It has been suggested that more people would camp in the HE if the 
facilities were available* and that more would buy second homes in the,
UK* were they available* These supply constraints will always confuse 
the demand analyst* cine© it is very difficult for him to measure the 
m t m t  of frustrated demand*:
Again* better data would enable one to asses© it more accurately as One 
could ace to what extent expressed demand fell short of demand as forecast 
by & model built on the lines suggested*
The analysis in this chapter can be no more than an attempt to suggest 
the lines along which more professional and detailed analysis should 
proceed in order to increase knowledge about an acffclvity which will grew 
in importance in future years and which it will be socially and economically 
dangerous to ignore much longer*
CHAPTER V
m n m i i m m s  of m m m  for m c m m m i m  away from home by 
l i T I s i s f i M ^ ^   ~...
^Business demand for accosssodation, unlike non-business demandp *t a east 
factor of production and of trade* and is &'reflection of.the economic . 
prosperity of the destination or origin of -the.'.traveller* • -Xt is: therefore-"., 
independent of non-business determinants such as personal income* savings, .,■ 
fashion* custots* .prestige* ■■■etc***'.
It vas-..suggested in. the introduction-to the previous section that-non**
business .demand could in fact h& ;iiaamngfully sub-divided, into further '■ 
categories* hat jbhafc shortage ,of data prevented; the '.pursuit^  of these sab- - 
divisions very far*- . *
The 8 « i e  true of business desand for aceoesodationi in, the United- States*, 
one company lias sub-divided business demand as foil owes**
1 Demand in, connection with company business ;
2 Demand in connection with company, meetings.
3 Demand for attending conventions
4 Demand My governments! officials
5 Demand, by military officials
6 .Demand by family members accompanying businessmen*
In this study* category 3 is looked at separately* but the other 5 are 
dealt with in aggregate* This is not because it Is felt that these 
submarkets do not exist in the DK *■ though category 5 is probably of . 
diminishing importance - but because the paucity, of.data, sfoply.does.not 
enable one to quantify or feline them*
* Schmdhauser* Dr* HP* et.af** ITnfcersuchung uber den FrcssdenverUehr in
SfcaAfc. Enrich* Seminar fur Fremdenverkehr an der Eoeb&chule St* Gallon* 
1968* p*33* ' ■ ' '
^■Melsea* Robert S, (Eastern Airlines! Supply and Demand Constraints in 
Travel .Marketing* Proceedings of 9tfe Annual Conference of Hestern Council 
for Travel Research* 1967, p.145*
Analysis of the determinants ©f business demand is handicapped hy the 
absence of an annual .survey comparable i to the. British National-Travel 
Survey,, .which of course, excludes domestic business visits# There.are 
also fewer behavioural studies on this type of demand, and the usual 
’thoroughness of American statistics xc not in evidence a>n the published 
data of -business use of hotels'and motels* ' 'The -analyst is. therefore • ■ 
navigating in uncharted waters* t .. . • .
For a section of the commercial 'mcowmoA&tmn market, 'it Is clear that '■. 
business■demand is'in fact -more significant than, non-business demand, In 
terms -of member® of -visitors* n^abers-of visitor nights and.receipts for 
ecconB^odatlon# In -Enrich, 'for essssple* 64T.of total-hotel visitor nights 
are accounted for by -people .travelling on business' .*' It was estimated . 
in Table Tx that domestic business demand for licensed hotels and motels 
• in;the f!&' accounted• for• 26%.,o£ total domestic demand for this-category of"' 
accoBssodat ion, but this figure conceals vide regional,;seasonal and even 
weekly variations.->
A pilot study, for a guest registration system carried cut in the last.. ■; 
three months - of T.968 by K«O.f# Market Research Ltd# for-a leading DK hotel 
company, revealed that,, in this period, 73% of all arrivals at four of the 
company's hotels were accounted for. by /hbusinessnfen* but this percentage 
varied from 47% to 90%, according to the location, of-the individual hotels* 
Furthermore, it also varied significantly, from day to -day, since 80%,of ; 
business arrivals;were on a-week-dey* as opposed, to a wUbk~esd* and 55% 
of holiday or pleasure arrivals' took place at the.week-end*
In analysing .business visitor traffic^ it-must therefore ..he b o m  in mind . 
that there will be-wide..variations from cstabliohnsnt to establishment, 
from day to.day*, and from season to season*. In particular, business 
deioead is heavily concentrated in towns, more than 75% of all business 
bednigbta.being spent in London and provincial towns.**• . *
& Schaidliatiser, Dr# IIP, et.al., QP.CIT., p. 39
*fs Industrial Market Research Ltd*, 0P*€tTv, Vol. 1* pp. 2-6.
Although Americas data os-this'type of traffic arc difficult to locate9 
such data as are available indicate.that business demand is relatively ■ 
cere important to hotel occupancy in the baited States than it ■ is in the ■ 
UK. this it say'indicate where the potential growth in
the Vli dories tic market lies. The following table shows the.break-down of 
hotel and motel occupancy in the United States•& ■
• '■ ■■ TABLE.-0FI3X ;  ^ ■ ■ ' -
Hotel -and isstei occupancy I n U M  by purpose of/visit'
-■ Purpose of visit •:: ' - Percentage a C visitor nl gfr to .:
■ ;Confcrcnee; ■ ■ : '
•'Business " .. 35.0
Mainly'business»• some pleasure- : 4 « 5 ’
Fersos&l 'business' ■ ■ ! - : ' - . r ■ -;- .'1*5-
- ' 'MainXy pleasure*-'some-business;. -v ;4*6.' :
■ Pleasure . " ' 42.2 s ■
Education and culture • 1.5-'
Total ■ " ■ ‘ -. ' ■ 100 ■
In analysing the determinants of demand for accoiasolatioa hy businessmen 
in the UK* the methodology used in the. previous section clearly needs 
to be modified. By definition* hotel visitors analysed in* this section 
.are-staying £m hotels because the nature of-their business requires .it. 
The' detarssinaafcs of demand are therefore more likely to be- related- to- 
-the votes® -and nature, of business activity in -this country* t k m  toktfee . 
socio-economic' profile© of the hotel visitors' themselves. The parameters 
of the analysis must therefore he wider to reflect this* - The methodology 
in this section is cotsp&rahie in -one respect to that of .the previous ■ 
-section; it is broadly divided into an analysis of the determinants which 
■ place as* • individual in the market, and an.analysis of the determinants 
which influence ‘ his behaviour once in it.
In their study of the business use of hotels. Industrial Market Research 
Ltd#**- identify seven determinants of, demand for accommodation.
* .Derived -fttmi ■ Biotastrcrm, Robert I»* OF.CXT.» Tables-XML* TF-18*
** Muatrlal Market Research Ltd., DF.CXT* * Vol. II* pp., 7-14 - 7v£3
t m m  mz. .
Determinants -of deisani for accommodation . •*-• ■■--'■
away from home by businessman i d i a _
1 Level of business activity
2 Trends its employment
3 Trends in the location off industry
4 Trends Is tlie structure of Industrial ami comorelal enterprises
5 Trends in travel motivation
6 tw^mvmmut tm tmmn ®£ nmmmimtim - V
7 Rstiosalisstion of cospasy ©rgamlnsfciog* ■;:r’/ \
ffe© process 1>y which BIS derived these mv m  determinants was perhaps snore 
subjective than one would have vfgheds it Is alt too easy to'claim, that.
<lfche general level of business activity ©gereises m  n m i m m m t e t  
■Influence m  b m i m m  travel*1**^ : It is very difficult Indeed to tatse the 
analysis ttie vital stage further, and quantify and define both, business 
activity (the Iciest of indue trial production la highly unset is factory for 
tills purpose) asi the exact nature of its influence on business demand »■
It is,however, unfair to criticise a subjeetive approach iff the data for 
a more objective one are lacking; the" only satisfactory way off deriving 
the determinants off business demand and off quantifying the independent 
effect off each is to Subject several years1 'data on hotel occupancy by 
purpose of visit to multiple regression analysis, and such, data are not 
'available at the moment. &m mint therefore try to tost hypotheses on 
the data which are available to see iff the' 4ete©alii@fcfc© as outlined above 
estttgft -.at the factors which best espials* the development off business demand*-
Such hypotheses can he derived ffros the answer© to the following questions;: 
what la It that puts-someone in the market -for business accommodation?
By definition* it must be the nature off the individual’s business which 
places him in the rarhet as a whole* This factor can be sub-divided Into 
two component: sectionss firstly, th© sphere off commercial or non-cotsmercisl 
employment in which the individual is engaged and secondly, M s  status or 
tfpB off job within that employment#
4k
Industrial Market Research Ltd*, IBID* Vol. II, pp. 7-14*
At- m  example of the first £nstance, msmffecturers9 agents (travelling 
salesmen) arc probably tbs most intensive users of commercial accomodation* 
It has been estimated by ©no source that they require 75,000 beds every 
couth throughout the year, or approximately one million beds per year** 
XHRftft estimate that %?}% of the number of nights spent in licensed hotels 
in the hit are accounted for by sales representatives, flic very sphere ■ 
of cosanereial activity in which they are 'engaged dictates their pattern 
of visiting retail outlets' m i  distribution points throughout the country ; 
on behalf of th e  m m £ - m t m m *
On the other hand, those involved in local government m m  unlikely to 
spend many nights away fro© Ittsae on business ap the nature of their 
esaptoymsat confines their work to the local authority area is which they 
operate.’
The second instance concerns a perse®9*'status or rank -within his firm 
of employment* This is the other principal faStor which determines 
whether or sot he enters the market for business accoessodation* A worker 
manning a-production line* a shop steward or a, typist are unlikely, to 
travel on business whatever the goods or cervices being produced by the 
firm. The sales manager, managing director or those employed in the 
distribution and transport section are wore likely to spend-nights m m y  
fros* borne ©a. business.
Can this hypothesis be substantiated by.eey evidence?
'fable Cl is derived S t m  the survey of the Commercial lodging Ifefket***# 
and broadly confirms the hypothesis that demand for aceeEssodafcloa away . 
from home is related to the -nature of an individual*© employment.
* Those lights away from Home, British Agents Review, April 1968. 
Industrial Market Research ltd., OF.CIT., Vol. 1, fable 5-1, p.SM* 
Blossfcroia, Robert I, OP.GIT.f fable XZ?3l» p.43.
TABLE CX'
Respondenfco
Percentage 
of hotel 
■ users
Percentage 
•. . • of working . . 
■ population
‘ Ml
1 ■ ' 2 ■ 3
Professional: an4 'technical ■ . . v • '
' '■ ' Auditors and 'accountants ■ /::;;2.cP‘ : ’ : " .82 " ' '
"Engineers m d  architects' • = 7.2 : 1.84 . 2.53
: Physicians m.d surgeons 1.6 " •66 ■2.43
■ : Besiiiatfi T," • 0 ■ .22? ' 2.73'
' '-■ T. ';'-v '.78 ' ■■ ■;. , 2.56
’ Educators and teachers ' ' ; ’ : ’ 1.95' : ■ 2.51
• ■' Sales engineers ■1.2:;/ - m  .. ■2.50
• Technicians ;. . 1.2,,: .48
■ Other ■.•;•'■■ ' . '■ '8.5'-v ; 3.97 ; r 2.14
Managers and executives
Sales tsaaagetc ■' 6.3 ' '■ ‘ 1.72
Government officials 1.5 .42 ' '■■3.59
Business executives ' 21.5 •’ 5.92 ■ ; "3.63
■ ■ 'Other ' 2.14 - ' ■, -3.55
Earners and farm managers'- : J " 3.1 v; *13
Clerical and Idmds&d 'mtkmB 3.1 . 15.6 - ; -.20
Sales People
' 'Commercisl'-salesmen' ' ' ■’■ r ;:_’/i6.© : , 5.12 ,-: 2.13
Otter sales people ■ 3.5 1.38 ,2.53
€«a£tsmenf "foremen end/’; -
kindred workers ’ v 2;6;-'-r. ■ '12.8 ‘ ' .16
Operatives and kindred- workers • .6 18.6 ' .03
Private household tmrkers 0 3.1 0
Service.workers except .
private household . .3 9.8. .03
P a m  labourers and foremen o . 2.8 0
Labourers except farm workers ; 5.3 .04
tgoarran&iag population
*TaD {-pu.
v‘p . 9  "■ 
100.0
'.0-0
100.0
Hie first column concise© the- principal /-occupation groups in the Baited 
State©* The second column is the percentage of total hotel visitors 
accounted for by each occupational group as revealed by the survey*
Thus auditors and accountants comprise 2*0% of total hotel visitors*
The third column is the percentage of the US population accounted for 
by each occupational group* Thus *82% of the US working population are 
auditors, and accountants* The "fourth column is the product of dividing 
the second column by -the, third sad therefore.yields the relative probability- 
of each occupational group being an hotel .user* Thus auditors and 
accountants are 2*45 times m  likely to stay in m  hotel as. the average 
American* ■ (The relatively law performance of sale© people is because-sales 
managers were classified as managers, and-sales' engineers were classified 
m3 engineers^'
tfhlle- a useful guide, the table should be, .treated with caution* It applies •; 
-to-all visits, not just business’ visits# -;■ However, if any one group makes . 
frequent business visits, this will be reflected in the survey, which 
applied to the last visit made* If one therefore knew the distribution 
of employment in the XJIC in 1980, and had data of this kind, one would be ' 
able to make intelligent guesses about the change in volume of business- . 
demand, Meanwhile, the table supports the hypothesis put forward*
Clerical and kindred workers, craftsmen, farmers and kindred workers, 
operative© and kindred workers and service worker© account for 60% of the 
population, but for only 61 of respondents staying in hotels* The table 
shows that those people whose work necessarily involves communication with . 
people outside the unit In which they work m i l  travel sore and stay in 
hotels .more than those whose work does not carry these implications* . -./ 
Thus accountants and architects will -travel and the production worker will 
not* However, the distinction is more subtle than this* The fore**eourt 
attendant st a petrol ■ station is in constant communication with people 
outside hi© unit, but he will not travel m a y  from the unit on business* 
furthermore, the accountant and architect will be able to carry out much 
of their business by telephone or letter, without leaving their offices*
' Part of the Explanation is that Che business men who travel on business 
are often not just seeing people^ hut seeing people in' a specific content* 
The architect wishes to see his client on a site* The accountant wishes 
to see his client with, the cl£enfcflc business records* The salesman t riches 
to see a retailer end .show him his samples* Confrontations such as these 
cannot of course, take place on the. telephone or. b p ' correspondence*- .
Xf the sphere of cinemxciel m  non-commercial employmot •i^^ceppted' to 
be an important &.eteminmz* m n  It also be proved that, the status or 'type" 
.of Job Mthin that' .employment is another important 4eteminant? • This ■ 
hypothesis- /can fortunately -b® proved''witheot .recourse 'to statistical.'
Marshal M g * .as--two domestic '-surveys- shed lighten business occupancy-by 
- states of 'visitor* - .'. ; .
•The pilot'*sb«dy. for a guest registration 0ystei3;aimlysed;baSlness>:arrival© 
at' tlie. four-hotala in - question* . eiti the .following table is derived from it*
• TABLE CXI • ■ “ ’ ■’ ’ ;■ .
Percentage arrivals-at.'a.-sample '-
• of four hotels by job - description ,
Job description . ' -of business: arrivals
./Director 16
•■. ,-B^aciitive/EiaB@g©rial, ;. / . * ..-..19
, Profesnional/consislfcant \ ; '/ - JM
' - Tadnsieal - :;v’'- $
■ -Sales rep/eiigiaeer ; y t &  ■ .
. 'metical -■ ■ v .. ■ . ,
.Manual . - ■; 2. m;-;.;/, '
Other , —  .;. 23-..
■Total - . V  , ; v, MOO. . :.
Hot only is business demand concentrated witHa certain spheres o f ..
but it is also concentrated within'certain jobs,within those 
■ spheres* The above table can bo eonfimM by a table based on the IKS .
It shouldp however* he b o m  in mind that Table GKX refers to 
arrivals* and Table CKIX to nights*
CDi iiiuiTii^^i*~TtrrrfrrfrVL/rynWritt:nVr>]i-qn7j-.T "r-ruv‘ii-f-r>j Tiwrfiri>rirrj rriTi>.TOf^i*"n.''iii*-^ rrrinrr>iu(nfc«*Tiii<r<<M>*>*— iiMriiw wiT n iirr-nna-iri ■ i m  m i  Wi nw m  inii ■n)nWL j*i rn'liir*iTririfilrtfipwr.iitwrftiirnriiff
-.Industrial-Hathet-Research Ltd** OP*CXT*s. ..Table 5«!s p*5-l.
• TAREJvCXIX ' ■ 
t of business aight8~sp8nt“in 'hotels by job .description
Job description. ■ % of business bodnights ■
Director
Executive/managerial
Professional/consultant
Technical
Sales'-
Other
Total
13.
22 
; •« 
H  -
■ 44 
■ ;■ 6 ; 
■100'
Table- 0ItXa £s .probably the r*sore/reltsbl e ©£'• the -two* as 'it is based on. 
a - larger - smsple! - £«: particular the four betels -i*a which Table CXI is based 
would sot appeal to sales representatives* wMbb -erplaiaB -the discrepancy . 
between' fclie two tables* * - -
In view of the two types of concentration which have been observed * it 
follows that business demand for accommodation away-from hose emanates 
from a .few people making ■ frequent • trips j this, is in. direct contrast to' • 
non-husinese demand* which was generated by .a. -large .timber of people 
making infrequent trips,' IHR estimate that"269*000-.travellers make an 
average 'ot 29 trips per year* each involving a stay of an average of .
approximately ’ three nights- in licensed hotels*
The determinants of demand are now becoming clearer* and & possible 
methodology for forecasting future demand has else emerged* One must 
know the' total' nUB&er -of business .travellers* the. average ntisber of-, trips 
they make each year and the number .of nights that each trip lasts* - flse 
number of business travellers* or the likelihood of an individual entering 
the market* Is related to the employment structure* and a shift away from
those -types of employment which generate little demand to those jobs which
do* would increase the number of travellers* Also* within firms* any 
employment - trend away from routine production work to clerical' or managerial 
work would increase, demand*
The .number of -trips made each year* and the average length of each trip 
1© in turn.related to communications*
tt was shown in the historical introduction that* while the introduction 
of the railways increased mobility* its initial effect was to reduce 
demand for accomodation m m y  fro© home l>y business travellers* as return 
journeys could he made the came day* and long journeys could he accomplished 
without overnight stops*
The same principle applies to the construction of new road© and to the 
ever increasing network and frequency of domestic air flights* Because ■ 
of the absence of data* the affect of this important determinant in ■ the .•
UK cannot he quantified* But the effect of these developments cm hotel 
-nights spent hy business visitors in Enrich has been analysed.*
Total nights spent by Swiss residents In Enrich 'hotels'dropped 21*6% 
between 1957-66* although %usine@s activity^-.increased» The fall was . 
attributed to better communications (return- journey on earn day) and to 
increased mobility*
In the OK* British Bail are making a determined bid to capture some of- the 
market for the accomodation of travelling businessmen. They are developing 
an ’executive class’ sleeping car* production of which will commence in 
the 1970®s. Their existing stock of sleepers is being modified so that 
each unit will have m  electric shaver point* -a bedside 1 amp* a washbasin 
and a B .0 *
It is also- possible that business visits will be adversely affected by the 
development by the <a?0 of m  electronic device which will enable executives 
to stage business taeetings without leaving their officesi this also 
qualifies m  m  improvement in comsmlea&hmB* Called •Gonfraphcme* the 
device allows groups of people to take part in full-scale conferences by 
the use of ordinary telephone lines* In 1968* Confraphone was tested when 
a series of lectures was transmitted 390 miles between Edinburgh and 
Cambridge on ordinary CFO lines* Croups'of lecturers* students and 
research workers in both,universities talked with their opposite numbers 
and exchanged notes.,.and diagrams* They were linked by confrophone end 
9electcowriter& * * a type of electronic note pad' and pen which transmits 
and receives handwriting messages and sketches*
* Sc&sidhatt&er* Dr* HP* C?*CXT*» p.36.
.Together with eonfravisiosx which is much more er.pensive and based on a 
television link* these developments may reduce the frequency of some 
business visits* especially inter company visits* and may counteract the 
influence of the trend of employment* These considerations are developed 
in the forecast*
Related, to demand for m e o m m i m i m  for business .purposes is the tendency 
for stush visitors to bo accompanied* either -by wives* member©, of their 
family or other business colleagues* . An. Americas survey* ©how© that over 
101 of those making a has incs s trip to anfcofcel were accompanied by one or 
sore member© of their family* and 281 of those making & business trip ware 
accompanied by one or more of their business associates* Although these 
percentages are significantly lower than the accompaniment rate for visits 
for non-business reasons*,they amount to © signifleant proportion of hotel 
occupancy* and this sub©idiary demand has growth potential In the UK if'if 
is encouraged by appropriate marketing techniques.
Having broadly identified the determinants which place an individual in 
the market for business aecaesQOdatidn* what are the demand determinants 
which constrain him. to select one particular type of accommodation as 
opposed to another? In their unpublished survey ’Attitude© to Hotels 
when used for. Business Purposes’* Taylor IJelean Associates interviewed 
a sample of SO business user© of hotel© to assemble data on these 
determinants.
The answer© to the question ’Is the hotel -where you stay usually chosen, 
personally by you?** were m  fellows!
TABLE CX1II / 
tfho chooses the hotel 
Hotel chosen by visitor Percentage
Always 40
Usually 20.
Sometimes , 12
clever 28
Total 100
f  — iiii3r-"'rr^-rri:rn rri rT f i iiiliiPmiinli'jiTOit^iiiiir
c Bioastma* Sobert V  0SVGXT.*' fables XU-7* lf^8r,p*f7*.
the first two answer© were given wave- often by the frequent and experienced 
travellers, usually by sales representatives who were familiar with the, 
area they were visiting* ' lEhe 60% in the top two categories are broadly 
comparable, with the-65% of American business visitors, who, according to 
the Michigan survey,& selected their lodging establishments themselves*
The 261 who mever did - their own boohing by and large the infrequent 
traveller *k are -comparable with the. .34*51 of American business men who _ 
did not choose their lodging, establishments, themselves cm their last 
business.visit* ....... ..
for may, the location of the hotel-within the area of their -visit was .
.the most important determinant .governing their choice of accommodation*
(The area.of the visit is. of course usually influenced by factors beyond 
the individual businessman* e control) * . -661 wanted an-hotel.in the centre . 
of the town, as opposed to 24% who preferred the outskirts* 101 expressed 
no preference*
The cost commonly used source in selecting an hotel tins the respondents 
past experience* 1 This demonstrates that businessmen do not get bored with 
a good hotel| on the contrary they tend to return to it. The second most 
common source was personal recommendation• The third was an hotel guide, 
of which the M  Handbook was the most popular*
The survey attempted to define the psychological requirements of the ;.' 
business user, but inevitably such an analysis can be no sore than an 
expression of -opinions, for example, the survey contained statements such 
as ’^Physical needs of all hotel -users' are the same* The difference is in ' 
their emotional needs - no hotel can cater for all emotional needs”* 
Inevitably, one places less emphasis on statements like this, which are 
purely subjective, than on statements that businessmen want cleanliness, 
ear parking facilities and good food which can be, and are, supported by 
factual reports.
*'Biois8t*waa Robert L, OP.CIT., Table I?~4# p*$»4.
O m  useful question in the survey concerned the desirability of an attached 
bathroom. .“The more frequent - hotel user tends to regard an attached . 
bathroom ~ certainly a shower - as a necessity”. Demand for an attached 
bathroom is probably a function of the length of time a businessman is 
staying away from hoses he may well be prepared to forego it if he is only 
'sway for a night, tmt not if he is away for a week. A television was not 
usually 'expected," but an urachal?; and a telephone were. • .
The business hotel user'-inevitably m&ken comparisons with the standards : 
of comfort to'which he is accustomed.' in his own home, especially m  he 
is paying for hit coffifoirt in the hotel* At such standard© in hie own 
home improve to he will .expect a cossaeneusate increase in the standard, of 
commercial -accomodation," It is a matter-.of regret that the survey.' .showed 
that those hotel users who had had experience of hotels abroad felt that' 
British hotels had more to' learn from- continental hotel© than vice versa*
According to some sources, there is a trend to busineocmen staying in less 
formal accommodation. ”Ioday a greater number of business travellers than 
ever before are switching from the plush, often chilling atmosphere, of . 
the hotel to the less formal and invariably friendlier ’Hotel-lnn*”* ■
Again, this is inevitably an expression of opinion rather than a statement 
of fact as the data are not available to substantiate this hypothesis.
It is, however, the case that new Investment -in hotels outside leaden is 
on the out shirts of the torn m  often as it is in the town centre. This 
-is certainly the policy of Trust Souses with their development of their 
fFost Houses** Hliile part of their attraction tics in their convenience 
to the motorised traveller, these hotels in semi-rural surroundings also 
appeal to the motorised non-business traveller and can therefore draw on 
a m d e r  market for their custom.
y
A survey carried out for Proctor and Gamble, conducted with the co-operation 
-of the’American Hotel and Motel Association, also provides useful data on 
the attitude© and preferences of the business visitor to hotel©.* Although 
one of the main objectives of the survey was ”to determine preferences of 
guests.for nationally advertised bar soaps versus soap- that 1© identified
* Market Facts Incorporated, The.Commercial, lodging- Customer* Chicago,
Hatch 1966.
with the hotel or motel' name'only and to determine the preferences of 
guest© concerning the sire of soap provided hy hotels or motels”,'the 
survey also contained data on the guests’ reason for choosing a particular 
hotel or motel, according to the purpose of his visit, and throws light 
on guest’s ’pet peeves? regarding facilities or services provided hy hotels 
or motels. v
‘The survey-modestly claims' toprovide • * a m  '■ perspectives on the'complex . 
nature.'of' guest motivation- in ■selecting -GcemmdsLtim' on Initial 'and 
repeat visits”,. -
Before looking in detail-at some of the conclusions■on- determinants, the 
broad--.restslts-"of 'the survey are worth sutfearieing, as 'they confirm nmm : - 
' conflusloas ^ already: arrived at*- ;
1  ' 16%:of all respondents ’ accounted for ever;-50% of ■all hotel or motel
visits* *
2 ' The - frequent ‘guest is more likely to he travelling on business as :'
.‘opposed to pleasure or vacation (68% as against 31%)* Men outnumber ,
women:'411 of ■ the .'men responding .were .frequent .travellers '.as -opposed 
to only 18% of the women* '
3 - Of business guests 68%-.took six or-'more tripe • 4ta-'the preceding ' 12 : 
vioonthS''.'and-251 took 25'-or-more -trips in .that -period* ■
Ondemand -determinants for .those vi thin: the 'market Y the -survey makes.' it.. . 
clear - that:- the reasons for . a ' business man - returning. to a particular- hotel ■ 
or ieo tel .are .mot the - same: as -the -reasons for choosing it in the first .-place
0a his initial visit, the guest must rely to" a large extent-on.-external, 
indications to guide him* In Appendix 1C , there,is a table based on the 
survey which makes this point clear. A second table in Appendix )( shows
w k t  are.the key determinants for repeat visits. .
Oa bis initial visit the business visitor relies principally on external 
indicators to make bis choice* The location of the hotel in relation to 
other buildings is the most important factor closely followed by its 
outside appearance* Also significant is the figure of 33% for those who 
bad chosen it because of recommendation or reputation* Hie tariff is not 
such an important factor, confirming that business visits are less price 
elastic than pleasure visits*
Turning to the determinants of demand for repeat .business-visits to hotel# ■ 
and motgla* the internal facilities become much more important* Half the' 
sample mentioned -cleanliness, makingifc the most important single determinant* 
This was -followed fey fservice*! general service was mentioned-by 311 of 
the sample, ;asd -restaurant, fear or room service fey 231* *£ood, comfortable 
feed® came surprisingly high, feeing mentioned fey 141 of the- sample as a - '
' reason for return visits. The attitude of the management is also important, 
mentioned fey' 271 of business visitor# m  a reason for returning*
Tariffs are a less important consideration for repeat business visits than 
initial business visits* Personal recommendation or reputation dxel -not 
oppcar at all as a reason for repeat visits*
Regional lietrlfewtlon of Bemand
feittle is known about the regional distribution of business demand in the 
Hit, though estimates were made oy XI-fR. these are reproduced below.
i
TABLE COT ft
Estimated demand for hotel accomodation in the EE 
by economic planning region
.Business
Total nights •
available Bed as % of
bed-rxights Occupied occupancy Business occupied
Region 0!) bed~n£gbfce rates °/A. bed-night© nights
South-East 
Cc k* London) SS.8 19.4 54 5.1 26
Borth-West 34*7 18.0 52 ■ 6.8 • 38 ■
Scotland, 27.4 13.0 47 ■ 3.4 28
London . 19*0 v 14*0 .74 5.3 . 30
SouttHfest. ■ 18.3 ' • ; 9*0 - - ; 69 1.7 19
West Midlands 7.3 4.5 ■ m  . ■- . 2.5 56
llorth- 6.2 3.1 50 1,2 ■ 39 -
Wales 5.3 2.5 ■ 45; .7 -28
Yorkshire and 
Humberside 4.7 2.4 51 1.4 50
East Anglia 4.7 2.5 53 .9 36
East Midlands 2.6 1.6 63 ’ 1,0 62
Total HE. 166.0 90.0 54 30.0 33
Conclusions :
While ©any countries publish annual "statistics fro© which it is possible 
to deduce the rate of growth, if any* of domestic business demand for hotel 
accommodation* no such statistical luxury is afforded the student of this 
subject in the BE* and consequently it is impossible to say what ha© been 
the historical trend in this field of activity* In the absence of tinier 
■series data* the analysis had to depend on cross-sectional data* showing 
how the propensity to stay in m  hotel varied according to the sphere of 
employment of the individual and his status within his unit of employment* 
The- forecast will therefore have to depend largely on subjective judgments } 
on the future' developments of those two determinants* end there can he no 
simple extrapolation of historic trends. • ■
tn.xi wUi—in  mum n m m t nmninmi Mwcwwm>aaflw m i  iifumfMicnwiiwiw r iiiirmmii ra
ft Industrial Market Research Ltd., OB.CIT., Vol. I* Table 4~20.
Easiness • demead for accossaodafcioa in licensed betels Is generated by eBoat '
250,000 frequent travellers | if it is 'important for' an hotel to ensure 
that the holidaymaker returns to the same establishment of hi© next visit*' 
it is infinitely more important to ensure that the businessman'returns m  . 
there are fewer of them* sad- they -make more vis its: each year 'than the 
holiday-mal^ er* they' are' also valuable- in' boosting' the ©ff-steste occupancy 
rates*
Apart from' the two de tetadLnantG• above* which-might b e  'expected- ’
to increase demand In the future* - a- third. - emerged -which will 'probably 
reduce demand *** eois&imicatlo&s* Improved corasuaicatiohs may reduce the 
need for sabia-visits, ted shorten others.' the impact' of 'this determinant 
over -the test detedc' will be ©samlted'-ist the- forecast. - ! \ •■
It'was• m f  possible, to "analyse tested for other forms of 'aeeammtiatiion:: 
apart from licensed hotels. 1 It was 'est!&ste3in Table IX that nearly IS 
million nights were spent in unlicensed hotels by W  businessmen. While 
. the.determinants of demand-for such - accomodation are probably the same m  
for licensed accommodation* it would not appear that its'future was' as 
secure. One can only argue subjectively in the absence of any data* but 
it would sees that the chief attraction of unlicensed accommodation was 
that it-was cheaper -than licensed accommodation* As far as business demand'' 
is concerned* such considerations would appear-to carry most weight with 
those who arc m t  reimbursed with their travelling eapenaea ■** principally 
the self-employed* owners of small cos^anies, salesmen working on. cosmdsaion* 
etc* Both "treads in employment and in the patters of sales sad distribution 
may reduce these categories of businessmen. furtfeerffiore, m  the standards 
©f living of the patrons of unlicensed accommodation increase* many.- 
establishments, particularly the guest-houses and boarding houses who 
account for-a portion of the 13 million bed-night©, will no longer-be 
acceptable in their present condition to some businessmen, and' m a y  such 
establishments simply will not have the resources to bring their facilities 
up to.the.higher standards required.; This, in turn, may generate additional 
•demand for licensed accommodation, end again this .trend is examined in the 
. forecast.
/mother factor which Mie forecast will have to consider in whether the 
changing pattern of world trade, as well as that of the UE, will mean that 
UK business travellers will spend a higher proportion of their time, and 
bednightB, outside the UK*'
The' analysis of this- section of demand has been.less precise than one 
would-have wished, and this underlines the necessity of Improving the 
quality of the industry’s statistics. It is illogical to have annual 
publications of the "volume and expense of the-British national Travll 
Survey covering nocHtmsitie&& travel, and nothing at' all on business ' 
travel as it is then, impossible to form © composite picture of the 
industr5r,s ' csstcmers. ’ ‘ • ■
CHAPTER VI
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MUhy have a conference? Briefly, it is the best method of giving infor- 
.nation' and exchanging Ideas on.- a subject of: eoirnon interest -to a .number- 
of people at ■ the came time. . A conference can accomplish much mere than 
this* Ineluclirg ■ improving attitudes, .methods and. procedure****
In the introduction to this study, reasons were gitee , for, considering 
demand .for accormodatioo through attendance at. eeafeteaees separately 
.from 'kmimma damaud*... Whereasbnsincsn-.demand: arises basically, from the 
necessity of ...the individual businessman.-, to visit, a, particular -loeaticm,- 
confercnce -. demand arises from-the collective wish of a-number of people 
to.meet- together in an establishment, telte. - does not have to he in say 
.particular location* It is tbits flexibility of'-destination. white makes ' 
.c©nfercnce .demand of such interest to tee accommodation industry, together 
trlth the .possibility of attracting, not one businessman to an hotel, but 
perhaps, .hundreds and,; in the future, even thousands* IJor will this market 
be confined in the future to businessmen, as the use of the conference or 
convention as a means of communicating end exch.emgiag ideas spreads.. to 
other fields of social activity* A further reason for analysing conference 
demand..separately was tee different facilities required at the., establish­
ments where conferences mm held*
£m in tee case of tee other categories of demand for accommodation, demand 
for accommo-iatioa for conferences can--be broken -down into m&nsatkets*'
The -frincipsl ©am  are examined later on, and It'Is essential for the 
accommodation industry to realise teat the nature of conferences will vary 
enormously, not only in basic physical characteristics, ante asduration 
and number of delegates, but also in other wespects m  a reflection of the 
wide range of common interests white can motivate people to go to ■ 
conferences, and which in turn has Implications for the facilities that 
will be needed and tee atmosphere which will be looked for in the hotel* 
Suffice it to say at this stage that, the popular image of a conference as 
m  occasion where a group of businessmen ait in formal sessions listening 
to ..set speeches Is becoming increasingly divorced from reality*
* S* elieytQK, Conference . Planning and '.Administration* Industrial' Society 1966.
'..An. analysis. of' the demand for conferences in the OK by OK' residents is 
hampered by the total absence of national data# MVery little statistical 
information is available cn conferences in (treat Britain, probably 
because it Is a irast market, and quite often meetings and conferences 
ore held which m e  not -Immm about, except-by the people involved directly1*** 
■llavicg made-tiiis very - accurate constant,. the authors then attempted to 
.quantify the present i & m m t m  fsmiezmme market,' m i  it© feistoric growth 
rate* t?l The growth in conference activity lias been at'a rate of around 
10&. per-year'.over tlie last five-years,.*'-2 The annual value of this 
badness'to the hotel industry Is estimated at around-£15 nillion,’ covering 
between"’1.0,009 end 12,000 .■eoBfeteseas*5*- - The 4at& are simply , not available 
.to ■ substantiate either of those quantifications (HIR estimate'thet there 
were 'not: 10,000 hut' 100*000 conferences;' in: I M H )  •** .This bbsence. of 
data £g in . fact a feature of -data 'on ■ domestic,-conferences inmost ether 
countrics^'and-not,-as is- so often the-case, an eraiiple -of 'this country*® 
unique U&Mcnent. • hotel'- statistics. - ,:,?ery little statistical information
enists -about national congresses, ' This fact alone precludes anything but 
general remarks about their importance,-although it'would have been . 
Interesting to investigate more closely their characteristics and economic 
effects* V*5**
. Sections, of '-the em^emial - mcmsmi&him market'M-the IJK have "recently 
begun to realise the importance .of" the domestic conference industry as a 
m m m  .of -sailing beds, especially at times of the feat tees: other visitors 
are less in evidence and they a m  taking appropriate action to supply-the- 
requisite' facilities?;It Is to be'hoped-that this.-realisation will he '
- followed. by ..-the. provision of: hotter-statistics* .• t&lle most people- ate. -. 
.agreed that- conferences, will-become increasingly important • generators of 
hotel income, few have been able. to nut a figure to the percentage of -total 
. hotel occupancy.- which it accounts for*
* HorWath imd' HorvraCh (UK) Ltd. . • Accommodation. Market Sfcudy> Bath, 
Prepared for Economic Development Committee' for Hotels' m i  Catering,
March 'tffil, pm 15* b
'**■ Industrial Market Research Ltd*, 0P.CIT*, p.6-4
**&■ Alkjaer, frof. 0F.CZ3V, p.10. ■ .
However* one leading UK hotel company which has started to c&llcct data ' 
on the socio-economic, profile of all its patrons includes on the 
registration form, under purpose of visit, a section for •conferences’*
For the last three months of, 1968, fconference* visitors exceeded Tholiday 
and pleasure* visitors at four of the group*a hotels and this gives some 
.idea of the importance of such visits for a section of the industry*
To derive: more reliable information ■ on .' the general-Importance of teassfcle.?.' 
een£ersnees#to the hotel industry ’.and pa its ■detemiuaats -of -demand, one 
must rely frltaarilyv on data os- the American market, According -to--one ■ 
survey,^ o f . tM' last- visits to hotels -by -. respondents to .that ■ survey ■ 
were-in .order t© attend conferences, and it .has heen estimated that - . .-,/
22,000 annual- conferences- are now held in the U5&| .1400. of- these .have an 
attendance of -Over 1,000- delegates*'- -Chicago ;is host to over 1',000 conferences 
..and:, to. 1*3m delegates each year*- - rttvls-imliholy -that- attendance at 
conferences ■ in the i*!C recounts - for -quite-as high a -percentage ■ of -overall, - 
occupancy as in the USA, hut for a significant number of hotels, .particularly 
those in conference. towns such as -Harrogate, Brighton and Scarborough, it 
will certainly be higher than': 10%. -
Conference delegates are more likely to he accompanied By other members 
of their family than business -visitors, according, to the same survey***
' - 7/y3tE € W
Accompaniment rates for conference delegates and businessmonlpSft)
- .lumber of ..family members - more
' .^tppoe of Travel . accompanying .hotel.,visitor. % than.
0 t. 2 3 4 4
Conference 63.9 . 28*8 x 4*7 1.3 .4 ■m*
Business 89.1 " 7.8. . 1.2 .6 .4 : a
Over 1/3 of delegates bring one or more members of their family with them 
to the conference as opposed to junt over 1/5 of business visitors*
* Blomstrom, Eohert L, 0P.CIT., Table -. IV~1, p.91
Blomsfcrom, Robert L, 0P*CIT*, -Table. XV-7,. p*97*
American data also shot: that 'conference" delegates 'ate likely" to .stay
longer than other hotel'visitors,*
.( :? ' •
; .lABEE.Cm ’
■ Length of ."Stay'at hotels by purpose of visit.(U >Pp - 
■Yaepose;. of visit' -:> <sr» 1 1 of■ stay /
, ‘1 day 2 days- . 3 days 4 or 'mere days
Conference '/X3.3 - . . - i M r •24*9 ■. ■■' 41.2
Business/- ': * ' 35*5-/ - 28*r ‘ 13.9 v ' 20* 2
llaisXy’;l>usi&0s#' - some 'pleasure ■' '"31*r'‘;-r 28.6'' 15.9 ' '• '22*3
Mainly pleasure, -eom business"' ■ '39.6 ;: 16*8 '13*9 ' ■ " ' ' ‘26,2
Pleasure"''■■. " ■'■•■' ■" 32*8 :'* ■■'r2b*9 ' : :14*0 ' ' 26.5
■Personal- ■: • ■ :; - - ■'■'".■• ''52*1 21.9 •■ 11*0 12,3
Coafayaace-'deXegates are also likely to;'pay -saore for their «eeorry>dat£©a.**'
' =• TABLE CXPX1 ~ ; ' •*
Loom rates by purpose of visit ( DSfiV
Spst
Lowest Highest ' Average frequent 
Purpose of visit ,. rate paid rate ..paid . rate paid,. rote paid
£ .-•£ . . t , ■
Conference . ' s ' . 79*5 ’ 17.50. - 18
Business 4 75. 12*90' 10
Mainly business. some pleasure
’ 7  '
- so . 16.34 12
Mainly pleasure*''Sots® business' 7 ' 4o;;;; V.' 16,34 12
Pleasure-,. - ■ 3.5 ■ ■■■60' -/ -•■; ■ -18.05*** ■12
'Personal 3.5 32 - ' 14.58 . ' ' 12
These three tables indicate that a hooking frosi a conference delegate, is. 
likely to generate ©ore incone to the hotelier than a hooking from any 
other type of visitor, -and for this reason, the hotelier■should endeavour 
to find out more about•the - conference delegate and to gear his .marketing 
accordingly# . -: .
ft^B looStfom , p o b e r t ,L ,  p P .C IT ,,:  T a b le -3 # ~ l3 .t . y * i 0 1 ,  
eeB lo isstrom ,: H o b ert t ,  O P .C tT .*. T a b le  .tP-15,' ?,103.
es* This figure is higher than that for conferences as' people .travelling 
for pleasure are m o m  likely to reserve _© double room which will of course 
he ©ore expen&ive than a single room of equivalent standard*
Ike only relevant surveys which have been traced have been organised by 
local Chambers of Commerce or by local authorities in areas dependent on 
conference traffic. For this reason, data on domestic conferences tend 
to be disjointed and non«*comparable• In deriving the characteristics of 
the market, one survey is relied on more than others, that of the Chester 
and District Junior Chamber of Commerce, who sent a questionnaire to 200 
holders of conferences and had a 701 response rate.*
Seasonal Distribution
From the answer© to the question f?At what time of the year would your 
conference be held?1*. the following pattern of the distribution of 
conferences throughout the year emerged*
TABLE CWIIT 
Seasonal distribution of domestic conferences
Month Percentage Month Percentage
January 1 July 2
February 0 August 0
March 2 September 12
April 17 October .13
Hay 34 November 2
June 17 December ■ 0
The table shows that the * shoulder* months are popular times of the year 
for holding domestic conferences, and the commercial accommodation industry 
should reeggnise the role such conferences can, play in raising their 
annual occupancy rate©. It should also be noted that very few are held 
in the peak months of July and August so the promotion of domestic 
conferences is unlikely to add to peak problems. This seasonal distribution 
£© confirmed by the Harrogate Heport.^
* Chester 6 District Junior Chamber of Commerce, Chester. A Conference 
Centre. October 1966.
**Hsmregate Junior Chamber of Comerce9 k Future for Harrogate 1967, p. 13.
Average-Attendance :
•  i i o w m  ib . . .  . . np- i UM.ii.ii.M iiii.n» mmm  m iw  i ■"
From answers to the question ''"Hhat-is the usual attendance?” » the 
following picture of sises of domestic Conferences-emerged:■ ■ - •
- - ' - TABLE CK1K . .
■ Attendance., at domestic conferences
Percentage 
10 
22 
23
-24: :: . ■
- ' 21 - - •
100
It Is Interesting to note that the number of conferences with less than 
10O delegates is fairly small, though this may be duo to the cample 
contacted by the Chamber of Commerce* Over 8/3 of the conferences in 
this survey had between 100 and 400 delegatee*
Other data. indicate that the distribution. in fable CXXX understates the 
else of-domestic conferences* ^Further* although come 651 of the 
conferences attract only between 100 and 50O delegatesf the'town does 
have a share of the larger-ones with 17! over 500 delegates and 151 over
1,000 delegates”*^ In other words, 321 of conferences in Harrogate h M  
over.. 500 .delegates* ....whereas the •Chester-survey indicated'.that -only-211 -■ 
of.. conferences had-over 400 delegates.- ... : ; ■ • : -
length of Conference..
From answers-to the question “Whofc .is- the usual duration of your - * 
conference?”, the following-.distribution emerged?
Humber - of •. delegates 
- ...Up to 100 
• .101 - .200
- - , 201 - 300
- Vv..301 --400, ..
-*400*:
■ -Total ...
* Harrogate Junior Chamber of Commerce, OP*CUT*, p.5.
~ t m m  m x  ’
Duration of.domestic conferences 
Humber’" of Says Percentage
' * B ^ > t f« ^ « ir r tn w r> ^ r ir i^ i ,tWi i^MW'iii'»flii<|*i M  ................................... .............
. " . 1 4
2 ' . " 16
3 26
4 21
■ ,:5- ; . ; :..•? .
■ . ;• ; -•■■.■;"- -6"'_ =. - - ". , 4 :•
;• ■ . - ■ w m k  l% ■'
■■■■■: -wcefeesd 16-;
' :, --total - ■ '.'-■■■loo'- - ■
■Kearly-half.’the';conferences., lasted:, tlirec .ct - four-;days* :.;
. . ■ .  ^ t    . t ..
.Those hotels. who. wish to.-eater the domestic ^ conference: market„ and those 
xiho wish to increase. their share of itD should be interested in-answers 
to the .question services are required;apart from normal, .•hotel
services?” . ■ . . . . :, :.. : , :
- v : ,TABLE C m  ..-
. Services required. at a... conference. hotel .: ■
..-Services.. ■ s. ■ Percentage
4nN0W3MMKM0tiMiMte2*' ‘ - i r (ill
/’■Press facilities. ., . . ■ :,.. . . IS.
Committee reams 15
Exhibition rooms /.-/,>■ 12
’ Secretarial facilities and translators, 13
Projector hire -, S '
Display and visual aids .. 11
Public address system 9
Special exhibition facilities 4
Outdoor.facilities 1
■ Hone ‘ ■ 9
Total 100
Social/Anenltlee
In addition to facilities -which the hotel can provide* ■ it is clear from 
answers to the - following qtiesfcion that the local authority can also play 
a part*; as .can local coach operators* theatre agents:etc#* in attracting 
domestic conference business#g. Hie question was Sli!bat social- amenities : 
ere tequlredf**
' ’ : : ' • t m M m i x - - ' f : : '-'v
Social amenities required at conferences 
- Amenities 1 Percentage"' ;
' :" Coed* tours : : 32 '
Civic reception ' -■ •'*■ 24; • - *'
■ ; Biimer'end dance - ; ; ■ ’" 1?}/ ' - - '■
- ■ - —  • Evening'entertainment - . ■ • V£ ■- ■' ;-
■■■->' ; -Theatre'-’ ■ • - '"3 ■ '
' ■” hone •■■■.'■ • j_o
■ v' ■ ■ ’■• : Total - ■ -• 100 ■
Location of Previous Conferences "
One question as^ed 'conference organisers where they had held their last 
■three-conferences* • W t m  responses to this’ question one -can butM -a - - 
rough picture of the distribution of the’ domestic conference industry* 
although the survey nay. not have been representative* ■ -
TABLE CXXIII
Geographical distribution of domestic conferences
Town
London
Scarborough
Eastbourne
forqmy
Blackpool
Harrogate
Brighton
Southport
Bastings .
Bournemouth
Folkestone
Bclihfeutgli . ■
Percentage
7.7 
7. 5 ^
7.0 
■-S.6 
-4.4 
-4.0
4.0 
3.3
- 2.9-•'
9.6
8.8
a.e
Town
Southson
Manchester
Cardiff
'DubXi
Fortr
Bristol
Buxton
Grange-©ver«Sanc!s'
Clacton
■Cambridge
'Glasgow
Skegness ■ -
Percentage
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4 
1.1 
1.1 
1.1
8
8
Llandudno ■ ' 2.9 *.•■ '^©iceetar ' ■ ' .8
35 other places including (h:ford# Birminghamt Coventry and Chester were 
mentioned only once.
Determinants .
Having established the broad characteristics of the market, one must nmr 
derive the determinants of demand. • - To.do ••this, one must divide the 
market into smaller components. as the determinants vary neeerdiag to the 
type of conference. tfManfs social instincts have always compelled them 
to meet.together to exchange news and ideas and to formulate plans*
Today, our entire system of government revolves round the seating places 
so too* it has been found, business, social and professional interests 
profit most from conferring together to discuss common problems and fe? 
developments • For the purposes of this report, we use the word * conference* 
in its broadest sense and have classified the types of conferences under 
five headings. These are:
Stratfordwoii-Avon 
Glencaglcs - ■ ■
-■ s) ' International conferences*'..
b) Social conferences* : These are:usually gatherings of men and ,
■ women ptoring c^ommon leisure -interest, convened by a local- - 
■. president -'for the purpose of strengthening interest ties. ■
_• c) \ Professional end industrial- conferences* ■ These - are similar-.- 
. ;■: to. the. above -okeept that working -sesoicms are of prime importance* 
d>- . tales 'conferences. Mainly smaller, self-contained, conferences, 
these.are often designed to• promote:a'n m  product or- sales drive 
■ v.-.' ■ -. .by a commercial organisation*- ■ - - ; - ■
e) . -Trade associations, Under -this heading are-included trade fairs, '
- • ■-. where the .-opportunity, is ta&ea -to display a-wide range of services 
•. or:products-to:,-interested parties,"-.** - ‘ ; \
■These types of. conference. are' looked ■at .''briefly,. together with - an - 
additional type - political 'conferences.
Social Conferences
Social conferences involve'men and women sharing a common leisure interest 
masting together to strengthen interest ties* Over a longer tern than 
that which is currently under examination, this type of conference has 
probably - the -greatest potential of-all, _ The determinants of demand are 
broadly the reduction'-in the hours In the working -week, the Increased 
■length-of paid holidays, .-earlier retiring ages-and increased life 
-expectancy* which will add significantly to the leisure time at the 
disposal of the individual* Improved level?? of education will result in 
the taore constructive use of such leisure time end the greater develop­
ment of particular hefbies and interests.
Herman Kahn and Anthony J Wiener have tried to quantify the combined 
effects of some of the trends mentioned and have derived the following 
table for the year 2000.***
s* Dealt with separately in this study
** Harrogate Junior Chamber of Commerce, OP.CIT., p.2.
*** Kahn, Herman and Wiener, Anthony J, OP.CIT., p.195.
■ -TABLE.CXKIV 
Increase in leisure time by the year ...200Q
1 .5-7 hour working day
2 4 -working days per week, 39 working weeks per year
3 10 legal holidays "
'4' 3-day weekends‘ -
5 13 weeks ''holiday per* year* ■ -
•This table •yiiids “147 working^ -"'diiyir '-per- year --and"".218 days--off* In these 
circumstances, leisure. interests, will' occupy more ■ time than work, and 
those who share, such, interests' will take the place of -work ■■colleagues.
It Is also'' prbb&bie that • individuals^All cease to W'identified-"fey ' 
their occupation' or 'profession ■ and"will he described• in- terms of their 
leisure'interests*'
In tills environment, social conferences,' which is perhaps a rnhlier formal 
title, will flourish. In so far as the office or factory will no 
longer provide the opportunity or location for social contact, other 
facilities will be sought and the commercial : aceonutodation market-"-should 
be wall placed to cater for this demand*"'■
However,' the picture for 1988-in the United Kingdom will not be so dramatic 
as that portrayed by Messrs. Kalin and Mienerj while a small percentage of 
the population will find that 'their leisure time interests' can best fee 
pursued-by "'•social conferences*, or weekends consisting of "lectures on. the . 
subjects which interest them, concerts and recitals, or at least by 
using an hotel as the base for more active pursuits, the vast' majority of 
the UIC population will not be affected. Their involvement will have to be 
preceded fey a greater Interest in and a higher membership of the many 
societies which already ■ exist.
For the small percentage referred to in the preceding paragraph, there 
are already many social conferences, usually held in the country hotels. 
Bhlle the majority of such conferenceo are organised fey societies for 
their members, a number are open to the public, and it is likely that 
in the same way as professional conference organisers-have devoted them­
selves to running commercial conferences, so they will ultimately diversify 
into social conferences, hiring a team of lecturers on a specified subject, 
chartering' as hotel, and then eefceiiicg the conference to the public as" 
a fpackage*.
Such weekend conferences are choiring signs of increasing in popularity*
They are popular because husband and wife can both attend5 there is no 
loss of earnings and some, hotels offer.lower tariffs at the weekends* . 
Their development emphasises that it will be increasingly irrelevant to 
consider-conference demand as & subsection of business.demand,_as in.easy 
respects it is more closely related' to non-business demand, especially as 
far as determinants are concerned* Hotels to'benefit say be' those In the 
country*•rather “than-those' in the cities and' tonne, and those that'are 
able to establish links with the organisers of these types of conference, 
though there is nothing to;prevent the hotel itself promoting and retailing 
these conferences* It would seem nonetheless that the major expansion ©£
'this''market will' take place after 1980 rather than-before*
Professional'and Industrial Conferences
These types of conference sees to-he-growing foster than other types of 
conference; this is especially the case for those conferences.'sponsored 
by semi-governmental bodies such as the British-Productivity Council," the 
British Institute '©£ Management, the Mariana! 1001101310 Development Office, 
the British National Export Council, etc*
However, the determinants of demand for these typos of conference are mot 
simply the increased sponsorship of conferences by bodies of this mat are, 
but the increased professioaalisation of business activity' as a whole, 
which Is in turn-related to increased specialisation*
A good example of this is the medical profession? as the practice of 
medicine becomes more complicated,’so it is- subdivided'into many component 
sections; -and -the component sections arc frequently subdivided further* 
this process has been accompanied by a corresponding growth in the 
professional associations representing the field of medicine, and the 
same - principle applies to other professions, particularly in the fields 
of economics and sociology*
This increased specialisation has meant that it in mote important for the 
people concerned to he in touch with research and other developments. in 
their field of interest, and to saeet other© with the same Interest* this 
Is ref looted not only in the tremendous growth of specialised journals, 
but also in'the growth of conferences*
.Another Important determinant, which may influence the growth of these, 
conferences over the next decade, is the shift of employment: from manual 
to non-nanual work, and the relative growth of employment in service 
industries. Employment in non-manual work and in service industries may 
offer ■greater opportunities to join professional associations. Any ■
•. increase- In 'personal"wealth-may also' correspondingly increase the 
percentage -of members of -a professional -association who attend' each 
conference. . : - , .
Quasi*~educational conferences.' run .for profit also ■' appear to ■ he on the - 
•increase.. ; These' are - usually., run by conference : organisers, who’ hire"'
• speakers for--the. occasion, or- fey.-management - consultants 'using, "their a m  
staff. :■ .-To attract a -high"- attendance,'the- sub j sets emoted: tend-'Z®. he 
.fairly-general, and are- often' related to -forecasting 'the future* - 
Determinants of demand for.these appear.'to Be related', to the willingness 
of firms-to pay for employees to attend them, and to the value-those who 
■ attend derive from them. '. Such - conferences tend to be held .in- •prestige*’ 
hotels, and to fee vary expensive.
Sales Conference . ■ •
Many, sales conferences.- are of -short duration, and do not • itcvplva/-demand 
for - accossaodaticn mmy from home. Those that do tend to fie - large, as" the 
organiser will wish to create a conducive atmosfihere for Ids sales campaign
These conferences are .held because their'organisers are convinced that;, 
they are.a profitable method of expanding sales of their -goods and services 
For organisations whose.selling force is. distributed over the country, 
such conferences are a convenient method of keeping in touch with salesmen, 
informing them of new products and urging then to do better. Determinants 
of demand are therefore related to the methods by which goods and services 
ore promoted and sold.
Trade Association Conferences
The determinants of demand for attendance at domestic conferences held 
by trade associations are firstly the number of trade associations in 
the Baited Kingdom, secondly the number of such associations which hold 
m. annual' conference and thirdly the. number of members who attends ■*. those 
conferences. ubicli in tom is • function of total mrittHbip.
Some of these conferences can he very lexgeg for example, the largest 
conference in iuMim la 1968 was that of the Association of British Travll 
Agents (1,500), and the second largest that of'the International Bar 
Association (1,209)•
The number of trade associations In the BE is probably increasing* , Uitfe. 
the changing pattern of industrial and social life in the M ,  netr trades 
end interests ore created wliose participants frequently fora an association 
to further their mutual alms* An example of this is the formation of the 
Supermarket Association} with the changing pattern of distribution, brought 
on by the abolition of resale price maintenance and the convenience of ■ 
one-stop chopping, independent retailers have consistently been losing 
their share of retail food sales to the supermarkets* The principal 
supermarket operators have founded their- own association! but the number 
of trade associations representing the Independent retailer has m t  
decreased*
Another example, within the scconmodetion industry, can he found in the 
If30ss, when holiday camps were beginning to cater for m  increasing 
number of holiday makers,, and the National Federation of Permanent 11011*105? 
Cmps was formed to look after the interests of the owners* A more recent 
example of the implications and changes of social behaviour is perhaps the 
formation of the National Assoc lotion of Bingo Clubs.
Mliile new associations are being formed, it does not appear that the older 
ones dissolve* Indeed, there appears to be a positive correlation between 
the longevity of a trade association and the obsolescence of the chills and 
interests which it aspires to represent* Some trade associations, however, 
through financial requirements, merge with other ones Co form a new 
association with a very long aaias*
tn addition to the formation of new trade associations, there is a trend 
towards the setting tip of regional offices by existing trade associations 
as they expand* These regional-' branches hold conferences, in addition to 
the anneal conference of the parent body*.
The total number of trade associations is a figure Which is impossible to 
derive,. as I® the total number of people Who are members* Nor Is it 
possible to find out bow many of them bold somssl conferences, and what 
the attendance at these. conferences.might,fee*'; Data on this, would, fee: very 
welcome indeed* ;
It seems that mhite:mmy: shills; will. be ©ads. redundant fey advanced • 
•technology and fey the trend towels larger, tmt#r and this might reduce 
the number of trades which need ‘representation, the factors which tend 
to increase the number of trade associations will ©or© than outweigh this 
reduction* Pressure groups have long been s. feature of British democracy 
and there seems no reason tdiy this should alter* Furthermore9 changing 
patterns of industrial life will lead to the formation of newer trade 
associations to replace any which may disappear*.
Increased prosperity may add to the number of trade associations holding 
annual or bi-annual conferences, and might.- also increase the number of 
member© ifrn are able to attend* Increased promotion efforts fey hotels 
and professional conference organisers'may si so have the effect of 
motivating more trade association© to the.holding of such conferences*
fffiy are these trade association conferences held? , Mutual problems can 
fee aired end official resolutions concerning the future of the trade 
passed* , However, professional conference-gosrs attribute as much 
Importance to the informal contact between members of the same group in 
between the formal sessions as to the knowledge gained ©t the formal 
sessions themselves*
Annual conferences are also a convenient opportunity for the supplier to 
that particular trade to lobby members, and for this reason annual trade 
association conferences are increasingly, accompanied by exhibition© and 
fey formal receptions laid on fey supplier©* . Some member© treat the annual 
conference as a holiday, sad for this reason the hotelier must fee able to 
accomodate wives and to supply adequate recreational facilities and
A; entertainments* 'Annual conferences- fey./trade associations are also • 
opportunities for inviting Government spokesmen to address the conference 
and to put forward and defend policies concerning that field of activity*
, Future growth of these types of conference would appear to be dependent 
on- c  continuation of' the present "Methods of communication between members
- of the same trade, 'and' the determinants of demand' therefore overlap 'to' a . 
certain extent-with'.-those for-' professional'cdnference©."■
Political' 'Conferences - - *■
Each of the three political parties hold annual conferences, as lo may 
quasl-political'hodies-such ' as '-the TBG^-the; Individual" trade unions "and 
other pressure groups*":
The former can only be held at the larger resorts because of the volume of 
accommodation required, and the necessity for a large - conference - centre ’ 
where plenary -sessions can be held* -■■■--■■■■ -
The determinants of -demand -are ostensibly related to the rights 'of' 'member©
• of -the •parties- to-' ■participate ’-in- debate--and-to- vote- on' motions 'forming ' 
/.future-policyl'but ■undoubtedly a'major-'attraction a©’the wish’to" see'and 
/-feear;public figures in 'action '.and -to -talk - -to -Colleagues sharing''the same 
views* They are also partly- a sorale-feoosting exercise hence their 'size*
The numbers of -such conferences seam unlikely to increase significantly, 
though attendance at them may*
Conclusions
the shortage of data has handicapped tine, analysis of this section of demand* 
In particular# it has been impossible to Indicate the relative importance 
of any of the submarkets*
- TlmkmMyais has . therefore had ■ to.be qualitative /and to: indicate where -•
iRiproveacnts in. data are, needed*. Xt has#-iMiwcver# been possible-to- .
identify certain trend©*-
Baa.significant trend-which - inay•increase the popularity of domestic 
conferences is the increased professionalisction of their marketing# as 
© result of the awareness of .consumer requirements at conferences* The 
traditional conference consisting of a series -of formal lectures inter­
spersed with ©eel and tee breaks posed several problems* -The programme 
was inflexible; people interested in only one talk would have to attend 
all tails® and in many ways the agenda resembled a school timetable ~ 
end such a . programme, vm often not presented in such © xmy that" would 
attract potential delegates*
-Conferences are m m  feeeooi&g m m  flexible and- in ©any nays 'less formal* 
There £e -more tlm for question©! ■ there ere more discussion .groups;
©ore' fclise is set. aside for breaks ¥ h m  valusble interchanges-between,the 
delegates .esn fcs&e place* White .part .of, this improvement in • marketing 
mentality can. he attributable to . professions! conference organizers#:, 
much., .is due to the hotels* Their marketing places increased emphasis on 
the recuperative potential of ©.conference - n change of atmosphere, a 
weekend in the country “ and while attendance at such conferences 
continues to he a legitimate business'expense,, the possibility of a holiday 
at the taxpayer*s expense will be a temptation may businessmen find hard 
to resist*
The increased use of films end other visual aids, is another welcome trend 
aimed at holding the delegates* attention, and the -increased prevision of 
extramural activities in the evenings is designed to make social contact 
between delegates easier, and to make the conference seem more of s holiday 
than work in a different environment*
A further trend is the Increased competition between, conference towns, 
not only in advertising but in the provision of free hospitality and- . 
entertainment during the conference itself* Homo towns, principally the 
former spas and seaside resorts, arc now heavily dependent on the domestic 
conference industry for their very existence*
It was noted in the historical analysis that a regrettable feature of the ■ 
domestic accommodation industry was its -slowness' of response to changes in 
"demand* <hhile '©any'hotels are"'realising: the Importanceof ’-this'-section of
• demand,;other®•■ are not* fHc effect of tliis has been two-fold* ' Firstly,'•• 
bodies external to the domestic ©cc&mmiati&n industry-have'intervened
’ and "-are - catering ior this demand* ' The Cesaactci©! accomodation' industry 
lias to; compete ■ with several noa-traditiea:ai 'suppliers' ■ the universities# - 
'the- shipping;.companies.’and:, m m .  the.'Hlt&'sfer of--Fubl-ie' Building's;'and ■ Works * 
all--of whom.are .seeking ,a share--.©f rhe .'growing-.cohfere'sce market*'- -The 
■Bniversities of Lancaster#. .Sussex: and./.Surrey, in'.addition'to .Oxford :m &  
C-atferidge#, offer-.good . conference .facilities :t© '.crrgOftizers and -'to -delegates 
. and'canvass;for. such, business*' • limtevar, distasteful this competition may 
he to the hotelier#' the Baited Kingdom-Tags-behind' other European - .coimtrios 
•In ' this.- development*:' new -.etutaifc; to m  Tdaichwill fusefcion .as -d 1,1*00 bed . 
..hotel complex'during the •summer months/l0 'trader construction: .at1 Oslo- - • 
-Baiversity* ; A larger congress • centre: on> -the-university campus 'is . •planned 
for internationalcongresses#capable.'of seating .over -1,000 .delegates and 
-equipped with an 'interpreter eye tea with' sis: - language' elmtmels, SCO 
- telephones and 14 laicrophoneE* -Fro© the economist*s point of view, • this 
■' improved utilisation. of •. facilities.; otherwise .'used for only- part", of -the year, 
and the.increased'competition that ensues# 'ore'developments to fee welcomed* 
It is .'also likely that, public/buildings: such - -'as' Hampton -Court; and-the 
’Whitehall Banqueting- Hall-will ; increasingly fee-used for conferences*-' -In 
addition;the shipping - companies .••are-,Showing:- ocsse.-interest:, ’in:. entering -the 
. conference tesrhet};-.£or example,. the -Instifcute .-of-'Heating m i  --Ventilating
• Engineers held their 19C8. conference -.on hoard* -ship,-- '30O.-delegates • paying' 
-/between £45. and £55 each*- Such, conferences have the -advantage of duty*
'free.cigarettes and drink, and of course delegates -can visit.several' 
/European,towns during their conference*.• Eftasver, such conferences hove
to fee hooked several years ahead as chips ©re normally committed to holiday 
cruise programmes and scheduled services, and.a certain,amount of expense 
is involved in taking, -a ship out of such a. schedule* -The large capacity 
of Most chips els© makes it uneconomic to., charter them for small .conferences
Over the next Hecade, competition both within and without the industry, 
will become fiercer*
The second' effect -is that even that - conference business ■wfelc’h. is-.-capt urei 
by -the hotels has not-been fully ’exploited. Again,' there are' ..exceptions,
■■'end part .of the responsibility for -this lies with local authorities* Ati:;.; 
'example of.' this is .the.restriction in sire'of the 1969. AGTA Conference-In 
Torquay to lf200 delegates ami-wives * (Attendance' in 1968 was 2t*00Q)»-'
The" reason'.giveii rt»y A8TA was? nThi® is due to • the • limitations of -space 
for official; functions at Torquay* and the -.Inch of bedroom • accommodation 
tilth private hath ; for larger ^ umbers*'** In .many .town?* there , is' . little; • 
coordination,between .-'the -hotels, to ..ensure -that ..delegates turned - 4am -by.- 
@ m . eatahlislmeat can he referred through a. central, agency, to other 
establishments with vacancies* :*
- Thus* alow response'to changing .demand has haetrexpensive, for the industry., 
and .if. the maxims potential is . to .he ..derived 'over: ..the .next decade,- a -,more" 
positive reaction trill'he needed, and- the", speed- of -this reaction will to 
some extent influence the growth rate of this section of demand,
* 'Chandler, - II,- Chairman, ABTA Convention Cfraaftfcee, ■ .Travel. Agency,
July 1969, p*23* .
demand for mmmimim mm. mmimm m overseas fxsrrmts - •
VISIT!m THE UIC FOR ROH-BUSIKEBS BEABOIIS ,.. . •
Demand.'for mcmtmftatlmirmmp. fromhoae*by..overseas. visitors visiting. . 
'the.UE for'non-business reasons , is derived, demand,, being dependent on 
the.' volume -.of;-such traffic entering-the. country* .The primary, determinants
which therefore hTO :to-bp. isolated are - those ?Mch .motivate moarbnsinees 
visits' to the United Kingdom. ...
The first section of this chapter' examines, -this .primary demand and tests- , 
-the hypothesis-■ -that• puch demand ..is capable.-.©£...being explained im\ / „ 
quantifiable socio-economic terms* . Because of the nature of the data 
available, ■ this -analysis is mainly based on nom-coseiofiweaifch. visits to 
the RE*, v ■
Hie second section examines the behaviour of.all non-business visitors . 
once they have arrived in the United Kingdom* and, in particular, it looks 
et the regions which they visit, their.propensity, to stay in..hotels, .their 
average' length of stsfj^the monthly - distribution of their arrival©jr it 
is 'on the basis of these-too sections that any forecast of future demand 
for'accommodation by'this section of the- market must be made*-
Determinants of 'Demand, for, Tourism to the UK . ■ ■■■■■.*■■
It is a matter of some regret that an econometric model' to predict • 
tourist flow to the UK has mot yet been constructed, and that the UK lags 
-behind several other countries, whose'economies are less dependent on 
tourism, in the development of such a valuable forecasting aid* - - The data 
for the construction of such a model exist, and it is simply a question 
of -allocating sufficient resources- to- its development. This would make 
tourist forecasting' in the UK more an applied science and less an 
expression of hope.
It is accepted by mast economists that.' demand -for International' 'tourism 
io related to levels of personal wealth and income, in tourist-generating’, 
countries, and can be expected to vary with then. This is implicit in 
the 0£CB?s report on'International Tourism in 196?.**
f,As can be' seen' from -developments'' in. European Member countries -.in" i** 7, ■ 
iatc&nstioaal tourism is- particularly' -sensitive' to fluctuation© is tie 
general ecoaomc'"situation* ■ Sfeereas, over ;the previous four■ year period, ■ 
the increase la the m M m v  'oS nights "spent by ’ -foreign tourist©-in these 
countries w m  between 31 and B%9 -and that -of their tourist receipts la 
foreign currency from 101 to %$% "in currant'prices, the number of-night© 
spent "fey f oreign, tourist© in the ■ European Hasher- countries in -1967 : (about 
450ml increased-by only 11 and' their tourists "receipts ■ in foreign .currency 
(07.9 billion) fey 31. This situation was due-mainly "to tte -levelling off - 
in intra-European; tourisms which account© for about; two-third© of inter— : 
national tourism in European Member"'countries, and this trend in turn 
feeing the result of a slowing down its economic growth and private 
consumption in countries -such as Germany, France and the United Kingdom, 
which'have the greatest number of tourist departures, and, to a certain 
extent, to the restrictions on the foreign travel allowance- for United 
Kingdom residents*** Urns the economic interdependence of Member countries 
is confirmed also in the field of tourism**. ’
The exact nature of this relationship between economic-growth and demand - 
for interaationaltourism is more elusive.
Perhaps the-country which lias done the most research on this subject Is. 
Israel, whose Central Bureau of Statistics lias analysed trends in.tourism - 
to Israel since the establishment of the State some 20 years ago*
Regression models for the analysis of trends in. tourism have been developed 
fey R* Baron,**vjfeose general conclusions as to the dctcriainsnts of demand 
for tourism are relevant, not only because many of them apply equally to 
the UK, but also because they indicate on what lines similar work should 
fee conducted in the UK*^**
* ©BCD fourism €onaaitteet OP.CXI., Paras. 8 £ 9 pp. XX*»12* '
** Baron, EEL© Seasonality and Trends in ’. Israel Tourism, Central - Bureau 
of Statistics, Mrmtlnm# 1968.
***'Baron,HE, ,qp«ez?«# P*S.
tsIhe nuz&er of tourists arriving in Israel is affected by many causes,
' includingt
(a) The long-term growth of international tourism - due mainly to 
rising standards of living in the more developed countries, and 
easier and speedier travel* This has been accompanied by a 
greater interest in visiting ether countries for pleasure, 
pilgrimage, study, conferences, business and health* Students 
and other young people here increasing. opportunities for 
Indiv ideal end group travel*
<!>) ‘ Political, military and eeoom£c events - eurreucy restrictions, 
currency dominations end other crises, changes in presrimns to 
tourists or in travel taxes*
Cc) Special events which attract specific groups of tout is to - e.g* 
fits Decennial.Celebrations in April 1958 and the twentieth 
- -anniversary celebrations -planned -for 1968, the Rope’s visit in 
January 1964, the opening of the Eictemnn trial in Jerusalem in 
April 1961, large conferences etc*
(d) Price policies of the carriers and of the hotels {in Israel and 
competing countries) c*g», Charter and Group Flights and Inclusive 
Tours; special off-season arraagetsents encourage tourists who 
might otherwise not cose to Israel*
(e) Publicity Campaigns <e*g* those to encourage pilgrims, winter 
tourism, or those from a particular country) s films, boobs 
{such as ’Exodus’), television progresses etc., also have short 
and effects on tourism5**
It is possible to construct a model which will explain historic trends 
in annual tourist arrivals in the Fit — "broken dot® by country . of origin - 
and trade of transport - and then to use this model for forecasting* It 
is also possible to break down future arrivals by month - crucial data 
for the aviation and accoc&odation industries*
filth the time and resources available to this study it lies not been 
possible to construct this overall model, but a simplified approach has 
been adopted to prove the hypothesis that the different propensities of 
various countries to supply tourists to the UK ansi the annual' growth .is
such supply can be accounted for By Quantifiable socio-economic variables**
The approach adopted in this study is - comparable to that used in gravity 
and interactance models * These have been defined as explaining and , 
predicting "’passenger traffic .{in total or by individual mode of transport:), 
between nodes i and J of a transport netwotfc, on the basis of the. 
characteristics of the .two nodes and the difficulty of travelling between 
thea***#
The simplest ■ fona of gravity model is?
. . • T ,n. -
■ ' hi j
tlber© Tlj is a measure of the traffic 'between--i/and’ j*’Bi and Pj are 
the respective populations of the 'two; nodes, ’ hij' is the distance between 
them, and" 1C and n are constants# ■
If one is examining the . comparative propensities of the' residents of other 
countries' to. visit the UK one- can delete the* reference to'one node ~ the 
UK «* as it is the same in all cases*
• . t? Pi ’
■ S h u s T i « ^ ~
« *n . ■ ■.... . . Li . ■
The model therefore assumes a functional relationship between transport 
between two areas t and the socio^ecoaoaic/actimties ' in the; traffic* 
generating area*
2s. it possible to prove the hypothesis that this, relationship exists in 
the field of tourism to the UK?
* It i© understood that the Department of Applied Economics in Cambridge 
are in the preliminary stages of developing such a model*
** Maggie,XG, Are Gravity and Interactance Models a Valid Technique for
plaanicg- Regional Transport Facilities? Operational Research. Quarterly’s 
March 1969, fol* 20, Ho*l* p*93*
This hypothesis was tested in two.ways* Firstly, the number of visits 
to the' UK by the residents of 17 countries xms correlated with the Gross - 
national Product of each country and with the cost of air travel between 
its capital and London* Secondly, accepting that the simple conversion 
of Gross Betionel Products into dollars at current exchange rates might 
not adequately represent varying levels of real wealth, the same exercise 
was carried out with alternative eon-monetary measurements of wealth*’
fee number of tourists from each of the. following countries visiting the 
UK for tt<m»>usiness reasons in I960 was- extracted,:'from the. relevant Home 
Office PuMieatiea ^ Statistics of Foreigners < Entering end Leaving the 
United Kingdom1*! The United 'States*, Sweden, Deim m %  Finland, Switzerland, 
Borway, Germany, franee, Belgium, Wetfeerlaais, Austria, Italy, Japan, , 
Spain, Portugal, Greece and Brasil* - To derive - the - propensity of the 
residents of each country , to Msit the UK, such arrivals ware divided by 
flie total population of that couhtry and expressed as arrivals in the W. 
per 10,000 resident population* The Gross national Product per capita 
for that year xms taken from OECD estimates and the air fares were; taken 
from the ADC World Airways Guide for 1960 (?©!* 313)**
For each of the 17 countries there were therefore three variables;* 
Propensity to visit the UK for, non-business reasons^  monetary wealth and 
cost of air travel to London* The cross-sectional analysis ..was then 
carried out m  a eesptiter to tost the hypothesis P » aG ♦ bf where V ® 
the propensity .to visit the UK, G «* ©IP’per capita in dollars at current 
exchange rates and F ® air fares floca the capital to London! a m i  b 
were the unkamm parameters* . .
&'-Tbe:ti8e of the cost of air-travel is not the most satisfactory measure 
of the 8difficulty1 of travel, m  many come by sea* There is, however, a 
relationship between the cost of air travel and the cost of sea travel* 
Cost of air travel is preferable to distance as a variable, as the former 
can change and affect demand*
The result of the cross-sectional analysis was satisfactory, and■supported 
the hypothesis set out above* The two independent variables,, G and F, 
explained .about-half the variations in the differing propensities of the 
17. countries to send non-business visitors to the. UK* Air fares accounted 
for 29*8% of the variation, ©IP for 15*9"*' The multiple'correlation 
'Coefficient was *§754! fairly high for' cross-sectional analysis'of this ■ 
type* ’ -
Hot so '.encouraging vac' fcfee high' standard'deviation 'of the .residuals, or 
the -average error' i© .the predictions based os' the-use of-the equation ’ 
when compared with the Observed values* The equation predicted n m f  more 
arrivals from the United States than;in fact occurred and substantially 
fever £ m m  iSelgius-m i  .-the Ifetheriande* .,:f© an .attempt . to Improve on. this, 
the hypothesis .was .tested-.-again, using hon-monfitary-indicators* . -
It,has often been .-suggested that for ...purposes .of international comparison, 
.the simple.conversion of ©IP.par capita into dollars or £*c at current 
rates: -of ■ exchange /is grossly misleading as this does not adequately.-: - 
represent .the overall pattern of purchasing powers* At-best, current . 
exchange-rates only ..relate - -to equilibrium in- foreign- exchange.-settlements, 
and thosecountries i&tli multiple .exchange: rates', like -Irasl 1,';pop©-a;/- 
complex. .statistical .problem*  \
This .objection: to - the accepted measurement-. of. international wealth -.is 
fluently expounded by Bsckenaasa*.'' f#lt-taust-he. conceded - that. Interaatioasl 
comparisons .of national income.as .a. coi^ catioaai'.iseassire.- between, countries 
of vastly "differing social, transactions-. sray _ not.be-..very adequate, as:;-■: - 
indicators of. relative.welfare, - both because these.,are likely, to-.be - 
accompanied by:, very large, differences •_in ..tastes and. because of the ' - - 
importance,.in .some.societies, of output that does not pass through:the 
market mechanism end for which ©o-satisfactory imputation procedure has 
been-devised or adoptedVv* .
’■ A - Beckermnn, Wilfred* International Comparisons - of - Reel - Incomes »' 
.UECB {Development-Centre Studies), 196$. • : '
'To overcome the disadvantages of conventional, monetary comparisons,
. ..attempts have been made since 1937 to derive some non-iaonetary indicators 
which'better reflect differences" in real wealth* Becltemcnn^s solutioa is 
to find out which noniaonetary' indicators are most closely related to 
wealth nnd'then''to nee these as measurements of comparative prosperity*'
Bis theory is-thatof the-almost'infinite number of'items that one .-might: 
expect to he closely related•to total consumption, it is V reasonable.to 
aspect' .that, for a-few,, the relationship,';!*©* .the fsgel curve, is simlar - 
across a wide range of countries -and- therefore ■■is. mote.. or less •••.ihiensi tiye.\ 
to - in&er»CQuatty differences 'in the "relative ■ price .of- .the. item,:concerned*;;^ ,:. , r-. 
Sis 'theory- goes on to maintain that Its is possible’to identify these-'items*;
; and^oncc this id done, a measure of -the 'level of -consumption of-‘the. item 
concerned italics .a unique level of per capita total'•coBSu#ti<?a ;a's;having. . 
caused- that level: of- consumption of- the’ item" concerned -to -have- been,--'-incurred*- ■ .-
The ststistical problem is "-to'■ discover which coi2&inationB' of non-iaonc'tary 
indicators give the highest -correlation -coefficient when correlated against'
. independent direct estimates of total- consumption* -The ©onrraos&tery indicators 
which Beckermann included in his exercise were as followss
1 ■; Annual-apparent consumption of - steel - per capita!; in kgms ;
2 Annual apparent cement product ion per capita in fcgms 
;3 -llnshcr of domestic'lefctets'sent per'capita-per-annum ':
4 Stock of radios- -per "capita- '■ - ! 1 ■ ■'
;■ 5; ---Stock'- -of telephones' -per' capita -■ -■ -
■6; . 'Stock of road vehicles per capita'
- -7 -Annual consumption of meat- per capita
Beckersncnn found that the most .satisfactory equation for his purposes n m  
one which included items 1,. 5 and 6* These were moot closely related to 
direct estimates of per capita consumption* Beckensann then contrasted 
his table of comparative international wealth with the" table using 
conventional measurements, and argued that the poorest countries' had 
often been wrongly identified* This section of hie work Is of no direct 
relevance to this study, but .the measurements of relative wealth which he 
used were substituted for the Gross national. Product per capita used in
tli© first test to see if variations in nonmonetary indicators® combined 
with air fares* better explained the different propensities to visit the
UK*' ' ' V :
"This' refinement resulted'-in & -marked 'improvement in - the multiple correlation 
coefficient® which increased iron .6754 to • 7248. Instead of airfares 
being fcha -singi© saost important variable®' the new taeasutreoieat of relative : 
im&tkh. '$3m"BeckermasMi ''laito w ■-explained' 37*71 of the total ^ variation 
‘ and 'essrged -m ' the independent variable 'which best' accounted -for -variations 
"im'propeasity to visit the f!K* ' 'differences in air "'fare-;accoanted' for "a 
further 14*81® making 52*S1 of total variation explained® es opposed to 
45*81 previously* ...........
VkilQi thm was a marked impreveiacst® nearly liitlf the " variations "in 
propensity' to visit the UK resained tmesplaliied* "ieclcemann^s argument . 
v m  therefore modified*" The'three variables 'nhich' he used night indeed 
be the.ones xsost'closely related to total consumption; other combinations ■ 
of nonmonetary indicators eight^however* be more closely related to ' 
propensity to travel to the UK*
• Instead of using '8eckermannf$ ‘ Index: of relative wealth® which only involved 
■three..variables®: all seven variables war© usee! to'-sea if a-hatter erptaaa^ 
"tioa'could be derived>£xm a'-different'©election or cembinetiosu ‘
Uliis refiaostoat' was. highly- successful* The multiple correlation coefficient 
•derived from this exercise ;m s ' * 8 9 0 5 exceedingly high'for crjfirssrsectional 
analysis®'and-the nonmonetary-indicators® together -with air fares®; y 
'accounted for 80.71 of -the variation in' propensity to ■ visit the UK*
-The single roost'important variable was annual production of cenent® which 
accounted. for' 35*41 of the variation* ■ -This was followed by annual per 
■capita m m i m p tioa of meat — 121'- -stock of telephones *--10% «* stock of 
radios'**'6«$K#' and air fates - 6*5%* The balance of the variables had 
little explanatory use* The significance of this test does not lie so 
taueh in the fact that cement production dictates the number of tourists 
generated® but-in its .convincing proof of the hypothesis - set out .earlier* 
Also •interesting is the relative unimportance of the air fare when compared 
"with-the nonmonetary indicators*
One can therefore -legitimately-conclude"that 'there :£s a- high''correlation 
between a country’s prosperity,, the cost--of travel to the UK. and the 
'.propensity of its inhabitants to visit the. United Kingdom -for non-business 
reasons,■and if one could forecast its-future prosperity and future air 
fares, one should derive a reliable estimate of its future tourist traffic*.
An equation of -fchia • type will' never -give--a perfect fit unless a method -is 
derived for quantifying other istaaglSle "factors kinship ."is‘one,
Canadians are-Slightly poorer' than: Ataerieans,;' -and .the cost of-air .travel • '
'to the UK 'from Canada is "approximately the '&mm; as ■from'America. . Xet-: the. -
Canadians are laorellikely to.visit the UK." national ■ attitude I s . another; 
the-Carmans should'visit the UK at least'as often as the-Swedes.on economic - 
sad geographic grounds,' hut 'they do, not, perhaps "because of the war* The ■. 
equation, Miowever,- has yielded sufficiently good results vto/prove-'the 
hypothesis''as "originally stated. /';■■.■ . ' - -j .
Having established the nature of this relationship one can than-theoretically 
progress if. time:and resources are available - to the analysis .-of tourist 
arrivals froa: each major tourist-supplying country, and'calculate what" 
effect -an increase in wealth,-or decrease in sir fares, will have on.that- 
country’s propensity to send non-business visitors to ■ the UK* One can - . 
also establish whether, for an individual.country,: there arc other variable© 
which explain propensity to visit more:accurately.- -A proviso has to -fee made
for the effects of devaluation which are summarised in Appendix K L
. ■ -• ■ . r
This analysis of individual countries can. only fee carried, out on m n~ 
commonwealth countries,-as the Hom  Office statistics referred to earlier 
exclude commonwealth traffic, is a background to this analysis, Table C M W  
shows the increase'in arrivals of non-business visitors from -Bcm^commot?* 
’wealth countries admitted to the UK for three months or less as tourists 
etc. (i.e. nearly all non-business arrivals).
w m  cm?
Arrivals of nra-co&aonwealth visitors to the UK 
admitted for non-business reasons
% increase over
Year ' ■ Humbere ■ > preceding ye.
1950 372,594
1951 417,047 11.9
1952 439®453 5.4
1953 . 500®392 13.9
1954 522*649 4.4
1953 645,944 23.6
1956 686,405 6.3
1957 738,804 7.3
1958 778,930 5.7
1959 846*451 8.7
i960 1,005*887 19.0
1961 1,073*469 6.6
1962* 1*146*039 6.8
1963 1,297*750 13.2
1964 1,479*823 14.0
1965 1*678*837 - 13.4
1966 1,938*413 15.5
1967 2,117*451 9.2
r '
increases -over the preceding years are shown in
column; further analysis of this column yields the following tables
TAB1E c i m
Average annual increases in arrivals of non-ccosoixnealtli visitors 
admitted to -the UK for three months or less for non-business reasons
fferiod Sverage annual increase %
1951-1967 10*9
•mmrnmmammmmMtm* ■«<•■»»!—iniinnni* win iw n iMimu-ir t ii w n
1951-1956 , 10.9
1957-1962 . 9.0
_ . 1963-1967.,. . 13.1
* In 1962, the basis for inclusion in this, category was-changed from visitors 
arriving for six months or less to those arriving for three months or less* 
-This change is not significant® m  the numbers staying between three sod six 
months are relatively small*
Of interest to the forecaster is whether the annual increases are becoming 
more random or,'more even* ■ If they are becoming more even*'then forecasting 
should be more accurate than if the opposite t?ere the cose. To find out 
the nature of this relationship* the standard deviation* from the mean was 
calculated for each of the three periods in the bottom half of Table CKXUX* 
This is a measurement 'of' the ■ extent to which any'individual annual increase 
deviates from;the average"annual increase of the period in question*
. . .•.....,, ; csmi /
..... . Standard deviations ..from' the mean of atmuql' average ... .
 increases in -noa-coEfflonweaith non-business arrivals:;
Period Standard deviation : '
;.\V. 1951-1958..   " 7*28 / _
. 1 9 5 7 - 1 9 6 2 4 * 9 9
; ' -:-I963-1967’ ' 2*34 :
Table CXXVXI shows clearly that the fluctuations are evening out, and that 
the increase in tourist traffic is therefore more closely following a 
straight line than' it was at the beginning of the, period* This will lend 
weight to the forecast*
Over 801 of the 2*117,651 arrivals in 1967.were generated by ten countries, 
and it i© likely' .that the# will account for a similar percentage in 1980* 
An analysis of the ten non-commonwealth countries-which supplied most 
tourists to the UK in 1938 revelled that they supplied 81*022 of the -■
traffic; in 1967, those same ten countries accounted for 79*98%*
Table CKS9XXX shows that, apart from the USA' substantially increasing its 
share of the market* there was relatively'little movement in the positions
of, or percentages accounted for by, the other tourist supplying countries*
*• ■ * -
SS ••b ( k }
* This was calculated using the usual formulas
- • - ■ • n - 1
TABIB CKm.lI
tioiPH&ssBoo&ealth countries supplying tourists to UK 
in order of share of total UK traffic, 1930 & 1967
Ranking ■ 'Country i— it Percentage Country »i2JL. Percentage:
"  I ■■■USA’ • .. ... r l9 . 7 2  USA  .. 29.3?
■ - 16.15 France IS.33
3- France ' 14.02 , Gertsany '*■' 10.54 ■
4 ftethgrlaxids - 9.84 . Ilefelierlands 7.48
5 Belgium " . 4.74 - Italy • S.37 .,
■,-> ... - , , ;
4 " Suitcerlend 4.72 Belgium & kuretfeurg . 4.14V v :.
7 "Italy ' - '3*31’ Seeded , _ 3.03..-
' ’' 8 ' Austria ‘ ' '« 2.94* Suitserlaud 2.80.
'9' " tiOEEray'. ' " ' *' 2.79' Spain ' y“ ' 2.20,
10 Oanwark ' ' ’* 2.79 t a n k  " ” '  ^ 2.06.-,- •
11 ■ ’ 'Stfeden '' 2.43 Horuay • - '.......... 1*80 v
12 " * CkeckoslOvalda' ' < ‘2.42 South Africa ' 1.79 •
13 J ' 'Poland ‘ , . 2*13 ’V ‘Japan  ^  ^ ' 1.32
14" ' “Hungary ' . “ ‘V1.4S ' ’ Greece " V
15 Finland V '  . 1.22 Austria '/_<..... .... . 1.09;;;/;
16 Greece ‘ . '.95 Israel " _ ': .84' . -;
'!' 17 ' ' Spain " "" '. "' ' • .83 ' Finland' ‘ 'V; ' ' ' '/:..S9 Ay.
IS “ 'Rumania , ' .66 ' Portugal •/ ‘ ;;.S7 \..
/ ■ 19. . ' Chiim ' .56 Poland .56-
■ SO ■ '.Japan.: V;- ’ "*38:. • Brasil : / ■ ; .46
* ■' ■■,■.■
■ 21.- : ' Egypt ' ' ' ' ".35; ' Other European.' ;. " '2.05 :.
22 Portugal .*33. /Other luuHSuropefea '4.14-
23 USSR .   .*15 . Doubtful / V .73
24 ; Other European . . . . 1.11".
25 Other non-European - 2.31: ) . .....
28 Doubtful""  1.44 ■ • r
Petal 100%
To those who maintain that the underdeveloped countries will'provide the 
bulk of,the CE,e tourist traffic is the future, a report by the United 
Hations Economic Commission for' Africa in 1968 offers quick disenchantment*
"If incomes were to continue to grow' by 11 each year, it would take 273
years for African incomes to reach the present British level, and 343\
years to reach the levels of the United States, Sweden and Canada***
tor these reasons it is Bsintained/.that the hulk of tJK’s. tourists in-1980 
mil -eotae from the traditional tourist supplying countries. ■
Thin study therefore, looks in coma- detail at-'tourism from. the first eleven 
countries in the 1967 colimm of Tablet eKKVXXlJ To- avoid repetition, - only 
traffic from the United States is dealt mth in the main text, with 
reference to one or two, other countries-to shew that the. econometric- 
analysis of American tourism is not, a freak* Bata on tourism from the 
other countries, excluding the United States, are shown in Appendices, All"" W J  .
Commonwealth traffic and traffic from th© Irish Republic are dealt with, 
separately, and the second section; of this chapter looks at-.the behaviour 
of all noiHriisiness visitors once they have arrived in,the.BE*
United States of America
The United 'States of - America Is the,, largest single supplier-of, both 
business and non-buslttess visitors.-to the Baited Kingdom* . fa ,1967, the 
USA supplied 31*871& of all eon-business. n m s ^ c m m m u W t . tourist traffic 
totlie BE,- edfidtted for three months .-or less*.
In. Its dependence on the USA, the position of the'United kingdom is similar 
to; that of Ireland, Japan, Greece, Bfest Germany and, understandably, Herico 
and .Canada* In all these countries.,- visitors from the Baited States exceed 
.those from any other country*
* Hie figure of 29*37% in Table CKS& applies to both nonHtaisiuess ©ad
business traffic*
fills high percentage of the VK market is’ due to the sl.se of the US 
population, rather then to the high'propensity of its residents to visit 
the United Kingdom. Visits hy USA residents to the United Kingdom per
10,000 domestic population ere lower than for residents of countries 
ouch as Sweden* Denmark, Switzerland, -Ilalgium and the Netherlands, to 
mention hut a few.- ' fixe propensity "of the Americans to make coo-imeiueso 
vieitir to the' United Kingdom is, however, increasing steadily and has 
risen from 7.1 per I0,QODin 1950 to 53.8 in 1967.
Sbe ;ao8t reliable source of data for'nus&ers of non-business visits to 
the United/Kingdom by Americans for the" period 1950-1967 ie'the"annual 
Heme Office Uublication,- ^Statistics 'of foreigners .Entering'' and: heaving 
the United Kingdom^.
Data concerning these visits by USA citizens' have been ■ertractei - froia the 
18 relevant publications m i  are as follows s
TABLE C m K  
Growth in tourism to UK from USA 1950^1967..
Visitor© admitted for 3 ' ftetcent&ge'increase ;
Year - .
months or less on holiday, 
tourists*-etc* from USA
over., preceding year, 
.. ’fdecrease.**;) .
1950 100,227
1951 ; . 103,273 .** 4*6
1952 ‘ 137,740/ . 33*4
1953 . 158,206 - 14.9
1954 - ‘ 171,204 - . 8«2
1955 204,24? 19.3
1956’ 218,055 6.8
195? 222,130 1.9
1958 - 276,610 24.5
1959 - 293,891 6.2
1960 355,492 21.0
1961 346,298 - 2.6
1962 ' . 364,347 5.2
1963 403,327 12.1
1964 . 474,263 16.1
1965 542,871 16.5
1966' 604,712 U.4
V»U 674,834 11.6
Referring to the econometric analysis carried out for I960 <eee p.377)„ 
which related the propensity to visit the United Kingdom to the level of 
air fares between the United Kingdom and the tourist supplying country* 
and to the standard of living in that country* Americans do not appear 
to visit the United Kingdom quite m  often as they should. In I960 the 
equation indicated that the propensity to visit should have been .25* but 
in fact it was only 20, . '
Against this, however* the average annual increase in arrivals by American.-' 
■tourists throughout the period is slightly higher than the’ average for all 
countries ; 11*81 as opposed to 10.91 - so this discrepancy may gradually 
be reduced*
TABLE C m i
Annual increases in* an# standard deviations of*
.. American..tourist arrivals, in the UK . '■
. ; Standard deviation
Average annual increase % of annual increase.
Period in American visits . from the.nom -
1951-1967 11*8
1951-1936 ■ ■ ■ 13.0 12.89 ■
1957-1962 . 9.4 10.87
1963-196? ' 13.1 2.07
ft is interesting to note that the fluctuations have evened out dramatically 
m i  that the rate of increase £» -settling at about 131. This is shown by 
the mimm. ©hosting standard deviations* which have cose 4 o m remarkably 
over the period*
As far as forecasting-'is concerned* it £© important to establish that the 
Wtl has been maintaining its share of the USA market and had not suffered 
from m y  trend of .American tourists to go elsewhere. One must therefore 
compare visits by USA tourists to the UK with the total number of oversea© - 
visits made by Americans for a number of years* and in particular with 
visits made by Americans to Europe ©ad the Kediterreneen.
■ ■TABLE C im&
UR*s share ofvtourist traffic from America*. 1950—1967
USA visitors to UK as USA visitors to UK so percentage
a percentage of total of total USA overseas travellers
Year USA overseas travellers visiting Europe and Mediterranean
1950 / 1 ":';' '18.35-;'; 41.09 '
1955 ■' : :; ’ ' ■•21.43 ; ■' • ^  ” : ' ; -n
\is>5f' ■ ' '- 45.69:‘:• '
;i9sr" : ' - -22.2S‘'' : : v
•2959T :/22.2&' ■ :T:; jfogj ••■-■ 1
■;'1960*'‘:' • : 2 4 * 9 1 •  ; • ::; ;;
1961 - .. ■ 25.59 . ’ 48.03 ’■
1962 /  --24.49 , 4 6 . 4 8 ~ :';-v;
'1063’ ' " 24*36; ':v” 44^
*‘1964;' /  - , ''--25.2i-'; ; ■ : - ” 44.8r-; : ''':v
;;1965'- ; 'V / ' ’■/ ' 24.43 " •' ': ' -; '; ■ / /  ' 45.61 ; ^ :'r-i
1966 [ . 23.99 V. V  47.36
' 1967 / /  23.15 - - . 44.04 ■ /
' i ’■■ - ' • ■ , , . ,f . .• <
The. stability of the .'United Kingdom9 c'chare. of ..the .market is notable* ■ ■
_ The.standard’ deviations from the norm of the annual percentages- in the 
■two columns "are 1.18 .and 1.84, wHLch confirms:.the relative lack of 
• --fluctuation*---'It is also worth- noting, -that* ;w>1961t when the mm$>ev of 
Africans “lading “the.'USA“in ’fact 'dropped* the United 'Kingdom increased - 
its share of "the market, 'suggesting that "the .'United Kingdom is less 
vulnerable to a recession In USA-visitor-traffic than other countries. -
It must, however,he remembered that USA travellers have become more'mobile .
' over 'the' period,' and were therefore isow'libly 'to have visited « e  them . 
one -country. It would not therefore fol&ow from Table CXXKX 'that the'-
> y C
United Kingdom has maintained its share of IIS expenditure (or of US Uisitor 
nights), and this aspect of tourism is therefore considered separately in
the‘ .next two tables.
^'This table in based on data from the Annual Statistical 'Abstracts''of the U5, 
for the year's in question,' whowing the number of -US' travellers abroad' each year, 
excluding "travel by military personnel and:other Government employees stationed 
abroad. ; Bata on doa-husiness travellers are not available separately. The 
limm- -Office figures are the source -of arrivals, of USA visitors to UK, and 
business visitors have been included to make them comparable with USA data.
Year In United Kingdom
1960
1961 
*962
19S3:
1964
1965
1966 
tmj
TABLE. Cmil*
Expenditure By' American • tourists. • • X968*»1967 - 
- Expenditure 
- In Europe and.Mediterranean Everywhere
Em . Eta , . . _£t?
40*71.'.. ■ 247*14 ■ ../ . 357.14
37.50 ‘ -■ ' ' 220.71 . 335.71.:..
.40.36./ . / ., ‘ .232.86 ; ' 361.07; ■
.42.50. */. • ‘ 269.64, ' 418.21
46*43./.,. ■ . . *. ' 285*71 . 418.21
50.71 /. . ' 308.57 . ■ 463.57. .
59.64, ’ . '’ 328.37 301.62
67.86,. *... - . • • 363.57.. 548.21
Expenditure in Unitec! Kingdom 
as percentage of mpmditum 
Year. , in, Europe .m& Mediterranean
1960 .16.47
1961 ■ ‘ ■ 16.99
1962 :/• 17.33 - ' ’ ■ ‘
1963 - 15.76 •
1964 ■.■■■■■ 16.25 \ • -'
1985: - ■ , :18.43 -
1966' \  ^ ' •; - 16.15 \ ■ •
1067 ■ , ■ - 10.66
E x p e n d itu re  in U n ite d  ICisgd&m 
■m  p e rc e n ta g e  o f  e x p e n d itu re ' 
e v e rv t& e re
■ w m — i i f W.Wtf Wi'tirtWiwii— i im.M.111 ■ruiimi.i i *#m >■■■ i uni*. Mranimn>)»>i imw.Hn.iWiHn.u
•.11.40 
11.17 /■/■
-■ ■ - l i . i s '  .
  : 18*18' ■ ' ' '
- ■■■-:■ 11*10 - :
'/■•■, . m m  - ■ -
^ * tl.SST
‘ 12.38 ■
the too columns in the lower half of the table star that the United 
Kingdom,in tsora- than-fielding"its share nS-tlm US tourist dollar spent'in': 
Europe and the fjfediterraaeaa' area, and, even though Americas© increasingly 
frequent other tsore resote tourist destinations, it is not losing its share 
of ■; total -'ezpeadxture* '
This tendency to visit more remote areas is ©torn by the fact that Europe 
sad, the Mediterranean accounted for 69.2% of total Americas, tourist 
expenditure at the beginning-of the period, but only 65*51 at the end.
* Derived froras OECB Tourism; Coonlttee* 0P.GIT., Tables L,XX1 dV, pp. 172/174.
Ope final-■ indication concerns average expenditure par visit* From 1960*4966 
..-arrivals of ..Americans in'the 'United Kingdom increased by: 75%^ but -total 
■ expenditure only increased by 46%* - Average expenditure therefore dropped9 
and the following table chews comparative date on average expenditure by
W h  tourists* ■ ■ - ..■-■■■,■■•■■■•■
' .  TABUS. Cggsill^1 ’■    ,
Average' expenditure by USA tourists i?t 
-bEr Europe an# the Hediterreaeait,' • ' • • 
and.in  all overseas countries* 1960*4967
Year..'.. m. • :'. V .E - - n x  .
_ ., ,.... .•': - -.f..■-. B . . ;  .. . M ■ _$ . ... ■
I M P  , . . . . ..-..88 .:. A 3 , . . ,. : m :./ 2 10 ■ .218 ,:U - 5
1961,. .. . . •.... -m, U ■-.3 ... . ,. 267, . ...2 -10 . ... 213 -4;-•-3
1962.,.:. ,/-. •. M \ , 5, ■. $■ .:‘- . . .ISO .-;,:o.,r;‘0. .,,214. 5 ■ ..-9
1963. . :e  -I-.-.Tf-'15 -■ ^ • :. / .: -,282;;i7v,El;. .201. -.5
1964 :.. . .. . - 75 ; 0 0 V. - 231;•15 . ■ . . 190 ; 14 V;-3
196$ 7;.'; ,.i 5 219* '12-10 176 ; . X5 •a
1966 ?? >  ■IX : 2X7 15--10 ':1S8' .Ef
1967; " V  ■■ : 76 5 .XI . . 201: 1.-:. -5 . 160 ;. .-0,; -/.0
fable GXXXZV. sboss' that' average -.expenditure in-the United Kiggdcm has: been •
'dropping, no faster "than/'average expenditure .'in 'Europe \m& 'the tfedlterrmess 
"or than total garage' expemilture* . In _ fact', the tfuited • Kingdom has done . . ,
considerably better' £h&& tfie rest.of the mrhet*. . . . . "
' "' tABWE.CKXOT' • ' -
Average expenditure by USA tourists' in HE 
m  a percentage of average expenditure' '
_ : ' ; - by USA tourists in Europe end the •Medltammeen *
. . and'in -all overseas countries
Tear '; $£,* Ell! HT f All
- -marm-wmi* "«■ frhtEnfrU wi^ gjjywMllWCWWIrt .mi • -•••M ii» a ^ wnj«iM^ w*iw*»fi. . . .'....' % % . \
,.- ■ . '1560 ;. 23.7 .40.4 .
.• --i96l- - 32.1 . . «0.2
1962 - ■ 33.7 ■ 41.3
. 19G3. . - ‘ - -: ' ' ...;31i6 . ■  38.2 • ....
' 1964 . ■ ;; - 32i4 . ; 39.3
'.   '1965 - , • 34,6.: «3.o, '
1966 .'/.:35,6' -, 46.0
1967 38.9 48.9 7
villi A i wwrirf ■f'iff; tfr> it iwi ■»riif W iiwrnOwiiTriw ^ liiiT»iiTrrii*nwr’OT ^ ' « 'rwi» ^ r f t r i W ^
* Expenditure in the VK in this table in not comparable with expenditure ®hmn 
in fable CSX&Tas this m m  £0 base# on .ISA data and fable €XI0C9 is baaed on the WB-
Hies© tables show conclusively that - the UK is able to compete with and 
outperform most other countries viying for a share of the valuable USA 
market* although the UK tourist industry lias not received the 
Governmental assistance bestowed on-,,many of its rivals*
The USA market, is .not only significant to the .UK in terms of numbers of 
arrivals! average ...expenditure by the USA visitor in the United Kingdom 
is significantly higher, than average expesditure by vAlitors from .other' . 
countries* as 'the/following table* derived from the 1>SY'W£%+' shows I •.
Average expenditure by/USA visitors (business" and non-business) .
 .compared with ..expenditure byofcher visitors* 1966-1967 , . .,
. Average'expenditure by USA ~ Average expenditure by
Year visitors in United Kingdom ; ... other; overseas visitors ;
. B , , s. , £ , s - d ■ ■-
1964 . \ ' . . IS 12 . 1 : , .53 16 1 _ .
1965 ' , ’ ,67. 15 . 8  ^ . 753. \ 7 *5.. . ,
1966 ' 66- 7 9 54716 9 "
1967 70 14 0 50* 14 0
These statistics give a background to the importance of the/USA visitor to 
the United Kingdom tourist industry and of the relative competitiveness of
the Halted Kingdom* 7 7' . 7 '
Xs it possible to explain the increase in halted States non-business .. 
visitors to the United Kingdom. in' terms of quantifiable socio-economic 
variables* along the lines of the cross-sectional analysis referred to 
earlier! There are strong- prima facie - reasons for -thinking that- such -an ■ 
approach is • valid* •'....-  ................
A survey carried out by the Survey Research Centre** of the University of 
Hichigaa in 1956 included a question* ^Reasons why people donft go on trpps 
they would like to take*** The answers are reproduced below*
* Board of Trade Journal* OP.CIT*, Table I* 7 , .
Eanaing*. ...John B* and Blood* Dwight 1!* 0P»CXT** p.11#
r '■ ; TM&ECIKXBT 1 ■"
Reasons .-Africans den* t take trips ;
Reasons given Z
Too expensive - . 62
Cannot leave; business tm job / ■■.■.'' IB
tacks thm9 too busy (refers to activity other than job) ; 7
Too busy '{pat v;..cleer whether- refers to job or..other aetfvitios); \ - 6
.Resilient or other--member'of the family does not like.to.travel •. 17
Children or other dependents , ' . 1 2 . .  
.Health . . ' ' ‘ ’ ’ " j / " - ■ 7
Me. am. too .old ......... ,. , 2'
Other. . . . . . . . .
Total; . . .... ’ - x ' . . '.140*
This survey.- .indicates that cost £s'the'major harrier - to travel* .and 
implies that.a simple linear regression with personal disposable.income 
os the independent variable* and arrivals in the.UK of USA tourists "as.7.;. 
the dependent variable* would yield a fairly high .correlation' coefficient
The some.survey included © second question on the same lines* but 
eliminating cost as a,barrier#. The question .was* mKv* and lira* Btom/ 
were offered m  expense free tour of the United States* but they don*ft 
want to ,go .because*The 'answers. are reproduced bolo^#
* Bom ' people gave more than one reason
-Bessons why Americans won’t accept' an 
eirpcnfse free tour of the United .States
I.IMII M O T W W  H B w x w w w i m i n K i i  n * . » i i■ 11 m m  m il mmtm
Reasons given . f
Want to but can’t - 42
1 Cannot get-away from, job .... - 5
2 Cannot get; away'for tiotrjoh reasons  _ - .# 10
3 Boor.heeitli . - , .. / .'0
4 foo.oM ' ; , . ; 8
5 H®v© cbiidreii 'whom -‘they donf t want-'either to lease at‘horn
or to tube with..then . . / ■.._ ' * II
Boa&fc want.;'tot ' ' ,; •■'■• ■ 7 .. - 26
6 Bather stay at "'ham " ‘   -.... .
7 Don’t like travel.- 9.
Afraid to go
0 • Crasy, auto, silly0--stupid - “ 8
■; ’ ’■ Other ■ 16
Don’t know* no answer, not ascertained 16
Total ' ‘ ■ :;7' - ' 100% '
Host of. these' reasons are quantifiable, albeit, indirectly, - and - could= 
therefore bo- used as independent variables in a rmilfciptct .regression ., 
analysis#. The age^  structure' of the American population is well documented,
as is the number of families' with small ‘children#' 'heiigth of paid holidays 
gives an'indirect measure mi the first objection given, and. .statistics 
' are ' available about physical health for reason 3, end® for .the conscientious 
aconossetricicn, for .reason'd# ■ . ■
Since the • questions referred to above' apply to domestic .travel within ..the 
USA, one would espcct the variables in question to explain' even better the 
different behaviour pat toms' in overseas travel# ' It takes more time to ■ 
travel■overseas and costs more money* Children are even more of an 
impediment and old ago more of a handicap* . ' '
The survey referred to included a small-;.‘section on overseas travel* which 
indicated the importance.-of income-as' a. determinant* 'The relevant table 
is reproduced below*
TABLE CmVIIX
’ Percentage of Adults who .-took an overseas trip* - X9S9**1960 
■ . .. hy family income (USR-]
tr irr>-ifruirTiftTTfrT^ ^  iffr" “h 1 *• y-i<r-|"'r-'ft‘r,c~ * r ^ —1t-r9' r^ rnr-t-r*tii'th^—  i-r~rinipir't!■*t>^ mb»irrifijiirnt^^
\ .     ... . . ■%. tafe!B.g:di
. overseas trip
■v ' - $ 3*000 .. * - V"
; $ 3*000'~ 4*9§f
$ 5,0 0 0«» t \ - i t ~
$7?50p** 9*999 . ^ y'l^ ‘
’ y  ” ‘ -$1 0 , 0 0 0 u t999y _ : ' 2 .
g%50(m* ' ’ ’ - a
$ less'than"|%
A further table d&mmstrated how the stag© in the family life cycle 
affected the propensity to travel oversea#* .
T « , C T t i V:~ ..
•.••'Propensity of Americans -to'-'travel overseas*- X959«*1960‘ ■
', ~ r , . ..-■hystage Iti: family. life cycle •
1 of adults who tool; an- ; .
Stage in/family life cycle . -. overseas trip* 1959**1960.
'¥etmg* single .' 1 .
.Young* married* no children . f :"V .
Young* married* children . *
Older* married* children 1
Older* married* no children . 2
Older* single 1
•. ' .Children are clearly revealed to he an obstacle to overseas travel*
Apart from the variables already mentioned which resemble those isolated 
in Chapter IP*, on© other important factor must be included in any eccno^ 
metric analysis of tourism to. the TJK* This is the cost of travel, from, 
'the Waited States to the Waited,Kingdom*. ■
The same survey included-a question* MX£ plane fares wete' half what 
.they are now* do you think'your faji&ly would take more plane trips than. 
they do at" .the; present time?” If the respondent aaid *no? to that 
question*'.he was then asked, "Suppose someone were to offer you and- your 
family a free plane trip.to wherever you wanted to go?"* The answers to 
both .questions, are .reproduced below*
t m m :m  - ■ v .
' Enactions' of American©, to reductions', in .air fares:
Enaction t© '
halving ptme fates
Would take raore trips
Probably' would/eight 
take mote, trips
Reaction If 'plan© 
free -
ifcmld take’ more trips
Probably would take 
more trips
Definitely would not 
take mere trips
8oa*t know/not
ascertained
Total
All
<4*
28.
Bespondente 
'mho % m m  taken" 
idents - - an air trip
t .
44 .
28
6
29 . 
3
1001
31
4
12
2
100%
Respondents 
who have never 
taken.an air trip
20
■26
7
38
3
loot
34% of the sample stated;that i£ plane, fares were halved*- their family 
would take more air trips* Sine® only III of -the population travelled 
by air at that time* the implication is that demand for air travel is 
elastic. Furthermore, the penultimate two columns show that elasticity 
of demand for air travel increases with experience of air travel®
These surveys shew that there is pood reason to believe that changes in 
the socio-economic environment in America and in air fares may satis factor!! 
explain the increase in general overseas travel by Americans* and in 
-particular the increase in non-business visits to the UK*
To test this hypothesis belect!fically* fourteen factors pertaining to 
thie environment ? or to the cost of travel to the UK* were selected for 
each of the sixteen years from 1950-1965 Inclusive*
Using a special computer programme prepared for this purpose* these 
fourteen factors were correlated with the Hfta Office data on arrivals . 
of AimdLtsm in. the BE: In each of the slK&eea years for soii-htisioess 
reasoas (see Table ClOtlX)*
Hie regression was stepwise; in ©their words* the independent variable 
which was closest related to the Home Office data was identified first* 
them the' next ©oat important variable* and b o oh* As Important as the 
identification of the important variables was of course establishing’' their 
explanatory value* by reference t© multiple correlation coefficients* Hie 
independent variables used in the exercise were as follows t
TABLE CXLt
Independent variables used in multiple regression .analysis - 
of non-business traffic from USA
1 USA Gross national Product in current dollars
/2 USA expenditure on personal consumption
3 USA expenditure on services
4 USA expenditure on recreation
3 ISA total oversea© travellers
$ USA millions of veMele miles travelled .
7 USA factory sales and registrations of' passenger cars
8 USA revenue passengers carried on domestic routes
9 USA revenue passengers carried m. international routes
10 ■ USA Hew York ■** London air fares (single tourist)
11 USA Hew York ** London ©ir fares (return tourist)
12 USA Hew York — London air fares (lowest published return fare)
13 -USA Admission rates per 1*000 population into general and special hospitals
14 USA number of families*
gone of the independent variables are not determinants as such* hut
quantified activities which one would expect to be closely related to 
travel to the United Kingdom (for eststmplf* S and '9).
Of the 14 variables* the one which was issosfc closely correlated with 
arrivals of Americans in the UK was 9 «* revenue passcn gerft carried m  
international routes* This accounted 'for 98*52E of the variation in 
arrivals of USA visitors in the HE* and the ■multiple correlation 
coefficient was *9i26* This confined what was suggested earlier*' that 
the United Kistgdosi share of the market lies remained ©table in terns of 
numbers of violtorsi a. fortiori tM® implies that if one is capita of 
forecasting total revenue passengers carried m :. internisticmsl flights* 
one is reasonably certain" of forecasting with equal aecnracy arrivals of ■ 
Americans in the United'f&ngdom*
Tim n&st most important variable'was 3 personal consumption expenditure"' 
on services* CosMned with the first-variable* the two accounted for 
99*081 of the variations is arrivals of'USA visitors to the United Kingdom* 
The fact that such arrivals are isore closely correlated with expenditure 
on services* rather than with my other expenditure categories* underline® 
the dependence of tourism on the surplus of income over iczsediote consump­
tion needs*
The next most important variable was Crows national Product In current 
dollars* .followed by lew York to London' single Mr.,fares* .The latter 
variable was negatively correlated* indicating that the lower the level- . 
of the air fare* the higher the number of tourists* The least important, 
variable was admission rates per 1000 population into general end special 
hospitals* confounding, any hypothesis that the increasing infirmity of. the 
USA population bar "adversely affected tlmit ability to Melt the United 
Kingdom*-
The programme therefore derived m  equation of the form a «■ £b ♦ jc * led** 
where, a » arrivals in the United Kingdom of American tourists* b * total 
international revenue passengers and i ® the appropriate weighting* etc.
This equation was then used to derive estimates of the number of arrivals 
for each of the sixteen years in question. . These estimates were then 
compared with the observed values - the number of Americans who actually 
arrived ** to check the accuracy of the equation* The result® ore reproduced 
in the following tables
" ' ■ " -• . , TABLE CHLIX
Predictive accuracy of regression analysis of American arrivals' ..— ■    ■■■■■- ■ j  —    ....
Arrivals, as per Arrivals - as predicted Residual (colurca 1
Year Hone Office by equation minus column
1930 .108,227 107,848 379
1951 , ■ .103,273 102,517 758 .
1952 137,740 140,748 7 ~ 3008,
1953 , I58t» ’ 155,416 .2790
1954. 171,204 170,88? - ■ 31?
1935;-. ■ , 204,247. - 207,623 >  - 3376 . ‘
. 1954. -218,055-- 215,748". . 230? .
. 195? - 222,130 ' 7  221,331- 799
1958 • ' - '.--276,618 ** 4394 .
1959 - 293,891 , 294,723 ., . - . .832
1960 . 355,492 349,681.; . . .,  ^’5811
1961 346,298 343,400. 2898 :
1982 . .364,347 7 365,565 - 1218
1963 408*327. , ' 415,787 - 7460.
1964 . 474,263.’.':: '468,216'' ■' * . 6047"
1965 542,871'- ; ■ 544,687 ' : ; ' — ' 1816 "
Column 3 represents the margin of error of the ..equation» ' Iti other words, 
had one used the equation -in 1937, one would have forecast 799 less 
Antrican tourists than In' fact arrived in the Salted' Kingdom 'that year*
Hie standard deviation of , the residual,'or the average error of ’the 
sanation, 3483, or about 1I« flierefoEe, if one foaew-the values of 
all the independent variables in 1980, one should be able to forecast the 
number of tourists fros the USA to the United Mlftgfea. In that year within 1
This may sound impressive, but if the moat iioportant dependent variable is 
overseas passengers carried by air on international routes, is one In 
fact any closer to a reasonable forecasting methodology? Furthermore, 
does one not have to forecast values for all fourteen variables in 1980, 
which could be exceedingly complicated?
Theproblera ie.not® in .-fact® m  difficult m  tills* Firstly®, one .need 
not forecast-values...for all fourteen variables* oc too or three of them 
eKplained.pver-99F.of the-variance* and addition;of the, remaining 11 or 
. IF:added.very little to the accuracy-pf the forecast*.
» Secondly® -accepting;, that a .forecast’ of. total -revenue -passengers, .and- .their 
©gpeadituro onservices .will give a reliable forecast®; these .pm,: variables' • 
©re-? In tpro-related to:grovth in GUP* reasonably. reliehle..forecasts, of,\
. which,have-been made,elsewhere* .< . /--. ,L .-A : Vv -
In. approaehing- the. problem in this vay® it is .theoretically' possible :.fco;.
' project,- American arrivals in if SO. with reasonable. accuracy* fp ascertain 
whether the'dialysis.of American tourism was• ;unrepresesstatlye^a:broadly. 
eisdlar..exercise was. carried put, to,establish the.ptrpngth.of - the.... 
relationship between socio-economic characteristics of, Sweden, and-arrival 
©£ Swedish tourists, in, the ..UK* , ,. < . . . . . . -. . .,,
Values for the following- 13 variables were derived. from, Swedish national
mcomtB mi data on air fares ,■ were emtraeted from, the ABO World Airways 
Guide for .each -of the years from-1950 tc-1966 * * . ;, ,.,
1. Stopfeholm y London single, air/fare .;■.....- ... < .
2 StoiG&hoiia y-ltoadoa return ate fare {lowest/published) .
,3 Imports by UK.from Sweden :.- - ;. :. '*
.4 -IhipQrts from BE to Ewodeu \ -■ ' -
. 5. Enrolment,, of- pupils into Institutions .©£, Higher Education;; in; Swefl&t- 
6 Swedish,population . . . , ' : ; - <■ ~ -
? Swedish drivers*.licences issued';- • . . - ■. <■ ; .
8 Registered passenger cars, in -Sweden ■ ..-: .
9 luteroational passenger Biles, flown by Swedes 5 '
10 Domestic passenger miles flown ..by Swedes
11 . Expenditure on private consunptiea ;
12 Grose ,dosses tic,-product. &t factor.-cost . - <-• -
13 Iwpendipture on cars . . , .
ftisee-wt» .correlated,. using, the. same.step-wise regression/progrosaoe®-
with; nosybitsihess arrivals' from' Sweden®' m  zmQva%&-in the ■. annual Mem:.- 
Office puhl£catl©ss-.*%tatlstics\:Of\Forei|merS'.Eisteririg m i  heaving :thc. BE?1*
The 13 variables combines explained 99.681 06 the variations its the anneal 
totals of Swedish arrivals, the most important single variable was 5, ■ 
Which explained 96.21% of .the variation ~ bread confirmation of the 
importance of education as a demand determinant. ' This was followed by 
13d which explained & further .2*3%. ; The remaining variables- explained 
very little. To demonstrate the accuracy of the •fit1 of.the equation $ 
the relevant-table, is reproduced below, comparable to Table CXLIX for 
Americas arrivals* -
: ™ LE CM. 1X1 .
Predictive accuracy of regression analysis of .Swedish arrivals - ■
Tear
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957 
■1958
1959
1960
1961 
. 1962
1963
1964 
1365 
1966
The test of the econometric equation in forecasting Swedish arrivals is - 
more severe than that used to forecast tearless arrivals* - The ©ore eves 
the rate of increase of arrivals, the greater the likelihood of a good 
15fit*. American -arrivals osly felt..is two years, and the rnfce of increase 
from 1951*1956 was- almost identical to that at the end of the period
1 2 3 ' .
Arrivals, as per . 
•;’r>*o©e Office
Arrivals- as predicted . ; Scsi&uaX (column 1 
minus column 2}
: ■ 20*361 ' 13,938 ‘ ;' 363' -
'■ 21,421 ; 21,377 44
! 21,633 : " 21,607 31
21,559 22,010 • ~ .451 •
23,071 23,126 - .53; -:
27,751 27,453 '■ , 288 '
25,742 26,806 - 1064 '
■25*564:" 24,622 942
25,934 ■. ' 26,034 ■ ' ~ 100 '
' ■ ■■ : 23,493- - 29,773 - ':274
32,674 v • “ : 32,552 ■ nz
,. 36,319 ' • 36,293 \ 626
. • 37*547 37,102 445 .
= 42,521 -. 42,791 ■ =■■; ■T 270
46,605 48,857 - 2252
57,238 55,643 1595 •.
73,034 . . 73,097- ■ — 3
■ (2.3*0% and., 13*1% p*a* respectively)• Traffic from Sweden fell in 3 years, 
butf more important* the rate' of increase from 1951-1956 was a quarter of 
the rate of the increase from 19G3-I967 <4.30% and 17*82% p.a. respectively)'* 
It is therefore, more difficult to - derive, an; equation to explain these wider 
variations* - •.
Examination of .Table 'CX&X1X show© that, the stagnation -at • the beginning • ofv' 
the period Is • accurately recorded-' and - the -subsequent expansion is predicted 
so; accurately' that. the. error of. the -equation - in If 66 was only thro© arrivals*
A similar analysis. of German arrivals .showed that -the derived equation was 
never'more than-832 arrivals out in seventeen' years*.. Gross national Product 
par capita, in current . prices and bomlofi'. to .Frankfurt; single air fares between 
them accounted for |f!-*6f of the- variations - in arrivals*' •
There is' undoubtedly -scope for. applying better econometric analysis of 
tourist traffic- to the UK, and it io to be hoped that the new British 
Tourist Authority trill apply itself to this* The methodology outlined 
here merely indicates the lines, on Which this- note. sophisticated analysis 
should develop* .. ..' .
Bata on .the ten most important nonyccnacxmwealth tourist-supplying countries
after the United States are contained in Appendices M*— XXf respectively* 
These data -are encouraging -as they confirm that, by and large, the UK can
'maintain its '.share- of this’ growth market*, . .
One or two feature© emerge which'deserve -'co&ssent? firstly,'-the United’
Kingdom is a popular destination' for'those-Who live in warmer countries, 
such as Italy and Spain*..-. This. is; logical, as those who -enjoy a warmer 
than average climate may be less-likely to seel; warmth on their holidays* 
Conversely, tourists from Horth&m Europe tend to visit Spain and Italy 
©ore often than the United Kingdom* Secondly, the -greater the propensity 
of'the residents "©£ any particular country to visit the UK* the lover their 
average expenditure in the UK* If one aspects the growth in tourism to the 
UK to-come from the traditional tourist supplying-countries* it follows 
that average expenditure will "tend to drop further* Thirdly* the increases 
in tourist flows arc becoming more -even* though traffic from the less**
developed countries still fluctuates wildly* Fourthly, the -after-effects 
of the Second EorXd t’or still appear to affect tourism to this'-Goimtr*, ■ 
as'residents of both' Germany and' Spain visit the UK significantly le«*s 
than the econometric equation indicated* though the differential is u«nr" 
narrowing*' Fifthly* the UK performed-well in the'tourist recession of 
1967. - - : - - - . . * ...
flie analysis of Q m m m m l t h  visitors cannot follow the same lines* as 
the'data are mot■available| but since they -account for approximately 20% 
of-all' overseas visit.©* it would clearly be wrong to exclude’ them. /; 
Visits f.mm the Xtith. lepitMie* which account'for mbmt 1.7% of all visits, 
also need analysis*
Visitors frea the Counouirealth 'md XrisV-Jtept&iie '
Coiauonwealth visitor© are admitted to-the UK under a different procedure 
fco ubir-CoBsaouwefilth visitors* and for this reason .they are 'not included 
in. the detailed Home Office statistic©- on which the previous analysis was 
based* '
Estissatus of CesmonwaeXfch arrivals* which. -tnclu&l '.business visitors* have
been-uutxected fcosi tso BX& publications*^
fi* British' Travel Association* 38feh and 39th Annual Beport of the British
y  -nii —  -~T - — - “r^ ^  — —   r - . - - —  
Travel Association, pp* 10 m i  11* IS and 19'.respectively* (The 1967 
e©lu32 is Is-rgely ©stimfeedi.
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These figures ere no m o m  than estimates! the BTA tends to revise them 
radically from year to year» end they ©re not recoscilicble with IPS 
estimates* Table CXLZP is stem fee give a broad indication of the growth 
rates of Commonwealth traffic. The growth rates implied by Table CXLXV, 
but excluding South' Africa* are ■m  follows ■
TABLB .5HhV
Probable fisonfcli rates of Cosaaon&salth traffic
iTHl.MM I llin f I '111 Pin r’l — lll<ln l»'W*W A»l»— ■«»>.,«.»* . * f*  ' *'»i'l fl«1r I | l T  IMI igj»i | ~| f>T If 11 W I'W M l l l ' - .
% increase ©var 
...previous, year
7.6 
4.8
8.6 
■-X2.6 
‘24.9
X5.S 
7.6 
6.X
14.3
14.4 
15.1
The average annual increase vfat approximately 122 over, the .period.
To derive some M m  of the relative importance of Commonwealth traffic * 
nusiiers ©f Cowm#ealth visitors m  a percentage of total visit© 
(excluding visitors from the Irish'Republic) are shorn in the nessfe 
tabXe.--'
Year
1958
X9S7
195$
XtSf
mm
1981
1962
1963
1964 
1963 
1966
'f TABLE CXLVI 
Commonwealth Visits as a Percentage of total visits
 " Commonwealth visits as
: Year v. ■ •■.: a % of 'total visits '
- 1955'■;; • ' j. Vf..\ v vr.'■ 22.1
1956 22.1
195? 21.6
1959 '• b>'r-'22.0-::
1960 . ; : * V ' •
1901 ' 7 ^ 24.3
1962 r:: :7‘24.6
W B m  : : ■' 7 ' 21a0
1964 21.7
1965 77 - 22.0
1966 7 ';;- 7 '"22*1
From Table, CKLVIe it would seem that the growth rate of Commonwealth 
traffic was comparable to that of traffic from non~Coinmonwealth countries.
The introduction of the International Passenger Survey in 1959 resulted 
in © more reliable basis for estimating Commonwealth visits p and it is 
from these- surveys thai"!tbe later BTA estimates are derived*
The 1907' WS*® produced-'1’these statistics 'on numbers ofCommonwealfch ' 
visits. '
TABLE c m m t
Visits from 3 Commonwealth cotmferies. 1964*4967
'Rtgdbers of visits (0008 o)
Country 1964 1965 1966 1967
Canada 164 184 215 200
Australia and
Hew Zealand 76 89 99 107
A The drop in this year was due to the removal of South African visits 
ism the Censmoswealth to the non-Commonvealfeh category.
Board of Trade Journal 4/19/68* 0P.CIT., Table 1.
Visits item the Irish kcpublie .were estimate ast.
yable m m n  
Visits'.from'.Irish' Republic 1964*4967 
(000®s)
1964 1965 1966 1967
622 702 697 732
The implied m r m h % ^ m t h \ rates;are;7*41 for traffic from Canada, 12.11:. 
for traffic' from' Australia ' and New Zealand,:* and XZ'for-traffic fro© the 
Irish lapyblle* .........
■:The propensity of Cossoweal^i visitor© to, come liere en. . .,.
visits eanaot be derived, as their -.visits are not broken 4 m m  by purpose* 
However, taking all visits," the average propensity I© about 80' per'-10,000 
residents* * This might indicate a propensity of about 60 per 10,000 for 
ucm~buslnsss visit.
The IPS® reveals that average expenditure by Canadian visitors in 1967 
-. was .273.8, and that of all,visiter© irm Australia -sad Hew leal m i  was -. 
£154.5 - hath yaell above the average expendifctira of all overseas visitors 
In 1967 of £54.5.
This high expenditure- Is 4 m  to the long length. of stay *• 21.3 days and
48.4 days for Ctaadians, and Australians -and Hew Zealander© respectively 
in 1967 - rather than to high daily expenditure, which was very close to 
the average of £3*4s. *
Undoubtedly Commonwealth ties are .a major determinant of tourism to 
Britain! a Canadian is -twice' as likely to visit the UK as an American, 
and Is likely to stay -twice as long. The distance is approximate^ the 
same, and neither country has significanttrend restrictions nor 
language difficulties which might affect tourist flow*
>  Board of Trade Journal 4/10/68,.OP.CIX., Table 8.
Their significance to the accommodation industry will he examined in the 
second section of this chapter, and, in the light of data which have not 
been available previously, it is shown that the Commonwealth visitor is 
as intensive a user of commercial accommodation as soma Western European 
visitors.
The measurement- of visits -from .-.the-Irish Republic has -never been ehsyf 
travel from'the Irish Republic-to Northern Ireland is'not-controlled 
in the same way as travel, to-Great Britain* - face in northern Ireland, 
residents;-of the Irish, Republic are of--course- free to. move m, they-wish 
as they are within the United Kingdom. This explains why there are no 
reliable historical data on such visits* the IRS has only recently-been
• extended-to-cover'travel-beseem the HE .and the "Irish- .'Republic, but this
• section of the IPS is not wholly reliable as the estimates are altered by 
,a substantial -amount .retrospectively*. - Haeti more needs to he Mown about 
the nature and volume of this traffic*
- All Countries
The methodology adopted for the forecast involves the establishment -of 
demand for bednights in 1967 and using this as a base, The market was 
quantified using IPS data, whereas the analysis has relied' heavily .on . 
•Home. Office data* -.-The '.problem of reconciling Board of Trade estimates 
with .Horns Office figures has taxed those interested in tourism to the.
UIC for over thirty years, and the procedure ic complex, m &  therefore 
relegated to an Appendix (see AppendixXXII.).*
Less important than the procedure is the knowledge that 'the two can be 
reconciled, and that.the rates of expansion indicated by both methods 
are very close*
The- second section.of this chapter looks at the behaviour of tourists 
within the UK*
PATRONAGE OF HOTELS. BY MOMUSXiSESS OVERSEAS VISITORS
The only official published information on the propensity of overseas 
visitors to stay in hotels appeared in' the 1965 and 1966 IPS** la’view 
of the vital importance of this propensity to the industry, from a 
planning point of view, it is surprising that it-has received-so little
- -attention, especially 'as .bednights; spent in- hotels by overseas visitors -
- may ■ increase- faster- than ■those .by UK residents, whose propensity - is': ■ 
relatively well documented. -This extract' from, the-1966 IBS is .quoted in \ 
full. \ -• - - --- ---
,1;Stay in - Hotels and - Regional- Analysis"- ,i;-
. A supplementary, survey on stay - in hotels and'- the.' regions visited• b y . 
visitors - to . the -United Kingdom- staying-, six - months or less was: undertaken 
■ in 1964,: 1365 -and 1966, partly on behalf. of - the British Travel: Association* 
The 1965.. figures, commented on below, do not differ significantly from the 
1964 figures reported on last year. This survey is not being continued 
in 1967* ~ Visitors staying six months or less account for about 95% of 
all overseas visits covered by the International Passenger Survey*
Although-more than 60%. of all- overseasvisitors-"stayed" -in'-hotels, many'
. spent only part of. their time ■ there* Of the - total number of nights: spent 
-in the United Kingdom by-overseas- visitors staying six months-or less,
241 were spent in hotels,- the- saiaa- percentage as in 1964*- The fact that 
such a large proportion of nights are spent in other accommodation is of 
some Interest* The french Comsisatriafc Generate Au Tourisms, one of the 
few bodies making © comprehensive study of this subject abroad, reports 
that in francs a very Substantial - proportion of visitors1 stay is in; 
accommodation other than hotels.** In the United Kingdom the proportion 
of nights spent by Uest European residents in hotels was 19% and by Horth 
American residents 37%*
* foreign Travel and Tourism in 1965, Board of. Trade Journal 16/9/66* 
foreign Travel and Tourism in 1966, Board of Trade Journal 29/9/67*
** It is unfortunate that the Board of Trade do not give the reference for this 
remark* Other countries apart from France have studied this subject and have 
eome to the opposite conclusion* Indeed, in the IPS for 1965 (Board of Trade 
Journal 16/3/65J , the tSard of Trade ■ admit - that the percentage of 241 Is- 
ttloslet than that recorded by other European countries for which comparable 
information I® available *s?
Over 70% of alt visitors stayed in only m o  locality in the United Kingdom 
and three-quarters of these visitors (more than half'the total) chose 
London as their centre* Indeed, three-quarters of all visits included at 
least on© night in London, and of the visits by businessmen and North 
American residents the-proportion in even higher, fliose staging only in ■; 
London spent © comparatively high proportion of their time' in an hotels 
271 for West European residents, 611 for lforthAaeriesn' resident©,., with 
on'overage.of 361'for all visit© limited to London* About Ilf of all 
visitor© atayed at least one night in Scotland' (171 for Horth' American 
and 12 for West European) m u  mppmziisately 4% stayed at least one night 
in Hales* All together, about four million nights were . spent fey overseas 
visitors in'-Scotland and nearly oae'-imillioa. in Hales, equivalent to 10% 
and 2% respectively, of the total stay in the United Kingdom* It is 
estimated'‘ thet- less than' 201 of the' total- stay in' Scotland or" in Hales 
was spent ■ in; hotels**.
Those paragraphsA ask as many questions an they answer* Bid the propensity 
to stay in an hotel vary with the purpose of visit, and if so, to what 
extent? Here those who stayed in one locality more or less likely to stay 
in hotels® Here there significant differences in behaviour within the 
component categories of %estem Europe’ sad' fnorth America’? Bid those - 
who stayed in hotels safe© longer or shorter visits than those who stayed 
eleeifere, %iam Commmmlth visitors less likely to stay in hotels?
Hbcre do people stay if not in hotels?
The Board of Trade were bind enough.to.have the. data tapes re-nm to . 
enable the answers to some of these questions to he-arrived at, and to 
make them available to the Research Unit at the University of Surrey*
For the first time, it. is possible to identify with certainty the intensive 
hotel user by purpose of visit,’and fey country of origin. The data made 
available were presented in two ways.
Firstly, there were data on overseas-visitors from the sixteen largest 
suppliers of tourists to the UK, but 'excluding. Inevitably, the. Irish 
Republic* ' These data were confined to visitors who spent the whole of 
their stay in one locality - 72.11 of all visitors in 1965, and 73*4% in 
1966. 'The data therefore cover.about 601 of total traffic*
It was possible to analyse the data in much a way as to derive patronage 
of hotels by country of permanent residence,-purpose of visit and length 
of stay* Before the analysis of non*husincsc visitors is carried out, 
some - broad results of the analysis are worth mentioning*
Firstly, in 1966, 26,61 of nights spent-in hotels by-overseas visitors 
were -accounted for • fey. businessmen, although business visitors .-only . 
accounted for 91 of nights spent in- the 111 by.overseas visitors* 'Oversees 
business visitors are therefore more important to.the hotel industry than
the m & l  .percentage* of total nights' spout in-. the HE sight .indicate*.
Secondly, in. 1966, 19*21 of all-overseas visitor nights, were, spent in.. 
hotels; - fortunately this.is compatible with the.figures of .24*41 and 24.81 
revealed by. the second, set. of .data* -19*21 -npptioo. to those visitors ..who . 
spent their stay in one locality* The other percentages include visitors 
^ho.travelled within the tlSC, and who are in fact more likely to stay in 
hotels* 19*21 was the-, average of 162 for non-business visitors, -and -47*71 
for .business,visitors*
Business visits are dealt with , in more detail in the next section, and 
the following applies, only. to awfoti&inegB visits la. 1366* .
The .percentage of-total nights spent by noxHnislneae visitors staying;£n
one locality in the BR .in 1966 which ware actually spent In hotels was - 
16%. It varied from 6*9% for visitors from Austria.'; to 30*24% for - 
visitors, from USA* The figures for alt the sixteen major.countries ware 
m  follows
' ■ TABLE, CKL1K ' . . .
Percentage- of fcofecl-nigttfco in .UK spent* in - hotels. - 
. by .acmrbusitiess visitors 
staying in one - locality* by, nationality ;.
Visitors whose-country of %"of total nights
. permanent.residence was . . • spent in hotels
Austria :..  . 6.9
• ; - -; West .Germany - . B#i . - , . , /
v.. . France ; ■ .8*9- ..
: ..Spajn .: , - . ‘ ~ X.U#5
" ';. . Australia. v - ...... -10*f: /
- - - v ■ .Switzerland:.--' . ' - . . : - - ■ . . 1 1 * 6 ' . .
. ' VORxmtk . ■ . . •■..-.12*4:...'....-..
,. Hottnsy v;'; - - v - -;.12*6
; , : . - -. ,,Hew Z m t m d ,, ; - : : ; 13*2 -
. . ..-. • •Belgium; and.Luxeisfettrg ;v - ■ v- ; 1 4 * 0 . . , *  -, ■-
- . ■ '.Sweden . 14*2-/ \ r
...South Africa . ; 16*9- -
■ _  - Italy . - . - - , 15.3 . ■ .
Canada .• 16*8 . . ~ • /; -.,
v ■. ; Netherlands , ■ . : 21*7; .
- ...USA f : -30*2. - - ; .
. ■ All--visitors- 16*0. ;
It Is-plainly-not: the-visitors from, the Comar^weBltlv Hho, spend the- - 
.highest proportion of. their stay outside hotels,..even though they tend 
to .stay longer than - average* fable 'f&bTX:shows that Canadians are; the 
, third highest users of hotels,; end both.Australians• end- W m r^ calenders 
are more intensive users than residents-of-some of. the large -Hast 
European countries, such as Germany and Francs*
The wide gap-between the percentage of total nights spent in hotels by 
residents of USA and those of Netherlands is significant, and this, 
together with the high position of Canada, nay he a sign that It is the 
■ cost of staying in a t?K hotel that is the deterrent, since per capita 
wealth in those countries is above average*
.The"surprisingly high position of Italy is duo to factors mentioned'on 
pagj&H'Oi * Relatively few Italians visit the UK for non-business reasons, 
and those that do -tend to be in the higher income, groups*. Tim same 
principle operating in reverse explains the low hotel patronage, of 
residents .of France-and-Germany*, ...
Tim mzt table reveals much, the- mme .pattern,, shewing the - percentage of 
overseas visitors that spent &€sm'tins'^ in aa.hotel*-. • - - ' -. ;
' J TABLE CL . . ".
: ;-Ferceatage of aoa-husiposs, visitors, staying, in-.-one 'locality 
who spent-some feitne in m- hotel, .-by nationality
.irigitbrs tihoie country of. •/ 1 who spent some.
"■■'• ‘ - • -:permaaect-.-.resldeoee-'.was ' - , - ' time in m  hotel■ 
- * - Austria - ■-■■-• . .  ■:•■-.-■;■■.-• . 2^ *0-' " ...—  ~ •
- --Heat-Gersany' ' 28.2' ' " - -
, ’ • France 32*2 •
Belgium and'Luxemburg 41*2
Denmark 43*7 •
(Tetherlimds - -4S*7' ;v
Honmy- 67*2 '
Switrerlsud . 47*4■'-'''
Sweden-; ' ■49*9 :
-Spain- ■ 54*4
Australia, , - ■ 'SB,S-
. Hew -Zealand ■ 57*8 ;
'■.Cssta&e- ' 58*8 '
Italy 60*6
South • Africa \72*0"-
USA ' 80.8 "
All visitors 55*5 -
The United States visitor is moot likely to spend some time in ah hotel, 
and those who a m  least likely to spend some time in an hotel are broadly 
those who appeared near the top of the previous ■ table *» visitors from 
g* Germany, France .and Austria* .....
There are, however, come interesting variations in the middle of "the table* 
Visitors from the Commonwealth appear to he more’likely to spend sosr©'.time 
in an hotel .than visitors - from nearly:all other countries, perhaps because ’ 
they stay here-longer*
•Host of the better'off European countries appear' in .the'-bracket' fror* ■ 
".41-50%, while : those - which ; .generate .the 'most traffic'- France end: .Germany ■ 
are fairly close together at around 30£ --.end the poorer ones — Spain a€ 
m A  Italy ere In the 54-60% bracket*'. It would. appear that the greater 
the propensity -of country to- supply tourists, the less likely they are 
to stay in hotels, though this may he .affected hy supply constraints «* 
Insufficient hotels at the right .prices. The high hotel patronage of 
resident© of' the' United States in no-way disproves this; although the 
United • States Is the largest single supplier of tourists to the their 
propensity*#? visit "the UK is low — only,-33*6 per 10,000. in 19S?,^fcMrd - 
of the ■ propensity of the Butch to come to the UK*
The table’ also .-shows -.that nearly, erne half of non-business visitors do not 
cross the threshold: of an hotel In - the UK*
The next table shows what percentage of.their total stay was -spent in 
hotels by those who spent some time in hotels* Thus, all visitors who 
spent no - time In hotels have been excluded, and one is examining the 
intensity of httel patronage by those who visited hotels afc some point 
its "their visit* '
w m m t
Percentage cf.stay in the lie spent in hotels 
by those non-business overseas visitors 
who spent: soma time in hotels, by nationality
Visitors from % total nights spent.in hotels
Australis 24*2
,■ South Africa 'I- 25*8
Norway .
■■ Spain -
Hew Zealdnd
W & m A
Canada
Sestiis
■:v-' Italy
Swieeerland '
Sweden
West Germany 
USA 
France
Belgium, and Luxemburg 
Netherlands 
All visitors -
A slightly different pattern has now emerged, which is partly explained 
by variations "in length of stay* - Those hotel' guests who are here for 
the longest ties spend i n lower percentage' of their stay in hotels than 
those hotel guests who are.; hero for a shorter stay*: This has important 
implications for the accommodation "Icdustry, if -average lengths of stay 
continue to fall*
It is quite clear that the hotel guest is a fickle friend of the industry, 
as lie will spend the majority of bio stay outside it* Even the American 
hotel visitor will spend more than half his nights elsewhere than in hotels* 
This must be a potential source of increased demand if the hotel visitor 
can be persuaded to spend a higher percentage of his stay in hotels.
£>i *3-
50.1 
31*8
33.1
35.7
38.8 
40*3
40.8
40.8
42.7
49.8
m s
55.3
69.9
42.4
The final table shows how the length ©£ visit varies from the norm if some 
of the stay is spent in the hotel.
TABLE CLIX
'Average:length of stay of all non-business visitors 
. .compared with that of visitors who spent
bobs time in hotels, by nationality........
, 11- < lit I |M — B w w w i n n i  fwri Hina, .1; .     *t n.nwfmii !»>■ i'n «*
. Average length of ... Average length of stay
"* : stay of -all'non- • ' of ■ those who' spent
Visitors from .: . ■ business visitors - some time in aa .hotel
nights nights
VSA 11*1
-Belgium..andi^ei^utg" . . ; .11*9 ■■; . '• •'■. 7*3 • ;;
Netherlands - 12*1 - ' ',.8*2-.
Norway...,.- . -1' - • -14*7 - ■ ■- - ;■> 14*3---:: :
France.; . . -, •• '.17*2 . ' . 9*4.
.Sweden y=.- . \ . 17*6 ; .. ; 12*3
West Germany 18.2 12*2
Canada . \ , 20.2 .. . . .16.1
Italy 20.8 13.0
Denmark .." , ; 20.9 . 18*0
Switzerland ..*■ , 24*0 '••14*4
South Africa.;--. . 25.7 . 25*8
Austria ' ' 25*9. •'■■17.7
Spain ' 26.0 • • : • 16.7
Australia ■ c . 38.2 ’ ; 30*5
Hew Zealand- . 51*0 •: 31*8
All visitors \... 16*8 , ; - - -ll*5
The table shows that, with the exception of South Africans, visitors who 
spend some time in hotels stay a shorter time in the UK than visitors from 
the same country who spend no time in hotels* This may be partly due to 
variations of purpose of visit within the ’non-business® sector - students 
probably staying longer than average and not staying in an hotel*
The fact that only 16% of non-business visitor nights in the UK are spent 
in hotels is- a sad reflection on the way the industry has failed to orient 
itself t© meet the new' tourist demand.'
XPS data on hotel patronage' ore not available before 1965, but patronage 
of hotels, expressed as a percentage of total nights, has probably been 
falling, firstly because of supply constraint in the peak months, and 
secondly because the .growth In. tourism has norm from the increased . 
propensity to visit the IJIC by residents of the conventional tourist. 
supplying countries, which implies that people are entering the market 
at the -cheeper .end*, (If the growth in tourism h M  .'com from residents 
of coimtries who m m  not traditional supplier© of tourists to the US,
.theywould have entered the isartet at the .top osi, and-would probably- 
h m &  stayed in hotels .more often as they would have been in the higher 
Income groups), . •■■ ,...
The point Is emphasised if m e  contrasts- the UK aceo^oiatlon industry 
with that, of-Spain >  a m m t s y  wttieh has mcle -a conscious'- effort to 
ntmctmn its accommodation to m e t  new tourist demand* .
In 1967, 1,050,000 UK residents visited Spain (for all purposes) spending 
on average 15*4 days (16*6 night©)*? they therefore spent ©bout 15 Jm nights 
'in Spain*’ Spanish data reveal that 8|ia nights were ©pent by tf£ residents 
in commercial sceo^ rodafcioti establishments* or 55.-7% of total visitor*nights. 
However, looking at Spaniards who visit the tUC, only 11*4% of visitor 
nights ©re spent In hotels*®® .
The fact that Spaniards as .a whole m e  less wealthy than Englishmen Is mo 
explanation, as one is only looking -at-those Spaniards Who cam- to England*
Nor lc it a sufficient explanation to say that hotels In-Spain are so full 
because of the recent booh> In tourism to Spain as a whole* The comparison - 
Is based on percentage of nights that are spent in hotel©, and volume has 
therefore been allowed for*
* Board of-Trade Journal 4/10/68, OP.CIT*, Tables 10 and 15*
®& (The figure of 10*56% in Table GSLf% applies to non-business visits* 
11*41 applies to all visits, and Is comparable t© the figure of 55*7%)*
The explanation of the discrepancy' hinges on 'two' factors'. Firstly, 'the'-'- 
fiscal incentives .given to the accommodation industry in Spain which make 
it profitable to build for the snew*tourist^s Secondly, the ex istehee 
of an aggressive and narket-oriented commercial accommodation industry 
prepared to accept the opportunities '-and challenges presented to it. 
Although this is mtmfbMt of an oversimplification, these' two factors 
explain why'the commercial accomodation, market in this, country. -accounts. 
for such a low percentage of overseas-visitors'1 nights" compared'<wltfr• other • 
countries^and why sm& overseas yisitorsvfc©'''the UK• are; forced4- to - look-: - 
elsewhere when they come*    -
Regiohalv:.Pisferibntion of■" Overseas 'Visitors ...
The second way in which the supplementary data' were made available - 
concerns the regional distribution of overseas visitors, though not, 
unfortunately, broken down by nationality.
Of paramount importance to the commercial accommodation industry is 
information on the. movement within the United Kingdom of overseas, visitors ----- 
arriving here for non-business reasons. Not oily must the industry--know 
which regions are frequented by touristo, but it must also know how their 
habits, such-as length of stay, expenditure and seasonal distribution, 
vary from region to region.
The Importance of adequate and reliable regional tourist data'has been 
recognised by most European countries, whose tourist statistics are broken 
down by region, enabling the industry to derive the information it ■ 
requires. Indeed, in Switzerland, each major town produces detailed 
annual dots on its tourist industry, breaking down arrivals by month and 
origin of visitor.
* It is still possible to get a loan of 50% of the total cost of a new 
building or of extending a hotel at 5 % repayable .over 15-years. Thera 
are also 40% loans for camping sites, restaurants and cafes, and 151 
for furniture and equipment.
Such regional information is urgently needed in the United Kingdom fey the 
many companies planning to build more accommodation Cor the increased 
number of overseas visitors expected in the next decade. Its absence 
inhibits the formulation of soundly based policies, both from a corporate 
and national point of view. Only fey knowing how residents of the various 
countries who supply tourists move within the 0K can the forecasts of 
increased numbers of arrivals fee translated . Into visitor nights in the 
various regions* The absence of these data,-or ■tte ahorteotainge. of the 
data that are available, means:that 'this section oust*.necessarily^ be taoxe 
circuitous than the comparable .acctipn en the regional .distribution of - 
United Eingdoa holidaymaker©. . • , .
Using a. gravity model, it lias been.shown that the propensity, to visit a ' 
recreational area declines with distance of residence .frcatt that area, 
and it follows' from this that there should fee some variation .In the 
regional distribution of visits by.overseas visitors to the UK .according 
to their country of origin? the French cooing with their cars across the 
Channel ore more likely to visit the South Coast? the Scandinavians 
crossing the HOrth Sea are more likely to•patronise the East Coast? 
residents of Iceland are more likely to visit Scotland. Id is, however, 
quite impossible to substantiate or quantify this hypothesis* and it 
would have been simple for the Board of Trade to have included tables on 
this subject, had the neecsserysteps been taken at the conceptual stage 
in preparing the IDS programme* ■
The position concerning regional data on visits by overseas visitor© 
according to their country of origin is as follows? for the three years
1964-1966 inclusive, both business and non-business visitors to the UR 
interrogated fey the IPS interviewers were asked which region or regions 
they had visited, how many nights they had spent in those regions and 
how many of those nights were spent in hotels. These data were processed 
on to tape, but the programme was not written in such a way as to reveal 
the regional data fey country of origin. The Board of Trade has never 
published the regional data, and in 1967 the IPS discontinued that part 
of the survey dealing with nights ©pent in hotels and regions visited.
A-Country to country analysis, shotting how residents-of different overseas 
countries.visit different regions in the M  is not therefore possible. 
However, aggregate figures for regional visits were made available to the 
Research Unit at the University of Surrey derived from the IPS; these 
figures whov? the total number of overseas visitors visiting each region, 
broken down by purpose of visit? they also show the total number of nights 
spent in that'-region, in hotels and elsewhere, but not broken down by - 
purpose of'visit.- These data, based on the'.1965 and 1966' IPS have never 
been published and. are:analysed here-for-tlis first time*-
The purposes'-.of visit into which respondents were divided were as follows: 
business,/holidays,'visiting relatives . and- friends, and ’other*. ’Other® 
included visits for:studying m d  visits -for joint purposes'and'for which 
no single purpose could be Identified. , Business visits by overseas ■ 
-residents, are of course dealt\'wlt!i- in Chapter VIII; but, as has been ' 
stated, some of these data do not distinguish between the different 
purposes of visits, so some tables will cover all visits, not just non- 
business visits * It will be made explicit when this is the case.
Other complications concern the division by the IPS of overseas visitors 
into two categories in the regional, tables? those who spent the whole of 
their stay‘in -one locality, and those who spent their stay in more than 
one' locality. For the sake of convenience the'first category will be 
referred to as terminal visitors, and the second one os transient visitors.
The terminal visitors are classified by 15 categories, according to'.the/'.
15 regiqn&ficto which-the UK is divided by the IPS* •, For each region, the.- 
total number of overseas visitors in 1965 and 1966 is available and this -- 
is broken, down by purpose of visit. The total'number of nights spent In 
each region are also given, though not broken down by purpose of visit.
Tim total number of nights ©peat in hotels is also given, again, not 
broken down by purpose of visit.
Transient'-visitors are. classified by nine categories, according tfe the 
combination of localities in which they stayed. The nine combinations., 
of regions are not comparable with the "15-regions mentioned in the previous 
paragraph* ' While the total number of "nights spent in each.combination of
regions in given, it is not known how many nights were spent in each 
individual region* Therefore, while the overall number of transient 
visitor nights 'is known, and their breakdown by purpose of visit, it is 
not possible to compile 'an accurate overall picture of the regional 
composition* >.■■• =
These' are very; real'limitations "within -which "the analysis tmsst 'take place, 
& M  It; is earnestly hoped firstly' that' future' IPS will'include regional 
visits, aud': secondly that the limitations' outlined shove are overcome*'
■Since ;th e ':survey is divided into' terminal and transient visitors, the 
-analysis mil-follow the same pattern* '
Terminal Overseas .Visitors' ; '
72*1% in 1955, and 73*4% in 1966, of all overseas visitors — including '. 
those arriving on business-- spent their'stay in'one locality only* To 
seme'-extent, this destroys the popular - Illusion of visitors' to the; UR. 
trying to see as much of the'country as they' e m  in © Short period of , 
time* " However,-"■■while terminal. visitors accounted for approximately? 
three-quarters'of - ail’visits in 1365 and -I960, they accounted"' for under "" 
two-th£rd®: of overseas-'visitor -nights (1965, 57.41, 1366, 63*01)*’- 
further,1 they" only accomitM. ■ for just over-half'-of''all visitor nights' 
spent- in-homu 53*2%, :1966, 54*51). - :
It' follows • from'-this' that ■ terminal' visitors atay in the -' UR for a - shorter -: 
period, and are'less 'likely to stay in-hotels.''
Non-business’ Visitors are :morc likely■to spend their stay in more than 
one locality?•in 1965, 78*4%, and In 1966,- 71*81, of non-business visitor?! 
ware-terminal,..less than the average of about 73% for all visitors..
“The distribution, of these. terminal non-bueiness-visitors in the two years 
for which data are available is shown in Tables GLIIt and CLXY.' Column 1 
m m m  the .distribution between the fifteen regions. Columns 2 to 4- show 
the distribution of- the. non-business visitors within each region according
to whether they were on holiday* ■ visiting relative© or visiting’the T!K 
for other reasons# Thus*, in 1565$ 71*41 o*5 all- terminal nqn^husitiess- 
visitors spent the whole pf--their stay.' in London*. 67*31 of them, were 
'on' holiday,.12*7% were visiting .'relatives and 19*3% wore there'for other 
reasons* - ' . -
t m m  cm i  ;
Overseas.visitors visiting the TTnited Kingdom 
for,liozHmsiness'reasons* for sixKstmfchs• or lose, 
staying-..In. one .'locality* .'fey . region visited* ’ 1965*
Forpose &£ visit
*. . . . . . . ■ .1. . :..-.--."2;; . ; :-3 • ... 4
■Eegion . , ’. / .. , . .  X. .■ JeM I S l .: Eelatxves'- Other . —
- 19*8-London ■ •.- . ' 71*4 '67*5 ;
%
■12.7
Kent, Surrey* Sussex •8*1. ;^ 52.0 . £1.6 ; - 26,6
Cao&erland, ■ Kastcorland*/ Furness .■ - . .1 39*1..' ; '60*9 ■. - 0. ■
£evont;Cornwell . * . \ ' ■ , .9 75.4 . . 11*7 , . -'13,0;
Hales . . . . . . . . ., .0 . 40*0 • ■ .26.5. ' 133.5--
Scotland .-■ ■ .3*5 . . 38*4 - ;. 43*9 / . ' 17,7
Lancashire, - E/W Yorkshire* . . .  
Cheshire,. Xsle of Kan 3.5 42.4. 44.2 ' ' 10,^
KorfchtmiherXami* jtehms* 
Kortfc Yorkshire* ’ ’’ ‘.6 56*0 -34*7 ■;' ' 9.3
Staffordshire *  fJarmeksliire, 
Her eee ter shir e *  Herefordshire ,  
Shropshire ’ ' ■ ' :..l*i; ' 43*5 . ' ' . .  .30*1 .v;;; n r  -t,*i # fc-5 ,
Hot ticgft sa&hi re * ' LeiceEterchire 
Horthants -1*4 . 59.9 : ' 30.0 10*1
Gloucestershire* Somerset* 
Wiltshire • .1*1. 45,9- ‘ - ■ 23*3 ■ 30,8
Bants C Dorset. :. .. ' 1.6; ■• , 50*9 . . 2.7,5 21.6
Cambridgeshire*  Hdrfolk, 
Suffolk* Essex - 2.7 .. 40*8 27.8 0 1  A»>«u ^  **
Oxfordshire* Berkshire* • 
Buckinghamshire, Bedfordshire* 
Hertfordshire *  Middlesex , 2.9 48.1 . 32.8 19,1
northern Ireland *3 35.3 43.7 20.5
Total 100.00 61*9 17*7 ' 20.4
TABLE.. GLIV
'"Overseas visitors visiting the United Eingdom 
for ncmHtassines.G reasons* for. sin months or less 9 
staying in one localityfl .by region visited, 1966.
Purpose of visit
1 ' 2 ' ■ ■ ' 3 ' ' ' 6
legion ■. ’ ’’ '% Holiday
/•j,
Relatives
JZ*
' Ofches
London . . 72.0 6S.S ■' ■1.13,7 17.5
Keafci,' Surrey, Susaex : 9.lt ' ' m e  : - -26.2 '36.2
Cimiherlaad, rJegttaortcmd* Puraass ‘ • ”■ a  •■. / i t a ■' " '■ *?rj, f-/u.i> X.7-
Devon, Cornwall ' " ■ ’' -*6■' ■ S3.8- ■ ■ 14.7 ' 31.5
Wales : ■ - ■•- ■/ ..■■■■ ■ v a " - -36,4 ■• . 42.6' •'21.0
Scotland' ■■ • * ■ ■' 3.2 • 33 #4 - . S3,5 ■’ : 1- 13.1
Lancashire, E/W Yorkshire, > 
Cheshire, Isle of Has ' '3.2 . 33.4 .50,1' 16.5
Northumberland* Burbast,’ 
north Yorkshire ' a  • ;' '21.5 • 14.2 ’ G4.3
Staffordshire, Warwickshire, 
Worcestershire, Herefordshire, • 
Shropshire i.i 33.5 .. 47.2, - - 13,4
Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire9• 
Norfchanfcs .0 47.6 " 33,7/ . 13.7:
Gloucestershire* Somerset, 
Wiltshire •' • 1.0 36.1- . 45.1 18.0
Hants & Eorset- 2.0 34.6 ■ •.•20.6 • •• 44.7
Caf§%ridgesh£res;:Rorfolkg . . , 
Stiff oik,. Essex • ; - 2.3. ;' 32,B . . 48,9; . ;. 27,3
O^ordshire,' Berkshire* 
Btickinghamshire, Bedfordshire,'; • 
Hertfordshire* Kiddlescn. . .-■' . 2.3 ■ ■.. V.3M'; : . ’ - 30,5 ■ . 30,0
Northern Ireland - a-' ,63.9. .0.7
Total 100,00 '59.9 19.7 20.4
The phenomenal geographical concentration of terminal notr*htisiti«2C» visits 
is well brought out; over 70% stay in I.onion and about BOY stay in the two 
regions, London and Kent, Surrey and. Sussex* After these two.regions, tlm 
ssost popular are Scotland s and Lancashire and East and liesfc .Yorkshire*
The other eleven regions chare about 131 of the total between tbe@«
One can also draw some tentative conclusions about the determinants of 
demand for each region $ Scotland and the Lake District fir;.1 more dependent 
than most regions on overseas visitors coming to see their relatives;
London has the highest percentage'of fholidaymakers1• Devon and Cornwall 
have one of the lowest percentages of visitors coming to stay with relatives* 
Overall* about 60% of non^business visitors came to the UK on holiday and 
20% came to stay with relatives* and a further 20% came for other reasons*
.Since the percentages which an analysii c**.the two years data revealed were 
fairly constant* one can apply them to cue 1967 figures used in quantifying 
the market*
Of the 3*447*000* overseas visitors who cane to the UK for non*4>usiness 
.reasons in 1967* 71%* or approximately 2*447*000 would have spent their 
stay in one locality* Applying the percentages in Table CLXV* one derives 
the following distributions
* Board of Trade Journal* 0?♦€!?** Table 4*
' TABLE CLY
Distribution of terminal non-business overseas visitors in 1967
Region Numbers
London 1*761*850
Kent* Surrey*' Sussex* 230*000
Cumberland* Westmorland* Furness 2*450
: Devon* Cornwall' 5 19*575
Wales 1 17*125
'■'Scotland' 78*390 ■
: Lancashire* 'E/U Yorkshire,
t Cheshire* Isle of Man 78*308.
Northumberland * Barham., .
North Yorkshire
Staffordshire* Warmefcsliire,. 
forcesterchire, Herefordshire *
Shropshire ' 26*925'
Nottinghamshire:* Leicestershire,
Northants 19*575
Gloucestershire, Somerset*
Wiltshire ■ ■ ■ 24*475
Hants & Dorset 48*950
Cambridgeshire, Norfolk*
Suffolk* Essex • 56,275
Oxfordshire, Berkshire,
Buckinghamshire* Bedfordshire*
Hertfordshire* 'Middlesex 56,275
llorthem Ireland 4*908
Total ' 2*447,000
Having established the distribution of terminal non-business visitors* 
the next stage in the analysis is to look at the total number of nights 
spent in each region, and see to what extent the variations in average 
length of stay in each region are due to differences in the percentage 
of visitors according to their purpose of visit# At this stage* one 
has to reintroduce business visits as the figures of nights spent in 
each region cover all visits, and are not broken down by purpose of 
visit.
Average length of stay according, to region visited for the two years is 
shown in Table CLV1*
TABLE CLVI
Length of stay of all terminal overseas visitors 
, .according to.region,visited. 1965-1966#
legions
Wights
1965 1966
8.85
19*9
26.9
19.5 
18.2
23.6
London
Kent, Surrey, Susses 
Cumberland, llesttaorlead, Furness 
.Devon, Cornwall 
Wales •
Scotland :
9.3.
20.6
22.9
22.1
26.6
26.3
. Lancashire, E/W Yorkshire* . l.::, ' =.
Cheshire, Isle of Kan 22.8' ' 18.1
Northumberland, Durham,
Worth Yorkshire 27.8 18.6
Staffordshire, Warwickshire ,
Worcestershire, Herefordshire,
Shropshire 22*1 20.5
Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire,
Horthants ' 18.3 17.8
Gloucestershire, Somerset, :
Wiltshire 19.3'- . 24.0
Hants & Dorset 21.9 . 27.2
Cambridgeshire, Norfolk,
■Suffolk, Essex  ^ 20.2 22.3
Oxfordshire* Berkshire,
Buckinghamshire, Bedfordshire, ,
Hertfordshire, Middlesex ' 21*4 21*3
Northern Ireland* * 25.0 36*8
Average for all visitors 12.5 11.9
It can be seen that there arc substantial variations in average length of 
stay according to region, varying from 8.85 nights for visitors to London 
in 1966 to. 27.2 nights for visitors to Hampshire in the same year.
* The sample of overseas visitors spending ell their time in Northern
Ireland was very ©mail.
Although one cannot-conclude from the data as they stand whether these 
variations are due to differences in the region, or in the mix of 
visitors who go there, one can make some intelligent guesses by plotting 
average length of stay against the percentage visiting each region on 
business visits. This is reproduced in Graph V^l_ , which shows that 
variations S n ' the percentage o£ businessmen visiting'each region'account' 
■for much of the variation, in average, length of. stay in each region. One: 
can.deduce.this.because, ifa line were drains through the observations, 
it" would slope downwards to' the right,'indicating that the lower the 
percentage of'businessmen,'the ion'ger the ‘ average • length of'stay in a 
region, thus,, visitors' to London contain the 'highest1percentage 'of 
business visitors,.'and have the'shortest average'length of stay. ' 
Visitors to .'Hampshire have the 'longest' average length of stay and also 
the lowest percentage of business visits.--'" "
Repeating this exercise by plotting visits to relatives against average 
length of stay, it is clear that those regions with a high percentage of 
visitors in this category have a high average length of stay. T&is is 
shown in graph Vf., where the imputed line slopes upwards to the right.
Graph W_ shows holiday visits plotted.against average length of stay.
It shows that the higher the percentage of holiday visits to a region 
the lower the average length, of'stay.-. . Holiday visits therefore have the 
same 'effect as business visits'in reducing the average length of stay. 
This explains why visits to London are shorter than visits elsewhere; 
they.contain the lowest percentage of visits to relatives, and the 
highest percentage of other visits.
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GRAPH IV
Relationship between holiday ivisits 
and average length of Stay ; j
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GRAPH V
Relationship between visits 'to relatives 
and average;length of stay j ; i
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GRAPH VI
Relationship between business 
visits an<1 length of st^ y, 1966
% of business 
visitors t t 
visiting a ! 
region “ i r :
j. Average i 
length of 
30"stay(nights)
To substantiate these conclusions, the date were fed into a computer to 
see if there was a correlation between length of stay and purpose of 
visit* The result showed a correlation of *9741; in other words, 
average length of stay in a region is determined by the •mi*:1 of the 
visitors it attracts*
Turning to the crucial; factor of propensity to stay in hotels, as one 
■might expect*.there.ere substantial regional variations* Table CLVXl 
shows nights spent in hotels in the region by terminal overseas visitors 
including business visitors as a percentage of - total mights spent in 
that region .‘by over seas, visitors* It also shows-what percentage of 
overseas visitors spent'soma time' in hotels in that region* Data are 
given .; for the two years 1965 and 1966.
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Table CLVII pinpoints the ©oat serious problem confronting UK tourism#
The phenomenal concentration of terminal tourism'in London has already 
been noted; (see Tables CLIXI and CLIV) this is aggravated by the high 
propensity of terminal overseas visitors in London to stay in hotels ~ 
three times as high as the propensity of visitors to Cumberland,.
Westmorland and Furness, the next most intensive users of hotels* As a 
result of these two factors, in 1965 89*4% of all terminal overseas 
visitor nights spent in hotels in the UK were . spent' in hotels in London.
In 1966,- the percentage’was 88*1%,
This concentration of hotel patronage in one. city is the largest single 
problem facing those responsible for the promotion and organisation of 
tourism to the UK* The analysis of transient visitors does little to 
detract from this anxiety* -
Transient Visitors
The classification of transient visitors is somewhat different* They are 
broken down into nine categories, according to the region or combinations 
of regions which, they visited*
In 1866, approximately 26*61 of all overseas visitors to the VK spent 
their stay in more than one locality# They accounted for 37% of overseas 
visitor nights in the UK, and 45*5% of overseas visitor nights spent in 
hotels# , Transient visitors therefore stay longer, and are more likely to 
stay in an'hotel# In 1966, 28*2% of non-business visitors were transient, 
so the non-business visitor is more likely-to travel within the UK than' 
the business visitor.
Table ChVIII, which excludes business visits, shows the distribution over 
the nine regions by purpose of visit* The percentages show what percentage 
of visits to each region x*ere accounted for by each of the three purposes. 
Thus 42*2% of the visits to Scotland in 1965 were for holidays.
Comparing this with Tables CLI1I and CLI7 of the previous section, one 
notices a marked drop in the percentage, accounted for by fother4 visitors • 
Tliis is understandable' as students and convalescents,for example, are less 
likely to travel within the VK0 Tim' comparatively high percentage accounted 
for by holiday-makers is what one would have expected*
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The table confirms many features seen in the preceding section! those mio 
visit Scotland do so .primarily to visit relatives; most visitors spend some 
time in London; Wales-.is .not h particularly attractive tourist destination 
for overseas visitors* The most popular .category is ’London and rest of 
England*, which accounts for nearly half of all transient non-1uisin€»ss visits* 
Without knowing the percentage of visitors to ’other combinations’ who 
spent ..some .time in London, it is difficult to say precisely how many 
visited London, hut it was probably in the region of SOI* from page 
m e  derives a total of 1,000,000 transient non-business visits* If 
800,000 of these spent some tima-in -IJmdott, ,then over, 2}m non-business 
visitors - transient end terminal visited the capital in 1967.
Table CLIE gives average.length «of stay ,£n the pight categories*- This ' 
table is of doubtful’value as it is impossible to -tell-what percentage 
of the stay was spent in each component region. However, the table, which 
-includes; business visits, shows that ■ transient visits' last longer than 
terminal' ones.
TABLE CLXX
Length of stay of all transient overseas visitors' :
■ . ' according to regions -visited .
Area of visit ' Bights :
■■■ 1965 1966
Scotland only 26i6 - ■ 24*8
Hales only 23*0 23.0
Rest of England only 23*4 . ' 21.5
London and Scotland only ■' :.19*8 - ; 17.5
London and Wales only ' 16*5 •' ■ 17.1
London and Northern Ireland only i 6 . i . ; . •19.1
London and rest of England only - 2i.o: : . . ■; 17.4
Northern Ireland only* - ' < 36.8: ■ ' 25.0
Other combinations 30.0;. ■ . 27,5
All visitors 23.9' ■20*9
■ * The sample of overseas- visitors spending all their time in northern 
Ireland .was very small.
Comparing Table CLVXXX-with Table CLXX, one observes that there there is 
a higher percentage of overseas visitors visiting relatives, the average 
length of stay is longer, confirming the pattern seen in the section on 
terminal visits* Apart from Wales, visitors to London and Northern 
Ireland have the lowest average length of stay, and Also the lowest 
percentage of visitors visiting relatives* Conversely, visits to 
Scotland Lave the highest average length of stay, and the highest 
percentage of visitors visiting relatives*
To test the hypothesis that average length of stir/ In a region was a 
function of the purposes of visits of those staying there, An exercise 
was carried out suing weighted sequential multiple linear regression. . 
The results shoved quite clearly that Business visits were negatively 
related to length of stay and visits to relatives were positively related
Taking the analysis a stage further, one would, expect that those areas 
receiving a higher percentage of people visiting relatives would have a 
lower percentage of total nights spent in hotels. Using a computer, this 
was shown to Be the case, confirming the pattern of Behaviour of terminal 
tourists*
The data.for the two years in question are show in Table €LX, which 
includes business visits*
Comparing Table. :CLX with Table CLVII, it is clear'that transient visitors 
arc more intensive hotel users than terminal visitors. Any trend of 
overseas visitors to become more mobile could therefore boost hotel 
occupanyy*
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Tourist Mobility
Closely related to the previous analysis of transient tourists is the 
number of private motor vehicles brought into the UK each year overseas 
visitors*
TABLE CLKI
''.-Private motor vehicles brought into Great Britain
’Mv::. . by overseas visitors 1967 .,
Place ,<Hp oti'iin Humber of vehicles
France - 25*200
-¥esfc Germany . • ' 10,550
Sweden 11,050
Netherlands 10,300 .
Switzerland • 7,240
Italy 6,610
Belgium/LuKembourg 4,640
Irish Bapublic 3,740
Denmark' . 3,200
Spain/Portugal 1,930
■ Norway 1,360
Austria. 650 ■
Greece/Turkey . 550 :
B* Europe (incl* USSR) 340 -
Finland 150
"Total Europe; : ‘ - : 103,730 • -
USA • ; / v ' 5,390 "
Canada * '510 '
South and'Central America 240.
Africa 1,260
Asia.. ; 620
Australia/New Zealand 370
Total non-Europe 8,390
British forces in Germany 7,010
British diplomatic and other military personnel 1,160
IIS forces in Germany 1,210
m m  t o m  . ' ' • 113,200
* British Travel Association, Digest of Tourist Statistics, BTA March 1969, 
Table 18, p*42.
Whether or not an overseas visitor brings his car with him is not a function 
of his wealth, but of where he lives. Only 3 in 10,000 Canadian visitors 
bring their car, but this propensity increases to 22 per 10,000 for Austrians, 
to 46 per 10,000 for Germans and to 60 per 10,000 for the French.
Increases in the propensity to bring,the car td.ll not therefore be solely 
related- to increases in cBt^ometphip in. the- tourist generating countries, 
but/in increases in'the convenience of bringing the car by reducing the 
time, cost sad distance involved. This is in turn related to;' improved. 
coamiunications within Europe to. the sea-ports in France, Belgium, .the 
Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden 'sad Hotway,-'iiaprbved 'communications across 
the channel more roll-on, roll-off ferries or a channel tunnel'.- and 
b&tfcer roads from the English ses-ports'to the popular tourist destinations. .
If these conditions are fulfilled, and more visitors come by car, this has 
important implications for the accommodation industry. Locations about a 
day’s drive from the sea-ports might be popular overnight destinations; 
the e::isting stock of camping sites may have to be extensively;increased; 
the overseas visitors will stay for a shorter time at each destination, and 
will expect accommodation for their cars as well as themselves.
Trie implications go further than the accommodation industry; London,
Stratford and the Cathedral cities will have acute parking problems' near 
their historic attractions if sufficient facilities are not made available. 
Farts of the country, previously inaccessible to many tourists, will have 
new opportunities.
The BIA' estimate that at the moment one tourist in every 12 to 18 comes 
to the UK by car** The possible long-term saturation point could be as 
high as - 86% of tourists coming by car from nearby 17. European countries*
This is the current figure for American tourists to Canada, where the 
convenience of bringing a car is exceedingly high.
* British Travel Association, Digest of Tourist Statistics, 0P.CIT., p.56.
I-!hile this figure will certainly not be achieved in the next. decade, the 
percentage bringing their car is certain to increase formidably. Related
to this is the increasing use of hired cars by those who come to the UK. 
Much more needs to be known about this kind of traffic, perhaps by 
including questions in the IPS on method of travel within the UK. Any 
increase will- ■ add to the trends laentioned' above. Increased mobility of
both types c m  help the tourist industry by. spreading the geographical 
distribution of demand., m i  should perhaps receive ©ore encouragement for 
this reason* ' . '
Seasonality
The monthly distribution-of the-annual -arrivals'of overseas visitors would 
provide- the .subject for• another study. • .For the purposes of this*one, the 
questions that have to be answered are: "!-!hafc is the extent of the current 
seasonality or ’peaking1 of the arrivals of overseas-visitors? Does it 
vary according to country' of origin cast! purpose o£ visit? Vk&t' causes it? 
Will it get better, i.e., will the distribution of future visits he spread 
©ore evenly throughout the year, or will :£fc get worse? -
The- -percentage - of the -annual' total of tourists who arrive in each -month 
are -shown in Gram Vl|» The ’ dotted line shows the optimum, -distribution • - 
S^/3% ’of - the annual total - arriving In each month.
A quantitative measure'of the. seasonality of visitor traffic can be 
derived by measuring the difference between 8 /3Z and'the percentage 
which each of the 12 months actually accounted for. The total of such 
differences is the peak factor.
The peak factor for non-Covmma&lth arrivals in the UK as -shorn in the 
graph in- 1967 was 57.3. This is to be contrasted with the best possible 
distribution which would be represented by a peak factor 'of 0 - £*/3% 
-coming in each month - and the worst, which would be represented.-by a peak 
factor of 183 — 1002 coming in one month.
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Table CLXIX shews the peal; factors of tourism-fco seventeen countries, from 
which it is clear that the UK is better placed than most countries# This 
table includes non-business visits , as the OECD statistics on which it is 
based do not differentiate between the two yypes of visitor.
- TABLE CLXII : .
Deal; factors'of tourist arrivals 
(business and nmHimisittess}
...- in seventeen.-countries.. 1965# -
■ &omitry
. . .Yugoslavia'
'■ > Bcrway . ...
Austria
: .Belgium.
Italy
Luxembourg
Greece
Switserland
Spain
Turtcey
Canada
Germany
Netherlands
UK .
prance 
Portugal 
Japan
Seasonality is clearly a feature of international tourism and not a 
domestic problem confined to the UK#
Table CL3IIII shows arrivals of non-Commonwealth visitors in the UK for 
three years, by month of arrival, by purpose of visit and by method of 
travel#
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The % column shows the percentage of the annual totals that arrived in 
each month* Thus 6*371 of business visitors cosing by sea in 1963 arrived 
in January* The peak factor is derived by adding the twelve differences 
between each monthly percentage and 8*33%*
It is clear from the last tiwo Sines that business visits are less peaked 
than non-business visits% this explains the good performance of Japan in 
Table CLXXZ* Rot being"a developed, tourist destination* it has a higher 
percentage of business visits than the other countries in the table* and 
a correspondingly better overall distribution of monthly arrivals*
Table CLXIII provides a further clue about the cause' of seasonality5 
non-business visitors coming by air have m better seasonal distribution 
than those coming by seaf they also have a higher daily expenditure*
Does this imply that richer tourists* or tourists from richer countries* 
have a better seasonal distribution of arrivals than poorer tourists?
Graph Vill measures the peak factor of all tourists to seven 
different countries* and contrasts this with the peak factor of American 
tourists visiting those countries* In each case the American tourists’ 
visits have a more even distribution.
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Analysing UtC data supplied by the Horae Office from which one can derive 
peak factors for non-Comsnonwealth countries, supplying;3!ona4)us£ness visitors 
to the UK, one can formulate the following hypothesis concerning seasonality® 
Those countries that only supply a few tourists - for example Uruguay* 
Portugal* Yugoslavia and Spain - will generate a very even flow* This is 
because those tourists will come from the wealthiest income group* and 
their choice of timing will be unaffected by considerations of paid 
holidays* Those countries who generate a high volume of tourists will 
not have such a good spread* and* as a mass market is penetrated* peak 
factors of up to BO will be experienced as' the bulk of the tourists come ■ 
in the months in which they traditionally take their annuel holiday*
Eventually a third stage is reached* when seasonality improves again* 
as the residents of the tourist generating country have more holiday 
entitlement* and are freer to visit the UK when they wish* Tourists 
from the USA and Switzerland have reached this third stage* and in the 
next decade one can legitimately expect a better spread in arrivals from 
W* Germany and France*
The UIC,s advantage is that tourists do not come here for the weather*
Tliis is traditionally thought to be a disadvantage, but it makes the UK 
less vulnerable to competition from, the Pacific and the Vest Indies - 
increasingly popular tourist destinations - and it enables a better
seasonal spread to be achieved*
Conclusions
Chapter VII was divided into two sections; the first section looked at
the determinants of demand for non-business visits to the UK* as demand
for accommodation by iicnrbiisinoBS visitors is dependent on their visiting
the UK* It was shown that the propensity of residents of a foreign
country to visit the UK for non-business reasons was very closely related
to the wealth.of the-residents .and to the cost of air travelvto; tmr UK* -'although
soma non-quantifiable variables were also'in evidence*
The dependence of the 1C on a small number of countries for her tourist 
traffic was noted* Of ncm-Consnonwealth traffic in 196?* two countries 
supplied half the non-business visitors* four supplied two-thirds* and 
six supplied three- quarters* .-This dependence-on a few countries has' been 
a feature of UK tourism for the past thirty years and is likely to .continue*
Kon-business traffic from the Wilted States was analysed in seme detail, 
and it was shown that the increase in such traffic from America since 1950 
could satisfactorily be explained by a selection of socio-economic variables*
The equation derived was approximately 99% accurate each year when used to 
forecast retrospectively* Similar analysis of traffic from other countries 
showed that there were no theoretical obstacles to the construction of an 
econometric model to predict tourist flow to the UK — a forecasting weapon 
developed by other countries some time ago* .
An analysis of tourist arrivals in those countries with which the UK has 
to compete showed that the UK had held its share in this growth market* 
although its tourist industry did not receive assistance comparable to 
that extended to the tourist industries of most European countries.* While 
tourist arrivals in Portugal and Yugoslavia were increasing faster than 
such arrivals in the UK* the UK in turn was outperforming moot other 
European countries, particularly the *traditional* tourist destinations 
such as France and Switzerland, and, for come years, Italy* In particular* 
the UK was holding its share of the all important American tourist market, 
and performed well in years of tourist recession.
The analysis revealed that the increase in tourism had cone from the 
traditional supplying countries* and* as these propensities to visit the 
UK had increased* so had length of stay and average expenditure both 
dropped* as the increase in numbers was due to the less well-off resident 
of those countries entering the market* If one expects m y  future 
increase to come from the traditional countries* then the forecast must 
take account of these two,trends. Since 1950, non-business.visitor . , 
traffic,has increased at an average annual rate of 10*9% in terms of 
numbers of .visitors* However, the rate since 1963 has been .13*1% and 
this, figure does not reflect the boom in arrivals since devaluation In 
1967* - The rate is not only higher no^ J, 'but it Is also, more constant, from 
one year to-the next, and both these factors will be taken account.of in 
the forecast*
An analysis - of Commonwealth traffic and traffic from the Irish- Republic, 
.was handicapped by inadequate data, but the overall growth rates in 
traffic were not dissimilar from.non-Commonvoalth traffic though the 
propensity to visit vac of course higher because of the ^kinship9, factor, 
and such visitors tended to stay longer*
The second section looked at the pattern of overseas tourist.behaviour 
within the UR* Perhaps the most important feature to emerge was that > 
the three-quarters of non-business visitors who spent all their stay its. 
one locality spent only 16% of their nights in the UK in an hotel* 
Although non-business visitors accounted for 91% of nights - in the; UK, 
they only accounted for 73% of nights spent in hotels, the 97, of business 
visitors accounting for 27% of hotel nights. .
The figure of 16% varied considerably according to the nationality of 
the non-business visitor5 for Austrian*?, it was 6*9%, for Americans it 
was 30*2%.. 44*5% of non-business visitors spending the whole of their 
stay in one locality spent no nights in an hotefc; the balance who spent 
some nights in hotels spent less than half their stay in them* The 
percentage of nights spent in hotels, however, increased as the length 
of stay decreased; this has important implications for the future, and 
is taken up in the forecast*
Another most important feature to■emerge' was the geographical•concentration 
of tourism in London; of non-business visitors who spent’ their stay in 
one locality only ** nearly three quarters of all non-business visits ~ 
over.70% chose London* an even higher percentage of those tourists who 
toured, within the UK spent some time in London. Length of stay, however, 
for those visitors who spent -all; their stay in London' was shorter. than 
for’laosfc- other regions, probably, because of the high proportion of- . 
holiday-makers, as opposed, to ..-visitors coming-to stay, with relatives.
(The latter, have a longer length .of.stay)* A measure of the concentration 
of-hotel' usage in London was also'calculated; in 1965, 89.4%:of;all nights 
spent in hotels in the UK by business and noti-busineos visitors ‘ staying 
in -one locality were,spent in London hotels. Hie - figure for 1966.was 
88.1%. - Thus, the benefits of tourism to the commercial accommodation 
industry are very unevenly distributed.
An examination of the tsore .mobile visitors revealed an equal concentration 
in London; these visitors tended to stay longer in the UK and to spend a 
higher percentage of their stay in hotels. While.about 89% spent some 
tine in London, any trend towards greater mobility by tourists would, be 
to the advantage of -other tourist regions, which sec very.little of the 
visitors who stay in one locality.
The analysis.examined the propensity of overseas visitors to.bring their 
cars with them to the UK. This was fctmd to .he related. to. distance 
rather than wealth, and It was concluded that any improvement in 
communications in Europe, across the Channel and within the UK would . 
increase this propensity.
Finally, the seasonality of tourist arrivals wan examined, and found to 
be related to levels of wealth and to the propensity.of countries to 
supply', non-business visitors to the UK. basically, the higher the 
propensity, the greater the seasonality of tourist flow until a level of 
per capita Income was achieved comparable to that of the USA when the 
seasonality began to improve•
All these conclusions form the basis of the forecast in the final section 
of the study? one final point needs mention*
Is there any indication that saturation level is being approached from 
the demand point of view? The propensity to visit the UK has been 
increasing steadily since 1950, and,even in those countries where the 
propensities are highest, there is no evidence that it is tailing off*
The highest propensity to visit England for non-business reasons - that 
of redidents of the Netherlands at 109*97 per 10,000 residents - is still 
far behind that of the French to visit Spain at 1,520 per 10,000 or of 
the Germans to visit Austria'at 696 per 10,000; nor are there any signs 
of these two propensities falling off either for reasons of demand 
saturation, though there are obvious annual fluctuations which are 
related to levels of economic activity* There is therefore no reason 
for thinking that the UI is 'anywhere near saturation point from a demand 
point of view*
CHAPTER VIII
DEMAND FOR ACCOIltlODATION AWAY M O M  HOME BY OVERSEAS VISITORS 
VISITING THE UK FOR BUSINESS REASONS
Since 1950 the number of foreigners admitted to the United Kingdom for 
three months or less whose purpose of visit was ’business* has increased 
substantially*
The most reliable source of data on the number of such visits from non- 
Commonwealth countries is the annual Home Office publication ''Statistics 
of Foreigners Entering and Leaving the United Kingdom”.
The number of such business visits including visits to attend conferences 
for the years 1950-1967 inclusive is as follows:
TABLE CLXXV
Arrivals of business visitors from 
non-commonwealth countries
 admitted for three months or less, 1950-1967
No. of non-commonwealth Ho. of non-Cknsmonwealth
Year business visits___ _ Year - business visits
1950 106,087 . 1959
1951 120,487 1960 252,944
1952 114,469 1961 279,872
1953 118,836 1962* 307,151
1954 133,451 1963 348,696
1955 147,502 1964 393,246
1956 161,150 1965 431,800
1957 174,733 1966 480,072
1958 185,431 1967 532,976
The overall increase in the period was 502.4% as opposed to 568.3% for those 
visits i&hose purpose was holidays.
The percentage increase for each year over the preceding one war; as follows. 
In order to show that the business market is independent of the holiday 
market, the percentage increases for holiday visits are shown alongside.
* In 1962, the basis for inclusion in this Table was changed from visitors 
arriving for sir months or less to those arriving for three months or less.
(The number of business visits lasting between three and six months is minimal).
TABLE CU N
Annual increase of non-Commonwe alth business visits 
 compared with increase in non-busines s vis its__
Percentage increase Percentage increase
of business visits of non-business visits
Tear over preceding year over preceding year
1951 + 13.6 4* 11.9
1952 5.0 4- 5.4
1953 * 3.8 * 13.9
1954 4* 12.3 4* 4.4
1955 4* 10.5 4* 23*6
1956 4* 9.3 4- 6.3
1957 4* 3.4 ❖ 7.3
1953 + 6.1 * 5.7
1959 4* 16.6 ❖ 8.7
1960 * 17.0 •i* 19.0
1961 + 10.6 4- 6.6
1962 + 9.7 + 6.8
1963 ■f 13.5 + 13.2
1964 12.8 4- 14.0
1965 + 9.8 4* 13.4
1966 4* 11.2 4* 15.5
1967 4- 11.0 * 9.2
This table provides additional justification for the methodology adopted 
in this study; since the rates of increase are different, it follows that 
the determinants of demand are also different, and the two types of traffic 
should therefore be analysed separately.
The average rates of annual increase over the whole period and over 
component parts of the whole period for both types of traffic are shown 
below;
TABLE CLXVI
Average increases of non-Commonwealth business visits compared with 
average increases in nonrbusiness visits, 1 9 5 1 - 1 9 6 7 ________
Average increase %
Period Business visits Hon-business visits
The wide fluctuations in the increases of business visits evdidenfc in tits, 
the 1950*6 seem to be evening out. This can best be illustrated by 
looking at the standard deviations* from the mean within each of the 
three periods shown in the preceding table.
" ?ABbE ChEVII
Standard deviations from the mean of annual average . r ^ 
increases in non-Commonwealth business arrivals
Period ■ Standard deviation. .
4.44
4.45 
1.48
The comparison of Table CLXVTX with that for holiday traffic (Table CXXV) 
shows that business traffic grows at a more even rate than non-business 
traffic, as it fluctuates less wildly about the mean. If the reason for 
this evenness can be identified and be shown to be permanent, the tosh of 
forecasting business traffic should be easier than it was 20 years ago, 
and easier than foreeasting non-business traffic.
For the more specific purposes of this study - the identification of 
demand determinants - the Home Office statistics on their own are of 
little value. They do not state whether or not the business visitor
stayed in an hotel; they do not state how long he stayed (apart from the 
fact that he stayed less than three months); nor do they state where he 
went. .
The 1967 IPS reveals that 842,000 business visits were made to the UK 
in that year.
It also reveals that the average length of stay of business visitors has 
been slowly dropping.
1951-1956
1957-1962
1963-1967
* For details of the method of calculating the standard deviation see page 383.
TABLE Cl,mil*
Average length of stay of business visits. 1964-1967
Tear
1964
1965
1966
1967
Expenditure per day by business visitors Las, however, been rising*
TABLE CLX1K" ^
Average expenditure per day by business visitors* 1964-1967
t 
6*9 
6*6 
6.9 
7.4
However, expenditure has not been rising fast enough to counterbalance 
the reduction in the average length of stay, so.average expenditure per 
visit has been falling.
TABLE CLXX
Average expenditure per visit by business visitors. 1964rl967
Tear JL
1964 64.4
1965 59.8
1966 60.9
1967 59.3
Assuming that the average length of stay in nights is one less than the 
average length of stay in days, the IPS reveals that approximately 
5,900,000 were spent in the UK by overseas businessmen, including those 
attending conferences in the UK.**
* Board of Trade Journal 4/10/68, OP.GIT., Table 7, p .8.
**'See Table X, p.48.
Ye.ar
1964
1965
1966
1967
Bays
9.3
9.1
8.8
8.0
Hhy do business visitors come here on business?
To find out t?hy oversees 'businessmen.demand accommodation in the UK, one 
has to find out what motivates their visit to the UK in the first place. 
Demand for commercial accommodation is derived, as opposed•to primary 
demand, and fo find out the determinant in this case, one must discover 
first of all what -brings then to the United Kingdom,
Intuitively, one would expect a business visit to the UK to have some 
relation with trade between the United Kingdom and the country whence 
the business visitor originated. By definition, such a visit is of a 
commercial nature, and the principal activities of most commercial 
organisations are the buying and selling of goods and services.
Even if some .visits, did not result in :an immediate sale or purchase, 
many would hr reflections or results of previous transactions end many 
others might (,**'■"£ ante in one in the future. Over a period of time, 
such abortive visits therefore can be ignored.
If this intuitive hypothesis were true, one would expect
(a) that those countries with whom the United Kingdom traded most
would also generate the most business traffic 
(|) that the increase in trade with such countries would be
accompanied by an increase in overseas visitor traffic to the
UK on business.
These two implications following from the hypothesis were tested within 
the parameters of the available data.
To see whether those countries with whom the UK trades most also 
generated the most business visitor traffic, the 1966 export and import 
figures of trade between the United Kingdom and 14 countries were 
extracted from the 1967 Annual Abstract of Statistics. These were 
correlated with the Home Office figures of business arrivals from those 
countries. The results are shown on the following graph.
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While it is cleat that there is a strong:corcelation between the two 
variables - tots! trade-and business, arrivals -  it would appear that 
other factors Are at work as well* '
For example, the position of South Africa indicates that, -given the-value, 
of trade between the two countries, more business arrivals might have 
been expected* The explanation of this discrepancy, which is the only 
serious one in the graph, lies in the high unit value of trade with South 
Africa, which is predominantly in raw materials such as gold, diamonds 
and.other precious stones. More needs to be known about which items of 
trade have a high propensity to generate business-t r s f foe, and this is 
dealt with in the forecast. '
The positions of France, Netherlands and West Germany indicate that, 
given the volume of trade between- the countries, slightly, fewer visits 
might have been expected. The explanation for this is probably that, 
since these three countries are relatively close to the UK and communica­
tions to the UK are good, the disincentives to travel - principally time 
and money — are less acutely felt by. businessmen resident in those 
countries*
A further analysis was carried out, within the framework of. this first 
analysis, to sec whether, given the correlation between business arrivals 
and trade,;cither exports or imports were more closely correlated.
Exports were marginally better correlated with.business arrivals than 
imports,’ from which one could tentatively conclude that overseas business- 
men came here to buy rather than to sell; or, at any rate, those who came 
here to sell met with less success than those who came here to buy. This 
correlation with exports was significantly better for America than for 
many other countries. It is interesting to note that a similar exercise 
carried out by the Post Office, correlating international telephone calls 
between the UK and her trading partners, showed that they were more closely 
related to UK exports than inports.
It is, however, clear that the volume of trade between the United Kingdom 
and the country concerned is not the only variable at work. The hypothesis 
that the propensity of businessmen m£ seventeen countries to visit the 
United Kingdom was a function not only of the volume of trade but also of 
the cost of air travel, was tested on a computer* The correlation 
coefficient was only .45 and only 211 of the variation was explained*
However, then such propensities were correlated with non-rnonetery 
indicators of wealth, on the lines used in the analysis for non-business 
traffic (see p.37#) the multiple correlation coefficient was .88 and the ■ 
percentage'of variation explained was 77.51. 4
One would conclude from this "that the wealthier countries' supply more 
businessmen to the UK than the poorer countries and part, but not all, 
of the reason for'this'is that they also *rade more.
The second analysis carried out was to establish whether there was a 
correlation between the increase in trade between the United Kingdom 
and a given country, and the increase in business arrivals in the United 
Kingdom from that country.
Business arrivals from the Netherlands for the 10 years 1955-64 inclusive 
were correlated; firstly wnth UK exports to the Netherlands• The 
correlation coefficients were .984 and .927 respectively, indicating a 
close relationship. As a word of warning, it should be pointed out that 
high coefficients such as these are often observed when two variables are 
correlated in a time-series analysis. ;The same exercise was repeated for 
several other countries, and the relationships observed were, almost 
identical. Business arrivals from Sweden for the years 1950 and 1966, as 
recorded by the Home Office, ware correlated against imports from Sweden 
by the UK, and exports by UK to Sweden. London-Stockholm air fares were 
also included. These three variables explained 98.56% of the variation 
in arrivals, exports alone accounting for 98.05%. Using the equation so 
derived to forecast historically, the following pattern emerged:
TABLE CLXKI
Predictive accuracy of regression analysis 
of Swedish business arrivals
1 2 3
Year
Arrivals as per 
Home Office
Arrivals as 
predicted 
by equation
Residual. 
(Column 1 * 
Column 5L)
|950 5,837 5,080 757
1951 5*704 5,608 96
1952 . *,162 5,890 - 728
1953 5*359 5,963 - 604
1954 6,016 6*294 - 278
1955 6,500 6*422 78
1956 7,071 7,447 - 376
1957 7*494 8,289 * 795
1958 8*251 7,977 280
1959 9,263 8,716 547
1960 11*411 10*417 994
1961 12,190 11,403 787
1962 12,921 12,891 30
1963 14,534 14,565 - 31
1964 16,286 17,194 - 90S
1965 18,789 19*241 - 452
1966 20,835 20,233 602
average error was 580 arrivals — about 51 *• and so the equation
reasonably accurate.
To see whether the reduction in air fares in real terns over the period 
increased the propensity of businessmen to come to the UK, further runs 
were carried out on a computer using business arrivals as the dependent 
variable and single fares between London and the capital of the country 
concerned as the independent variable. Such reductions appear to have 
more effect on travel from the more distant countries than the nearer one 
but much less effect than such reductions had on holiday traffic. This 
would confirm what has already been suggested, that business traffic is 
relatively unresponsive to price changes.
One can legitimately conclude that trade between the United ’n^dom and 
a given country is a prime determinant of demand for business visits to 
the UK by businessmen of that country*
Of increasing importance to Brita£t**8 Trade, and therefore to her business 
visitor traffic* are the giant international corporations* In 1968* for 
the first time, the Board of trade began to assemble information on the 
proportion of Britain1!? exports represented by transactions between 
related concerns* The result© show that in 1966* the latest years for 
which figures were availably such transactions accounted for about 22% of 
total exports* The most important category among the £oreign~atmed concerns 
were the giant US corporations* which accounted for 14% of alt British 
exports® Of the total exports of these American controlled companies in 
the UK* 561 were to affiliated companies overseas$ on the import side 
similar transaction© may account for.an equally high percentage*
Over the next few years such £nter~compmiy trade is likely to grow; more 
and more companies are planning their operation© in different countries 
as related rather than separate activities* The crucial question is 
whether the United Kingdom can convince such corporations that the economic 
climate in this country is more beneficial a© the base of such s concern 
then m y  other European country® This in turn depends principally on the 
extent to which legislation on the trade union© becomes operative in the 
next year or two® If the IIC does become a- significant base for the multi8* 
national corporation* this will have a significant effect on the business 
traffic*
Having found out why businessmen come to the UK, can one fitrd out when 
they come, how they co$e, where they go and, of crucial importance* 
whether they stay in commercial accommodation?
Table SLXXIX is derived from data extracted with great difficulty from 
the -Home Office and not published, though the prejudicial effect on 
national security of publication is not obvious® It ©bows the monthly 
arrival pattern by mode of travel of overseas business visitors, excluding 
Commonwealth visitors, for the three years 1963, 1965 end 1967®
TAB IE Cimil
Numbers of nan-Comonueatfcli overseas visitors 
admitted £o the UK for three months or lees 
on business* 1963HL967
.1963 1965 1967
Month a ~ t- • ;V Sea . Air Sea . Acr Sea
January . 19,541 ■ 3,848 27,710 3,538 37,314 3,266
February 20,916 3,119 28,525 3,121 36,987 2,960
Hardi 25,028 3,207 34,841 3,496 36,944 3,021
April 25,037 3,340 31,122 3,143 ‘ 46,843 ■ 3,859
Hay 31,684 3,881 43,393 4,218■ 47,176 3,634
June 27,786 '3,392 37,012 3,512 43,377 ; 3,679
July 29,488 3,691 28,772 3,010 34,604 3,147
August 16,865 ■1,924 ' 21,355 2,169 26,033 2,642
September 30,660 3,980 38,050 3,815 45,726 4,064
October 34,108 4,59V 39,471 3,963 54,671 4,883
November 27,118 3,785 36,596 4,488 48,549 5,066
December 18,355'- 3,152 23,663 2,817 30,916 3,615
Total 305,786 41,910 390,510 41,290 489,140 43,836
From this it is quite clear that business visitors do not particularly 
like coming to the United Kingdom by sea* This confirms what has been 
mentioned before,' that, to the business visitor, time is of the essence*
To derive a better idea of seasonality, the percentages arriving in each 
month are shown in the following table? 7
' ■ tmz :moziix
Monthly distribution of arrivals in Table GLXXII 
expressed.as,.percentages of total arrivals
1963 1965 1967
Month
iwrwenNc/^rywu*
Air Air
1.1 i . . . . * .
Sea Air Sea
-Z t m <7* '■at ' A . 2
January■ J '6*37. - 9*18 . ■ 7*10 8.57 - 7*63 '-■ 7*45
February-.. 6*82 ; '-?M - ’ 7*31 7*56 - ■ 7*56 ;6*75
March - ., . ,.8*-X6 - .- -.7w65 -8*92-. • 8*47 7*55 ■' 6*89
April - 8*16 7*91;’ ■ ’ "?«97;. 7*81. '■9*57., : 8*81
Hay , 10*39.. 9*26 11*11 10*22 '9*64 '■ 8.29
June ■ •■ 9.06 8*09 • 9*48 ’ :' e.5i - ■ : - : 8*87 8*40
July;-':, . 9.61 •8*81 . *9 * * * 7/  /  ; ■*.>■7*29. ’ 7*07 7*18
August, - - 5.50 ' 4 * ■ ; -5*47 ■ ,5*25--" ■ "-5*32 ■' ■: 6*03
September • 10*00 9*50 .9*74 9*24 9.35';' 9*27
October 11*12 10*95 10. U 9.80 11.17 11.14
November 8*84 9*03 9*37 10*87 9*92 11*56
December 5*98 7*52’ 6*06 6*82 6*32 8.25
Total 100% . 100% ■, 100%. , 100% xoor - 1001
August is the -least.papular month for business-visitors, which is.fortunftte 
for the accommodation industry-, as it is .-one of the busiest months -for 
oversees. tourists visiting the UK on holiday ; and for the UK domestic ■ 
holid^ -viaker* .
October is the mist popular month for business visitors* followed by Hay 
and November* The peak factory calculated m  described on arc
extremely Ion*
liM' . - .. .-1965 1967
SucIi trend as does exist indicates that'the spread® as far as business 
visitors arriving by air are concerned® is improving* July in particular 
is attracting a decreasing percentage of .Business visitors® The peaking 
of Business visitors arriving By sea* however® is getting worse® But their 
account for a #lmimsbiug percentage- of total Business traffic® so this 
trend is of little concern*
Mode of .travel ■
The .foregoing tables show that in 1963* 88% of Businessmen came By air® 
in 1965® 90*41 and" in 1967® 91*8%. - This not only reflects the increasing 
use By Businessmen of air travel®. But also the change - in composition of 
the market since 1963®. when American Businessmen® who have the. highest 
propensity to come By air® increased their share of the market (98#4% of 
American. Businessmen came By air" in 1967® when they accounted for 21.2% 
of total Business .arrivals as opposed to 20*6% in 1963)*- .
-Regional distribution
Rata on the destinations within the United Kingdom of overseas business 
visitors arc extremely difficult to derive* The only source of data are 
unpublished.tables based on -two International Passenger Surveys*. Such 
tables divided all overseas visitors into t m  categories* Whose who 
spent the whole of their stay in one locality® and .those who epent their 
; stay in. move, than one, iocalityy Those who stayed in one place are divided 
ia.i© 15 categories®" one. for each geographical area®- and. tables are 
available showing b m  many Businessmen visited each -area*
Those who stayed in more than one locality were classified differently®
Mine possible combinations of regions were given® which did not correspond 
with the 15 categories already-mentioned*
In view of the relatively small sample for some of the areas® two years* 
data were analysed to minimise sampling errors® The data are reproduced 
below*
TABLE a m v
. Overseas visitors visiting the UK for six months or Less 
. on. 'business, staying In one locality,. 
by region visited, 1965 and 1966
Region 1965 1966
London * ' '.‘Ssfo ' '..84,8
Entity Surrey,: Sussex ; ■ .'2.6 ‘ . 2*5
Cumberland, fteststoreland:,....
"Furness; ' ; ~ #1
Davon, Cornwall : ■ mT ' • ■ '  *2
Hales; , . ' ■ • ■ • .2 • .2
Scotland v  ■ 1*6 • 1.6
Lancashire,-E/tf Yorkshire, ' ;
Cheshire, Isle,of Han , , • .,-. 3*4 3.3
: Northumberland, Durham, :
North Yorkshire . ..3 . *3
Staffordshire, Warwickshire,.
Worcestershire, Herefordshire,
.Shropshire 1.1 1.3
Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire,,.;>
Worthants , . , 1.1 1.1
Gloucestershire, Somerset,
Wiltshire .5 .5
■ Hants and Dorset : .9 .6
■ Cambridge,'H8rfolk9 Suffolk,'
\ Essex,; '.., . . -:.9 .2
Oxford,.'Berkshire,' Buckinghamshire,
. Bedfordshire, Hertfordshire,
'Middlesex. : ' 1.9' ' - '2.1
Northern Ireland ' .4' ' .6
Total - : ‘ : -lODZ' ' ' -100%'
The concentration of visits in London by this category of business visitor 
is greater than that of non-business visits, and of course aggravatesthe 
problem outlined in the previous chapter.
Of the 842,000 business visitors admitted to the UK in 1967,* approximately 
802 - or 674,000 - would have spent their stay in one locality only.
*’ Board of Trade Journal 4/10/63* 0F.CIT., Table.4| taken in conjunction 
with Table C L V t it' appears' that, of the 3,121,000 overseas visitors who 
spent' their stay in the UK in one locality in 1967, 2,313,000 - or 741 — 
spent it in London*
(The figures for 1965 and 1966, as revealed by the supplementary tables 
were 77*9% and 79*7% respectively). For convenience ouch business visitors 
are called terminal visitors, as opposed..to transient visitors who Spent 
their stay in more than one locality*
TABLE:CLXXV
Regional distribution of terminal business visitors in 1967
: ^ s g l o n  ' ■ ' ■ H u m o e r s  .■ -■
> ■ London '371,550 .
■ ■Kmt$ Surrey, Sussex-- , . ; 16,850 •
Cumberland, Westmoreland,. ■
furaess 675
Devon, Cornwall ., 1,350 -
• Hales . . .  , 1,350
Scotland . ■ ‘ 10,775 /
Lancashire, I /W Yorkshire,
, Cheshire, Isle of Man " ' ' 22,250
: Northumberland p Durham,
..Worth Yorkshire • '2,025
. Staffordshire, Warwickshire,
Worcestershire, Herefordshire,
Shropshire 8,750
'■ Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire,
• Morthants 7,400
Glowces ter shire , Somerset, -
■ Wiltshire 3,375
; Hants and Dorset . ' ! 4,050
Cambridge, Norfolk, Suffolk,
■Essex 5,400 '
Oxford, Berkshire, Buckinghamshire«,
Bedfordshire, Herfcfardshire,
Middlesex .14,150
Northern Ireland 4>>05Q
■ • Total 674,000
fuming to transient overseasbusiness visitors, their geographical 
distribution in 1965 and.1968 was as follows;
' TABia;:CLMVI
■ Overseas visitors visiting the UK for six months or less .
•on, business, who stayed in more than one locality, •
.. .by. regions .visited, 1965 and .1966....... ,
,., ■ Area \of visit
Scotland only •
Halos only -. ■ ■. ;
. lost of England o n l y .*
London m d  Scotland only 
London .and- Wales only 
London and II* Ireland only ■
Londoni. and rest o£ ■ England only 
Northern Ireland 
Other combinations 
Total
The distribution of the destinations of-those who .'spent their visits in 
more than one place seems fairly close-to that of their mote static 
colleagues# :Scotland receives about Ijf, Wales almost nil, and the rest 
of England, excluding London, about 10-121*. Indeed, there is m  prim 
facie reason %  businessmen r ? ing more than one visit should visit 
different parts of the country .to those who only make one*
This section on regional distribution is complementary to pages 
of Chapter VIIs where data on both business m e  n&nrbminem visits were 
analysed as they often did not distinguish the purpose of visit*
Data kindly .made available by the Board of Trade - based on the 1966 IPS - 
enable one to identify which businessmen *- including those from Commonwealth 
countries - are the most intensive hotel users and to what extent business- 
men from different countries ha\*e different lengths of stay**
1965
" % ' 
. 1*3
1966
: t: 
1*3
11*?;
7.0
1*2
1* 2 -
62*4
'-.t
15*6
100%
10*8 
6*1 
" 1*8 
: •$ 
64.2 
.0 
14*9 
100%
the - analysis in based ©a data on -businessmen from 18 countries who spent 
the whole of their stay #r one locality* 'Their distribution according 
to nationality was as follows!'
■ '' ■ TABLE. CLXKm 
Distribntioh.of-business, visits by country» 1966
- . Country • : \ t
I Hi.mwy irjprpj-.iif ii in i* !.!* 4«qm*
W &  ' ' .24*1 . V
-WCst. gcrra&ny * . 13*8
. France ■ ■ ■ ; ., - .13*8 ■ *
■ ' N e t h e r l a n d s : ■ \ -   ^ ■ _ 1 1 * 4  ■• t -
. Belgium and'Luxet&ourg 5*8 * _
"Switzerland '. - ’ 5*5
Italy 8 5*4 #
Sweden 4*4
Canada. 3*4
Australia 2*3
South Africa 2*1
Denmark • 2*0
Norway ■2*0 ■
. Spain. -2*0
1 Austria 1*5
• New Zealand *5 •
Total ■• 100%. ■
■Apart from business visitors from the Irish Republic* who were not included? 
this table gives a reliable, guide.to the principal countries which generate 
business visitors*
The percentage of their total nights in this country which were actually 
spent in hotels varied enormously from 21*40% for Australian businessmen 
to. 69.95% for Businessmen Belgian and Luxembourg*
TABLE 1CLKXyilX
• Percentage of total --nights in NIC ' 
spent-in/hotels.by .business visitors 
staying. In'- one locality* by nationality
Business visitors, from % stay spent in hotels
Australia 21.40
South Africa'. 35*02
Austria .. . _ . 35.91 -
New-Zealand \ i ' ’ " -37*76 Y "
- Spain' ‘ .' 38*28.
Canada 42*82"-
. Italy ' ' 44*28 . Y Y ’
Prance _ 46,36 -
West Germany , 48.36 ■ .
Switzerland . .. '48*87,
. USA / : 53*52 ">
Netherlands - 56.20
Sweden 62.44
Denmark 63*16
Norway • 87*20
Belgium and Lmiembourg ■ 69*95
:■ Total ■■■•'■ 47*70 .
The varying % are partly reflections on the average lengths of stay which. 
in turn are related to distances travelled. Those.business visitors from 
countries near,the. bottom of the table have short lengths of stayp .whereas 
those near the top have longer lengths of stay* Those countries at the 
top of the table tend to be furthest from the tltt.
The fact that half the nights spent in this country by American business 
.visitors are not spent in hotels seems alarming, and must emphasise the 
extent to which business, as well as non-business visitors, ore staying 
with their friends and relations*
Table CL7XIX. shows what percentage of visitors spent some time in hotels, 
and is more reassuring from the commercial accommodation market'* s paint 
of view*
TABLE- :CLXXIX
Percentage of; business.-Visitors staying in one locality 
who spent some time in an hotel, by nationality!
1___ .   t who spent some time •
Business visitors from ■  in an hotel.
Australia'' '• 80.99
. Hew Zealand ' ■ ’ r - - - ' . ' 87.50
- Netherlands . . . . . . . . .  -88*00
West Germany 88.75
■France’ 89.23 '
Canada' 89*89 '
Austria 90.13 ;
Belgium and Luxembourg 90.42 '
.South Africa ' 90.88 '
Italy . : 91*16 •*.
.Switzerland . '91*66 '
USA 93.98' V
Denmark . 93.98
Norway . 94.98
Spain 95.57 '
Sweden 6.10
Nearly every business visitor spends some time, in an hotel during his 
visit; the lower figures in the previous table are therefore clue to hotels 
not being frequented all the time, rather than to not being frequented at 
all«
While this would appear logical if the business visitor were highly mobile, 
it is difficult to reconcile this behaviour in the light of data in the 
previous section whJtch showed that the business visitor was immobile — 
probably not spending a night outside London. A possible explanation 
would be the difficulty of booking a room in an hotel in London for all
The average length of stay of business visitors varies from 3*76 nights 
for visitors from Belgium and Luxembourg to 28*17 for visitors from 
Australia* Table CXOOCC shows that .this is largely.a function of distance*
Australia 28.17
The lengths of stay by those further down the table may be expected to 
drop as distances are reduced by faster and perhaps cheaper transport.
Conclusions
Between 1950 and 1967, arrivals of business visitors from non-Commonwcalth 
countries increased over five times, at an average annual rate of increase 
of 10.1%. While this rate of increase was less than that for non-business 
arrivals, it was much more even and less liable to fluctuate wildly from 
one year to the next* Average length of stay has been dropping, so the 
implications for the accommodation industry have been less than the above 
figures of arrivals indicate. It is worth noting that this increase in 
arrivals was achieved in spite of significant progress in telecommunication 
the effect of which might have been thought to detract from business visits
, TABLE CLXXX
■ Average length of stay of business visitors* by nationality 
Business visitors froia ■ .Average length of,stay' (nights)
Belgium and Luxembourg 
Denmark 
'Netherlands '
Trance;:
Sweden .
Norway
West; Germany- 
Switzerland , ..
Spain
Italy
USA
Austria
Canada
South Africa 
New Zealand
3.76 
4.02 
4*94 
5.30 
5.69 
6.24 
6*64 
,6*84 
7*82 
8*51 
S.97 
9*61 
13*98 
17.04
22.60
Arrivals of business visitors from a particular country are related to 
the volume of trade between the UK and that country* (To the extent 
that distance and cost of travel act an a deterrent to business visits, 
they also deter trade). This was shown by a graph relating volume of 
trade between the UK and fourteen major trading partners with arrivals 
of business visitors from those countries, and also by correlating the 
increase in•business' visitor traffic with the increase in trade with 
two'--countries*
It was not' possible to identify which items of trade generated visitor 
traffic, and better data on this would be helpful, Seduction of - air 
fares over the period had only a marginal effect on the propensity to 
make business" visits, and this'effect was confined to businessmen in the 
more remote countries.
The influence of the giant multi-national complications may be the most 
important single factor determining the future rates of increase, in this 
traffic.
The seasonal distribution of arrivals of businessmen was very even compared 
with that of non-business arrivals, but the geographical concentration 
of business visits in London was even more intense then that of non-business 
visits, thereby aggravating an already serious problem. Over 80% of 
business visitor nights were probably spent in London.
However, only 471 of business visitor nights were spent in hotels, though 
about 90% spent some of their stay in hotels. The figure of 471 varied 
significantly according to the nationality of the businessmen, and this 
was a reflection of their length of stay and the distance they had 
travelled to the UK* In forecasting future arrivals, it will be important 
to know who the UK’s major trading partners might be.
It was suggested that the figure of 47% would be - higher 6f more beds were 
available, so the base figure from which any projections are made may well 
be an underestimate of true, as opposed to expressed, demand.
In conclusion, demand for accommodation by this section of the market is 
really a problem for London, rather than for the UK as a whole. Hhile 
'it nay be possible to redistribute non-business visits away from London, 
efforts to redistribute business visits may not be no successful, 
especially as there is no comparable international airport to Heathrow 
anywhere else in the UK.
The forecast assesses the likely implications for London and the UK 
1980 on tad-basis of these determinants and assumptions on their future 
devc Xop~\, it* - -
CHAPTER IS
DETERMINANTS OF DEHASP FOR ACGOIMOBATIOH AWAY FROM HOME 
BY OVERSEAS VISITORS PISXflHO THE UK. FOR ATTEHPAHCE AT CONFERENCES
"Kongrehsvcrans taitungen warden in den kommenden Jahren in sstmehmendec 
AmmQBB cin fester Bestasdteil des wirfcschaffclichen lebens warden* Die 
Freiadeiiverke'hrswirtselsiftd- 1st der Auffasstsng, desses'«sieh bei der 
derneitigen Tendens eur Butchfuhrunr: von fagungen end Eongressen nicht 
im nine Modeer s clieinung handelt sondern dass die zahlreichen politischen, 
kulturelien end insbe&ondere wirtschaftlichen Zusammenschlusse oder 
Verbindungen einen wiederholten, perscnXichcn Kontakt erforders* so dess 
T$*fgungen end Kongresse ihre sacklichen und notwendigen Grande haben and 
behalten werden.
Die Fremdenverkehrswirts chaft ist an der Burchfuhrung von Kongrecsen, an 
Reise und Aufenthalt von Kongressteilnehmern besonders xntercssiert, 
sieht cie in diesen doch ein susatsliches Fremdenverkchrspublifcum, dass 
noch dasu relativ sahlungskcaftig und saisonal wietgehend ungebunden ist".5*
There are important reasons for dealing with demand for accommodation at 
international conferences separately from national conferences* The 
potential market is infinitely larger| one estimate puts the value of the
^Translations "Conferences will increasingly become an important component 
of our economy* The trend nowadays towards the holding of meetings and 
conferences is not just a passing fashion, since the countless political, 
cultural and especially economic liaisons and unions demand repeated 
personal contact* This is why meetings and conferences are essential and 
will continue to be so. The tourist industry is particularly interested 
in conferences and in the travel and accommodation requirements of delegates. 
It sees in them an additional market with a relatively high expenditure and 
a good seasonal distribution".
Zedek, Dr. Gustav, Per Fremdenverkehr in der Os fee rre i chi s ch en Wirtschaft, 
Rtmdeskammer der gewerblichen Wirte£haft» Bienne.
world’s market at £5*000 million** and its sise and rate of expansion are
/
not governed by factors relating to social, political and economic 
developments within the United Kingdom "The international Convention 
market is so enormous that I think we have hardly seen the beginning of it".**
While the market is larger, the potential venues for international 
conferences within the United Kingdom are fewer in number than for domestic 
conferences, principally because they have to be located within reasonable 
distance of an international airport.
The characteristics of an international conference are also different in 
ways that are significant for the accommodation industry. The average 
number of delegates and companions is higher, and international conferences 
tend to last longer than national ones. Technical equipment, such as 
simultaneous translation facilities, is different, and the standards of 
accommodation required and tariffs paid may also vary.
There are also reasons of statistical convenience for treating the two 
types of market separately; international conferences are relatively well- 
documented, whereas, as has been shown, data on UK national conferences 
are practically non-existent.
Since conference demand for hotel accommodation is derived demand, the 
first half of this chapter is devoted to isolating the determinants of 
demand for international conferences.' As an indication of how important 
these conferences can he to the accommodation industry, 25% of the 
occupancy of the Hotel Intercontinental in Geneva is attributable to 
conference delegates booked in groups of over 100. Data on the percentage 
of UK hotel occupancy accounted for by overseas residents attending inter­
national conferences are notably absent; but in the last three months of 
1968, 10.2% of overseas residents arriving at a large London hotel gave 
as their purpose of visit, "attendance at a conference".
* Sellars, Ray, Conference Centre No.3, Travel Agency, April 1969.
*£'.Wijsen, *TFH (Director-General for the Retail Trade for Tourism; 
Ministry of Economic Affairs, Motherlands)« Building up a Tulip Image. 
Financial Times 18/5/69.
In this section a conference is defined-as international if it has dalegates 
from at least three different countries* This is the definition chosen by 
Pvofc EjXer All:jaer and Jorn L* Erikson in what is probably the only 
authoritative publication on this subject,*' and such a definition in also 
used by the Committee of the Economic and Social Council of the United 
.Hatione (ECOSOC),
There mil necessarily be somo degree of overlap between the determinants 
of demand for domestic conferences and determinants of demand for inter®* 
national conferences*, To clarify this, one must distinguish between the 
two different types of determinant of demand for international conferences 
which are relevant to this study* Firstly* there are primary determinants 
which influence the global number of international conferences held each 
year* Then there are the secondary determinants which influence the 
organiser to choose one location as opposed to another*
It is the primary determinants which overlap to a certain extent with 
those already examined in Chapter VI on domestic conferences* The 
increased, specialisation in many•fields of commerce-and professional 
activity, and the tendency within those fields to pool knowledge, 
experience and research, arc factors which will increase the total of 
international conferences held each year* This tendency may be accelerated 
by the trend in employment away from routine manufacturing jobs, ss they 
are replaced by automation, towards white collar employment and-employment 
in the professions and services which generate more fonfereii.ee demand*
In their book, Bjler Alkj&er and Erikson touch on these primary determinants, 
but as they are more concerned with the consequences of international 
conferences, rather than the reasons for them, this section of their book, 
quoted below, is necessarily limited***
t5IUere are many reasons for this development (an increase in international 
conferences)* The creation of many new independent states; the technical 
progress of means of communications; a larger understanding of the universal 
interdependence in economic, political and scientific matters. | and a desire 
to solve such problems on a multilateral basis, to mention but a few* And 
among the results of this development are the creation of interaction el 
organisations handling the problems mentioned above; the increase in 
international trade and travel, and much more***
* Aik j aer, - —  ~~
** Alkjaer, Prof* fjier, OP«CIT. pp 9-10* '
MXhis development in itself, m  well as the wish to foster it, has made 
an ever-increasing activity on the part of international organisations 
necessary in the form of international meetings of come kind - congresses, 
conferences, symposia, seminars and so onv.. The proliferation of inter­
national organisations and 'international congresses has again been further 
accentuated by two important trends in the post-war world, namely the 
specialisation within most fields of human activity — he it science, 
business,. education or --other topics - and regional co-operation in' the 
form of political unions,-customs unions, free trade areas, or other 
kinds of collaboration based on common -culture, language or economic 
interests®1. •
The extent of the growth in numbers of international conferences in 
recent years can he gauged from the following table, based on the .Yearbook 
of International Organisations for • the respective years t
1968
awMKwh riinw
3000(est)
This represents as annual growth rate of just under 10%. Hie figures 
exclude- conferences which are held, but which are not on the Union of 
IhteraationaX Associations® files, estimated by Alkjaer to total about 
800 in 1964. Attendances at all conferences in 1964 was about 1 /4 — If 
million delegates, or !| - 2 million if delegates® companions are included.
Although there are records of a medical conference being held in Boise in 
I681,*and the International Association of Convention Bureaux is over 60 
years old, it was not until the post-war period that international 
conferences started to grow significantly. Since 75X of all international 
associations are themselves less than 25 years old, this confirms that, 
as an industry, international conferences are relatively young. The 
subjects which the non-governmental associations cover are subjects whose 
importance is more likely to grow than diminish, in itself a factor working
® Union of International Associations, International, Congresses 1601-1899. 
tJIA Publication. No«164» Brussels I960, p.11.
TABLE C L X m
Growth., in international conferences 1954-1968 •
~ " T""  "* ” r — -“ - r — ^   .............- r - n . r . - r  m .
1,954 1959 1964
Humbers of international conferences 1058 1758 ' 2201
towards further expansion in this field# The 18 subjects, classified by 
the HIA* are listed below, and the ones which are likely to grow in 
importance are marked with a cross, (This is a purely subjective 
assumption)•
/TABLE -CI.mil ’
' Subjects•covered by international conferences
1 ■ Bibliography, documentation, press
2 Religion, ethics -
3 Social sciences, • humanistic studies ' .x -
4 International relations. x
3 Politics
6 Law, administration.'
7 Social welfare •
8 Professions,'employers, trade unions ’
.9 Economics, ■ finance ' x
10 Commerce, industry
11 Agriculture
12 Transport, travel x
13 Technology x
14 Science
15 Health x
16 Education, youth x
17 Arts, radio, cinema x
18 Sporty recreation . x
Apart from the growth in numbers of international associations, and of 
the importance of their work, there are other primary determinants which 
are likely to increase demand for international conferences.
The larger international associations tend to delegate their work either 
to specialist sub-committees or to regional sub~connitteGS* This is the 
inevitable consequence of the increasing sice and complexity of their work, 
and the increasing number of members affiliated to them. One can argue 
that, above a certain size, the number of delegates attending a conference 
is inversely related to its effectiveness. Involvement and participation 
by the individual delegate becomes more difficult as size increases, and
it beeones less possible to choose subjects and speakers likely to hold 
fill the delegates1 attention* This' hypothesis is veil espoandcd by 
CHw Woletenholme^# The availability of cheap group travel* and the. 
tendency to combine conferences with holidaysp are two further factors 
which may'increase attendance at future conferences * especially if 
.international conferences attract modem marketing techniques#' this seems 
more than probable* -as the administration of international conferences is 
delegated to•professional.conference'organisers, rather than carried out 
by the permanent staff of the international association concerned#
• Xmtermtiami conferences may .soon he .sold to the delegate ss a type of 
holiday* and this-is likely to attract the professional man who will he 
accompanied by his wife.* certain that, there will-be sufficient free time 
and entertainment' available during the conference* and conferred by the 
knowledge that part of the holiday will he tam-deduetible. It will be 
increasingly irrelevant to consider the conference market as a small 
section of the business market* and more appropriate to regard it as an 
intermediate stage between the holiday market and the business market#
International conferences themselves are fcecoming -better -organised, and 
the traditional pattern of a full day of formal sessions interspersed 
with meal breaks is gradually being replaced by a leas rigid programme* 
enabling delegates to choose tlie sessions which interest them* and by 
working parties meeting informally,,, to tackle matters of interest to 
themselves but -not to -others* 'this professional!safcxon of conference 
arrangements* and the Increasing recognition of the importance of enter** 
tsinmant and recreation for the delegates* .are factors which are likely 
to increase attendance at international conferences* The existence of 
competent organisers to whom this increasingly complex work can be 
delegated will also enable some newer associations to bold conferences 
whereas they mifihfc otherwise hove been deterred.
These arc the broad primary determinants of demand for international 
confcrencesi to benefit from this growth market there are now 25 purpose- 
built conference centres* affiliated to the Association Internationale 
dec Palais dec Congress, (for a list of these centres* see■Appendix XkUI)# 
London is conspicuously absent.from this list*
ru m  ^innilQimuma-mi < n T p.irriT iM i i r r n in K " inr*fr rr iih hhit  n)im\ r r i  rni«m" n ri f l ' i Tirrn frm~m  WiriW w niiYr'~-iTriWrr r r ,:r r  — -•[!—-i-,-—— ^-m-y-y -~ t" •~r'- - j - - - —-  -
* HolEtaaliotoaBGSH, Obese Degenoratiot! of Scientific Congresses.
Science. 18/9/64. pp 1337-9.
How do organisers decide where fee hold their conferenceof This leads on . 
to the secondary determinants of demand.
There is fierce competition between the principal towns and cities which 
chare the international conference market* One indication of the intensity 
of this -competition is that Copenhagen is hoping that the 1970 IMF Conference 
will be held-there* even'though this would involve them in'the construction 
of a new conference centre** ■ Many national airlines-have appointed " 
executives specifically to generate conference business to their countries* 
For example* Quantas created' the post in-1968 of ’’group and conventions 
sales representative for the UK1’.** - One national’airline - 9ABENA - has' 
tried to' secure IATA agreement-to a 25% discount on air fares for delegates 
attending conferences of an international nature* It was rejected, but 
this affords another indication of the importance attached to conference 
business'by the'tourist industry*'
Hotels also play n major role in trying to attract conferences to their 
premises and a fortiori to the country in which they operate. Most large 
chains have a separate department which deals with convention business and 
actively canvasses for it*
Alkj eer suggests five secondary determinants from the supply side which 
influence conference organisers in their decision where to hold Miexr 
conference*
Firstly# the existence of offices of international organisations in a city 
is#in his view# one of the most important determinants in the location of 
international congresses* There are obvious reasons of administrative' 
convenience which might make the permanent staff of an international 
association choose the city in which they themselves are based as the 
location for their conference. They will have details of available 
accommodation and conference facilities, and it will be easier for them 
to make the necessary- bookings* It is possible, however, to overstress 
this factor as a determinant, and the fact that those cities which provide 
the base for many international associations also attract the most inter­
national conferences confuses the issue and makes such an overstatement 
more probable.
* IkmfercTice, Exhibition and Executive Travel# November 1968
Conference, Exhibition and Executive Travel, March 1968*
It is xi .fact tliat most international. organisations bold their conferences 
in different cities# usually in rotation* The most that can ha claimed 
is that the city in which the permanent staff are based is likely to be 
included in'that rota# and is sore likely to accommodate the first 
conference of a new association* -Their members are# however# likely to 
insist that the'location: varies from year.to year# and# in fairness to the 
.geographical distribution of that tBetsbership# such pressure is. usually 
acceded' to* :
there.are•other factors operating which are likely to reduce the impact 
of this.determinant* The main m m  is the conference services offered by 
airlines.# hotels and professional conference organisers in the principal 
conference towns* This means that the organisation of conferences in 
other countries can be safely delegated* taofcker factor is the combination 
of the annual conference with visits to establishments of interest fco the 
delegates j, bp they hospitals# atomic power stations or air terminals* To 
cover a wide range of establishments9 the location of the annual conference 
should obviously vary*
The other four determinants mentioned by Aifejset ares
1 Conference facilities
2 Accomodation
3 Accessibility
4 Tourist attractions
1 Conference Facilities
The technical equipment mid support facilities required at international 
conferences are becoming increasingly sophisticated* This study is not 
the place to list them# since there is an authoritative publication on 
this subject** The equipment and facilities now required make a purpose- 
built conference centre almost a necessity for the larger conferences*
Cities without then are handicapped in thin respect and this point is 
looked at again when Londonfe share of the market is examined*
- SpeeckaertfGP# Los Divers Types dc Rminiens...Internstionales# ^gmenagemctit 
dec Sailesi, Lfequlpenent .efc les Services#.'Brussels* 1967*
2 ' Accommodation
Accommodation for delegates at toe right prices and in the right location 
i$ another important determinant* It is shortage of accommodation- in • ' 
many conference cities such m London and-Zurich which is making it 
necessary for conference organisers to hook rooms•up to three years in 
advance*: Itehers of rooms are not the only considerations! soma inter­
national conferences require relatively cheap accommodation for some 
delegatcs and a conference city must.therefore offer a wide range of hotel 
prices* The rooms must also be -within' reasonable distance of -the conference 
centre itself to minimim commuting tits®* Ideally# the more delegates who 
can be housed' in the same building the better# and this - is one of'the 
arguments in favour of larger hotels*
3 , Accessibility . . .
Host conference cities have airports in their immediate vicinity with 
connections to the most important conference generating centres in the 
world* Rail and road transport are less important considerations for the 
delegate coming from overseas hut are of ot/hious interest to delegates 
from the home country* As more organisations include among their active 
members people from the newer states and from less accessible parts of 
the world# it wi 11 -become increasingly important for a conference- city 
to he able to offer direct flights to it to all delegates*
4 Tourist Attractions
In the section on primary determinants# it was shown that delegates are 
mi&ining conferences with holidays and therefore are increasingly being • 
accompanied by their families* As important therefore as conference 
facilities will be the tourist facilities# be they historic monuments# 
scenery or good weather*
To Alkjaer*s determinants one must add the importance of .laarketing* 
Sophisticated marketing techniques* as well as unsophisticated ones & are 
being used.to attract 'conferences 'to many cities; so not only are the five 
determinants $ust mentioned important* but the. way they are sold and 
presented will be equally important* Cities with large promotional 
budgets that are able to offer delegates a certain amount of free 
hospitality or free travel will do better than cities with equally good 
facilities* hut with a smaller promotional purse® '
Against tfeia .background* how do London mad the United 'Kingdom. fare • in 
this' competitive market?
According to. the files - of .the Union of International Associations in
Brussels* 97 international conferences were held in London in 1964* 
a figure only exceeded by the 146 held in Paris® More recant .estimates 
by the British Travel Association put the figure for London in 1967 at 111* 
and at 176 for the United Kingdom* (Apart from London* the principal, venue 
for international conferences :in the United Kingdom is Edinburgh* although 
other cities such as Manchester are achieving some' success in penetrating 
the market)® The United Kingdom has about 7|t of the market of conferences 
held in Europe and about 5% of the world total#
This gives a -slightly ovcr-opfcimistic picture as conferences held in 
London tend to be smaller than those held elsewhere# Average attendance 
in -1967 at international conferences held • in London was S43f according to 
the British Travel Association estimates# A statistical survey of 346 
international conferences held in Brussel© in 1958 showed that average 
attendance, was 438* delegates «•* 281 higher than the London figure ..nearly 
10 years later# (Alkjaer** puts the 1964 figure for average attendance at 
international conferences at between 400 and 500)# The reason for London8© 
lower than average performance is due to her inability to attract the really 
large conferences* which in turn is related to the absence of a purpose**** 
built conference centre*
* Exposition Universelle et Internationale de Bruxelles 1958* Leg Messages
efc les Congres* Brussels i960* pe359®
Alfcjaer* Prof* 0P*CIT#* p.37*
It is difficult to obtain an estimate of the monetary value of the earnings 
of international conferences in the UK* Bata on expenditure by delegates» 
on average length of stay* and on the extent to which delegates are 
accompanied by members of their family* are sadly lacking* and recourse 
has to be made to data for other countries*
Alkjaer estimates that an additional 30% should he added to the number of 
delegates to allow for wives and companions** Bis estimate is confirmed 
by the HOP survey already referred to* carried out in the last three months 
of 1968 for a leading OK hotel company* 72% of conference delegates were 
unaccompanied* the balance having one or more companions* Applying the 
average of 343 delegates to the BTA estimate of 176 international 
conferences in the United Kingdom in 1967* one deduces that there were 
about 60*000 delegates to international conferences* approximately 41*000 
would probably have been from overseas* the balance being UK residents*
Adding 30% for wives and companions* one derives a figure of 78*478 people*
The average duration of an international conference is 3-5 days, but since 
delegates tend to combine attendance with a short holiday or some professional 
visits* for the purpose of this calculation it is assumed that delegates 
from overseas (75% of the total) stay one week* and delegates from the 
United Kingdom (25% of the total) stay four days.
Using this formula* one derives 353*151 overseas visitor nights* and 
58*858 resident visitor nights* or nearly 412,000 in all.
Daily expenditure varies enormously from delegutc to delegate* and from 
conference to conference.' It can be as low as £5 or as high as £25 per 
day. The NOP survey referred to earlier showed that the average bill per 
person per day varied from £4.2.0 to £10.9 .0 (this refers to all conference 
delegates - not just international ones); over all hotels in the survey* 
the average was £10.2.0. A figure of £6 per day for all other expenses 
seems reasonable* so assuming an average of £16 per day*** this would mean 
that international conferences generated £6.6 million in foreign currency 
in 1967* and £1*3 million in sterling.
Alkjaer* Prof. 0P.CIT.* p.93.
** This estimate is confirmed by correspondence dated 16/3/67 from the tendon 
Tourist Office to the Covent Garden Planning Team. f,.A survey of approximate 
expenditure shows that the individual conference delegate spends on average 
£15 per day on hotel. accommodation* meals* shopping and entertainment .^. The
figure lias been rounded up to £16 as the estimate referred to surveys carried 
out before 1967.
In addition* part of the air fares-paid .by .overseas delegates accrue to 
British airlines* cither directly or through pooling agreements® Applying 
the ratio of air fares to tourist expenditure used by the BTA* such fares 
would have amounted to £3.3 million in 1967. A total estimate of £10 
million in foreign currency earnings from international conferences for 
that year seems therefore justifiable* and of course these earnings have 
& very low import content* unlike many UK visible, exports. (This figure 
excludes dollar earnings fro® domestic US conferences held in London since 
these were not international. ‘ At least six such lonferences were held in 
London in i960* and this- is also a growth market).#
A survey of the second international conference on Oral Surgery in 
Copenhagen showed that the average expenditure per day per delegate in 
Copenhagen was' about 47 dollars*#* which: is sufficiently close to the 
estimate in this study of £16« The estimate can Us reconciled with the 
statement from the London Convention Bureau that ftover £19 million in 
overseas currency has been earned for London in convention business 
since 1964"•*** £19 million over four yearn is £4.75 million per year. 
Given the BTA estimate of Lcmdna^s sham of the market* £4.75 million 
grossed up for the UK is £7*5 million* which is close to the £6.6 million 
estimate already mentioned* and makes some allowance for the over-estimate 
one would expect from a body with a vested Interest® .
The seasonal distribution of London*s international conferences was as 
follows in X966t****
TABLE CLXmil
Monthly distribution of International conferences in. London
Ho. of conferences 
21 
8 
24 
18 
15
*? British Travel Association* 40th'Annual Report® p.S 
aft Pre**devalu&ti<m
Financial Times* 12/7/68
***** Figures provided verbatim at London Tourist Office.
Month . Ho® of .conferences Hontli
January 5 July
February 5 August
March 17 September
April 13 October
May 18 November
June 12 December
This seasonal distribution compares favourably with that of holiday visits®
It is a matter of record that London is one of the f m  major cities with ' 
no purpose-built conference centre,-so, as far m  good conference 
facilities are concerned* London is not well placed. Undoubtedly much 
lucrative business which could have come to London has been diverted 
elsewhere because of this deficiency’s and the figures referred to above 
do less than justice to the United Kingdom*s potential in this field.
Others must be regretting that they.did choose London; - the International 
Card!logy Conference had 4.500 applications for its conference, but, 
because it was using the Royal Festival Kali, it had to turn away 1,500*
The London‘Hilton turned away a large international conference whose 
delegates would have filled 1,600 bedrooms: not because the accomodation 
was lacking, but because there was nowhere available for the conference 
to be held.
The chapter forecasting the growth of this section of the market examines 
the likelihood of a purpose-built conference centre being constructed 
within the time, period under examination, with particular reference to 
the Covent Garden Redevelopment Scheme. Discussions concerning the 
possibility of having such a centre go back some time to a survey carried 
out by Buchanan and Martin to look at the feasibility of a Government 
Conference Centre on the site of the former Middlesex Hospital. As a 
result of this survey, the Minister of Housing and Local Government 
appointed an enquiry - the Mathew enquiry - to look into the matter further. 
The specifications ware reduced from s centre with s e&paiity of 2,500 to 
one of 500, but the centre was still to he built for the Government?n use* 
This scheme was not pursued, but the Greater London Council was requested 
to study the need for' a conference centre having the requirements of the 
tourist industry, rather than the Government, in mind. A group was set tip 
and examined a site at Waterloo Bridge with a capacity for 7,000 delegates. 
It was abandoned because of traffic problems. A site at Crystal Palace 
was also examined, in conjunction with a scheme for an exhibition centre, 
but was also dropped, this time for financial reasons.
The current schema put forward for consideration by the Westminster*
Camden and Greater London Councils allocates 200,000 square feet to a 
conference centre in the Covent Garden Redevelopment Scheme, and could 
accommodate about 7,000 delegates. It wotild cost approximately £3 million. 
This must be contrasted with the £9 million coot of the centre recently 
constructed at the Hague. Such a building would undoubtedly increase the 
THC share .of • the' market* • ”Ifc- is a .known. fact that one of Londonfs greatest 
deterrents to.a conference organizer.is.the lack.of a purpose-built;* 
convention centre*. We-are confident, that-with such; a centre v/e Tcoultk: 
guarantee a significant increase • in 'the.•’number of •.international;conferences 
■ held.feere1*®* It is even- felt La. some quarters .that London- could-support 
two such, centres.5^  , It may be- some consolation that London is; notsthe: 
only, city"losing .international .conference business* -A- report' on-tourism 
in Zurich referred'to,-.conferences..lost.because of inadequate facilities. 
uSo .1st es leider.eine Tatsache* dass Enrich -.in. fast .alien, vichtigen ■ 
Versustalfcungenskalendcrs fur Kongresse .fefelt”.*** .
It is true that Paris, London’s major rival* does not have a purpose-built 
conference centre either. From a national point of view, this is less 
serious, as France has four purpose-built convention centres elsewhere* 
as can be seen from Appendix XXill, Paris itself is endowed with the UNESCO 
building and the Centre Parisian de Congres International^* which both 
have large conference halls and simultaneous translation equipment for 
multilingual events* The Palais de Chaillot also has capacity, for 3,000 
in its .main auditorium and an £8 million purpose-built conference .centre 
is now being planned at Port Maillot.
.In London,, conference, organisers of the larger events must be .content with 
the Royal Albert Hall and the Royal Festival Hall* with capacities of
6,000 and 3,000 respectively. Their capacity, however, is not the main 
drawback. Both buildings were primarily designed for musical event©, and 
not only is priority .given,- rightly.- to rehearsals for such events as 
well as to the events themselves, but the acoustics are not suitable for
* Gamer 9E* Chairman, London Tourist Office.
** Morris, Oakley* Richardson and Glover, Hotel and Catering Industry 
Survey* 1968, p.53. ' '
Translation; "It is unfortunately, s. fact that Enrich is absent from 
all the important calendars of conference organisers15.
Hocks clrnle St. Gallea, OP.CIT. 5 p.174.
conferences. The likelihood-of & conference clashing with a -tmsical event 
of course increases, with the length of the conference, m i  m  international 
conferences last longer than national ones, they are especially vulnerable* 
(Reliable data on the relative lengths of the two types of -conference in 
the UK are sadly•lacking* But in Zurich in 1966, the average domestic 
conference lasted 2 .2 days and the average international conference lasted 
4*8 days). '
Those conferences' which are not held- at these two hails 'am usually held 
in m e  of1 the larger hotels. "Grosvehor House m&  the Europe both have 
capacity for ls000* Both are inadequate for the larger international 
conferences, and ©£ course it is not possible to feed these number of 
delegates simultaneously in those building©*' ' Shortage of banqueting space 
is as restrictive an influence as- Shortage of conference space, and-: this 
is underlined each year by the: humiliating-sight of the ' leaders of. British 
industry eating cold chicken off their knees at the Royal Albert Hall. 
Shortage of smaller meeting rooms for working parties ~ notably absent in 
both halls - are among other factors which detract from London’s appeal a© 
an international conference centre, especially as such smaller meeting 
rooms increasingly need the specialised equipment which is absent even in 
the larger rooms which, are used- for conferences#
London also lags behind feet rivals in the 'marketing effort she devoted 
to winning business and the free entertainment and hospitality she offers 
delegates.
Another factor uiicli is likely to grow in importance as a determinant is 
the existence of skilled conference organisers* Khile the hotels and 
airlines arc able to offer a comprehensive service, many international 
associations prefer to employ an independent conference organiser not 
committed to any one airline or any one hotel chain. While such organiser© 
do exist in London, they find it difficult to compete with the services 
offered in other conference cities, and it is doubtful whether there are 
enough of them in London with sufficient experience to deal with the 
increasingly complex arrangements that international conferences require.
To -professions! - conference. organisers-in: America, 2,008-3,000 delegates 
are a commonplace#• 10,000-15*000 'a regular event, and even 51,000 - as 
in the case of the National - Association of Korns Builders - are not-.unusual.
Organisers capable of handling such volume do not exist in the UK.
Uhile .theae' are three-, important -respects in which London is deficient ~ 
conference centre* .conference organisers and marketing-. for international 
conferences these are.all deficiencies t#iich can he rectified, and 
rectified .fairly quickly, A aaich -taore serious deficiency would have been 
the .absence of -good .communications; or tourist attractions, since these 
■ would have taken much longer to rectify.
If the. deficiencies are- put- right»-. and-this would- have to he -a political 
decision- hosed -on judgment© as -to- the extent to which .the capital -exists 
as a home town for.its-;residents or as -an• international -metropolis,:then 
London should he the.leading city.in'the conference business. This is 
examined in the forecast*
Conclusions
The determinants of .demand -for hotel accommodation by international
conference delegates- in the UK. are therefore as follows:.
Firstly, . the. general.- growth. in international conferences as - a whole, end 
secondly, the degree of' success achieved by the UK in holding or expanding 
its share of the market.
This in its turn is primarily dependent on developments within London, 
and in particular on whether a purpose-built conference centre is constructed* 
However* it is also dependent on the marketing effort expended both by 
Government' sponsored organisation©, such as the London Tourist Office, 
and by the national airlines and by the larger hotel companies. It is 
questionable whether the UK# which spends so much money attracting tourists 
and so little, attracting delegates, has its priorities in the correct order, 
nIf 1 had the choice between a convention member spending 100-150 -florins 
a day* ©r a tourist who cosies with M s  family in a caravan, probably 
bringing most of his food and drink in tins bought in his cam country*
which aa I going to choose?'w®
* Senior Officer# Netherlands Tourist Office# Building up a Tulip Image, 
Financial Times 10/5/69,
Such future marketing will have to convince international conference 
orgsnasers that the facilities offered, especially accommodation, are 
adequate, and this in turn will depend on the availability of rooms in 
the vicinity of the conference venue. For such marketing to be effective, 
there will have to be a marked improvement in available data on the 
characteristics of international conferences in the United Kingdomg am! 
an increase.in the promotional budget of the London Convention Bureau, 
at present a derisory £10,000, compared with £140,000' for - Mbntireox,'' ■ 
£400,000 for Hew York, or £1|.million for Miami* 'The accommodation•' 
required will increasingly involve blocks of. rooms being bookable;in the 
same hotel for the convenience of - the organisersand the delegates.
Uhilc there are indeed other determinants, such as the existence of a good 
airport'and tourist attractions, those are Teas likely to be the crucial 
factors as' far as the UK La concerned. Most.important "is a- change- in: 
mentality by the industry and Government towards international conferences 
to ensure that London competes on equal terras with other capitals.
Ifliile London is likely to remain £he principal international conference 
centre in the UK# demand could increase for international conferences in 
other cities# particularly Edinburgh.' Their success-will depend on their 
efforts to attract the smaller Conferences and on the growth of better 
air transport connections with other parts of the world. Manchester has 
a good.chance of increasing its share of 'the world , market and the 
south coast resort.towns, particularly Brighton# can be expected to' 
benefit from the construction of the Channel Tunnel. The concentration 
of this category of demand in London will acid to the problems mentioned 
in the two preceding chapters. At the moment, the numbers of delegates 
arc relatively small, but growth in this category of demand, especially 
if it is concentrated in the Covent Garden area of London, will pose 
problems for planning and traffic authorities. This is analysed further 
in the forecast.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS
Closely allied to the subject of international conferences is that of 
international exhibitions - another growth industry# Since exhibitions 
generate traffic for the cousnsrcial eccommodation market# the last part 
of this chapter i# devoted to international exhibitions, though, because 
of the shortage of data# they cannot be quantified or dealt with so 
comprehensively.
International exhibitions haw boon recognised by-several European ■ 
countries m  important earners of'foreign 'currency* and such' towns'm 
Hanover# Frankfurt# Co%iie,:'Btno and 'Fosman' are -well established •venues .' 
for such' exhibitions and can offer the requisite facilities* '- '
The commercial' accommodation market is the United' Kingdom does not■ benefit 
to the same extent as in other- European'countries,' as facilities in the 
United Kingdom arc totally inadequate and cannot compete with any of the 
towns mentioned above.
’’It was considered that the existing exhibition halls in London are out 
of date, and compare unfavourably with the new exhibition buildings 
recently constructed -in many European cities and North America”** 
nThe United Kingdom has' no facilities equal ~ or even remotely equal - to 
those of some of our competitors*’•**'-'‘’’The CBI and its predecessor* the 
FBI* has .cempaigned for ten'years for the erection of a national exhibition 
centre in London. 'This is-needed not only to provide facilities which are 
lacking for British exhibitors,"which' attract foreign buyers* hut also.to 
bring to the United Kingdom many'international, exhibitions which cannot be 
offered facilities here -comparable with those Available overseas* This 
need'has now been'fully accepted by the;Government, which has established 
a committee under Lord Brown, Minister of State at the Board -of Trade* to 
bring it into being, and'we are now awaiting a report regarding the
* Memorandum submitted by Birmingham Chamber of Commerce to Estimates 
Committee on Promotion of Exports. 6 th Report# IE ISO 24/7/60* Appendix XX.
** Memorandum submitted by British national Export Council to Estimates 
Committee onPromotion of Exports, ©P*CIT» p#67*
selection of a site and estimated date of completion• This project lias- 
already been delayed too long”.*
Bata on attendance at international exhibitions in the United Kingdom are 
hard to obtain* and attendance by overseas visitors as opposed to those by 
UK residents is not usually distinguished. (Appendix V of GLC Report, 
’’Tourists and Visitors in London, Research and other Information'1','
January 1968# has some attendance figures for exhibitions held in London),
The Board of Trade has accepted that' there - should'he a national' exhibition 
-centre*** but such a commitment is meaningless when the' funds have still 
to be provided* An earlier proposal that there should he & combined 
international exhibition and international conference centre-at Crystal 
Palace, costing about £12 million* lapsed because of■shortage - of funds.
The Government's ©hare was' -to have been £4 million# • -and' since' the' economic 
situation has deteriorated since -then* and the cost of building an 
eiliibitxcn centre has risen, the chances of one being built in the near 
future seem remote,
Lord Brown’s Committee'has' decided that a site.near Bortholt Airport would 
be most advantageous and the current feeling is that an international 
conference centre could be built separately from an International exhibition 
centra*
from an accommodation point of view# such a solution would be sensible*
Two of the' reasons why the Birmingham Chamber of Commerce recommended 
that an exhibition centre should be built in the Midlands# rather than 
in the London -area* were the shortage of hotel- rooms -in London and the 
traffic congestion*' Such -'problems would be aggravated if both building© 
were in the' same complex* and, .as long as some exhibition facilities were 
available at the International exhibition centre, some of the advantages 
of combining the two functions would be preserved without any of the 
disadvantages of having them located in the seme buildings. The likelihood 
of such centres being built is dealt with in the forecasting section, as 
is the repercussion of such construction on the accommodation-industry*
The present unsatisfactory situation is that ell interested bodies agree - 
that both centres are urgently needed# and that none of them are prepared 
to pay for them.
* Memorandum submitted by the CBI to Estimates Committe ©a Fromofcion of Exports 
8th Report, 0P*GIT*
^Statement by President of the Board of Trade in the House of Commons# 13/3/68
P A R T  II
TEE PROJECTION OF BBKABD FOR ACCOMMODATION AHAY FROM HOME 
III THE UNITED KINGDOM OVER, THE NEXT DECADE
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY
Reading ’Region with a Future*,* one may be forgiven for thinking that the 
accommodation industry’s future has already been more than adequately fore- 
east? ”@n-the1 important question of the future demand for holidays in 
Britain, the British Travel Association is engaged in a continuous 
programme of research in countries throughout the world to determine the 
attraction and popularity of Britain and its component regions. It is 
also undertaking research into attitudes of British holiday-makers and 
into the development problems of particular resorts. Information 
complementing that obtained from these studies for the BTA will be 
provided by study of the demand and supply aspects of holidays in Britain 
by overseas visitors which is feeing undertaken by the Hotel and Catering 
F.BG”.
In the two years which have elapsed since the publication of those comments 
those concerned with ’the important question of future demand’ have 
produced an estimate of the probable bed deficiency in 1970.** Even if 
it were correct, it is of little constructive use to the industry or its 
customers to have the deficiencies Identified too late for them to he 
rectified. It Is a fair criticism of both the FDC and the BTA that they 
should have applied themselves some time ago to the calculation of probable 
bed deficiencies in 1975 and 1980, since this is the information which the 
industry needs and can act on. That it is more difficult to forecast for 
these later years is not disputed? but this is no argument for not doing 
so. Indeed, it is an added argument for such forecasting to be undertaken 
by responsible bodies with the necessary resources.
* South Nest Economic Planning Council* OP.CIT.
** Hotel and Catering EDO, Visitors' to Britain, !IMS0, 1967. p.5.
Other countries, less dependent on tourism than the TOC* have applied 
themselves to the formulation of tourist plans? a good example is Canada* 
nAs part of our long-range program, an interdepartmental committee is. 
now preparing a master tourist plan.*, that will establish guidelines 
for the tourist industry and chart its development over at least the next 
20 years’’.*
Nor is the preparation of tourist plans confined to the better known 
tourist destination countries! India, Ceylon, Mew Zealand, Australia, 
Kenya, Tansania, Uganda,.the Republic of Ireland, Yugoslavia and many 
other countries have drawn up these documents, which*are not restricted 
to the forecasting of numbers of tourist arrivals, but which calculate 
the implications for the entire tourist infrastructure. They are there­
fore invaluable to the commercial accommodation industries in those 
countries as they have, a clear idea of what ie expected of them, and 
enjoy governmental assistance in meeting their targets.**
* Auld, Hon. James AC. Ontario Minister of Tourism and Information.
Article published in The Accountant, published quarterly for the Employees 
of Laventhol, Kreketein, Borwath and Horvath* Summer 1968, Vol.- 48, Mo.2.
** Perhaps the price for the most generous government treatment of hotelier 
goes to Ceylon? in a bill tabled by the Government in the 1968 legislative 
session, proposals includedi
1 A five-year tax holiday on profits and incomes of hotels and on their 
dividends?
2 One half of normal tax rates for the following 15 years
3 Capital allowances of a prescribed lump sum depreciation and a 40% 
development rebate
4 Deduction of entire capital expenditure on equipment, furniture and 
fittings (for existing hotels}
5 An investment relief up to & 200,000 for the purchase of shares
6 Exemption from tax of profits and income of foreign contractors
7 Three-year tax exemption on salaries of foreign personnel.
The preparation of tourist plans appears to have by-passed the UK; or, 
more likely, it has not yet reached it. There are indeed grave problems 
in forecasting on the basis of the data which are available, as this 
study demonstrates, but these problems are not unique to the IRC and have 
not deterred other countries from the forecasting exercise* Indeed, it 
is only by carrying out the exercise that one discovers which data are 
-itreally needed*
It is perhaps the absence of this clear guidance from those bodies with 
■ broad responsibilities for the future of the accommodation - industry that 
has resulted-in the lack of direction within the industry in the UK? it 
is aware that it has great potential but is not certain how best to 
exploit it.: Such uncertainty is aggravated.rather than allayed by 
comments such•as the following; ’’The industry is facing a market of 
tremendous potential, beset on every, side by'rising costs and declining 
service, operating in an era of truly dynamic change, hoping for but not 
stimulating technological and management breakthrough that will help solve 
the problems' ahead*.*ts**
It is confused by the fiscal treatment it receives from the Government 
when contrasted with the statements of Ministers of State at the Board 
of Trade on the importance of tourism. It cannot reconcile the recurrent 
utterances by its own trade associations and indeed its international 
trade association, that there ■ is a grave risk of overcapacity, with the 
statements by the UK airlines that more hotels must be built to meet 
inevitable uudercapacity* It is exhorted to build mediunwpriced hotels 
in the centre of london where existing cost considerations make this 
impossible. These conflicts and confusions are the direct consequence 
of lack of forward thinking on behalf . of the industry and its 
sponsoring department, and of the failure to define its role in the UK.
The situation is well recorded by The Times: "Britain’s hotel industry 
is the fourth largest in terms of employees, and... is one of our largest 
invisible export winners. But, at the moment, it is one of' the most 
disorganised industrial groupings in the lltC”.**
* Carr, Stanley, New York Sunday Times 22/12/68. A decade of prosperity 
forecast for hotels and motels*
** The Times 28/8/67, p.14.
It is no part of this study to defend the commercial accommodation 
Industry foom its critics. Many of its problems are of its own creation; 
but there is clearly a case for drawing up a comprehensive accommodation 
or tourist plan for the UK so that the industry is aware of what is 
expected of it and can plan its expansion programme over the next ten 
years on lines which have the backing'of those authorities'who are 
ultimately responsible for the tourist industry as a whole. Such a plan 
would be a distinction of primary plans drawn up to cater for the various 
'"types of demand already Mentioned, .and this could well be m  appropriate 
task for the newly-formed British Tourist Author!tyv
The forecast in the second part of this study may be the first step in 
the direction of such a plan, as it will try t© quantify demand for 
accommodation away from home in 1980? but there is an important distinction 
between a demand forecast and a plan. The object of the forecast in to 
try to quantify true demand in 1980, in the absence of supply constraints. 
If the aircraft, the airports, or the hotels to cater for such demand in 
1980 are not available, a proportion of such demand will be frustrated, 
and the actual figure of nights spent in hotels will be less than forecast. 
But since one of the principal objectives of this exercise is to enable 
such supply constraints to be identified well in advance, so that there 
is an opportunity to remove them, it would defeat its own purpose if, in 
making the forecast, such supply constraints were allowed for*
A plan, on the other hand, will take into account the alternative, uses to 
which the resources needed to -cater for forecast-demand in 1980 may be put* 
For example, it may be decided, in the national interest, that the land 
needed for a third airport should be allocated to housing; or that the 
labour needed to staff hotels in 1980 should be diverted to manufacturing 
industries. These considerations will act as supply constraints, and 
will lead to a discrepancy between true demand and expressed demand.
This forecast is not, therefore, a plan for two reasons. Firstly, because 
its purpose is to derive true demand in the absence of supply constraints. 
Secondly, because the extent to which the supply constraints will reduce 
the forecast figure is primarily a political question, as it is ■ a matter 
of priorities, and is not therefore the concern of the academic.
Having said that, a forecast of the type produced must he the first step 
towards such a plan, because those -who' formulate such a plan trust be aware, 
of the industry’s potential.- - -Without this knowledge, the vary difficult 
.problem of allocating resources to one Industry as opposed to another 
cannot be -solved, as-the data for a rational solution would be absent.
The danger cf'not liamng; a plan is not so much that there would be no 
solution, but-that It would, be the wrong 'solution. To say that nothing 
need"be dona-is to imply that resources should continue to be allocated 
as they are- at the moment;1 this is certainly a .solutioui but -It Is not 
perhaps the .right one, ' '• ■ ; ■.
Those responsible for the' future allocation of resources may give priority 
to industries which, make a positive- contribution- to the improvement of the 
UK balance of-payments* '' If this: is- the case, -they- should ask three 
questions!
1 'Which of our export industries has the greatest long-term growth 
potential?
2 Which of our export industries has the lowest import contentC
3 At which.of our export.industries are we most Competitive?
The answer to all three questions is in fact tourism, and this should be 
bom in mind when a plan is drawn up.
The :absence of supply constraints -is not the only assumption which is 
made "in the forecast-in-this study, It is also assumed .thfet there will 
be no .war which would adversely-.affect the propensity of -tourists from 
the.principal tourist-generating countries to visit the UK, or to dissuade 
UK residents from holidaying abroad; it is assumed that there will be no 
major recession in world trade, either as a result of war, or as a result 
of shortage of international liquidity; it is assumed that there will be 
xi© political upheaval in the UK comparable to the occurrences in France 
in 1968, which adversely affected her tourist industry; it is assumed 
that, while our weather will still remain unpredictable, it will at least 
remain unpredictable within the parameters to which we have grown 
accustomed. Other more specific assumptions are made in each of the 
chapters.
The forecasts are presented in such a way that, if the assumptions on 
which they are based prove to be incorrectv it is possible to revise end 
update thera quite easily. Such-revisions will be necessary as more 
recent data replace those which have been used and, it is hoped, as 
reliable 'date replace ‘some of the estimates which have had to be made.
The division of the forecast follows the form used In the'demand .analysis* 
It is -divided Into;’two broad sections  ^domestic demand -and' overseas demand 
each of which are ' si&^divi^ed into three —  demand' for"noarfeusiness • reasons, 
demand "for business reasons and demand resulting: from, attendance .at 
conferences.*. The conclusions' from the demand analysis of each section of 
the market fora the basis of the forecast* "andhaving made assumptions 
about the likely' development of the relevant determinants,'' a forecast of 
future becHaighta in each of the eleven "categories is derived* .
Tliis methodology lacks the clinical accuracy of the econometrician, but 
any more sophisticated procedure is simply not justified, as it would- 
imply a degree of certainty about the relationship of the determinants 
not really warranted by the demand analysis. It should be possible to 
construct an econometric model of demand in a few years 'time, 'if the 
intervening period were spent amending tbs British National Travel ■ Survey 
and filling in other gaps in the data, particularly' concerning business 
users* ' The wethodaic^, and indeed the computer programme, could be 
derived from those usee by the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review 
COssBission' in 'America* ' Meanwhile,' %?a' must be content with more - subjective 
techniques* In most Chapters,' a rate -o£ expansion-(or decline) is 
postulated, which is then varied in -the - light of likely events or - trends 
which were not reflected in the historic growth rates.' For the most part, 
the assumptions are conservative ones and, as a result, the forecast in 
this stiidy may understate true demand in 1980. In addition, the base 
from which the forecast is made'is a base composed of expressed demand 
in 1967. To the extent that there was any frustrated demand in 19.67 
the base'may be too low, and this is a second factor which may moke the 
forecast conservative* Those who wish to revise it upwards are of course 
free to do so.
After the dix chapters dealing with each of the submarkets, there is a 
final chapter where demand of the six types is aggregated, and the overall 
implications for the industry assessed*■ One'of the defects•of - existing 
forecasts, apart from their short-sightedness, is that they only deal with 
part of "the market*'' But unless' hotels catering only 'for' overseas - 'business­
men,: or 'only • for ■domestic conference • delegates are;constructed, such 
forecasts are of limited'application to the industry* Commercial-’coEffiion- 
sense 'dictates that- an.hotel 'should 'appeal- to as many potential''usera' as 
possible, end it-is-unlikely-that-l&e next'decade will-see'many-one--• 
purpose hotels* The trend is in the opposite direction,'with'hotels " 
■diversifying into tsany ;suhiaatfeefcs. ’ for these reasons, ■ a- composite picture 
of 'future demand' is retjuired*- ■
fthila this may he the first forecast for 1980, it is to he hoped, that it 
will not.he last, and that = forecasts" for the decades up to the'-end' of 
the century "and even beyond -will shortly he made so that the industry1 o 
planning is put on the same footing as most of the other important 
industries in the UK, and so that it.can make a more positive contribution 
to the country's social and'economic development* .
CHAPTER XX
BElim> FOR ACCOMMODATION B1M PROH HOHE OVER THE; BERT DECADE 
BY UHZTSP KXHGBOH BSSIBmS fQRlTo^-BPSIMTs RBAHOHS, ~ . T* .
Ignoring :4atsand by. overseas., residents, .one mg!it. haw sssuinad -.that, over . 
the next decade, thecoismereial .ncammdation industry:- $?ould benefit, in. - 
any ease from a sicaable growth in astir of the three, submarkets.of - 
domestic demand, - but.-principally from- domestic noirrbusiness- demand.
Such an assumption would be extremely:dangerous* and-'a cursory - examination 
of-the rata, of growth of the commercial'..accommodation market in the United 
States ~ where it is almost..totally dependent on domestic;demand' — demonstrates 
that. there. is little dynamism in. overall domestic demand for commercial 
accommodation in an economic^climate far more, favourable than-the one which 
the UK is likely.to enjoy over the nest decade.
The following table., based on US Census Bureau data, puts, .the picture in 
broad prospective:
TABLE I* . .
Performance. of commercial accommodation Industry, in USA.,. 1939-1965
Billions of; dollars
1231- 1948. \ . 195S. 196?.,: - : 196S,. ■
Cross national product . .. 9.0*5.. . ;. 257*6 447*3 589.2 : • 675.6
Blsposalle personal income 70.3. ,189*1.. , 318*8--.. - 403,8 ,465.3-
Personal consumption
expenditures ; 66.8 ''173.6 : 290.1' ‘ 373*8 '438.5
Personal'consumption
expenditures for service 25.0- 54.7 -112.0- 152*3 ■ 174.7'
Lodging industry revenue 0.9- ■ 2.368 3.644 4.667 4.898
Hotel revenue*2* 0*863 2.173 2.794 3.006 3.127
. Hotel • .and - isotor-hotel
revenue** 0.036 0.195 0,850 1*661 1,771
* Blomstrom, Robert L, OP.GIT*, Table XX-2r p.176,
** These two items are sub-divisions of '’Lodging Industry Revenue” .
Table II,derived £ m m  Table I, shows the percentage increase in each 
item between the years in question.
' TABLE XX
Percentage increases in selected economic indicators and 
revenue ■ of comaegcial accommodation frdusfcgy in PSA, 19:^9^ 1965
Percentage increases
1939/48 "..1948/58 1958/63 '1963/65
Gross national product :' 184.6 73.6 31.7 14.7
£)is^ osablc personal income ■ 169.0 68,6 26.7 15.2
Personal consumption. 
expenditures 159.9 67.1 28.9 17.3
Personal consumption
-expenditures for service . 118,8 . 104*8 ■ ■36.0 ■ 14,7
Lodging industry revenue 163.1- -.53.9 . 28.1 4.9
Hotel revenue 151.8 28.6 7.6 4.0
Hotel and motor^hotel
revenue 441.7 335.9 95.4 6,6
Lodging industry revenue has lagged behind most of the important economic 
indicators, and appears to have a negative income elasticity.
Another good indication of hot? demand for commercial accommodation, has 
responded to favourable economic conditions is the average number of hotel 
rooms occupied per day in the USA.*
1966(est)
SOI. 000 
SCO,000 
1,601,000
These figures are reproduced below, in terns of percentage increases.
TABLE III
Average number of rooms in commercial accommodation 
■ '; ..e s^h lia i^e h to  in  jt^A,occtq>ied oar ,1939^ 1966^ ^
Eotnhliphj2opt Wj9 194,8 J950 1963
hotels 866,634 ' 1,317,354 1,018,210 730,XS1
Hotels and ®ot»r~hotels 95,90S 359,315 ’ 419,243 708,449
Total 862,542 1,575,669 1,637,553 1,488,630
* Derived from? Blomsfcrom, Robert L, 0P.CI7.. pp,174~175.
' • ' TABLE IV
Percentage-increases. £b- average numbers of rooms 
occupied per day in USA, 1939-1966. (decreases - )
Es tabliolHaents 1939/46 ’ 1948/56 1958/63
Hotels 52#0 - 22.7 - * 23.4
Hotels'and ssotoiHfiotels ■ : "169.3 - 62.3 * 68*9’ '
Total - 63*7 ' * 8 .8 ' 0 .8
The. occupancy figures a te  laore - s ig n i f ic a n t  fcban the'Expenditure f ig u r e s  as 
-lar a© ■tills-study is concerned* since hecH iig h ts '"h ave  hmn selected as the 
unit of measurement. Indeed* Tables t and II u n d e r lin e  th e  'danger -of r'sifiy 
expenditure as-the-unit; of tieasuremfent of‘demand. 'Americans arc probably 
spending more and more nights away from Lome? but because they are not 
spending them in commercial accommodation establishments an examination of 
expenditure can throw no light on this trend.
A comparison of the growth rate in average numbers of rooms occupied with 
the growth' rate in gross national product shows that the former has grown 
at a much slower rate. The principal reason why growth in lodging industry 
revenue is more closely related to gross national product is because of 
steep Increases in average annual income per available room* due to tariff 
increases. Although occupancy rates remained fairly stable over the 30 
years* average annual income'pet available room rose from $56! to 02*057.
If these are the. growth rates for the market-orientatcd highly competitive 
American market in & period of sustained economic boom, what are the 
prospects for domestic growth of demand for accommodation in the UK in the 
1970’s? If the average number of hotel beds available in the USA remained 
virtually static betwenn 1948 and 1966. whet becomes of the argument that 
the commercial accommodation market should benefit from a sizeable growth 
in the three submarkets of UK domestic demand?
The American data need to be interpreted carefully* As ban been mentioned 
already, they are not inconsistent with growth in demand for accommodation 
away from hobs; they show that such growth, if it took place* bypassed 
the commercial accommodation industry. Nor is it inconsistent with the 
hypothesis that, even within a static industry, there are growth submarkets 
worth.identifying and investing'to cater for. This.is'the.case of. the
1963/66 
■ 2.7
'12*9
10.5
motel submarket in the United States* finally* there may have been a 
large volume of frustrated demand for commercial accommodation due.to,;;' 
the industry’s failure to provide its service either in the right place 
or at the right price.
The author of ’The Commercial Lodging Market’ has not let the relatively 
disappointing performance of the industry in America colour his forecast 
of its potential.**
nBut vhfct of the future? Both government and private forecasters predict 
a glowing future for the national economy.** using their figures along 
with current behavior of the lodging industry, we can make some predic­
tions about the future If we have some basic assumptions. Let us assume 
that the lodging industry can maintain its relative position in the economy**.. 
If everything else remains the same, by 1975 the firms within the industry 
can expect to share in an 08.45 billion market.
But this presents some very real challenges, as well as opportunities, 
to the industry. The tremendous growth in personal disposable income 
presents a dramatic challenge to the industry to merely maintain its 
relative position - just to continue getting the share it is getting now.
While the opportunities are great, it seems that if the industry in 
general, and individual managers in particular, are to capture the 
developing potential, they are going to need to do a better job* This 
means that new markets must he identified as they emerge, and the needs 
and wants of various groups of customers must he recognised and understood.
More rooms will be needed, hut they may need to he offered In a greater 
variety of sizes, prices, locations, furnishings, ctc.n*
"Much can be done to bridge the gap between present and future by 
identifying groups of customers (or potential customers) and analysing 
why they use (or don’t use) existing lodging properties. But even more 
important will be the identification of changing consumption patterns; 
i.e. changing composition of markets brought about by economic and 
demographic change coupled with changes In leisure time, transportation 
©nd communication facilities’1.
* Blomstrom, Hobert L, OP.CIT., pp 177-9.
** This appears to be a rather cavalier assumption; the one clear conclusion 
to be drawn from American data- is that the lodging industry has been sfeeadiff 
losing its relative position in the US economy.
These comments on the commercial, accommodation market in the United 
States of America have been reproduced* not to prejudice the forecast 
for the industry in the UK, but as a sober background for those who 
believe that the industry has an inbuilt dynamism. The same note of 
caution is made in H« Bryn -Jones1 thesis on future demand for eating out 
in the UK;% econometric analysis demonstrates that demand grows at 
approximately the same rate as the economy, certainly no faster. The 
experience of the industry £n America also shows that, within a static 
market, there can be growth areas; and that one of the reasons why the 
market- may be static is that- the industry has been missing opportunities 
and failing to develop new markets*.
It is with these points in mind that the forecasts mutt be approached; 
the determinants of non-business demand were identified in the demand 
analysis* and the forecast' traces their likely developments'•over the 
next decade and then assesses the repercussions on the industry, taking 
into account the ’leakage* into overseas holidays*
This category of demand, primarily, but not exclusively related to demand 
for holiday accommodation, was found to be dependent on the effect and 
interaction of seven variables; age, income, length of paid holiday, 
life-cyde stage, occupation, ownership of a motor vehicle and terminal 
level of education*
Khile the relationship between all the variables and demand was a positive 
one (apart from age) - the greater the incoBie, the greater the demand, etc* ~ 
two important reservations had to be made when one interpreted this 
relationship to see how it applied to the commercial accommodation industry 
in the UK, particularly if such a relationship was to be used for forecasting
Firstly, the same variables had a positive relationship with demand for 
accommodation outside the UK, and this led to the conclusion that 
continued growth in real incomes, education, etc. could, at come point 
in the future, act to the detriment of the industry in the UK, as it caused 
more people to leave the ’top end’ of the market than come in at the ’bottom* 
There are thus three important stages in the relationship between the 
seven variables and demand for the services of. the domestic .cousasrcial 
accommodation industry.
* Bryn-Jones, Mervyn, Food Services in /Britain 1970-1960, University of 
Surrey, 1970*
1 Up to a point, increases in real incomes, paid holiday entitlements, 
etc*, cause a higher percentage of the population to enter the market 
for accommodation away from home each year*
2 Further increases have little effect on the percentages entering the
market each year. As far as the commercial accommodation industry
is concerned, growth has to come from the same people entering the 
market more often or staying in it longer, or increasing their daily 
expenditure.
3 Further increases have a deleterious effect, as they enable a higher
percentage to go abroad each year, with no compensation of new 
entrants to the domestic market.
The stages overlap to a certain extent, but* by and large. Stage.1 was 
completed in the UK in the early 1960’s, and the UK is now in Stage 2* 
During the course of the decade which-is the -subject of the forecast, 
the UK may enter Stage 3, especially if changes are made in the foreign 
currency allowance for UK, residents.
This trend is hinted at in ’Region with a Future*.^ ’’As national income 
rises, and with it the average standard of living* holiday expenditure 
can be expected to rise more than proportionately, not only by way of 
annual holidays, but also through the taking of second holidays, long 
week-ends , etc. At the same time, the numbers who can afford to take 
their summer holidays abroad will grow. The future of the holiday trades 
in the region depends upon how those concerned react to these divergent 
trends. Up to now, the former has been the more powerful in that it has 
brought steady and increasing numbers of holiday-makers to the South-West. 
The latter has shown itself, however, in that the trend in the average 
income per head of the holiday-makers* anct the level of their average 
expenditure, has probably been downward, except for a few select resorts".
While this particular analysis tries to explain tzbat is happening by 
postulating two competing trends, there is in fact one trend, whoEe 
effects on the industry change as incomes rise. Ths point is made, 
however, that the existence of the ’leakage’ of demand into holidays 
abroad must be taken into account in the forecasting exercise.
*  South West Economic P la n n in g  C o u n c il, O P .C IT .
The second reservation concerned the }leakage% within the TJK, of demand 
away from the commercial accomodation Industry to non." commc rcI a! 
accommodation - to #Sr<er~occupied caravans, tents and to second homes.
The influence of the determinants 'on this ’leakage* was fairly easy to 
Isolate when each determinant was looked at individually; hut when they 
were looked at in aggregate, they often pulled in different directions. 
Increased income might indicate a higher propensity to' stay in-licensed 
hotels; hut the existence of children might counteract this. The 
forecaster therefore has the problem of reconciling contradictory trends.
While this;leakage or diversion of demand should mean new opportunities, 
it has been, historically, at the expense of the traditional commercial 
accommodation industry. There is no theoretical or practical reason vf:v 
the large hotel companies should not invest in the production of these 
rival forms of accommodation and diversify within the market* hut they do 
not appear to have done so to date and are unlikely to do so in the future.
These two reservations underline the warning given in the introduction, 
that those who expect domestic demand for commercial accommodation in this 
country to be inherently dynamic* or even buoyant* may be disappointed.
Of the seven determinants looked at in the demand analysis, several were 
seen to complement trends revealed by the others, and in the forecasting 
exercise, four of the determinants which were shown to be the moat important 
ones are examined in detail. The others are looked at in' aggregate. The 
four ones looked at in detail are age (including increased size of future
population), length of paid holidays, mobility and income.
Because of the counteracting influences of some, of the determinants, and 
the complementary influences of others, it is not practical to forecast 
the effect of age changes, then the effect of income changes etc., using 
an iterative procedure. Instead the section on each determinant must 
indicate the nature of its effect on demand, and a concluding section
must draw together and attempt to quantify the net effects of all changes.
This is the methodology adopted for this chapter.
SIZE AND AGE STOCTPEE OF, POPULATION It? 19SO,
Over the next decade, the volisse of demand for sccom0.odetl.on away from 
hose by UK residents will Increase, regardless of any social or economic 
trends* simply because of the natural rise in the UK population. Such 
an increase is more likely to affect non-business demand than business 
deiaaads • and. .is therefore included in this section -of the forecast* where 
it can conveniently be dealt with at'the name tiiss as' the age structure 
of ' the future population*
There ate font principal factors d e te rm in in g  the size of the population 
of the UK in 1980:
1 The present population
2 Future mortality rates .
3 Future migration rates
4 Future births.
The methodology used by the Registrar-General in forecasting factors 
2 to 4 are described in Economic Trends *-and his forecast for 1980 is 
reproduced in Table V.
® Economic Trends, Ko«39, May 1965, BM50*
TABLE V*
Estimated future total population of UK in 1990 (thousands)
Age 1967 % 1980 /*
0- 4 / **14 8.72 5,375 8.96
5- 9 4,557 7.89 ■ 5,156 ■ 8.59
10-14 3,828 6.94 4.789 7*96
15-19 4,098 7.42 4,727 7.88
20-24 4,084** ’ 7.40 4,137 ‘ 6.89
25-29 3,421 ‘ 6,20 3,807 6.34
30-34 3,309 6.00 4,247 7.0S
35-39 3,378 6.12 3.585 5.97
40-44 3,537 6.41 3,320 5.S3
45-49 3,557 6.44 3,209 5.34
50-54 3,448 6,24 - 3*239 5.40
55x59 3,453 6.26 3,437 ■ 5.73
60-64 3,110 5.63 2,853 4.75
65-69 2,507 4.54 2,830 4.71
70-74 1,861 3.37 2f 322 3.87
75-79 1,283 2.33 1,619 2.90
80-84 742 1.34 878 1.46
85+ 416 .75 49# .82
Total 55,201 100% 60,022 100%
Table ? shows that the population of the M  is aspect ad to grow By 8.7% 
between 1967 and 1980, from 55*2 million to 60 million.
It is a useful exercise to try to isolate the effect on the commercial 
accommodation market of the increase in population alone, holding all the 
other determinants constant. This effect can then be carried forward to 
the concluding section* Since the demand analysis quantified the market 
for 1967, the increase in becHsights will te related to that year. It 
is in exercises like these that the use of bed-nightr* ac the unit of 
measurement, as opposed to expenditure on accommodation, justifies itself 
as it is extremely simple to calculate the effect on the commercial 
accommodation industry on this basis.
* Central Statistical Office. Annual Abstract of Statistics 1967 Ho. 104
GP.CXT., Table 1.1,' p.13.
Assuming, for the purpose of illustration only, a constant participation 
rate in main and additional holidays and in other non-business trips away 
from !iome9 the same average length of holiday and the same distribution 
of holiday bed-nights over the rival forms of accommodation, then the 
increased population will account for about 28 million more bed-nights 
away from home in the UK for non-business reasons On the basis of the 
.above assumptions, 4*3 million of these additional nights would be spent 
in licensed hotels, 5.9 million would be spent in unlicensed hotels and 
similar accommodation, 7.7m would be spent with friends and relatives 
and 3*6m 'in caravans* The balance of 6.5m would be spent in the other 
accommodation categories.
Talcing this purely illustrative exercise a step further, and assuming
1) that in July and August 1967 beds in licensed hotels and in
unlicensed hotels and similar accommodation were effectively 
fully booked, and that 
£i) in 1980, the monthly distribution of holidays will he the same 
as 1967, then 18 million of the additional 28 million nights 
would be spent in July and August 1980, indicating an additional 
requirement of 44,000 beds in licensed hotels, and 61,000 beds 
in unlicensed hotels and similar establishments. Quantifying 
this in terms of capital investment at £5,000 per bed, over 
£500 million would appear to be required.
As the forecast continues, the general effects of increased population* 
as outlined above, will be absorbed and adjusted to take account of the 
effects of the many other determinants which affect final demand. The 
first such adjustment must take account of the different age structure 
of the UK population in 1980.
Table V shows that, over the next decade, the non-working or dependent 
population will increase faster than the working population. Defining 
the non-working population , as the under 15*0 and the over 65*s, their 
share of total population \?ill increase from 35.9% to 39.1% over the 
period.
* 8.71 of 329.2m (see Table VI p.42),
In particular the age group comprising the over 65* s will increase by 
19.6%; that comprising the over 85 fs will increase by IB.3%; the 75t79 
age group will increase by 26.2ft*and the 70-74 age group by 24.8%
The first adjustment must therefore take account of this faster-then- 
average growth irate in the numbers of elderly.
Ths over 65*8
In Chapter IV, the effect of age was examined and the conclusion showed 
that age was negatively correlated with'demand for accommodation away 
from home* but that there ware other contributory factors* such as the 
decline in income associated with old age* which explained part of this 
correlation. At first sight therefore* the trend which is forecast for 
the 1970’s might not appear particularly favourable to the more formal 
types of establishment* as the over 55*s will increase as a percentage 
of total population from 12.33% to 13.56%. This appearance could be 
deceptive* and needs further analysis.
In looking at the effect of age as a determinant of demand* it was shown 
that, while old age was certainly a deterrent to entry into the holiday 
market* once in it, the over 65Vs tended to patronise commercial 
accommodation establishments more than the other gge groups. If the 
partiiipatioa in holidays' as a whole by the over 65*s were tc increasev, 
from the relatively low 1967 level of 42%y*£hen the effect of this age 
group accounting for a higher percentage of the total population would 
have a beneficial* and not adverse* effect on the commercial accommodation 
market.
There arc grounds for thinking that the holiday participation rate of 
this group will increase for the following three reasons:
1 Increase in real incomes of over 65fc
2 Previous holiday experience
3 Better health.
* See Table XVII, p.lH-0
1 Increase in real ineoms of over 65 f s
This is really related to■the. effect of income on demand* and' is mentioned 
at tide stage for convenience. In the past decade*- the levels of old age 
or retirement pensions paid-by the-State have risen faster than the cost 
of livings v, thereby-hr imging about ■ an increase in the real standard of 
living of 'this age group. This trend is not only likely to contitiue;it 
in likely t© he accelerated by the introduction -of - the new Superannuation 
Sgheae which * for the fir at time* breaks sway from the notion of 
subsistence in old age as the objective of public social security policies* 
and tmplBccn the notion of adequacy^- M«tt. adequate income for'the pensioner 
who has tie other means”.* 1980 ie.still-in the intermediary period when 
the tic** scheme will he complementary to the existing scheme, but the 
effect of people retiring in that year on 60% of earnings, tip-to half the 
nations! average earningsf m d  t$% of the remainder, up-to the Scheme’s 
celling of £33 will mean that the drop in income on retirement will be 
substantially less than it is for those who retire today. In the words 
of the White Paper introducing the Scheme, it will '’reduce substantially 
the present gap between the living standards of the working population and 
the retired population.”
By 1980* many more people who retire - will have their -State pensions 
supplemented by pension schemes -operated by their employers*- and this 
will reduce their dependence on the State, and increase the disposable 
incomes of the retired. The-latest official data on-growth In private 
pension n&hmose are. supplied by-the Government Actuary.** They show, that* 
whereas 'in 1956 there were 37*500 schemes covering -:-^*000,000 people, 
by 1968 there were 65,000 schemes covering 12*000*000 people. In the - 
words of the Government Actuary, ’’The organisations on whose behalf such 
schemes operate now employ some 22,000,000 people in all - a high 
proportion of the total labour force, of the UK. ITearly half of these 
employees do not, however, qualify for admission to the schemes for a 
number of reasons; over 3,030,000 are too young or their length of service
* Titrausa, Professor R, Superannuation for All, Hem Society, 27/2/69, p.315.
m  Occupational pension schemes, A Third Survey by the Government Actuary, 
HMS0, 31/12/68.
is too short; about 4,500,000 are ineligible because of the nature of 
their work; and more than 2,000,000 are excluded for a miscellany of 
other reasons. There has recently been a marked increase in levels of 
prospective benefits and & growing proportion of pensions are being 
linked to final salary at the time of retirement. Lump sum retirement 
benefits may also be provided. Some 5,000,000 active members are'covered 
for widows’ pensions and the remainder "are mostly eligible for lump sura 
death benefitsf
The implications of the Government Actuary’s report are - clear;-’during -the 
1970’s those who retire will be substantially better off than those who 
retired in the 1960’s. The deterrent effect of shortage of income on 
holidaytaking will therefore be reduced. There will still, of course, 
be retired people unable-to afford holidays, but against -this'one might 
expect'local authorities to continue to increase their expenditure on 
holidays for this category of the' population.
2 Previous holiday experience
The demand analysis showed that there was little'doubt that the low level 
of holiday taking by the over 65*s in 1967 was partly due to the fact 
that, in their childhood and working life, many of them simply had not 
been accustomed, to the idea of an annual holiday, and there was therefore 
no habit for them to- continue on retirement. There "are many factor© 
inhibiting the - commencement of the 'holiday habit for the first - titae on 
retirement, not least of which is the reluctance to commit oneself to 
something new and strange so late in life; psychological withdrawal* 
which is often a feature of retirement, is a strong barrier to have to 
overcome.
Those retiring in the next decade will have a different background 
holiday experience. Most of their working life will have been spent since 
the Holidays with Pay Act 1938, and, for most, the. taking of an annual 
holiday will have become part and parcel of their way of life. They will 
be more accustomed to staying in hotels, to travelling abroad, and even 
to driving. They will probably he better educated and more informed, abofet 
the holiday market* anr3 will take the opportunity to visit places where
previously the time at their disposal did-not permit* This increased 
propensity of older people to take holidays* as a result of the changing 
environment of working life* must be taken into account in any forecast* 
and, if possible, quantified*
3 Better health
- Hie effect of increased longevity has of course already been taken into 
account in deriving a figure for total population In 1380. There are* 
however* fefcher considerations under the broad heading.of ’health’ which 
need to bc taken Into account, when deriving a participation rate in 
holidays for.the over 85* s.
Hot only will people live longer in the next decade* but there are good, 
reasons for thinking that they- will- be slightly less infirm than the 
over 65* s in 1967. Medical studies have shown that the life expectancy 
of a man retiring at 60 is well over five years longer than that of a man 
retiring at 65; and that the health of the former is likely to be far 
superior throughout retirement. The effect of gradually reducing-the 
retiring age from 65 to 60 will therefore increase the activity of older 
people. The gradual switch* over the next decades, ffom a labour intensive 
industrial complex to a capital intensive one, as the computer and 
automation replace some manual and unskilled'workers, will make this 
reduction feasible from industry’s point of view.
As psychological and psychosomatic disabilities continue to replace 
physical ones, the medical profession is increasingly likely to prescribe 
holidays or periods of convalescence ns part of the cure. An obvious 
beneficiary of this would be the cruise market. There is also likely to 
be increased awareness of the importance of diet and exercise in keeping 
fit, thereby increasing the activity of the over 65*e.
There are, of course, trends the other wayt the higher standard of living 
achieved since the war has resulted in a broad change of diet which may 
not be to the advantage of the nation’s health. The increased pace of 
life is responsible for heart attacks and infirmity in the relatively 
young, but, on balance, the health factor seems likely to be favourable 
to increased activity in retirement and to increased demand for accommoda­
tion away from hme* "
'It is assumed that the cGmbxned operation-of these:three effects will ■
i .xncrecse the propensity of the over 65f£ to .take holidays away from home 
from the level of 421 in 1967 to 55% in 13GO. This would still he under 
the average for all'-age- groups: in 1967* and represents' a minimum degree 
of participation.
' The; figure of 28,000*000 more"' had~nights in 1980 (see • page $07 ) -would' 
therefore have to he revised upwards'by 10.5 million-to‘38*5 million 
nights.*': frime'benefieisries of 'this increased"participation should he 
the; licensed hotels* as -the -demand- analysis showed-'that this - age ‘ group, 
once' in•'the holiday market, were intensive hotel 'users*- ■
It is'important to"-make it ■ clear- that the'capacity- required'by'the 
industry, however, does'not have to be raised eommensuratelys this age 
group is Tesa '-cosaaifcfced 'to; taking holidays 'in the" peck-' months %&l employment 
factors do not' dictate the timing of their holidays. This-increased 
participation will be of real assistance'to the domestic industry-in 
helping it increase its off-peak occupancy rates. However, the industry 
will have to make a concerted effort to maximise the'potential gain that 
this age group offers. This has implications for hotel design and for 
hotel marketing. On the design'side,! it is will known"'that old people 
have an- aversion to steps'and'stairs, and it is perhaps with- this:age 
group in mind that Holiday Time have insisted that every one'of their 
hotels should have two rooms especially '-equipped for the "disabled* Older - 
guests -dislike excessive noise and are perhaps less sympathetic to the 
errors and omissions of hotel staff. '
In capturing the over 65 market, It le important for an hotel not to rely 
on it excessively, and thereby reduce its appeal to other age-groups by 
being ’branded! This will ultimately affect the older customers as well 
as they will understandably resent being herded together and, in any case, 
many may enjoy the company of younger people on holiday. Marketing for 
this group should of course be a continuous process and each particular 
estoblislimept, or chain of establishments, should create-the right 
impression with present customers to ensure that they return again when 
they have retired, if not before* '
* Instead of 8*lm over 85’© participating in holiday© at the rate of 42% 
one is assuming the rate increases to 5515 but that, the average length of 
stay away from home, remains constant at ten nights*
Effects of changes in the'percentage of population accounted for b y  other 
age groups are less marked, and can be dealt with fairly briefly.
55-64* Hot only will this age group constitute a lower percentage of the 
total population in 1930, but it will be smaller in absolute terms, 
dropping from 6*563 million to' 6.290 million.' Part' of the reason for C; 
thin drop is the number of people b o m  between 1916 and 1925 who were 
killed' in active service1 in the Second World War* ' The analysis of age 
as a demand determinant showed that this age group were relatively 
intensive holiday-makers, probably because the head of the household was 
near the peak of-his earning powera -and had been1 relieved of the financial 
and tick-consuming burden of looking after hie children* 1 However, this 
age group is' likely to spend -a high proportion of its holidays abroad, so 
the impact o£ a reduction in their numbers m i l  be'cushioned*-■
On the'other hand* the trend towards earlier retiring ages could increase 
the travel'tine available to this age group. A survey carried out by
Shell* reported “that one half of the men who replied to the survey wanted
to retire earlier' than at 60; -only X/10th wished to carry on working after 
60n. - Whether or not the employees of Shell wish to stop working earlier 
than the employees of other organisations is ©'debatable point, but the 
Shell survey is evidence1 that,"If'employees are guaranteed a good pension, 
then a high1 proportion would like to stop work earlier theaothe current 
retiring'age of' 60. ' This offers a" growth market to the accommodation 
industry, and'furthermore, one which is not confined to taking holidays 
in the :peak months.'
45-54. This age group will also be less significant in 19S0. proportio­
nately and numerically, than it is now, for partly the same reasons as 
those given for the preceding age group.
35-44. The numerical strength of this age group will he almost identical
in 1980 to what if is now, and there is therefore no need to adjust the 
forecast because of the shift in the structure of the population.
* Reported in Financial Times 5/3/89.
25-34. This age group in 1980 will include the ’bulge* . The number of 
births in 1947 reached a figure sever achieved before or since. The 
1346 figure was only reached again in 1962 and the 1948 figure in 1950. 
The bulge has dictated major'changes in policy, for example in the 
building of houses and schools, and'also, to a email extent® the pattern 
of holiday taking. The percentage of the population accounted for By 
this-age group will increase from-12,2% to 13.4%. Numerically* the age 
group mil: grow from 6.7 t&illion to S million* Nhen looking at this age 
‘"roup, one should also look at the 0-14 age group, as the children will 
dictate to a great extent the pattern of their holidays. Numerically, 
the• 0-14 age group m i l  increase from 13 million to 15.-3 .million, an 
increase of 17.7.- '
15t24. .The percentage of the population accounted for by this age group 
id 11 be -identical in 1980 to what: it is now.
Looking only at the age effects, and bolding everything else constant, 
the higher than average growth rate in the number of the 25-34 and the 
0-14 age group indicates that there is the greatest growth potential in 
the market for holidays for families with young children* Apart from 
age groups in the over 65 age brackets these' two groups will increase 
their share of the population faster than any other. This implies an 
increase' In- demand for all types of' informal holidays but especially for 
camping--'and caravanning holidays * - •' If' the" more formal types Of accesBaoda- 
tion, and in particular the hotels* wish- to benefit- from this growth to 
a greater extent than they have - done hithertos they must -overcome the 
resistance to hotel use exhibited by families with'young children. The 
reasons for this resistance were indicated earlier, f "They are not 
permanent obstacles, and suitable changes in management' and marketing 
policy should enable such resistance to be overcome. An example of how 
this can be done is provided by the growth in the United States of 
restaurants specifically geared to catering for families with young 
children, a section of the market which had ‘previously eluded the 
catering industry*
M y  impact which the hotels sire able to make will take custom sway from ' 
the bed~and~break£ast estafelt$.htient and the boarding bouses, rather than' 
from the informal types of accommodation mentioned ■ -earlier, As families 
with young children become, accustomed to higher standards of accommodation 
in the 1970*s in their own homes and the necessity for sharing facilities 
in the home disappears, so there will be an increased reluctance on behalf 
of these families to revert to sharing facilit##© when they are on holidf^-* 
Increasingly, they will expect the holiday accommodation to have a self- 
contained bathroom, television and telephones and this is where the 
advantage of the hotels must lie. ' They m y  have the resource© and space 
to install these facilities whereas the private landlady m y  not*
Two separate conclusions therefore emerge from this section of the 
analysis.
Firstly, there is the effect of the increased population of approximately 
4.82 million UK citirens in 1980. At.this stage, the forecast is not 
refined by considering the different pattern of holiday behaviour of the 
1980 population, but is simply concerned with the increased number of 
nights may from home assuming constant participation in holidays fey the 
under 65* s, and an increase in participation fey the over 65’s. The 
figure tentatively arrived at w m  an extra 39 million more feed-aighfce 
indicating m  additional requirement of about 105,000 feeds in licensed 
and unlicensed hotels and other cotsnercial accommodation establishments 
if the seasonal distribution of demand remained the earn ■ for t^ e unc3er 65*s.
Secondly, there is the effect of the' different age distribution within 
the increased total. By itself, this effect would mean a relative 
decrease in the demand for accommodation by the 40-64 year age group, 
and a relative increase in demand for accommodation used fey the 25-34 
age group and a relative increase in the demand for accommodation used 
by the over 65 * s.
Interpreting this to derive the implications for the accommodation 
industry, one would expect considerable growth in camping and caravanning 
holidays, arising from the increase in the 25-34 year age group, and in 
the 0-14 year old age group. There will also be opportunities for more 
traditional types of accommodation that are able to attract this type of 
customers though they will first of all have to overcome the resistance 
mentioned earlier, and also to provide facilities at competitive prices,
* Higher participation by the over 65* s was assumed to take place mostly
The over 65*6, who. are expected to participate' in'holidays away from home 
to a. greater extent in the l97G*s, will: still spend a high proportion of 
their nights away from-home with friends; not simply out of financial 
considerations, hut because of the relative lack'b£ contact which 
retirement often brings with 'it.'" However,' many others' will be potential 
customers for the hotels, and since this age group tends to stay longer 
at the same place they are obviously customers worth attracting. Again, 
this group calls for special facilities which may not always be found 
in the average hotel, and those who wish to capture this section of the 
market will have to make sure they comply with these expectations. 7 Tore 
specifically, there are areas in the UK which are more'popular with older 
people, for example, the Lake -District and Scotland. These areas can be 
expected t© benefit from the trends outlined above* .
'Other areas to benefit from the trends, in age structure will'be- those 
that are able to provide a wide range of facilities and holiday 
entertainment for the families with young children. The trend towards 
more active holidays will he increased by the relative growth in the 
population of these holiday-makers, who are in any case more active.
These conclusions will be re-examined in' the final section of this 
chapter, together with those derived from the examination of the impact 
-of.'the other determinants*
Development of paid holidays by 1980
The demand analysis showed that there were wide variations in the 
entitlement to holidays with pay, in spite of the gradual raising of 
the ninimsm entitlement since the war. Raising the minimum entitlement 
initially had the effect of causing more people to take a holiday away 
from home; after a point, however, the effect of any further increases 
was not so much increased participation as increased numbers of holidays 
away from home by those in the market already. Holiday bonuses were also 
-mentioned as being potentially important determinants.
These two principal factors therefore have to be taken into" account'when 
looking at the effect of changes in the current pattern of paid holidays 
on demand for accommodation sway from home in the 1970’s.
Firstly, the effect of an increase in the length of paid holiday 
entitlement is examined and secondly, the effect of 'holiday bonuses - 
lump’ sums paid to employees when.'they take their annual holiday - is - 
looked at. m-v
These two-factors will affect demand in'slightly different'ways; the - 
first may Increase the number of nights spent -away-from home, the second 
may influence the type, quality and location of accommodation used.
Looking at the first factor, there is no reason to suppose that pressure 
for longer holidays will decrease over the next decade. "Over the span 
of man's hi story, although a phenomenal amount of education, perauation,, 
indoctrination am! incantation have been devoted to the effort, ordinary 
people have never been quite persuaded that toil in as agreeable as its 
alternatives".*
The demand analysis showed that the,first stage of the paid holiday 
movement was to bring within its orbit an increasing proportion of the 
labour force. This stage ended at about 1940, when saturation was 
effectively reached as. all but a few employees became entitled to a paid 
annual holiday.' The second stage, basically from 1945 onwards, has been 
marked by a lengthening of the paid holiday entitlement. Because this 
has been achieved through a series of collective agreements s. it is 
difficult to judge the pace of the movement or to-pick out significant 
landmarks. There is, however, no reason whatever for believing that the 
second stage has reached saturation point in the UK, or is indeed likely 
to by 1980.
The problem arises in assessing the speed of future progress in lengthening 
paid fiolidays. "Projections of lengths of vacations, numbers of holidays 
and shorter work weeks are very difficult to make since changes in these 
practices are generally determined through union-iaanagement negotiations.
* Galbraiths 'Professor, The Affluent Society
industrial policies and legislation, none of which can fee predicted in 
advance".* In his boo!-:, ?The British Economy in 1975 %  ' Beckernuin tries 
to assess the likely development of holidays with-pay,**wBolidays with 
pay also show no trend over the' last ten years. But' it is necessary to 
allow for the possible effect of emulation here of conditions overseas.
• If.- Britain were, after all, to enter the Common Market fey 1975, then of 
course statutory obligations to harmonise working-conditions would enter 
the picture. For Article 120 of the Rome Treaty lays down that "Member 
■states shall endeavour to maintain the existing equivalents of paid 
holiday -/schemes" .fcfc*
Table FI shows• the' position in this respect of most'countries in 1963 ~ 
the latest year1for which such, comprehensive data appear to fee available. 
The felt is in.no way setting'the pace in this international field," and up 
to 1980 will probably do little better than reach the position of the 
leaders in 1963,
TABLE VI
Minimum duration of basic annual holiday in 1963****
Duration Country
4 d$*r ‘ Portugal.
5 days Malaysia (States of Malaya) .
Canada (Federal, plus 4 Provinces), China (certain 
factories), Cyprus (certain collective agreements), 
Greece (wage earners), Japan, Malaysia (Singapore. 
Mexico," 'Nigeria (Certain trades), Rwanda,’ Switzerland 
(certain Cantons), Tanganyika, Thailand, Uganda,
USA (collective agreements).
* ORRRC Study Report No. 23, OP.CIT., p.36.
** Bcckermann, W, et.al., OP.CIT., p.97.
Treaty Establishing the European Economic Commmitj? Roma .1957. 
English translation published by KMSO,"1962, Article 120, p.45. ! ■
**** International Labour Convention, Geneva, 1969. 53rd "Session, 
.Holidays ‘with Pay. ■ Report 6, para* 82. •-
6 working days,
7 days, or 
1 week,
7 working days Spain
8 working days 
.10 days ■
9 working days
12 working days, 
14 days, or 
2 weeks -
14 working days
15 working days
18 working days 
3 weeks _
Luxembourg (manual workers)
:Argentina,,Burma, Ethiopia,. Pakistan (factories),
Somaliland (former Trust territory - manual workers).
Sierra Leone (certain .agricultural, workers),
Albania,-. Austria, Belgium, Byelorussia, Canada 
(five Provinces), Ceylon (commerce and certain trades), 
Chile* Congo (Leopoldville), Costa Elea, Cyprus 
(certain collective agreements), Czechoslovakia,.. 
Dominican Republics Ghana (Civil Service), Greece 
(salary earners), Haiti, Hungary* India (under 
several enactments), Iran, Irak, Ireland, Israel,
Italy (collective agreements), Kenya, Kuwait, Liberia, 
Hew Zealand, Nigeria,(certain trades), Pakistan 
(commerce, etc.), Poland (manual workers), Portugal 
(overseas provinces),- Rumania, Somalia (former-Trust 
territory.- non-manual workers). South Africa, Spain 
.(labour, regulations), Syrian Arab Republic* Tunisia, 
Turkey, Ukraine, USSR, HAP, W, (statutory orders - 
collective agreements), Vietnam*
;Bulgaria,-Yugoslavia .
Columbia*. Federal Republic of Germany, Luxembourg 
(non-manual workers), Netherlands (collective 
agreements), Phillipincs (public sector and certain 
collective agreements)*
Australia, Cameroons, Central African Republic,
Ceylon (certain trades), Chad, Congo (Brazzaville), 
Dahomey, Denmark, Finland, France, ..Gabon* Guinea, 
Iceland, Ivory Coast, Kalagaysi Republic, Mali, 
Mauretania,. Morocco,' Nigeria, Norway, Senegal, 
Switzerland . (certain Cantons), Tow i  '-Upper Volta*
20 working days Brasil, Uruguay
Cuba, Nicaragua, Peru, Poland (non-manual workers), 
Sweden. •
Since 1963, at least twenty countries have increased the minimum duration 
of animal paid holidays# Sot more than ten now legislate for less than 
.'too'weeks, though in "fifteen .others .acne wickers get less than two weeks 
and some gat more. ' Employees in at least 35 countries now have minitaim 
entitlements of more than two weeks and, in particular, Belgium is.now in 
the three-week as opposed to the two-week' category,' and Luxembourg has 
moved up to IS days. Norway has moved up to 14 days, and over 30 countries 
have legislated for three weeks or more. The difficulty about placing the 
UK in any category is due to toe wide spread of entitlements from 2 weeks 
on average to four weeks and more. Over the next decade it seems probable 
that this wide spread will continue to exist, since individual firms will 
remain free to offer their staff an above-average entitlement if.they so 
wish, and there will also be the usual pressure for existing differentials 
to be. maintained.
There are, however, good grounds for maintaining that by 1980 the' average 
will be at least three weeks, and that a sizeable percentage will be 
entitled to four weeks or more. The reason is not only that holiday 
entitlements in the UK erne unlikely to remain static for a decade while 
those in other countries continue to forge ahead, but that three-week 
entitlements are beginning to appear more often in negotiations- in 
important industries, Horkcrs in two of the country's biggest car 
companies, British Leyland and Bootes, are already entitled to three 
weeks two taken in a conventional fortnight's summer holiday and the 
third taken in September - and three week entitlements are appearing in 
other fields. The problem about forecasting trends is that while progress 
has consistently been in the some direction, the rate of progress has been 
uneven. It is clear that the transition from two weeks to three weeks is 
taking longer in the UK than it took elsewhere, but the ICC is expecting 
fairly rapid progress in this, direction in the next year or. two, and 
anticipate .a three-week-norm in the early seventies, Is the transitional ; 
period from three weeks to four weeks likely to take-as long?
24 working days 
4 weeks 
1 month
The movement out ©t the three-week category into the four-week category 
will undoubtedly have started by 1980; bfet it trill probably not cover more 
than half the working population* It is assumed that* as far as manual 
t7orkers are concerned* their entitlement trill have improved 50% over the 
situation outlined in the demand analysis (see p&geZof ). In words,
it is assumed that* in 1980,* 60% of manual workers will have a basic 
holiday of three weeks, 34% a basic holiday of 4-6 weeks, and 6% a basic 
holiday of 6 weeks*
As far as workers in non-manual employment arc. concerned, the position 
is likely to have improved pari passu, hut since'the Ministry of Labour* s 
data did not cover non-manufacturing employment* the base for this, 
forecast is notably absent. This is disappointing for the forecaster., 
since the service industries are likely to increase their share of the 
working population at the expense of the manufacturing sector,‘ thus 
increasing overall holiday entitlements. A basic holiday of four weeks 
seems certain, with about one-third entitled to an average of five vreeks.
Before trying to quantify these trends, two other developments must be 
mentioned, although they may not seem important at the moment.
The first is the tendency to take Fridays off - this cannot yet 
legitimately be called a four-day week. The second concerns public 
holidays - their number, their timing, and the extent to which extra ■ 
days are taken either side of them to link them to weekends.
Friday absenteeism is already a problem in Hew York, where the Association 
of Commerce and Industry is planning a survey of it. In December 1968* 
the Readers Digest announced that they would close down on every Friday 
on one month of the year with no loss of pay to their 2,800 employees. 
Announcing this, the Chairman, Be Hitt Hallace, gave as the reason ,TWe 
think it is a progressive thing to do, and it helps morale’*.
The four-day week is, however, unlikely to he standard practice in the/
UK by 1980 without a fundamental change of attitude on the part of manage­
ment and unions, who have shorn little interest in this movement to date. 
There is certainly no agitation for a four-day week comparable to the 
agitation for a £15 basic ween ly wage* end this fundamental preference 
of union negotiators,- for higher wages rather than more leisure time is the 
main obstacle to the' introduction of the four-day week in this country. 
There is some evidence that in America, t?here many workers are on a £oor~ 
day week. the. extra time is absorbed by them taking on additional 
employment - ’moonlighting’* There is sot' therefore", a commensurate 
increase in leisure time. One might ha excused the uncharitable thought 
■that* in this country9 the move to b four-day week would he more of a 
pretext for-.the worker to be paid overtime on Friday than’ to add. to'his 
leisure time. .This has certainly been the case with the so-called 
* forty-hour week *. nAverage hours worked by-manual workers in 1964 were 
the same as in 1950* though ’normal weekly hours’ fell 6%u.*
The implications of a four-day week are probably more the concern of the 
leisure industry than the accommodation industry; the implications for 
the accomodation industry would be related to the increased feasibility 
of a' family going away for a long weekend if they had three days available 
instead of twof^fco the family having an extra day added on to their main 
holiday away from home*
The second' factor’is public holidays. Table VI referred only to annual 
holidays, exclusive of'public holidays*.' Although the UK. has many fewer 
public holidays than the average, it seems most unlikely that the number 
will be increased; but it is clear that the timing of some of them is 
becoming more flexible, and that at Christmas and the Hew Year unofficial 
"public* holidays are being taken. By 1980, it seems likely that every­
one trill take five days off at Christman, and that this will not count 
as part of their holiday entitlement. Again, the implications of this 
are not in fact all that significant for the accommodation industry, as 
most Christmas holidays are spent, and will continue to be spent, at horns. 
For those families, often the larger ones, who reunite-at Christmas in an 
"hotel, the extra'day or two ©ay'mean ©ore demand for such accomodation.
Earnings and Hours, Ministry of Labour Oaxette, October 1967,
Table 129, p. 858. '
It may also make short holidays abroad more feasible over Christmas,
In quantifying the effect of increased entitlement, one is only 
concerned with the working populations since the trends do not affect 
the retired or the young. Furthermore, one is not really concerned with 
the holiday entitlements which will accrue to the increased number of 
married women who will join the labour force, as this will not increase 
the entitlement of the whole family, or the number of days spent away 
from home* The effect of increased participation by married'women will 
mainly be an income effect. Indeed, their joining the labour malkkct 
may have a detrimental effect on'demand for accomodation away from home 
if their holiday entitlement is less than that of their husbands.
To enable the effect of increased entitlement to be quantified in the 
concluding section one must
(a) calculate the increase, if any, of the number of men at work in 
1980 over 1967,
(b) calculate the extent of drift from manufacturing industry to 
service industry to take account of the different holiday 
entitlements
(c) calculate the increased number of days of paid holiday entitlement
(d) calculate the extent to which these will be spent away from home.
(a) In June 1967, just over 15 million males were in employment in the 
UK.* 6.1% were employed in primary industries (agriculture, forestry, 
fishing, mining and quarrying), 54.3% in secondary industries (manufacturing, 
construction and utilities) and 39.6% were employed in tertiary industries 
(services, public administration, etc.).
At that time, there were 17.7 million men between 15 and 64 inclusive.
The difference between this and 15 million is mainly due to students 
continuing their education - .5 million, the self-employed^1.6 million 
and the number of unemployed^.5 million. The student population is 
assumed to double and the raising of the school leaving age will take a 
further .45 million from the labour force. A gradual reduction of the 
retiring age from 65 to 60 is assumed to take, a further 1*3 million males 
from the labour force# . (It is not maintained that the over-sixties will 
stop working; but the employment which they may take tip after retirement
* l&ajsfcry of Labour Gage.fcte» March 1968, Table 1, p.208.
will not be the type- -of -mployimat. carrying -a holiday entitlement 
equivalent' to that of the under-sixties).
Assuming a continuing m e  in.-self-employment, the 1900 equivalent 
of the 15 million males in 1967 is.almost identical..
<b> Tfc is a fact-that as a country grows-richer* so there-is.a shift in 
the composition of its labour force from secondary to tertiary employment 
. (see graph). - In the United States of America* --over half the 'labour force 
is engaged in the tertiary sector. : The switch, has been -fairly-gradual in 
the UK* partly because economic-growth has been slower* but; also because 
it lias been/retarded recently by " the introduction of the Selective Employ­
ment Ta- . In,-'"assessing trends throughout the next decade* it -is assumed 
that-SET* <r it "not? exists.-will have been abolished by.-1980. The 
Conservative Party Is pledged .to -abolish it* and the economic premises on 
which the tax was' founded are being subjected to increased criticism.
Soma economists have gone even further than this? ’’The threat of unemploy­
ment (in 1983) can be met... by Government policies phieh encourage the 
consumption of goods and services produced by labour intensive occupations - 
entertainment, catering, repair work* hairdressing, retail-distribution, 
nursing; to achieve this* it might well be necessary to reverse the present 
bias in the Selective Employment Tax and even to take the reversal to the 
point where employees in the service industries are subsidised’5.^
By 1980 it is therefore -assumed that 50% of the labour force will be in 
the tertiary or service sector* 45% in the secondary sector, and 5% in the 
primary sector. This is a'very-modest assumption indeed, as it assumes 
that by 1980, the UK will not j'efc have reached a stage in.economic 
development achieved by the USA in 1962.
C*c) Having calculated the change in numbers in the working population, 
and their likely distribution between the main employment categories, 
one can not? apply the likely holiday entitlements and derive a figure 
for extra holiday entitlement. This is done, in Table .Til. in which the. . 
working population is assumed to remain static, and -assumptions:concerning 
the expected holiday entitlement, are made explicit. :
* Abrams, Dr. Mark* Britain: the. Mext- Fifteen Years, Hew Society, 7/11/68, 
p. 671.■
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TABLE VII
Growth in UK male holiday enfcitlements 1967-19SO
Total holiday
% of. employed JiITumbers Holiday entitlement ■
©ale population employed entitlement (M weeks)
1967
900,000) 60% at 2 ds , 10 8
 ^ 34%.at 3 weeks . . 9,-2
) 6% at 4 weeks 2.2
54 8,100,000^
40 6,000,000 15“ at 2 weeks ' 1.8
451 at 3 weeks 8.1
401 at 4 weeks 9.6
100 15,000,000 41.7 Vi
1980
5 750,000 ) 60% at 3 weeks 13,5
 ^34% at 5 weeks 12,8
) 6% at 6 weeks 2.7
45 6,750*000 y \
50 7,500,000 66% at 4 weeks 19.8
   _ 34% at 5 weeks 12.8
100 15*000,000 61.6 11
The increase in male holiday entitlement weeks is nearly 50% over the 
period.
(rl) One must now calculate to what extent these extra entitlements will 
in fact be spent away iron home?
The British National Travel Surveys do not unfortunately include data on 
the important relationship between holiday entitlement and nights spent 
away from hose, and the demand analysis of this relationship had to rely 
on American data* from which four general conclusions emerged.
1 The granting of a paid holiday was no guarantee that a. holiday away 
from home would be taken* but
2 The.longer the entitlement, the more likely that soma of it-would be 
taken away from homo
3 The longer the entitlement* the longer the stay sway from, home, and 
4, The longer the entitlement, the more likely it was to be' subdivided
into shorter holidays.
One can legitimately conclude from American data, that - quite 
independently of any income effect - the ratio of nights spent away from 
home to paid holiday entitlement will increase because of 2 and, )3. Is it 
possible to quantify this increase? A somewhat unsophisticated methodology 
can be constructed to calculate the ratio of nights which were actually 
spent away from home in 1967 to total holiday entitlement nights9 and 
this ratio can be revised and applied to the forecast of entitlement 
nights in 1980*
In doing this, one is of course, only referring to the working population, 
and the.retired are excluded, One must also assume that the paid holiday 
entitlement of the head of the family is the prime determinant of the 
length of his family’s holiday entitlement.
The preceding table showed that, in 1967, 15 H employed males had a total 
holiday entitlement of 41.7 million weeks or 2*78 weeks each. Multiplying 
this average by the total number of people under 65 in 1967, one derives 
a total entitlement of 135 million weeks, or 810 million nights, on the 
basis of 6 nights away from home per week’s holiday.
The actual number of nights that were, spent m m y from home by the UK 
population for non^husxness reasons in 1967 was 4X8 million* - 
329 million in the UK and 89 million overseas. Deducting the share of 
the over 65*s - about 30 million nights ~~ 388 million nights, otfrjust 
under 50% of the entitlement of 810 million nights was actually spent 
away from home in 1967.
It Is a minimum assumption • that the increased participation one might 
expect on the basis of US data will Imply a figure of -551 in 1980. In 
other words* 55% of total holiday entitlements will be spent m & y 'from 
home 'in: 19|0* ' ■ ‘ '
Using-the'same-Methodology*v the'average holiday entitlement in 1980 vill 
he 4.1- weeks,**, which* multiplied by the population under'65, yields 
210 million weeks* or a total entitlement of 1*260 Billion nights* an 
increase of 55% over-the 810-million in 1967. Participation at 55% 
indicates that approximately 700 million nights will be spent away from 
home, an increase of nearly 80% over the 388 million for 1967. The 
following table explains this:.
: TABLE VIII
Quantification of Increased participation 
in. holidays **■*'*** £'*'***
1967
Average per capita entitlement 
Population under 65 
Total entitlement 135m weeks 
or.810m nights
2.78 weeks 
48.4 . Billion
210m . weeks 
O’* i A60n nights
. 4*1"weeks 
51.8 sillion
Mights spent m-ray from, home 
by under 65fc
Participation rate
This increase of nearly 80% over'the period Is the result of the'combined 
operation of three different factors:
I The lengthening of paid holiday;
* see Table X, p.48
** see Table VII, p^(61.6 million ? 15 million)
Z The shift in the structure of employment 
3 Increased participation rates.
In combining this effect in the concluding section with those of other 
determinants* ono must be careful not to double count the increased 
population under 65. How will these extra nights be distributed among 
the accommodation establishments? Before answering this* one Mist 
examine the,second principal factor mentioned at the beginning - 
holiday bonuses.
The effect of holiday bonuses was not examined in any detail in the demand, 
analysis as it was not yet a common enough practice in the UK cither to 
permit a meaningful investigation or to significantly influence demand 
for accommodation away from home.
For reasons that vill be explained* it seems highly probable that in the
course of the 1970*8 5 and certainly by 1980* holiday bonuses will be an
integral part of the standard ’holiday package* offered by most employers 
to their staff under collective agreements. Legislation has inot played a 
significant role in the improvement of holidays in the UK, and it is
assumed that progress will continue to be made through the -traditional
system of collective agreements.
The logic behind the granting of a holiday bonus is indisputable. If one 
of the motives for a firm giving an employee an annual holiday Is ■ to m k e  
available to .him a period for physical and mental relaxation and, 
recuperation,-; to - ensure that his subsequent performance at work is more 
efficient than it would otherwise have been, then it is in “he firm’s 
interest, as well as the employee’s, that the period in question be 
optimised for this purpose. If this means, ideally, n change of 
environment for ishe employee, some relief for him end hio wife from 
routine domestic chores, perhaps escape to a warmer climate, then it is 
in noi't~onefs interest of the employee either has to spend his holiday 
entitlement at home through shortage of funds, or away from home harassed 
by constant worry at the expenditure he is incurring, or staying in 
uncomfortable accommodation.
'The allocation of a holiday bonus is designed to overcome these problems. 
It will enable cone of those Mho previously went away to continue to do 
so, but in greater comfort? it will reduce.the guilt feeling doubtless 
experienced by many holidaymakers* There in* of course, no guarantee 
that the holiday bonis will be spent on a. 11011005% though doubtless the 
head of the family trill be under considerable pressure from the other 
members of his family to ©spend the money for the purpose for which it 
was given. \
The logic of holiday bonuses has already been accepted in some forward- 
thinking European countries. “This is the case in countries where various 
measures are taken to supplement the holiday pay of workers with a view 
to helping them meet additional expenses and get greater benefit from 
their-holidays. The most striking of these are Belgium Inhere holiday 
pay is double: normal pay) and the Hetherlands, where most workers are 
entitled to an additional two weeks’ s&iary during their holidays”.*
Holiday bonuses do exist in the UK* though neither the THC nor the 
Department of Employment and Productivity are able to say how many 
employees are covered. They are mainly confined to the steel industry* 
but the famous Ford agreement, which embodied a holiday bonus of £20, 
subject to the employee not having participated in unofficial disputes, 
shows that- it is now beginning to spread.
There is an additional reason for believing that holiday bonuses will. • 
become more prevalent in the next few years. It seems likely that wage 
restraint in some form is to be a feature of the industrial scene in. the 
UK for some time to come and that wage increases which cannot be 
substantiated by genuine productivity increases may continue to be 
discouraged. This will mean that there will be considerable pressure by 
the unions to increase their members’ remuneration in other ways.
* International Labour Convention, OP.CIT., para. 167.
For these three reasons* it is assumed that hy 19BO the majority of the 
working population m i l  he receiving two weeksf pay as a holiday bonus, 
in addition of course to their normal earnings. This is* if anything, 
a pessimistic assumption. It assumes that the UK will take ten years to 
achieve what the Netherlands and Belgium have already achieved, let alone 
catch up with what will by then he standard practice in those two countries. 
Hie implications of this, from the commercial accommodation market’s view, 
are considerable* as rt will bring into the market many who would o111 c m  sc 
have stayed outside it and it will affect behaviour patterns of those 
already in it*'
Relating the'assumption that is being made to conditions today9 the effect 
is that a household will have an additional £4 per day to spend on their 
holiday. (This assumes an average length of holiday away from home of ten 
nights 6 and an average weekly wage of £20). For a household with no 
children, this could mean a holiday spent in a luxury hotel instead of . 
a bed-andKbreakfast establishment. For a family with children, it could 
mean renting a villa abroad instead of going to a UK holiday camp. In 
1967, average expenditure per party staying in rented aecoisoodation in 
the UK was £58. The average expenditure of a party staying in a licensed 
hotel was £77, so under half the bonus could be spent to improve the 
quality of the accommodation if the holiday-maker so desired# Expenditure 
by those staying with friends and relatives was £36. A holiday bonus of 
£40 would naan they could afford a package holiday abroad*
It is of course possible that the granting of holiday b onuses may. in 
some families, render unnecessary the usual weekly saving towards the 
annual holiday and not increase total expenditure on holidays. More needs 
to be known about this; bfit it is relevant that daily expenditure in the 
UK by residents of those countries who are entitled to holiday bonuses is 
higher than that of other countries. One can conclude that holiday bonuses 
should increase total holiday expenditure, though not necessarily by the 
full amount of the bonus. For this reason the actual implications of this 
development are dealt with more fully in the section on income, where it 
can be taken in conjunction with normal increases in real income.
Ignoring this income effect for the time being, the main effect of longer 
entitlements will be to make visits to the more remote tourist destinations 
more worthwhile. One can therefore expect a shift away from nights spent 
in the UK to nights spent overseas independent of any income effect in 
this direction. In 1967, nearly 80% of holiday nights away from home were 
spent in the IF. This may be expected to fall to 75% by 1980 as those who 
were prevented from visiting far-off countries in 1967* not through 
shortage of money hut through shortage of time, are less deterred.
Within the-UK* the main effect of longer entitlements will he to jtidtify. 
investment in-holiday-’capital equipment’, as it will be used more - 
extensively. Second homes are an obvions example, but caravans, cruisers 
and camping equipment will also he bought /vw^ r^  k o L> lLc^ , vy^k
V ''----  V
Heither of these two trends will be welcomed by the traditional 
accommodation industry; in particular the holiday camps will be unlikely 
to maintain their share of the increased holiday entitlement, as the length 
of stay at camps is unlikely to increase by people who currently spend two 
weeks in one spending three.
The broad implications for the industry can be derived by separating 
nights spent on main holidays from those spent on additional holidays.
There are good reasons for believing that additional holidays will grow 
faster than main holidays; participation in main holidays has remained 
fairly static since I960, while participation in additional holidays has 
grown faster; and American data have shown that lengthening the holiday 
entitlement increases the numbers of holidays away from home which are 
taken, rather than increasing the length of the main holidpy. Of the 
312 million extra nights expected to be taken away from home by 1980 
(see page %), perhaps 100 million will accrue to main holidays - 
slightly more being taken and some lasting longer - and the balance of 
212 million may be taken as additional holidays.
The length of main holidays was 10,2 nights in 1967. It has been suggested 
that it might increase to 14 by 1985. "Since large increases in personal 
incomes and the length of paid annual holidays are expected between now 
and 1985, however, it is likely that there will be some growth in the
average length of holidays away from home. It is suggested that a rise 
to 14 days by the latter date is a reasonable estimate".* While the 
trend may well be towards lengthening of main holidays, by 1980 the 
average is unlikely to be more than 12 nights. In 1967 in the UK nearly 
half main holidays lasted 7 nights or less, and only 9% lasted more, than 
14 nights.** For the average to be 14, nearly all main holidays lasting 
seven nights or less would have to be eliminated, and this-/seems too 
radical; s .change'to expect'-in a decade* : A  lengthening to 12 nights, 
coupled with'arr increase in participation in-.stain- holidays, could 
account for the 100 .million - extra nights mentioned above, and perhaps a 
third ■ of these will be spent - overseas. '■ A  net gain' of' 70 million nights 
on main Wi holidays' is- left, : to''h e 'apportioned'’along the' main 'accomodation, 
categories. .
Of the 212 million extra nights'which will he spent'as additional holidays, 
it is likely that licensed hotels will benefit to some extent, although 
the leakage abroad may be considerable.
In assessing the extent of leakage abroad, the factor that needs to be 
identified is the marginal propensity of UK residents to take their 
holidays overseas. In other words, given a 1% increase in demand for 
accommodation away from home, by how much -does demand for accomodation 
overseas increase? An examination of BTA data reveals that between 1951 
and 1961, total holidays increased by 28.3%, but holidays abroad increased 
by 1861. For the period 1955-1965, the relevant percentages were 29.6% 
and 150%.*** In absolute terms, one third of the increase in numbers of 
holidays was spent abroad.
141 million of the extra 212 million nights may therefore be spent In the 
UK.ifith the 70 million extra nights for main holidays in the UK, this 
represents an increase of over 50% of the base figure of 392 million for 
1957. It must be remembered that these figures apply only to the effect 
of more paid holidays.
* Burton, TL, and IJibberley, GP, 0P.CIT., p.40.
**' See Table LIU, p. I if/
***-British Travel Association, Digest of Tourist Statistics, OP.CIT., p.60.
Licensed hotels in the UK will benefit from the growth of additional 
holidays, as the demand analysis showed that the shorter the holiday 
the more likely it is to he spent in a licensed hotel. (Additional 
holidays tend to he about 30% shorter than main holidays). Other types 
of accommodation to benefit will he those involving capital expenditure 
by the holiday-maker, as lie will he able to justify such expenditure 
through a higher degree of utilisation. In particular, second homes, 
caravans, motor-cruisers and more expensive camping equipment seem 
■likely beneficiaries. .
The accommodation industry will benefit from a better seasonal distribution 
of demand for its services as the growth in demand will he for additional 
holidays outside the traditional main holiday months of July and August.
It is certainly not the case that the lengthening of paid holidays-in 
the UK over the next decade will generate a boos In domestic holiday- 
making requiring a large volume of capital investment by the accommodation 
industry.
The implications of long holidays are re-examined in the conclusions of 
this chapter, together with the implications ofy the effects of the other 
determinants.
The Sffect of Increased Mobility on Demand for Accommodation if. *__• -
away from Home, in 19BO by UK Residents  ___________ _  _ -
The demand analysis showed how the increased mobility of the holiday-maker 
had changed, and was ©till changing, the pattern of holiday behaviour.
Hot only was there some evidence that the growth of ear-ownership was 
correlated with an increase in holiday**taking, but wider car-ownership 
had led to more Mobile holidays - holidays ppent in more than one place - 
and it had opened up new holiday areas, previously difficult to reach by 
public transport; it had detracted from demand for hotels by making 
camping and mobile caravanning holidays more feasible. Furthermore, the 
growth of car-owndrship, combined with investment in sec and air ferries, 
has detracted from demand for accommodation in the UK by residents by 
making continental holidays more accessible.
Coi rparison with holiday patterns in the USA led to the conclusion that
saturation had not yet been .reached in the UK, cither in the level of. 
car-owndrship or in the use of the car as the xaeans of transport on 
holiday. Over the next decade therefore one wojtId expect the trends 
mentioned above to continue.
The accommodation industry was seen to have.been slow to react to these 
trends? the car-based holiday-maker was not inclined to booh.from 
Saturday to Saturday, if indeed *yj boohed at all; he wished to be able 
to park his car near the hotel; lie wanted good quality accommodation 
with minimum service at a minimum price. By and large, the traditional 
UK accommodation industry has not set his’wishes, and there'are- 
indications that the oil companies, who have a vested interest in 
keeping the motorist on .the road, are beginning to rectify the 
situation themselves.
A starting point for the forecast for 1980 must clearly he the number 
of cars in the UK. Probably the most reliable forecast is that made by 
J.C. Tanner.* The relevant table is reproduced below.
■TABLE IX
forecasts of numbers -of vehicles in Creat Britain, 1966-2010
CkTiCrship of a l l
Year
Oar ownership 
pur head
motor vehicles 
 ^m  f hem* ^ Cars (m)
All motor 
vehicles (m)
1966 .18 9.5 13,2
1970 .26 .31 12.9 16,8
1975 .31/ ■.38 17,4 ’ 21.2
1980 .36 .43 : -21,2" 25.3
1985 • A0 .47 24.3 : 28.6
1990 .62 .49 26.8 31.3
1995 .44 .51 29.0 33.8
2000 .44 .52 31.0 36.1
2005 .45 .52 33.0 30.4
2010 .45 .52 35.0 40.8
* Tanner, JC, Revised forecasts of Vehicles and Traffic in Great Britain, 
load Systems Section, Road Research Laboratory, Ministry of Transport, 
Crowthorne, 1967.
The figure for 1980 indicates that* on average,, every male over 17 will 
own a car and, a fortiori, that there will he at least one car . per house­
hold. It follows that nearly every holiday-making unit will have the 
opportunity of travelling to its holiday destination, dr destinations, 
by ear and there are several reasons why one might expect the intensity 
of car usage on holiday to increase over the next decade.
1 Hew motorways and major road improvements are planned over the next 
■ decade which will remove many of the disincentives that now exist
from using the car on holiday - and indeed at other times.*
These new motorways will open up appreciably the country’s main tourist 
and holiday areas. Three major routes to Devon and Cornwall - one 
from the North via Bristol and Taunton, and two, from the East from 
Basingstoke and Southampton will offer fast travel to that area, to 
most of the population. East Anglia will also he opened up by two 
new-motorways to Berwick - one cue East from Kings Lynn and one North 
from Newmarket* which will bring the Norfolk Broads and the East 
Anglian coastal region within easy reach of the rest of the country.
The South Coast and Scotland will also be made more accessible.
Quite apart from the effect of these new routes on the propensity of 
holiday-makers to travel by car* it is -worth pointing out that they 
will pose problems and. opportunities to the accommodation industry; 
problems for those hotels who rely on the present trunk net-work for 
their trade when' they are by-passed by the new routes; opportunities 
for hotels geared to the motorists* needs - not necessarily motels - 
at convenient points to the new motorways.
2 The extension of the British Rail Motorail Service will also encourage 
poeple to take their car with them on holiday. By offering a more 
frequent service to more destinations, those 'who would otherwise be 
deterred by the long drive to their holiday destination will be able 
to enjoy a mobile holiday there.
* Transport* Ministry of. Roads of the Future - a new Inter-urban Flan* 
mSQ, March 1969.
3 The changing age structure will also increase the intensity of car 
usage on holidays. The future population will have a higher percentage 
of 0-14 and 25-34 year olds. These age groups are more likely to 
travel by car.
4 The better seasonal distribution forecast in the preceding section 
of holidays by 1980 will reduce the worst incidence of traffic 
congestion on the holiday routes* ami this will encourage car usage.
. In 1967* 67% of main holiday-makers travelled by car. The figure for 
additional holiday-makers was slightly higher,' at 701.* By 1980 it will 
be approaching the saturation level of 80%, for the reasons mentioned 
above. (It is unlikely to' exceed 80% because older and poorer holiday- 
makers will weigh the average down, and some domestic holiday-makers 
wiil travel by aid). "Assuming a population of 60 million in 1980, 
participating in holidays away £r<rcrs home at the rate of 70% per anrmip, 
of which 80S go by car, nearly 35 million holiday-makers would travel by 
car in 1980, as opposed to about half that number in 1967.
Many of these vill go overseas, especially as the facilities for camping 
holidays are far superior on the continent, and the construction of a 
Channel Tunnel which appears to be a certainty by 1980,-may accelerate 
this trend. On the basis of the demand analysis the implications for 
the domestic commercial accommodation industry would seem to be as 
followss
1 This trend will not help licensed hotels, unless they can increase 
their appeal to the motorist, .The demand analysis shaved car-based 
holiday-makers to be less likely to stay in this type of accomodation.
2 Accommodation in the smaller seaside resorts will benefit at the 
expense of accommodation in the larger resorts.
3 Destinations in the South West, Wales, the Lake District and Scotland 
will increase their share of the market as they are more popular 
destinations for car-based holiday-makers than for those using other 
forms of transport.
* British Travel Association, Digest of Tourist,Statistics, 0F.CIT., p*62.
- 4 ' Accommodation ;£n the capital' cities ' in the United Kingdom will lose 
their share of the market, as large cities are less popular with 
car-based holiday-makers. This may be accentuated if a differential 
system for changing'motorists according to where they drive is 
introduced*
5 Length of stay in each establishment will drop* but sice of party 
.will increase,.
6 Holiday camps will have to he located in a popular ’holiday region’
.if they are to.maintain their share of the market. Such camps will 
be more a base from which the holiday-maker makes expeditions, 
rather than the focal point of the whole holiday,
7 All establishments should cater for the car? this means providing 
parking facilities nearby* and perhaps additional facilities such os 
car washing and petrol stations.
8 Fewer meals will be eaten in accommodation establishments - especially 
mid-day meals - as the holiday-maker uses his increased mobility to 
visit alternative eating places in the area* or to take picnics in 
the countryside.
In 1967* neatly two-thirds of families with children returned for the 
mid-day meal to their accommodation establishment, This figure was 
lower in Scotland, Hales and the South-West - the. principal 'touring 
areas.* For this reason, the percentage will drop further over the 
next decade.
9 Changing car design will present a new threat to the accommodation 
industry, as new vehicles are designed which can sleep two adults 
in comfort (the Austin Haxi is an example of this).
10 Growth in mobile caravan ownership by the new car'-owners will direct 
more business away from hotels and may aggravate traffic problems >:.r 
soma parts of the country.
* The British Eating out on Holiday. A report from the national Catering 
Industry, sponsored by Smethursts Foods Ltd., Chapter 7, para. 17.
11 Growth in car-based camping•holidays will constitute another threat 
to the commercial cccornnocation industry, . .... .
It would not appear that the'increased'mobility of the UK holiday-maker is 
a trend which the licensed and unlicensed hotelier, or indeed the seaside 
landlady, are likely to welcome. They will lose part of their market by 
the holiday-maker going overseas* and they 'will lose another part by his 
staying in less formal accommodation and in areas where the■commercial 
accommodation'industry is not well represented.
The quantification of these adverse trends is dealt with in the conclusions 
to this chapter, where all the effects of the other determinants are 
assessed as well.
Income- '
The effect of income on demand for accommodation away from home was 
analysed on pages 167-199 and shown to be crucial. It was shown that the 
likelihood of entry into the holiday market increases with income* and that 
there is a substantial increase in participation once a household income 
of £1200 p.a. is achieved. l/ithin the market* the richer holiday-maker 
is more likely to stay in licensed accommodation and caravans than the 
poorer holiday-maker* and the latter has a higher propensity to stay with 
friends and relatives. Patronage of rented accommodation increases with 
income and it was deduced from American data that expenditure on second 
ho&es is also positively related to income.
The demand analysis was* however, made more complicated by the fact that 
demand for holidays abroad was also positively related to income, so, 
in forecasting due account must be taken of this 'leakage5.
The implications of a substantial rise in real income levels by 1980 need 
to be treated with carc* as this is likely to have more effect on demand 
than any other determinant. How does one forecast what the incomeof 
the personal sector will be in 1980* and, as important, how It will be 
distributed? ■
The most realistic approach is to forecast the Gross National Product 
for 1980 in 1967 prices, and then to derive total personal income * since 
the two are closely correlated.*
It is not the purpose of this study to duplicate the work of the many 
institutions which forecast the future growth of this country’s Gross 
national Product. This difficult task is already undertaken fey bodies 
such as the National Economic Development Office* the Department of 
Economic Affaire, the National Institute of Economic and Social Research* 
the Bank of England and others. The resources and expertise at the 
disposal of these bodies exceed by a substantial margin those of the 
Kohler Research fellowship* so there is little purpose in the construction 
of an independent model or In the formulation of a rival set of forecasts.
Huere there is scope for an independent approach is in the selection, 
from the forecasts which are available, of the one which seems to be 
based on the most realistic assumptions. One must be careful in this 
exercise to discount forecasts made fey bodies which have a vested Interest 
in a forecast of a particular type. For example, when the overall rates 
of U  A-ge increases have to be related to increases in output * the TEC 
clearly has a vested interest in an optimistic forecast of output to 
help the affiliated unions in their wage negotiations. Hence their 61 
growth rate forecast for 1969, when other forecasts had a target of a 
m o m  xaodest 3%.
Unfortunately, the same criticism applies to forecasts made by Government 
Departments, which is regrettable since they are potentially suppliers of 
the most accurate forecasts as they have access both to data not available 
to anyone else* and to the answers to key decisions affecting growth long 
before they are made public. The temptation for Government Departments 
to err on the cheerful side in their forecasts is the result of two sets 
of circumstances. Firstly, the pressure on the Government not to increase 
the percentage of output which is accounted for by the public sector, and 
secondly, the nature of investment by the public sector which tends to 
take the form of a commitment over a period of many years ahead and which
*Total personal income! less tax and National Insurance and Health contributions* 
as a percentage of Gross National Products-has remained constant between 78,51
and SO.2% for the past ten years.
Annual Abstract of Statistics 1967 OP.CXT., Tables 296 and 297.
cannot easily' be reversed* The temptation is therefore to justify the 
public sector’s capital''investment programme for the years ahead by 
' relating it to an optimistic forecast of growth in total output.
One concludes therefore that the most reliable forecast is likely to be 
an academic one, where there is no interest in postulating a rate of 
■ economic .growth other than the most accurate one possible in the 
circumstances*' ‘
The forecast used in this analysis is heavily reliant on the assumptions 
and methodology used by the National Institute of Economic and Social 
Research in their publication^ ’The British Economy in 1975% though 
several of the assumptions made by'the lilESl have been altered in the 
light of events which have taken place since the book was published in 
1964**
The key factor which one lias to assess is the average growth in output 
per worker over the period. One can then make reasonable assumptions 
about the size of the labour force, the level of unemployment and average 
hours worked, but the most important determinant is the growth of produc­
tivity. During most of the post-war period, the rate of growth in output 
per worker %m s  2|% per annum. This historic growth rate was less than 
that of any other developed country in the western world, except Ireland; 
the real increase in gross national product per capita was less, about 
2*1%, as the population grew over the period. The figure of 2f% makes 
no allowance for variations in hours worked; from. 1961 to 1966, the .average 
annual increase in output per man hour, as opposed to output per worker, 
was 3.1%. In spite of the ’shake-out* in July 1966, average annual 
increases in output per man hour have resumed their previous trend of 
about 3.1%.
One must ttake a downward adjustment to this figure of 3.1% for expected 
reductions in hours worked per year over the next decade. The assumptions 
about the increases in paid holidays have been substantiated at length 
and the decrease in average hours worked per week is assumed to continue 
downwards at the gradual rate experienced since 1955* This gives a rate
* Bedcenassn, Wilfred, et.al., OP.CXI.
of growth of productive potential of just under 3% per annus, which must 
then he adjusted to allow for changes In the size, of: the labour force.
It has been stimm that the likely increase in the number of school- leavers 
who pursue their education after the age of 16* end the likely reduction 
in the.standard retirement age from 65 to 60 by 1980, will counter-balance 
the natural growth in population of working age, and a reduction in the 
level of unemployment. The only source of Increase will be a rise in 
the proportion of married women who work.
Between 1950 and 1987, two-thirds of the total increase in the labour 
force w a s ‘accounted for by women. During that period, the employee 
activity rate for women (the numbers of employees expressed as a percentage 
of the employable female population) rose from 36.5% to 401. The reasons 
for this increase are outlined in a survey of women’s employment carried 
out by the Government .Social Survey in 1965.* which showed that carried 
women work mainly to add to their family income, but also through a desire 
for company and to escape from boredom. Further, the better educated 
woman is more likely to want to have a career in addition to looking after 
her family. The survey showed that in future the majority of married women 
trill work outside the home, except for a period of perhaps 10 to 15 years 
whilst their children are young*
Tliie increased activity rate which one can legitimately expect-, -will bring 
the likely annual growth rate of output up to 3j%* This figure is by no 
means the maximum growth possible which this country could achieve; It is 
likely that it will be exceeded in the latter years of the next decade, 
since faster rates of growth - 4% or 51 - have been sustained in 
comparable conditions by comparable countries, and a higher rate fould 
doubtless be achieved in this country by a further exploration of all the 
possibilities of technical progress. growth in annual output at
constant 1967 prices Is a target which is realistic rather than inspiring.
Support for this growth rate can be found from the document submitted to 
the HEDC in 1969.** This presents a strong argument for a growth rate of 
between 3% and 4% . Since this growth rate was based on the period 
1969-1972, 31% for the period up to 1980 is probably cautious as it will
* Employment and Productivity Gasette, May 1968, p.360.
** Rcoaomic Assessment for 1972, Draft by officials for discussion 'by the 
National Economic Development Council.
not be weighed down to the same extent by the lower rates of growth 
expected at the beginning of the period, ' The document makes' the point 
that the growth rate will be relatively slow whilst the balance of payments 
deficit is being rectified.
On the other hand, others think a higher rate of growth is achievable; 
nThere are several good reasons for believing that we can reasonably 
expect that, with an unchanging working population? the British economy 
can, over the next 15 years, sustain an- annual-average- growth of something 
nearer 4%” .* However,'-for every'optimist one tan'find'a pessimist; ”¥e 
conclude therefore? in the light of these considerations? a reasonable 
target for growth In the 1970Ts would be of the order'of 3}%'per annum -* ■ 
certainly no higher** ***
One must also make a point that even'the most authoritative-forecasts can, 
be wrong; in February 1968, the HIHSR forecast a balance of payment surplus 
for 1908 of £100 million pounds. By November they were forecasting a 
deficit of £656 million pounds.
On the basin of 3j% growth in output? Gross National'Product at constant 
1967 prices would be £45*000 million in 1975 and £53,600 million in 1980. 
This amount must be compared with £34,30-0 million' pounds in 1967* Clip par 
capita would1 rise from £621 in 1967, to £783 in 1975, and to £815 in 1980, 
an increase of nearly 50%; a figure which should be as easy to achieve as 
to remember*'''' ' :'
It has been shown that the relationship between disposable income and 
Gross National Product is a stable one (see footnote, p a g e ^ G ) -  and so 
one can conclude that the percentage change in personal disposable incomoo 
overall will be of the same order of magnitude as the percentage change in 
OHP per capita. Is this also true of the distribution of income?
* Abrams, Dr. Hark, Britain, fhe Next Fifteen Years, Hew Society 7/11/68.
Bail-EJ; and Burns, I, The Prospects for Faster .Growth in Great Britain,
national Westminster Bank Review, November 1968.
Opinion is divided as'to whether"the poor are getting poorer and'the rich 
richer?:or vice versa?' hut increasingly it is realised that' it'is net 
sufficient'Just. :tb look-at -post^tax’’income ■ groups V: as' published -annually : 
by the Commissioners- of Inland Be venue* to m k e ; a ' comparative judgment of 
relative worth, as this ignores the many benefits §£ income in kind - free 
education,- Subsidised housing? etc.-?distribution'of - which is' fairly 
diffieult: to calculate'as' between "one:income'group'and'the'next.'- -With the 
priority that was given in the incomes policy to lower paid workers? the 
concern that the retirement pension should? at worst? keep pace with 
inflationthe increasing use of -rent and rate rebates to help the poor? 
more generous terms for-unemployment benefits and trade union pressure 
for ;a £15 per week minimum wage? -it seems prims -facie -unlikely that' the 
gap between the lower income groups and upper income groups will widen? 
especially when a steadily progressive income and sur-tax structure exists.
The effects of the increased wealth that is anticipated'being' distributed 
more to the lower income groups than to the upper income groups are very 
important as far as demand for accommodation away from home is concerned. 
The American data showed unequivocally that, once a given income level hall 
been reached, further increases did not result in ant; more holidays being 
taken. However? lower down the income scale, increases in income did -have 
a very marked effect on holiday participation. Given such different demand 
elasticities at different income levels? the distribution of the increased 
wealth'is crucial. A simple demonstration makes this point clear. Using 
the 1967 British National Travel Survey? and assuming a total population^ 
for illustrative purposes only^ of 1000? then incomes and propensity to take 
a holiday away from home would have been as follows;
■ ■ TABLE X ■ '
Participation in holidays away from hose 
by 1000 CB fy&sidents i n . 19671 by household Jacomc
Income group
Ho. of people 
in income group
- : Percentage talcing 
holidays No. of holidays
Under £450 146 33.2 48
£ 450 - £ 649 102 30.0 31
£650 - £ 149 .56 42.1 24
£ 750 - £ 849 ; 07 ’ 48.1 42
£ BSD - £ 949 ' 116'. 49.9 58
£ 950 - £1199 160 55.4 89
£1200 - £1449 116 66.6 77
£1450 - £1699 73 73.3 54
£1700 ~ £1949 44 70,1 31
£1950 « £2499 56 76.7 43
£2,5004- 44 85.3 38 '
Total 1000 • 535
535 holidays away from home would have been taken*
For the purposes of illustration let: us assume that the poorer 500 double
their income and that the income of the richer 500 remains;^ p^atic.' The
position would then be roughly as follows:
TABLE XX
Participation in holidays away from hose by 1000 OB residents 
in response to a 100% increase in incomes’of poorer 500 in 1967 ■'
Income group
Mo. of people . 
in income group
Percentage taking 
holidays Ho. of holidays
Under £450 - -
**
£ 450 - £ 649 - ..
£ 650 ~ £ 749 *•
£ 7 5 0 >  £ 849 - -
£ S 5 O - :r :049 " 155 49.9 77
262 55.4 145
£1200 ~ £1449 172 66.6 115
£1450 - £1699 160 73.3 117
£1700 - £1949 151 70.1 106
£1950- £2499 -56 ' ■’ ■ 76.7’ 43
£2500* 44 05 • 3 38
Total 1000 641
"The increase in holidays* on the basis of these assumptions,''would he 
19.8%.
Then let it be assumed that the increase in income is concentrated on the 
richer 500; the effect would then he as follows:
■ ^BLE XXI
Participation in holidays away from home by 1000 GB residents 
in response to a -.100%, increase in incomes of richer 500 in 1967
To ► .-.-of ^people Percentage ••tatting
Income group in income group holidays _____ JTo ,_of holidays
Under £450 146 33.2 48
£ 450 ~ £ 649' ' '102 30.0 . 31 ■ ,
£ 650 - £ 749 56 " ‘ 42.1 24
£ 750 - £ 849 87' 48.1 42
£ 850 - £ 949 116' ' 49.9 58
£ 950 - £1199 - -
£1200 - £1449 -
£1450 - £1699 - - -
£1700 - £1949 - - «
£1950 ~ £2499 160 76,7 122
£2500* J533 85.3 284
Total 1000 609
The increase is holidayson this assumption would only he 13*81.
Working from a base of 30m. holidays is Great Britain in 19679 according to 
how one expects the increased wealth to be distributed., the extra number 
of holidays would be 4 million or 6 million. Assuming an even distribution 
of extra wealth, one derives 5.7 million extra holidays.*
* The redistributive effect of income tax as it noir stands is already taken 
into account in the tables. Assuming that no radical changes in tax are. 
made, the assumption is that a family now earning £750 a year before tax 
will, if their gross income doubles, behave as a family now earning £1500 
pre-tax. Their disposable incomes.will-not, of course, double, but the 
behaviour that one is predicting for them is based on the present- expenditure 
pattern of a family earning £1500 pre-tax, not post-tax.
hooking at the changing age structure, there is a temptation to say that 
the gap between the rich and the poor will widen, as the older people 
increase their share of the population, This particular problem was 
examined on the section on *age* in the forecast, and it was concluded 
that the older people would increase their participation in holidays 
through the combined operation of higher retirement pensions, better 
health and the cultivation of the holiday habit in their youth.
On the basis of the above assumptions and of the observed relationship 
between income and demand, it is assumed that the independent effect of 
increased income over the next decade will increase the percentage of 
the UK population who take a holiday of four nights or more away from 
home by 101 by 1980. This would bring the participation rate up to 65%, 
the mean participation rate for the £12OO~~£15O0 income group in 1967.
The basis for the assumption 1st
1 that GUP will rise at about 3\Z p.a. on average through the next decade
2 that the relationship between GNP and personal disposable incomes will 
remain approximately constant
3 that the participation rates at the various income levels will not be 
lower by 1980.
In the concluding section, it will be important not to double count 
increased participation by the over 65* s.
Still to be taken into account is the impact of holiday bonuses. These 
will have the effect of increasing the income 6£ the individual for 
holiday purposes and thereby reducing the negative effect on participation 
of insufficient income. This could increase participation by 51, on the 
basis of two wefeks* extra pay on holiday. To avoid an over-estimate, 
especially in view of the absence of any knowledge of the precise effect 
of holiday bonuses on participation, it is assumed that it will only 
increase participation by 1% to 66%.
The effect of increased incomes will not be confined to increased 
participation; it will affect the pattern of holiday behaviour,, and 
perhaps its most important influence will be to increase the number of 
holidays spent abroad. The demand analysis showed that the richer a
hoiiday-inaker was, the more likely he was to take his holiday abroad.
Table CIV page 329, showed that expenditure by UK residents on travel 
abroad rises significantly faster than their income. For the ten years 
ended 1966, per capita income rose 55%, while expenditure on travel 
abroad nearly doubled. A  minimum assumption would therefore be that 
expenditure on holidays abroad would increase by 51 per-annum in real 
terms* Since expenditure per visit has been dropping slightly, one 
would expect the number of visits to increase slightly faster9*perhaps 
by 5J/I per annua. Average length of stay has been fairly stable, so, 
prima facie, the income effect would be to increase nights spent overseas 
on holidays by tJK residents from 89m to about 180m* Since increased 
income does not increase holiday entitlements this increase must be at 
the expense of domestic demand, so far as the income effect is concerned.
Also in the next decade, the proportion of the UK population who have had 
experience of overseas holidays will be higher than in the previous decade. 
It has been shown that holiday behaviour patterns in childhood and 
adolescence influence subsequent holiday behaviour. In exactly the same 
way as the annual holiday started off as a luxury for a few, and eventually 
became the right of the many, so the overseas holiday will become more and 
more an accepted part of life ~ almost a habit. This effect will be 
continued until saturation level is reached.towardd the end of the century 
when nearly every UK resident will have had a holiday abroad. Meanwhile 
the increased exposure of people to overseas holidays in the 1950f8 and 
,1960ss will be multiplied in the 1970-s as they go abroad more often and, 
in turn, take their children with them.
There are in fact additional reasons which might increase overseas nights 
faster than historically, and they are examined in the conclusions.
Increased income will affect? the behaviour of those who continue to take 
their holidays nn the UK. The demand analysis showed that patronage of 
licensed hotels increased with income, particularly after household income 
had reached £950 p.a., as did the incidence of holidays spent in caravans 
and in rented accommodation. One would expect growth in patronage of these 
accommodation.: categories to he at the expense of unlicensed hotels and
* Board of Trade Journal 4/10/68, OP.CIT*, Table 14*
similar accommodation, and, for the lower income groups, one would expect 
a smaller percentage to stay vith friends and relatives. On the basis 
.of American data, one can conclude that there will he an increase in 
expenditure on second hoses, many of them overseas.
One would also expect a growth in additional holidays, though it is 
important not to confuse this with the influence of longer holiday 
entitlements. Hie demand, analysis showed that, once an income of £1700 
was reached, there was a sharp increase in the probability of an 
additional holiday being taken (see Table XLIX, page 195), Since it is 
nost unlikely that holiday entitlements increase- as sharply at: this
income level, there is probably an income effect in operation here
influencing the percentage of entitlement nights. which are spent away 
from home.
The effect of increased income which must be carried forward to the 
conclusions are:
1 Increased participation in holidays away from home
2 Increased participation in holidays overseas
3 Higher percentage of total entitlement spent away from home, 
through growth in additional holidays
4 Shift in patronage of respective accommodation categories*
INFLUENCE OF OTHER BETEtMH&BTS
The likely life-cycle effect lias already been mentioned in the section 
on sice and age of future population; the relative growth in the 0-14 
and 25-34 age group implies a relative .growth in camping holidays, and, 
to a lesser extent, growth in holidays spent in caravans and rented 
accomodation. It also implies a relative growth in domestic holidays, 
as young families are less likely to spend their'holidays overseas.
Tills appears to he the only factor operating in favour of the domestic 
industry over the’next decade.
The changing occupation structure has also been partly taken into account 
in looking at the effect of increased entitlements and increased incomes. 
However, the gap between participation in holidays by manual workers - 47Z 
and by non-manual workers - 701 - could not'be attributed wholly to the 
income effect or the paid holiday effect, ‘ and a shift e£ employment from 
the former category to the latter could increase participation.
Luc to the imitative social behaviour of UK residents as far as holiday 
patterns are concerned, one might expect a decline in caravanning holidays 
particularly popular with manual workers - and an increase in camping 
holidays and in holidays spent in licensed hotels. One could also esqpect 
a growth in participation in additional holidays as this was positively- 
related to occupational status.
One can legitimately expect a better -seasonal distribution of domestic 
holidays as a result of the shift in employment, as a smaller percentage 
of the working population will have the timing of their holidays decided 
for them. A higher percentage of holidays should therefore he spent in 
.Tunc.
The effect of higher terminal levels of education is partly taken into 
account by the higher income levels already examined. It may also have 
some independent effects; American data showed that the higher the 
terminal level of education, the lower the interest in a conventional 
Holiday in a seaside resort, and the higher the interest in visiting . 
placed of historic interest, especially abroad.
Over the next decade, the increased percentage of people pursuing their- 
education beyond the minimum school-leaving age, and increased standards 
of teaching.within -schools, should lend weight to the many other factors 
increasing the propensity c$rUK-residents to spend, their-holidays abroad.
Mi thin the domestic market, it appeared that the-higher the level of 
education, the more likely a holiday-maker is to stay in vet* licensed, 
hotel, and the less likely he is to stay in an unlicensed hotel or 
similar.aecdfismodation, or.in a holiday camp. The incidence of camping 
holidays was positively correlated with higher education levels, that- 
of caravanning holidays negatively correlated. : •
In addition to the influence of the-seven determinants, other factors 
will affect the forecast.
Discontinuation of the £50 travel allowance is an example. The £50 limit 
was a ftemporary* restriction imposed in 1967. Even allowing a liberal 
interpretation of * temporary* , when used by politicians, it is doubtful 
whether it will still be in operation in 1980. Indeed, it seems certain 
to be abolished before the next General Election. There is, of course, 
no guarantee that it will not be reimposed, but the mobilisation of 
opinion against restrictions on personal movement and the increased 
vulnerability of the UK to retaliatory action make it unlikely that the 
restrictions will be reintroduced in the absence of a monetary crisis.
The assumptions on which the forecast is based preclude such a crisis, 
and by 1980 it is assumed that demand.will not be artificially -distorted 
by a travel allowance or-fey any other restrictions on overseas holidays.
The price of some overseas holidays may also be reduced by a more liberal 
interpretation of Provision I of IATA regulations by the Board of Trade. 
The Board of Trade is already prepared to remove some anomalies which 
created artificially high prices for overseas inclusive tours, to abolish 
the differentiations between business and holiday routes, and scheduled 
and non-schedulcd services. It is also prepared to let tour operators 
charge lower rates if IATA rates are increased after the tour has been 
arranged, and to waive the extra charge previously insisted on. for
provincial departures** This liberalisation, long overdue, will reduce 
the cost of an overseas holiday? furthermore, there is scope for further 
liberalisation, which can how be legitimately expected over the next : 
decade.
vlhile other factors-may be at work in'the next decade, most of the - 
important ones have now been identified* even if all have not been 
quantified,. One must now draw the threads together, and weave a composite 
picture of demand in 1980, '
ft Travel Trade Gazette, 4/7/699 pp. 1 and 32
Summation
The base figure of this category of demand - 329m nights spent in the 
UK and.89m spent abroad - must now be revised in the light of the trends 
which have been examined and a forecast for 1980 must be derived*
The total number of nights spent away from home will be derived first;
They will then be apportioned between nights spent in the UK and nights 
spent overseas| the domestic nights will then be- divided into accommoda­
tion categories, and their likely regional and seasonal-breakdown .will be .
derived afterwards*
The increase in.population* other things being equal, should add 28m to 
the 1967 figure of nights spent away from home, and increased participation 
by the over 65*s will add a further ID*5s. This 10*5m includes the effect 
of increased income and health hj the over 65® s and the cumulative 
influence of previous holiday experience.
The effect of longer paid holidays was estimated to increase total demand 
by 312m nights, excluding the effect of increases in real income, and 
excluding demand by the over 65f s.
The effect of higher incomes and holiday bonuses was estimated to increase 
participation in holidays by 111, from 55% in 1967 to 661 in 1980. This 
implies 5m more ten night holidays, adding a further 50m nights to total 
demand.
Other factors were also mentioned which might increase participation and 
nights spent away from home; increased car ownership, better communication, 
changes in employment structure, better education. The independent effect 
of these is assumed to add a further 50m nights to demand.
Total demand would appear to be in the region of 918m. This is rounded 
down to 900m to keep the forecast on the conservative side, though there 
are arguments,other than those of convenience, for rounding it up to 
iOOQts* 900m represents an increase of 2^/4 times 1967 demand of 418m 
nights.
The allocation'of'-these nights between those spent in the UK end those 
spent overseas is' crucial; there will-he-two factors at work increasing 
the share of domestic nights*/ These 'are- firstly,-the relative .growth in 
the’ population .of young'- familieswho exhibit -a lower ‘than average • 
propensity ;to spend liolidays'abroad, "and- secondly -the; relative growth -in 
numbers "of the over 65* s, who are -also. less likely to''Spend their holidays 
abroad*1''--Whether or not these age groups will continue to exhibit these 
propensities'"-in 1980 is" a -moot point;'- there are -in -any 'case' so ©any. other 
■factors 'at'- work ■ increasing- the' share ;of overseas' nights' -that 'the question 
to'he 'answered -’is not: ”11x11-' overseas nights grow faster than ; domes tic; 
nights?**»-;feat :WHow much faster -than domestic nights -will overseas nights 
grow?**
The:factors■increasing the share of nights;away from home' accounted;for 
by overseas visits are principally 'the1'effect of'increased income -*- there 
was a strong correlation-between' income and demand for holidays overseas; 
the effect of longer paid holidays - making visits to more remote places 
more worthwhile; the effect of the abolition of the £50 foreign currency 
travel allowance and. of interpreting more -libefally the IATA provisions 
on prices; of inclusive tours; the effect of liigjier terminal levels of 
education; the cumulative effects of the growing habit of overseas 
holidays in the' sixties; the relative weight of - advertising .and marketing 
effort expended'on promoting overseas holidays as compared with that 
expended on■ domestic holidays''; - the. effect of wider car-ox*msrship and 
better' communications with the continent#
Since holidays spent overseas last'longer than holidays spent in - the UK, 
the above factors mil detract from domestic demand measured-- in bednigbts 
more than would be the case if it .was measured in terms of holidays - as 
is-done1 by- the BTA*-,
A tninixoum assumption is that nights spent overseas by UK residents for 
non-business reasons as a percentage of total nights will increase from 
21% in 196.7 to 50% in 1980. Approximately 450m nights will therefore be 
spent overseas, and 450n in the UK, an increase of 400% and 37% 
respectively over demand in 1987#
These differential growth rates may appear surprising at first sight; 
hut less favourable, and in some ways more reasonable assumptions* result 
in an actual decrease in domestic demand. Even on the basic of the 
assumptions which have been made, an absolute decrease would be predicted 
for the period after 19CO. Sine 1960, domestic deiaand' has ' not' been; ' 
particularly buoyant,-so -the' forecast-of relatively static domestic-" 
demand is historically consistent. "
The forecast'of 450m nights abroad is indeed a substantial increase; 
expressed" as'm 'annual percentage'Increase, it is marginally ovcr lSS - 
p.a. - identical to the rate of growth of overseas visits to'the UK-■ 
since 1960. It is also 502 less than the annual percentage increase 
in inclusive tour charter traffic carried -from UK airports between 1961 
and - 1 9 6 8 . : ; : :
How will the 450 million nights he spent in the UK? The relevant factors 
identified in the demand analysis are briefly as follows: the life-cycle 
and age effects should increase demand for caravanning and camping 
holidays due to the relative increase in the 0-14 and 25-34 age groups 
as a percentage of the population. The relative increase of the over 65* s 
should increase demand for accommodation at licensed hotels-, and, to a 
lesser extent,'demand:for accommodation at friends® and relatives® houses.
Hie'effect of holiday bonuses will-probably he that holiday-makers will 
he'able to afford better quality accommodation - i.e. licensed accomoda­
tion instead of a guest house* ' They may also encourage the purchase of 
capital equipment for holidays -.camping equipment, caravans, motor-hoats, 
etc. The effect of increased'income'overlaps to some extent-with the 
effect of holiday bonuses, but the demand analysis was able to examine it 
in greater detail. Once an income of £950 p.a. was achieved, a householdfs 
propensity to stay in licensed accommodation increased sharply. One can 
therefore predict a growth in demand for this category of accommodation 
over the next decade, pjrobahly at the expense of unlicensed accommodation,
* i.e. a faster growth in personal disposable income; abolition' of 
Provision 1 of IATA.
**' Based on approximate figures provided by the Air Transport Licensing 
Board based on BOX Airport Statistics. Travel Trade Gazette ’9/5/69.
guest houses, etc. The numbers of those who stay with friends and 
relatives because of shortage of disposable income should decrease over 
the next decade, but against this, holiday-makers in the highest income 
groups stay with friends and relatives mom often than many holiday-makers 
in lower income groups. So the net effect may be only a small reduction.' 
Caravanning holidays were positively related with income , as was 
patronage of rented accommodations, and one would expect both these 
categories to be in greater demand over the next decade*
Factors will be at work which might decrease patronage of licensed 
accommodation; the most important one Is increased use of the motor-car. 
as the.means of transport of holiday, as this reduces the likelihood of 
staying in a licensed hotel. Longer paid holidays should reduce patronage 
of all forms of commercial accommodation by making it more worthwhile for 
the holiday-maker to buy his own accommodation *
The net effect of all these trends would appear to favour camping and 
caravanning holidays quite considerably; to increase demand for licensed 
accommodation and rented accommodation, though by not quite so touch.
It would not seem that unlicensed hotels and similar accommodation will 
benefit from any trends in the next decade, and it is unlikely that 
holiday camps' will increase their share of the market, and one would 
expect the bulk of the expansion, in percentage terms, to come from these 
two categories, with some additional gain from ’friends1 and relatives1 
houses1.
Holiday camps- are tmlikeXy to increase their share of the market; they 
do not lend themselves to the more mobile type of holiday that is being 
forecast, and the insistence on Saturday to Saturday booking is another 
factor detracting from their popularity in the next decade. Furthermore, 
much of the expansion in domestic demand is expected in the months when 
holiday camps are closed. Their dependence on*repeat customers* is 
another factor acting against them; as thoir loyal customers leave the 
market, demand for holiday camps should fall as they have not been able 
to capture the new generation ojr holiday-makers in the same extent.
It is most unlikely that more than 50% of holiday camps as we now know 
them will exist in 1980, and it will probably be the largest ones which 
close first.
Unlicensed hotels and similar accommodation are also unlikely to maintain 
their share of the market. ' Holiday-makers in the next decade will have 
higher expectations of quality in their holiday accommodation, and many 
traditional seaside establishments will fall far short of such expectations. 
Many may' be converted to self-contained flats and then sold or rented as 
holiday accomodation. ’ /
The likely distribution in the'light of all these factors is shown in 
'Table EIIX. The figures for 1967 ere- also.shown for the purpose of 
comparison.
' ' TAJ&E S1XX:
Bones tic non-business tie and for aecos&odatlcm 
■ away from homey fey category of accotnoodafclon, 1967 & 196.0
: ' Kill ions -of ninhfcs
: Category • . 1967" ’IL21' 2. Increase
31 Licensed hotels, etc. 50.6 90.0 78
2 Unlicensed hotels, etc. " • 69.0 • . '45.0 -
, 3, Fri,ends’ - houses• etc..' 91.0 • 100.0 •' >^10.
4 ’ Holiday camps • ■ ■ - 15.8 10.0 : — ';:37• •
■■5 'Camping 11*3 ; 35.0 : ' * 218""
6 Caravans1. ■■■■ ■ : .41*8 - '75.0 ’ ' '+ 79 ■
7 Youth hostels, schools etc. 3.0 5.0 * 66
8 Cruise, boats, yachts,1 etc.' ■ ; ■' ' 3*3 : 15.0 . * 350 =
. 9 . Rented 'houses,- flats,• etc* . : "30.9 * . -65*0' ; 1 *• 110 '
1C : Private - family as paying. . ■
; guests ■ 7*2 , 5.0 -.31
11 Other accommodation 5.1 . 5.0 . — 2
Total . ,329*2 . 450.0 , . + 37%
Mights spent abroad 89.0 450.0 * 408%
Hie percentage changes are slightly misleading as some of the growth , 
categories start from a relatively small base in 1967. (The category with 
the largest percentage growth was one of the leapt important ones in 1967).
The implications for the industry, and for those responsible for planning 
for domestic holidays can be assessed after a brief examination of the 
regional and seasonal implication©.,
Seasonal Implications
The seasonal spread of demand should improve for most categories of 
accommodation in the UK over-the next decadet with' the possible exception 
of demand for accommodation at camping sites# The increase in demand 
for overseas'-holidays should take place in the sutler months and remove 
the peak of demand from' the domestic accommodation industry# Domestic 
holidays taken in Aprilp May, June, September and October should' increase 
as a percentage of total holidays# However, such holidays as are taken 
in the winter .will p rob ally he taken overseas*
A possible distribution of demand is shown in the following tablei
TABLE XIV
Seasonal distribution of domestic demand# 1967 & 1989
Month 1967 1900
% • ' /y
January-March 1 • i-
April 1 4*
May • 6 9-
June' - ■ ■ 15 ■ 20
July - 33 ' 23
August 30 22
September ■ 12 16
October ■ • 1 ; : 4’
November 1 1
December __0 0
Total . 100 100
This forecast is in marked contrast to the trend which has been observed 
since 1945 *■ when domestic holidays have become more and more concentrated 
in the peak months# The reason for expecting an improvement is due to a 
shift in the employment structural any reduction in the percentage of the
workforce engaged on production-line work reduces the percentage of the 
holiday-raaking population which is constrained to take their holidays at 
particular times through factory closure# .The' came principle applies to 
any shift in employment from the manufacturing sector to the serMce 
sector*
Another factor working for a better seasonal distribution is simply the - 
extension of holiday entitlements# ' The growth in demand is expected to 
come from additional holidays,‘'many of which will be taken some time 
before or after the main holiday.to prevent the bulk of the entitlement 
being used op';in a few summer months# This trill help the seasonal 
distribution of demand, as was shown in Table XCVTII.
The demand analysis showed that the seasonal distribution of" demand 
varied according to the aecoir-moelation category used j licensed hotels 
enjoyed a relatively good distribution* This is likely to improve 
marginally due to growth in demand by the over 65*0, who have an above- 
average propensity to stay in hotels, and who are less constrained to 
take their holidays in the peak months because of employment*' For this 
reason very little, if any, net addition to licensed hotel capacity will 
be needed, though qualitative improvements will be essential*
Camping holidays, mid to a lesser extent, caravanning holidays, may not 
improve their seasonal distribution significantly outside the summer 
months, because of the importance of the weather# It would be logical 
to expect a better distribution within the summer months? in 1967, 501 
of camping holidays took place in July, 361 in August, and roughly 5% 
in both June and September* By 1980, the distribution should be closer 
to 20-30-30-20% for June to September inclusive* Thus, while demand for 
camping holidays may triple, the improved seasonal distribution may mean 
that capacity will only have to double - still a formidable challenge, 
especially if the qualitative improvements which are necessary are also 
taken into account*
Overall, the improvement in the seasonality of demand is one of the few 
features of domestic demand that the accommodation industry can look 
forward to*
Regional Distribution
Tabic XCIX showed the regional distribution of main and '
additional holidays in 1966 and 1967# It showed that additional holidays 
hat! a more even regional distribution than main holidays, Overall, one 
could expect the pressure on hey resorts at certain times of the year to 
be proportionately reduced, not only because of the better seasonal 
distribution mentioned above, but also because of the better regional 
distribution resulting from the relative growth of additional as opposed 
to main holidays#
A second important factor contributing.to a better regional distribution 
will be the increased mobility of holiclay-mahers due to more extensive use 
of the' car as the means of holiday transport, which will enable more 
holiday-makers to patronise the less accessible holiday destinations#
The traditional seaside resorts may suffer most from this regional 
redistribution of demand# Blackpool is Already trying to attract the 
overseas visitor in anticipation of a decline in domestic demand.
However, it seems likely that the name proportion of holidays will be 
spent near the sea or fresh water in 1980, and the redistribution may 
favour smaller resorts in Devon and Cornwall, the Lake District, the 
Norfolk Broads, East Anglia and Scotland - which is particularly popular 
with older people#
A table showing the distribution of demand in 1980 by region would 
probably not show much change from Table XCIX — indeed, it might 
indicate further pressure on the popular regions; such a table would not 
of course reflect the better distribution within the regions# Thcs 
emphasises the need for more research to be undertaken on demand within 
the regions*
Conclusions
Within a domestic market which is going to grow at a slow overall rage 
over the next decade - approximately 2% per annum in terms of - 'nights - 
there will ba submarkets of growth and submarkets of decline, reflecting 
the changing solio-economic profile of the British holiday-maker* Toe 
traditional holiday spent by the sea in a guest house from a Saturday to 
a Saturday in a large resort is the principal casualty of rising standards 
of living, greater mobility and an increased questioning of traditional 
habits* The holiday camps, in their present state, will also suffer from 
these trends*
While the principal beneficiary overall is the overseas market, there are 
growth areas within the domestic market? camping holidays will become 
more popular, and since their seasonal distribution will.remain fairly 
constant, this calls for a major investment programme to.provide sites 
of high, standards in the appropriate localities* A threefold increase in 
ten yearrr poses a major challenge to the local authorities, tourist bodies 
and relevant ministries# Failure to meet it will mean that the. congestion 
at the.large seaside resorts in the :will simply be transferred to
the camping sites in the seventies* A ten-year plan is needed to ensure 
that forecast demand is tset9 bearing in mind that it will be added to by 
demand from overseas visitors to the UK*
The increase in caravanning holidays offers a growth market to domestic 
manufacturers of caravans, but will present a.problem to traffic 
management authorities, as much of tbs increase will be in mobile caravan 
holidays* Growth in demand for static caravans poses problems to planning 
authorities in popular holiday destination areas*
The growth in demand for water-based holidays - category 8 accommodation - 
will necessitate a growth in supply of mooring facilities, especially in 
South-East and South-West England* The cruise market will benefit from 
increased holiday participation by older people, and by the growth of 
additional holidays* A sample of cruise passengers on. one of the largest 
UK cruise ships in the 1967 season revealed that about 757 of passengers 
would be taking more than one holiday that year* . 16% were over 65*
Unlicensed hotels, guest houses and similar accommodation will not only 
account for a decreasing percentage of domestic hednightn, hut there 
will he an absolute decline in demand for their services as well* Many 
establishments trill he converted to other forms of'.holiday accommodation! 
others will be involved in redevelopment areas, and the .new areas will 
contain a smaller amount of this category of accommodation# flic decline 
is likely to be slow and unspectacular since many of the establishments 
are households letting spare capacity in the summer months, and they 
will continue to cxisfc^ independent of the changing pattern of demand*
The decline in demand for holiday camps which is expected may .he more 
noticeable* These establishments, unlike the former category, tend to he 
large, commercial and with no alternative use* Some may be converted to 
chal&ts? others may close and sell the land? end others may remain as 
ghost towns*
As for licensed hotels, while demand will grow in terms of bednights, 
it would he wrong to. deduce that a commensurate increase in supply is 
needed to meet this extra demand* The improved seasonal distribution 
of much of this extra demand, combined with the spare, capacity in 
existing establishments, reduces considerably the implied net investment* 
However, the wider regional spread of demand, and the new motorway net­
work will generate demand for licensed accommodation in localities where 
none exists at the moment# The obsolescence and disappearance of some 
unlicensed and similar accomodation at the larger resorts nay result in 
more demand there for licensed accommodation* Her should one overlook 
the qualitative improvements in existing licensed accommodation which 
will he expected over the next decade and which are almost as important as 
the quantitative ones* 'Standards of hygiene and comfort in licensed 
hotels should rise corner!ntira tcly with chose in private households to 
a\?oid criticism on this account.
The next -decade will bring with it change, and opportuni ty, The 
opportunities are for those who can identify the changes, and adjust 
their supply to meet the growth in demand. By the end of the decade, 
the domestic holiday-making pattern of the UK resident will have radically 
altered.? history has shown that, to date, the accommodation industry has 
responded slowly and belatedly to the changing composition of demand. 
Continuation of this trend will cost it dearly*
CHAPTER III
DEMAND FOB ACC QMMODATION AWAY' FROM HOME OVER THE NEXT DECADE 
BY UNITED KINGDOM RESIDENTS FOE BUSINESS REASONS
Future demand for accommodation/ generated by UK. businessman is perhaps 
the most difficult section of the market to forecast, partly because the 
paucity of data on the subject did not enable one to identify the 
determinants with as much accuracy as one might have wished, and partly 
because there are no historic trends available on which to base any 
projections*
The demand analysis concluded* that the propensity of an individual to 
stay away from home for business reasons was related to his sphere of 
employment and to Bis occupation and status within liis particular unit 
of employment* Future demand will therefore be related to national trends 
affecting the general structure of employment in the UK and in particular 
to any trends away from employment in manufacturing industry towards 
employment in service industries9 and also to any organisational trends 
within units of employment - particularly any reduction of unskilled 
manual work and any increase in 'white collar* staff*
The effect of improved communications was also mentioned, and it was 
tentatively concluded that this might make some business visits unnecessary 
and others shorter* Another factor which might reduce demand for UK 
accommodation was any change in the pattern of world trade which might 
result in UK businessmen spending more time outside the UK*
The recent publication of the IMR study on the business use of'hotels 
should have shed more light on the conclusions of this demand analysis 
and have helped in forecasting this category of demand, especially since 
one of the detailed research objectives was to project the current market 
sise for periods of 5 and 10 years by identifying the determinants of 
demand,** The study, however, shed little light on the determinants of 
business demand, as the following extract'shows* "Growth in domestic 
business demand is based on a qualitative assessment of the effect of a 
number of forces impinging upon the level of business travel* The demand 
for hotel accommodation arising from this travel has then been assessed,
-351 - .
** Industrial Market Research Ltd., OP.CIT*, Vol. II, pp.7-13.
taking into accouht information on trends in the use of hotels derived 
from interviews with companies and other organisations generating a 
business or institutional travel”.
"The purpose of business travel nay be broadly categorised as in Table 7-10, 
which also sets out the estimated growth rates for each purpose of travel* 
The table is based on.a qualitative assessment of growth and decline forces
together with information on trends obtained from interviews with companies
and other organisations generating business or institutional demand".
This last sentence is a rather complicated way of explaining that
Table 7-10 is little better than a guess. It is reproduced below as 
Table XV.
TABLE XV :
Growth in reasons for business travel as predicted by XHE*
Annual average 
rate of growth
€? •
Attendance of meetings, conferences,
training coursea and seminars + 7f
Professional, scientific, technical reasons + 3
Management and administration . + 2$
Trade buying and selling, maintenance and service + 1
Other reasons + 1
Demand for accommodation is not expected by IMS. to rise as fast as the 
percentages in the above table indicate, ae the average number of trips 
per year may fall, as may the average length of stay. The net result is, 
however, estimated to be an annual growth rate in demand for licensed 
hotel accommodation of 2|% up to 1980.* This figure includes the growth 
in demand for accommodation through attendance , at conferences, but only 
applies to licensed accommodation. IMP argue convincingly that the overall 
growth of demand will be faster for the higher-priced categories, and one 
can deduce from this that, had they postulated a growth rate of demand 
for unlicensed accommodation, boarding houses etc., it would have been 
considerably lct?er* Their reasons arc as follows;**
* Industrial Market Eesearch Ltd., OP.CIT., Vol.XI, Table 7-10.
■**Indu6fcrial Market Hesearch Ltd., OP.CIT., Vol.II, p.7-2.
1 Demand is growing faster among the groups of business travellers 
who are the most frequent users o t - potential users of hotels in the 
two higher price ranges - United Kingdom travellers in the director, 
executive/managerial and professional/consultant occupation groups,
2 There is a general upgrading of business user requirements associated 
with increasing private affluence and a growing reluctance to suffer 
poor conditions in hotels*
Without knowing how the figure of 2f% was arrived at it is rather 
difficult to criticise and amend it* One must therefore start from the 
base in 1967 and proceed with new assumptions which are made more explicit*
Table ¥11, page 44, quantified business demand for accommodation away from 
home by UK businessmen. 19.2m bednights were estimated to have been spent 
in licensed hotels, 12.8m in unlicensed hotels, and 4m with friends and 
relatives, and 8.5m abroad. The IMR study also quantified the market for 
domestic business demand for accommodation in licensed hotels.* "It is 
estimated that the total of 25 million bednights spent in hotels by UK 
business travellers comprised 7,819,000 business trips made by 269,000 
business travellers. Thus the average traveller made 29 trips and spent 
93 nights in hotels - an average of just over ■ 3 nights per trip"• The 
M R  estimate of 25 million nights in 1967, inclusive of conference demand 
is gratifyingly close to the estimate of 24 million nights in licensed 
hotels made independently by this study.** Deducting conference demand, 
the IMR estimate is 21.9m nights in licensed hotels, accounted for by 
traditional business visits, against 19.2m estimated in this study. In 
the methodology that follows, the M R  estimate is used as a base, and the 
ensuing total is rounded down by 12*2% to take account of the possible 
over-estimate in 1967. Conference demand is of course dealt with 
separately in Chapter IV of Dart II.
* Industrial Market Research Ltd., Vol. 1, p. 5-1.
** Table X, p.68.
To quantify a figure for UK business demand.for licensed accommodation in 
1980, one must mice assumptions concerning:
(a) the increase or decrease in numbers of business travellers 
(approximately 269,000 in 1967)
(b) tbe increase or decrease in numbers of business trips per 
traveller per year (approximately 29 in 1987)
(c) tbe increase or decrease in' the average length of such trips
(d) any variation in propensity to stay in licensed hotels
(e) the extent of * leakage1 abroad (approximately 12% in 1967)
(£) the gain from demand for other types of accommodation
(g) any increased propensity of businessmen to be accompanied by
members of their family on business trips#
(a). The number of business travellers who stay in licensed hotels is ■ 
assumed to increase by 5% per annum as a result of the two following 
trends:
1 The continuation of the shift of employment from agricultural and 
manufacturing to the service industry, the public sector and the 
non-profit~mal;ing institutions*
2 The shift of employment within firms, particularly manufacturing 
firms, away from production line and clerical work to marketing, 
distribution and management*
While the working population might well remain statin: over the period, 
there is likely to be an increase in the number of business travellers 
for the reasons outlined above*
Against this, one might expect a decrease in the number of independent 
manufacturers5 representatives, or travelling salesmen. It has been shown 
that in 1967 they accounted for 44% of all domestic demand for accommodation 
in licensed hotels for business reasons.* The rationalisation of the 
distribution process will reduce demand for their services. The last 
three Censuses of Distribution show that the independent retailer is
* See Table CKII, p. 344
accounting for a smaller share of the retail trade, and that he is losing 
to the multiples and the voluntary groups. When an independent retailer 
joins a voluntary group or when a new supermarket is built there is less 
need for travelling salesmen, as the new outlet is committed to centralised 
purchasing. Nor is this post a feature of the retail trade: in the hotel 
and catering industry itself, the growth of the multiples and the 
voluntary groups is evidence of this trend* Because of this, the number 
of sales representatives is assumed to decline by 2f% per annum from the 
estimate of 104,000 % e stayed in licensed hotels in 1967.
In 1980, this would indicate about 75,000 sales representatives spending 
some1 time in licensed hotels* The number of other business travellers has 
been assumed to increase from 165,000 in 1967 by 5% per annum, indicating 
approximately 311,000 in 1980. Adding to this the neither of sales 
representatives, this would imply 388,000 business travellers in 1980, 
an increase of 43% over 1967.
(b) The number of business trips per business traveller, excluding 
attendance at conferences, is likely to fall from the average of 29 for 
1967. Firstly, the average figure of 29 trips per year in 1967, which 
included attendance at conferences, was heavily influenced b y  the 
predominance of sales representatives, who had a high propensity to make 
trips. Excluding this category, the average would have been 26.6*
Secondly, improved communications may make it easier for the business 
traveller to return, home the same day after the shorter business visits. - 
The IMR study showed that 20% of all business trips in 1967. lasted one 
night" ,* and it is assumed that improved communications in the form of 
increased motorway mileage between towns, more frequent domestic flights, 
more towns with airports and faster trains by 1980 will eliminate 20% 
of these.
Use implications of these two trends on future demand is as follows:
Of the 7,819,000 trips to licensed hotels in 1967, estimated by IMR, 
approximately 569,000 were to attend conferences. Excluding these, the 
average number of trips per business traveller was 27. This figure was
* Industrial Market Research ltd., OPtCIT., Vol.I, Table 5-4.
influenced by the high propensity of travelling salesmen to make trips, 
and without them, the average would have been even lower at 24 trips per 
year. To take account of their reduced importance by 1980, an average 
of 25 trips for the forecast 386,000 travellers is assumed, tasking
9,650,000 trips in 1980.
This figure must then be reduced by 4! (201 of 20%X to allow for improved 
communications, implying approximately 9,264,000 trips to licensed hotels 
by UK businessmen in 1980,
(c) The effect of improved communications has already been partly taken 
account of. Bdsrever, in addition to eliminating some one-night visits, 
improved communications could also reduce the average length of stay of 
the longer visits by reducing the travel time of multi-destination visits. 
The IMR figure of the average number of nights per visit in 1967 is 
therefore assumed to drop slightly to 2.8, indicating 26 million licensed 
hotel bednights, as' mall increase over 1967.
(d) Propensity to stay in licensed hotels is assumed to remain constant, 
but see (f).
(e) It.is probable that, over the next decade, those businessmen who do 
travel will travel abroad more. Trade is becoming more international, and 
it would be logical to expect the proportion of goods and services produced 
in this country which are sold overseas to rise, and for the staff of IK 
companies to look overseas rather than at home for new outlets for their 
goods. Between 1966 and 1967, the number of overseas visits made by UK 
residents on business increased by 18.8%,* and in the course of the next 
decade, the maintenance of growth rates comparable to this must be partly 
at the expense of domestic visits. This trend is confirmed by data on 
telephone calls; in 1967/8, local calls increased by 6.7% over 1966/7; 
trunk calls Increased 14.4%; overseas calls increased 16.6%.**
* Board of Trade Journal 29/9/67, OP.CIT., Table 3A,
Board of Trade Journal 4/10/68, OP.CIT., Table 11.
** Post Office Report and Accounts 1967/8, HMSO July 1968, p.22.
The extent of this leakage is difficult to quantify and is unfortunately 
ignored by IKR. In 1967, 88% of business trips by UK businessmen were 
made in the UK.* By 1980 this ratio will probably be nearer 701 if not 
lower. Extrapolating business visits overseas at 18% per annum from the 
base of 8.5 m in 1967, they would in fact overtake domestic demand by 1982. 
More realistic would be the assumption of a 10% growth rate, or 29.3m 
nights abroad in I960. Part of this growth must be at the expense of 
domestic business visits, and the total of 26 million nights is trimmed 
by 10% to take account of this, leaving 23.4m.
(f) Another source of demand, again unfortunately overlooked by -IMR, is 
demand currently accruing to establishments other than licensed hotels, 
which is either frustrated demand for licensed accommodation, or is demand 
which, by 1980, will accrue to licensed hotels as the expectations, 
standards and wealth of businessmen increase.
How many businessmen wore unable to book the licensed accommodation they 
required in 1967, and had to stay elsewhere, will never be known; but it 
would be futile to pretend that there were none. This study is ignoring 
supply constraints, and, making allowances for rising standards, it is 
assumed that 25% of the demand for accommodation in unlicensed hotels and 
similar accommodation in 1967 will accrue to licensed hotels in 1980,
This would in fact represent the largest source of growth in demand for 
licensed hotels, and increase total demand in 1980 by 3,(/m bednights from 
23.4 to 26.8ra hednightn, an increase of 221 over the figure of 21.9m for 
1967, or an increase of just over If per annum.
It was also estimated that 4m bednights were spent by businessmen with 
friends and relatives in 1967. Some of this was undoubtedly frustrated 
demand - businessmen inviting themselves to stay with friends and relatives 
because they were unable to book accommodation in an hotel. 25% of this 
is assumed to accrue to licensed accommodation in 1980, increasing demand 
to 27.8m in 1980,
* See Table X, p.48,
(g) Finally, one must allow for the increased propensity of businessmen 
to bring members of their family with them on business trips. It is 
unlikely that this;propensity will reach as high a level in the UK as it 
has already done in the USA, mainly because of the relative site of the 
UK and the shorter length of trip, It is more probable that the potential 
for expanding the market in this way lies in persuading the wife to 
accompany the businessman to conferences, where the entertainment 
opportunities-will'be'greater-and:the'duration tf visit longer.
It would he illogical, however, to expect no increase, and it is assumed 
that by 1980 demand will increase by 5% because of this consideration.
This increases the figure up to 29.2m bednights.
.Finally;; tliis. figure must be reduced by 12.'21 to make it comparable with 
the base figure of this study for 1967, and to Stake account of a possible 
over-estimate by IMR in that year. The final figure is therefore 25.6m 
bednights accounted for by all businessmen in licensed hotels. This is 
an increase of 33% over the period.
This methodology and analysis have had to be more subjective and 
complicated than one would have preferred* However, the assumptions 
have been made explicit, and can be adjusted by those who may wish to 
vary them.
The implications for the licensed hotels are not therefore as encouraging 
as the IMR study would indicate. They must attract khe businessman w h o  
is currently staying outside the licensed hotel market, cither because 
he is unable to book in a licensed hotel, or because he is unable to 
afford it. They must acknowledge that economic forces may require many 
businessmen to spend time in hotels abroad instead of in the UK.
Price considerations are less likely to act as a deterrent in the future, 
firstly because the proportion of businessmen who pay for their own. 
accommodation will decrease as the self-employed and particularly the 
sales representative account for a smaller share of the working population, 
and secondly as standards and expectations rise.
Many of the less formal establishments will also he forced to close down 
over the next decade., either through ^development schemes or because of 
the changing pattern of demand for accommodation for non-business use.
This will force some business users who would not normally have done so 
to stay in licensed accommodation, and is a supply effect rather than a 
demand effect.
.Tbs regional, listrihut?on-of demand was shown in Table CXIV, page 351, 
for 1967; it-is unlikely to .change- significantly,- though Government
efforts to locate new industry in the development areas and away from 
Central London may.reduce:the percentage of nights accounted for hy the 
capital. .
Future demand-for licensed accommodation will therefore be for good 
quality accommodation' in those areas' where there is at present a large 
volume of demand for less formal accommodation, i.e. in the large 
industrial conurbations. The IKR study confirms that town centres are 
the ideal locations for licensed hotels for UK. businessmen. Such 
businessmen will be attracted by reasonable tariffs, a warm and welcoming 
atmosphere and a clean, comfortable room. He will probably want his own 
bathroom. At the moment. 55% of guests in UK hotels have to rely on 
public baths;* it is doubtful whether many businessmen rely on. public 
baths when they are not staying in hotels, and many would rather have 
their own when they do. It is unlikely, however, that they will wish to 
patronise the very expensive* luxury hotels1.
Turning to unlicensed accommodation, it follows from what has been argued 
that demand by UK businessmen will probably fall over the period. Nights 
spent in this typo of accommodation, approximately 12.8m in 1967, are 
assumed to drop by 3.!fm in reflection of the higher share captured by 
licensed accommodation. The resulting figure of 9Jfm nay possibly 
increase by 1% per annum to 11m in 1980, and a decline in the numbers of 
these establishments may mean increased occupancy and profitability for 
the others. They will have to improve the average standard of facilities 
offered and at the seme time keep their prices below those charged.by 
licensed accommodation. After 1900, Lk. ‘.is rylikely that the decline of 
these establishments will accelerate.
* Centre for Inter-hotel Comparison, Report on the Inter-hotel Comparison 
Survey 1367, University of Surrey, March. 1968, p. 19*
An estimate of 4m nights spent with friends by businessmen away from home 
was made for 1967* Some of these represented frustrated demand for 
commercial accommodation, and Ira nights were added to the 1980 figure of 
demand for licensed accommodation to reflect this* A figure of 3m is 
therefore suggested for 1980.
Conclusions
.TABLE XVI
Demand for accommodation away from home 
by UK businessmen, 1967 and 1980
-Sednighfcs (in)
Category'of-UK accommodation ■ 1967 ' 1980
Licensed hotels and motels 19.2 25.6
Unlicensed hotels, etc. 12*8 ■ Xl.O
Friends* and relatives* houses 4,0 3.0
36.0 39.6
Overseas accommodation 8.5 29.3
The above table is an approximate quantification of the growth of demand 
by this section of the market.
It is clear th&t the principal beneficiaries over the next decade will be 
hotels outside the UK. Uhile these are outside the strict terms of 
reference of this study, many of the principal hotel companies in the UK 
are diversifying overseas - either by buying hotels or exchanging shares 
with overseas hotel companies# They may therefore be able to share in 
this growth markety not merely by appealing to the UK businessman’s 
patriotism when he travels abroad, but because such hotel companies 
should be more aware of his requirements and better able to offer him 
booking and credit facilities before he leaves. TThile the UK businessman 
may spend more nights abroad over the next decade, there is no reason why 
some of the benefits should not accrue to the UK commercial accommodation 
industry.
As far as domestic establishments are concerned, the growth rate in demand 
in terms of bednights is unsensational. This does not mean that this 
section of demand will not be important to tine industry; average expend­
iture per night will increase, and will be higher than that of non­
business visitors* Business visits also have an important role to p l m  
in ironing out monthly and wefekly fluctuations in hotel occupancy* For 
many people, a business visit' to an hotel may be their first experience 
of this type of' accommodation and, if favourable, this may encourage them 
to spend'"their holiday in an hotel.
The growth rate is the net'-effect of several'trends, many pulling in 
opposite directions. Factors indicating a favourable rate of growth were 
the continuation of the'trend in employment away from manufacturing 
industry towards the service industries, the public sector, Hie 
universities and other non-profit making institutions; and the trend 
away from repetitive, unskilled manual work towards non-manual work 
within many firms.
Acting against these were improved communications, which will make some 
overnight stays unnecessary and shorten come of the longer trips, and 
changing patterns of distribution and selling, which will reduce the
numbers of sales representatives - the most intensive users of hotels.
The changing structure of UK and world trade is also expected to increase 
business visits overseas at the expense of domestic visits*
Within the market as a whole, substantial changes are expected within 
the three main accommodation categories concerned. In particular, 
licensed hotels should benefit considerably by gaining custom from 
unlicensed hotels and similar accommodation. This is partly because 
many unlicensed establishments will close down anyway, because of the 
changing pattern of demand by other sections of the market, town centre 
redevelopment schemes etc., and partly because the quality of such 
accommodation may prove unacceptable to many businessmen as their own 
standards and expectations rise and as the owners of such accommodation 
have not sufficient resources to effect the necessary improvements.
The regional pattern of demand may change slightly. In 1967, it was 
estimated that 18% of licensed hotel bednights spent by UK businessmen 
were spent in London. As a reflection of the Government policy to assist 
development areas and to discourage industrial investment hear London, 
the percentage may drop to 151 in 1980.
The facilities required by businessmen are outside the scope of this stujty,
but mention must be made of the need to cater for the businessman’s car 
as this has implications for the location of future hotels.
In conclusion, this section of the market will expand over the next decade,
but not as fast as has been suggested. As a result of the faster expansion
by other sections of the market, the percentage of hotel occupancy 
accounted for by the BK businessman will fall; but he should by no means 
be ignored. ■ ■ ' *
CHAPTER IV
DEMAND FOR ACCOmCSDktlOll JkWjt mOllJlQlT, OVER THE H O T  DECADE
by" ukT"residents 'attsIbiWg COHPE REIICES p T W  “
The relatively slow rate of growth in traditional domestic business demand 
as forecast in the preceding chapter is likely to be partly compensated 
by a much faster- growth in the domestic Conference trade, and these 
differential growth rates have important implications for the structure 
of the commercial accommodation industry.
Since the traditional business traveller is also the potential conference 
delegate, it is in fact only because traditional business visits will not 
grow very fast that there is room .for such grotrth in the domestic 
conference market, given that there are a finite number of nights which 
a businessman will wish to spend away from home.
It is estimated that in 1967, 4.8n bednifohts were spent in licensed 
accommodation through attendance at conferences, and perhaps 3.2m in 
unlicensed accommodation.* Since many conferences are held in the South- 
East, the businessmen who live in the South-East will often stay at home 
while attending a conference, and the above figures therefore understate 
demand for domestic conferences. (There is little that the industry can 
do to prevent this leakage). One million nights were estimated to have 
been spent with friends and relatives, some of which must have been 
frustrated demand for licensed accommodation.
The demand analysis showed that this section of demand was composed of 
several different submarkets, each with its own characteristics and 
probably with its own growth rate. Five such submarkets were identified 
and described rather subjectively. They were social conferences, 
professional and industrial conferences, sales conferences, trade 
association conferences and political conferences. It was not, however, 
possible to quantify the proportion of the market which each submarket 
accounted for. In forecasting, therefore, the market will have to be 
dealt with in aggregate.
* Sec Table X, p.48.
It was noted that the marketing of conferences was becoming more 
professional and their administration more consumer-oriented, and it was 
suggested that these two factors might make a positive contribution to 
growth of the market over the next decade.
It was also noted, with regret, that, while some hotels had made a 
conscious effort to exploit this market, many had not and mucks of the 
conference business was accruing as a result to organisations outside 
the industry. Part of the responsibility for this was laid at the door 
of local authorities for failing to provide adequate auditoria and for 
failing to provide a central accommodation service for delegates.
With this as the background, the key factofs that have to be forecast 
if one is to assess the volume of conference demand by 1980 arc as follows
1 The growth in the number of domestic conferences held each year
2 Any growth in average attendance at domestic conferences
3 The extent to which delegates are accompanied by members of their
families
4 The average length of domestic Conferences in nights
5 The extent to which conference delegates stay in hotels, both
licensed and unlicensed
6 The extent to which domestic conferences (i.e. conferences exclusively 
attended by UK delegates) arc held overseas.
The quantification of these six factors must necessarily be subjective.
The assumptions arc therefore made explicit for those who may wish to 
vary them.
X. IMR estimated that in 1967, approximately 100,000 conferences were 
held in licensed hotels.* 78% of these are of no concern to this study, 
as they lasted less than a day and therefore generated no demand for 
accommodation away from home. 2^000 conferences were estimated to have
been held which implied demand for accommodation. To this figure one 
must add an allowance for conferences not held in licensed hotels but heh 
either in unlicensed hotels or in conference centres.
* Industrial Market Research Ltd., OF.GIT., Vol.I* pp. 6-2, 6-3.
In fact £ew conferences were held In unlicensed hotels in 1967 as they 
did not have the facilities.* This is brought out by the IMR study, 
which showed that it was the more expensive establishments which had 
entered the conference market.** The number of conferences held in 
conference centres, town halls, cinemas, theatres, etc. on the other 
hand, would have been considerable, end was probably in the region of
2,000 in 1967. '
The base for the forecast is therefore 24,000 conferences in 1967.
This figure may not be accurate, but the figure of 22,000 for the number 
of conferences:held in licensed hotels is the only attempt at quantification 
which has been made. The figure of 2,000 is no more than an estimate.
This uncertainty underlines the necessity of putting the industry’s data 
on a nore reliable footing. Some subjective comments can be made about 
some of the future developments which can be expected*
Firstly, the number of large political conferences held by the three main 
parties and probably the largest conferences held in the UK ~ will remain 
fairly stable at the rate of one a year per party. The smaller political 
conferences, however, are likely to increase in number, as the Region 
gradually replaces the Borough as the unit of Government, and as pressure 
groups continue to grow in strength.
Secondly, the increased interest of industry'-in training as the policies 
of the Industrial Training Board become accepted, will lead to increased 
attendance at Training Courses which qualify for an ITB grant, and to 
the increased release of staff at all levels to conferences and seminars 
on relevant subjects.
Thirdly, as the demand analysis showed, trade associations are likely to 
continue to grow in number, and each year a higher proportion are likely 
to hold a conference, partly as a status symbol, partly because their 
members will increasingly expect one, and partly because the increased 
use of conference organizers will reduce the administrative objections 
often put forward by association secretariats.
* This does not of course mean that delegates did not stay in unlicensed 
hotels while they attended conferences based elsewhere.
** Industrial Market Research Ltd., OP.GIT., Vol.I, Table 6-1.
Fourthly, sales conferences will probably increase in numbers, but these 
tend to be shorter conferences, often lasting only a day, and the 
implications on the accommodation side of the industry are unlikely to be 
all that significant.
Fifthly, the demand analysis indicated that social conferences had the. 
greatest long-term potential, as people with common leisure interests 
develop them together, j^ably during a long weekend. Increased 
prosperity, higher educational levels and more free time will mean that 
more people will develop leisure interests, particularly the more serious 
ones and they will increasingly be disposed to learn more about -them by 
listening to qualified speakers, attending film displays and meeting 
others who share their interests. This is a market with tremendous 
potential for the industry.
Allied to this will be the-growth of quasx-educational conferences for 
businessmen^usually concerned with forecasting. Since these tend to be 
the most expensive conferences, the accommodation industry has much to 
benefit from them.
It would be difficult to allocate growth rates to the different submarkets 
and since it: is not known how large the share of the market is which is 
accounted for by each of the submarkets, it would in fact be of little 
practical assistance in the forecasting exercise.
IMR anticipate a 7|% growth in conference demand,* but it is not clear 
whether this refers to numbers of conferences, numbers of conference 
delegates, or numbers of bednights accounted for by conference delegates.
The combined operation of the above trends, and data concerning the 
relative importance of conference demand for the accommodation industry 
in other countries^ indicate that a reasonable assumption trould be an 
overall growth rate in the region of 5% per annum in numbers of 
conferences involving accommodation. In 1800 there would therefore be 
45,250 domestic conferences, that is, conferences attended exclusively 
by UK delegates.
* Industrial Market Research Ltd., OP.CIT.? Vol.II, Table 7-10.
2. Average attendance at conferences is likely to increase gradually.
The IMR survey did not reveal data on the else of conferences by their 
duration. Overall, the sise distribution in 1967 was as follows:
TABLE XVII
Distribution of business conferences 
■ ataged in hotels by jsize of jeonference*
Number of delegates . llutsher. of_ conferences
Up to 25 . 59,000. .
26 - 50 29,000
51 - 100 10.000 ..
; .1004- ... . 2,000
Total ........ . ' 100,000
IMR do say, however,' that "the majority of large:conferences - those of 
fifty delegates or ©ore -'were found to have a duration of 3 or more d&ye".
The average sice of all domestic conferences involving accommodation is 
therefore another uncertainty. In. 1967 it was probably in the region of 
150 - less than the figures revealed in Table CXUIl. This average-figure 
need not conflict with that in Tabic XVff of many of the-2,000 conferences 
with over 100 delegates had an attendance of over 500,
It is assumed that from the present average of about 150, it will increase 
to 200 by 1980, This would imply about 9m delegates attending conferences 
in that year.
3. It is likely that delegates will be accompanied more frequently at 
conferences by their wives and other members of their families*' This 
will partly be the result of the marketing of domestic Conferences by 
professional conference organisers who will be concerned to increase 
attendance at conferences and to broaden their appeal. It will also be 
the result of the growth of social conferences, probably held at weekends, 
to enable both husband and wife to attend. It will also increase as more 
domestic conferences (i.e. conferences attended by UR residents) are held 
overseas, or on board ship.
* Industrial Market Research Ltd., OP.CIT., Vol.!, Table 6-3.
This table includes 78,000 conferences which only lasted one day.
It is unlikely, however, that the degree of accompaniment will have 
increased by 1980 to the levefc of accompaniment at international 
conferences - about 30%, since domestic conferences will always be less 
glamorous and it is assumed that 15% is a reasonable estimate for the 
precentage of accompaniment in 1980,
This assumption would increase attendance at conferences by approximately 
1.5m individuals from 9m to 10.5m,
4. The average length of conferences involving demand for accommodation 
is unlikely to change very much* Since the majority of delegates are in 
full-time employment, conferences which last too long would tend to disrupt 
their normal work. Only a small proportion last longer than a week, or 
six nights, and the minimus is, by definition, one night. An average of 
three nights is therefore assumed, broadly in line with current experience. 
This implies 31.5m bednights spent by delegates and their companions 
attending domestic conferences.
5. Many of these nights will not be spent by delegates in licensed hotels. 
Some will stay at home; some will stay at unlicensed hotels and some will 
stay with friends and relatives. The figure of 4.8m estimated for 1967 
was the figure for bednights spent in licensed hotels; the figure derived 
by multiplying the number, of conferences (24,000) by the average length 
of stay (3 nights) and by the average attendance (ISO) was considerably 
higher at 10.8m, so there is a substantial ’'leakage* to be taken account of
The propensity to stay in licensed hotels while attending a conference is 
likely to increase from about 44% of total conference nights to about 80% 
in 1980, partly because nights spent in unlicensed hotels will fall from 
30% to 15% as standards improve, and ns such accommodation becomes more 
scarce* and partly because the location of domestic conferences is likely 
to shift away from the present centre of gravity, London and the South-East 
to specialised conference towns further away from the densely populated 
South-East and therefore out of commuting distance for the average delegate
These two trends need to be explained. Many delegates who attend 
conferences based on licensed hotels themselves stay at unlicensed hotels;, 
partly because the host hotel is not large enough, partly because there 
may not be sufficient other licensed hotels in the area, and partly 
because they may not wish to pay the higher tariff which staying at a 
licensed hotel implies.
The hotels which are now-being built tend to be larger than the average 
sice -of existing hotels; it will therefore he increasingly feasible to 
house all the delegates under one roof, an arrangement which has 
ddvantages for delegates and conference' organisers alike. The average 
sise of conferences in 1980 has hcnn assumed to be about 200 delegates 
and 30 companions, and most conferences will be capable of being based 
on one large licensed hotel. The second reason for this trend is because 
of an existing supply constraint, and for reasons which have been explained 
this study is ignoring supply constraints. The third reason is a reflec­
tion of the expectations of higher standards of accommodation away from 
home legitimately expected over the next decade.
The location of domestic conferences in likely to change by 1980; the 
forecasts of demand of international conferences in Chapter VII and of 
overseas tourist demand in Chapter V indicate that tremendous pressure 
is going to build up on the commercial accommodation industry in London. 
Homestic conferences, which do not have to be held in London or the 
South-East, are likely to be squeezed out, by cost, as well as by shortage 
of space, and are likely to be redistributed among the many resorts and 
conference towns which will specialise in this market.
The trend towards the combination of some conferences with holidays will 
accelerate the selection of such towns as conference destinations. The 
prin&ipal beneficiaries of this trend should be towns such as Scarborough, 
Eastbourne, Torquay, Blackpool, Harrogate, Brighton and others listed in 
Table CXXIIX on page 362.
The implications of this for the industry are that the delegate will 
travel further from home to the conference and 1leakage1 due to delegates 
staying at home will diminish* The leakage into other types of accommoda­
tion will also be reduced with the sale of 1conference packages1 instead 
of leaving the individual delegates to make their own accommodation 
arrangements.
For these reasons, it is estimated that of the 31.5m hednights forecast,
601 will be spent in licensed hotels in 1980, 15% in unlicensed hotels 
and the balance of 25% either in the delegate * s .home or with friends and 
relatives.
This implies approximately 19m.nights in licensed hotels, 5m in unlicensed 
hotels, and the balance of 7.5m outside the industry; (perhaps 1m of these 
7.5m will.be spent with friends and relatives, and the rest at the delegate1
6. From these figures must be deducted an allowance for domestic 
conferences, i.e. conferences attended by UK delegates, which are held 
overseas. These are likely to increase faster than the growth of total 
number of conferences, and will constitute an ever-increasing threat to 
the domestic commercial accommodation industry, in much the same way as 
holidays abroad are undermining non-business domestic demand for UK 
accommodation,.
The reason for this expected increase is the combined operation of the 
following four factors;
1 Increased penetration of the UK domestic market by marketing-conscious 
conference bureaux of Western European towns, with adequate promotional 
budgets.
2R*» Increased delegation of conference organisation to professional
organisers, thereby removing some of the administrative difficulties 
of such a venture.
3 Relaxation of Governmental attitude to domestic conferences being 
held abroad.*
4 Growth of reciprocal arrangements by professional trade associations 
in the UK with their opposite numbers in Western European countries.
It is impossible to quantify the effects of these four factors; it is
assumed that 10% of the 45,250 conferences in 1980 will be held overseas; 
that these conferences will tend to be the larger ones with an average 
delegate attendance of 250, and with an accompaniment rate of 33%.
Their average length of duration will also be higher, at four nights as 
opposed to three, and delegates to these conferences will be more inclined 
to stay in commercial accommodation.
These assumptions yield the following table;
* It is understood that the ABTA Conference in 1968 was to have been held 
abroad, but unofficial pressure dissuaded the organizers from this.
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Conclusions
The picture for 1980, as compared with that for 1967, is shown in the 
following tahlei
' TABLE XIX
Demand for accommodation away from home by UK residents 
  attending conferences in the UK, 1967 and 1980 
Categoiv of aero? Ir fcicit : 
Licenced hotels ;
Unlicensed hotels
Friends? and relatives? homes
Total
Overseas
1980
4«-8tu 14,0m
3.2a
1.0m
5.0m 
1.0 m 
20.0m 
5,9a
9.0m
H.A.*
The figure of 14a bednights in licensed hotels in the UK is a sineable 
increase over the figure of 4.8m for 1967, and this section of the market 
is undoubtedly the one with the greatest potential as far as domestic 
demand is concerned, as business and non-business demand have already 
been shown to be relatively static.
What are the implications of this growth for the commercial accommodation 
industry, and in particular for licensed hotels? The investment implications 
are, surprisingly, not as far-reaching as the figures might imply for two 
reasons!
Firstly, domestic conferences will he geographically flexible in 1980.
An apparent shortage of accommodation for'conference delegates in one town 
need not necessarily be rectified by building new accommodation. The 
location of the proposed conference can simply be changed. This in an 
important distinction to be made between business demand and conference 
demand, since the former is not geographically flexible.
Secondly, domestic conferences will be flexible in their fining, within 
certain broad constraints. If accommodation is not available in a certain 
week, then the date of the conference can he changed.
^ ;Tt .was .estimated-that '8,5m nights were -spent overrode hyv‘Uir residents on 
business and attending conferences.
Because of these two characteristics, the lowercased demand which is 
forecast may boost the occupancy of existing licensed hotels, rather 
than necessitate the construction of many new ones. Indeed, the 14m 
beanights forecast for 1980 could have been catered for six times over 
by the unused capacity of licensed hotels in 1967. To a large extent, 
therefore, the growth in demand will fill in gaps in the existing, 
occupancy structure and boost profits of existing establishments rather 
than call for a vigorous expansion in hotel construction. This must mean, 
however, that conferences will have to he planned well in advance in 
order to secure such a gap, and one wi11 expect many domestic conferences 
to be planned years in advance to avoid excess demand at certain times 
of the year and in certain locations. It will be increasingly important 
for towns relying on conference traffic to have a centralised information 
system through which reservations are initially made to .avoid over-booking.
If the actual numbers of beds needed may not be touch greater than the 
1967 figure, the quality and structure of the accommodation will certainly 
have to change. Too many conference towns at present rely on accommodating 
delegates at a large number of separate establishments, many of small site akvc{ 
indifferent quality. Demand in 1930 will be for block bookings at the 
hotel where the conference is taking place, or, if this is not possible, 
in good quality accommodation nearby. This will be the result oft
(a) conference organisation passing over to professional organisers 
who will want to keep booking arrangements simple
(b) the increasing importance of activities other than the conference 
sessions, which arc difficult to organise and attend if delegates 
are accommodated in many different places
(c) rising standards which will render much existing accommodation 
unacceptable.
The conference towns may therefore need new and larger accommodation 
establishments capable of housing a conference of 200 delegates. To'.uis 
which are able to offer free entertainment to delegates will be at an 
obvious advantage over those which cannot. Hithin towns, the hotels will 
have to co-operate closely with each other to ensure that supply matches 
demand, and may have to pay commission to conference organizers to secure
business. ■. Host important, the hotels mist decide whether the marketing 
for the conferences shall he conducted by themselves, either individually 
or collectively, or by local authorities. If the benefits.of conference 
attendance accrue ©ore and more to.a few large hotels there may he 
reluctance on the part of the ratepayer to pay for their advertising and 
marketing. ; Yet some control will he needed to prevent duplication of 
effort, and- this is s problem which each locality will need to resolve 
Itself.
More and- ©ore new hotels should he -designed with the conference narked 
in mind if they wish'to share in the growth of this market and have a 
well-balanced clientele. - : It. may net be-worthwhile for the individual 
hotel to try. iand.'cater' for the .larger conferences on its .own,- in which 
case.it might gear its .tsarimm capacity .to between 200 and .250 delegates,, 
and look to conference centres- In the area to accommodate the formal 
sessions of the larger conferencess and-seek to accommodate a percentage 
of the delegates. Such conference centres will have to be improved in 
most of the conference towns in the UK, as many of them are too small and 
of .indifferent quality..
The domestic conference market in 1980 will be approximately half as large 
as the traditional business market in terms.of bednightn spent in licensed 
hotels, and the hotels should adjust themselves to this changing pattern 
of demand. They should also find out much more about the conference 
market to ensure that the correct'facilities are provided and the 
appropriate marketing techniques, adopted*; Lack of knowledge of this 
market would be less serious if it was a declining one5 but it is the 
most dynamic sector of domestic demand and should be neglected no longer. 
There are many other means of satisfying conference demand, apart from 
licensed hotels in the UK, Hotels abroad and, within this country, 
universities, owners of public buildings and shipping companies are 
competing for a share of the market. If the hotel industry is slow to 
adjust itself to the changing pattern of demand, it will certainly lose 
business to these rivals.
CHAPTER V
DEMAND FOP. ACCOMODATION AWAY PROM HOME • IN IP HO BY OVERSEAS VISITORS 
VISITING ThFWITED KINGD^ f,. #o¥ HOH-MSlimSS hvIKsmS^' ~ '
In terms of percentage growth in demand between 1967 and 1980, overseas 
visitor demand for accommodation in the United Kingdom for holidays and 
other non-business reasons cannot match the percentage growth in demand 
for accommodation through attendance at international conferences. 
However, in terms of actual growth in volume, demand for accoxsmodation 
by overseas visitors for non-business reasons will increase by more than 
any other' section of demand examined in this study, and will cause more 
problems ’for the accommodation industry and town planners-than all other 
sections'of'demand put together.' '
In the introduction to Chapter II of the forecast, it was suggested that 
there might be little growth in demand by United Kingdom residents for 
the services of the commercial accommodation industry. If there was to 
be dynamic growth in demand, and expansion for the industry, then it was 
suggested that it must look elsewhere; and the overseas market, with its 
almost limitless potential, is the obvious solution. It is not suggested 
that by 1980 the situation in the United Kingdom will be comparable to ■ 
that in Austria, Luxembourg and Spain at present, where 68.2%, 93.3% and 
63,41 of nights recorded in all types of' accommodation were accounted for 
by overseas visitors.*- However, this is indisputably the direction in 
which the accommodation industry will moves and the present UK figure of 
approximately lYf^ of hotel occupancy accounted for by overseas visitors 
will be left far behind.
As in the other section of the forecast, the possible effects of supply 
constraints are ignored when future demand id calculated. It is the 
purpose of the forecast to enable such constraints and bottlenecks to be 
identified and it would therefore defeat the purpose to discount them.
In forecasting future demand for accommodation in Zurich, the Hochschule 
St. Gal&en identified the following wuch constraints which might retard 
the natural growth of tourist demand, and some of these may apply to the 
United Kingdom.
* OECD Tourist Committee, Tourism in OECD Member Countries, OP,GIT.,
Table IIXA, p.48.
1 Delay in building airports
2 Shortage of parking space
3 Closing hour restrictions and poor night life
4 Bad * tourist reputation*.
The first one is clearly applicable* The question we whouXd be answering 
now is not, “Where should London*s third airport be?”, but, "Where should 
Lonion^s fourth airport be?!,& Paris* third airport will be ready by 1972, 
and the authorities there are looking for a fourth site to satisfy demand 
up to 1985, and also for further sites to cater for demand up to the 
year 2000. Such foresVcjKi is not in evidence this side of the Channel.
These possible constraints underline the point that the tourist industry 
is made up of many inter-related components, of which accommodation is but 
one. ."The vacation experience may be considered as a survey in which 
inputs are accommodation, day-time recreation, night-time recreation, 
dining, climate and scenery. These are only a few of the elements in the 
equation, hut they are almost universally present in the tourist attractions. 
Successful attraction to the resort area must represent some balance among 
all of these and they must grow together and not independently i£ the 
tourist industry is to be maintained, and the maximum capture of the 
potential flow is to be achieved.
If any of the other components of the equation are absent, then demand 
for accommodation is affected and the forecast will not be met - not 
because the demand determinants have been incorrectly assessed but because 
there are what might be called, 1 supply determinants * as well. It is for 
this reason that the Governments of many European countries whose economies 
are dependent on tourism extend their assistance beyond the accommodation 
industry to the whole tourist infra-structure, to ensure that other supply 
constraints do not prejudice overall growth. The United Kingdom has 
barely reached the first stage of assisting the accommodation industry? 
and the bottlenecks are already appearing in less obvious places and will 
need attention.
* Those not convinced that a third London Airport is needed should refer 
to the 1967/8 annual report of the British Airports Authority.
** Harrison, A (Economic Research Association), Address to 9th Annual 
Conference of Western Council for Travel Research, OT.CIT.
It is not the object of this study to ascertain the implications for the 
components of the tourist industry other than accommodation; but, given 
the total likely arrivals of overseas tourists which are anticipated, it 
should he possible for those concerned to identify these bottlenecks and 
take appropriate action.
Hie methodology for forecasting total bednights required by this section *' 
of >the market in 1980 is a simple'one. The starting point must be' total 
arrivals of overseas visitors in 1980 in the United Kingdom based on' 
historic-trends. This; figure must then be examined for possible revision 
in the light of factors not-in evidence in- the 1950fs and ISSO’s, and 
which therefore would not be reflected in the historic growth rate.
These arrivals must then:be'allocated over the twelve months of the year 
to give their seasonal distribution, a crucial factor for-those' who have 
to taakc Investment decisions. " :
The next stage is to derive the average length of stay of these visitors, 
and hence the total number of nights spent by them in the United Kingdom. 
From this, one must finally derive the breakdown of nights into the various 
accommodation categories in the United Kingdom as defined in Chapter II.
It is conceded that this methodology is a simple one - though in some'ways 
simplicity is an advantage - and it is to be hoped that the suggestions 
made in the demand analysis will lead to a more sophisticated and possibly 
more accurate methodology being adopted for forecasting UK tourism. In 
particular, an econometric model needs to he constructed which will 
forecast arrivals from each of the major tourist supplying countries.
The construction of such a model unfortunately requires resources of both 
time and money which arc beyond the Kohler Fellowship. It could well he 
that the new British Tourist Authority will recognise the benefits to the 
country of such a model, and will allocate priority to it in its research 
programme* The development of such a model huyond the simple forecasting 
of arrivals would enable the regional and seasonal implications to be 
derived, as well as the implications for the many components of the tourist 
industry mentioned earlier. There is no theoretical reason whatsoever why 
the numbers of overseas visitors to Westminster Abbey in June 1980 should 
not be forecast, or the number of cars that overseas visitors will wish to 
hire in Edinburgh that month. The only practical reason Is the reluctance 
to invest mosey in the construction of such a itodel and in the collection 
of the extra data needed to make it robust.
Steps in the right direction are already being taken by both the United. 
Kingdom state-owned airlines, BBA in particular have forecast.air travel . 
figures for 1978, both globally and on individual routes, and have hrok.cn 
them, down by months of the year. . The growth of charter travel.is one 
important variable-in their forecast, as is the possible growth in travel 
by other means, such as by sea and by car. Whilst initiative in the 
construction-of such models is to be welcomed, in tackling the -very real 
problem of'accurate forecasting, there.arc obvious dangers which mil 
result if each component of the tourist industry, and each supplier of 
such component,.produces his own forecast, apart from the undesirability 
of allocating scarce resources to-the.duplication of nuch specialised work. 
If the forecasting exercise were;to be carried out.by one authority with 
full co-operation, the data available to it would be more comprehensive 
than'if each supplier relied, on their own, and this is a further reason 
for the centralisation of forecasting. Meanwhile? one must he content 
with a more ad hoc methodology, bearing in mind the problems of forecasting 
tourist arrivals, as summarised in ’Per Fremdenvorkehr der 8tacit Bern1.*
1 Kongclhafte theoretischc Fundierung unci Unvollstandigkeit des 
Grundlagenmsterialf?
2 Unnoglichkcit einer luckenlosen Erfassung von Vergangenheit iind 
Gegenvart ale Basis sukunftgeriehteten Penkcns .
3 Ablcitnng und Beurteilung der kunftigcn Entwicklung anhanet einaelner 
Konponenten
4- Unvorbersehb arkei t von cut on omen, wirtschaftlichen und politiachen. 
Trendanderungern
5 Genaue Mr fas sung der Sulcen Its erwar tun gen und Verbal tenswaisen der 
Uirtschaftssubjekfee unmoglich (Fsychologische. Momenta).**
* Hofer, II. Heinz, Per Fremdenverkehr der Stadt Bern. Verlag Paul Eaupt 
Bern und Stuttgart 1968, p.91.
** Translation?
1 Defective theoretical foundation and incompleteness of basic material
2 Impossibility of a fo&lproof methodology of using the past and the 
present as the starting point for predictive thoughts
3 Deviation of future development on account of individual components
4 Unpredictability of autonomous economic and political changes in trend
5 Psychological factors. Impossibility of an exact conception of .the 
future expectations.and behaviour patterns of individuals*
Arrivals of -Overseas Visitor's in 1980
A useful indicator of the likely rate of increase in tourist arrivals 
between 1967 and 1980 is;the historic rate of such increase. The demand 
analysis reveals that, since 1950, the average annual increase in arrivals 
of non-Comraonwealth visitors was 10.91. Smnce 19639 the rate was 13.1%.
This 1 tiei ~twtVr.ate» which excludes the post devaluation hoorn in 
arrxn* lr^  ?r more likely to he representative than the' figure of 10.9%.
This is' because the rate of'increase in the later period examined, 
basically 1963-1967, was much more own; than the rate of increase in the 
earlier years, and the annual increases are not? much more closely related 
to the annual trend of around 13%. If this figure seems optimistic, the 
increase'in'traffic'in 1969 over the previous year is currently about 25%.
Simple extrapolation of arrivals at the historic rate of growth of 13.1% 
yields the following table:
YABLKKX
Increase in arrivals of all overseas visitors5_l?67yl980
‘Year Arrivals ' ’ ' Year ’ Arrivals
196? 8*447*000* ’ 1974 8,1599825
1968 - 3,893,550 1975 9,228,750
1969 4,409,275 1956 10,437,725
1970 ; ' 4,986,875 ' 1977 11,605,075
1971 ■5,640,175 ' ' ' 1978 ' ■; :13,351,525
1972 ' 8,370,050 : 1979 15,100,600
1973 7,2149700 ' "1980 17,078,775
The figure of 17m may need to he adjusted to take account"of the following 
factors, which the demand analysis showed to be the crucial determinants:
1 Varaitiorts in the rate of growth of real incomes in the tourist 
supplying countries 
% Variations in the rate of increase or decrease in air fares 
3 Variations in the chare of world tourism captured by the Ilk
*'Travel and Tourism in 1967 . OP.€11. *: Table 5. This figure Includes
'Soiumonwealth arrivals. The demand analysis showed that the rate of Increase 
of nonmCosasonwealth traffic was comparable to that of Commonwealth traffic.
them three factors are now examined*
1. If the growth rate of real incomes in the major tourist supplying 
countries slows down, then the forecast of 17m tourists to the United 
Kingdom in 1980 will he over-optimistic* Conversely, arrivals In the 
year will have been underestimated if historic growth rates in real : 
income are exceeded.
The key factor here may b© the behaviour of the American economy over 
the next decade; not only because America is, and still will be, the 
largest single supplier of tourists to the United Kingdom, but because 
the increasing interdependence of national economies and the growth of 
world trade means that, the progress of the American economy determines ' 
to a large extent the economic progress of the European countries which 
generate the major tourist flows*
The opinions of the Chief Advisor to the President of the USA tPaul 
McCracken) on this subject arc of com© interest. f'By the end of 1970’s 
the average family’s income in terms of today’s prices will approach 
£1000 per month, and the US Gross national Product will be In the 
$1,500,000 tone, compared with $860,000 in 1968*
The achievement of this target 1© dependent on three principal factors*
(a) the cooling down of the recent inflation without producing a 
large and sustained rise in unemployment
(b) the avoidance of international financial warfare
(c) the maintenance of lav and order in the USA.*
Ukether or sot these three conditions are met with is at this stage 
primarily a matter of opinion rather than fact, end it would be 
presumptuous to express an opinion In this study since the subject of 
world economic growth is beyond its remit. It is therefore assumed that, 
on balance, the economies of the major tourist supplying countries will 
grow at the same rate as they have done historically* Some countries will 
exceed the historic growth rate; others may fall helot? it# In some years,' 
the average rate of growth will be lower than average, and in others it ' 
will be higher* Those who have the knowledge or inclination to vary these 
sunptions arc at liberty to do so, and to vary the tourist inflow 
accordingly.
2 Variations in the relative cost of air fares
There are two coin ways by which the cost of air travel. to the United . 
Kingdom relative to other costs, can be changed* Firstly, by variations 
in the relative price of scheduled air travel,' and secondly by a switch 
from scheduled flights to non-schcduled flights and inclusive tours*
Both of these trends appear to be working towards the relative cheapening ' 
of air travel* Since the war , scheduled air travel has generally become 
cheaper, absolutely as well .as relatively* The following table demonstrates 
this;
TABLE m *
lowest published return air fares 
from major cities to London, 19SQ and 1967
Destination 1950 1967
£ & d £ a d
Amsterdam 14 a 0 13 16 O
Auckland 502 4 0 480 14 0
Brussels 13 19 0 13 13 0
Cape Town 331 4 0 222 4 0
Oeaeva 2B 9 0 21 19 0
Madrid 45 17 0 35 3 0
Montreal 160 0 0 98 19 0
Vienna 49 10 0 35 2 0
Hew Tori: 166 13 0 103 11 0
Paris 14 a 0 12 7 0
Oslo 42 15 0 34 4 0
Rome SO 0 0 36 13 0
Stockholm 48 18 0 40 17 0
Copenhagen 39 3 0 32 11 0
Enrich 30 9 0 23 15 0
* Eorld Airways and Shipping guide* Published by Thomas Skinner 
(Publishers) Ltd*, Volume 194 (1950) Volume 399 (1967)*
Host of these reductions were achieved in the earlier half of the period, 
and it seems unlikely that there will be any overall reduction in 
scheduled air fares, though reductions on some highly competitive routes 
may be witnessed* The advent of the Boeing 747 and recent action by 
Alitalia has led to much speculative discussion about cut-price air travel, 
based on the assumption that the cost per passenger mile would be reduced 
by the introduction of aircraft with larger capacities* Buck hopes seem 
ill founded a© far m  scheduled air fares are concerned as, amongst other 
reasons, the high servicing costs incurred in the purchase of these 
airerait, together with increased indirect costs - landing fees, insurance, 
etc. - offset many economies of scale. The most likely outcome is that 
scheduled sir fares will continue to rise at about 2% per annum, or 
slightly slower than .. inflation. In real terns therefore this
represents a small annual reduction. The likelihood of the discontinuation 
of the absolute reductions seen in the pest, and which contributed to the 
high historic growth rate, nay mean that the forecast is optimistic.
. 7 U  negat ive influence of this factor is likely to be outweighed by 
the growth of the inclusive tour and of chartered flights to the United 
Kingdom. The difference in tariffs between chartered and scheduled flights 
is shown below?
Cost in £*s
TABLE mi*: 
of return fare from London to;
Destination Chartered Scheduled
Kingston 90 181
Toronto 45 133
Nairobi 60 282
BSag Kong 95 328
Colombo 95 341
Auckland 150 561
Sydney 150 550
Hew York 45 125
* Based on? The cost of flying to the rules, The Times 20/7/68
In 1967 approximately 17% of overseas visitors visiting the United Kingdom 
on holiday came on inclusive tours* as opposed to nearly 50% of felted 
Kingdom visitors going abroad for their holiday by this means. Over the 
next decade one would expect the figure of 17% to increase, therefore '. -., 
to reduce the total cost of a holiday in the felted Kingdom# Historically, 
charter traffic has grot-m faster than scheduled air traffic to the UK*
On the North Atlantic routes* Charter traffic accounted for 6% of the 
total in 1955* 12% in 1962, and 171 in 1967*
There are signs that the airlines who are■committed to purchasing the
Boeing 747 trill rely on selling blocks of seats 'to wholesalers at prefer­
ential rates* to enable *creative* tours to'be retailed to the public at 
a price related to the scheduled rates, and lover than the cost to the 
public than if they paid for the component parts themselves* Tills 
hypothesis is expounded in the Uhite Upper, * Hotel Development Incentives*5 #*»’
This trend might lead to faster than average growth rates in visits to the 
UIC, especially from residents of North America and Japan, whose cost of 
travel to the UIC constitutes a high percentage of the total holiday cost* 
This argument is however circular; the inclusive tours will only be sold 
if the accommodation component, as veil as the travel component, 1© 
available* The accommodation nay become available, if demand is shmm to
exist* But the demand forecast is partly dependent on the growth of
inclusive tours*
The policy of ignoring supply constraints for the purpose of deriving 
true demand will be continued, and it is assumed that the growth of the 
inclusive tour will not be handicapped by shortage of hotel capacity*
To the extent that the inclusive tour made little impact on tourism to 
the UK between 1950-1967, a new dynamic element may be operating in the 
next decade, and the growth rate may need to be revised upwards*
* Hotel Development Incentives,- GMND 3653, HMS0, Hey 1968, para -4,
3 Will the United Kingdom be able to maintain its hhare of the market?
Some authorities have cast doubt on the United Kingdom*s ability to 
compete in world tourism# "Britain has for a long time been an important 
tourist centre# However, in recent yearp, we have been significantly 
less successful than many other countries in attracting a share of the 
growth An tourist traffic’1*^  la the demand analysis, however, it was 
shorn that the United Kingdom had more than held its share of the USA 
market and had consistently out-performed the majority of Western European 
countries in attracting new tourists#
This apparent contradiction can be explained by the fact that "Visitors 
to Britain" used tourist expenditure as the quantitative measure, whereas 
this study has used tourist arrivals and bednighto* On balance, tourist 
arrivals is probably the more accurate statistical measure of relative 
growth, and so far as this study is concerned the number of tourist 
arrivals in 1980 is more important than their cacpenditure#
Is it cafe to accume that the United Kingdom will continue to hold her 
chare of the market in terms of arrivals of overseas visitors? If the 
visiting pattern of USA residents is a reliable indication of how the 
more affluent and better educated tourist of the 1970*e mil behave, 
there is no cause for concern# If the Channel Tunnel is constructed# 
some of the physical barriers which prevent Western Europeans coming 
here more often will be removed# If the United Kingdom joins the 
European economic community, some of the psychological barriers will be 
removed*
It may well be the case that the UK ©hare of total expenditure by tourists 
will fall, This could be the consequence of the average length of visit 
to the UE falling faster than in other countries, and of the UK penetrating 
the lower market segments in Western Europe# It is nn no way inconsistent 
with the assumption that her share of total arrivals will remain constant, 
is this assumption consistent with the many criticisms which have been 
made of the UK tourist industry, which cast doubt on its ability to compete?
* Hotel and Catering EDC, Visitors to Britain, HMSO 1967. p is
It is true that world tourism is increasingly a competitive market% but 
it is a market in which the services for sale differ widely, and seme : 
suppliers have a monopoly of the production of come of the cervices.
Those countries which depend os factors like the sun* sand and sea must 
compete with each other for tourists trho seek these' ingredients for their, 
holiday. Other countries - and the felted Kingdom is one of them - depend 
more os factors of which they have a monopoly to attract tourists, be it 
Westminster Abbey, the Tower of London' or Stratford-on-Avon. They are 
therefore insulated to some extent against the draught of competition# ' 
and it is because the CSC has a monopoly of the English tourist product *^ UcJr 
it can look forward to holding its share of'themarket.
One final reason for believing that the UK will hold its share of the 
market is devaluation. The demand analysis was based on the years from 
1950-1967* In that period# several of the UK* a competitors devalued and ■ ■ 
thereby gained a relative price advantage. In spite of this, the UK held 
its share of traffic. In 1967, the UK devalued# cad achieved a corres­
ponding advantage. The historical growth rate does not reflect this* and 
may understate demand. There are therefore good reasons for believing 
that 13.1% is an underestimate, and that tourism arrivals in 1980 will not 
be 17m, but between 20m and 25m. To remain on the conservative side* the 
figure of 17m is retained for the purpose of this forecast* Those who 
wish to revise it upwards are free to do so.
Seasonal Distribution of 1980 Arrivals
The demand analysis showed that* as tourists grew more prosperous* so 
they are freer to choose the month or months of the year in which they 
travel# and are less committed to a particular time of the year by the 
decision of their employers. In forecasting the future seasonality of 
tourism* crucial factors are the composition of overseas visitors to the 
UK in 19S0 by countries of origin and by socio-economic status within 
that country.
tthilc it is reasonable to expect a substantial growth, in percentage terms# 
of tourism to the UK from countries such m  the USSR, Turkey and Brasil - 
because of the low base in 1967 - there can be little doubt that an 
overwhelming majority of tourists to the UK in 1980 will co.r-e from Western 
European and North American markets, as has been the case for the whole 
of this centur/ij,7 Indeed, this will continue to be the case until the 
per capita wealth of countries such as - China and India increases to the 
level where an inclusive tour to the UK is within the reach of the average 
man-iti-the-streat. This is unlikely to happen until the 21st century. .
While one would expect the increase in tourists from Hesters Europe and 
North America to come from lower down, the aocio-economlc scale, this 
does not mean that the seasonality of such arrivals will worsen. Firstly, 
socio-economic scales are relative measurements, and the absolute position 
of someone in Category .*C* in 1980 may h© the same as that of someone in 
Category *A? In 1970, due to .the general improvement in socio-economic 
standards. Secondly, the changing patterns of employment in North America 
and Wes tern Europe are such that each year a higher percentage of the 
population are employed in jobs in which they are free to choose the 
timing of their holiday.
A decisive factor in favour of a better distribution, in the summer months 
at any rate, is the weather* . Visitors to the United Kingdom do not coma 
from overseas primarily to enjoy our climate, and while there ie certainly 
less incentive to come in the winter, there is no reason why July and 
August should continue to be such popular months for visits at the expense 
of the other four months between May and October inclusive, once the 
constraints on timing of holidays are removed.
The following table-shows how the percentage of arrivals in each of the 
twelve months may improve between 1967 and 1980 .through the operation of 
the above factors.
•*-»
TABLE m i l  '
Monthly distribution of overseas visitor arrivals, 1967 and 1980 
Bcrcentsge of overseas visitors arriving in the IIK. in each nonth
HonfcU 1967* 1980
tf
/,*
t7
>r>
January 3.2 4
February 3*3- 4
March 6,2 7
April 6.3 ; a
Hay 8.7 10
June 11.6 12
July 19.7 13
August 14,8 13
September 9.5 10
October 7,0 a
November 4.5 5
December 5 M 6
Total 100.0% 100%
The figure© in this table, if they prove accurate, will be welcomed by the 
airlines and the costsercial accommodation industry* Whilst most statements 
on seasonality imply that this situation will worsen, it is often not clear 
whether they mean that the absolute number of arrivals in the peal: months 
will continue to increase, or whether their share of the annual total will 
continue to increase.
Projected figures of total arrivals in I960 show that sore overseas 
visitors will arrive in July 1980 than in $s,ly 1967, This does not mean 
that the situation has ’worsendd*» as the profitability of the hotels and 
aeroplane© concerned will improve because of the improved seasonal 
distribution overall. The situation t?ili indeed ’worsen* in one sense, 
if no steps arc taken to cater for the increased traffic in the cummer 
months through lad: of foresight.
This forecast of improved seasonal distribution is compatible with fore­
casts made by the ORHRC in America, where the seasonality of domestic 
holidays is enpected to ’flatten out* between now and the end of the 
century*
* Based on Home Office figures*
The trend in average length of stay of overseas visitors in the 7JH is 
umaic takeable, as the. following table shows t
Simple extrapolation of this trend would clearly Be inappropriate as it 
would ultimately imply an average length of stay of 0 days. It is, 
however* likely to continue to fall for the following reasonst
1 The figure of 14.2 days for 1967 is an average; if those who tend to 
stay longest account for a decreasing share of W. travel, the average 
length of stay will fall* This is indeed what may happen as traffic 
from the Commonwealth countries, whose residents stay an above-average 
number o2 days, may not grow as fast as other traffic,
2 Data on American tourists show that a higher percentage of tourists 
each year visit more than one country, and while the effect of this 
will he counterbalanced to some extent by longer holiday entitlements, 
one net effect is a reduced length of stay in the UK,
3 Better communications with Europe and relatively cheaper travel will 
encourage more short visits, particularly shopping expeditions, which 
will bring down the average.
One must try to identify at what point the doTmvnrd trend will flatten 
out. Estimates of th£s must be subjective, hut there are reasons for 
thinking that the downward trend will halt at about 10 days. 10 days 
is roughly half-way between one week and two weeks, and one can expect
* Derived froils Foreign Travel and Tourism in 1967, OP.CIT., Table 7. 
(This table excludes ’other1 visitors).
TABLE rilV
Average length of stay in days of 
Overseas visitors to the UK on holiday*
Tear
1964
1965
1966
1967
Length of Stay
10.1
15.9
15.2
14.2
that a large proportion of the traffic will stay.for one of these two 
periods. The week is the unit of holiday entitlement and the unit in 
which rooms in hotels tend to he boohed by tour operators. From the 
holiday-makeric point of view, he tends to apportion his holiday in weeks 
to each holiday area, and then to subdivide it.into days in sub-regions 
of that holiday area,■ The average length of 10 days for a stay in the 
.UK is reconcilicble with one of about .9 days in Germany in 1968, bearing 
in mind the extra .effort that Europeans have to make to visit the UK,
,5Die durchschnittiiche Aufenfchaltsdaucr cler Gaste cchwankt swischen 3.9 
tmd 9,4 Tagon von 1964 his 1968 und licgt soxsit kaun lichcr ale in den 
vorangegangen .seeks Jahren (0.2 bis 9.4 Tage)**.*.
At the moment there are clearly more people staying for a fortnight than 
a week, and it is argued that, on average, 30% of tourists in 1980 will 
stay for a week, 30% for two weeks and the balance of 40% spending either 
less or more than this, but averaging 10 days - the average length of 
stay in Havai has been 10 days for many years, so there is a precedent 
for stabilisation at this level. This would lead to an average length 
of stay of 9.5 nights.
This average must then be adjusted to take account of those tourists who 
come to the UK for ’other1 non-business reasons, apart from holidays 
(1,362,000 of the 3,447,G00 in 1967)** Their average length of stay has 
also fallen from 34.6 days in 1964 to 27.3 in 1967, and it is likely to 
continue to fall for the came reasons cc the average length of stay of 
holiday visitors is likely to fall. It ic assumed that, by 10SO, the 
average ’will have fallen by a week, to 20.3 days or 19.3 nights. This 
is proportionately less than the fall in length of ’*day visits, and
* Stark, Dr. Alfred, Deutschlands Uinterrciseverkchr 1964-1968.iter 
Fremdenverkehr, Dec. 1968.
Translation* The average length of stay of visitors fluctuated between 
8.9 and 9.4 days from 1964 to 1968 and was fractionally higher than in 
the previous six years (8.2 to 9.4 days).
&& ’Other* visits include those whoep principle purpose of visit teovers 
visiting friends or relatives, study, attending sporting events, health 
and religious purposes. Also included are those visits with more then 
one purpose of visit, for which no single purpose predominates.
the reason. for thin greater resilience lion in the purpose of these 
’other* visits. Those Made for health reasons are unlikely to hecore 
much shorter as the three factors mentioned on pane which may reduce 
length of stay do not apply. The school or university term is unlikely 
to become shorter and this dictates the length of stay of the overseas 
student.
The combined average length of stay of all non-business overseas visits 
in 1967 was 19.30 days* or 10.38 nights. If the ration of holiday visits 
to ’other* visits were to remain the same, the average length of stay in 
1980 would be 13.4 nights. One might legitimately expect holiday traffic 
to continue to gem? faster than ’other* traffic, and in anticipation of 
this, the average length of stay of all non-business ovesseac visitors ' 
to the HE in 1980 is assumed to be 12.5 nights.
Applying this average length of stay to the figure of just over 17n 
tourists, one derives a figure of approximately 213m bednighte, The 
following table demonstrates the difference bot^ rccu demand in 1967 and 
demand in 1980.
TABLE SX?
Comparison of visitor arrivals and 
nights spent in the UK, 1967 and;198#
1967 1980 . Increase %
Hurabere of Overseas visitors 3,447,000 17,000,000 + 393
(non-business)
Numbers of overseas visitor nights 63,400,000 212,500,000 * 237
Because of the reduced average length of stay, the percentage increase in 
bednights in the UK will be less than the percentage increase in arrivals 
of tourists« This stresses the danger of the popular fashion of equating 
increased passenger movements by the airlines with increased demand for 
hotel accommodation as there is not a simple one to one relationship. The 
next step in the methodology is to derive the accommodation requirements 
of the 17m tourists.
The demand analysis tried to quantify the propensity of oversees tourists 
to stay in hotels while they were in the UK. Such ■ quantification relied 
heavily on supplementary tables produced by the Board of Trade from the 
International Passenger Survey. It transpired that about 19t of nights 
spent by non-business overseas visitors were spent in what they defined 
as hotels; those visitors who spent the whole of their stay in one place 
only spent 16% of their stay in hotels. On the basis of other surveys, 
it was estimated that a further 23% were spent in unlicensed hotels and 
similar accommodation, and almost the whole of the balance with friends 
and relatives*
It is certain that the 1967 figure of !<?% patronage of licensed hotels 
will have increased by 13CD for the following reasons;
1 It was shown that there were significant variations in propensity to 
stay in hotels according to the tourist’s country of origin. In 
particular, Commonwealth traffic had a lover than average propensity. 
Commonwealth traffic has been growing at a dower rate, than non- 
Commonwealth traffic, and this is likely to continue. By 1980 there­
fore, the percentage of arrivals accounted for by Commonwealth visitors 
will have fallen - and that accounted for by American visitors will 
have increased - and the average 'propensity to stay in hotels will 
therefore be higher.
§ The growth in tourism to the VK is expected to come from the inclusive 
tour markets rather than from the independent traveller. This is partly 
the result of the introduction of larger aircraft, end partly the result 
of the expansion in tourism coming from a deeper penetration of existing 
markets, invoicing more cost-conscious customers. Such inclusive tours 
are usually based on hotels. This point is made in the White Paper on 
Hotel Development Incentives.* ,5Thie proportion (of nights spent in 
hotels by overseas visitors) may iiihxoase with the growth of inclusive 
tours to Britain - a type of holiday normally based on hotel accor.modation”.
* Hotel Development Incentives, CHMD 3633, OP.GIT., Pcra.4, p.3.
Comparison ©f the figure of 131 hotel usage by tourists in the UK with 
figures f6r other countries indicated that supply constraints may he 
keeping the figure artificially low and that 19% was in m y  case m  
underestimate of true demand #!y*’lIhc fact remains that in the intensely 
competitive international travel market at least some potential tourists 
fail to come to Britain because there is' no suitable accommodation for 
them ct the height of the season, and, secondly, visitors who do come 
are increasingly finding alternative naans of accomodation”
These supply constraints must be ignored in the forecast.
Hieing standards,of living and increased wealth will lead the overseas. 
visitor to expect good quality accommodation; the substandard accomoda­
tion in which many of them stay at the moment will not continue to be 
acceptable* Licensed hotels- will' therefore benefit at the expense of 
unlicensed accommodation from these higher expectations.
deduction in the average length of stay, in itself, leads to a higher 
percentage of nights spent in hotels, This was shown to be the case 
on page *+14- of the demand analysis. The explanation lies in the fact 
that the first and last nights of the visit are more likely to be spent 
in hotels than the middle section of the visit. Reduction of the average 
length of .stay therefore reduces that section of the visit most likely 
to be spent outside the commercial accommodation market.
The transient overseas visitor - the visitor who spent his stay in more 
than one place - was more likely to patronise hotels than the 
visitor. 26% of transient visitor nights were spent in hotels in 1967 
as opposed to 16% of .terminal overseas visitor nights. The latter 
composed 25% of the market in 1967, and this tehare is likely to rise 
as more visitors bring their own cars, or hire cars, as road 
communications within the IRC improve9 and as regions such as Wales 
and Scotland with their new Tourist Boards increase their penetration 
of the market. This will lend to increased patronage of hotels.
* Thorncroft, As No Tins for Complacency, Financial Times Survey of 
Hotels, Catering and Tourism, 27/1/69.
Assumptions on the percentage increase In licensed hotel patronage as the 
result of the operation of these trends must be subjectivek and mast take 
into account two trends which nay pull in the opposite direction*
1 Reduction in the overage age of visitor
2. Possible improvement in camping and caravanning facilities for the 
overseas visitor*
In the light of all these trends, it is assumed that 30% of non-business 
visitor nights in 1980 will be spent in licensed hotels* fhts is the 
level of hotel patronage achieved by USA visitors to the UR in 1967, and 
mist be a minimum assumption. It requires a very modest growth rate in ' 
Nee tern European incomes to achieve by 1980 the American equivalent of 
1967. Furthermore, the figure of 301 hotel patronage by Americans in 
1967 was based on those Americans who spent the whole of their visit in : 
one place. Had the more mobile ones been included, and had supply 
constraints been ignored, the figure would have been higher. 30% is 
therefore no overstatement of demand, and ic probably em mderstatementf 
it must be contrasted with the 55.7% of total nights spent in hotels in 
Spain by UK residents in 1967,* or the 50.9% of total nights spent abroad 
by Belgians in 1967 which were spent in hotels.** It should also be 
contrasted with the statement that ’Visitors staying under one month are 
estimated to use public accommodation to the extent of 90%” in Australia.***
the following table puts the growth-in demand for bedaights in licensed 
hotels in perspective!
TABLE KWl
Comparison of visitor arrivals, nights and 
nights spent in licensed hotels, 1967 and 1980
1967 1980 Increase %
Humber of oversees visitors 3,447,090 17,000,000 * 393
Humber of oversees visitor nights 63,100,000 212,500,000 ♦ 237
Humber of oversees bednights in
licensed hotels 12,200,000 63,750,000 * 523
* See page
** OBCB Tourism Committee, OF.CIT., Table A III, p.135.
one Harris, Kerr, Forster and Co., Stanton Robbins and Co., Inc.,
Australia’s Travel end Tourist Industry 1965, p. K-2
vvt
This represents a t m m than fivefold increase over the 1967 volume of 
demand for licensed hotel accommodation by non-business overseas visitors. 
If 13% of these licensed hotel feednlghto were spent in duly as suggested 
by Table KKU) , that month could account for 8.3m bednights, an increase 
of 5.9m over those spent in that month in 1967. If there was no spare 
capacity in 1967, this would imply an extra 250,000 hotel feeds in July ct 
75% bed occupancy^other things being equal. .
This would be a formidable requirement, since-the country’s stock of 
licensed hotel beds in 1967 was estimated at 535,008.* To work out the 
Implications more exactly, one must look at the regional breakdown of 
demand as the significance of these figures for London Is crucial.
In 1967, approximately 71% of non-business visitors who spent their stay : 
in one place spent it in London. These terminal visitors accounted for 
nearly three-quarters of all non-business visitors. Of the remaining 
quarter - transient visitors - about 80% spent come time in London. The 
percentage of nights spent in hotels in London was higher than average, so 
the above table has special significance for the capital.
Regional Distribution of Bernard
If one accepts the rather oversimplified argument that it is - our historic ' 
buildings, our tradition, our ceremonies and our culture that bring ^ \
overseas visitors here, then one has in part solved the problem of the 
future distribution of tourists, as the location of such attractions is. . 
fired. But one has only partly solved it, as there ©ay be a shift in 
the balance of such attractions which affects the movement of tourists 
and there ©ay fee an increase In mobility which means that more attractions 
are visited, or the more remote ones are visited ©ore often.
* Sec page 38
One point however is clear$ London is the focal point of the average 
tour let’s visit to the TIE at the moment* and* if this mere to remain true- 
over the nert decade* 75% of overseas' socHbusinees vial tore in 19BD are 
likely to epend at least one night in the capital; (the top five attrac­
tions for American visitors to Britain are all in London*)* the reason 
for this phenomenal geographical concentration of tourists* quite apart. 
;from London’s tourist attractions* lies also in "the siting of the UK’s 
principal international airports In the London catchment area* London v
may therefore erpect 12|m overseas visitors to spend at least cue night 
there In 1980* excluding perhaps 5m visitors from overseas who my visit :■ 
London but will not spend a night there.
Although the percentage of visitors mho spend some time in London is 
likely to remain'constant* the capital’s chare of total bednfgbts spent 
by overseas tourists should fall; against this those that arc spent in 
the capital will he more likely to he spent in hotels.
These two trends need examination. The demand analysis shoved that the 
percentage of overseas visitors arriving with their m m  cars is likely to 
increase as communications In and between the UK and Western Europe improve. 
In 1967* 113*263 cars ware brought into the TEC t»y tourists - a ratio of 
one- to every 30 visitors*** If this ratio were to remain constant one' 
would expect 600*000 care to be brought in by.tourists in 1980*' In fact* 
the ratio of cars to visitors is likely to rise* and at least 1m cars 
can be.ejected is 1980.
This increased mobility will redistribute soma nights away from London* 
probably towards the South-East* but also to areas such m  the Thames "v 
Valley* Wales and the lest Country* which will be accessible from the 
cea-ports. The Inclusive tours to the UK. nay also redistribute traffic 
as as many mights as possible will be booked by the tour operator outside 
the more expensive accommodation in the capital* though clearly a percentage 
of the tour will still have to be spent there* Growth in car-hirc by the 
independent traveller will also redistribute nights away from London*
* Buckingham Palace; Westminster Abbey; Tower of London; Some of Commons;
Changing of the Guard.
** See page
Huch will depend on the ability of the other tourist regions to promote 
end accommodate future tourists* especially as many will be coming for 
the second time end will wish to visit the less obvious places*
In spite of the likely decrease in its percentage of nights spent in the 
UK* the absolute increase in bednigktc spent in London will be enormous* 
One should therefore try to quantify the increase in terms of 1967 demand 
to identify the implications for the capital* end in particular £m- its ; 
hotels* Such estimates of hotel shortage as have been published have ■ 
lacked substantiation and give a false impression of-security. The 
following table tries to quantify the increase in licensed hotel beds in 
the capital needed to- accommodate non-business overseas visitors in 1980 ' 
on the basis of explicit assu^tioae*
TABLE W I I
■Licenced hotel accommodation requirements of 
non-business overseas visitors to London,, 1967 and 1980
1967
Total non-business visitors 3*447*000 17,
1 of which 711 spend
all their stay in c m  place '-2*447*000 12,
of which 722 stay in London 1*762*000 8,
for 18*4 nights (1967) ** nnn
12.3 nights (1980) 108,
2 of which 29% stay
in more then one place ,1*000*000 5,
for n*$ltc 18*400*000 62,
12.5 nights (1980) * * '
of which 50% are spent in .
London 9*200*000 31,
Total nights spent in London 41*621*000 140,
t spent in licensed hotelst
19% - 1967? 30% - 1980 8*000*000 42,
% required in July*
20% - 1967? 13% - I960 1,600*000 5,
Therefore beds required in,. 
licensed hotels in London 
in July at 801 occupancy
1980 
>000*000
>000*000
>700*009
>750*090
>000*000
>500*000
>250,000
>009*000
>000*089
>460*009
220*000
It will be seen from the last line that an extra 155*500 licensed hotel; :■ 
beds will be needed in London by 1980 on Che basis of the above assumptions. 
However* the figure of 66*500 beds required in 1967 exceeds the supply in 
that year (52*000*) without taking into account those licensed hotel bods 
occupied by overseas business visitors and UK residents in July 1967.
In 1967* the shortage was at least 12*500 (64*500-52*000)* but probably 
nearer 20*000 because.of the requirements of other hotel users as mentioned 
above. .An extra 175*000 beds are probably needed to accomodate the 
increase in non-business overseas visitor demand by 1980.
There are other factors at work which may imply that the figure of 30% 
of total nights spent in licensed hotels is an underestimate for London.
The demand analysis, showed that the percentage of non-business nights 
spent in licensed hotels was related to the purpose of visit - holidays* : 
visiting relatives* and ’other*. Those who visit relatives were less - 
likely to stay in hotels than those whose purpose of visit was holiday?; 
making. Table C L’V  showed that London had a higher then average 
percentage of holiday-makers * and a lower than average percentage of 
visitors visiting friends and relatives. This would increase demand for 
hotels.
Furthermore* by 1980* one can legitimately expect those coming to the UK 
on an inclusive tour *> <£c be more likely to include London in their 
Itinerary than an independent traveller? one can also conclude that the 
Greater London Development Flan will remove many unlicensed hotels and . 
similar establishments from the map* without replacing them with similar , 
establishments in the new scheme - for economic reasons. This will add 
to demand for licensed accommodation.
Against this* it is possible that the average length of ctay in London 
may fall faster than elsewhere? the overall reduced length of ctay has 
already been taken into account* and the lower than average length of 
stay o§ all visitors to London (Table CLV-l ) was a function of the large 
number of business visits to the capital. It was net possible to chew the 
average length of ctay of non-business visitors to London. On the other 
hand* shortage of accommodation in London in 1967 may partly explain any 
helm average length ©f stay.
0 Industrial Market Hcccarch Ltd.* 0P.CXT.* Table 4-2.
It ic clear that there are m m y imponderables which might affect the 
forecast one way or the otherg <m the basis of the data available* 
however* the estimate ©£, an extra 175*000 licensed hotel beds in London 
is as close as one can get*
Host of these beds will be required in large hotels and at medium prices 
for inclusive tour operators* The., convenience for such operators of 
matching bookings in aircraft with bookings in hotels means that Jumbo-* 
jets will generate jumbo hotels* The operator who books 400 seats in 
such a plane will not be able to organise the tour efficiently if his 
customers are scattered over 20 or more hotels in London.
The requirement for 1980 is equivalent to about 90 new 2*000 bed hotels 
in the London ares. If the geographical spread were even* this would mean 
about seven giant hotels in each of the 14 Inner London Boroughs* This 
requirement must be seen in the content of the public anxiety and 
controversy over the proposal for one 2*000 room hotel in the Cromwell 
Road. This anxiety and controversy will have to be resolved in scores 
of other instances if this category of demand is to be met* (Clearly* 
much of the capacity will come from more smaller hotels. This nay not be 
the -ideal solution for the reasons given above* and also because the 
larger hotels tend to be the most profitable).
Tfhile the GLC are aware that more hotels arc needed* it ic doubtful 
whether they are thinking in these terms at the moment* ,,90% of overseas 
visitor © cone to London and 752 stay in Central London. The Government’s 
Hotel Development: Incentive Scheme should assist in relieving 'London’s 
shortage of hotel accommodation* which the Cornell believe to be about 
15*000 hotel beds. At least 5*000 more hotel beds arc believed to be 
needed for air travellers alone. London Planning Authorities have 
recently granted many permissions and recent hotel developments may seem 
numerous. But still more arc required. The need is principally in or 
near Central London* and local development plans should provide for thera”.& 
All too often there is a confusion between the recognition of a problem 
and its solution. This would appear to be an instance* To say that 
•local development plans should provide for them’ may be true* But
* Fage 43* Greater London Development Plan. Draft tent* March 1969.
Local Development FI an© do cot make seek proviMtea* cor are they likely 
to as long as the loeel authorities remain concerned with the housing 
shortage in their areas- and need all the available land for this purpose. 
Only if specific provision is made for them in an overall plan will all 
the extra hotels he built, and the failure to quantify the number of 
hotels needed and to indicate where they might he sited is & major V 
shortcoming in.the PLan. Since it fa a-Plan which will dictate the 
pattern of -life in London well into the next century* the shortcoming . 
must he made good at once.
The last'd requirement for these new hotels* running into a total of thousands 
of acres* does indeed pose serious problems in Central London where new 
roads* new open spaces and new housing schemas are competing for such land. 
In addition there are problems of planning permission* for it is unlikely 
that the beds will he forthcoming unless the present height restrictions 
arc relaxed.
While there arc good reasons for Imposing such height restrictions on 
new buildings* decisions concerning then should be made In the light of 
the economic costs they impose on the community as well as their amenity 
benefits* and there is little evidence that such costs arc taken into 
consideration. -Prim facie* it would not appear likely that the shortage 
of licensed hotel beds could be made good in the Central London area 
within present height restrictions. They will therefore cither have to 
be relesed* or the shortage will have to be ms.de good in areas outside 
Central London - where the pressures for housing are the greatest^/ 
conflict between the claims on space in London by the visitor and the 
resident must be resolved scon.
!>o less serious will be the problem of financing 175*000 beds 5 for the 
purpose of Illustration it in assumed each bed will cost £5*000. Kearly 
£1*0O0E! is required. The labour requirement to service end staff these 
hotels is considerable! at the moment* London relics heavily on foreign 
labour to run the hotels. Over the next decade* Italy* Cyprus* Greece*
Spain and other countries who supply catering staff to the VK may need, 
them more urgently themselves if their- own tourist industry continues to 
expand.■ While new hotels m y  be designed on minimum- service lines* the 
increase in the labour force required will be considerable. -
It ic fortunately beyond the toms of reference of this study to answer 
these problems^ it merely draws attention'to their existence and magnitude 
and provides sons data so that rational decisions can subsequently be made 
by those ultimately responsible.
While the bulk of future demand will be for accomodation in licensed 
hotels* there will also be demand for category XX accomodation and for 
accommodation in youth hostels by the younger overseas visitor.' (London 
is the only large European capital with no International Youth hotel * and 
the YMOA is no longer able to cope with demand)• More camping sites in 
the London area are desperately needed if many potential visitors to - 
London are not to be priced out of the market? such sites shofld be of 
the highest standard to be a credit to the capital.
Outside London* this increased demand for accommodation will manifest 
itself mainly in those areas and towns frequented by the mobile overseas 
visitor in 19G7* Much depends on the ability of the Regional Tourist 
Authorities to satisfy the requirements of the inclusive tour operators* 
and those towns which can offer large blocks of good quality accommodation 
at reasonable prices will clearly be at an advantage. Subject to fulfilling 
these requirements* one could expect pressure to build up at Stratford* 
Oxford* Windsor* York* Edinburgh and Cambridge* but there are opportunities 
for other towns - Winchester* Canterbury, Portsmouth* Caernarvon* Korwich 
end many others - to enter this market.
The independent overseas visitor will travel much further afield* and this 
will help achieve a better geographical distribution. Again* this offers 
net; opportunities to towns and areas which have not yet entered the market.
The broad regional distribution of the 70m nights to be spent outside 
London will be approximately the same as in 1967* but perhaps Scotland 
and Wales will increase their share of the market if their new tourist 
boards arc successful in promoting a favourable tourist feage.
The 20m visitor nights outside London which may he spent in hotels do not 
have the came implications as the 42m which will be spent in hotels in 
London. Firstly* because in 1967 there was more spare capacity in 
existing licensed hotels outside London* so a proportion of the increase 
can be absorbed by existing resources. Secondly* improved communications 
outside London will enable surplus demand in one area to be taken up by 
another. Thirdly* the potential visitor will be more prepared to sacrifice 
a visit to a town outside London* because of shortage of capacity* than 
he will his visit to London itself.
The most satisfactory way of deriving the number of beds required outside 
London would be to derive a table showing the relative popularity of the 
other towns and cities to London* in terms of visitor nights* and then 
apply,! / the appropriate percentage to derive accommodation required.
The framework for this table might follow one provided in "Visitors 
’Fading Out in Britain*.*
TABLE m i l l
Regional distribution of some overseas^visitors 1968.
Percentage of oversees visitors visiting.
Country of origin Stratford Oxford Cambridge Edinburgh Seaside Lakes
1 Z 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
All overseas 
visitors 12 14 11 16 10 11 24 5 28 15 14 4
Europeans 7 n 10 11 8 ' 7 16 5 33 14 . 0 2
Americans 10 15 10 19 10 13 29 4 15 14 9 5
Commonwealth 14 20 13 21 13 15 34 7 34 16 26 5
Col. 1 *= % staying one night or more 
Col. 2 « % making day trip
More data m S d  to he extracted on which towns are visited by the oversees 
visitor end on h m  long he stays in each region, so the ratios of accommoda­
tion required can be calculated. In the absence of these data, the tables 
on pegefc and ¥  JBmust be a hjeoed guide to future regional distribution.
* Visitors Eating Gut in Britain. A report from the fictional Catering 
inquiry* February 1969* Table 24.
Many visitors touring the HE may wish to stay in cashing or caravan cites* 
and they must he added to the considerhble volume of domestic holiday­
makers who will reqfeire these types of accommodation in 1980. It would - 
appear that if these sites are to he provided* the initiative must he a 
central one -as with the licensed hotel© required in London - as they will 
not be provided by local initiative. This underlines the necessity of 
having an overall Tourist Flea to ensure that those visitors who wish to 
coma to the UK arc satisfactorily accommodated.
Conclusions
The sheer volume of demand for accomodation in the TIE by overseas non- 
business visitor© in 1980* when contrasted with demand in 1967* makes 
rational discussion of the problem and its implications very difficult.
In London* for example* the stock of licensed hotel beds has been built 
up steadily over 100 years. Yet to ceter satisfactorily for non-business 
overseas visitor© alone* it is maintained that the stock should be nearly 
quadrupled in approximately 10 years. Uhcn many people think that there 
are already "too many hotels" in London* a deficiency of this side seems 
incredible. T!hen the proposal for one 2*000 bedroonod hotel provoke© such 
controversy* the notion that London need© the equivalent of nearly 100 
passe© belief.
in overcoming this problem* which is mainly a psychological one* two 
features of all forecasts in the field of tragel and transport should be 
bom in mind* firstly* when they arc made* no-one believe© them to be 
possible. Secondly* at the end of the forecast period* they turn out to 
have been underestimates. Several example© of these features of forecast© 
were provided in the introduction to the study. This does not of course 
mean that any forecast in this field is to be believed; it is simply 
postulated to overcome a ’credibility gap*.
The ©ireable increase in detannd for accommodation in licensed hotel© in 
London* which is probably the most important conclusion to emerge from 
this chapter, will be the result of the combined operation of several 
factors. An annual increase of about 13% in arrivals of oversea© visitors
is expected; this should certainly not be an overestimate* taking tbexy 
decade to 1980 m  a whole. It ignores the benefits of devaluation in 
1967* and of possible reductions in air fares through growth in charter 
flights to the UK at a faster rate than was seen in the 1960*6. -
Due to a continued reduction in the average length of stay of non-business 
visitors* the proportionate increase in bednights - as opposed to arrivals - 
is not expected to be so great* tlhile arrivals should be in the region 
of 17© in 1980 - as opposed to 3{m in 1967* bednights spent in the UK 
should be in the region of 210© - as opposed to 63s.
-However* due to the combined -operation of a number of foctofs* demand for " 
accommodation in licensed hotels is likely to grow faster than the overall- ~ 
growth in demand for accomodation as a whole* The principal factors ' 
involved are the growth in the inclusive tour market* which tends to be 
based on hotel accomodation* rising standards of living and wealth and 
an increase in ©ability. This last factor in to be welcomed as it ©ay 
take soma pressure off accomodation in the Central London area.
Sights spent in licensed accomodation arc expected to increase from 
about 12© in 1967 to 65m in 1980* Of the 65m nights in licensed hotels* 
approximately 42m may be spent in licensed hotels in London - as opposed 
to about 8a in 1967. tt is the provision of these beds - an extra 175*000* 
if the effects of seasonality* existing shortages and realistic occupancy 
ratios are taken into account* which is the principal problem confronting 
the country’s tourist industry. The cost of meeting tka, deficiency may 
be in the region of £l*O0On* and the land and labour requirements also 
pose serious problems.
To make any impression on this target* the industry must clearly look, to ' 
co-operation with other© to achieve its)full potential. The Government* 
the Greater London Council and Local Authorities must decide where their 
priorities lie and end the present unsaticfactory situation t?hcreby 
resources Arc expended in encouraging overseas visitors to coma to the UK* 
but no practical provision is made to ensure that they will be accommodated. 
It serves little purpose of the Government announce Hotel Development 
Incentives* if planning permission for the hotels is subsequently turned 
d m m by the Greater London Council* It serves' little purpose if the
Greater London Council exhorts local authorities to make provision for 
hotels in their development plans if such advice is ignored, the present 
concept of planning hotels in London, and indeed the complicated and 
time-consuming process of planning permission, is not conducive to an 
optimal solution of the problem and is in need- of urgent revision..
It must he the first test for the British Tourist Authority to reconcile 
the implications of the advertising policies of the many bodies selling 
the UK with the accommodation demands which will inevitably follow.
The overall picture in 1980 may ho as shown la the following table*
TABLE S K
Demand for accommodation mmy from home 
by overseas visitors visiting the UK for non-business reasons, 
by category of accomodation. 1967 and 1980
Accommodation category 1967 1980
Bcdnighte (e)
Licenced hotels and motels 12.2 63.8
Unlicensed hotels, etc. 14.2 25.0
Friends’ and relatives* houses 35.0 106.6
Holiday camps .05 .1
Camping .15 5.0
Caravans vl 2.0
Youth hostels, schools,etc. .2 1.0
Cruise, boats, yachts, etc., .1 2.0
Dented houses, flats, etc.. .1 5.0
Private family as paying guests .1 1.0
Other accommodation .1 1.0
63.1 212.5
Demand for other categories of accommodation is plainly going to increase 
as well! that for unlicensed accommodation may nearly double, though this 
means a large drop in its chare of the market. Demand for accommodation 
with friends and relatives may triple, and while demand for most of the 
other categories of accommodation will increase, the base numbers involved 
are much smaller. Provision for camping facilities will have to increase
substantially, Both qualitatively end quantitatively, if the UK to to 
emerge favourably from international comparison in this respect.
Outside London, accommodation problems will arise mainly in the university 
and cathedral cities where there mill he demand for large medium-priced 
hotels suitable for inclusive tours* Since visits outside London are 
more flexible, the growth in volume should not bring commensurate' problems 
to the cities m d  towns in question.
The implications for the industry as a whole are dealt with in the .final -'.', 
chapter, where the impact of changes in demand by other sections of the. - 
market can also be taken into account*
CHAPTER VI
m m m  foe mxmmtwim M m  from home h? ipso by overseas visitors
VISITBIG THE UK FOE BUSINESS EEASOHS
The demand analysis on this section of the market shewed that this type 
of demand was'derived .demand, being dependent on the number of overseas 
business - visitors arriving is the United Kingdom, which, in turn, was 
closely related to the propensity of residents of overseas countries to 
trade with the United Kingdom.
The hypothesis that business visitor traffic from e given overseas country 
to the United Kingdom was closely related to the volume of trade between 
the two countries was tested and proved* From this, it would seem that' 
a logical starting point in the forecasting methodology would be to 
forecast the growth in United Kingdom imports and exports up to 1980, and 
thereby derive the increase in business visitor traffic.
As a starting point'therefore, two preliminary assumptions are made, which 
will be modified later-on in the light of'probable developments* This’ 
methodology is basically the same as has'been’-adopted for forecasting the 
other sections, of -demand.
It is assumed, initially, that exports from and imports to the United 
Kingdom between 1967 and I960 will increase, on average, at the same rate 
as they did between 1950 and 1967* Secondly, it is assumed that the 
relationship between increased trade and increased business visitor 
traffic will remain unchanged.
From these two assumptions e third one follows logically, that overseas 
business visitor traffic will increase at the same rate as it has done 
from 1950 to 1967 or at 10*1% per annum.*
The IFS for 1967 estimates that 842,000 overseas business visits were 
made to the UK that year.** This figure includes overseas visitors 
attending International conferences in the United Kingdom - which, in 
this study, are'dealt with separately. The figure for these delegates
* Table CLXVI
** Foreign Travel and Tourism In 1967, OF*GIT., Table 4.
in 1967 vac approximately 41*000 (see page 462)* and the 198 figure of 
business visits for that year ic therefore rounded down to 301*000.
Simple extrapolation at the historic rate of growth of 10.1% yields the 
following figures?
TABLE %XK
growth in numbers of overseas business visits, 1967-19S0 at 10.If p.a.
1967 §01*000
1968 881*900
1969 970*975
1970 1*069*050
1971 1,177,000
1938 1,295,900
1973 1*426*775
1974 1*570*900
1975 1*729*550
1976 1*904,225
1977 2*096,550
1978 2*308,300
1979 2,541*450
1980 2*798*125
On this basis* the number of visits would increase almost exactly 3§ ' 
times over the 1967 figure.
One could argue* with some force* that the growth rate of 10.1% was 
unrealistic as it was a figure weighted downwards by the poor trading 
figures in the early 19S0fsj from 1957 to 1962 the increase in overseas 
business visits was 11.4% per annum* and from 1963 to 1967 it van 11.7%.
An analysis of the standard deviations from the norm of these annual 
increases shows that such increases are much steadier ncm than they were 
in the 1950*6** and in the light of this* one should pay more attention 
to the more recent growth rates.
* Table CLOTS
A compromise grovrth rate of 11*55% ~ halfway between 11*41 end 11.7% - 
is therefore substituted for 10.XI*
Ectrapoletion at this rate yields the following results?
TABLE a n
Growth in numbers of overseas business visits* 1967-1980 at 11.55%. p.a.'
801,000 
893*525 
5‘ 996*725 
1*111*850 
1*240*250 '
1*383,500 
1,543,300 
1,721,550 
1,920,375 
2,143*175 
2,389,600 
2*665,600 
2,973*475 
3,316,825
Tliis would represent an increase of about 4| over the 1967 figure* ■
Tiiis figure of 3.3m is then the starting point for the forecast* to be 
revised either upwards or downwards in the light of probable developments 
in the 1970**3, whoso influence would not hi reflected in the historical 
growth rate used for extrapolation*
It must again be made explicit that it is not within the terms of 
reference of this study to revise a forecast downwards to take account 
of supply constraints. It may well be that shortage of airport or hotel 
capacity in I960 will mean that the forecast figures will not be achieved, 
but since the main purpose of the study is to produce a forecast so that 
supply constraints can be identified in Advance, it would clearly defeat 
the object of the exercise to take account of any restrictive influence '
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975 
1076
1977
1978
1979
1980
clue to such constraints. It follows logically from this that, if there 
were supply constraints operating in 1967, then the base from which the 
extrapolation has been made understates demand, and the forecast figure 
will likewise be an underestimate of true demand in 19S0. It is very 
difficult, if not impossible, to tell if supply constraints are 
depressing the current figures, and, if they are, to what extent. If 
such constraints do exist, then they will affect non-business demand more 
then business demand, since the overseas visitor planning to come here' 
on holiday is freer to go to an oAtemntive destination than the business- . 
man, who may therefore make more determined efforts to make suitable 
arrangements and who may be able to pay more for his accommodation. 
Furthermore, business demand is less concentrated in the peak months, and 
is therefore less vulnerable to supply constraints.
It will be assumed that the figure of 801,ODD is & fairly accurate 
reflection of true demand, and, to the extent that it is an underestimate, 
this will act as a safety margin in the forecast figure for 1980 for those 
who may consider it too high.
The figure of 3.3m arrivals should now be adjusted in the light of 
probable developments in the 1970fs and here, inevitably, one has to move 
out of the field of applied economics and into the realm of subjective 
conjecture*
It it the case that variations, or more specifically, reductions in the . 
cost of sir travel will lead to a higher than average rate of growth in 
business arrivals?
There ere strong reasons for believing that this is not so.
Firstly, the demand analysis for this section of the market showed that 
it was not very sensitive to price changes - demand was relatively 
inelastic.
Secondly, in so far as there may be reductions in the cost of air travel,, 
these reductions will principally be for non-business travellers - holiday- 
makers and affinity groups - and will not apply to business travellers.*
* There is a possibility that special rates may be made available to delegates 
for international conferences, but this is dealt with in the next section.
Finally* the indications from the airlines point to a fairly steady rise 
in scheduled rates of about 2%-per nnnum9 which is not significant enough 
to affect business demand. For these reasons changes in airline tariffs 
v?ill be disregarded.
It is also assumed that the basic relationship between trade and business' - 
visits will still apply over the next decade. It may well be the case that 
the conventional buying and selling’ of ‘goods .and services as the principal ' 
object .off a'business 'visit to this' country is gradually being' replacedby 
visits whose purpose is the supervision .and administration of the larger 
international corporations* and also by the movement of internal personnel. 
It is* however* maintained that such visits will still be reflected in the 
trade figures* as they are related* though less directly* to the basic 
activity of buying and selling goods and cervices. If anything* this 
trend will menu that the forecasting methodology applied in the study 
will understate demand in 1980 rather than overstate it.
There arc also other factors at work which may affect demand? the most 
realistic way to deal with them is to divide them into two categories; 
those which arc likely to lead to a faster rate of growth* and those which 
are likely to lead to a slower rate ©£ growth.
Factors implying a faster rate of growth in overseas business visitor 
arrivals'  1 ; ~ ~   r """ '   T'T""""~
1 Higher rate of growth of UIC export©
On the question of the growth of trade* many reputations have been lost 
by people incorrectly forecasting the growth of imports end exports.
-Since exports are* to a large extent* dependent upon factor© extraneous 
to the halted kingdom economy* forecast© have been and still are very 
difficult to make trith any degree of accuracy. The effects of devaluation* 
for example* were inaccurately assessed end the anticipated boom to the 
country's exports is only just beginning to materialise. - considerably 
later than expected.
Inport© on the other head nay be' easier.to forecast, as they are less 
dependent upon extraneous factors end a high percentage is accounted for 
by Imports of food* -consumption of which is fairly stable.
There are* however* - good reasons for thinking that* over the next decvs.de* 
exports will rise faster than the historic 3% in-volume achieved'-in the 
past decade.
To support the domestic growth rate of output,derived in the forecast of ' 
domestic demand (Chapter II), exports must rice ct 5f£ per annum in volume. 
Likewise the assumption of 3|% annual domestic growth implies an annual 
import growth of 4|S which is a fraction over the 4{% recorded in the past 
decade.
.A forecast nust clearly be consistent and.the implications mde in one 
chapter must be followed through to the other related chapters. The 
reasons for the choice of 3|% were set out in detail on pages 539-543 
and the related growth in exports of 5|% is taken from 'Economic Assessment 
to 1972'* a draft by Government officials submitted to the national Economic 
Development Council. This increase in trade would imply a significantly 
higher volume of business visitor "traffic in 1980 than 3.3m.
Against this, many economists have expressed doubts about the UK's ability 
to increase exports at this rate. wIh© future of world trade depends 
heavily upon the domestic policy followed in the United States, together 
with m y  further measures taken to liberalise trade... However, there does' 
not scam to be scope for tariff reductions in fcit^ re on the scale of the 
last ten years, : and,reven if there is no significant deterioration in the 
international liquidity positions, it Is unlikely that trade will increase 
-any faster than during the period 1962 to 1967. Our best guess therefore 
is for a world trade increase of ?{?. coupled with a TIE export growth rate 
of about 3§T in volume1*.-
Eall,BJ and Bums,T, The prospects for faster growth in Great Britain, 
National Westminster Bard: Quarterly Review, tlpvcmbcr 1968
This is possibly a little pessimistic; the 'Economic Assessment to 1972% 
working from the similar base that world trade in nanu factures would 
continue to grow at a rate of not far short of C£ per year (the rate for 
the pact decade) concludes from this that 5|£ annual growth in export 
volume for the UK should be possible.
It is very difficult to arbitrate in disagreements such m  these among 
experts; when the other factors have been looked at the probability and 
effect of a possible faster growth rate of exports tailI be assessed.
2 Increased overseas capital,investment in the United Kingdom
The demand analysis showed that world trade was becoming increasingly 
dominated by the multi-national corporations. In time, the exports of 
any such plant set up in the United Kingdom in the 1970's will be related 
to business visitor traffic; but there is a significant lag, while the 
capital.investment is being planned (M$ built or while the takeover is 
being negotiated, during which, tine business visits are generated, 
although there arc no exports.
An above-average rise in this category of investment would lead to a 
larger,number of.business visitor arrivals.
These are the two principal factors which mights cause the figure of 3.3s 
to be an underestimate.
There are factors which might operate the other way, and trhich might 
cause the figure of 3.3n to be an overestimate *
1 The growth and/or invention of alternative ncanc of comunication
2 An Increase in the unit size, of each export order
3 The faster growth of export industries which generate a lower than 
average number of business visits, and the slower growth, or decline, 
of export industries which generate a higher than average number of
1* Technological forecasting ic becoming'a science of its own, and.new 
and better techniques are being developed to forecast the direction and 
speed of technological innovation. There are, in the process of 
development, teleccr&iunications systems which nay render some business 
visits superfluous, and which may shorten others. It is very difficult r 
to put the probability in a more concrete xaayj although one cojld hasard 
a guess .at the dates when such systems mights be generally available, 
their implication on existing systems are more difficult to derive. 
Confraphone and Confravision will, during the: next decade, be used by 
the larger companies and some public sector departments to keep branches 
and departments within the United Kingdom in close touch with each.other. 
It would be logical to assume that, In time,'overseas links will be 
possible enabling several people in different countriesto participate 
in simultaneous discussion* and to sec each other and such documents and 
plans as are displayed, Whether this m i l  he happening by 1980 ic 
difficult to say* and to what extent It ’.fill act as a substitute for 
conventional business travel is impossible to estimate. The development 
of the telephone and telex may have rendered some visits unnecessary in 
the past* but its impact vac not capable of quantification so the extent 
of substitution remains unknown. It ic worth, mentioning in this connec­
tion that growth of the telephone system was widely expected to result 
in a decline in use of the postal system. The volume of mail carried 
has* however* continued to' increase steadily.
2. An increase in the unit sice of each import or export order.
The hypothesis that the volume of trade Is related to the volume of 
overseas business visitor traffic assumes that each import or export 
order is related to a given amount of business visitor traffic. If the 
grotth in exports comes* not from more export or import orders* but from
larger individual orders* or even from more repeat orders* is there any
reason to suppose that business visitor traffic should grow commcnsurntely 
with the increased volume?
For this trend* if it existed* to affect the forecast, one would have to 
expect it to gather speed at a faster rate than it has done historically*
since* to the extent that it has already been in operation* It is
reflected In the historic rate used for extrapolation.
In there any likelihood of this happening? There are no data on the 
number of individual orders which make up our annual imports and exports 
on which to test this hypothesis. However, the evidence that is available 
indicates that, as our trade with a given country increases, business 
visitor traffic Increases at a faster rather than a slower rate, likewise* 
those countries with whoa we trade moot generate a larger than average 
volume of business visitor traffic, Titis can be shown, from the following 
two tables;
TABLE m P
Relationship between trade and business visitor traffic 1966
Country
1966 imports 
and exports 
from A to UK
1966 business 
visitor arrivals
Trade per
business visitor
£m (Col.2 v Col.3)
USA ■ m u 103,851
£
12,914
Germany 554.9 62,528 8,874
Netherlands 487.6 64,885 7,515
France 409.1 67,426 6,067
Denmark 340.3 12,392 27,461
Belgium A Luxembourg 313.8 22,358 14,035
Italy 294.0 22,668 12,970
Norway 226.7 10,600 21,387
Switzerland 205.0 17,624 11,632
Spain 192.2 8,624 22,287
Japan 141.9 '-9,915 ■■ 14,312
* Source: Annual Abstract of Statistics and Hone Office publications
m is rn in
Relationship between trade with USA and 
arrivals of business visitors from USA 1950-1966
Trade per
Tear Total Trade Business visitors business vietesr
£m £
1950 325.4 15*850 20,530
1951 516.6 17*603 29,347
1952 460.8 18,918 24,358
1953 411.5 19,515 21,086
1954 431.8 22*953 18*812
1955 602.8 25,136 23,982
1956 650,8 27,724 23,474
1957 752.9 31,122 24,192
1958 853.2 33,727 19,367
1959 765,9 42,508 18,018
I960 925.5 50,695 18*256
1961 812.4 55,765 14*568
1962 844.9 63,585 13,288
1963 887.8 71,871 12,353
1964 1052.4 82,146 12,811
1965 1165.1 92,997 12,528
1966 1361.1 103,851 12,914
Table XSSXZ lists eleven countries in order of their total trade with the 
UK, the final column shows the average amount of trade generated by 
each visit. Although the pattern is not uniform* those countries at the 
top of the table generated less trade per business visit than those at 
the bottom.
Table XKXIIX shows that* as trade with America increased* so the trade 
generated by each visit tended to drop* and this reinforces the conclusion 
in the preceding paragraph*
One might therefore erpcct the propensity to visit to increase faster 
than the historical rate in the light of these two tables.
3. Ho data arc unfortunately available on which export industries or which 
importers generate the flow of business visitors to this country. Such 
data would be invaluable end could easily be obtained from a cample survey 
of visiting businessmen. It is reasonable to assume, though impossible 
to prove, that coma items of trade generate more business visitor traffic 
than ©there.
The repeated purchase of graded r m  materials, for example, will generate 
few visits, and it is partly for this reason that business visits to this 
country are more closely correlated with exports than imports. But an 
overseas visitor thinking of commissioning a ship or buying a number of
i'r . • -•
our British cars will probably wish to corns here first to inspect them.
IS It therefore the case that those industries with a high propensity to 
generate traffic will increase their share of trade or not?
r,
' ; p
It is easier to answer this question by turning it round. Will the growth 
industries in the next decade have a higher or lover propensity to generate 
business visitor traffic?
As far as the UK exports are concerned, the increase is expected to come 
from chemicals, engineering and electrical goods, and motors and motor 
cycles,0 Purely subjectively, there ic little reason to suppose that the 
ratio of trade to overseas visitors for these commodities is significantly 
different from the averages but this tentative conclusion underlines "the 
necessity of finding out why, for example, it takes three business visits.? , 
from the Hetberlande to generate the came volume of trade as one business ?■ 
visit from Spain*
flie weighing up and balancing of the factors mentioned above, which might
i
affect the growth rate used for forecasting, can be no more than a 
subjective expression of opinion, since most of the factors cannot be
quantified.
~ Vcmmic Assessment to 1972. OB.CXT.
With regard to the factors which might retard growth* it docc not seem 
that technological innovations in telecommunications will have a marked 
substitution effect on conventional methods of travel by 1900. The 
equipment described on pages QXl is in the early stages of develop­
ment and barely past the prototype stage. ' When fully developed* it night 
well render unnecessary.some categories of business .travel - particularly 
inter-company travel - but it is unlikely to make much impact by 1980. 
Moreover, the current average length of stay - eight days - would 
indicate that the object of the visit could not be achieved by a visual 
or communal telephone conversation. Finally, improvement in tele­
communications is a continuous process which has been in operation - 
throughout the period examined In the demand analysis, and its Impact ■ 
is already reflected in the.historic growth rate.
Any increase in .the unit sire of .each consignment Is unlikely to retard 
the growth rate in business visitor traffic, since the statistics 
indicate that business visitor traffic grows faster than trade, measured 
in financial terms.
Finally, there is no reason to suppose that the growth export industries 
of the 1970fs will have a lower propensity to generate business visitor 
traffic than the export industries of the 1960?s, though more data are 
needed to clarify this.
Therefore there ic.little apparent reason for revising the figure of 3.3m 
downwards. Looking at the factors that might lead to & higher growth 
rate, it is difficult to ignore the consequences.' of the possible growth' ■ 
of exports at 5|% per annum as opposed to aHhietorical 3%. Mot knowing''' 
exactly what percentage of the traffic is accounted for by business 
visitors coming here to buy our exports, it is difficult to adjust the 
rate exactly. If our exports generated 30% of business traffic - the 
balance being accounted for by imports, capital investments and other 
traffic - and this 30% grew at nearly double the historic rate of 11.55% 
per annum, then^applied to the rest of the market, this would raise the 
average rate of annual growth in business visitor arrivals from 11.55% 
to 14.6%
.Whether increased capital investment in this country by oversees/interests 
c m  be expected over the next decade hinges ’ largely on the country being ■ 
able to regulate unofficial ctrifca® and improve industrial relations, 
since, whatever the actual incidence of etrikes in this country compared 
with that in other Western European countries or of their financial 
consequences, there is no doubt that it' acts as a deterrent to potential ;:.;, 
investees.
In order that the forecast should not be over-optimistic, it is assumed 
there will be no’increase in business visitor'traffic due to higher rates..."' 
of overseas capital'investment in the BE and-the Impact of increased - 
•exports is assumed to increase the rate, not .up to 14.61 but to 13%, to . 
taka account of the factors mentioned by R. vBall'and T« Bumo.^-
The final' forecast of arrivals io as follows£
Growth in overseas business visitor traffic, 1967-1980 at 13% p.a. ,
1967 801,008
I960 : ,905,125
1969' 1,022,800
m o  1,155,750
1971 ■ 1,306,000
1972 : 1,475,800
1973 ...1,667,650
1974 • 1,884,450
1975 2,129,408
1976 ■ ; ’ : 2,406,258'
1977 2,719,050
1978 3,072,525
1979 3,471,950
1988 3,923,300
This represents an increase of nearly five times (4.9) over the period.; 
To put this figure of business visits in perspective, it is roughly 'the 
cams as the total number of overseas visits. ;to the BE for all purposes 
in 1966.
To derive the implications of this figure for the accommodation industry* 
one must calculate h m  many nights these overseas business visitors will 
spend in the United Kingdom, what percentage will be spent in-the various 
categories of accommodation* where these visitors will go within the 
United Kingdom* and in which months they-will arrive.
To take the last point first* the seasonal distribution of business visits 
is very even* and there is no reason to suppose that it will .deteriorate. . 
The peak factors for business visits.,from the countries which generate most 
traffic are very similar* and have.not varied significantly over the past 
■five years.**
TABLE KKKU
tmli factors ’ of arrivals of business visitors 
from four countries, 1963-1967.
Country "
USA
Motherlands 
Germany 
France
The likely distribution of arrivals ever the individual months is therefore 
as follows*
1963 1965 1967
17.12 16.58 17.36
16.40 13.58 20.43
15.93 16.05 14.26
19.24 18.14 16.18
* Table CLKXVIII
** For a description of peal; factors* see p. 439.
table m m .
Monthly'distribution of overseas
business visitor arrivals in 1980
Hoaih
% arrivals in 
each,month
Humber of oversea© 
business visitor arrivals
January 7*0 274^600
February 7.2 : '-202*500
March 8.2 321,700
April 8.6 337,400
May 10.4 V  408,000 :
June 9.1 357*000
July 8.0 313*900
August 5.4 211*900
September 9.7 : 380*600
October 10.8 ; 423*700
November 9.4 368,800
December , ■ 6.2 243,200
Total 100.0 3,923,300
Got? many nights will the 3*9n overseas besinecs visitors spend is the 
United Kingdom in 1980?
The average duration of overseas business visits ha© fallen from 9*3 days 
in 1964 to 8*0 days in 1967* However* those figures* which are averages* 
conceal wide variations according to the country of origin of^hn ' ^ sinees 
visitor* varying from 3*76 nights for visitors, from Belgium and Ltnsembourg 
to 28*17 for visitors from Australia.& This is largely a function of the 
distance which the businessman has travelled in order to reach the United 
Kingdom, so for forecasting purposes one needs to fcnow who the United 
Kingdom’s major trading partners in 1980 trill be*
ft Table c m x
It ic to be hoped that* by 1980, the United Kingdom will be a full ©ember 
of the European Economic Community* This association would inevitably . 
mean that a higher percentage of our trade was conducted with Western 
European countries. The length of stay of businessmen from these 
countries is lower than average, so on© would expect this change of 
emphasis in our pattern of overseas trade to result in lower than average - 
lengths of stay by business visitorc*
If the present rate of reduction in length of stay - approximately .325 
days per year - were extrapolated over the period, the average length of ’• 
stay would be 3.77 days.in 1980, or 2.77 nights. This seems to be a 
rather pessimistic assumption, and it is clearly illogical to extrapolate 
this rate of reduction ispafiaitely* as the average length of stay would 
eventually be 0 days.
There are factors at work which will halt the decline in average length 
of stay. Firstly the effect of air travel, especially supersonic air 
travel, takes a few hours to wear off, and the businessmen will want to 
acclinntiee themselves before conducting business* (Already United 
Kingdom civil servants are dissuaded from holding.discussions until 
after the effects of a long flight have worn off). The same factor may 
operate at the end of his stay; the businessman may wish to rest after 
his work before returning, and there ©ay be medical reasons why this is 
advisable* Tima differences, which upset the body from its normal rhythm, 
are an established source of illness. German doctors have drawn up a' 
recommended list of do’s and dont’s for business travellers,’ top of which 
is a plea not.to overwork in the first three days.
Secondly, however.-,-quick and convenient travel to tills country becomes, 
the business visitor will always feel that he has become involved in a 
certain amount of effort in coming here, and he will wish to justify this 
effort* perhaps by combining business with pleasure to a greater extent* 
This effect ic clearly shown in Table CLXKX of the demand analysis, which 
demonstrates that those business visitors who travelled furthest stayed 
longest.
Where the decline in average length of stay will level off ic difficult . 
to assess; it ic cccurnDd that the convenience of assigning a %mdk for an 
overccac business visit will halt the decline at soro roint between an 
average length of stay in this country of between.five and -six days.
On thic basic one could assume an average length of stay of 6,5 nights 
in 1980.
Applying this to the forecast figure of. approximately 3.9© business 
visits, one derives a total of 17.6© nights in the HI* to he comparer! 
with 5.6© in 1967 (801,000 x 7 nights), an increase of slightly over - 
threefold, Thic is lees than the growth in non-business arrivals, but 
because of the even greater concentration in London and of the higher 
propensity to stay in hotels, the implications for the industry ©ay be 
as Impottmt* '
The expected increase of nearly five times in business visitor arrivals 
has been diluted, as far as visitor nights arc concerned, by the reduced 
length of stay. This leads to the first conclusion for all types of 
accommodation. Their administrative commitments arc going to increase 
fester then their occupancy rates as far as this type of traffic is 
concerned. Assuming that it takes as long and costs as much to make a 
reservation for seven days as for five, the time allocated by hotel 
companies to the reservation process will increase faster, other things 
being equal, than their occupancy. The same consideration applies to 
other transactions * booking in, calculating accounts, etc. If costs 
are not to rise because of this trend, determined efforts trill have to 
be made to streamline the activities mentioned above, which a bookings 
of whatever length, implies. The increased- transaction time for business 
visits must be contrasted with the likelihood of non-business trisitors 
travelling core often in groups, thereby reducing transaction times.
Where will these nights be spent?
Hie demand analysis of the geographical distribution of overseas business 
visits was based on rather complicated tables derived from International 
Passenger Surveys.* These showed that, in 1967,- approximately 801 of such
ft See Tables CLOT and C U m n
visits were spent in one location, the balance being spent in © combination 
of locations.
London dominated both tables as the m e t  popular destination, USE of the 
first category spending all their visit there, and roughly the same 
percentage of more mobile businessmen spending some tine there*
It is possible that the construction of international airports in other 
parts of the country will divert from London those mobile bus iocssnen who 
spent a night in London because they had to land at Heathrow* but whose 
ultimate destination was elsewhere* For example, plans are in existence 
for the construction of a big new international airport in the KGrth..
Hie proposed site is around the Humber Estuary at Thome in Yorkshire, 
and one of its purposes it to relieve pressure in the South.* The only 
other factor which might induce a bettor geographical distribution of 
visits would be a breakthrough in the decentralisation of offices and 
industry fro© the London area* Even this would have a minimal effect, 
sc the visitor would still arrive at Heathrow and be able to commute out 
from London if, as is usual, those offices which did move remained in the 
South East.
It seems therefore likely that the London area will remain the most 
popular destination for overseas business visits.
Much more needs to be known about the regional distribution of overseas 
business visits, end it is unsatisfactory to have to forecast on the basis 
of two rather general surveys. Assuming a measure of success in 
decentralisation and in the development of international airports in 
other parts of the country* the regional distribution for 1980 would be 
on the following lines:
* International Airport Flan for Yorkshire, Financial Times, 18/6/69, p. 8
TABLE X S m i
Geographical distribution in 1980 of 
business visitors who stav".in one location
Location visited numbers
London 2,353*500
Kent, Surrey and Sussex ISl^COO
Cumberland, Westmorland, Furness- ' 1^300
Devon, Cornwall t%5B0
Wales 10,500
Scotland 34,400
Lancsshiro*. !|/W Yorkshire, Cheshire, Isle of Non 174,000
Northumberland, Durham, K. Yorkshire ■ ' 15,800
Staffordshire, Warwickshire, Worcestershire,
Herefordshire* Shropshire 73,800
Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire, Horthants 58,000
Gloucestershire, Somerset, Wiltshire 26,400
Hants and Dorset 31,600
Cambridge, Norfolk, Suffolk, Esses 42,200
Oxford, Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Bedfordshire,
Hertfordshire, Kiddlesen 110,800
Total 3,130,600
TABLE m m . l l '
Geographical distribution in 1980 of
business visitors who stay in more than one location
Area(s) of -visit Numbers
Scotland only 12,900
Wales only - 1,000
West of England only 107,300
London and Scotland only 43,000
London and Wales only 12,600
London and H. Ireland only 6,300
London and East of England only 452,200
Northern Ireland 1,000
Other combinations 148,400'
Total 784,700
On this bade s nearly 3m overseas business visitors d l l  spend some time , 
in London in 1980. If they stayed the average number of nights forecast 
for non-business visitors, the capital vottld have to cater for 13.5m 
nights, and would have an average of 45,000 oversees businessman in the 
city each day. This 13.5m mist he compared with ...the total nights spent 
by overseas businessmen in the UK - 17.6m in 1980.
Tills poses enormous planning problems, leaving aside the accommodation 
aspect to be dealt with in the next paragraphs. The provision of adequate 
transport in London of the type required - principally hired cars and 
taxis.-— the provision of sufficient entertainment of the kittd enjoyed by 
overseas businessmens the provision of attractive restaurants and many 
other facilities do not appear to be adequately cagered. for in the Greater 
London Development Plan, which is more aligned to assessing the needs of 
the London resident. Unite has requirements are of course important, it 
must be realised that the resident population of London ic declining., 
while the visitor population is rising, and a plan which fails to take 
account of both these trends will be deficient and trill, in the long run, 
satisfy neither resident nor visitor.
Accommodation
* # «  #
The demand analysis shoved that 47% of overseas business visitor flights 
were spent in licensed hotels in 1967.' To what extent this is a 
reflection of supply constraints thill never be hnosm. One might expect 
a percentage of some visits to be spent in unlicensed accommodation, or 
with friends and relatives, but not just under half the business visitor 
nights to be spent in this may*
'The demand analysis concluded that shortage of licensed hotel capacity in 
London probably had the effect of deterring some business visits end 
shortening others. To avoid the criticism of being over-optimistic, 
however, the forecast will take as its base the 1967 figure of approxi­
mately 2,671m hotel nights (47.7% of 5.6m), and assume that this is an 
accurate reflection of true, as opposed to expressed, demand for licensed 
accommodation in the United Kingdom by overseas business visitors.
TtU rU . C L X X M l I  , T ta 's  v* /fcw -e-r Wvclm. 'rlu£*£:
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In maHng the forecast, however, any future supply constraints will fee 
ignored, as the purpose of the study is to' derive a figure for true demand,
There are two principal reasons for assuming that the percentage of nights 
spent in hotels will rise*
Firstly, the demand analysis showed that the shorter the length of visit, 
the more likely Hi was that that visit would fee 'spent in an hotel* Since " 
the average length of visit Is expected to drop, this will increase the 
percentage of nights spent in hotels*
Secondly, the country fey country analysis shoved that there was a marked 
variation in propensity to stay in hotels fey nationality* Those countries 
with low propensities are those whose share of United Kingdom trade is 
likely to fall, while those with high propensities - mainly Western 
European countries - are those whose share of UK trade ic likely to grow, 
especially If the IE joins the European Economic Community*
The first reason can fee amplified? the demand analysis showed that nearly 
every overseas business visitor spent some time In an hotel** One can 
conclude from the British Airport Authority Surveys of Faasenger Traffic 
at 0fttfdc& and Heathrow that the occasion on which they stayed at an hotel' 
was m m  likely to fee just after they had arrived, or just before they 
left, rather than in the middle of their stay, when they are likely to 
stay with & friend If they propose to do so* The reduction in the average 
length of stay clearly reduces the number of nights in the middle section 
of the visit, In other words, those nights which are m m  likely to fee 
spent outside the commercial accommodation market.
Taking the argument & stage further, let us assume^ for purposes of 
illustration, that the average visit in 1967, half of which is known to 
have been spent in hotels, wee spent as follows:
* Table C m X K
TABLE KKKIK
Frobcbility of business nights being spent in licensed hotels 
Night Location
First night Hotel (100% probability)
Second night Non-hotel ( 66% probability) Hotel (34% probability)
Third night Non-hotel ( 66% probability) Hotel (34% probability)
Fourth night Non-hotel ( 66% probability) Hotel (34% probability)
Fifth night Non-hotel ( 66% probability) Hotel (34% probability)
Sixth night NSa-hotel ( 661 probability) Hotel (34% probability)
Last night Hotel (100% probability)
If the average length of stay is reduced from 7 nights to 4.5 nights, and 
the location of the first and the last nights remains fined, the percentage 
of nights ©pent in hotels, rises from 50% to 62%, if the probability that 
the other nights are not spent in an hotel remains the same*
Taken in conjunction with the second reason - the switch in the UK trading 
pattern - it would be reasonable to forecast that at least 2/3 of 1980 
business visitor nights will be spent in licensed hotels*
This Implies a total of 11*7m licensed hotel nights, as opposed to 2.7m 
in 1967, an increase of just over four times. For London, this implies 
8.9m hotel nights as opposed to about 2.3m in 1967. Given an even monthly 
distribution of visits, this would necessitate another 18,000 hotel beds 
in London, and another 6,700 elsewhere, assuming full capacity in the peak 
months for business traffic in 1967. (This assumption is clearly more 
realistic for London than for elsewhere)• Making allowances for no-shows, 
uneven seasonal distribution, and the difficulty of having the right quota 
of the varying types of rooms (doubles and singles), for the purpose of 
forecasting both these figures should be increased by 20%, which would 
allow 80% bed occupancy in new hotels built for these extra clients.
21,600 new beds would appear to be required in London to accommodate the 
increase in business visitor traffic in the busy months- of I960. Thic 
figure must be contrasted with the estimate of 55,000 beds in licensed 
hotels in London in 1967 available for all visitors - resident and overseas, 
-$Ay<k tVuisi 6wcL
To illustrate the implications for tfteden, these figures imply a need for 
the equivalent of 21 1,000 feed hotels, which should he planned and buHt 
within the next ten years. Hies© figures of course exclude the require­
ments of the resident visitor, and the non-business overseas visitor.
This, poses problems concerning the allocation of land in the London area 
for hotels, and the traffic which such hotels would generate on already 
busy roads.
Hie facilities for which businessman look and appreciate in an hotel were 
outlined on pages 347-350, based on user surveys# There is no reason to 
suppose that the standards looked for will drop; indeed the growth in 
living standards in the businessmen’s homes end the increased contact 
with hotels in other countries through the expected increase in inter­
national travel will make him more critical and more determined to obtain 
value for money#
He will clearly prefer to stay in an hotel where the booking procedure 
is simple and quick, and he will be anxious to book his room at the case 
time, that is to say in the sane transaction^as he books hie airline seat. 
He trill be reassured in the selection of his hotel if he has already 
stayed In it before with satisfactory results, or if it belongs to an 
international hotel company that stands high in his estimation# He will 
not expect to settle his account in cash at the end of his visit and he 
m i l  expect to find ovalSStble in the hotel the normal facilities to 
assist him in his work - interpreters, typing facilities, etc.
The figures used in this forecast still leave a siseable proportion of the 
market outside hotels; some of this will accrue to unlicensed hotels, 
boarding houses, etc,, but probably not as much as at the moment as one 
is disregarding supply constraints in the forecast. The rest will stay 
with friends end relatives, which will have the advantage of spreading 
the geographical load. It ic assumed that, of the 5*9m nights £o be spent 
outside licensed hotels, 2m will be spent in unlicensed hotels and similar 
accommodation, and 3.9m with friends.
Conclusions
The growth in arrivals over the next decade is related to the growth 
expected in UK imports and exports* It is assumed that a higher 
percentage of trade will be conducted with Western Europe in 1980 than 
in 1967* The growth in arrivals * 4*9 times the level in 1967 - is 
more than the growth in bednighte spent in the UK - only three times 
as high - because of the reduced length of stay* However* because of an 
increased propensity to stay in licensed hotels, four times as many nights 
will be spent in this category of accommodation in 1980*
Tliis growth in demand for accommodation by overseas business visitors is 
chiffly of concern to London, although there are reasons for thinking 
that the share of the market accounted for by the capital may decrease*
The likely picture in 1980, as compared with that in 1967, is shown in 
the following tables
TABLE XL
Accommodation required by overseas visitors on business
by category of accommodation. 1967 and 1900
Gategory of aeeoEmodation 1967 1980
Bednights (m)
Licensed hotel 2.7* 11.7
Unlicensed hotel, etc* 1.0 2.0
Friends* and relatives* house 1.9 3*9
Total 5.6 17.6
The forecast indicates that 21,600 extra licensed hotel beds will be needed 
in London to deal with this category of demand* This may be an under­
estimate, as many of the assumptions made err on the side of pessimism* 
Outside London, Little extra accommodation may be needed because of the 
spare capacity in 1967*
This figure presents a real challenge to the planning authorities in 
London, principally the Greater London Council which is the regional 
authority responsible for forward planning, and for the hotel companies, 
architects and builders# It also presents a real challenge to two
* See footnote page £ 3 °\
Government departments; the Ministry, of Housing and Local Government# 
who will he required to adjudicate in planning disputes between local 
. authorities and hotel companies and who trill therefore be in a position:' . : 
to influence the supply of hotel heels in 1980; and the Treasury# who will 
wish to ensure that valuable foreign currency .earnings arc not lost 
through there not being sufficient hotels to accommodate overseas business' 
visitors. These msy not be the only foreign currency earnings which are ■ 
at risk; if the overseas visitor is a buyer# the potential export order 
©ay also be lest if he cannot be accommodated.
It presents a challenge to the airlines and the other domestic industries 
mentioned earlier which combine to form the tourist infra-structure.
Tills growth in demand must be seen in perspective? while not insignificant 
in vSlutin - 21,609 extra beds in London ic nearly half the existing ctock 
in London - it Is small in relation to the extra accommodation requirements 
derived in the previous chapter. The requirements of the businessman nay# 
however, be for superior quality accomodation# and they may be more 
prepared to pay a premium for accommodation in Central London. The 
concluding chapter aggregates all forms of demand for licensed accomoda­
tion# but these qualitative differences must be remembered when future 
accommodation is planned*
CHAPTER VII
m m m  for aocoimbatioh ax m  from n o m  m  i m o  bt overseas^ visitors
VISITBIG Y eE ^ W iTED ICXijiOH FOR AYTEHDABCE AT CQimmiCES^ ~ ~ ...
The demand analysis showed that the international conference market was 
becoming increasingly competitive, and that there were dangers of the 
United Kingdom failing t© maintain its share of the market through its 
reluctance to allocate sufficient resources to ensure that the facilities 
available in the United Kingdom, and the marketing support with which to 
sell them, would match those of its competitors.
The key factors involved in forecasting demand for accommodation for 
attendance at international conferences in the United Kingdom are there­
fore as follows:
1 The growth rate of the market for international conferences as a whole
2 The number of such conferences accruing to the UK
3 The average number of delegates attending each United Kingdom 
international conference
4 The number of companions of such delegates
5 The average length of stay of delegates and companions
To recapitulate on the demand analysis, which tried to quantify the above 
factors for 1967, it was estimated that in 1967 there were approximately
4.000 international conferences, 176 were held in the United Kingdom, of 
which 111 were held in London, average attendance at United Kingdom 
conferences was 343 delegatee **£57 of whom had a companion. Average length 
of stay - m  distinguished from average length of conference - was 7 days, 
or 6 nights, for the delegatee from overseas - 75% of the total - and
4 days, or 3 nights, for the United Kingdom delegates - 25% of the total. 
International conferences generated 353,000 overseas visitor nights and
59.000 resident visitor nights.
Against this background, one must forecast the five variables mentioned 
&bova.
* Page 681/2
1. The factors influencing the grouch rate of international conferences 
as a whole were annlyocd on pages 472-477* By and large, they were non- 
quantifiable factors, such ac the increased specialication in many fields 
of commerce end professional activities, and the tendency to pool 
knowledge, experience and findings from research* There were also come 
quantifiable factors at work, such as the increase in the number of 
international associations registered with the Union of International 
Associations*
In forecasting the future number of international conferences, the most 
realistic approach is to ascertain what rate of.annual increase was 
achieved historically under the influence of the determinants which were 
identified, and then make subjective judgments about the influence of 
these determinants in.the future and adjust the historical growth rate 
accordingly. Such an approach may be found wanting in scientific 
application, but any more advanced forecasting technique would not be 
appropriate in view of the lack of quantified data and of the ictan&iMc 
nature of the determinants.
Simple extrapolation of the historic growth rate of yields a total 
of approximately 14,000-international■conferences In 1080, to be shared, 
among existing convention centres, and those that will be constructed in 
the 1970*0* Tliis is likely to be am -underestimate because of the combined 
operation of the following three factors:
(a) Growth of subjects covered by international associations
(b) Improved facilities in the 1970*s
(c) More advanced marketing techniques
(a) The subjects with which the majority of international associations 
concern themselves arc likely to increase in importance ever the 
next decade fester than they have done to date. Hew faculties, 
skills and sciences will grow cut of existing ones. The larger 
associations will sub-divide into regional ones; associations based 
on one country will open, their membership to non-residents and, as' 
the centre of power and legislation moves m a y  from national 
assemblies to multi-national or supra-national assemblies, so 
national pressure groups will be replaced by international pressure 
groups. While these trends are already in evidence, their influence
■* Table ChSEI
over the next decade is inadequately reflected in a growth rate 
based on events between 1954 and 1964,
(b) The demand analysis showed that the hotel industry was beginning to 
realise the potential of the international conference market for 
boosting its occupancy rates, especially in the shoulder months,? 
for attracting customers with higher daily expenditure levels and 
for introducing potential repeat customers to their establishments*
The airlines were also showing increased Interest In generating this
type of traffic. ' i{jo
By 1980, this increased awareness Is likely to have removed many of 
the supply constraints In operation at the moment, and the provision 
of preferential air tariffs for delegates to recognised inter­
national conferences seems a possibility, while it is more than 
probable that cheap ’all inclusive* packages will be readily 
available to delegates attending international exhibitions.*
Hotels and towns dependent on the conference business trill ensure 
that adequate facilities for the conference delegate and conference 
organiser are available, and thus minimise the deterrent effect that 
the shortage of these facilities has on demand at the moment,
(c) Finally, the application of sophisticated marketing techniques to 
international conferences will encourage more associations to hold 
them, and to hold them more often.
To date, there has been little application of marketing skills to 
this field of aeMrity, It has been argued that the administration 
of international conferences t?ill increasingly be handed over to 
professional conference organisers as the work becomes more complex 
and as the delegates expect a higher standard in the programme and 
its supporting attractions, and as the arrangements are spread over 
an increasingly long period of time. These professional conference 
organisers will have a greater incentive to ’sell* the conference 
as their remuneration or commission will be related to attendance.
* Conferences, Exhibitions and Executive Travel, April 1962, p. 2.
This is especially true if the professional conference organisers 
have links with airlines or hotels, through vertical integration#
These organisers will have available the skills to promote the 
conference more professionally than the permanent staff of the 
international associations concerned and, by emphasising the 
recuperative potential of an international conference or 
exploiting the attractions of the town or city where the 
conference is being held, they will necessarily achieve, a deeper ; 
penetration of the market than the simple/circular;-**fki© year’s 
conference is being held at##. Members are invited to attend”•
likewise, intelligent marketing by conference organisers, airlines'-' 
and hotels will persuade associations who do not normally hold 
conferences, or who hold them at irregular Intervals B‘ to enter the , 
market, or to enter if more frequently# The advantages to an 
association and its members of more regular meetings will he 
emphasised by the organisers, as will the importance of the members 
visiting as .many different locations as possible to follow any 
physical developments in their fields of interests. The fact that 
the organisers will be able-to negotiate preferential terms with 
airlines and hotels will also be emphasised.
For these reasons, the historic growth rate of international conferences 
is likely to be exceeded by a comfortable margin# 13/’ is a more realistic 
growth rate, and, taking a base of 4,000 international conferences in 1967, 
this yields approximately 20,000 international conferences to be held in ■ 
I960.
13% is less optimistic than the 15% expected by the President of The 
International Congress and Convention Association, who forecast that 
'%ithin five years, world conference traffic will double”.*
* Murat* Jcaa-Claudc, 7th .Annual General lldetltig ©f the XCCA,
Eio de Janeiro 6/12/6S.
2 What arc the factors influencing the number of these conferences-which 
will be held in the IlEf
The factors involved are basically;
(a) The construction of c large purpose-built convention centre 
in London
<b) The allocation of sufficient resources to the marketing of 
London as a conference venue
(c) The development of other convention-centres in the UK
In the absence of the first two factors* there can he no doubt that 
London would lose its place near the top of the league table ©f inter­
national conference destination© m  the next decade progressed. Paris - 
London's major rival - is investing in a new purpose-built convention 
centre? other convention - towns arc rapidly expending end improving thclr 
facilities. -Many cities* particularly beyond Europe, will enter the 
market nn the supply side in the 1970's with the most modem facilities 
available wad with generous promotional budgets*
A good example of the competition the UK 'will have to face is provided . 
by the Motherlands? a m u  centre has just been constructed at the Hague 
costing £8.4® which has facilities for 9,000 delegates and accommodation . 
locally for 6,000#- The Motherlands now has three fully operational 
convention centres within 55 miles* ■
Whether the first two conditions Above are fulfilled is dependent on ..the 
priorities of the Government and the Greater London Council - simply on - 
whether they believe that the allocation of scarce resources, such as 
land in the centre of London and a substantial amount of public funds, 
to a convention centre, is the optimum use for such resources, bearing 
in mind the alternative uses to which £&cy might have been put.
In the absence of any knowledge by the authorities of the likely sumo 
which ouch e convention centre would generate, they do not ec yet have 
the data on which to make a rational decision. Such data arc urgently 
needed cc such a centre would probatly not cover its direct costs* and 
the invisible earnings would therefore need to be quantified to justify 
the investment.
Since the Greater London 'Development Flan makes geographical, if sot 
financial* provision for such a centre,** and since this study is 
discounting supply constraints, it will be assumed that a purpose-built ■ 
convention centre will be operational by 1980, probably in the Covent 
Garden area. It is also assumed that the success of the centre will'not.-;' 
be prejudiced by false economies in its capital costs or by insufficient ' 
funds to administer it and market it on the scale it would deserve.
The ascunptoon that it will be built by 1980 is not unrealistic, since 
progress has already been made with its specifications; it is unfortunate, 
however, that one cannot assume that it will exist much earlier.
On the basis of this assumption, there is little doubt that London would 
increase its share of the market, as its performance in 1967 was of course 
handicapped by the absence of the facilities mentioned above, which / - 
existed in rival conference cities. It vco-Btco handicapped by the small 
amount of money allocated to the winning of convention business. Further­
more, accepting the argument that conventions will increasingly be combined 
with holidays, and that delegates ttill increasingly be accompanied by vivas 
and other members of their families, London is obviously better placed in 
this respect then many other conference'cities, as it is a more popular ' '
tourist destination.
n Host large convention centres do not cover their costs; if one in London 
-would'cortoinly price itoolf cut of the market.
Greater London Council, Greater London Development Plan, (draft test), 
March 1969, p.43. "London also needs a modern conference centre for large 
international conferences. The Council is studying where such a leading 
centre could best be located in the heart of London* The Covent Garden 
area is one possibility. A development of this kind needs to be well 
served by public transport, and close to hotels, chops, theatres, 
restaurants and all the tourist sight© of London!!
In 31967» London had lean than 31 of the market, measured in terms of 
number© of international conferences. Its chare should increase to 4% ; 
if itc handicap is renewed, implying 800 international conferences in 
London in 1980. Assuming the share of the market accounted for by the 
rest of the UK remained static, 325 conferences would he held outside 
London, giving a national total of 1,125, a sixfold increase over the 
figure for 1967.
The rest of the UK is unlikely to perform as well as tendont International 
conferences have to he near international airports, end even if secondary 
cities were made more accessible, they would have to compete with the 
improved communications to other Western European cities. The construction- 
of a ghannel Tunnel would, however, help some South Coast resort teems*
In the absence of m purpose-built convention centre one might expect 
London's share of the market to drop to 2% or only 400 international 
conferences.
3* The ai’cragc number of delegates attending all international conferences 
£n 1380 is likely to increase slightly from the figure of 450 in 1967. 
Increased in real wealth and better marketing will increase the percentage 
of eligible delegates who attend each conference. (The number of eligible 
delegates may not itself increase, because of the trend towards more 
interactions} associations, rather than larger ones). One might, therefore, 
expect average attendance at all international conferences to increase from 
about 450 to 500.
UK conferences tended to he smaller in 1967 because mmuj of the larger 
ones could not be held in London; or, if a few mere, attendance had to 
be rationed* This supply constraint would be removed if a le.tvr •r^rpocc- 
built convention centre were constructed, and one could legitimately 
expect the figure for the United Kingdom to increase to the average of 500, 
as maximum capacity for an international conferences in London would be 
comparable to that of its major competitors»
The percentage of delegates to international conferences who come from 
the United Kingdom will probably fall as. the size and number of such '-' 
conferences increase. Tide is because a high proportion of eligible UK 
delegates already attend the conference of their international association ' 
when it is held in the UK. The growth in attendance will therefore come 
from non-UK residents. The percentage of attendance accounted for by UK 
delegates could drop from 25% to 15%.'
On this basis the total number of delegates to such conferences in the 
United Kingdom would increase from about 60,090 in 1967 to 562,500 in 
1980* 409,000 of whom would come to London. The numbers of overseas 
delegates would increase from 45*009 to 478,125, a .tenfold increase.'
4. The number of delegates with companions should increase from 30% to 
40%. This will partly he due to increased prosperity, hut also to the 
growing habit of combining attendance at a conference with a holiday,
and to the marketing of a conference so as to emphasise the entertainments 
available after the formal cessions.
This trend, however, is less likely to influence UK delegates, since London 
is not a very popular destination for UK holiday-makers, and since many 
live in the South Bast area caywcy. Ac a safety margin, the figure of a 
40% accompaniment rate is only applied to overseas delegates, bringing the 
total of overseas visitors up to 670,000 and total international conference 
traffic up to 750,099.
5. One of the few factors unlikely to change very much over the next 
decade is the average duration of international conferences held in the 
UK. The presoure on the time at the disposal of the average delegate is 
unlikely to be less than it is today, and any lengthening of duration of 
conferences would correspondingly reduce the number of delegates who could 
attend it in full. tfhile it is conceded that there might well be more 
subjects to be covered by conferences, it in maintained that this will be 
met by more conferences, rather than by longer conferences*
A fair, if perhaps cautious, forecast would be that the average duration 
of 1389 international conferences and the average length of stay of overseas 
and UK delegates will not vary from what was observed in 1967, The
conference should last, on average, 4 days or 3 nights, end this will 
coincide with Che length of stay at the conference, of the UK delegates#’; ;• 
Oversees delegates, cn the other hand, may supplement their attendance 
at the conference with a short stay* and cn average may he in the UK for 
6 nights.
This yields a total of 4#27a nights, 3a of which would he spent in London - 
(1967 - 412*000, of which 260,090 were spent.in London}« These figures 
include nights spent by all delegates' companions and nights spent by UIC 
residents* Of the 4*27a nights, about 4rs will be accounted for by 
overseas visitors#
To try and estimate a figure of the foreign,exchange potential of inter-' 
national conferences* it in assured that the average daily expenditure y 
in the UK by overseas delegates increases from £16 in 1967 at a rate-of 
3|% per asaus, and that companions spend half as much as delegates.
This yields £109*2 estimated foreign exchange earnings from international 
conferences in 1980 exclusive of air faros# To evaluate the impact of 
a purpose-built convention centre, one can assures that, without one, ■ 
London's share of the market would be 2% - 400 conferences instead of 
800 - and that average attendance would fall to 359 delegates. Foreign 
exchange receipts on this-basis would only be £44®. These figures, even 
talcing into account the very sweeping assumptions which have been made, 
give a good idea of the potential of such a centre to the country's balance 
©f payments. These figures will, in fact, understate demand as they 
exclude the conferences of domestic American associations which may be 
held in the UK in 1980. These associations are not international ones, 
as membership is restricted to USA residents# There are no data available 
on the extent to which such associations, and indeed those of Western 
European countries, currently hold their conferences in the UIC, but the 
propensity to do so v i H  undoubtedly increase* The UK is particularly 
well placed to capture American conference business because of the common 
language. The. relative cheapness of our hotels compensates to some extent 
for /the additional travel cost involved in coming here, whilst the 
difference In cost between flying from Her? York to London, and from Hew 
Toth to San Francisco is small, indeed, a charter flight from Met-? York 
to London in 1980 could well be cheaper than the scheduled flight from 
Mew York to San Francisco*
If this market is fully exploited9 total delegate sights should increase 
from 4.27m to 5n, if 200 such conferences were attracted* with cn average 
of 500 delegates, 125 companions, and if they all spent an average of
0 nights in the UK.
This is the potential within the industry's reach if the conditions are 
fulfilled# Shortage of facilities and capacity, combined with Government 
apathy, rather than over-optimistic demand forecasts, arc the most likely 
reasons for the target not being reached. For those reasons, the figure 
of 5m nights may ha easier to remember than to achieve. If the 
Government were to commit itself to the construction of a convention 
centre, and to its promotion, the accorsaodatien industry would probably 
respond with the extra beds required. Ufggg; then arc the implications for 
the industry of these figures?
If 75% of the extra nights were to be spent in hotels operating at 80% 
bed occupancy, an extra 12,000 beds would be. needed,
(a) assuming full capacity in 1967
(b) assuming an even seasonal distribution of international 
conferences in 1980,
8,500 of these extra beds would have to be in London. iThese assumptions 
are clearly more realistic for London). Important implications for the 
industry Vt? Clgwrcs of increased volume.
1 Keservationc for delegates* .accommodation will increasingly be made in 
large blocks, as will their air reservations. This calls for larger 
hotels, capable of absorbing as high a percentage of attending 
delegatee as possible to mirtimec the operational difficulties of the 
conference organisers, and the transport problems involved in conveying 
delegates to their hotel.
2 This in turn means that the hotels will have to process delegates and 
their luggage speedily and efficiently as they will all arrive 
simultaneously.
3 Soma central control will be needed to ensure that international 
conferences , particularly in London, arc evenly spaced throughout the 
year*
4 The catering facilities within the hotels will have to be geared to 
serving lunches and dinners simultaneously to large numbers of delegates, 
preferably in one room* since after dinner speeches may form an integral 
part of the conference programme.
5 Accommodation in the vicinity of the convention centre will be in demand* 
particularly accommodation'within walking distance* as traffic congestion 
near the convention centre is likely to be intense before the beginning 
of -each session..
6 The fact that a large number of hotel occupants may be attending -the 
same conference will load to a series of peak demands on hotel 
facilities.
7 Pressure will be put on the tourist infra-structure in the catchment 
area of the convention centre.
Emphasis on the problems arising from the construction of a convention
centre should not obscure the fact that the hofcclc themselves will be
hosts to many of the smaller and medium-sised conferences.
Conclusions
TABLE TLX
Growth in demand for accommodation by overseas visitors 
attending international, conferences in the UK, 1967 and 1980
1967 1980
Pednightc
Licenced hotels 
Unlicensed hotels 
Friends and relatives house 
Total
$,,000*000 
100*000 
900*000. 
4,000,000
The above tabic iv, an attempt at quantification of the possible increase 
in demand for accommodation in the UK by 1980 through attendance at 
international conferences in the UK. The tenfold Increase is partly 
attributable to a fairly high growth rate of international conferences 
as a whole* but, more important, to the effect of the construction in 
London of a purpose-built convention centre and to the allocation of 
sufficient funds.to promote it on a generous scale.
The table is therefore of particular significance to London. Thereare, 
however, difficulties in forecasting conference demand which have net 
applied to other traffic.
Since an international conference could take place in almost any city in 
the world in 1980, it is especially difficult to forecast: the UK’s share 
of the market in the light of this volatility and competitiveness. It 
is particularly difficult to do so since reliable data arc not yet 
available, and it is to be hoped that the net? Brlcioh Tourist Authority 
will apply itself to the collection of better statistics on this important 
section of demand for accommodation and will carry out surveys of 
conference delegates in London to learn more about their acecrrmodeticn 
requirements, accompaniment ratc-s; expenditure, length of stay, etc. One 
thing, however, is clear; the potential for the UK is enormous and, as 
yet, unrealised. An organisation on the lines of the London Convention 
Bureau is needed to apply itself to the exploitation of this potential 
and to the circumvention of any attendant difficulties. -The present 
division of responsibility betwemm the British. Travel Association, the. 
London Convention Bureau, the Greater London Council, the Government, 
the Covent Garden Lcdeveiopment team and the local authorities who are 
responsible for that area is very unsatisfactory, and the establishment 
of e body with sole responsibility for attracting conferences to the TJK 
and administering the new centre is urgently needed if the forecast is 
to he. met*
Hor is it satisfactory that the international associations should continue 
to be canvassed individually by the UK hotel companies, UK airlines, UK 
conference organisers and the London Convention Bureau, to hold their 
conferences in London, as this is a waste of resources, causes irritation 
to the associations co contacted and prejudices the chances of the UK
being selected as the tourist destination* Coordination is urgently 
needed in the UK in this respect.
In common with the forecasts of other sections of demand, supply 
constraints ere ignored; in this particular case it is assumed that a 
purpose-built convention centre Trill he built. To assume otherwise would 
have been to revise the forecast downwards because of supply factors, 
and this is Issyond the study*s terms of reference. Those who believe 
this assumption to be optimistic can revise the forecast downwards in 
the light* of assumptions set out on page 653. But it is earnestly hoped 
that the approximate quantification of the financial benefits on such a 
centre will lend weight to the body of opinion calling for its immediate 
construction.
The figures in Table XLI make no allowance for increased demand for 
accommodation thoough the construction of better exhibition facilities in 
the UIC. The demand analysis* showed that the UK lagged bching other 
Ecropcan countries in this respect, and that this had at last been 
officially recognised.
Over the next‘decade, recognition may be turned into action and this would 
have a beneficial effect on demand for accommodation in the locality of 
such a centre, be it at Northolt, Birmingham or Manchester. Such an 
eventuality is not taken into account in the forecast but acts as a safety 
margin to avoid suspicions of over-forecasting.
The conference and exhibition market is more competitive thafi the other 
sources of demand for accommodation, and the accomodation industry cannot 
rely so much on the monopolistic advantages it enjoys, for example, as far 
as tourism is concerned. Success or failure in the international conference 
market will therefore be a more accurate barometer of the success of the 
UIC accommodation industry, andAindustry has a real opportunity to disprove 
the many accusations which are so often levied against it, By increasing 
its share of this highly competitive market.
* Pages 489/90
CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS
It is now possible to draw all the threads together from the individual 
forecasts in the preceding sir chapters and to weave a composite picture 
of demand for accommodation away from home in the UK in 1980,
This picture is portrayed in Table XLII
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To derive the implications for the accomodation industry, Table XLII must 
be compared with Table X on page 48, which quantified demand in 1967.
Such a comparison shows that overall demand should increase by approximately 
68% over the thirteen years - from approximately 450 million nights away 
from home in 1957 to approximately 750 million in 1980.
This overall increase of 68% is the result;of high expected growth in
demand by overseas visitors, and a somewhat slower expected growth in
domestic demand. Overseas demand is expected to grow by 240% between 
1967 and 1980 - from approximately 70 million nights in 1967 to approximately 
235 million in 1980, while domestic demand is only expected to grow by 36%, 
from approximately 375 million nights in 1967 to approximately 510 million
*• '■ i. <■ ‘ ’ ' J
in 1980. As a result of these differential growth rates, the percentage
of total demand which is accounted for by overseas visitors should rice
from approximately 15% in 1967 to approximately 32% in 1980. This doubling
ofvthe share of the market by overseas visitors is the firsi and one of the
/
most important, conclusions to emerge.
Domestic demand for accommodation away from home in the UK was shown to be 
relatively stagnant; however, if demand by UK residents for accommodation 
away from home inclusive of demand otsfefeide the UK is examined, a different 
picture would emerge • Demand for accommodation outside the UK is expb&ted 
to increase from approximately 90 million nights in 1967 approximately 
490 million'in 1980, an increase of 'over 400%. Overall, domestic demand 
should increase from approximately 470 million nights in 1967 to nearly 
1000 million nights in 1980.
' ■ ' i . r._. • '
This leads to the second conclusion; that the principal Beneficiaries of 
the doubling of demand by UK residents are the accommodation industries 
overseas and, together with the first conclusion, underlines the increasingly 
international nature of this category of social and economic activity.
The differential growth rates for demand in the UK are, in turn, 
attributable to differential growth rates in the three types of demand 
analysed in this study ~ mn-businecc demand (principally holiday demand), 
business demand, and demand in connection with attendance at conferences.
Looking at domestic demand, the growth rate of 36% over the thirteen year 
period is the net result of non-business demand growing by 35%, of business 
demand grcxzing by 11% and of conference demand more than doubling.
Similarly, the growth rate of 240% in demand by overseas visitors is the 
net result of non-business demand growing by about 238%, of business demand 
growing by 213% and of conference demand increasing over tenfold.
This leads to the third conclusion, that the purpose of visit of the 
clients of the accommodation industry will change, though not perhaps by 
very much. In partenter, demand by conference delegates is expected to 
grow faster than the two ether categories of demand.
So far, the conclusions have not touched on the distribution of demand 
within the accommodation categories selected in this study. A comparison 
of the final columns of the two tables concerned leads to the fourth 
conclusion; that demand for some.categories of accommodation is going to 
grow very fast, while demand for others is going to fall. Table XLIXI 
shows the increase or decrease in demand in 1980 over demand in 1967 by 
category of accommodation.
TABLE XLXIX ■
Increase or decrease in total demand 
for accommodation away from home in UIC in 1980 
compared with 1967, by category of accommodation
Increase (decrease - ) 
in millions of nightsCategory of accommodation 
Licensed hotels, etc. 
Unlicensed hotels, etc.
117
—  12 
83 
- 5
Friends* reiauzvew Huut>e»
Holiday camps
Camping
Caravans
Youth hottels, schools, etc. 
Cruise, boats, yachts, etc. 
Rented houses, flats, etc. 
Private family as paying guest 
Other accommodation 
Total in UK
and l ti s* ho s s
28
35
3
14
39
f
* 302
In absolute terras, the principal beneficiaries are licensed hotels, which 
will be expected to cater for an extra 117 million bednights by 1980.
The next largest increase is for accommodation in friends* and relatives* 
houses; they will have to cater for an extra 83 million nights by 1980. 
These two accommodation categories will account for 200 million of the 
300 million net increase in demand.
After them, the beneficiaries are three accommodation categories with 
an overall gain of about 35 million nights each; camping, caravans and 
rented accommodation. They are followed by cruises etc., with an expected 
gain of about 14 million nights.
Four accommodation categories can expect little improvement or a slight 
decline; holiday camps, youth hottels etc., private families taking paying 
guest and *other* accommodation. The major casualty is the unlicensed 
hotel category.
If the change is tabulated by the relative, as opposed to absolute, 
increase in demand, a different picture emerges.
TABLE XLIV
Percentage increase in total demand 
for accommodation away from home in 19 
over 1967, by category of accommodation
Category of accommodation
Licensed betels, etc.
Unlicensed hotels, etc.
Friends* and relatives* houses
Holiday camps
Camping
Caravans
Youth hottels, schools, etc. 
Cruise, boats, yachts, etc. 
Rented houses, flats, etc. 
Private family as paying guest 
Other accommodation
% increase in nights 
(decrease - ) __
128%
12%
63%
- 34%
283%
84%
87%
400%
126%
- 18% 
15%
A slightly different pattern has now emerged, and it Is one which is perhaps 
more realistic as it gives an indication of the growth in capacity required 
by 1980 relative to 1967* The biggest relative increase is in demand for 
water-based accommodation, followed by demand for camping* The largest 
decline in relative terms is in demand for holiday casps#
It is clear from this that although licensed hotels may be expected to do 
well, the dynamic areas of growth are outside the traditional commercial 
accommodation Industry*
Nights spent in licensed hotels should more than double over the thirteen 
years in question; of the extra 117 million nights, nearly half will be 
accounted for by overseas visitors visiting the UK for non-business 
reasons* If other overseas visitors are included, then over half the 
increase 'in demand for licensed accommodation will come from overseas.
By 1980, 381 of nights spent in licensed hotels will be accounted for by 
overseas visitors as opposed to about 172 in 1967- It was suggested that 
this increase in overseas demand would need over 200,000 new beds in 
licensed hotels in London alone.* ftctil'the increase in domestic demand - 
primarily business demand as far as London is concerned - then the 1980 
deficit in terms of 1967* a supply is probably quarter of a million beds 
in licensed hotels in London*
Unlicensed hotels and similar accommodation, on the other hand, are 
faced with a contraction In demand* The principal reason for this is 
the decline in domestic non-business demand for this category of 
accommodation* The contraction in demand would have been larger, had it 
not been cushioned by an increase in overseas demand. Since the overseas 
demand will primarily be for such accommodation in London, the decline in 
demand outside the London area will be much larger than the aggregate 
figures imply*
* 175,000 for non-business visitors (p.612), 21,600 for business visitors 
(p.641), and 8,500 for delegates to international conferences in the UK 
(p.654).
Demand for accomodation at friends* and relatives* houses will increase 
sharply, principally because of the increase in overseas non-business 
demand for this categofy of accommodation* Assuming 21 million private 
dwellings in the UK in 1980, then approximately five nights will be spent 
in each, on average, by an overseas visitor - probably a relative*
Holiday camps, as we know them now, face a decline in demand - a victim 
of the mobile holiday in the UK, and of the growth in demand for overseas 
holidays* Camping holidays, on the other hand, constitute a dynamic 
growth market, largely a reflection of the increased car-ownership which 
makes such holidays feasible* Caravanning holidays will also increase 
sharply, and both these types of holidays pose problems for planners.
Youth hostels and similar accommodation do not account for a significant 
share of the market and the small increase in demand, in absolute terms, 
should pose few problems apart, perhaps, from the provision of a large 
International Youth Hotel in London (the only large European capital 
without one).
The growth in demand for cruises etc. is partly due to the increase in the 
number of older holiday-makers9 for %fcza these types of holiday are 
particularly attractive. It is also due to an increase in the number of 
private vessels purchased over the next decade.
Demand for rented accommodation is another example of a buoyant section 
of demand which will not benefit the traditional commercial accommodation 
Industry - indeed, part of the growth may be at its expense. While part 
of this increase will come from overseas visitors, most of it will come 
from domestic holideyvmakere for whom this type of holiday accommodation, 
with it© feasibility and relative cheapness, is becoming increasingly 
popular.
Private families who provide paying guests with holiday accommodation 
face a decline in demand. As standards of living and expectations of 
quality rise, this type of accommodation will become less acceptable.
The reasons for all these changes in composition of demand can of course 
be found in more detail in the text of the various categories of demand, 
and the above summary is no substitute for a^thorough 'examination of it.
The implications for the accommodation industry of this shift in composition 
of demand would not be so far-reaching if the accommodation requirements 
of the increased numbers of overseas visitors which are expected were the 
same as those of some of the OK residents; were this the case, then the 
abandoned seaside lodging-houses and the empty holiday camps deserted for 
sunnier climes by the British koliday-cshcr could be used by the overseas 
visitor. But the accommodation requirements of the overseas visitor are, 
unfortunately, totally different? the location, else and quality of the 
new accommodation needed to meet overseas demand in the next decade are 
far removed from those of the excess capacity caused by the diversion of 
a large section of domestic demand. The new accommodation is needed in 
the countryfs important cities and cathedral towns; the old accommodation 
is at the seaside. The new accommodation will be required in bulk under 
one roof; the old accommodation is spread out over a large number of informal 
establishments. The new accommodation will have to be up to international 
standards related to the standards of living of the international traveller; 
the old accommodation is a reflection of standards of living in this country 
in the inter-war years* A fundamental structural change is therefore implied.
Historically, the British accomodation industry has been slow to respond 
to such structural changes in demand and this is unfortunately still true* 
Evidence of this can be seen from the ’For Sale* signs hanging outside 
s&aside boarding houses, contrasted with the ’House Full7 signs outside 
most London hotels in the summer. There is too much of the wrong 
accommodation in the wrong place, and not enough of the right acoommodation 
in the right place, and the situation is likely to deteriorate unless 
corrective action is taken on a scale not dreamt of hitherto.
Historically, it has not mattered too much if there was a gulf between the 
accommodation supplied end the accommodation required - both qualitatively 
and quantitatively. The volume of demand was smaller; the potential for 
the balance of payments was less? and there was a minimal danger of foreign 
suppliers intervening to make good any accomodation shortage. Hone of
these pretexts still apply, and it is essential that the commercial 
accommodation industry realigns itself to meet demand in the 1970*s as 
soon as possible. This realignment cannot be achieved by the industry 
single-handed.
It is a paradox that, after the last war, when the Government wished to 
help the accommodation industry to fulfil its potential, the industry 
scorned such assistance; yet now that it is prepared to accept it - and 
In soma cases actively soliciting it - such assistance is not forthcoming 
in sufficient quantify to make any impact. It is this lack of co-operation 
between the two parties, based on a disagreement about the importance of 
the accommodation industry;;: in the economy which, combined with a certain 
inherited lethargy on the part of the industry, is the greatest threat to 
the achievement of the targets set out in the component sections of the 
forecast. Whereas the industry may in the past have been able to meet 
demand with no outside assistance, had it so wished, this is no longer 
true. The land requirements alone - leaving out considerations of labour 
and finance - have such wide implications for traffic and tom planning 
that they cannot be met in isolation. But, more important, the accommoda­
tion industry is but one component of the tourist industry, and the 
requirements of the former must be related to and reconciled with the 
requirements of the latter. This leads one to the conclusion that what is 
desperately needed is a fTourist Flan* - a realistic target of the numbers 
of overseas visitors to be attracted to the UK between now and the end of 
the century, from which the requirements of the accommodation Industry,nnd 
the other components of the tourist industry, can be derived. Such plans 
already exist in many countries less dependent on tourism; their value lies 
not only in the subsequent derivation of specific targets for specific 
components of tourist supply, but in the concensus of all bodies concerned 
with tourism that a specific target is realistic and achievable and that 
they will all work towards it. Such a plan must have the approval of the 
Government, even if it need not necessarily originate from it, as the 
decisions that have to be made are often political ones in that they 
allocate resources to one user as opposed to another by referring to a set 
of priorities. In this respect a Tourist Plan is different from a demand 
forecast as set out in this study, as supply constraints must be taken 
into account.
Given a Tourist Plan and a realistic target of tourist arrivals in 1980, 
the industry then needs better data on the movement and requirements of 
the overseas visitor once he is in the UK. Without this, the industry is 
in the dark and will continue to make investment decisions on the base of 
unsubstantiated hunches; while these may often be accurate, they are no 
substitute for quantified demand analysis*
A Tourist Plan must also quantify and make provision for domestic demand 
for accommodation and collate it with overseas demand. The shortcomings 
of the existing situation - insufficient camping sites, both quantitatively 
and qualitatively, congested roads on holiday routes, unsightly growth of 
some chalet developments, overcrowded resorts ~ are the consequence of the 
failure to p|.an for domestic holiday demand. The diversion overseas of 
much of the increase in domestic demand over the next decade is one 
solution, though perhaps not the one which the accommodation industry or 
the Treasury find ideal. But the volume of domestic demand, measured in 
bednights, will still increase, and the accommodation which trill be required, 
due to the influence of the various demand determinants, will he different*
In particular, provision for camping and caravanning holidays will have to 
be increased, and alternative uses found for some of the larger holiday 
camps and for the many informal types of establishment on the coast which 
will ntt be required in 1980. This has to be planned, and on the basis of 
better data.
In ensuring that these better data are available, the industry has a major 
role to play* It can either provide the data itself, which would involve 
mutual trust and co-operation on a scale never achieved before, or, more 
likely, it will follow logically from the classification and grading of 
all commercial accomodation establishments, a measure which is long 
overdue. The industry would then have data on its market similar to those 
available to other industries and could then make rational investment 
decisions.
A Tourist Plan and better market information are two necessary ingredients 
for future success. A third, and the most important* Is the will cm behalf 
of the industry to seise and exploit its opportunities. Too often* the 
British accommodation industry has seen its opportunities accrue either to 
the international accommodation companies, or to the airlines and Chipping 
companies, or to domestic companies not primarily concerned with accommoda­
tion, and it has clearly suffered as a result because those opportunities 
were missed. Allegations of trespassing and unfair competition have been 
its traditional reaction, combined with warnings of over-capacity.
These excuses died a natural death many years ago; demand for accommodation 
away from horns crosses the boundaries of many industries and is no longer
the exclusive preserve of the hotels* The plaintiff cry of •over-capacity*
has long been exposed as a disguise for maintaining an existing shortage 
and for increasing tariffs and profits. The final excuse, that the volume 
and nature of future demand has never been known, is now no longer valid.
Let the industry new accept the challenge.
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1966
Enero 5,806 111,466 110,337 120,898 32,375
Febrero 4,382 110,506 117,162 155,190 28,851
Mars© 5,056 189,376 135,461 200,742 33,080
Abril 8,946 350,623 359,358 349,930 53,695
Kay© 11,124 655,340 282,082 705,399 08,249
Junio 13,727 977,710 454,325 1,237,877 75,322
* Eleven other categories are provided to iaake up the total
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AUSTRIA*
As at 31/8/1965
Gmrerblichc EeherbergtmgsbetriebG susansen F
(Commercial ,£Uicoi2SDcietion es tab lisfcaenta) ' B
n
K
Privatuaterktmfte■ B
(Private lodgings) H
W
Insgecemt B
(Total) U
H
As at 31/8/1966 
Gasthoie, Gaothauser, Fensionen, F
Fresdenhelcie bis 8 bet ten ^
(Hotels, inns, bearding Houses, etc., ^
np to eight beds)
M
Hotels, Gasthofe, Fensionen, ?7rcmdenheitne F
nher B bcfcfcea *
(Hotels, etc*, with more than eight beds) ^
I!
Von Gewerblichen Beherbergern B
angeaietete private Frcndenbetten ^
(Beds privately rented iron 
Commercial ac2 'o-odaticn establishments)
18,281 
435,§48 ' 
10,671 
19,476
324,161
6,302
654
760,109
16,973
20,130
2,590
14,583
668
194
15*5.22
410,134
8,397
2,485
4,762
61
* Statistiachec Eandbueh 1967 (Page 212, Table 20,01, Tourists)
lOurhauser, Kurheitne, Karans talten, Srholuacchoitac ■ F . ,371
(Sanatoria, ©oxrvclescent homes, etc*) 8 19,036
H . 484 ■
M 40
lleil** end P£legeenntelten, Sanatoricc F 40
(Nursing homes, foster homes, etc*) B 2,921
B ■■■30.
Bewirtocb&ftcte Schutrhutten V 704
(Commercially owned lodges) B 12,571
n 1,033
K 16,167
Ccvcrbliche Behetfeergungsbetriebe sosassaen F 19,227
(Total commercial accommodation establishments) B 464,007
n 10,673
ii 18,386-
P r i vatuntcrkuuf tc p 67,053
(Private lodgings) B 343,853
K 024
H 330
Insgesanfc B 607,860
(Total) » 11,497
H 19,216
Ansserdctn:
(In addition)
Kindercrholtmgsheitsa (Auch BchclfonGCcigc) F 223
(Young children's nuroing homos - including B 10,918
temporary ones) H 1,151
M 2,183
jugonderholungsheine (eucU tbheitemssige)
COldor children's nursing hoses ~ 
including temporary ones)
B
II
II
199
8,340
709
2*593.
Jugendhotbargen, Jugendgas tehanser 
(Youth hostels)
F
449
1,074
»
H
Sonstlge Wtm&m\mt®fkm£z& 
(Other visitor accossodatien)
F
B
II
H
158
3,358
300
622
Cssspingplatre 389
((taping sites 
B » Bitten (Beds)
F • Frendenbehcrbbergungebetriebe (Est&blish&ents) 
H ® Matmtsenleger (Ctajs beds)
1 »  Botbetten (Esergeney beds) '
F *8 Friv&tverctieter (Private landlords)
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Albcrghl e Fensicmi '; 
(Hotels and boarding houses)
Anno .Esereiri Eetti • Cfisaere ■ Bagaivc
(Year) (Eofcablichnents) (Beds)' ' (Romas) (Beths)
1982 19,467 . 771,438 ; ■ 445,919 186,412
1963 20,538 829,901 479, 415 217,278
1964 21,363 871,629 503,132 239,292
1965 22,266 917,164 V-K 530,144 : 263,010
LOCAWBS :
1962 15,331 150,220 81*433 11,522
1963 15,062 153,220 82,843 13,185
1964 15,027 156,885 84,897 13,946
1965 14,860 159,377 85,733 15,323
Hotels
Total arrivals S000s Total bednights *000o
(of yhich tourists) (of vhich tourists)
1962 23*357 ( 8,156)- '91,053 (35,775)
1963 24,272 (8,317) 94,718 (36,216)
1964 24,405 (8,222) 95,028 (35,177)
1965 24,877 (8,753) 97,535 (37,677)
These statistics ere available broken doim. by nine types of hotel, 
according to grade# The occupancy of each grade is also broken down by 
nationality of the visitor#
** * * * * * * * * m * m ^ r n m m u  i>« tmmmrnmtmm
<* Aamuarlo Statistic© Icalicno 1966
Calcui&t£cm.'0£ Een-buclness Nights., ©pent m m  imm, E©me •— "-1— ~r~~—*--r—i—if —■•*—r --—j*-*1— t t - ~ t —- ‘urir  m tu t  •‘rirtr-o i fnn t h i-
by BIC Residents Other Than on Holidays Lasting Four
■Bights or More*
■ To derive thie figure one has to refer to data contained in the Social 
Survey.f Expenditure on Accomodation tJhile Away iron Home in 1964®~*
Thin ©urvey does not, unfortunately, m e  nights as the unit of measure® . 
ieent» but expenditure and, in some case©, number of visits* Number of 
visits on main and additional holidays for 1964 is ©Iso available frost 
the British' National Travel Survey for that year, so if one can adjust 
the Social "Survey data to mko them comparable with the British Notional 
Travel Survey, one has a legitimate source for m  estimate of nights, 
spent away from home other than on holidays: lasting four'nights or more* 
(Although the Social Survey covers all visits ©way from home, including 
business* the data are presented in such a way that business visits can 
bo deducted)*
.'The categories used In the Social Survey are comparable with those used 
in'this thesis; • but the Social Survey, which is primarily a survey of 
expenditure, does not cover visits.to friends and relatives or other 
establiehment®, such as second tases ©r caravans, which do not involve 
direct expenditure* .
Adjusting"the 1964 -British national Travel Survey figure for the number 
of visits to accommodation categories 1* 2, 4, 7 and 9 (those covered by the 
Social Survey) to allow foe Northern Ireland (the Social Survey 
refers to the United Kingdom) and comparing it tilth non-business visits 
as estimated by Kerns ley, it appear© that the difference between the two 
’ in terns " of numbers of visits is 12% over all five categories, but con­
siderably higher - 401- for licensed hotels*' (This increased intensity 
of patronage of licensed hotel© ©a shorter- visits is to be expected; '
23% of additional holidays in 1967 were spent in licensed hotels as 
opposed to 15% for main holidays, and additional holidays were about three 
days shorter)* By definition, these visits last less than four nights **
ft KtMBley, H.F.f. OB. CIT.
or they would have been in the British national Travel Survey «*-«n£ 
assuming that tbeylested on average two night©, one can derive the following 
tables
©pent m m  fro® boss In CemerAialm wn«=..»,.«■ o,.tmc.i a ■«..&um « u «t»a
Aecoss&od&tion for n©s~lms£uo-ss reasons 
©titer than ©a main and additional holiday© 
Lng Fear night.© or more*
1 licensed hotels and motels
2 Unlicensed hotels, hoarding houses, etc*
4 Holiday camps ’
7 : Youth hostels, schools, student hostels*
9 Heated houses, fiats, bungalows, villas*:etc*
Higlits
rpk
3.624 
2,500 
*000 
' 1.500 ■ 
53000
12.624m
OFPEHDIS III
participation^  in Fishing, by Age 
Often Bop at all !•«•£.• Total
18-24 23 23 51 3 100
25-34 24 21 54 1 100
35-44 22 22 55 1 100
45-54 22 18 58 2 100
55-64 17 I4pv 68 1 • 100
65*5- XI 9 78 2 100
Percentage Participating in Automobile Elding and Sightseeing 
Age Often A few times (1-4) Hot at all N.A* ’Total
18-24 61 21 16 2 100
25-34 57 24 18 1 100
35-44 51 24 23 2 100
45-54 46 24 27 3 100
55-64 40 23 34 3 100
65* 30 23 43 4 100
Percentage Participating in Picnics 
Age Often -A few times (1-4) Hot at all IE A* Total
18-24 38 42 IS X 100
25-34 46 34 19 1 100
35-44 40 38 21 | 100
45-54 32 36 31 1 100
55-54 19 32 48 1 100
654- S 28 60 3 100
AFPEUBXK IV
F m w i  suevey
The Family Expenditure Survey is a continuing annual inquiry into the ■ 
expenditure of private households in the United ' Kingdom* All business 
expenditure if excluded, which is convenient' .as .• this chapter of the study : 
is also excluding .business demand. The Department of Employsent and 
Productivity has general.responsibility.for the enquiry, including the 
electronic processing of the data, and the-publication o£ the results.
The Government Social Survey selects the sample, and, except for & small . 
sample in Northern Ireland, carries out all the field work.
The survey was designed to meet a variety of needs. Information about the 
pattern of expenditure was required by the Department of Employment and 
Froductivity in connection with the, index of .retail prices. The Central 
Statistical Office needed information about income and expenditure for three 
main purposes*?
1 to supplement the sources used in compiling the official estimates of 
national expenditure;
2 to carry out demand analyses;
3 to study the redistributive effectssof increases in taxation and
social benefits.
Originally, a sample of 5,000 addresses was selected, but, in 1967, the ■ 
sire of the sample was increased to 11,000. These addresses are visited
in rotation throughout the year, and the households are ashed to co-operate
in maintaining an expenditure record for 14 days, and in providing the 
interviewers with information about the household and its income m d  about 
certain regular payments such as rent, gas, electricity, telephone accounts, 
licences, insurance, education, season tickets and hire purchase commitment©.
Nearly 75% of the households selected co-operate in the survey, and £1 is 
subsequently paid to each member of the household aged 16 and over, 
provided he co-operated, for taking the trouble to supply the information, 
(tihcthor anticipation of this £1 reward influences expenditure during the 
survey period is the economist’s professional hazard).
APPENDIX ^
Categories of personal- consumption expenditures for'recreation used in USA 
statistics.*
Expenditure on:
Books and naps
ZlagazincG, newspapers and sheet imjsic 
Hon-darable toys and sport- ©applies -
Wheel goods, durable toys,, sports equipment, boats and pleasure aircraft 
Radio and television receivers , records and musical instruments 
Radio and I?;repair 
Flowers,,- seeds and potted .plants 
. -Admissions to specified spectator amusements: .
. . ...notion picture theater©
legitimate theaters and -opera® and entertainment. of \
. non-profit institutions 
. Spectator sports..
■ ' A/- . Clubs and fraternal. organisation©
- ,Commercial, participant,amusements (e.g. billiard parlours).
* Statistical Abstract of the US 1962, Table 275, p.209* (even more 
detailed categories are used in ‘'Consumer Expenditures and Income”
US Department of Labour, Bureau of Labour statistics, Washington* Hay 1966, 
but this is only published at ten yearly intervals).
■ ■ -A W  -
■ x v X  " ’ -V- ■
.RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 1&EKLY INCOME AND tvEEKLY LkPEt BITUBS OH HOTELS ,; 1967
Incoias bracket 
Under £6 ;
'iverage-weekly.
V. X
■ ;I03.4sv':
Expenditure 
on hotels♦yfaiw «ti
: 'l.lSs'x/'
.Expenditure on hotels 
Average weekly xncomo
1.14 ; V
£6-£8;' ' ■ : m . * m $ ; ’ 0*960 /' ''""o;65""
: ;'£B-ao:-; : 179.03s . l*27s 0*71
■ ; £10~-£lS ; : ' 150.75s ‘ . l.§2n.: * 0.77/'.
’:£iS-£20V- 252.00s - ■ 2 * Els 0.63 :
E20-E25 ' 450.19s ' . 2»44s.-- 0.54
/ :£25~£30' ’ ' " 549.64s '3.00s ^ 0.65
:'£30~£35" ' ' 647.03s ' 3.66s ■0.57
£35“:£4G ' 747.07s ' ; 4.19 s 0.56
■ -im-iBO' ■ " '607.42s■ 4.25s °.70
'£50-£60 ‘ “ 1,088.97s' ^ 7# 37s 0*68
£604'' 1 6^66*12s 8.39s ‘ 0.50
■ All : 5 564.97s 3.39s 0.58
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.BEPISITIOH OF DEA EEGXGSS
Northern Cumberland# Btirba©# ■ Hor thursber land# Westmorland# .'.
Yorkshire• Berth Elding
Yorkshire and Humberside East and West Hidings and Lincolnshire (part) .
■^111 < Wfc > tfcm wig 1 fft» aifti. iWr iWi Itt i'flS  '
East; Midlands ’ Besbyghirc Cpsrt}# -Leicestershire* Northamptonshire*
' HottinghasisliirG# Lincoliioliire (part)# Rutland* ' '
East' .Anglia ; * Cambridgeshire m &  Isle of Ely* ’ Huntingdonshire#
Soke of Peterborough* WOrfolk# Suffolk*
South .East . - ’ BedfordeMrOft.Hertfordshire* Essex# BerkeMte*
Bueldnghainsbire#' Oxfordshire* Greater’London Council 
Area* Hampshire# Kent# Surrey# Sussed* Isle' of Wight 
’ and Poole# ....
South Western Cornuall (inc. Scilly)» Devonshire# Dorset (cncl*
Poole)f Gloucestershire# Somersetshire# Wiltshire*
Wales. . ’ All eouaties <inc* Monmouth)
West Midlands . Herefordshire. Shropshire# Staffordshire.
ft .. mtt. in IM -•-■->.-.Jfc.u w  *  ' -
llatmckehlre# Worces tershire•
Cheshire# Lancashire# Derbyshire (part)
All counties
Worth' West -
Month 1931/60.
{Average)
.1957.;
January ■ . /1.57 : ;1.54
February - ■■ . 2.38- , 2*73
March; ; J*89., ..-3*08
April- ■ 5.20; .-5*22,-
Kay - : . ;0,15: 6.70
June... '• •: ; . 6.61 ,9.50.
July ; :. 5,73.- 4.54
August •. 5.44 4.65
September. - .4.35 3*74 .
October 3.12 ■2.73
Kovember 1.81 2.10
December ■ 1.31 1.66
Annual Mean 3.95 4.00
itmT h M « .» <m tim*
* Central. Statistical Cf£i
1IMS0 -1987* table 5.
shine.' Haga hours per day & .,' 
England and Males - .
1958 1959 B60; 1961 1962
■.1*63 .2.58 1.18.. 1*36 .2,04 
,1,99 -2,10/3,73, 2.30 .2.54 
,3.57; 3,12 .2,22 44,81. >3.95/
5.02 ..4*92; -.5.32. ■ 3*31- 3,22 -
5.79 ;7*37 .3.91 ; 6*76 ; 5*42
4,63 7.71 .3,58 ’ 7,30 7.97
.3,65; ;7*6S.-4.0S .5.35 4.31 
4*05 6,67 .5.20 5,63 5.03
4.14 6.42 4.14 4,27 3,87
3.02 4.42 2.16 3.66 3.47
1.53 1.85 2.15 2.08 1*44
1.01 1.01 1.63 1*78 2.10
3.52 4.67 3.84 4*12 4.16
fifr.arilh.Tfc, *»«*«*»■.** Hi! ta MfriM fril ,1ft
* Annual Abstract o£
1963; 1964 •;M65::.:jL966..
1.99 1.40 ..2.09 l.OS
2.64 2.05 1.26 1.33 
3.43 1.96‘ 4.17 3.95 
2*95 -4.il' 4,89 3,07 
6,21. 6.40 5.35 / 7*07 _... 
6.28 4.89 6.02 5.62
S.79 S.90 3.72 ; 5.27.'; "
4.03 0.03 5,49 5.44 ' 
4.61 5.87 3.72 4.S7
2.65 3.59 3.49 2.65
1.74 1.90 2.U  1.7^
1,45 1,5?. 1./0 1*30
3.87 3,03 3.07 3.63
Ho,104» 1967,
Bally, m&m air ...teaperetiire at eta level 
E n g l a n d  a n d  H a l e s *  ■ *
Month ...... , 1931/60 ■:195.7- . 195 & ■4&0a{9t*4RkNP j3 m .I960 1961'-1961 ■ 1968'■ 1964-- 1§65 .1366
(Average)
January A* 3 Oil 4.2 2 * 6 4.7 4.4 5,1 1.0 4,0 . 4.2 3*6
February 4,5 5.8 5.4 ■ 5.0 .4*6' - . 6*5 5.1 0.0 - 5.8 ; 3,8 6.2
March " 6*4 ■ 9.0 4.2 . 7.8 '",6*7;.; :-8*7 3,3 6.4 , 4*7 5.8 7.1
April ’ 8.8 9.1 7.8 " 9.8 9*3 10.2 B.0 0,7 ■9*0 0.5 7.7
Hay 11*7.;,.10.9 11.6 12.7 13.1 .11.5 10.6 10.9 13.5 11*9 ■" 11.6
June ■ J.4*8 15.4 13.9:-15.3 '18.1 -■i s . o h 13.9 13*9 14.2 '14.6 15.6
July 1 *4 ■ 16*7 10.1 17,4- ,15*4 ■:15*5 u *$.. 15.2 16.3 14.3 15.3
August . 16*4 ' 15.9 ■16.3
■ % 7 * 7 ,.
15.5;; 16,0 15.0 14.7 16.1 IS *4 15.3
September ■ i4*3" .13.2 .15.4 13.0' 13.7 '15.6 ■ 13.2 13,6 14.7 12*8/ 14.6
October 10.8 11.* V .11*5 ;i3.i 11.5 '11,3 ll.t. ■ -&"?&.-v •* ** *5 r 11.0
Uoveiaber 7*5 7.2 7.3 7.8 ■ .7*9 ■ 7.0 U  * 1C* f.i C; CTf rfS V «  A -■3.4 8.2
December 5.6 5*3 5*6 0.7 4.8 3.4 3.0 3.7 4.4 5.4 6.1
Annual mean 10.2 10.0 9.9 10.9 10.2 10.5 9.2 9.0 10.1 9.5 10.1
EntlGad and -jfcjteE ,.
.Month",'. , ■,‘ .1916/50
{Average)
1957 1956 1959 1360 1961 1362 1963. 1364 .1965 1966.
.January 92 74 , ,89 102 123 114 • 1Q4 : 26 . 7 97 ■ , 56
.February 66 ■ ,99 117 . :-io . .,73 < ■ ,65 ■ 36 ■ 33 , 31 .18 ■ 121
.Karclt . 57 ,69 ,46 . ,56 ■ ,51 .15 ■ .43 99 95 72 34
.April.; 60 10 . .31 ,79 ,46 57 ; .69 75 66 , 63 i m
.May , ..; 63 ' ,. ,48 , ,81 .28 .43 .38 66 -51 60 , 64 m
June , . , 55 ,48 112 .46 .48 ,38 18 86 70 71 85
.July , 79 104 ,97 ,66 112 ,66 61 53 50 97 73
Aggusfc 81 102 97 36 112 81 109 104 51 72 102
September • * 76 125 - 122 , . , e . 112 . - 79 102 71 33' 5 142 SO
October 32 76 81 86 178 117 38 ‘58 61 31 132
Hovcmber 95 ■ 63- ■. . . 50. .• 119 • 150 • Cl 71 155 . 55 - 103 : 03
December - ■ 88 - ' 81 v 102 •■ iMf}■ • 112 -: -39: 74 ■ 28 97 103 108
Annual total 904 " 899 '1029 8 0S ■nil:; 874 790. ;• 831 ' ' 706 933 1025
* Central Statistical Officee 0F*€13!**'fable 2
** Central Statistical Office* 'OF.Clf,* ‘Table 4
/ Hensons .vhy particular ‘-hotel or motel van 
■chosen for the first -time .by bu8ine.es .traveller
Reason
Appearance ’ /
■ Clean appearance/"
' Overall 'outward /appearance /
Wmr/moiem
^Interior appearance' , : ■ : ■ ' ''/■/-. ; . '
■. C l e a n  h e d d i i i g / f e a t l i r o c K i i / f a c i l i t i e s - : : ;- ■ 
locational convenience ■ V
. .Convenience- lor Restaurants» ;shopfitigf •etc* 
> , , Locational convenience, unspecified 
. -Hear highway ■
■ ■■’ : All other locational convenience V..-/-.-/:'.■ 
IJaae/rcputatios/recoismendatios ■
■ $&coB83.esu!at£o&
- Natae/reputation ;
■ - Advertising .
Available facilities
Restaurant/bar/room service 
; W/mdie i /
A-Air - condl,tlonings -heating 
Parking- facilities - - - ’
■ Type of 'hud Xfim/good/eomfcttable); ; ' ■
Room rise : ' / - /;
, .Specific roocr facilities . / ■ •
- - All ■ other . facilities,.. unspecified•;• 
Price/reasonable■rates 
Recreational facilities . .
Suiting pool- .
Other recreational facilities 
Quiet . .■■■■_-
Coocl service
Friendly,.courteous .personnel 
Comfortable
.Percentage
.giving each 
/.reason* --/ -.
-
26 '
23 
- 7
' 2 ' , 
./'■ -' g ■:
'■'St' -■
.  ^ 2 9V  ■■■■■■• '
-26 
. -3- 
/ 2 
33 
16 
19:
30
16
-■4-
3
- 5:
■4-
6
,5'.
.21
•m*
5
4 
1
I
7
5 
3
& These-add'up to more'than 100 ..as .isore than one reason van ■ frequently- 
given* -
Atmosphere/environment X
Credit card acceptance ., .3
Vacancy sign Q
All other ' v 8^
Did not specify ' - - - JL
■ Reasons given for returning to a particular hotel or motei 
Season.- ' . Fercenta
Cleanliness--. ' ; \50
Available' ''facilities'; /•;. . \ - 42
- Res fcsm*anfc/har/room - service' - • /: -■ ■/' ; *; ' 23
Good/comf or table bed . \ , / / - "14:
W/radio.n / . '. V • 6
Air conditioning/temperature control ■: 7
CoodfsmlZ ^tsppZiei-h&throom ' ■ ■ 7 /  :. ;■< ■ 6
: Bedroom accessories . {e*g* desk> hangers) ■ - . 3
. Parking - . .2
’ .-All.'Other facilities 
Service • 37
Service,-general ■- ■ 31
: All other service - ; 7
Pleasant/friendly/courteous ..management . 27
Prices/rste© : ■ -'V • . ' ■ \ P.
'LocatiOB/conveaiesice; . ..' 23
., Location . . 23
■Convenience- .. . \ - : _ * .- - .: / -. 7
Q u i e t / p r i v a c y : ■ . 13.
Good-accomodation - ,.14
Coasfortahle  . ; -12
Outward, appearance. - . . « . ■-■ . 4
RecreationaX facilities .2
Swimming .pool; ' . . . .2
, Other recreational 0
Prior experience/satisfaction J,
All other - JS
Bon* £ know* did not specify . ’.-,2
' Effect*-* ofdevaluation4m, tourism;: ' ' '
* The ■ principal • wort: on ■- this: stbjeet* - based on the de-©fc revaluation' of ■; -
seven other currencies.* -does- give- some' indication' of what the "effect:
slight be#* ■ r-. •■ ■' ■-■■"■'■
Geralds shoes' '-that-' tourist • receipts- arc clastic* hut that other • factors 
apart’frcsm'price effect tourlsmV. :Hany ■ of these %a$p already been 
mentioned ■* incomes*. distribution of‘ incomes* ■; restrictions on spending*- 
family ties*--education*'culture* national origin*'- religion* : previous-:'' 
travel: e^uribhoe. sad the international' politics! situation* He-also 
mentions supply factors «• historical and archaeological attractions* 
tourist facilities* . the' attitsde :of >thc hosts- and Che- location -of t!m-- 
country .inIrelatlorr .to .the -main -arteries" of ‘ international tourist traffic*
Geralds - argues • that-- devaluation . brings about -a marked- * substitution- ' 
effect* and he examines the tourist receipts of seven countries before 
and after 4© or re-valuation* and. compares them .with the receipts:before 
and after* of their ’keenest rivals* -.neighbouring-countries• competing 
for the same tourist traffic*' ■'--
This, is shown in'-the' following table's ; 7 ; ■ • * . - 7,
: .TABLE-I / ' ' / • " r.. 7
.:-;Bffecfcsof do. and revaluation..-■
. - -Gains flosses-) v *•.-
; in tourist. . ,
■ '■-■-• • receipts'in " • ' : X ' ' ' Apparent’
\post-re£orsr; r. v'r .;-;r C h a n g e  of:;' ..--elasticity. '
Country
period - X.
Changes
relative . ; 
prices’
■-of. tourist 
''''.revenue:
X 2 ' ■ 3 ‘ 4
France- • • * 103.9 "■■+ 41*5% - 9.9% ’ 4.2
Spain $ 147.6 •s- 111.5% - 16*2% "' 6.9
Canada ' • + 62.7 ❖ 15.1% - 5.1% 3.0
Yugoslavia •'* 17.6 4-101.7%: - 32.4% ■ - 3.1 ;
Finlfmd . - 1*4 - 9*ir.\ ❖ 12.6% ■' : *?.
Germany ■ >  ,48*2 '■ ■■ — 8.0%;.. . : 3.2% • • 1.5 '
Netherlands : - 15.8 ‘ - - • 8.01:- ❖ 2.4% ■’ - 3.3
* Geralds* Andreas S* jjajjBg^wi
II# Staff Papers* Vol* XII* ;'Hd*3*;Washi«gton B*C*-1965* -
The first four.countries devalued and the last three countries revalued
■ by and large the ones that devalued most (see column 3) ■ achieved the 
highest percentage increase in. .tourist receipts (see column 2)# ' Column 4 
is the product of dividing coluas*. 2> by column 3 to derive the elasticity 
of.tourist revenue (the percentage increase in .tourist revenue as a result 
■of a IZ decrease in price)* • 7 - .
- Talcing ;the average elasticity of 3*24* it would sees that the-WE. should 
benefit-considerably from devaluation* This is; probably an-overestimate* -
Geralds’ figures indicate that the elasticity is lower for a remote 
country!"Finland- is-mre-remote than the other Western European countries* 
and it© tourist .revenue had a low elasticity (lea© than one)* Geralds 
attributes' this to it being apart from the closely knit and 'active Westers 
European tourist,markets* and the same consideration may apply to the III*
TOURISTS FROM FRANCE
In 1967, France supplied 17.821 of all non-business non-Commonwealtii 
tourist traffic to the United Kingdom, admitted for three months or less. 
After the USA, France was the second largest supplier of such traffic.
In 1967, these two countries supplied 49.69% of the market, as defined 
above.
If one examines the propensity to visit the United Kingdom for non-business 
reasons, residents of France have the fourth highest such propensity after 
residents of the Netherlands, Sweden, and Belgium and Luxembourg.* In 1967 
87.52 per 10,000 residents visited the United Kingdom for non-business 
reasons. This propensity has increased from 17.19 in 1950.
The econometric analysis carried out for 1960 related the propensity to 
visit the United Kingdom to air fares between the United Kingdom and the 
tourist supplying country, and to various measurements of the standard of 
living in the supplying country. The analysis was very accurate for France 
indicating a propensity to visit of 30.77 compared with the observed 33.48. 
The discrepancy is due to underweighting the convenience of coming to 
England by Channel Ferry for those living in the North of France.
The fall in arrivals in 1958 shown in Table'I is largely attributable to 
the devaluation of the franc on August 11th 1957. Severe currency 
restrictions were imposed in 1958 on travel abroad and individual licences 
were needed for travel. Apart from this, the increase in visits is broadly 
in line with the average increase for other countries.
* Belgium and Luxembourg are treated as one country in these Appendices.
TABLE I
Tourist arrivals from France, 1950-1967
Visitors admitted for Percentage increase
3 months or less on holiday over preceding year
Year tourists, etc., from France (decrease - )
1950 71*764
1951 81,617 13.7
1952 80,514 - 1.4
1953 91,513 13.7
1954 100,265 9.6
1955 120,575 20.2
1956 125,716 4.3
1957 137,950 9.7
1958 123,003 - 10.8
1959; 131,903 7.2
1960 152,486 15.6
1961 179,959 17.7
1962 197,181 9.6
1963 238,497 21.0
1964 269,921 13.2
1965 302,596 12.1
1966 347,592 14.9
1967 377,339 S.6
The fluctuations in the annual increases are evening out, in common with 
the pattern of other major tourist supplying countries.
- ----- TABLE IX....
Average annual increases and standard deviations
Standard deviation 
of annual increase 
Period Average annual increase (%) from the norm
1951-1967 10.5
1951-1956 10.0 7.7
1957-1962 8.2 10.1
1963-1967 14.0 4.6
One is unable to say unequivocally whether the United Kingdom is 
maintaining its share of the total market for French tourists, as no 
reliable figures are published about the total number of French residents 
travelling abroad each year. The Institut Rationale de la Statistique et 
des Etudes Eeonomiques estimate that the number, ©f French holiday-makers 
leaving the country in 1967 was 3.54m,* This seems a low estimate,
The only way to derive some idea of the relative performance of the United 
Kingdom is to look at French arrivals in other countries over a period and 
to see whether they have been increasing at a faster or slower rate than 
French arrivals in the United Kingdom.
In this exercise, countries with common bonders with France have been 
excluded because of the high volume of transit traffic which is often 
counted as tourist arrivals. Hie data are derived from relevant OECD 
publications.**
TABLE III 
Arrivals of French tourists in
Total
Year UK Portugal Yugoslavia Austria Netherlands Turkey excluding UK
1961 219,246 63,793 88,786 218,910 116,899 6,707 495,095
1962 240,643 67,015 109,477 230,155 124,493 11,900 543,040
1963 286,929 88,266 138,748 248,007 130,385 12,870 618,286
1964 324,977 131,409 161,570 270,201 154,965 11,702 729,847
1965 362,944 178,338 212,610 267,223 155,391 25,855 639,417
1966 416,432 184,689 297,756 269,852 151,873 30,087 934,257
1967 453,605 166,761 285,596 248,893 163,452 23,973 888,867
To derive a comparative picture, the figures above are expressed in the 
table belcn? as percentages of French arriving in the United Kingdom in 
the years in question. The final column shows French arrivals in the 
United Kingdom as a percentage of total French arrivals in the five other 
countries in question.
* OECD Tourism Committee, 0P.C1T., Table C(I), p.140,
** For this reason, the UK arrival figure is not reconciliable with that 
in Table I,
TABLE IV
Arrivals in the five other destination countries 
as a percentage of arrivals in the UK» 1961-1967
Year Portugal Yugoslavia Austria Netherlands Turkey Total
1961 29.1 40.5 99.8 53.3 3.1 44.3
1962 27,8 45.5 95.6 51.7 4.9 44.3
1963 30,8 48,4 88.4 45.4 4.5 46.4
1964 40.4 49.7 83.1 47,7 3.6 . 44.5
1965 49.1 58,6 73.6 43.0 7.1 43.2
1966 44.4 71,5 64,8 36.5 7,6 44.5
1967 36,8 63.0 34.9 36.0 5.3 51.0
Over the period, the United Kingdom has performed “better than Austria and 
the Netherlands, hut less well than Portugal, Yugoslavia and Turkey, which 
are the * newer1 tourist destinations. Since l£>65, however, the UK out** 
performed Portugal and Turkey, and, comparing 1967 with 1966, the United 
Kingdom out-performed all the other countries, indicating that the United 
Kingdom is less vulnerable than other countries in a tourist recession.
The final column indicates that the United Kingdom can expect to hold its 
share of the market as the number of tourists from Prance increases.
Data on length of stay are not available for French tourists in the 
United Kingdom on holiday, but data are available on the length of stay 
of all such visits, including business visits. In 1967, the figure was 
15.3 days, which was considerably longer than the 7.8 lays for residents 
of Belgium and Luxembourg, and the 9.9 days for the residents of the 
Netherlands, but this discrepancy is accounted for by the higher percentage 
of business visits from those three countries, which are shorter than non­
business visits.
Data on expenditure by all French visitors are as follows:
TABLE V
Average expenditure Average expenditure by Average expenditure 
Year by French in UK all if* Europeans in UK of all ■tourists in U!C
£ s £ s £ . B
1964 39 4 38 2 63 IB
1965 39 16 35 16 57 10
1966 33 6 38 12 54 17
1967 30 16 37 10 54 . 8-
The above table shows that expenditure by the French is fairly close to 
the average for all Western European'countries•
Arrivals by sea of French holiday-makers have been rising more slowly than 
arrivals by air, although numerically sea visitors still outweigh air 
visitors* July is by far the most popular month for French tourists;
22,41 of visitors travelling by air come in that month and 30,8% of the 
visitors travelling by sea.
TOURISTS FROM GERMANY
In 1967, Germany supplied 10.54% of all non-business non-Commonwealth 
tourist traffic to the United Kingdom, admitted for three months or less. 
After the USA and France, Germany was the third largest supplier of such 
traffic. In 1967, these three countries supplied 60,23% of the market, 
as defined above.
If one examines the propensity to visit the United Kingdom for non-business 
reasons, residents of West Germany are significantly low down on the list 
at eighth position, after the residents of the Netherlands, Sweden, Belgium 
and Luxembourg, France, Denmark, Switserland and Norway. In 1967, 38.69 
per 10,000 residents visited the United Kingdom for non-business reasons. 
This propensity has increased from the exceptionally low figure of 4.00 in 
1950, when Germans may have felt that they would not be warmly welcomed 
here.
The econometric analysis carried out for 1960 related the propensity to 
visit the United Kingdom to air fares between the United Kingdom and the 
tourist supplying country, and to various measurements of the standard of 
living in the supplying country. The analysis indicated that many more 
Germans should have visited the country in that year than in fact did.
This is probably due to the after-effects of the war, and of course this 
would not be reflected in an analysis based on wealth and air fares.
The number of arrivals has been extracted from the relevant publications 
and is as follows?
- TABLE I ■
Tourist arrivals from Germany, 1950-1967
Visitors admitted for Percentage increase
3 months or less on holiday, over preceding year
Year tourists, etc, from Germany . (decrease - )
1950 19,122
1951 3?,161 68,2
1952 4 ',074' 24.6
1953 52,895 . 32.0 •
1954 70,250 32.8
1955 79,040 12.5
1956 89,751 13.6
1957 100,485 12.0
1958 107,192 6.7
1959 118,397 10.5
1960 133,564 12.8
1961 142,744 6.9
1962 150,637 5.5
1963 161,892 7.5
1964 173,844 7.4
1965 199,137 14.5
1966 223,737 12.4
1967 223,193 - .2
The average rate of expansion achieved was the highest of any of the main 
tourist supplying countries, evidence of the country1s well-known 
wanderlust, hut also a reflection on the low base figure for 1950.
However, the rate of increase since 1961 has been significantly lower 
than the period up to that date, and now it is well under the average.
The pace of the early 1950*8 was clearly unsustainable.
TABLE II
Average annual increases and standard deviations
Standard deviation 
of annual increase 
Period Average annual increase (%) from the norm
1951-1967 16.5
1951-1956 30.6 20,4
1957-1962 8.1 3,09
1963-1967 8.3 5.68
Unlike most other countries, the fluctuations in the rates of annual 
increase are not evening out significantly* mid it therefore night he 
difficult to forecast accurately the future numbers of arrivals of Goman 
tourists*
No figures are published about the total number of German residents 
travelling abroad each year, but estimates -of expenditure by German 
tourists in foreign countries for the years 1960-1967 are reproduced in 
‘’Tourism in OECD Member Countries’1 .* This shows that the share of such 
expenditure accounted for by the United Kingdom fell between 1960 and 
1962, but increased subsequently* In 1967, when total tourist expenditure 
by Germans fell for the first time since 1950, the United Kingdom’s share 
of the market increased, underlining the resilience of the Uni feed Kingdom 
in a declining market* This is shown in the following tablet
TABLE XII
I 2 3 4
Year
Expenditure in UK by 
residents of Germany,$m
Expenditure in all countries 
by residents of Germany, $m
Column 2 as
% of column
1960 21*4 636,2 3.36
1961 23.3 822*3 2.83
1962 24*8 1072*8 2,37
1963 27.0 1087.0 2.48
1964 29,8 1175.3 2.48
1965 34.5 1370.0 2.52
1966 38,3 1572,8 2.44
1967 39,5 1531.8 2.58
To refine this analysis a stage further, -German arrivals in six other 
countries were compared with German arrivals in the United Kingdom for the 
years 1961-1967, to see whether the United Kingdom was losing her share 
numerically as well as financially. In this exercise, countries with 
common borders with Germany have been excluded because of the high volume 
of transit traffic often counted as tourist arrivals. The data are derived 
from relevant OECD publications*
* OECD Tourism Committee, OP.CIT*, Table B(XII), p.146.
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To derive a comparative picture, the figures above are expressed in the 
table below as percentages of Germans 'arriving in the United Kingdom in 
the years in question* The final column shows German arrivals in the 
United Kingdom as a percentage of total German arrivals in the six other 
countries in question.
TABLE/. V
Arrivals in the six other destination countries 
as a percentage of arrivals in UKP 1961-1967
Year Portugal Yugoslavia jgnrkey Spain Italy Greece Total
1961 12.0 142.3 6.3 266.8 2654.4 27,1 ■ ;3.21
1962 12.9 136*4 .9*8 345.6 3211,1 36,1 2.67
1963 14.2 210.1 ..8,9 392,3 2869.1 41.4 2.83
1964 IS.7 252.6 9.4 417.9 2114.9 28.9 3.51
1965 22.9 216.9 .. 19.2 404*6 2106,3 38.8 - 3.56
1966 27.7 228.4 19.6 454.8 1912.1 38.7 3.72
1967 28.1 251.4 13.6 425.8 1623.0 33.4 4.21
Taking the period as a whole, the * newer* tourist destinations have out** 
performed the United Kingdom, though there are now signs that the United 
Kingdom is beginning to hold its own against countries such as Spain,
Greece, Turkey and Portugal. The resilience of the United Kingdom in 1967 
again is underlined. (The final column of fable v is heavily weighted by 
arrivals of German tourists in Italy).
Average expenditure by all German visitors to the UK is slightly lower 
than average, though less so than countries with higher propensities to 
visit the UK. Such expenditure has been fairly constant over the past 
four years. .
TABLE VI
Average expenditure Average, expenditure by Total expenditure
Year by Germans in UK all U. Europeans in UK of all tourists in 1
£ 6 £ s £ s
1964 32 14 38 2 63 18
1965 29 16 35 16 57 10
1966 32 18 38 12 54 17
1967 29 8 37- 10 54 8
Average length of stay in 1967 was about average.
TOURISTS FROIf THE IIEfHERLABDS
N
In 1967, the Netherlands supplied 6*54% of all non-busznees non~CGnmom*ea!th 
tourist traffic to the United Kingdom, admitted for three months or lees* 
After the USA, France and Germany, the Netherlands was the fourth largest 
supplier of such traffic* In 1967 these four countries supplied 66*77% 
of the market as defined above - almost exactly 2/3.
In one examines the propensity to visit the IRC for non-business reasons, 
residents of the Netherlands are top of the table: in 1967, 109*97 per 
105000 residents visited the United Kingdom for non-business reasons.
This propensity has increased from. 31*93 in 1950, and is an indication 
of the levels which.might be reached by residents of France and Germany 
iirdue course*
The econometric analysis carried out for 1960 related the propensity to 
visit the United Kingdom to air fares between the United Kingdom and the 
tourist supplying country, and to various measurements of the standard of 
living in the supplying country. The analysis slightly understated the 
propensity of the Netherlands to visit the United Kingdom, perhaps because 
the convenience of crossing by sea as opposed to by air was underweighted*
The number of arrivals has been extracted from the. relevant publications 
and is as follows:
TABLE I
Tourist arrivals from Netherlands, 1950-1967
Visitors admitted for . Percentage, increase
3 months or less on holiday over preceding year
Year tourists etc*, from Netherlands  (decrease - )
1950 ' 32*391
1951 36*933 14.0
1952. . 30,804 ' - 16.6 \
1953 ' ' ' 34,972 ■ 13.5 ■'
1954 38,777 10.9
1955 41,584 7.2
1956 ■ 45,243 ' ' ';8.0 ■ ■
1957 • ' 46,894 ! ‘ 3.6
1958 ■' ‘ ' ■ ' . 46*730 - .3
1959 ' 52,143 • '11.6
1960 61*676 18.7
1961 64,375 4.0
1962 67,169 4.3
1963 75,515 - 12.4 /
1964 91,979 21.8.
1965' 108,4X6 17.9
1966 123*961- ■ 14.3
1967 - 138*524 11.7
The overall rate of,increase over the period was less than average, - 
because of the fairly high base. The increase in the latter half of 
the periods however, was above normal*
TABLE II
Average annual increases, and standard deviations
Standard deviation 
of annual increase 
Period Average annual increase (%) from the norm
1951-1967 9.28 • .
1951**1956 6.30 11.52
1957-1962 6*98 6.92
1963-1967 15.62 4,21
The fluctuations in the annual increases are evening outs a feature of 
tourist traffic from most of the more advanced countries..
To see whether the United Kingdom is holding its share of the market* 
arrivals of Dutch tourists in seven other countries were compared with 
such arrivals in the United Kingdom based on OECD data.
In this exercise* countries with common borders with Netherlands have 
been excluded because of the high volume of transit traffic which is 
often counted as tourist arrivals.
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To derive a comparative picture * the figures above are expressed in the 
table below as percentages of Dutch arriving in the 'United Kingdom in 
the years in question. The final column shows Dutch arrivals in the UK 
as a percentage of total Dutch .arrivals in the seven other countries in 
question.
TABU IV
Arrivals in the seven other destination .countries 
as a percentage of arrivals in the UK, 1961-1967
Tear Yugoslavia Switzerland Spain Portugal Italy Greece Austria Total
1961 22.7 . -J44.& 102,2 6,6 917-2 7,1 199.6 6.65
1962 35.0 ■ 130*5 ; 7.5 967.2 7*6 217.6 6*21
1963 52.2 ■ 209*6; 171.0 ' -9,9 844.8 8.4 222*9 6.58
1964 64.7 189.3 186.6 11.7 680.7 ; 8,6 210*5 7.40
1965 62*2 : 167.2 ■■171.2; ■9.7 : .647*4 10.7 196,4 7.91
1966 74.8 159.7 232.9 14.2 716.5 11,6 189,3 7.15
1967 - 77,1 ' ■ 141.9 252.1 12.1 648.4 9.1 166.4 7.65
Spain 5 Yugoslavia and Portugalthe * never* tourist countries, have 
out-performed the United Kingdom, which has in turn out-performed the 
*older* tourist countries - Italy, Austria and Switzerland.
Average expenditure. by the Dutch is considerably lower than the average 
for other West. Europeans, which indicates that a deeper penetration of 
the market has been achieved. This is confirmed by the high propensity 
to visit the United .Kingdom, mentioned at the beginning of this Appendix*
TABLE V
Average expenditure Average expenditureyby Average expenditure 
Year by Dutch in UK   all W. Europeans in UK 'of all tourists in UK
£ s £ s £ B
1964 28 16 38 2 63 18
1965 23 14 35 16 57 10
1966 24 2 38 12 54 17
1967 26 4 37 10 . 54 8
Average length of stay in 1967 for all purposes was 9.9 days which is less 
than the average of 17.1 days for all countries. The low Dutch figure is 
partly due to the higher than average percentage of total visits which is
ac counted for by bus£nes£pe&»
Tourists from Belgium and 'Luxembourg
In 19679 Belgium and Luxembourg supplied 4.822 of all non-business 
non-Consionwealth tourist traffic to the UK* admitted for three months 
or less. After the USA, France* Germany and the Netherlands* Belgium i
and Luxembourg were the fifth largest suppliers of such traffic. In 
1967 these five countries supplied 71*59% of the market* as defines above.
If one examines the propensity to visit the United Kingdom for non-business 
reasons* residents of Belgium and LuEsmbourg have the highest such 
propensity after residents of the Netherlands and Sweden. In 1967*
102*98 per 10*000 residents visited the United Kingdom for non-business 
reasons. This propensity has increased from 32.35 in 1950.
The econometric analysis carried out for 1960* relating the propensity 
to visit the UK to air fares between the United Kingdom and the .tourist 
supplying country and to various measurements of the standard of living 
in that country* slightly underestimated the propensity of the Belgians 
to visit the United Kingdom, probably because it underweighted the 
convenience of the cross-channel ferries.
The number of arrivals has been extracted from the relevant Home Office 
publications and is ao follows:
TABLE I
Tourist arrivals from Belgium and Luxembourg, 1950-1967
Visitors admitted for 3 months Percentage increase
or less on holiday, tourists etc. over preceding year
Year from Belgium and Luxembourg (decrease - )
1950 28*903
1951 36,190 2*0? '
1952 32,166 ~ 11J
1953 32,504 • l,r
1954 33,254
1955 36,302
1956 36,466 .5
1957 38,634 6.1
1958 29,711 - 23.2
1959 38,084 28.2
1960 50,919 33.7
1961 60,028 17.9
1982 63,828 6.3
1963 62,307 - 2.4
1964 69,980 12.3
1965; 75,181 7*4
1966 88,691 18.0
1967 102,111 15.1
The overall rate of increase was slightly less than the average for all 
non-business non-Commonwealth visits; only in the middle period was the 
average exceeded.
TABLE II
Average annual increases and standard deviations
Standard deviation 
of annual increase
Period Average annual increase (%)  from the norm__
1951-1967 8.62
1951-1956 4.53 12.05
1957-1962 11.5 20.36
1963-1967 10.08 8,00
The fluctuations in the annual rate of increase are evening out* after a 
very erratic performance at the end of the 1950a and beginning of the 
1960s. The standard deviations from the norm of the increases are shorn 
in the right-hand column. For a relatively well-off country* these 
fluctuations are still high, and therefore forecasts of arrivals from 
these two countries could be subject to a wider margin of error than the 
others.
To see if the United Kingdom has been maintaining its share of tourists 
from Belgium and Luxembourg, the following table shows arrivals, based 
on OECD figures, of residents of these two countries to seven other rival 
destinations. To exclude transit traffic, countries bordering on Belgium 
and Luxembourg have been excluded.
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To derive a comparative picture, the figures above are expressed in the 
table below as percentages of Belgians and Luxemburgers arriving in the 
UK in the years in question*
TABLE IV
Arrivals in the seven other destination countries
as a percentage of arrivals' in the UK, 1961-1967
Year Yugoslavia Switzerland Spain Portugal Italy Greece Austria Total
1961 25.3 343,7 209,5 10.3 ■974,2 12,9 106.4 5,94
1962 33.9 343.5 ; 212*3 lO.l 974.7 13.4 103.9 5.91
1963 44.0 320,5 300.8 ■ 12.3 ■9S4.-9 18,2 106,7 5.69
1964 53,4 321.1 328,3 ; 14*1 851*7' 14,9 119*4 5,87
1965 59,8 303.4 299,2 : 20,9 928,6- 16*4 114,2 5.74
1966 86,8 277.2 387.4 22,4 :1007.5 16.2 105,9 5.25
1967 68.7 238.8 370,6 20*2 927.5 12,6 92,2 5,77
Spain, Yugoslavia and Portugal increased their share of the market 
relatively to the United Kingdom, which in turn increased its share 
faster than Switzerland and Austria, Perhaps this shows that residents 
of Belgium and Luxembourg are increasingly spending their holidays in 
the warmer countries.
Average expenditure by all Belgians and Luxemburgcrs visiting the UK in 
lower than the average, indicating that the United Kingdom has achieved > 
a relatively high penetration of this market, as underlined at the 
beginning of this Appendix by their higher than average propensity to 
visit the United Kingdom.
. table v
Average expenditure ;
fey Belgians and Average expenditure by Average expenditure 
Year Luxemburgero in UK -:all vh Europeans in UK of all tourists in UK
£ B £ G £ s
1964 24 6 38 2 63 18
1965 21 0 35 16 SI 10
1966 24 2 ■ 38 12 54 17
1967 26 16 : 37. 10 54 8
Average length of visit, for allypurposes, in 1967 by Belgians and 
Luxemburgers was the lowest of any country at 7.8 days; under half the 
Western European average* This is partly due to the higher than average 
ratio of businessmen in the total visitor figure.
mmxsis from xtait
In 1967, Italy supplied 4*03%. of all non-commonwealth non-business tourist 
traffic to the United Kingdom*; admitted-.for three months or less* After 
the USA, France, Germany, the Netherlands and Belgium and Luxembourg,
Italy was the sixth largest supplier of such traffic* In 1967 these six 
countries supplied 75*62% of the market as defined above - in other words 
just over 3/4.
If one examines the propensity of Italians to visit the United Kingdom 
for non-business reasons, they are lower down the list" at tenth place, 
behind all the Tiestern European countries except Portugal and Spain*
In 1967, 16.32 per 10,000 residents visited the United Kingdom for 
non-business reasons. This propensity has risen from 2,34 per 10,000 
in 1950.
The econometric analysis carried out for 1960 related the propensity to 
visit the United Kingdom to air fares between the United Kingdom and the 
tourist supplying country, and to various measurements of the standard 
of living in the supplying country. The analysis showed that Italians 
were visiting the United Kingdom as often as the variables implied they 
should. The number of arrivals has been extracted from the relevant 
publications and is as follows:
TABLE I
Tourist arrivals from Italy, 1950-1967
Visitors admitted for Percentage increase
3 months or less on holiday, over preceding year
Year tourists etc., from Italy (decrease - )
1950 10,954
1951 13*787 25.9
1952 14,670 6*4
4953 17,569 19,8
1954 18,545 5.6
1955 23,087 24,5
1956 24,416 5.B
1957 30,608 25.4
1958 31,202 1.9
1959 36,077 15,8
1960 41,721 15.6
1961 43,370 4.0
1962 42,942 - 1.0
1963 52,108 21.3
1964 57,161 9.7
1965 63,831 11.7
1966 76,851 20,4
1967 85,387 11,1.
The growth rate throughout the period is higher than average hut of course 
the base was very low, with a propensity,of only 2,34 per 10,000 in 1950. 
The pattern throughout the 1950’s - a good year followed by & bad year - 
is interesting,
TABLE II
Average annual increases and standard deviations
Standard deviation 
of annual increase 
Period Average annual increase (%) from the norm
1951-1967 13.16
1951-1956 14.67 9.78
1957-1962 10.25 10.22
1963-1967 14.84 5.54
The fluctuations of the annual increases are high though, like most other 
countries, the fluctuations are now evening cut.
To see whether the United Kingdom has been maintaining its share of the 
market, arrivals of Italian tourists in six other countries were compared 
with arrivals in the United Kingdom, based on OECD data, Switzerland, 
Austria and France have been excluded from this comparative analysis 
because of the high volume of transit traffic from Italy often counted 
as tourist arrivals*
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To derive a comparative figure» the figures above are expressed in the 
table below as percentages of Italians arriving in the United Kingdom in 
the years in question. The final column shows Italian arrivals in the 
United Kingdom as a percentage of total Italian arrivals in the six other 
countries in question*
TABLE X?
Arrivals in the six other destination countries 
as a percentage of arrivals in the UKg 1961-1967
Year Yugoslavia Turkey Spain Portugal Netherland Greece Total
1961 192*8 7.0 451.5 T5vT ' 62.5 35.2 13*07
1962 222.8 10.6 421.1 16.9 64.4 47.3 12.77
1963 265.7 9*1 392; 8. - 16.3 59*2 ■ 46.8 12.65
1964 332*5 6.8 404*9 56.3 • 61.9 50.2 10*94
1965 358*6 15.77 368*5 57.5 59.6 52.2 10.96
1966 422.2 20.6 337.1 54.5 50*1 56.7 10.64
1967 451*2 10.9 359.5 65.7 46 • 9 39*6 10.27
The relative decline in popularity'of Spain end the rise of Yugoslavia as 
far as the Italian tourist is concerned are the most notable changes over 
the past seven years. Yugoslavia is now a more popular tourist destination 
for Italians than Spains while in 1961 twice ss many Italians went to Spain 
as Yugoslavia*
It has been shown that the propensity of Italians to visit the United 
Kingdom is lot?* The average expenditure per visit of all Italian visitors 
is consequently well above the average for visitors from other Western 
European countries, as only the befcfcer~*of£ Italians are coming* This is 
shown by the following table;
TABLE V
Average expenditure Average expenditure by Average expenditure 
Year by Italians in UK all. W,,Europeans in UK of all tourists in UK
£ s £ s £ s
1964 61 2 38 2 63 18
1965 61 12 35 16 57 10
1966 60 14 38 12 54 17
1967 42 14 37 10 54 8
Average length of stav of the Italians is similarly higher than that of 
Other Western Europeans* in 1966 it was 20.4 days, as ogpoaed to the
average of 15.8 days*
TOURISTS FROM SWEDEN
In 1967, Sweden supplied 4.00% of all non*Commonwealth non-business tourist 
traffic to the United Kingdom, admitted for three months or less. After 
the USA, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg, and 
Italy, Sweden was the seventh largest supplier of such traffic. In 1967, 
these seven countries supplied 79.62% of the market, as defined above.
If one examines the propensity to visit the United Kingdom for non­
business reasons , residents of Sweden have the second highest such 
propensity after the residents of the Netherlands. In 1967, 107.57 per 
10,000 residents visited the United Kingdom for non-business reasons.
This propensity has increased from 29.03 per 10,000 in 1950,
The econometric analysis carried out for 1960 related the propensity to 
visit the United Kingdom to air fares between the United Kingdom and the 
tourist supplying country, and to various measurements of the standard 
of living in the supplying country. The analysis was very accurate for 
Sweden, indicating a propensity in that year of 41.72 as opposed to the 
43.68 actually observed. This was an error of only 4.9%,
The number of arrivals has been extracted from the relevant publications 
and is as follows:
- ■ . table.I
Visitors admitted for Percentage increase
3 months or less on holiday' ' over preceding year
^ear tourists etc., from Sweden: : : (decrease - )
1350 20,361
1951 ' 21,421 5,2
1952 . 21,638- -  1.0
1353 ' 21,559 ' - ,4
1954 23,071 7.0
1955 27,751 ' 20,3
1956" ‘ 25,742 - 7,3 ''
1957 ‘ 25*564 - .6
1358 25*934 1.4
1959 ; / 29*439 13.7
1960 32,674.'.: 1CI.S
1961 '■ 36,319 . 13,0
1362 ' 37,547 • 1.7
1963 ■ ■ ■ ' . -  42,521 13,2
1964 46,605 9.6
1965 57,238 22.8 :
1966 73,094 27,7
1967 84,650 ' _ 15.8
The overall rate of increase for the period was slightly lower than that 
for all non-business non-Coismonwcsitli traffic, but in the latter period 
it comfortably exceeded the average*
TABLE II '
Average annual increases and standard deviations
Standard deviation 
of annual increase 
Period Average annual increase (%) from the norm
1951-1967 9.11
1951-1956 4,30 9.29
1957-1362 6,67 6.51
1963-1967 17.82 7,33
Fluctuations in the average rate of increase have evened out over the 
period* in common with other developed tourist-supplying countries. 
This is shown in the third column above.
To see whether the United Kingdom has been maintaining its share of th 
market, arrivals of Swedish tourists in eight other countries were 
compared with such arrivals 'in the United Kingdom based on OECD data. 
In this exercise* countries with common borders with Sweden have been 
excluded because of the high volume of transit traffic which is often 
counted as tourist arrivals* The data, are derived from relevant OECD 
publications*
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To derive a comparative picture, the figures above are expressed in the 
table below as percentages of-Swedes arriving in the United Kingdom in 
the years in question. The final column shows Swedish arrivals in the 
United Kingdom as a percentage of total Swedish arrivals in the eight 
other countries in question*
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The United Kingdom has performed creditably, increasing its share of the 
market as defined from 5.47% to 6,84%. In particular* it has out­
performed Switzerland* the Netherlands, Italy* Germany and Austria* The 
performance of Yugoslavia is interesting. Residents of most other European 
countries have increased their propensity to visit Yugoslavia much-, caster 
than their propensity to visit the United Kingdom; this is not so with the 
Swedes. However, in common wit!; several other European countries the 
Swedes are increasing their visits to Spain' and Portugal faster than to 
the UK.
Bata on average expenditure by Swedes in the United Kingdom are not 
available separately as they are included in the IPS with expenditure by 
the Danes and Norwegians* . Since Sweden has a higher propensity to visit 
the HIT. than these, other two countries* it is likely that the average 
expenditure by Swedes is. lower than the figure in the following tablet
TABLE V
Average expenditure
by Danes, Norwegians Average expenditure by Average expenditure 
Year and Swedes in TIE  all U. Europeans in UK of all tourists in UK
£ s £ s £ s
1964 N.A. 38 2 63 18
1965 N.A. 35 16 57 10
1966 45 0 38 12 54 17
1967 42 14 37 10 54 8
Bata on average length of stay is not available separately but for the 
three countries in 1967 it was about average at 13.8 days.
TOURISTS FROM SWITZERLAND
In 1967, Switzerland supplied 2.27% of all non-Commonwealtli non-business 
tourist traffic to the United Kingdom, admitted for three months or less. 
After the USA, France, Germany, Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg,
Italy and Sweden, Switzerland was the eighth largest supplier of such 
traffic. In 1967, these eight countries supplied 81.89% of the market, 
as -defined above.
If one examines the propensity of the Swiss to visit the United Kingdom 
for non-business reasons, they have the sixth highest such propensity 
after the Butch,'Swedes, Belgians and Ltiretnburgerc, French and Banes.
In 1967, 82.85 per 10,000 residents visited the United Kingdom for non- 
business reasons. This propensity has increased from 35.07 in 1950.
The econometric analysis carried out for 1960 related the propensity to 
visit the United Kingdom to air fares between the United Kingdom and the 
tourist supplying country, and to various measurements of the standard 
of living in the supplying country. The analysis showed that the Swiss 
did not visit the United Kingdom as often as the two variables would 
indicate, achieving a propensity of 50vl in that year, whereas the 
equation indicated 61.3.
The number of arrivals of. the Swiss has been, extracted from the relevant 
publications and is as followsj
— t jy
TABLE I
Tourist arrivals from Switzerland, 1950-1967
Visitors admitted for Percentage increase
3 months or less on holiday over preceding year
Year tourists etc.«, from Switzerland (decrease - 1 ■
1950 16,462
1951 19.043 15*7
1952 15,456 -18.0 -
1953 17,279 11.8
P34 18,437 6.7
1955 19,999 8.5
1956 21,376 9.4
1957 21,571 0.0
1958 21,558 . - 1.4
1959 - 23,872 _ 10*7 '
‘ i960" " ■ " 26*803 ' ' " ' " 12.3
1961 30,021 12.0
1962 30,269 ' ' .8
1963 32*684 8.0
1964 * 35,370 ‘ 8.2
1965 ‘ 39,804 ' ' 12.5 '
1966 ' ' ' 46,734 ’ ' 17.4 ‘
1967 ” 4-7,991' 2.7
The growth rate throughout the period is significantly lower than the 
average. In only four of the 17 years did traffic grow at a higher rate 
than the average for all non-Commonwealfch countries, While the gap is 
closing, the rate of growth is still about 4% lower than the average. ■ 
Tliis is to some extent 'compensated hy the faster than average increase of 
business traffic from Switzerland.
TABLE XT.
Average annual increases and standard deviations
Standard deviation
■ ' of annual increase
Period Average annual increase (%) from the norm
1951-1867. 6.85
1951-1956 ■ 5.55 12.33
1057-1962 5.73. - 8.56
1983-1967 9.76 5.51
The fluctuations of the annual increases are evening out in eoi&aon with 
most other countries* and are now fairly low*
Switzerland is one of the richest countries in the. world in terms of GNP - 
per capita. The way that the Swiss tourists behave now assy therefore be 
an indication of how tourists from other European countries behave when 
they reach a similar standard of living* It Is therefore interesting to 
see whether the UK has maintained its share of the market, as it has been 
able, to do with the USA.
The following table shows the number of Swiss tourists arriving in various 
countries that the United Kingdom must compete with* Countries bordering 
on Switzerland have been excluded as the statistics often include transit 
traffic. The data are derived from relevant OECD publications.
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To derive a comparative picture, the. figures above are expressed in the 
table below as percentages of Swiss arriving in the United Kingdom in 
the years in question.
: ■ TABLE - IV
Arrivals in the six other destination countries
as a percentage of arrivals in the UK,1361-1967
Year • Yugoslavia Turkey . ;Portugal Netherlands ■ Greece .Total
1961 . ■ 71.9 ‘ 5.6 334,3 "16.8 121.3 35*0 17,09
1962 ■ 78.9 8,9 = ■330.7 ■ ■ 17,9; . V - 128.4 • V. 32.4 ■16,74
1963 101.7 . .8,5,: .355.,?. , ; 18.6 . . 117.2 37,0 15.66
1964 : ;'U5'#7 6.3 V. -405,1'-.7, 24,8 V: /. 113.9 - 34.0 14.29
1965’ V 101,5 - ■' : --10.$, •302,9 -28,0 . • ; . 116.2;7 37,7 .'16.72
1966- - ; 1X5,4 - . . 11,2- : 377,5 V 36.7 ■.. . . 94.8 33.2 14.83
1967 X1X.9 12.0 378.6 ■ 32.1 86,9 , 30*9 15.33
Tliis table needs careful consideration. It is true that, over the period, 
four of the mix countries increased their share of the Swiss market 
relatively to the United Kingdom* and that the United Kingdom share of 
the total market dropped, but most of the countries who increased their 
share were starting from,a small base, and, in the; latter half of the 
period this rate of increase5 compared with that for the United Kingdom, 
slowed doun appreciably. Spain and Yugoslavia have dropped their share 
of the market relatively to the UK since 1964. It is noticeable, once 
again, that in 1967, a year of recession, the United Kingdom was less 
affected' than the majority of the other countries.
Average expenditure by all Swiss visitors to the UK is considerably 
higher than that for the average of Uest European countries. This is 
principally because of tbs relatively low penetration of the market 
achieved by the United Kingdom - the Swiss propensity to visit the 
United Kingdom is not very high and these who do come tend to be in the 
upper income bracket.
TABLE V
Average expenditure Average expenditure by Average expenditure 
Year by Swiss in TJK all 11. Europeans in UK of all tourists in UK
£ s £ 8 £ s
1964 56 4 38 2 63 18
1965 53 1° 33 16 57 10
1966 61 18 38 12 54 17
1967 59 14 37 10 54 8
In view of the average expenditure figure9 one would expect the average 
length of stay to be correspondingly higher than average and this is 
indeed the case. In 1966* the Swiss stayed on average 26.1 days against 
a Western European Average of 15,8*
TOURISTS FROM BEUMARK
In 1967, Denmark supplied 1*89% of all non-business non-Commonwealth 
tourist traffic to the United Kingdom* admitted for three months or less. 
Denmark was the ninth largest supplier of such traffic in that year,
If one examines . the propensity to visit the United Kingdom for non-business 
reasons* residents of Denmark have the fifth highest such propensity after 
residents of the Netherlands., Sweden* Belgium and Luxembourg? and France,
In 1967* 82.85 per 16*000 residents visited the United Kingdom for non- 
business reasons. This propensity has increased from 37*34 in 1950.
The econometric analysis carried out for' 1960 related the propensity to 
visit the United Kingdom to air fares between the United Kingdom and the 
tourist supplying country* .and to various measurements of the standard of 
living in the supplying country. ' The analysis slightly understated the 
propensity of the Danes to visit the United Kingdom indicating a propensity 
in 1960 of 32.3 instead of the observed 39.54.
The number of arrivals has been extracted from the relevant publications 
and is as follows:
■ TABLE I .
Tourist arrivals from Danmark, 1950-1967
Visitors admitted for Percentage increase
3 months or less on holiday over preceding year
Year tourists etc., from Denmark (decrease ~ )
1950 15*949
1951 14*155 - 11.2
1952 13*246 - 6.4
1953"’" 14,441 9,0
1954 13*366 - 7,4
1955 15*293 14.4
1956 14,353 - 6,1
1957 14,819 3.2
1958 1 3 ,835 - 6,6
1959 15,678 13.3
1960 18s111 15,5
1961 20,360 12.4
1962 20,638 1.4
1963 23,372 13.2
1964 26,246 12.3
1965 31,830 2 1 .3
1966 35,855 12.6
196? 40,089 11,S
The overall rate of increase is comfortably less than the average* owing 
to the poor performance from 1951 to 195S,v!ien arrivals actually 
decreased. In the last period, however, the average annual increase was 
a little higher .than the average for all non-Commonwealth countries.
(It is interesting to note that business traffic expanded twice as fast).
TABLE II
Average 'annual increases and standard deviations
Standard deviation 
of annual increase 
Period Average annual increase (%) from the norm
1951-1967 6.0
1951-1956 1.3 10,36
1957-1962 6.5 8.61
1963-1967 1 4 *2  ' 3 . 9 8
The fluctuations in the yearly increases are now evening out in common 
with most other European countries. For the last period, the standard 
deviation was one of the lowest of any country examined, indicating that 
it should be easier to forecast arrivals from Denmark.
To see whether the United Kingdom has been maintaining its share of the 
market, arrivals of Danish tourists in eight other countries were compared 
with such arrivals in the United Kingdom based on OECD data. In this 
exercise* countries with common borders with Denmark are excluded because 
of the high volume of transit traffic which is often counted as tourist 
arrivals.
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To derive a comparative picture, the figures above are expressed in the 
table helot? as percentages of Danes arriving in the United Kingdom in 
the years in question* The final column shows Danish arrivals in the 
United Kingdom as a percentage of total Danish arrivals in the eight other 
countries.
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The relative popularity of Italy as opposed to Spain is an interesting 
feature of tourism from Denmark. The UK has out-performed Italy, Austria, 
the Netherlands and Switzerland - the * older* tourist countries - hut 
has in turn been out-performed by the ’newer* ones - Spain, Yugoslavia, 
Turkey and Poland. The performance of the UK in 1967, a poor year, Is 
worth noting.
For details of expenditure, see Table V, Appendix
TOURISTS FROM SPAIN
In 1967, Spain supplied 1.28% of all non-business non-Commonwealth tourist 
traffic to the United Kingdom, admitted for three months or less, and was 
the tenth largest supplier of such traffic.
If one examines the propensity of Spaniards to visit the United Kingdom 
for non-business reasons, it is the lowest of all eleven countries 
examined in these Appendices. In 1967, 8.4 per 10,000 visited the United 
Kingdom for non-business reasons. This propensity has risen from the 
exceptionally low figure of .84 per 10,000 in 1950.
The econometric analysis carried out for 1960 related the propensity to 
visit the United Kingdom to air fares between the United Kingdom and the 
tourist supplying country, and to various measurements of the standard 
of living in the supplying country. The analysis was highly inaccurate 
for Spain, perhaps because the distribution of wealth in Spain is very 
uneven, and the equation is based on an even distribution of national 
wealth. The number of arrivals lion been extracted from the relevant 
publications and is as follows:
TABLE I
Tourist arrivals from Spain, 1950-1967
Visitors admitted for Percentage increase
3 months or less on holiday over preceding year
Year tourists etc. , from Spain__  _ _________
1950 2,349
1951 3,531 50.3
1952 4,254 20*5
1953 5,392 26.8
1954 5*319 2.4
1955 7,348 33.1
1956 8,569 16.6
1957 8,670 1.2
1958 9,206 6.2
1959 9,923 7.8
1960 11,836 17.9
1961 14,141 20.9
1962 14,179 .3
1963 15,848 11.8
1964 16,823 6.2
1965 19,009 13.0
1966 24,585 29.3
1967 26,998 9.8
Spain is the only country to have recorded an increase in tourists to the 
UK in every single year since 1950. The overall rate of increase over 
the period was also higher than average, perhaps because it started from 
a very low base figure* The rate of increase for the latter period is . 
much nearer the average, as the effect of this low base is removed.
TABLE II
Average annual increases and standard deviations
Standard deviation 
of annual increase 
Average annual Increase (%) from the norm
16.12. . ' .
: 24.95 ■ , 16.15
3.05 8.56
14*02 8.92
Period
1951-1967
1951-1956
1957-1962
1863-1367
The rates of increase fluctuate very wildly* Host of the richer countries 
supplying tourists have a more even spread in the 60*s than the late 50*8, 
but the standard deviations of the annual increases in arrivals of 
Spaniards since 1957 show little sign of narrowing* This seems to be a 
feature of tourist behaviour from the less Tjealthy countries*
To see whether the United Kingdom has been maintaining its share of the 
markets -arrivals of Spanish'-tourists" in six--other countries were compared 
with such arrivals in the-United Kingdom based on OECD data. ■
In this exercise, countries with common borders with Spain have been 
excluded because of the high volume of transit traffic which is often 
counted as tourist arrivals* '
' ™ 7JE 111 
Arrivals of Spanish tourists in
Total
Year UK Switzerland Greece Germany Austria Italy Turkey excluding UK
1961 18,558 72,569 1,603 68,399 10,794 131,843 605 285,813
1962 19,560 75,811 2,630 73,618 12,190 142,000 760 307,009
1963 22,476 69,992 2,184 74,491 13,106 155,900 832 316,505
1964 24,198 73,956 2,552 81,071 15,621 176,900 800 350,900
1965 27,471 71,600 3,265 78,738 16,117 167,200 1,036 337,956
1966 33,871 78,235 3,894 81,929 21,106 199,600 2,122 ■ 386,886
1967 38,036 85,370 3,924 76,853 20,778 208,200 1,104 396,229
To derive a comparative picture* the figures above are expressed in the 
table below as percentages of Spaniards arriving in the United Kingdom 
in the years in question. The final column chows Spanish arrivals in the 
UK as a percentage of total Spanish arrivals in the six other countries 
in question.
TABLE IV
Arrivals in the six other destination countries 
as a percentage of arrivals in the UK, 1961-1967
Year Switzerland Greece Germany Austria Italy Turkey Total
1961 391.0 8.6 368.6 58.2 710.4 3.3 6.49
1962 387.6 13.4 376,4 ’ 62.3 . 725.0 3.9 6,37
1963 311.4 9.7 331.4 58.3 693.6 3.7 7,10
1964 305,6 10.5 375.0 64.6 731.1 3,3 6.90
1965 260.6 11,9 286,6 58.7 608,6 3.8 8.13
1966 231.0 11.5 241.9 62.3 585,3 6.6 S. 75
1987 224,4 10.3 202,1 54,6 547.4 2.9 9.60
The results show that Italy $ a country with a comparable climate to Spain, 
has not been able to hold its share of the market, although it is still 
the most popular of the six countries -shown* Apart from Greece, none of 
the other countries increased its share of the market as fast as the 
United Kingdom3 which is a good indication of the attractions of this 
country to developing nations t/ith a warm climate.
40% of Spanish tourists still come by sca„ which is e sign that the market 
has not yet been fully developed.
The propensity of Spaniards to visit the United Kingdom is very lows it 
follows that the -average expenditure in the United Kingdom, should be 
higher than average as those that come will be in the upper income bracket. 
The table below shows that this is the case*
TABLE V
Average expenditure Average expenditure by Average expenditure 
Year by Spaniards in UK all 17. Europeans in UK of all tourists in UK
£ 6 £ & £ s
1964 61 6 38 2 63 18
1965 51 8 35 16 57 10
1966 66 12 38 12 54 17
1967 67 12 37 10 54 8
Average length of stay is likewise above average at 24.7 days as' opposed 
to 15.8 days for all West Europeans.
TOURISTS FROM NORWAY
In 1967,'Norway supplied 1.21% of nil non-business non~Coramonwealtli 
visitors to the United Kingdom, admitted for three months or less, and 
was the eleventh largest supplier of such traffic.
If one examines the propensity of Norwegians to visit the United Kingdom 
for non-business reasons, the Norwegians have the seventh highest such 
propensity after the Dutch, the Swedes, the Belgians and luxemburgers,' ; : 
the French, ’ the Danes and the "Swiss. ' 'In -1967, 67.94 .per 10,000 Norwegians; 
visited the UK for non-business reasons* This propensity has doubled from 
33.36 in 1950. The number of arrivals has been extracted from the relevant 
publications and is as follows?
TABLE I
Tourist arrivals from Norway,’ 1950-1967
Year
1050
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957 
1950
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
Visitors admitted for 
3 months or less on holiday 
tourists etc., from Norway
Percentage increase 
over preceding year 
(decrease ~ )
10,097
12,907
9,890
10,568
10,452
12,238
11,923
11,482
9,808
10,913
12,977
14,726
13,-758
15,796
17,125
19,051
22,032
25,707
B.4 
-  11.2
15.6
16.7
18.4
23.4 
6,9 
1.1
17.1
2.6
3.7
14.6
11.3
18.9
13.5 
6.6
14.8
The overall rate of increase in traffic from Norway is the lowest of a 
country examined in detail. It is attributable to the slow growth rate 
up to 1962, in turn related to foreign currency restrictions, but since 
then the rate of increase has increased considerably. Norway is the only 
country supplying tourists to the UK to have recorded a decrease for three 
consecutive years. One should, however, point out that business traffic 
from Norway is considerably higher than the number of non-business visitors 
would-indicate,
' TABLE II ' .
Average annual increases and standard deviations
Standard deviation 
Average annua* Increase (%) of annual increase
Period (decrease - ) . from the norm
1931-1967 5.9
1951-1956 ~ 2.6 15.46
1957-1962 3.1 13,26
1963-1967 13.3 3.45
As with most other countries, the annual fluctuations are becoming less 
wild, and the standard deviations of each'increase have decreased as the 
period progressed.
To see whether the United Kingdom has been beeping its share of the 
Norwegian tourist market, the UK performance from 1961-1967 is compared 
with that of eight other countries on the basis of OECD data.
In this exercise, countries with common borders with Norway have been 
excluded because of the high volume of transit traffic which is often 
counted as tourist arrivals.
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To derive a comparative picture* the figures above are expressed in the 
table below as percentages of Norwegian tourists arriving in the UK in 
the years in question. The final column shows Norwegian arrivals in the 
United Kingdom as a percentage of total Norwegian arrivals in the eight 
other countries.
TABLE IV
Arrivals in the eight other destination countries 
as a percentage of arrivals in the .UK, 1961-1967
Year Germany Yugoslavia Switzerland Spain Portugal Netherlands -Italy Austria Total
1961 '382.3 17.9 52.8 86.8 .5,3 107,7 641,6 42.7 7.48
1962 376.1 20.2 52.8 115.0 5,4 115.0 715.0 41.9 6.94
1963 336.5 26.7 50.6 101.7 '6.9 69.8 660.0 38.2 7.63
1964 321.2 23.9 48,3 112.1 7.2 83,3 672,6 41.0 7.64
1965 318.9 31.6 45.7 139.2 ■ 9.5. • 77.3 682.0 34.6 7.47
1966 271.1 31.3 42.6 159.7 12.6 75.4 626.3 28,7 e.ot
1967 221.1 25.3 36.2 145.6 13.4 53.5 711.3 2.5.0 8.12
The final column shows that the UK is not being outperformed by most of 
its competitors for the Norwegian tourist market. The countries with warmer 
cl 5-mates - Spain, Portugal and Yugoslavia ~ have increased their share of 
the market, hut the UK has consistently out-performed Germany, Switzerland, 
the Netherlands and Austria.
For data on expenditure by Norwegians see Table V, Appendix
In attempting to reconcile the IPS estimates of overseas visitor traffic 
with the Home Office figures* several adjustments have to be made# The 
relevant Home Office figures* in addition to the ones shown in Table CIKf, 
are the figures for visitors admitted for three months or less on business 
and all visitors admitted for over three months'but less than one year* 
These figures should then be broadly comparable to the IPS* which defines 
a visitor as a person previously resident abroad for more; than a year*- who 
proposes-to stay in the UK for not sore: than n year*;
The comparable figures for:the four years for which' they are.-available .. 
are as followsi - \ - ::• ■. - ■ , v\~. ;;
TABLE I
• v Home .'Office; and-.IPS, estimates of overseas; visitors * : :1964^1§67 .
Tear ■' .■• - -. Home Office ~ - IPS - ■
.1964: ", . 1*891,200 . . • 3,257,000
1965 2,128,863 3,59.7,000
1966 2,437,175 3,967,000
1967- 2,668,595 4,289,000
The XP8 includes visits by residents of the Irish Republic,by members 
of the Commonwealth* and by British subjects and Cocimonvealfch citisens 
resident in non^Romonwealth countries* Estimates of these categories 
should therefore be deducted from the IPS figures to reconcile them with 
the Home Office figures* ’ -.
' T A 3 B t E  1 1  ''
Year. Home Office IPS
1964 1,891,200 1,970,000
1965 2,128,863 2,179,000
1966 ‘ 2,437,175 2,506,000
X967 2,668,595 2,763,000
The IPS also includes an estimate of Korth American visitors arriving via 
the Irish Republic* The Home Office figures do not cover any traffic 
from the Irish Republic, so these must be deducted*
TABLE III ' ■
Year ■ Bob® Office IPS
1964 1,891*200 1,952,270
1965 2,128,863 2,145,500
1966 2,437,175 .'■'■2,463,480
1967 ' ' '‘22,668,595 2,713,000
The small discrepancies ’which' remain' are probably due to the following:
1 . Hie IPS counts visitors for survey purposes each time they enter - the
UK. The IPS' totals' are therefore- totals of visits,- rather-then of - 
visitors* The Home Office figures ” shown shove fey and large exclude 
repeat visits*■'
2 The IPS. is conducted m  overseas'-visitors- leave the'UK* The -Borne 
Office figures are derived from visitor arrivals* This will lead 
to a discrepancy, ' As & visitor tjould fee in the 1967 Home Office 
figures,' and in the 1968' 'IPS* ' •
3 The IPS' is a sample? the' Home Office' figures are Based' on a head 
count*
4 There are other smaller differences of little concern to this study. 
They can fee 'discovered fey reading the footnotes to' the Heme Office
' figures* and the introduction to the IPS***. "
* * * \
Hie rate of expansion over the period was 41% according to the -IPS, and
391 according'to' the Home Office* These- are sufficiently close for the
purposes of this study*
’* Hose Office* Statistics of Foreigners. Entering and Leaving ;the United
• Knigdom 1981* ■ H* C2®B 3607* ■. HMSG hay 1968, p*5*
Board of-Trade Journal 4/10/68* .
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